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Meet the New
Delegate From
Puerto Rico
•

James
Curley, Mayor
of Boston, won
hie seat in the
Democrat IC
Nat ional
Cons ent ion at
Chicago today.
Be was named
as a delegate
from Puerto
Rico. Mayor
defeated on a
straight -ont
Hoomevel!- forPresident
ticket.

He is

one of the
Roosevelt
leaders in the
country and led
an independent
delegation to
Chicago. If
he were a
resident of
Puert o Rico,
which
he represents,
he would dregs
when at home
5, he is shown
here. (Int erns
tional Newsreel
Photos.

11

ICITY TO HONOR
ELIA 1,1.1T11
BIG PRABE

A parade sponsored by Mayor.
Curley—who will be in Chicago on
that date. however—will take place
in Boston Wednesday in honor of
Amelia
Earhart Putnam, only
woman to have flown the Atlantic
alone.
The parade will form in Adams
sq. at 10:45 a. 01. and will follow
a route through Devonshire st.,
State st.. Congress. Milk, Federal,
Franklin and Wa.shington sts. to
School at., where it will be reviewed
by city officials, then to Beacon st.
and a review at the State House
and then to Beacon ind Arlington
sts. where the parade will disband.
MARTIN CHIEF MARSHAL
Lieut. Joseph J. Martin has been
appointed chief marshal of the
parade. with Frank Rourke as
adjutant.
The staff will consist of Lieut.
Timothy Regan. Lieut. Williamson,
Major Vincent Breen, Lieut. Cummings, Major Charles T. Harding,
Lieut Fred Maier, Charles McCarthy, William
McMorrow, Capt.
Charles Lyons. Frank J. Travers,
Lieut. Thomas Reardon. Henry
Rosonsky. Richard F. Paul, national vice-commander, American Le.
gion.
Stephen Garrity, state commander, American Legion; Lieut. Leslie'
Gilbride. Harold Redden, adjutant,
American Legion; Martin Hamilton, Leo 1-rartr,ett, John Power,
John Gilmore, Oscar Kent, A. Vane!
Beaudry, Fred L Mellon, Carroll!
Hill and Peter W. Pate, newly-I
elected state commander, Veterans
of Foreign Wars.
FRIENDS TO MARCH
In the line of march will oe
members of the American Legion,
Veterans of Foreign Wars, soldiers.
sailors, marines and flying friends
of Amelia.
She will arrive at Roston Airport
companiec by her husband, George
Palmer Putnam. his son, David,
and Amelia's cousin, Miss Lucy

thThey wi.1 he met by the transCa
tsi flier's family. by Acting

Mayor Edward M. Gallagher
and
Mrs. Loraine Defren Fran.tlan
d,
president of the women's division,
National Aeronautical Society, and
others.
After the parade, Amelia will be
guest of honor at a luncheon and
then will go to Braves Field to he a
guest at the carnival arranged by
Mayor Curley to aid the unemployed.
At night she will be guest of the
Aeronautic. Society at dinner.

q2-7/3 211W ENGLANDERS ON SCENE; HUB HONORS
COAKLEY FACES OPPOSITION FOR AMELIA
•
Ely Is Reported to Have One Candidate and
Walsh Another, For Committee
By M. E. HENNESSY
CHICAGO. June 2S—New Englanders, delegates and guest. arrived in
train load lots today. The most notable ansentee is Gov Joseph B. Ely of
Massachusetts, the men who is to rift
Ex-Goe Alfred Fe Smith in nomination. The Governor attended his son's
marriage in Pennsylvania yesterday
and will not arrive here until early

to the convention there would be a
great revolt against the movement to
discard the age-old Democratic convention rule.
---

Parade, Lunchi on by
the City and Dinner
Main Features

Curley and Party Arrive
Mayor Curley and his family party
Boston's welcome home tomorrow
arrived late this afternoon. While he
Mrs. Amelia Earhart Putnam, first
to
Chicago
in
will be a guest. of friends
woman to fly alone across the Atclueing the week, he will have a suite
of rooms At a Loop hotel for the (-oninclude s parade, a
lantic ocean,
vention. He said on his arrival that
luncheon by the city, a dinner by
tomorrow morning.
it must he plain to all observers that
The caucus of the Massachusetts Smith people, knowing that they face ,the local chapter of the Nationa.
delegation has been put. over until 9 defeet, are now eegaged in an attempt
fttaturing
Associatiol.,
a en tomorrow, when it is expected to create discord in tee party. He !Aerc,nautic
that the member of the national COM' said he had been assured by a high
if her as guest of honor at the big
matte will be chosen. Daniel H. Coale- authority in the Roosevelt crewels
lor carnival for the benefit of the
Icy said tonight that he intends to go that they had control of every eonven:"mloyed, in the afternoon at
through with his candidacy and is Hen Committee. A maiorite of the conconfident he has the votes to win.
vention delegates and do not propose
raves Field.
But —. Senator Walsh, it is said, to be **mitred out of the fruits of their
does not look with favor on Coakley hard-fought victory.
and Gov Ely, who also hat a candidate
WILL FLY TO BOSTON
He added that he was glad to sea
of his own for the place. In view of that the Roosevelt men and women
Putnam, accompanied by her
eel..
exiles
the close political relation that
were going to discard the archaic two.
!husband, George Palmer
utnare, her
between the Governor and Coakley, thirds rule.
,
, some of the delegatertebelieve that the
David Binney Putnam, and
"It takes c.ourage,tn de this, I ad.
latter would hp willing to retire for mit," said the Mayor. "and it shows
her cousin, Miss Lucy Chelese, will orthe Governor's choice.
that Roosevelt men and women have
ire by airplane from New York. She
— -it. Of course the minority will set up
is scheneed to alight at the airport in
a big holler, but that is the way of
Walsh Is for O'Connell
politics. I submit that the majority East Boston at 10.30 o'clock in the
Senator Walsh, it is said. favors
rule is more democratic than the two. renting. There the noted aviatrix will
Daniel le, O'Connell of Brookline, sec- thirds rule."
'let. greeted by Acting Mayor Eiletetted
retary to Senator Marcus A. Coolidge.
Senator Walsh went, into conference
• and the Mayor's recepthf. Genf
with the platform committee as soon
tion committee end others.
es he arrived and spent most of the
A cavalcade of automotees will whisk
day with members of that committee.
Miss Earhart and her party through
He said that, he did not care in make
East Boston and Chelsea to Adems
any public statement on the situation
mutt -, where the es, it, parade will be
here until he hes a chance to look
'e start at 10:4e o'clock. Itot
read'.
over the field and consult with the
will 1- from Adams teeistre to DevonSmith managers and Al himself.
/thief'
tree. to State street, to ConThe Mysachusetts delegation was
gress .....reet, to Mlik street, to Federal
, met it thlf train by St Mary's Band
file• Staff Correspenderin
street.
to
Franklin street, to WashingRite was escorted to Its hotel. Robert
Chicago. June 27 --Mavor
ton street, to School Street, to Beacon
i.leekson met the New Hampshire
was elected a
todal
Street,
to
Arlington street. There will
delegation and piloted it to the Roose'be halts at City Hall and the State
delerfate le the Democratic
velt, headquartere. The New HampHouse..
from
convention
The'
parade will disband at
national
shire delegates were elected after a
Arlington and Beacon streets.
Puerto Rico.
hard fight. The chairman of the deleThe Puerto Ricane elected
Luncheon at Copley-Plaza
getion is ex -Mayer Bernard J. Doyle
him in order that he might
of Nashua, who is accompanied by his
Mm's. i'lltlialn will he the guest of the
have an official seat in the
daughter. Jeckson introduced Doyle
,'its' at. Itineheon at the Copley-Plaete
convention, "in recognition of
at headquarters as "The beat fighter
lintel, where she is scheduled to make
ready to
his unfailing energy and his
In' New elempshire, always
her, quarters for the day. At 2:30 she Is
convictions."
devotion to the progressive
go to the mat for his
go to Braves Field and the sport..
to
called
government
of
print•iples
The Rhode Island delegation
carnival for the benefit of the rue....
Gerry at the
enunciated hv Gov. Franklin
on Sc" tor and Mrs
public welfare fund.
rc-c3e".' F!!!!!!!.
D. Ronseerit
Blacks..e-, beaded
At 4 p. m. she is to return te eer
Shouse and the
Mason Cu rley was elected
!
to rest, preparatory to being the
!hotel
It Is solid for Smith.
permits
which
rule
two-thirds rule. Senatot Gerry told
the
under
guest of the Boston chapter.
fttional
well
they
would
do
that
members
e
proxy
t
mete
to
delegates
the
Aeronautic Assoclailen, for emner At
ears to Roosevelt prepaholdere.
the Hotel Lennie where Rear-Admiral
to close their
onee _erpost of it is bunk." The
Pilchard E. Byrd and Lieutenant-ComRoosevelt people, he said, had by no
mender Frank M. Hawke will be the
conprincipal speakers,
means complete teetrot of the
satisvention and he wild he WEIA
Servitor Giese of Virginia,
fied after
and
Senator le hinson of Arkansas
Senator Welsh of Massachusetts talked

4117/31.
R/vrt- t?i
Mayor Curley Getsl
Puerto Rico Seat
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MAYOR CURLEY'S GROU P ARRIVES IN CHICAGO

BOsTON
CH/CCO

SEYEIT

I othusiastic and vociferous in their demands for the n omination of Governor Roosevelt as the Democratic
.i.itulard-bearer in the coming Presidential election, al though haying no voice at tlit convention that opens in
Chicago today, Mayor Curley's group of Roosevelt boosters arc shown arriving in Chicago yesterday. In
Ithe group can be seen Mayor Curley, his (laughter, M iss Mary Curley, the three Curley sons, and the Roosevelt boosters from amone• the Curley loth-met-. in Boston.
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HornsTootasThe
Mayor Ctirley
Flits Chicago

213 1
Rocsevett-meageu
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Curley Is Accorded
tions from Vermant and New
Hampshire also arrived,
n1
Nois y Demonstratio
The Massachusetts delegation ar-;
rived by special train and estao- 1
CilicA60. June 26 (AM—The
lished headquarters at the Stevens.;
and
Curley
Mayor
arrival of
theSenator David I. Walsh took his
place on the resolutions committee.
"Roosevelt rooters" with the Maine
Gov. Joseph B. Ely, who will act
W RS
afternoon
this
delegates
Chi. .go, June 26 (AP)—The op- as chairman, did not arrive with
marked by the noisiest demonstrathe delegation, but left Pennsyl;
forces of New England's vania today after attending the
posing
any
accorded
been
has
lion that
Chicago
ere
into
poured
v.
Democracy
wedding of his son there yesterday.'
of the New Englanders. They
The arrival of Mayor Curley and ;
met at the railroad station lyi
totlay to find themselves swept up
the
"Roosevelt rooters" with the :
James A. Roosevelt, son of the
in the storm raging along the naNew York Goternor.
official
Col. (law, Chicago's
greeter, also was on hand, the
inaor and his family, escorted by
a heel of s.-reamin g motorcycles,
;acre borne to the Congress Sole!,
In one of the clty's white guest

ears.
Asked if he would see Smith,
Curley commented that he hadn't
seen him "since I made my contrlMilian to pay off the Raskoh debts:*
averse'.
lie added he "would not he

to !teeing him.

tional convention battleground,
The

Massachusetts

delegation.

with its delegates pledged to Alfred
E. Smith for the presidential nomination, arrived during the morning
ind was followed this afternoon by
a crowd of Massachusetts supportera of Frank D. Roosevelt, headed
by Mayor James M. Curley of Boaton,
Rhode

Island's

delegates,

Maine delegates this afternoon was
marked by the noisiest demonstra-;
tion that has been accorded any;
of the New Englanders. The mayor
was accompanied by his daughter.'
Mary, and his sons, Leo. Paul and;
George.
They were met at the;
railroad station by James A. Roose-1
velt, son of the New York goveinor. Col. Gaw, Chicago's officio!'
greeter, also was on hand. The

also mayor and his family, escorted by

pledged to Smith, arrived and, like
group, anMassachusetts
the
flounced their determination of
standing solidly by their condi_
date.
—

e
stereamin
o
a efrieetof
(gonm
groetz
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yeole
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Were borne
the
In one of the city's white guest
cars.
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Boston Mayor in Triumphal Entry-,

Mayor Curley being greeted in Chicago on arrival for Bern ocratic
national convention.
At left are Charles H. McGlue, former chairman of the Massachusetts state commit tee, and Francis J. Finneran.
In centre, Mayor Curley, his
three sons, George, Francis and Paul, and his daughte r,
Mary.

k
former Holy Cross tootnait player; The Salvation Army and Volunteers
Paul Martin or Trenton, N J, and Pat a America volunteered and their offer
Wa
Accepted, to place their entire
O'Hara of Toronto.
Francis Ouimet, golf star, has vol- staff of workers on the streets of Boston
before
the game for an entire day
unteered his services to Penal InstiG. to sell tickets to the passersby on the
t talons Commissioner William
, O'Hare who, with chairman Theodore sidewalks and in.eStores.
A. Glynn of the Street Commissioners, The baseball game between the Red
is in charge of the carnival. Oulmet Sox • and the Braves will start about
4:30 D m.
will give a demonstration of fancy
golf shots.
There will be entertainment by vaudvilla stars which includes four circus
acts and five vaudeville turns.
Following the baseball game between
The six-hour athletiu -carnival to be
is
held at Braves Field Wednesday after- the Braves and the Red Sox, which
to be a feature of the show, the womnoon In aid of the city's unemployed en athletes will contribute events.
Is expected to bring the Welfare De- There will be staged the semifinal
Olympic 100-meter tryout for women.
partment abot:' $50,000.
Louise Stokes, National champion in
Headliners at the carnival will be
the women's broad jump event, will
heavyweight
new
Sharkey,
Jack
demonstrate her ability, together with
champion of the world, and Amelia Mary Carew, National champion in the
50-yard dash; Olive Hasenfus, member
who
flew
Putnam
recently
Earhart
of the 1928 Olympic team, Natalie
solo across the Atlantic.
CHICAGO, June 27 (A. P.)—AlMcCarthy and
Sharkey will stage an exnlbition White Welch, Helen
though Mayor James M. Curley
Josephine Lally.
of
bout, probably with Art "the Great"
Five bands will be stationed In the Poston was defeated
for election as a
Shires of the Boston Braves. Ernie grandstand and bleachers to provide
Roosevelt-pledged delegate - at large
Schaaf, Lou Brouillard and Johnny music during the sports and entertainment.
The bands will include from Massachusetts, he had a seat in
opponents
their
appear,
will
Indrisano
those from the 101st Regiment and the the Democratic national
convention
to be named before Wednesday. Dick Boston Fire Department.
today—one of the Porto Rico seats.
An appeal has been made to the
Dunn of the Boston Garden is conThe
Boston
women of the city to purchase tickets
Mayor, who arilved yentributing the bouts.
Henri Deglane, French mat cham- for the hundreds of disabled veterAnA forday with a group of rtnonevelt rontpion, will referee the wrestling bouts In the neighborhood of Boston who ern from
Mannachunettn, was given the
Ii, be staged by Paul Bowser. These would enjoy the carnival. The plan is place
or Mrs Eliza B. K. Donley, who
will include matches between Jim to raise money enough to errible 135O
Browning of Missouri and Steve Sit- disabled veternnn to attend. Mrs K. wee onahle In come. As today's sea.
counki of Chelsea; Nick Lutze of South- B. Toye, in charge of this work, asks don got 1,odor way he took his place,
.er.
"
. McCoy, that contributiona for this purpose be plannin2
ern California And "Flibla
to remain through the con,
scr,t to mnynr Curley At City Mall.
wention4

EXPECT $50,,R FOR
AID OF UNAPLOYED

Six-Hour Program Planned
for Wednesday Carnival

CURLEY DELEGATE
TO CONVENTION'
Takes Place, of One From
Porto Rico
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vied by Governor Ely, with the (It/1111110E
understanding that in any matter on
which any individual may differ with
the majority, after Smith's name has
been withdrawn from the convention,
the Individual may he at liberty to ask
for a poll of the delegation arid then
Vote as he sees fit.
Governor Ely said tonight that he
could see no immediate need of any
hard and fast application of the unit
rule. Re is confident that the delegation will vote as a unit on all matters before the convention, and that it
will go through for the entire Smith
programme.

Angry Over Seating of Curley
John F. Fitzgerald of Boston was
placed on the committee on permanent
organization, and at the meeting of that
committee tonight was one of the principal advocates of the election
of
Nhouse for permanent chairman. Shouse
was defeated by 3 vote of M to 11 by
Senator Thomas J. Walsh of Montana.
At conclusion of the meeting Fitzgerald expressed surprise that there had
not been more of a semblance of organization Among the anti-Roosevelt forces
and although it had been anticipated
that. Shouse would be defeated, the
margin of Walsh's victory was a cornplete surprise to Fitzgerald.
At the opening session of the convention, today, Mayor James M. Curley,
defeated as the leader in the Roosevelt
delegate fight in Massachusetts in
April, was seated as a delegate from
Porto Rico, in place of a woman elected
to the convention from the island who
was unable to attend the convention.
The seating of Curley came as a result,
of the manipulations of the Roosevelt
forces. It roused the 'ire of many of
the Massachusetts delegates, who resented the fact that a man defeated
by the Democrats of his own State
should be given a seat in the convention, apparently with the right to take
the floor and have a voice in the proceedings. The rules of the convention,
as they have operated for many years,
however, appear to establish Curley's
right clearly, if duly accredited from
airy sub-division within the jurisdiction
of the United States, to occupy a place
in the convention and take full part in
its proceedings. There was a suggestion tonight that Curley might be put
forward to make one of the seconding
speeches for Roosevelt, hut there was
no indication from Roosevelt headquarters or from the Mayor that any such
activity will be at t empt ed.
"Had to Go to Porto kii:o"
city councillor Ft in tieis S. Kelly of
Dorchester, one of the moat bitter opponents of Curley, tonight issued a

•

statement on the seating of Curley as?
follows:
"I see my friend Curley finally got
himself on the floor of the convention,
although the voters of Massachusetts
on April 28 stated at the polls that they
did not want him in Chicago. It is
consoling to know that no delegate
from Maasachusette or the other 47
States, whether with or against Roosevelt, would allow him to substitute for
them and so he had to go to Porto Rice
to find a delegate to help him get on the
floor so that he might give his strong
vocal chords some exercise. I am nol
surprised because I have always terinec
him Boston's Travelling Mayor."

bAtib
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SHARKEY WILLING
TO BOX OR REFEREE
Will Do Anything to Make
Tepee Show Success
"Jack Sharkey will do anything the
committee requests at the athletic carnival for the benefit of the unemployed
at Braves Field Wednesday afternoon,"
declared Johnny Buckley, manager of
the new world heavyweight boxing
champion, last night. "Both Jack and
myself," continued Buckley, "are eager
to aid the needy in every way possible."
Those words will serve to set at rest
any uneasiness that Sharkey would fail
to put in a personal appearance at the
brilliant sports festival the city of Boston is putting on at the Tepee tomorrow, with the entire funds to go to
the citizens who are out of work. The
fans will like to see Mrs. Amelia Earhart
Putnam, the famed axiatrix, in person, and then the Braves and Red Sox
play ball and all sorts of fancy athletic
pieces. but right now, they are interested in seeing Boston's own work
champion boxer.
Buckley became more explicit. "Then
are some real good boxing exhibition:
ined up. Ernie Schaeff will mix it witl
Jack McCarthy, while Lou Brouillarc
viii be in there with Al Mello. Johnny
'ndrissano draws "Chick" Golden. Now
rack Sharkey will referee those bouts or
o anything else the committee deem:
.ould be fair to the crowd."
It will positively be Jack's fIrst public
ppearance since' he snatched thr
leavyweight emblem from Herr Schmelng of Germany. The Squire's swoller
.ye has not entirely healed but he'l
•e-.1
.eneraus enough not to let that
ere with his part in the Bra,
nogram.
An attractive program backs ur
'Markey section, along with the b
There will be something doing f"
)'clock until six and Hub athleti,
..re
viii certainly receive their fil
doing a good turn for the needy.
baseIn addition to the major league
dell encounter which will decide the
1932 city series bet,veen th7 Sox and
Tribe and the personal work of Mrs.
Putnam, there will be a big league
wrestling card with Henri DeGlane as
referee.
Jim Browning. Nick Li tze. Bibber
Sitkowskl, Bull Martin
McCoy, E.,.
Ind Pat O'Hara are the pac.Lyderms
Rho will perform.
The 14 best women runners in thi:,
tection, including Louise Stokes of Malden and Mary Carew of Medford, will
vie in invitation sprints and dashes.
The baseball players will also settle
long standing question of H.... speed
ability.
A sensational theatrical program has
been arranged, No lear thar. six 'ands
will liven up the festivities. The drum
and' bugis corps from Bedford Veterans
Hospital, the only one of its kind in the,
country, heads the list. Other well
known musical groups present will be
Boston Firemen's band, William 11‘. Sinclair A. L. post band. and William L.
Harris post, composed of postal employes.
All the leading stage artists appearing in Boston this werm will be present
while an especial novelty will be the
staging of Dolan-DePetro revue with 40
girls in the east.
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CURLEY SEATED
AS PORTO RICAN
Mayor Made Delegate
Despite Vote Herg,
l'elegram of Protest of Act
Sent to Credentials Group
Saecial Dispatch 43

Globe

CHICAGO, June 27—The Smith men
of Massachusetts su. •e-ded in defeating Mayor James M. Curley for delegate to the Democratic National
Con ention, but they failed to prevent him from appearing on the
convention floor. The Mayor of Boston has been elected a delegate from
Porto Rico.
Boston's delegate from Porto Rico
was discovered this afternoon in ,his
suite at the Congress Hotel, where he
recited a great list of facts about the
tiistory, the customs and the industries of his new constituents.
Mayor Curley added that he was
Interested in restoring prosperity to
the island and in obtaining for them
full American citizenship.
"I may also say," he said, "that we
are a harmonious delegation from
Porto Rico, united in the support of
Franklin D. Roosevelt."
Mayor Curley has been helping
manager James A. Farley of the
Roosevelt forces since his arrival.
Gov Roosevelt's action in dropping
the fight against the two-thirds rule,
he said, "means that Gov Roosevelt
is sure that he has votes enough
In
the convention to nominate himself.
The man who thinks that Roosevelt
shows signs of weakness in the contest for the nomination is a fit subject for ft psychiatrist. Gov Roosevelt will he nominated by a vote 411
excess of the necessary two-thirds."
Smith headquarters gave out a copy
of the following telegram sent to ExGov Smith today: "Following telegram this day sent credentials committee: 'Massachusetts Democrats
regard
as insulting to their Commonwealth
the undemocratic subversion of the
will of its voters by the seating as
delegate from Porto Rico of James
M.
Curley, Mayor of Boston, who
repudiated in Massachusetts bywas
a
3-to-1 vote.'"
It was signed, "Samuel R. Goodwin,
10 State et."
When the telegram was called to
his attention, delegate Curley re- ,
marked: "Never heard of him."

f ICe
'HUNGRY COME FIRST WITH CONNERYity JOHN T. LAMBERT
Chicago, Iii., June 28 — Congressman Hilly Connery, of Lynn,
stops by to tell us this: "Some
of the papers hack home are taking pot shots at me. But I'll be
damned if I am going to be coerced into voting for Wall Street
and State Street and not for the
women and hungry kids."
Which is the kind of a statement you might expect from 'lie
same congressman who -esterday
said to the Bay State delegation:
'I'm here to vote for Al Smith for
President. But I'm not going to he
delivered by Al Smith or arvnne

1. AN IMH
GETS CITY AID

Charles F. Payser of Barton at.,
West End, had a bank account,
securities and an apartment in the
house of a relative hut he took $145
of city welfare money, it was testified today in municipal court.
Payser was sentenced to three
months in the House of Correction
by Judge Zottoli, who found him
guilts, on 26 counts of larceny. He
appealed and was held in $500.
Another to face court in the welfare cases was Mary Efimchiik of
Brighton at., West End. She Is
charged with larceny of $90 through
aid payments.
Investigators reported si a had $340 in the bank.

else to any candidate, I could not the speaker's platform. More picconsistently support."
tui es being snapped of him than
that of Clark Gable. He'll be runYou would have been proud of ning the convention next if they
Rose Zulalian singing "The Star don't watch out.
Spangled Banner" to the accompaniment of a band that was conThomas J. Giblin is down in the
stantly off key. And smiling official campaign book as one
,of
through it like a real sport.
the Minute Men. Which implies
gave
Croesus
that the East Boston
Don't be surprised if Mayor
at least $10,000 to the campaign
Curley addresses the conven- fune. Along with Vincent Astor,
tion. His election as a delegate Pierre duPont, John J. Raskob
by the Puerto Ricans investing
and the small fry.
him with that right. If he feels
disposed to avail himself of it.
"Fighting Billy" Mitchell pauses
moment. To say hello and ask if
a
Charlie Riordan is up there on
Arthur Brisbane is here.
John F. Fitzgerald reports "I
Mitchell is a Virginia delegate
am for Smith to the end. Also.
pledged to Byrd. If it were left
I have advised the organized
to the real heroes of the air It
labor people that President
,seems Byrd would be elected
Green should go on the line for 'Brother
of our own Dick Byrd, of
repeal of prohibition. Ninety
Boston, who is here on the job.
per cent of the working people
in his federation are against the
Harry Dooley dropped In. To
dry law."
pay his respeets to Governor Ely.
he defeated for the lieuFrancis J. Finneran slips us the Whom-governor
nomination. Only
tip there are ten votes for Roose- tenant
"Seems Joe has
velt in the Bay State delegation. six years ago.
Perhaps the wish is father to the done quit,' well by himself," observed Harry.
thought.

I

This is a hot bed of candidacies.
Herein you are privileged to be informed that Delegate Wilfred .T.
Lamoreaux of Southbridge is a
candidate for appointment to the
industrial accident board.

General Charles H. Cole wanted
Mrs. Mary Pasquale Murray of
Milford for national committeewoman, hut did not get her, May
Ward having sowed up the fight
in her own behalf.

Daniel J. McGillicuddy (Old
Dan Mac). of Maine. was
given the leg. Served 20 years
as national committeeman. And
retired from the rase for rethat
the
election, knowing
Maine delegation intended to
put him on the bricks.

0

1- 416 t,

PORTO RICO'S DELEnATE
'rhe island territory to the south
is quite likely to take a much more
active part in convention affairs this
week than ever before.
Its distinguished delegate, Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston, may be depended
upon to make his voice heard before
proceedings are terminated.
The
Post can see no great objection to
Mr. Curley's presence in that delegation. It is' a Roosevelt delegation
tnyway. And it gives the Mayor an
opportunity to exert his famed energy in the cause of the man he believes should be the nominee. Of
:ourse his Honor will hereafter often
he referred to as Senor, hilt he will
smilingly accep , the title,

Dan Mac's successor as national
committeeman is Mayor F. Harold
Dubord,
of
Waterville. Mayor
Maybee, the "boy mayor" of West/ port, Is prominent in the Maine delegation. Not forgetting Ex-Mayor'
Louis .1. Brenn of Lewiston. who is
the candidatae for governor this
Fall.
;

1

i

Maine also gave Roosevelt the
leg. in his two stragetical fights.
Delegation eight to four to keep
the two-thirds rule. And seven to
five in favor of Jouett Shouse for
permanent chairman.
We told Mayor Curley we
might put a black cigar in his
hand. and a lei around his neci.
to show what 3 Puerto Rican
delegate looks like. "And don't
forget a Panama hat," said he.
"I own one of them."
•
--Andrew J. Peters wears a Smith
for president badge, an does his
son. John. Larue Brown has just
arrived. but not wearing a Smith
badge. Judge William H. McDonnell is now on the scene wearing
no badge of any description.

-1V
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Curley Family at Convention

IS OU1 inspiratioo

Our Destination

Roog,.Eti .
Mayor Curley, who promises to be one of tht big figures in the Democratic national convention non
that
he has been elected a delegate from Porto Rico, vith his daughter and three sons on arrival in Chicago.
Left
to right, Paul. Marv, laver Curley, Leo aad George.

PROTEsis SEATING OF

AMELIA EARHART AT STATE POLICE SELL 4550
TICKETS
CURLEY AS DELEGATE HOUSE TOMORROW AT
12:30
FOR JOBLESS CARNIVAL
The seating of Mayor Curley
Amelia Et rhea P11111R

ni, transor isflyer. iS ex pet erl to A ITIVP at the
State House at 12:30 touvor,ow noon,
where she will he received on behalf
of the Commonwealth by Rohm:, P'.
Bradford, a member of Gov Fly's secretarial staff.
Mr Bradford will present the flyer
with A gold and platinum medal, similar to the one presented to Col
Charles
A. Lindbergh when he visited Massawire sent to the convention cre-I chusetts after his transatlantic. flight.
The presentation of the medal will
dentials committee, Governor Ely
and place In the Exe,iitive Chambe take
rs
Senator Walsh, "the undemocratic the State House and a brief address at
of
subversion of the will of its voters welcome will he made by Mr Bradford.
A detail of 25 State police will be
by the seating as delegate from Porto stationed at the State House
to handle
Rico of James M. Curley, Mayor of the thtong which is expected to turn
out to welcome Mrs Putnam.
Boston, who
was repudiated in
Massachusetts by a three to one
vote."
as a
delegate from Porto Rico brough
t a
protest yesterday from Samuel
R.
Goodwin, long a supporter of
the
Boston Mayor and • prominent
figure
in his battle for the mayoralty in
the
last campaign. "Massachusetts Demo.
crats regard as insulting to
theiri
Commonwealth," Goodwin wrote in et,

le

Follee , ommissloner Eugene
C.
Hu!tman today announced that of the
5000 tickets sent tb the Police Depart.
ment for the carnival to aid the on.
ernployrnot twit.. at Brave, Field to.
morrow, 4550 have been sold.
The commissioner Cent $4550 to
Mayor Curley and relurued 475 unsold
tickets. Stint Michael Ii. crowley held
25 tickets for possible sale before ihr
carnival and
returns will be made
later on them.
The commissioner in his letter to
Mil
orimmendect the setinn
rI hr, police in aiding those less for.
u net*.

BOSTON'S ROOSEVELT BOOSTERS AT CONVENTION

BOSTON
CHICAGO

POOSEYE1T
•

if v who are favorinv ihn nomination of Gov Fracklin
h, m „,,,, .1
,
If BIf“1. I he Donmeratii !ion, that
Contention. • Mayor Curley zing his iittiuhter Mary are la the center of the grout),
:laicaso tor the Democratic National

Rooeevelt ate ,110v.ii am they arrived .1

-p

osr

and that he accordingly had acted entirely on the merits of the two eases.
When the Massachusetts delegation
....-.. - ......„ .
anti-:
the
on
group
ts
Massachuset
'Me
was polled at the convention session he
itoosevelt side.
willingly reversed his position and cast
taking the positron that he would not his vote with his associates so that a
Be explained afterwards that his vote
had
credentials
on
committee
the
iii
unanimous vote was cast on the two
dignify the yarn with a denial.
been cast according to the merits of
was play- contested seatings. He subsequently
Curley
Mayor
Meanwhile,
said
He
them.
those contests as lie raw
in favor of the election
ing a conspicuous role in the Roosevelt declared himself to the post of permalie had received no instructions from
of Jouett Shouse
opening
the Massachusetts leaders as to any
the
to
prior
strategy. Starting
nent chairman and thus he was reother course he should take regarding
of the convention at noon, he moved stored to the good graces of his assothe contesting delegations, and that infrom delegation to delegation in his ciate delegates.
asmuch as each was a fight within the
While Mayor Curley and Gov. Ely
missionary work to consolidate the
State affected, he did not feel it inaggresany
cumbent upon him to take
Roosevelt supporters wherever an in- were busily engaged in the heated warthe
sive stand. Moreover, in the Louisiana
dication of wavering appeared and to fare of the two opposing forces,
contest the delegation for which Granhis persuasive influence was attributed third Massachusetts Democratic leader,
efcolhis
field voted had on it eight of his
the failure of the Porto Rico delegates Senator Walsh, was restricting
leagues in the House. He talked the
break away in the first three test forts to preparing his presentation of
to
, matter over with Governor Ely on the
ballots w' ich gave the first definite the fight that will be waged for the infloor of the convention this afternoon
demonst: .,ion of Roosevelt's undeniable clusion of a declaration for straight rego
to
willingness
and explained his
strr loth.
peal of the prohibition amendment in
along with the State delegation.
The mayor worked diligently also on the platform.
and
the
Maine
the Alabama, the Texas,
Senator Walsh engaged in a brief
the Pennsylvania delegations and that discussion of his proposed plank with
his valiant services were recognized pub- Mayor Jimmy Walker of New York.
licly by the Roosevelt forces was openly Walker is not entirely in sympathy with
disclosed this afternoon when he was the Walsh plank. He would have it go
invitea to sit on the platform in the
farther and demand that the
select circle of Roosev. It workers who a step members in the Congress be
were in complete ascendancy for the party's
support of repeal.
moment with the election of Senator committed to the
Thomas J. Walsh to the post of permaCURLEY'S FOLLOWING
nent chairman.
The mayor chuckled at the reports
Mayor Curley Is supported here by a
that Gov. Ely has determined to quit large group of his friends and admirers
the gover .orship in despair in the event from Boston, chief artiong them is
of Raos -elL's nomination, and he James A. "Jerry" Watson, who marched
aroused -le ire of the Massachusetts in the demonstration following the elecdelegates by smil!ng down on them from tion o Senator Walsh to be permanent
his exalted position on the platform di- chairman. And Jerry carried aloft the
rectly opposite the section reserved for Porto Rico standard with a sepia tinted
Smith delegates.
Islander as his chief aide.
So confident is the mayor of
Curley's followers have begun to boom
Roosevelt's ultimate success that ne him as a candidate for the governorship
offered tonight to wager $1000 with a in the event of Gov. Ely's withdrawal
Massachusetts delegate that the New from the contest but competent obe servers, speaking for the Governor, said
ed
ts emerge rfsrop tsh
, uild
do
cvoenrn
ceorrnew
rk isGo
on
tio
Y
struggle with the nomina- the only development that can take him
i
impending
tion.
Out of a contest for a second term would
be his selection for one or the major
DAY FOR GROUP
As far as the Massachusetts delega- nominations on the national ticket. by
Gov. Ely tonight was not downcast
tion
a rather unhappy day of it. At the the results of the day's balloting. He
clung to the declaration that
still
By W. E. MULLINS
convention they voted on the losing
(Staff Correspondent of The Herald)
side of all three ballots that were taken Roosevelt is permanently stopped and
pointed to the fact that in the highest
CHICAGO, June 28—Probably no.and there were evidences of discord vote polled on the three ballots the
among the delegates as several of them
state in the entire Union is represented, chided Congressman William J. Gran- Roosevelt forces still were 112 votes shy
here at this national Democratic con- field of Springfield for his alleged de- of the two thirds majority required to
be nominated.
vention by more divergent views than sertion of their cause.
It is known that efforts have been
Granfield, as a member of the comts.
is the commonwealth of Massachuset
mittee on credentials, voted favorably made to tamper with the Massachusetts
The cleavage between the two dominant on the reports recommending the seat- delegates by Curley henchmen hi an
them to leave
groups is clear cut. One is committed ing of the strong Roosevelt delegations endeavor to persuade
for from Louisiana and Minnesota. He ex- Smith after the first few ballots and
to the nomination of Gov. Roosevelt
the
aboard
climb
Roosevelt
band wagon.
plained that no advances had been
the presidency. The other is employ- made to him by the Smith forces ,o The Curley men are confident. that the
ing all the resources at its command to vote against seating the delegations Massachusetts delegation will eventuprevent the convention from reaching
such a conclusion.
In full view of the striking and seemtwo
ingly hopeless breach between the
treated
were
today
here
observers
forces
lato the spectacle of Mayor Curley
boring with all the political skill he
possesses to hold the Roosevelt forces
to
in line, while Gov. Ely. prepared
in
place the name of Alfred E. Smith
nomination tomorrow, was equally dilithe
gent in his endeavors to deprive
fleece
New York Governor of the golden
dangled
of American politics now being
before his eye3.
Out of this unique tug of war may
in
come a new candidate for Governor
Massachusetts. The Governor. indigstory
nant at the publication of the
for
that he would not be a candidate
re-election on the same ticket with
Roosevelt seeking the presidency, absolutely refused to discuss the situation,

l
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curdly AND ELY

IN FINISH FIGHT

Mayor's Activity Aii,ong
Delegatos Delights Roosevelt Men

BAY STATE GROUP
HAS UNHAPPY DAY

V7, ?

SEE
HIS SECOND

-it 4

There were variations lit
ta
sstf,o
nitiensnte
co.:%
ntawaond
r
,:itt tishie
t:taifltt Io
mtteess f(
IthleegNa
and on the election of the permanent
chairman, but in every case it seemed
to he perfectly plain that there is A
block of delegates, comprising more
titan a third of the convention, definitely set against Roosevelt. and that he
will never be able to win over enough
o f them to give him the nomination."
Suggestions • tonight that in view of
the Roosevelt victories on the floor of
the convention today. Smith might deride not to have his name placed before the convention were pooh-poohed
,t
siexori,
ak
t:ef,tl
liore
sttin
isuch
hseo An
asatjlrt
Smith nomination speech tonight, apparently with the idea of getting more
vitriol Into it against the New York
Governor than he has shown heretofore.
7onvention.

Close Supporters Sure He Will .t.Q un ';:niTt.,
Again—Governor Refuses to
Commit Self Yet

Fazgerald Thinks Ely Will Run

Of course the suggestion that Ely
may be about to retire from the field
of Itfor renomination and re-election start'John F. Fitzgerald took hlm3elf out
ed other booms among those at the eonthe picture because Of lil health.
Edward P. Barry, forNevertheless Ely's personal incline- ventioft todav.
BY n.OBERT 1'. BRADY
mer Lieutenant-Governor, was making
lo
re
e one
himselfe with
content
to
tion
CHICAGO, :tune 28—Despite hii
close earnest inquiries as to the final decisto nthose
well At
time the Governor ion of the Governor, and said that if
statement yesterday that he would :so him. knownthe
pressure from leaders Ely refuses to run again, there will he
not run on the ticket with Roose- believes that the
will another Barry fight in the Democratic
and the rank and file In the party
relt in the campaign in Massachu- he very strongly in favor of his renom- State primaries next September.
to take the poal- ! John F. Fitzgerald, candidate against
Setts next fall, friends of Governor I no t i r.n. He is kTIOW1V
people Ely two years ago for a time, only
that also that there were many
Ely in the State delegation here are outside the Democratic party who smiled when the possibility of the Govthue
n ti a was ti
mteeilliahats
ea
ag
ggleis
irtem
etia
ae rh
is
igr'
i,o
.
brrn
that e
:onfident that he will be the candi- voted for him for Governor. and quitfarhde hint a
sisreig
rcurld
late of his party for Governor ag,air these during
should
‘ take Asked if he wi,l run in the event that
any need
To every suggestion that he make his I hinifself out of the picture at this time. Ely1 dreatairtesb,elPieiNtezeteareailed
wilt lie
position clearer today, the Governor'
new
a
for
looking
of
candidate
for GoyRoosevelt
Against
Inflexible
refused to comment in any way. He
Is undoubtedly the most determined
Whet her his strong aliti-ROOReVeit
anti-Roosevelt man in the convention
Curley Also Non-Committal
feelings will furnish him with the exand there appeared to be little doubt
Mayo,' Curley hail of, . ommen t to
to be seeking to get out
that his flat declaration that he would cuse he seems
about make regarding the gubernatorialAittlnot run on the ticket with Ttoosevelti of running again is a matter
will talk Minn thia afternoon. • 'He announced
was inspired by his complete dislike which the Governor said he
during the presidential primary battle
to Boston.
for the Governor of New York as can-I when he returns
had no intention of running for
• During the twn days he has been in that he
didate for President, •
Governor. There is plenty of activity
in
violent
been most
has
he
Chicago
comment
to
refuse
on
Not only did he
denunciation of the Roosevelt band- among his friends here, however, and
the statement of yesterday but when his
wagon talk. He has been just as bitter ' Bill Saxe, Curley's publicity manager,
said thia afternoon that there may be
asked point blank if he will seek rein his attitude towards Roosevelt here
nomination and election, the Governor's
he sent word to the important developments from a curiey
he • ' h
only reply was that he will make no New York Governor last February or Point of View before the convention adu
statement cm that matter until he re- , March that if a Roosevelt delegate Jorns.
The Mayor stepped out of the Porto
turns to Boston after the convention. ! fight were put on in Massachusetts, he
Rico delegation place today and for a
would never vote in the convention for
Doesn't Want Second Term,
considerable time occupied a seat on
an Roosevelt. That statement was made the platform at the
invitation of the
Howe,
has — to James Roosevelt and Lotus
""erata.
that the
kn""
11 iS for
Roosevelt managers. Asked if he InIle has told
term.
a second
liking
the son and private secretary of noose- tends to make
one of the seconding
some of his close friends that If he %:en, at a conference at the Copleycould that any clear and honorable way Plaza Hotel a short time before Mayor speeches for Roosevelt, he told the Port
reporter:
against
curie,.
fight
deeided to lead a
mutt, lie would not seek renomination.
"That is not yet. determined. I feel
Early in his administration as Gov-, Ely. Walsh and others for delegates in sure that I
could have that opportunity
pr i maries.
April
b.,
l
started!
Curley
Mayor
of
ernor, friends
I asked for it, and it may he that I
If
as
h
propaganda In favor of their item
Roosevelt Winning
See
will. However, I think I can do RooffcCan't
a possible candidate for Governor thisi ‘s that delegate fight pragressedt
roeintvennItrn ruotoild. Ibraowinsi,n.egallayrosuunrdnri:sh:
utloortel c
year solely on the basis that Ely had ..
daily
MO CurleY speeches became
ack in the pre-primary andmore
.e in- to find so many people here whome b
itold Curl y
I
vitriolic Ely grew
days of 19111 that if nominated and tense in his dislike for the Roosevelt know and with whom I can talk on beterm.
one
only
seek
of
half
the
Roosevelt cause."
,elected he would
presidential candidacy.
i There is little doubt that at that time, His position of hostility to Roosevelt
(iranfield Votes Ely's Way
tes tshien cotiol,
when Ely was trying to effect combi• was clearly demonstrattrod a
eeecuaa
One of the interesting features of toynevenpren
nations with various political leaders, he cliu Vton oIfni thteede
co
ft the day's
o
offered to take only one term if elected.
session was the action of Contar
so
the
of
situation,
three
forces ' won all
The trouble with that
g
Illoosevelt
gressman
Willialll .1. Granrield
of
of
a
chances
as
and
Curley's
floor,
the
affect
on
battles waged
las it might
with reference to the con!starting a gubernatorial boom, was thatresult most of the political observers Springfield
that the testing delegations from Louisiana and
pledge by Ely buti
- --n the convention city believe
!it was not a definite
nomination Of
rather a proposal to do certain things outcome points to the
early Minnesota. Granfield is the alassachuagree
comparatively
would
others
Roosevelt at a
setts member of the committee On ereprovided Curley or
President
for
balloting
the
in
stage
dentials. In the committee be voted to
to support him
Friday. Ely, hawever,'saw sustain the delegations favored by
or
Thursday
the
Conscientious Scruples
results of today's holies a de- Roosevelt forces in the States. but when
the
hi
of hist()
Of course it is a matter
termined attitude on the part of m re Massachusetts was recorded on the floor
t only did not accept
of t he convention, Governor Ely anthan a third of the delegates never
indulged In te
b tinto that h
'that Cul.,1e.‘.
go over to the New York Governor. , flounced all 36 voles front the Bay State
aftil
even
Ely,
upon
attack
itn"linitter
, for seating the anti-Roosevelt de1upa
Feels Deadlock Certain
i limo.. Granfleld sat in his place
}lel
opinion."
the home delegation
the
of
"1 am strongly
"'''
said tonight, "that these three votegOTtinn
ln ..,011i.'
taken today Indicate a deadlock

(
MAYOR CURLEY WIRES
HIS TRIBUTE TO AMELIA
Despite his many duties as delegate
from Porto Rico to the Democratic national convention, Mayor James M.
Curley did not forget that the city of
which he is Chief Executive today is
welcoming Mrs Amelia Earhart Putnam as the first woman flyer to make
a solo Hight across the Atlantic.
On her arrival at the Copley-Plaza
Hotel. Mrs Putnam found the following telegram from Mayor Curley aw.iltIng her:
"Mrs Amelia Earhart Putnam:
"Regret exceedingly that attendance
at Democratic national convention preyenta my joining with your countless
thousands of admirers In MaesachuAetts to pay tribute to the outstanding
accomplishment by one of your sex in
the history of the world.
"May your stay in Boston be replete not only with expressions of joy
at greeting you upon the part of the
people, but with a gratification arising
from the knowledge of the love and
affection they bear for you."

AMELIA THANKS BOSTON AT
LUNCHEON IN HER HONOR

PA// 1•7 /?/(-14

Boston Gives Amelia
a Roaring Welcome
•

out of the ship by her cousin, Miss
Lucy Challis, and by Capt. H. H.
representaItailoy, her English
tive on the first flight and Putnam's personal representative.
As the famous woman flier WAS
Bost on airport.
rushed by the city of Boston welcoming committee and htr flying
"Hello, Ma!" she said, "How
pals in Boston, her mother, Mrs.
have you been? Hello, Sis!"
Medford,
Amy 0. Earhart of
first
Putnam,
and
Earhart
forward
Amelia
quickly
stepped
only
Atlantic,
the
fly
woman to
hugged and kissed Amelia.
woman to fly it solo and the only
Then Amelia's sister, Mrs. Albert
flier to make the hazardous flight Morrissey of Medford, bestowed a
twice, was home again for "Amelia kiss and Morrissey himself shook
hands and patted Amelia on the
Day" in Boston.
Flying up from Newark, N. J., back.
in a plane lent to her by an oil OFFICIALLY WELCOMED
W.
Acting Mayor Eaward M. Galcompany and piloted by W
A.
Theodore
White, who lists was a loan. Amelia lagher, Chairfnan
sehedon
Glynn of the street commission
arrived in Boston sharp
Waf,
in,i
rn.,
a.
10:30
Commissionand Penal Institutiona
ule time at
immediately seized up, e'.eorted er William G. O'Hare, composing
over the famous "fliers' eeete" to the official welcoming committee,
City Hall and the State Heuse— next greeted her.
then began a round of festivities
that will not end until lat?. tonight.

:ittle
A slim, smiling girl who,
never
ago,
yeats
four
more than
dreamed that some day she would
be Bcston's most famous daughter,
stepped out of a plane today at

Mrs Amelia Emhart Putnam thanked
the people of Boston for the welcome
they had given her today, at the
luncheon held in her honor at the Copley-Plaza Hotel. She spoke partisutarty of the Women's Guard of Honor MOTHER'S WELCOME
which accompanied her on her parade
Although her ,ealthy publisher
through the city, and said she knew husband, George Palmer Putnam,
that walking so far on a day like this
and his son, David Binney Putwas hot, 'uncomfortable exercise.
accompany
Mrs Putnam also complimented Bos- nam, were expected to
ton on the improvements that have her In the plane, they were not In
Boston.
at
been made at the airport at East Bos- it when it arrived
The aviatrix's husband was reton, where she landed this morning.
She said that everything had been ported to have been detained in
"wonderful" in Boston, and she was New York on business.
particularly pleased with the cordial
Amelia, stepping first from the
welcome given her by the city.
big Lockheed monoplane, to the
Before Acting-Mayor Gallagher in- welcoming roars of thousands gathtroduced Mrs Putnam, he made a
ered at the airport, was followed
speech of welcom•
"Dear Mrs Amelia Earhart Putnam:
Ladies and guests of honor, dear without praising your
Indomitable
friends," he said:
bravery in facing various etis ogles in
"I can assure you that no measure livelihood. in order to secure
your
of happiness can be greater than to commanding place among those who
welcome, as Acting Mayor of Boston, have mastered the perils of the air,
not only the world's greatest aviatrix. and without realizing that you found
but the most successful professional time in the most exacting study of
I woman of her age and time.
aeronautical science, to teach little
i "As Acting Mayor, I welcome this children at the Denison House how to
afternoon, on behalf of the people of he happier and more content in the
Boston, a woman who rising above the little world that sheltered them.
discouragement of circumstance sod
"I know of no tribute in human
every possible barrier, mounted step language more beautiful in its Intrinby step, until she has become the sic character than that offered by
greatest celebrity as an Aviatrix, the deer Col Allen, long since passed tc
world has ever known.
his eternal reward, who in making an
"In the brief space of only 12 years, address of presentation in behalf of
Mrs Putnam, after your first flying the members of the Ancient and Honlessons began in 1920, in a little second- orable Artillery Company, to the late
hand plane, you have by the most' Queen Victoria of Great Britain, de.
sterling genius, indomitable persei ver-I Oared:
"'I welcome you In behalf of this
since and the possession of bravery
magnificent in its accomplishment, be- distinguished command not only as
in
aviatrix
greatest
world's
most queenly of women hut the
the
the
come
the history of human mastery of the most womaly of Queens.'"
Mrs Putnam, upon this auspicious
air.
day, when the love. And the tribute,
and
the message of affection of this
Queen Victoria Tribute
great metropolitan city, is extended
"Our Nation, including the President you, we can well say with our late
of the United States, has paid you the deer friend, that we welcome you to,
deserved measure of acclaim. How Boston, not stone as the most queenlj
wonderful is the character of yout of women but the most womanly of
air queens.
pu ofesslonal achievement in the
- with all my heart, I wish you. AR
when one remembers your humble heginning of 12 years ago, when your A leader in the great field of aviation,
mother from her carefully 'keyed earn- every success and happiness this life
buy, with you, a can offer, and extend to you In tbe
ings WAR Able to airplane.
name of the citizens of Boston our
small second-hand
pay you the every mutat and sincere wish that
"No man or woman cen righ',
today. your profession truly bring to you its
Is your Just
ti ibute which
every honor and glory."
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GREETED BY HER
MOTHER SISTER

•

Through thicker ann trucaer
the parade made its careful way,
Mrs l'utnam--it is very difficult lo through Postoffice act and then by a wiggle into Federal at. up Franklin and
call her that, for she is so very young down Washington to School at.
Then came the Turkish bath, for
and boOlish-looking—ducked her head
at
very low and stepped down, and the , School at was sunny, and School
was packed. Mrs Putnam's car was
cameras began to click.
halted at City Hall gate, and she
She shook hands with Mr Galla- stared up at a big sign over the doorMa?" I Wily, with the modest inscription! /i
gher, and said, "How are you, Ma
"Welcome Home to the World's Greather eat Aviatrix—Our Own Heroine:Amel:a i
kissed
and "Hallo, sis," and
mother. She accepted with her bright Earhart."
The official party dismuonted and the
the huge bouquet of roses, and . police forced a way into City Hall for
smile
Riding as a passenger in a borin
with that, gave herself over to the them. On the instant, the crowd of
rowed plane, Amelia Earhart Putthe street packed the few inches
waiting camera men.
spare between cars solid: they stood
nam circled down from the sky
There was a fine , hearty cheer on the running boards to stare. though
but City
to the Boston airport promptly from the crowd and the flyer passed there v•a snothing to see something
Hall. It rnay have meant
at the announced hour, 10:30 this through the lane in the crowd, to see the building in which the greatest woman flyer was for the moment.
morning One hour and twenty-five l through the administration building
minutes later—and it had been a and out to the waiting Cat. She had Parade Ends
strenuous period—she entered the been on the ground not more than
Fifteen minutes were consumed in
the visit to City Hall, and several
Copley-PI;.za Hotel and started on 10 minutes.
more in getting under way without
Then came the racing rush through running over anybody. The State
the real work of being greeted and
received and hailed.
traffic to the city. There were seven House was reached at 11:30. Here the
It was rather an "ersatz" recep- or eight cars in the "parade," and women Legionnaires, who had been
marching ahead of Mrs Putnam'A car,
tion, for Massachusetts had no Gov- ahead and behind were the motor- went up and lined the great entrance
ernor on hand, and Boston was with- cycle policemen, who were the stars stairway as a guard of honor.
The ceremonies at the State House
However, of this particular part of the per- consumed
out its official Mayor
barely 10 minutes. There
was st. great crowd outside, by the
there was an acting Mayor at the . formance.
Shaw
monument.
Beacon-st sidewalks
i airport and a-1:15Vernor's secretary I
were packed, and the windows of the
Real Cheers in Beaten
1 al. the State House, and the presents
houses
all occupied.
...usiness
were
There wasn't much traffic along
Up here. also, there was more actual
I were all there.
Border at in East Boston, by which
go. cheering than there had been downThe-0 was no ingathering of thou- route the parade was compelled tomess
town. The parade ended at Arlington
But in Cneisea the mid-morning
sands from the suburbs to see the of motors was appalling—to anybody and Beacon sts, and here several unusu .1 things were noticed. The band
transatlantic flyer land, and even but a motorcycle cop.
wheeled out and played most appiothey did it was not discernable priately
"Auld Lang Sync," wnile the
along the streets of the city the theiT.How
but they
ft nceal drs up
ini ethe
c escort took place along the curL. But
.h!;
incomingu ttirtt3in'utt
behind,b
crowds had the air of passers who i
the remainder of the foot-marchers,
way, stopped the colupms on the right the
had stopped rather tha_. visitors and
and Boy scouts, who
dragged Mrs Putnam's escort in wereLegionnaires
I
curbs
in the rear, got no review from
the
on
camped
who had been
and out of the crowd of vehicles like Mrs Putnam.
magic. It was a swell job.
for hours waiting.
The moment the leading escert was
i etill hardly anybody stood at the clear,
the ears shot forward and raced
'cufbs to watch oi to cheer. /t was through
Dartmouth at and Copley sq
not until the riders had passed Hay.. to the hotel.
market sq and were on Washington at
in flyer gotu iat.en
thnt h*i the transatlantic
At the airport there were less than
populace.
Sharkey Visits Flyer
from
was
day
1000 persons, though the
. il..did ubrel;ihn,f mcetrhtae
After Amelia's
at the CopAt Adams sq there was a trCmen- ley-Plaza she wentarrival
perfect, with bright sun and cool
to a suite of rooms
e opening of reserved for
in
sod escortth
atttt
113oeillse h
stepped
and
her
there
she met
party
breeze. The greeting
iftevido.
gathering.Devonshire
her close personal
and official
guard of oorwof women friends in aviation friends
ut from the administration building fine band, a'
circles.
Legionnaires, colors sent by the AnShe was interviewed in her suite
hen the gaudy, red and white plane ciente and by the Legionnaires, details
and
talked at length
afterward
she
from three Legion posts and one full about the future of women in avieCon
Was already circling in.
•ere waiting.
a
s
s
t
li
u
.A
&Sco
af
l%ofwB
o
A
tro
remarked that her husband "is a
waiting was
group of weitnh- 'and
Acting Mayor Edward M. Galgood backsest driver." She els° said
up
a fire
lagher led the receiving group with thuslasts
tomort w she will fly him to the
that
and powerful fish horns, who
h
great long
west coast where he has some bustMrs Gallagher, who carried a
salutesuutil rhythmsths t palled.
andlP ' nese to transact.
lelO 1-e
marching
of pink roses for the heroino then blewul
irmf
After the conference le her suite
get under way.
parade
the
mother
Putnam's
Mrs
she came down to the foyer of the
of the day.
hotel
at posed for A talking picture,
and
a nel sister were close behind Mr
after which she went into the ballroom
Francis Big Crowd Downtown
young
and
Gallagher,
Mrs
Down came the first of the "bull to attend the city of Boston luncheon
Curley—you can't have a reception confetti." torn-up telephone books. All given in her honor.
Among the outstanding visitors to
unless along Devonshire at and down Conin Boston and have it official
her suite today was the recently
of
shower
paper
grew
the
gress
more
scurrying
hea vyweight
rn pion of the
a Curley takes part—came
dense. and the tieker tapes began to crelwned
world. Jack Sharkey of Chestnut Hill.
Inci- drag
their streamers over the trolley He
up at the rear of the party.
attended
the
luncheon,
occupying a
dentally, he rode all the way in the
seat of honor at tile head table.
ItesW as a big crowd downtown, and a
wir
the
behind
the
After
just
car
lunehlon,
which
the
an I
in
parade
noisy crowd.
As the foot marchers enthusiastic gathei T-ig, Amelia was
intse0,1
'flyer's, and he presented Mrs Ear- were included, the motor cars had
ed starting for the field day for
big go slowly, and everybody got. a chance benefit of the unemployed and tPak'.
hart, Amelia's mother, with a
to ahem greetings.
Mrs Putnam evening she will again be
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Curley's Son There

R

Amelia Earhart Putnam and member; of the
it oil committee at the airport soon after her orr:val home,
today. Left to right, Dorothy Gallagher. daughter of Acting Mayor Gallagher, Mrs. Albert Morrissey. Mrs. Gallagher, Mrs. Amy 0. Earhart, Mrs. Putnam, Acting Mayor Gallagher, Park Commissioner William P. Long and
, former Fire Commissioner Theodore Glynn.
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SENOR CUR LEY IS SEATED; HRH'WIRES
FIGHT ON HIM IS DROPPED AL ELIA TRIBUTE
Mayor(From Porto Rico)to Second Roosevelts'
Name, But Ely May Not Speak
Special I:4.1,mill In the Globe
CHICAGO, June 28—The contest
lodged with the credentials committee over Mayor James M. Curley sitting as a delegate in the Porto Rico
delegation was withdrawn and the
Mayor of Boston became Senor Curley
and sat with the delegation on the
next isle, back of the Massachusetts
delegation. Then he moved to the
platform on the invitation of Senator
the temporary presiding
Barkley,
officer.
The Porto Rico delegation voted its
six votes solidly for everything the
Rooseveltians were interested in today,
thus proving Senor Curley's claim of
yesterday that the delegation we. tarmonius and united for Roosevelt for
the nomination.
The Porto Rico delegation is the
only delegation that brought its own
liquor overseas.

Curley Confident Now
Mayor Curley said tonight that there
was only one conclusion to be reached
after analyzing the votes in today's
session. The Roosevelt supporters
won every move and that, in his
Opinion, assured Got' Roosevelt of the
nomination.
-Shouse's defeat," he solid, "ended
the opposition. From now on, the
Roosevelt man will be master of the
situation."
He predicted that tbe bandwagon
Would appear as soon as the favorite
eons had their chance to get into the
pa rade.
Delegate
Curley has been
unanimously selected by the Porto Rico
delegation to second the nomination of
Roosevelt. He will have but five
minutes to speak. He was escorted to
his seat in the convention hall by
Mayor Cermak, who asked him the
secret of Boston's solvency and its
ability to borrow money lower than
most every other large city. He
promised to have a sit-down with the
Chicago Mayor before the convention
is over and take with him City Trees
Dolan. a. member of his entourage,
and explain the situation of Boston
finances to the harassed Mayor of this
city, who Is at his wits end to obtain
money to meet the back payroll of the
City and to float its bonds.

Granfield Opposes Smith
The MassaAlusetts delegation voted
solidly its 38 votes for the Smith program in today's session, but the Massachusetts member of the credentials
William
Congressman
committee,
Granfield of Springfield, voted with
the Roosevelt forces in committee on
the only two contests before the convention. He said that on the evidence
there was nothing else to do.
Gov Joseph B. Ely sat with the Massachusetts delegation all through the
session, in the section directly in front
of the chair; New York sits not far
behind Massachusetts.
It may be that Gov Ely will not get
a chance to make his Smith nomination speech. Smith, it is believed,
will not permit his name to be pre- i
sented if he cannot muster practically'
all of the opposition. A man whu has
run for President cannot afford for
his own reputation to seek another
nomination and get badly defeated.
Gov Ely is saying little, but Is in close
touch with the Smith headquarters
and will be guided by the advice of
Smith's managers, former Justices
Daniel E. Cohalan and Proskaur.
Today was not a happy one for the
Smith men In Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, the only two New England delegations pledged solidly to
Smith, but they are assured by their
leaders that the fight to stop Roosevelt has only begun and tomorrow and
the next day they will see some tall
politics.

Ely Rumor Starts Rooms
Rumors that Gov Ely would not run
for Governor if Roosevelt Is the Presidential nominee—on which Gov Ely
was silent and his friends were vehement in denials—started a lot of "if"
booms among the Bay State politicians on the scene. Ex-Lieut Gov
Edward P. Barry said that he would
be a candidate if Ely decided not to
run. Congressman Granfield of Longmeadow Is another "if" boomer.
Mayor John C. Mahoney of Worcester, who gave a dinner to tho Worcester County delegation, is being
boomed for Lieutenant Governor.
Gov Ely continued to insist that the
question of his running on the ticket
with Roosevelt was a subject that he
did not care to discuss for publics,
tion and that he had not no intended
at any time.

From Chicago, where he is attending the Democratic national
convention—as a delegate from
Porto Rico—Mayor Curley today
sent the following message to Mrs.
Amelia Earhart Putnam:
"Regret exceedingly that attendance at Democratic national
convention prevents my joining
with your countless thousands of
admirers in Massachusetts to
pay tribute to the outstanding
accomplishment h yone of your
sex in the history of the world.
"May your stay In Boston he replete not only with expression%
of joy at greeting you upon the
part of the people, hut with a
gratification /I risinff from the
Imowlodge of flue love and affection they hear for you."
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City and State
Today Honor
Flier Amelia

will disband. Supt. Michael H.
Crowley will take personal charge
of the police arrangements along
the entire route and a force of
25 state police will he on hand at
the State House to handle the
throng which is expected to congregate thee.
Boston today will extend a roy-t: GUEST OF HONOR
Mrs. Putnam will go to the Copv.elcome to its own "Lady Lindy,'
ley-Plaza Hotel, where she will be
Amelia Earhart Putnam.
guest of honor at the civic lunchA colorful parade through downeon, after which she will go to
town Boston. two receptions, a
Braves Field, and from there to
luncheon and dinner arranged ir
her mother's home in Medford for a
he. honor will give citizens an
3p.
portunity to pay tribute to the brief visit.
In the evening she will be honor
ptucky aviatrix who won new
world laurels by her solo flight guest at e banquet at Hotel Lenox,
tendered by the Boston Chapter,
across the Atlantic.
Thousands more will greet het National Aeronautical Association.
when she appears at Braves Field Maj. Charles Wooley will be toastin the afternoon, where she will be master. An elaborate program has
the featured guest at the monster been arranged.
Among those who will be present
athletic carnival.
Both State and city will reward to honor the distinguished guest
are Porter Adams, chairman of the
her for the added lustre she
ho
brought to them by her epoch. executive board of the N. A. A.;
marking achievement in being
Capt.. Albert Edson, superintendent
the
only woman to brave and
conquot of the East Boston airport; Rear
the hazardous air passage
of the Admiral Louis M. Nulton, comAtlantic ocean.
mandant of the Boston naval district, Acting Mayor Gallagher,
ARRIVES AT 10:30
Amelia' husband, George Palmer
She is scheduled to arrive at
the Putnams
East Boston airport from
, and others prominent in
'New
York at 10:30 and from
2Ivic, military and aeronautical drthere she
will make her triumphal
:ilea.
4n•ry into
the city she call, home.
At -ht airport she Neill find
her
mother, Mrs. Amy 0. Earhart,
who
has not seen her for months
d 2;7:proud41-36
/
34
ly waiting for her. With
Mrs Earhart will be Lady Lindy ,:
sister,
Mrs. Albert Morrissey. of
Medford.
The official welcomIng
tee will be headea by AcingcommitMayor
Edward M. Galla7nei An!
will incluae Mrs. Lorraine Defren
Frankland, also a noted aSlitrix.
and
Arthur J. C. Underh,li of the
ton chapter of the :Va uona.i BosAeronautical Association.
After official greeargs have been
extended, the motor cavalcade will
form and the parede -vill
pass
through East Boston into
Chelsea
and then to CharlesLown, where
it
will cross the river Into Washington st., to Adams sq., vrnere military. naval, veterans end civic organizations will join the narade.
SAILORS TO MARCH
Lieut. Joseph J. Martin will take
his place as chief marshal of the
parade through the downtown district. There will be 9 naval detachment from the Boston Navy
Yard, detachments of the National
Guard, a
detachment from the
101st' tank company in cemmand of
Capt. Samuel Murray. delegations
and massed colors of veterans'
organizations and escort details.
Bands will furnish music.
The line will 'move through
Devonshire to State st., to Congress. Milk, Federal. Franklin. and
again into Washingten St., to City
Hall in School at.. and thence to
the State House via Beacon at.
At the State House the distinguished aviatrix will be presented
will- a gold and platinum medal,
i similar to that awarded to Col.
Lindbergh. as the Commonwealth's
tribute. Robert F. Bradford. represenring Gov. Ely will present the
medal.
On leaving the State House the
ROSTON'S MAYOR FINDS CHICAGO WARM
parade will proceed along Beacon
Mayor Curley pausing for a Skink ot swing water at the Moen, Maass
st. to Commonwealth ave., where it

MAYOR CURLEY KEEPING COOL
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DELEGATES GRUMBLE
It erati.d hiss previous declaration that
The Massachusetts delegates grumbled he has no second choice.
When the Massachusetts delegates
:
,omewhat at the honor conferred on I
arrived at the convention hall no definthe mayor.
Several of them openly ite arrangements had been made for the
point in the proceedings at which Gov.
expressed the 'opinion that he was in
violation of the best politica', Celtics in Ely would place the name of Alfred E.
making an appearance in the conven- Smith before the convention if the
/
tion
31::
ngl platform deliberations were completed
ciatl hc.eapp.rIttyy.sap
fterildlealvl•tiia
11 in altIlk ofnin
in sufficient time to start the tedious
process of nominations.
primary.
An agreement had been reached with
This made no impression on the
mayor and prior to his arrival at the Connecticut wilereby that state would
yield
its place in the rollcall order to
hall he had prepared a five-minute
speech which will be certain to make a Massachusetts if Gov. Ely concluded
that
the moment was advantageous.
deep impression on the Roosevelt delegates. Many of the ideas contained in Otherwise he would await the.reaching
his speech will be familiar to Massa- of Massachusetts in the call of the
chusetts Democrats who listened to his states,
fervent pleas for Roosevelt during the
IGNORED BY CURLEY
memorable presidential primary conWhen Smith entered the hall, he
test last spring.
With Senator Walsh playing so con- stopped at the Massachusetts reservaspicuous a role in tonight's session, tion and chatted briefly with Gov. Ely
Mayor Curley's appearance as a Roose- before taking his seat. A few minutes
velt seconder and Gov. Ely's contribu- later Mayor Curley appeared. He
tion as the Smith nominator, the dele- walked slowly by his Maseachusetts
gates here will have an opportunity to folk and deliberately ignored them. The
see the three Democratic rabble rousers mayor went directly to his seat in the
of Massachusetts at their best.
Porto Rico delegation.
The Bay State delegation were in a
Cornelius F. Cronin of Lowell, bearcomplete fog in regard to what action ing the Massachusetts standard sprang
they will take on the t ice-presidential into a place in the van of the parade
nomination. They are sitting by until which spontaneously swung into acthey are convinced that Gov. Ely has tion to sweep around the hall in the
no chance for the honor and then they noisy demonstration that broke loose
CHICAGO, June 30 iThursday I—
will canvass the field. The Governor, as with the reading of the platfotri deThr vole of the New Enp!And delechairman of the delegation, has prom- claration for prohibition repeal.
gates on the prohibition issue was
The organist must have seen John
ised to call a caucus at which an attempt will be made to line up selidly F. Fitzgerald in the procession oecause
favor of th,t- ontrizht repeal
after playing "Iloa Dry I Am"
behind one choice.
plank to lZ 1 4 for the resubmission
The Governor today was suddenly switched to "Sweet Adeline." The Porto
plank. Maine east two of the mi;
Rico
standard was carried by James A.
flooded with telegrams from Massachunority votes. The lauartsr vole came
setts Democrats urging him to give deep I"Jerry" Watson of Boston who appaconsideration to the qualifications of rently was too quick on the draw for
from Connecticut.
Newton D. Baker in the event of Mayor Curley.
Gov. Ely expressed full confidence
By W. E. MULL INS
Smith's withdrawal. This unexpected
(Staff Correeeondent of The Henthl)
flood of propaganda for Baker was con- late in the afternoon that Gov. Roosevelt had been definitely stopped and
CHICAGO, June 29—Mayor Curley, sidered significant. The Governor re- ventured the
prediction that he would
in his capacity as at delegatl to the Ilti- I
not poll in excess of 550 votes in the
first rolleall. an aggregate well under
tional Democratic conveetion from.
a
majority. His complete confidence was
Porto Rico. will appear officially on the
not shared by his associates.
platform to deliver a speech seconding
CURLEY ON RADIO
the nomination of Gov. Roosevelt for
Mayor Curley today delivered
the presidency.
dio addresses ' before Chicago two raphones. One was over a local microThus he has scored a victory over the
station
and the other was over a
Democrats Of Massachusetts who rehook-up from one of the nation-wide
fused to send him to the convention as
broadcasting booths. In bothconvention
addresses
he discussed the advantages that
one of their delegates pledged to supaccrue to the nation through the would
port Roosevelt. Two months ago the ,
appect
priation of $2,000,000,000 for
Roosevelt ticket., headed by him, was i
velopment of the valley of the the deMissisoverwhelmingly defeated by the slate 1
sippi river.
I He made one passing reference to
of cieiceet.cs pledged to vote in the con- i
, Roosevelt and to the
,
vention for Alfred E. Smith.
m..n." He told his audience"forgotten
that he
The mayor was invited by the Rowe- ,
had seen a regiment of forgotten
mon
three weeks ago in Washington
velt forces to join with them in the
and that
here in Chicago last night he had
extensive etruggle that will be waged ,
seen
600 barefooted men sleeping out
under
here beginning tomorrow to obtain the '
the stars.
The only solution to the current
nomination for the New York GOVdepression, in his opinion, would
ernor. After conferring with his Porto ,
cense
through an intelligent progranz
unRico associates the mayor quickly acemployment relief throughout theOfeoUntry under the direction of the
cepted the bid.
federal
'government. To such a program he
This fresh development in the conpledged support of Gov. Roosevelt
vention proceedings once again will
in
the event he is installed in the
White
bring the mayor and Gov. Ely, two of
House.
the state's three outstanding Democrats, in open opposition in the fight
for the nomination as the mayor will
be preceded by the Governor on the
platform when Mr. Ely appears to present Smith's name to the delegates.
Senator Walsh, the third of the
state's Democratic trionnirate, made
his first appearance on the platform
konIght when he delivered an eloquent
plea In support of the resolutions cornmotee's plank seeking straight repeal
of the prohibition amendment.

CURLEY TO MAKE

PLATFORM

•

)

Mayor, as Delegate from
Porto Rico, Will Second
Nomination

BAY STATE GROUP
INCENSED AT MOVE

Ely Will Present Smith's
Name—Ccnnecticut May
Yield Place

I

encourageu
Sox , were
The lied
throughout this grand rally by the big
crowd.
The run made by the Braves in the
ninth was in the nature of a gift.
Jablanowski came in to pitch and
passed Akers, who went from first to
ifdaudt flo
lthbo
va
draw
itihairrg

•

RED SOX' BIG EIGH,TH_ _ speocscaldon,aanndd,oanfteot
E
S BRJ113o
131 t
b

Stumpf. scored as Spohrer, who batted for Frankhouse, was thrown out
.
at first.
Jolley was the. big nose both at bat
and In the field, while R. Johnson
the
and Stumpf did some fine work in
outfield. Olson and Ford each mad*
line
of
catch
a sensational one-hand
drives. The score:
AB 11 BR TB PO A Z
RED SOX
0 0
3
1
1
ii
R Johnson cf., 4
3 .0
8
1
1
1
6
Olgon 2b
4, 0 0
1
1
1
4
Stumpf rf
1 •0
4
2
I
1
4
Jolley ,If
0 0
A
1
1
1
3
Alexander lb
2 0
0
1
1
1
3
Pickering MI
0
0
2
1
1
1
4
Warstier r•
41
11
0
1
1
0
2
Tate e
0 0
2
1
1
0
2
Connolly e
3 0
1
_
0 0 0
"
Andrews D
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
114•MR1111141
.
II
11
41
1)
0 0
if
Jabionowski 0

.

Crowd of 22,000 Roars Tributes
To Mrs Putnam and Sharkey
At JoWess Carnival

9 0
9'10 27
G
35
Totals
By JAMES C. O'LEARY
BRAVES
1
3
s
1
1
0
More than 22,000 turned out yester6
2b
Ford
0
4
2
2 '3
0
The ball game, which was not started Lebanski so— 4
day for the carnival of sports et
11
11
I
0 2 3
4
stubbornly con- Leach 11 If
Bravts Field for the benefit of the until abort 3:45, was
0
0
n
1
1
A
If, 3
to the Worthington if.
0
0
I
1.
1
0
1
city of Boston fund for the unem- tested for seven innings. Up
Schulmerich
0
u
2
4
and
1
1
8
Berger ,•1
Approximately 325,000 Wits eighth only two runs were made,
ployed.
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
ef
Clark
the
in
one
Braves,
the
0
1
3 9
realized. The exact figures will not both scored by
2
1
4
lb
the Moore
3 0
0 0 1
1
8
Akers 3b
be available until the returns are all second inning on a home run into
1 0
4
0 0 0
4
Hargrave c
bleachers in left center by Wtillie Ber- Pruett
in and a check-up is made toda.,.
0
1
1
0 0 0
2
n
as
0
II
11
0
It was a wonderful variety show of ger, and the other in the seventh
1- raid:home D
4
4
g
a
0
0
Moore,
0
1
by
single
tSDOhrer
a
all around excellence; a continuous the result of
single
fl
performance from shortly after tile base on balls to Pruett and a
3 10 15 27 13
35
Totals
noon hour until nearly 6 o'clock, and by Ford.
•Baited for Andrews in 801. tHatted for
Smead Jolley choked off another run
was participated in by celebrities of
Pruett out Frankhouse in 9th.
national and international fame, among in the seventh. He threw
7 8
liiiiiiigs....1 284
to
11 41 0 G 0--fl
11
0 0
whom were Mrs Am!lia Earhart Put- at the plate when the pitcher tried
Roil hos
sinUrbanski's
1 0 1-31
0
make
9
0
on
0
to
second
a
1
0
Solo
Mravc
woman
from
only
score
the
nam,
throw.
Runs baited in. Jolley 2. Alexander, Warst-i
flight across the Atlantic, and Jack gle to left. It was a perfect
Two.'
Seohrer.
ler,
Berger,
Ford,
connully.
Red
the
put
It was Jolley, too, who
Sharkey, the champion heavyweight g
babe hits Jolley. Leach, Moore. Rotne run,
boxer of the world, both of whom were • Sox in the running, when, with two Berger. Hits, off Andrews. 9 in 7 innings:
off Pruett.
introduced and spoke briefly to ti.e out and two on base in the eighth, he off Jablonowski. 1 in 2
7 2-3 inning.; off Fraukhouge, in 1 1-4
doubled to left field, tying the score, Tin
big crowd.
011111),0i. F.10 Dane on errors, Red Sox. Left
There were sprint races by girls hop- and before the inning was over Pruett on base. Red Sox 7, Braves 7. Stolen base.
Base or,
Sacrifice hit. Olson.
log to qualify for the Olympics, there had been batted off the mound, and Alexander.
balls. by Andrews. by Jahlonowski. by Pivot
were boxing aud wrestling, and there the Red Sox had taken a commanding 5.
out, by Andrews, by Pruett 4.
Struck
were vaudeville acts by artists from lead
,
Double Mays, Pickering, Olson and AlexWinning Pitcher, Andrews. losing
The Red Sox thus won two of the ander.
all the theatres in Boston, one of the
pitcher, Pruett.
Umpire-in-chief. Duffs
features of which was a ballet of 40 three exhibition games played this seaTime,
'
in
bestudio
one
Pt•tro
No
Braves.
son with the
girls from Dolan-De
'wgin imiiria3!
h
l'i
.00.
'
!
Attendance,..
kial Rhyne'
grudges them the victory, and everyBoston.
—
And last, but not least, was the hall body hopes they will be so encouraged
game between the Red Sox and the by it they will start a winning
Teddy Glynn started the ball rolling,
Braves, which was won by the Red streak during their long stay on home
EddE
ie
ddalepok
atnirni o
iti
,
grounds, although they will have to introducing 'Harvard'
Sox, 6 to 3.
start with a series against Babe Ruth official announcer.
the 'mike' and announced the Boston
and the Yankees:
and
noin m
Band
of
pieces,
Pruett and Andrews were the start- Fire
There were speeches by Edward M.
the
were
Departmentfestivities commenced.
both
and
yesterday,
5
pitchers
'The
Gallagher, representing Mayor Curley, Mg
band
well
circled
the
hits
field
the
and
as
keeping
Its
of
well,
i
chairman
working
final
and William G. O'Hare,
selection, played a special arrangement
Judge
scattered,
j
thanking
committee,
the carnival
dedicated to Glynn.
—
Fuchs and Bob Quinn, and all who had I
The William L. Harlin Poet, Amer.
,
done so much to make the affair a. big
lean Legion 196, band paraded
next.
success.
Up to the eighth, and with two nut Then came Al
,
or.n's band and the
While both Rabbit Maranville and in that frame, the Red Sox made only
vaitdrville acts gut tinder w4..
such
in
be
to
supposed
were
Shires
Art
three scattered singles. one 13-• PickerThe Kitayame. Paps. a
neing ac
shape through injuries that they could Mg in the second, another by R.'John from the RAO circuit, baht,
I.
i he flret
ne 1 participate In the ball game, they son in the third, and one by Tate in 1,0
,
•
T
collaboratbro."stunt
abi.
interesting
the Ratak
put on an
galyyn
the fifth.
aearly
boxing
1
the
of
one
Tht
of
referees
te
as
log
disaster
Manager Marty McManus went
pi119‘i . .ie pert rr
o
but he smilingly
bouts. The Rabbit WRS referee in the bat in place of Andrews in the eigiii,,,
first round and Shires in the second and flied out to left field; R. Johnson coniinued after an early fall.
The United States
McVeteran' Hospital
round of the Ernie Schaaf-Jack
was tossed out at first, Moore to
ife and Drum Corps
from
earthy exhibition, which wound up in Pruett.
to center, F
singled
Olson
c
the
lreled
the field before the first Bedford
what looked like R battle royal
athletics
bvent, a baseball
h. the Stumpf followed with another single e
throwing exhibitiOn
two ball players mixing it with
to right and Smead Jolley doubled to
Jose.
e La iY. N. E. A. A. A. U.
ox . •
both,
and
tying
field,
the
scoring
left
present,
record holder, Natalie Welsh and
Mrs Martinville, who was
Ethel
a count at 2-2.
O'.
geld the Rabbit was so lame as
seen here In a Boston
Alexander,
the
in
ln beats of the 100-meter
Lee
result of being upset by
dash
to
singled
fol.
time,
the
first
lowed. The first heat
the uniform for
was won by
game of the day before with
1 center, scoring Jolley and stole second;
Phillies, that she had to help him out Pickering was passed, and Frankhouse Mary Carew, Medford Girl's club,
with
011ie Hasenf 118, second,
but that after
and Dee Rowe,
of bed in the morning.
royal she was I came in to relieve Pruett. Warstler third.
Louise Stokes,
his showing in the battle
Onteora.
center,
scoring Alexander, 01
Club
sympathy I singled to
Malden, %vim the second
not going to waste any more
heat, with
of A Wild throw to Helen
bed with and, as a result
McCarthy, Regrind, and
on him. He will get out of
Frankhouse to cetch a runner Dyford,
by
Dorothy
first
third. The time f r
, n, assistance from her.
etc,,h heat
o off and a. single by Connolly, two was 12 J.S.
more runs vvere put over, making six
in all. McManus, up for the second
time in the inning. W A X tossed out
i Ph* RS AllIWAV
•.! , 1_10..
.
Trio,

Jolley Cuts Off Pruett

Fire Dept Band Parades

Thank Quinn and Fuchs

, Jolley Doubles to Tie

•
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Heat Seems to Bother His Honor

JULY 4 PROGRAM
OF CITY CURTAILED
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Arguments
at the
Democratic
National
convention
aren't the only
things hot,
according to
Mayor James
M. Curley
of Boston—.-the delegate
from
Puerto Rico,
if you please—
as he mops
trickling
perspiration
on his face.

Lack of Funds Removes
Many Regular Events
Economic conditions making it r•ea
. the city of Boston .4
essary to reduce,
annual appropriation of $15,000 to $5004i
for the observance of the Fourth of
July will result in many features all
the past being missed this year, among ,

them the athletic meet on Boston;
Common, swimming races in that
Charles River Basin and district distribution of ice cream, etc, to children,
and the afternoon pageant and eve.
Ding program on the Common.
The customary historic and patriot!.s
exercises will be held, including the
annual oration in Faneuil Hall at It
a m when Prof Robert E. Rogers of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
will he the orator. It has been a Bos.
ten fixture for 149 years. Mayor Cur.
ley will preside, if the ".i/emocratic cone
volition at Chicago permits. The exerd
cities will be broody:tat.
The Independence Day Committea.
The invocation will he by Rev Fran.
functioning with the director of publics
els X. Dolan, DD, pastor of St Greg.
celebrations, Edmund L. Dolan, au4
ory's Church, Dorchester. Benediction
( the assistant director, Stanton R.
will be by Bishop Charles Wesley
White, is as follows: Chairman, Henry
the
Burns, new resident bishop of
I. Lazarus; secretary, E. B. Hero;
lothr:dlet Episcopal Church. This wilt
John B. Archibald, Henry F. Brennan,
be his first appearance before a. Bostet
Frank Choureau Brown, John A. Far.
Icy, George W. McLaren, John H,

Noonan, Joseph A. F. O'Neil, Franle
J. O'Rourke. John A. Scange.

Flag Raising to Open Day

A flag raising at City Hall at 9 a 24
will usher in the celebration. Theisi
will follow a parade escort to Boston
Common for a flag raising there al
):30 o'clock. The reading of the'
Declafation of Independence from thei
3alcony of the Old State House wilg
Lake place at 10 o'clock. The readin
x111 be from the same spot that th
3riginal document was read to th
people of Boston in 1778.
The reading will have a touch
George Washington bicentennial
!ear the reader, George C. Peters
5f Jamaica Plain High School, will
iressed in garb of that period en
will be accompanied by a retinue Ai.in dress customary on such pceaalonet
In Washington's time. The progranpf
will occupy the entire forenoon.
Notwithstanding various reduction,'%
In available Sunda for the celebrating;

rtr
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ROW STARTS

$3000 BILL REFUSED

It was revealed that city officials have
•efused to pay a bill or $3000 presented
his week by George V. Donahue, pubic accountant, who has beenn aiding As.
()
hren o.Tboeh n .1. 71 at'Attorney
ehisatirlgeet oArttto
;istanitn D
Payment
thy,
vas refused, it was learned last nillit,
;in the ground that the approprtationl
'or expert witnesses has already been
.xhausted and that no funds are availOde at this time.
A. supplementary budget may be sent
:o City Hall next week to cover that
!tern and some other special expenses
ncurred by the grand Jury in its rec,wd-breaking investigation. But it was
of the Nation's birthday under ordi..1
out at the court house last
nary circumstances, the holiday wilt
tight that payment of the bill may be
have its annual oration, its patriotle#
the district attorney has some
If
'erred
bon*
end
ceremonies, guns, fireworks
udge approve it.
tires.
It became known last night that Don_
ihue has been receiving $25 a day durCelebration Places Listed
ng the entire six months' investigation
This year there will be only sieve;
ind has already received more than
or eight band concerts and the earns
3000.
number of fireworks displays instead'
There are 23 grand Jurors and theY
of 30 concerts and seven firework.;
•eceived $6 a day each, making the total
To
thir.
year.
cover
last
shows given
talary cost about $20,000.
The ralary
ground as well as possible location;
of Donahue, who has been worki ,
A row between the staff of
have been selected where, for the mos;
District ivertime, is expected to exi.red MOO.
part, large numbers of people may! Attorney Foley and, the cifficials at rhe bill for printing the nearly 60o Inteadily assemble, namely:
City Hall over the $30,000 expeoses lictments already returned in Dia probe
will run well over $1000, and Incidentals
Band concerts, R to 10 p m: Reston*
Field, Iemetc4 df the Industrial Bank & Trust
Common. Franklin
Com- will increase the cost at least anothet
Pond, Wood Island Park, East Box. pany grand jury
investigation, which The probe trill
ce,.
ton; Smith Playground, Allston;
be ronchuled tomor,e w,
ltinibus Stadium, South Boston; Collars' resulted in the indictment of Mayor when under Iii e law, the grand
Juror
Curley's brother and more thati
must retire fr10 nffiew
bus-av Playground, Roxbury.
a
display at each of th;
Firework
score of other prominent citizen:,
above places at 10 p m, following th;
has developed, it became known
band concerts.

ng

:he

PROBE COST

City TLIMS Down One ,„inted

Bill of $3000—
$30,000 in All

night.

last
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Biz Shots at Chicago
Convention Peisonalities as Seen

•
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More About the Kingfish
Iluey Pearce Long
Convention Fighter
At Home Anywhere.
'Only 38 Years Old.

40, he s. viii as Governor of his
State before coming to the Senate.
* * *

James Michael Curley

Delegate from Porto Rico
Huey Pearce Long, the kingfish
Boston.
of Louisiana politics, one of the
baby members of the United States He's 57.
Mayor Curley of Boston was beatSenate, is now a national political
figure. He was in- 11en for delegate on the Roosevelt
troduced to the ticket in the Massachusetts primary,
Democrats of the but his opponents were not able to
keep him out of
country through
t h e convention.
his fervent advoThose in charge
cacy of the nomof the machinery
of Gov
ination
of a national conRoosevelt of New
vention can alYork. A new-comways find a way
er into the Rooseto take care of
velt ranks, he lost
HUEY
their own, and in
no time in mountCurley's case they
ing a front seat on the Roosevelt
got him a place in
band wagon. Following him to ChiCURLEY
the Porto Rico
cago were two contesting delegaRico deleThe
Porto
delegation.
tions from his State, who lodged
a protest against his delegation, gation was harmonious and unitwhich consisted of the eight Con- ed for Roosevelt. His new political
gressmen from the State, the two associates in far off Porto Rico had
United States Senators and some heard of his wonderful oratorical
other outstanding supporters of the powers and selected him to make
one of the short seconding speeches
Kingfish.
Being for Roosevelt and of the for Franklin Roosevelt.
inner circle that rallied around Jim
Farley, Roosevelt's campaign manager, the Rooseveltians were obliged
to protect him. The hearings by the
credentials committees occupied the
best part of two days and nights and
were as lively as one could wish,
CHICAGO, Jane 30—Senator
bristling with personalities. Long
David I. Walsh's comment on Gov.
was OK'd by the subcommittes, and
Ely's speech was:
his opponents carried it up before
"It was easily the best, the most
to
the
then
and
the full committee
effective I have ever heard in a
convention. The Kingfish argued the
convention. Ills speech made me
case himself on the floor of the conproud of him and of Massachuvention and with the aid of the sticksetts."
Mayor Curley said: "It was a
to-Roosevelt delegates, he routed his
good speech. I speak later on when
enemies the third time.
I shall second Gov. Roosevelt's
Since coming to the Senate, Huey
nomination."
has been a thorn In the side of
Democratic
colleagues.
some of his
IHe hasn't hesitated to brand them
as reactionaries. He is pretty certain
to keep himself in the public eye
by his antics and by his frank dealand measures.
ing with public men
smooth-faced,
built,
heavily
He is
blue-eyed and a glib talker. Not yet

Ely's Speech Good,but 1
Speak Later, Curley Says

•

r.itteet. tents .Shot!...
Sen. Sam Ferguson of Virginia
was standing out in front of Hotel
Stevens discussing state of alfalfa
crop with an Oregon delegate when
gent came along crying, "Souvenirs
of the convention!" . . Souvenirs
were pseudo-gold coins, bright &
shiny, & Senator & Oregonian each
pulled out 15 cents and bought one
. . . When they gazed at incription on coins, they found latter were
a beseechrnent for repeal of -the
Eighteenth Amendment! . . . -Hey,
come back here! I'm a Dry!" yelled
the Senator, & handed back his
coin . . . Didn't try to get hi,
money back, but didn't want anything like that kicking around in
his pocket . . . When vendor
learned Ferguson was a Dry, he
if he
him
courteously asked
wouldn't like a drink! . . . The
Oregonian, though Dry, kept his
coin) . . . When somebody asked
J. J. Sinnott, doorkeeper of the
convention, where he could find one
of the sergeants-at-arms. Sinnott
allowed that the querier had betA photo
ter "hire a detective" .
of Mayor Curley published in
the Chicago
Tribune did his
handsome
honor so little
justice that
some of the delegates c La i m
they mistook it
for a picture of
, Dr scula . .
'Abraham Webb e r, Commr.
Public Utilities;
B. U.'s Chas. A. Mayor Curley
Rome, Dr. Bernard Finklestein dc Murray Weiss
all marched into Cong.-ess Hotel together to shake hand of Arthur
Seligman, Jewish Governor of New
Mexico . . . "Snap" (10 An here
•ention
ready to take charge G..
If called upon . . . State Auditor
F. X. Hurley sel"•—• Smith to 2
..ns lunchMichig-nders in ths.
room . . . They loosed skeptical
but tis said that's just the wa›
Micinganders look naturally . . .

5
office, bot, probably not
high federal
net.
cabi
the
in
seat
a
talk today of a
There was renewed the mayor for
of
y
idac
possible cand
port Roosevelt"
Governor on a "sup
t.
ticke
Ely will have diffiI nany event Gov. heart into a camculty throwing his
where he is
paign for re-election,man he has so
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'As President, Roosevelt
Will Rekindle Hope"

A huge reception to Mayor Cutley, "delegate from Puerto Rico" to
By MICHAEL E.'HENNESSY'
i the Democratic national convention
CHICAGO, July 2—Commenting or
and Gov. Roosevelt's battle chief in
Massachusetts, will be held Monday the nomination of Franklin D. Roose•
night when ..Curley returns from velt, Mayor Curley of Boston said:
Chicago, it was announced today.
"AS President of the United States.
According to a message received he will bring to the office not only a
from the mayor today, he will Ar- ,knowledge of statecraft but a groundrive at the North Station at 7:15 ling in economics, essential to the development for the betterment of manp.m.
There he will be met and injected kind in America, and a human syminto a big parade, with 10 bands, pathy whose groundroots are deeply
vhich
will wind through city embedded in the suffering resulting
from an affliction which he has gamefought without whining and withlout ceasing to smile. An example of
faith which America could adopt with
profit at the present hour.
"The victim of mass production and
`he machine age can look with conidence to the development of a proilyde Park, N. Y., July 2
;ram through which hope may be reA P)—Mrs.Sara Delano Roose(indled, opportunity created and eonvelt said today she was "not
ffdence established."
much surprised" that her son
had been nominated for the
presidency.
Despite her 70 years, Gov.
Roosevelt's mother sat CiOae to
the radio in the executive mansion at Albany through Thursday's all-night session.
"Of course, I am glad he got
the nomination," Mrs. Roosevelt, said this morning. "Glad
he got it by such a large majority and that California came
over to him. But I was not
very much surprised."

Boston city employes, led by John
J. Curley, brother of the mayor and
former city treasurer, today laid plans
for a tremendous demonstration of welcome for the mayor upon his return
from Chicago Monday evening.
The party of stalwart Roosevelt supporters is due at the North station
Monday at 7:15 P. M. It 'is planned to
have 10 bands and innumerable hundreds of marchers on hand for a pared:
to the Parkrnan bandstand on Boston
Common, where the mayor will speak
to the group.
The arrangements for the affair were
being male today in the School street
office of John J, Curley.
At today's meeting, Thomas Green.
Charlestown councilman, was made
chairman of the committee in charge,
and Edward L. Englert vice-chairman.
Other members of the committe are
William Barker, William P. Prendergast, James Coughlin. Jaynes Hooley,
Charles F. Murphy and Representative
Frank Daley.
A meeting of a general committee of
300 WaS called for tonight, at 8 o'clock,
In the Vine street municipal building.
, toxbury.

Roosevelt's Mother
Expected Win

tinni ry nur
bUill-C I Un

HOME MONDAY

Demonstration Will Be
Held for Party

ACTING MAYOR GALLAGHER
SENDS CONGRATULATION
Acting Mayor Edward M. Gallagher
has addresssed the following telegram
to Gov Roosevelt, congratulating him
upon his nomination as the Democratic candidate for President of the
United States:
"As one of your early loyal supporters will you kindly accept my most
sincere and earnest congratulations
upon your triumphant victory. You
will be elected by the largest popular
vote in the history of our country's
Presidential elections.
"The Roosevelt administration will
provide those economic measures, of
which our country is so bitterly in need
and will assure the resumption of popular government in Washington."

17-21.3 L

BIG WELCOME IS PREDICTION BY
ITING HERE MAYOR CURLEY
FOR GURLEY

Brother Lays Plans for
Demonstration Monday
Evening

i

icc-3

streets and finish at the Parkman
bandstand on Boston Common.
Afterward, there will be a "celebration dinner" at a Boston hotel.
with the "delegate from Puerto
Rico" as the guest.
The
celebration
was
hastily
sketched out today, but plans will
be completed tonight at a meeting
of a committee ef 300 in the Vine
street municipal building, Vine and
Dudley sta.. Roxbury.
Leaders in the movement to celebrate the return of Mayor "urley
include City Councillor Thomas H.
Green of Charlestown, chairman of
the committee; City Councillors
Edward L. Englert and William H.
Barker, Representative
William
, Prendergast of Charlestown, James
iCoughlin and Emmet O'Brien.

l

)“=1=
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Messenger Told Curley Has Gone
To Banana Kingdom in Porto Rico

convention
CHICAGO, July 2—A messenger boy arrived in the
Boston. He offered it to the
Curley
of
Mayor
for
telegram
hail with a
Massachusetts delegation.
-For Mayor Curley,- the boy said.
Smith supporter was prompt: "He's
The reply from a die-hard
Curley" a big banana king down there."
gone to Porto Rico.

Mayor Curley and the Roosevelt for
President rooters are due hack home
at 7:15 Monday evening and already
plans are in the making for a
great
demonstration.
A meeting will be held tonight at R
at the Vine-st
Municipal Building, Roxbury, where a committee
of
300 will complete plans for a
Roosevelt
demonstration on Monday night,
Councilors Thomas H. Green
of
Charlestown, Edward L.
Englert of
.Tamalca Plain end William H.
Barker of East Boston are in
charge of
the meeting tonight.
it is planned to meet
Mayor Curley
at the North Station when
his train
arrives at 7:15. There will be
10 bands
in line and from the
station there will
he a parade to the
Parkman Bandstand, on the Common,
exercises,
after which there will befor
a dinner.
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would erum-

his strength
man John Garner. But he has not a three ballots, avother nomination might I
BY ROBERT L. NORTON
that
many vote' as Governor Roosevelt an ble and
expected when :
CHICAGO STADIUM, July 1— I will state that Speaker Garner is I. be made. Smith was retrace
his delethis moment arrived to
action,
my
with
accord
Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt of
"I would like to see the wounds o gates.
toNew York was nominated, as the theparty healed. I would like to se. In the background of the picture
former secretary of War
was
night
no
and
Republicans
Democrats
fight
Democratic candidate for President,
is attending the convention.
'Democrats. We can and will go berms Baker, who
of the United States tonight. The the people in this campaign with conn. An active canvass in his Interest had
during the day and the dele- .
choice was made on the fourth bal- deuce and unanimity. I never saw abeen made deluged with telegrams Lorn
Democratic convention which agreed' gates were
lot when former Secretary of the upon any one candidate at the begin.. all over the country.
received by many
Treasury McAdoo took the platform, nine. But Roosevelt in the choice of the Telegrams had been
from James J. PheDemocratic party and we can and willof the'party leaders suggesting the nomwid announced that the 44 delegates support
Ian, Bos.ton banker,
him with unanimity."
David I. Walsh of
from California would go to RooseMayor Curley of Boston announeed ination of Senator
Massachusetts In the event of a deadwas
the vote of Puerto Rico. There
velt.
as follows:
some delay at the end of the roll call lock. This telegram
to"
Earlier in the evening the Cali- by reason of the polling of the °rile "A etrong candidate to nominate
President on the Democratic ticket Siasfornia delegates together with those delegation. The vote in Ohio, the dele- eachuselie can offer you and one who,
gates having been released by Governor
4-if Texas had been released by Speak- 'White, was: 29 for Roosevelt and 11 if nominated, will sweep the country.
He is able, sound, honest, feariesc has
er Garner to whom they were for Smith and others scattering.
bee In public life for over S5 years on
tic, been
The weary delegates straggled int(
pledged.
his merit, the greatest vote-getter New
the convention hall tonight fe.eng
produced, commandGarner mill he selected as the prospect of another all night session ii England has ever
support not only
the anti-Roosevelt forces* held together Ma at all times the full
the independent
!candidate for Vice-President.
All sorts of rumors were In circulation of his own party, but of
voter and as well, many of the opposite
There was a tremendous demon- as to various shifts.
orator, a man
outstanding
party. An
Manager James A. Farley of the
ration when McAdoo announced
who is in private life as well as in pubRoosevelt forces was confident of ac- lic
life an example and inspiration to
that any man who came to a Demo- ceesions from Ohio, and evpected to
the youth of the country. Nominate
cratic convention with 700 votes was benefit from the breaking away of the Senator David I. Walsh and win.
90 Garner delegates in California and
"JAMES J. PHELAN."
clearly the choice of the paity.
Texas. The New York Governor was
Up to this moment he had not only short 88 votes of the required twoon the third ballot.
Elentioned the name of Roosevelt but thirds
It was clear that the anti-Roosevelt
the convention immediately caught forces could not hold together unless
was an attempt to concentrate
the significance of the statement and there one
man. The New York group
upon
vent wild. They drowned out the of 65, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Masand New Jersey were countsachusetts
gal"rough-neck"
hoohing of the
ed upon to switch to Got ernor Ritchie
lery which has shown every evidence of Maryland. Ritchie also had some
of hostility to Roosevelt from the be- votes in the Southern delegations, notably from Mississippi.
! liming of the convention.
Ex-Gov. Cox Next Choice

CURLEY WINS
POLICE FIGHT

McADOO'TAKES PLATFORM
Chairman Walsh had announced the
of the roll at 9 o'clock. Alabama,
Arizolia and Arkansas declared Roose'
Nelt as their choice.
Then came California.
McAdoo asked permiasion to explain
the vote of California and took the
pia t form.
"California came here to nominate
a President of the United States," he
said. "She did not come here to deadlock this convention, to precipitate a
.ontest like that which destroyed the
party In 1924.
"There has been a 143 per cent gain
in Democratic registration in California.
' We think a useless and prolonged
•entest would leave schism in the party
.vhich Could not he cured before the
,lection. It very often happens that the
ire of a..patient Is destroyed by delay.
"California will bring this contest to
swift conclusion. I hope it will result
harmony. Any
it bringing about party
convention
nan who comes into the
votes—"
vith almost 700
demonIt was at this point that the
dation broke loose. But the boohIng
increasingly
if the galleries became
appealed
tore violent. Chairman Walsh
ri the sense of courtesy and decency of
the galleries.
Mayor In ioak took Cie platform and
appealed to the galleries to Record tourthe delegates
temy and fair treatment to
boohing
who were their guests. The
suffisubsided
nresently
hut
continued,
continue
ciently to permit McAdoo to
his etatement.
the eriuntry
"The public eentiment of
Roosevelt," he said.
Is clearly tot.
realise
believe in the democracy and I
ii nomination
the difficulty of achieving
under the two-thirds rule.stales, "Wit.sagne here for that erCat

Failieg in the attempt to put over
Ritchie, the talk was that former Governor Cox of Ohio wonid be the next
choice, since the Tammany delegation
were opposed to former Secretary of
War Baker because of his views on the
League of Nations. Rut the Roosevelt
people expected also to get some votes
In Ohio.
The action of the Tammany delegation served to stiffen the Southern and
Western delegates, pledged to Roosevelt. The prejudices which dominated
the 1924 convention at Madison Square
Garden were again to the front.
While the exhausted delegates spent
the day in sleeping, most of them corning up for eir and breakfast about 6
o'clock in the evening, the leaders in
both camps were holding numerous
conferences. The fight was edged with
extreme bitterness. Open charges v.ere
made by the Roosevelt leaders that the
"power trust" was behind the move to
.top the New York Gove..nor. A radio
speech to this effect was made by
Arthur Mullen of Nebraska, the RooseMullen asked
velt floor manager.
Remsevelt supporters all over the counthe delegates
to
telegrams
try to send
urging the selection of the candidate.
The common expression heard among
the Smith delegates was 'we have
The Oklahoma
Roosevelt stopped."
delegation had crtucnsed and voted to
swing 'to Byrd of Ylrginle.
Anti-Roosevelt leaders were planning
to sieve off a choice and wear down
Ha in the prothe Roosevelt at
ceedings of last night by pollieg Yellows
the unit rule,
by
eenlr011ed
delegations
attempting to show that they were not
unanimous for the New Yoik Governor. It was felt that if Roosevelt
could be stopped on the first two or

'Supreme Court Decision
on Pay Raise
Mayor James M. Purley, In a drive
to curtail expense for the city of Roston. rofused to grant Boston patrol.
$8rghtovie
ie their th
100 raise nr pay
forcom.
Police
93
12
missioner Eugene C. Hultman and police counsel Leo Schwartz by virtue of
a decision handed down by the full
bench of the Supreme Court today.
The full bench has decided that Police Commissioner Hultman was not
agrleved person and had no
authority
to ming his petition for a writ of
mandamus end writ of certiorari
compelling the city to give the police
their
ireie•.
The court also dismissed the
petition
for a writ of mandamus

brought b1
Thomas X. Barron. The
that the Boston policemen who were entitled tn the raise
Ir
salary may bring action in law
the city of Boston for violation &Wow
of contract.
When men are appointed to the
Po.
lire Department they receive
9.1700
the first year and receive a, yearly tot
rain
(
of $100 until they have
reached the
MAXIMUM nay of moo.,
patrolMan

bench decided

c-1uc LPi PT.

I riffiv

of the
starting homeward tonight. Some
but
Massachusetts crowd left last nightdelebrought the
the special train which
adthe
after
gation will not leave until
journment.
R. I. to Back Nominee
Roosevelt as
Rhode Island's support of
presidency
Democratic nominee for the
former Senator
was assured today by
national comPeter G. Gerry. Democraticwho said. "the
mitteeman from the State,
standard
Democratic party has selected a
is our
bearer. Franklin D. RooseveltWhile I
Elated at Roosevelt Triumph candidate for the presidency.
personally regret the convention did not
choice
Despite Bay State Vote
see fit to nominate Rhode Island's
E
—that outstanding statesman, Alfred
is to
for Smith
now
thing
important
Smith—the
urge all
elect a Democratic President. I nossibk
loyal Democrats to make every
lot
victory
sweeping
effort to insure a
the organisation in .November."

Curley Sees
Gain of Forty
House Seats

Rhode Island to
Support Nominee

Connecticut, Another Smith
State, Also for Loyalty to
Party
Chicago, July 2 (A.P.)---New England
delegates today were eager to depart for
home. In the session last night that
marked the landslide of votes on which
Roosevelt rode to the nomination, Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont, steadfast
for him from the outset, cast their eight
votes again for their first choice.
But
Massachusetts, Conneetheit and Rhode
Island stuck to the last to Alfred E.
Smith.
The stubborn stand of the three delegations against the rising tide of Roosevelt votes on the fourth rallcall drew
from the jammed galleries roars of applause. Conhectieut alone of the States
topped Massachusetts in the alphabetical
list had cast its vote for Smith when, in
response to the call of "Massachusetts"
Governor Joseph H. Ely, for the fourth
time, stood and responded "thirty-six
votes for Alfred E. Smith." Rhode Island
was reached on the list and it added its
ten. There was no change even when
Texas switched and the nomination was
assured.

•

Helps Maine Democrats
Believing the nomination of Governor
Roosevelt will be a great aid in the State
election, Maine's delegates today began
Alto lay plans for the fall campaign.
though an attempt to split the twelvE
votes was averted only by the stampede
for Roosevelt on tlle fourth and final
ballot last night, the majority of the delegates saw in his nomination a chance to
break the rock-ribbed Republican State
for the first time since 1915. The promised fight in the delegation over Roosevelt fell by the wayside as socn as word
reached the anti-Itooseveltians that California and Testae would juirnp to the Nt'N1
York governor.

Curley Sees 40 Seats Gained
It remained, however, for Mayor James
M. Gurley of Boston to add the final
touch in behalf of Massaehusetts. Des
feated last Month for a place as RooseVeit-pledged delegate-at-large from Matigil •
chusette by the Smith sweep in the State
primary, he came to the convention and
found a seat upon the floor as an alternate from Puerto Rico. Only the Canal
Zone and the Virgin Islands remained to
be called when Puerto Rive was reached.
The chairman of the de,egat Ss) an.
neuneed Mayor Curley Would give the
vote, and he rose to eitet its six for Isseotvett. There Was no comment lases from
Ely, but Curley predicted the nomination
would give the DeInocrate at least forty
congressional seats in the election.
The members of the New England dele
gations seemed little concerned over lb
vice presidential choice as they gates, I
today for the final session. The Rees
Veit men of New Hatt-11)8111re and Vss.
mons were prepared to accept their canaldate's choice for second place on the
ticket and seemed certain that Jelin N.
Garner would receive the honor. Massachusetts and Rhode island delegeess saw
little proepect of sereestiful opposition to
the Roosevelt 'hole a,though they tiecussed the preedbilIty of naming Senator
nestles 3. Walsh of 51ohtana. Governor
Ilitehie et' Maryland or Melvin A. Traylor. All of the delegate were hopeful of

Connecticut for United Party
The tiomination of Roosevelt evoket.
only passing comment from members o
the Smith and Roosevelt groups th th,
Connecticut delegation. Governor W. L
Cross who made a seconding speech fo
Smith early Friday, and disclosed his per
sonal preference in so doing having beet
neutral as delegation chairman, did no
comment. State Chairman David A. AN
son, a Smith supporter, said the Stet
had been loyal to Smith and in that ther
was satisfaction. Looking ahead he sal
it was important that every Denim-re
should be loyal and work to give the eon
thee the electoral vote of Connecticut.

/
'
Curley Booed by Bay
State Delegation
CHICAGO STADIUM, July 1- Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
finally got a chance to show himself
The
in the convention tonight.
Puerto Rico delegation, with which
he sat as a Roosevelt delegate, gave
him the honor of announcing its vote
on the final ballot. When he declared
that Puerto Rico cast six votes for
Roosevelt, there was loud booing
from the Massachusetts delegation.

/

BOSTON SET FOR
BIG 4111 OF JULY
••••••••

Impressive Celebration Is
Planned Throughout
This Section
'Uncle Sam can light 156 candles On
his mammoth birthday cake on Monday, for it was on this date 156 years
ago that the Declaration of Independence, making the colonies free and
Independent states, was signed by the
nation's founders.
IMPRESSIVE PROGRAM
The day will be ebserved in every city,
village and town throughout the country by fireworks, parades, military gathesngs, flag-raLsings and other festivitiri
e
Boston's program in honor of the day
will be less elaborate than in other
years, but none the less impressive. The.
order of events will begin with a flagraising at City Hall at 9 o'clock. This
will be followed by a parade to Boston
Common for a flag-raising at 9:30
o'clock.
The annual historic and patriotic exercises will take place at Faneuil Hall
at 11 o'clock. This has been a Boston
fixture for 149 years. Mayor James M.
Curley will preside if the Democratic
convention which he Is atending in
Chicago has ended before that day. The
orator will be Prof. Robert E. Rogers of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The Rev, Francis X. Dolan, D. D., pastor of St. Gregory's Church, Dorchester,
will give the invocation. Benediction
will be by Bishop Charles Wesley Burns,
new resident bishop of the Methodist
Episcopal church.
CONCERTS AND FIREWORKS
The reading of the Declaration of
Independence from the balcony of the
Old State House, also a Boston institution, will take place at 10 o'clock. It
was from this spot that the original
document was read to the people of
Boston in 1776. George C. Peterson of
Jamaica Plain high school, the reader,
will lend a touch of the George Washington bicentennial color to the occaMon by his costume of that period.
The number of band concerts
this ,
year by the city will be limited to seven
I
and firevtorks displays will follow
at
10 P. M. in each of the following
locations:
Boston Common, Franklin fieid, Jamaica pond, Wood Island park,
Boston; Smith playground, Allston;East
Columbus stadium, South Boston:
Churn..
bus avenue playground, Roxbury.
The Independence day
functioning with the directorcommittee,
of public
celebrations. Edmund L. Dolan, and
th
assistant director, Stanton R.
IS as follows: Chairman, Henry White,
rus; secretary, E. B. Mere; I. LazaArchibald. Henry F. BrennenJohn B.
Chouteau Brown, John A. Farley' Frank
George
W. McLaren, John H.
A. F. O'Neil, Frank J. Noonan,' Josephh
O'Rourke,
John
A.Seams

BAY STATERS DIVIDED ON ROOSEVELT

•

By JOHN T. LAMBERT
Chicago Stadium, Jpuly 2—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston today
predicted with unbounded confidence and enthusiasm that Governo.• Franklin D. Roosevelt and his
Vice-Presidential running mate will
sweep the State of Massachusetts.
Ex-Mayor John F. Fitzgerald.
perhaps the most astute observer
of political campaigns, declared
without reservation,
"The ticket will carry the state
overwhelmingly."

WALSH BACKS TICKET

•

Name IsRose-velt,
Not `Roos-e-vele
Albany, N. Y., July 2 (AP)—
In case you aren't sure how
the Democratic presidential
nominee pronounces his name,
here Is the answer on authority that couldn't be higher.
Franklin D. Roosevelt pronounces it "Rosevelt" in two
long "0."
syllables and with
port and to draw in the liberal
forces of the Republican party.
We have a progressive and independent candidate and an impressive and independent platform."

Bay State Republicans only two
weeks ago.
Senator Walsh derived glory for
himself by the fight he waged in
forcing the adoption of the repeal
plank.
Ely's was the great speech of the
And Mayor Curley
convention.
captured the imagination of the
Roosevelt forces by his vigor and
by the wisdom of his counsel.
Curley was on the telephone to
Washington twice yesterday in the
effort to prevail upon Garner to
withdraw from the contest, it being evident that the Texan, with
whom he had served in Congress,
sufficient
capture
not
could
strength to win the presidential
nomination for himself. It was
Curley who, in an eleventh-hour
conference, prevailed upon Governor Murray to withdraw in favor
of Roosevelt.
e ballot which nominated
On
Roosevelt for the presidency, the
New England States stood exactly
as they had stood on the first ballot. Of their 90 votes, "le same
62 were cast for Smith and the
same 28 for Roosevelt as had
marked each of the four ballots..

Senator David I. Walsh said,
"I will support the ticket."
Governor Joseph B. Ely was
silent.
DEMAND FOR CHANGE
J. Gallagher, former
Daniel
the
said
attorney,
United States
Fitzgerald's analysis was along
ticket "represents the Anti-Saloon economic lines.
League and Ku Klux elements and
"The people of this country
I will bolt it."
who are out of work or whose
The above conflicting expressions
business It flattened are not gorepresented the divided emotions ing to support the administration
as the Bay State delegation, along
which has been so negligent and
with the other New Englanders, re- Inept and ineffective in elimito
hall
turned to the convention
nating their hardship and sufferparticipate in the nomination of ing," said Flzgeraid.
Vicefor
candidate
"There is no indication that
the Democratic
President and to take part in the this administration can improve
NEW ENGLAND VOTE
I
concluding ceremonies of one of
conditions. Even if there were,
the most exciting dramatic and Imthe people will be mindful of its
The New England poll was as
pressive national conventions in
futile, cowardly and halting polifollows:
cies all through the long period
the history of this country.
For Smit h—Connecticut, 18;
of depression. The democratic
Massachusetts, 36; Rhode Island,
CURLEY SCORES HOOVER
ticket under such conditions will
10.
be overwhelmingly victorious."
said
For Roosevelt—Maine 12, New
those
shared
Walsh
Senator
"It must be remembered,"
jubilant
his
Hampshire, 8; Vermont, 8.
in
views.
Mayor Curley
}Id the break not Come to
forecast, "that whoever the canGovernor Ely's silence could be
didate might have been, he was attributed to his deep affection tot Roosevelt there was some doubt
ineffecAlfred E. Smith. He had placed about Maine. She had cast a six
to run against the most
to six vote in her last caucus, and
Presi- Smith in
tive and most unpopular
nomination in one of 'he
by that tie the motion to desert
since
dent of the United States
greatest speeches of convention Roosevelt was shelved. The
change
Andrew Johnson.
history.
of a single vote would have broken
"Franklin D. Roosevelt is himWhether Ely will run again for the Pine Tree men, probably to
great
self a great governor of a
re-election will be determined only
Commonwealth. He is a fine gen- by the development3 of the na- Smith.
Roosevelt's
When
nomination
character,
tleman and estimable
tional campaign. He likes the plat- was certain, the
Massachusetts
faithful to his friends. The more form. It is Just the sort of one
delegates were still sticking to
more
the country sees of him the
he would have written had it been the!,• guns. The parade
around the
It will love him and the more it left to him for decision. He is Lo- hall found the
Massachusetts dele.
will respect and admire him for day suffering the disappointment
gation absent. They declined to
the magnificent battles he has that his friend had not captured
join in the parade. By their in.
made, both in the public interest the nomination.
struction, a Chicago policeman bete
and in the recovery of his own
onto the standard in order that 14
health from a devastating IllGLORY FOR WALSH
Might not be lifted from its bas,
ness.
"Moreover, It must be rememIf the writer were compelled to and carried in the parade by an*
make a guess it would be that th,, one passing.
bered that Roosevelt will stand
When the convention adjournei
upon /I platform which is one of exigencies of party harmony will
session, the Bay State folk
the strongest., most courageous require the governor to run again its
about the most downcast the
and most progressive ever adopt- Time is a healer of personal were
could be seen or imagined. Thel
wounds.
ed by a political party. On the
Massachusetts occupied a domi- idol hail not won the post h
Promise of repeal of the ev.:!,4 of
prohibition alone, it is certain to nant role In this convention, unlike sought, and which they sought ft
command united DemoOratio sup- the fruitless appearances of the him.
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Porto Rico
Curley Speaks for
representatives of

Speak/iv, Inc the
Pz..rto Ric.; Mayo. James M. Curley or
for
Massachusetts leader
Boston,
Roosevelt, seconden Garner.
Republicans
Curley hammered the
for the unemployment situation, and
recalled Franklin Roosevelt's plea for
"the forgotten man." Speaking of Garner he said: —Dais great Texan may
unbe relied upon to look after the
known man, and so as a delegate from
the beautiful island of Porto Rico, it
becomes my honor to second the nomination ot John N. Garner for Vice
President.'
While Curley was speaking, Iowa
reconsidered and sent up word it would
withdraw Tinley, making it unamimous.
The Canal Zone announced a "unamimous' second for Garner. The Virgin Islands yielded to Alabama, who
presented W. E. James of Cullman.
To coi.clude with another Garner
speech.
A parent. for Garner or somebody-no one seemed to know—was started
when the rollcall concluded. It consteted at fast entirely of "Alfalfa Bill"
Murrai's kiltie girls' band from Oklahoma. As it wcund round the hall,
with th girls bagpiping in quickstep,
some of the Texans joined in carrying
banners for their canlidate.
The pipe organ got into it, too, but
It didn't last very long. Chairman
Walsh ttutied the gavel over to Senator Connally of Texas, who read a
telegram announcing that Gov Roosevelt's plane was 60 miles from Chicago. There was a cheer.

th/.3t,
Police Balk at
Curley Plan to
Give Day's Pay
Opposition to Mayor Curley's recent decision to request city employes to contribute from their
salaries to the welfare department's fund for the relief of the
needy, has developed in the Boston
police department.
At roll call last night a general
order of Commissioner Hultman
calling
was read in all divisions,
upon officers receiving less than
$1600 a year to contribute one day's
pay each month, two days' pay
from those receiving from $1600 to
$3000 and three days' pay from all
receiving more. than $3000 a year.
Commissioner Hultman advised
in the order that pledge cards
would be distributed to all members of the department and civilian
employes, and asked that they be
signed.
A large number of officers salt
later that they were unable to comply with the mayor's request, many
now supporting large families and
Many
assisting needy relatives.
said emphatically they would rHt
sign, the pledge cards.

1 from. the "Minute Mats,"-and Pas/One
.
through the city to the Parktnen Bandstand on the Common, where a Roosevelt victory rally will he staged.
Estimates of the number to be in line
ranged from 12,000 to 15,0e0 persons last
night, with units of the American Le- ,
glom Veterans of Foreign Wars and the
United Spanish War Veterans promised, and delegations from Medford,
Somerville, Everett and various other
sections of metropolitan Boston, it was
announced.
Speeches to Be Broadcast
The parade route to the Common was
given as follows: North Station, Canal
street, Washington street. Stuart street,
Park square, Boylston street, Tremont
street and thence on the Common from
opposite Avery street.
The speaking at the Parkrnan Bandstand will be broadcast by radio through
stations WBZ and WNAC, with Mayor
Curley scheduled to speak from 9:45 to
9:15 p. tn. Street Commissioner Theodore A. Glynn will introduce him, it
was stated.
The meeting In the Vine street mui
nicipal bu lding
last night, with city
Councillor Thomas H. Green of Charlestown as chairman, voted to wire Governor Roosevelt that it had started Its
plans for a Roosevelt victory parade.
within an hour after he had concluded
his acceptance address as the Democratic cand:date for President, at the
Democratic national convention in Chicago, and that the meeting was stagedl
in the Boston ward In which Ma % or
Curley was horn.
Acclaim Curley at Meeting

Curley Casts Six Votes
Texas delivered her 46 to Roosevelt F. 0. B. Washington March 4,
1933. Gov Byrd of Virginia was the
next deliverer.
At that point We
heard that the victorious Governor
soon would ha on his way to meet the
convention. While Edward Ahearn ot
Brookline stood
guard over the
Massachusetts standard, Senor Diego
M.

Curley

through

a

triumphantly spouted
microphone

buttonhole

',hit Porto Rico cast her eIx votes
for the next President of these
United States.
After having passed when called,
Ohio still grudgingly gave only 29
of her 52 votes for Roosevelt. But
he had nearly 200 to spare above
the necessary two-thirds.

•

Present and participating in the meeting last night were many of the Roosevelt-pledged delegates to the convention, who were defeated in the primary
election. Among those present wereCity,
Councillors Green, Edward L. Englertl
of Jamaica Plain, Israel Ruby of Dorchester and Richard D. Gleason of Roxbury; T. Glynn and TraMc Commissioner
Joseph A. Conry; State Representative
illiam P. Prendergast of Charlestown;
Assistant District Attorney Daniel Gillen; Mayor John J. Burke of Medford,
and former Mayor John .1. Whalen ^1
Chelsea; Edward M. Gallagher, president of the Boston City Council and
acting-maylor in the absence of Mayor
C
Curley, and -lames If. Moriarty, nresldent of the State Federation of
Labor..
the meeting, Curley was
acclaimed
Pa_
the one man In the United
Slates
oosevelt Victory
who dirt more for the
nomination of
Franklin D. Roosevelt than any
•
other,
referring to press reports of
his Isleeioae- rail to William
Randolph Hearst
, e c:11 ,fornla, urging Influence
on Willtam G. McAdoo to swing
Calfornie and
Tkas to the Rnosevelt
standard.
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MAYOR ORLEY
LADE HERO BY
lifINNING FIGHT
Flooded Wih Messages From
Whole Country; Warmly
Greeted by Roosevelt
Chicago, July 2—Like the general of a victorious army, Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston was
today receiving messages of commendation from every part of the
country.
A queue of messenger boysi
brought the messages in steady file.
The suite was filled with excited
men and women, all of them
anxious to shake his hand at one
and the same time.
The telephones sounded like the
they
carillon at Cohasset; only
didn't ..top at all.
The Mayor, after retiring at 4
o'clock this morning, was called
out of to I by a phone -All from P.
Nevada .nth-,sKst who just want-

Curley's Forgottea Man'
Speech ,in Garner Tribute

city of the
ity in the richest
Stadium, Chicago, July 2.
York.
New
world,
of BosMayor James M. Curley
HOPE
rostrum of LOOKS WITH
ton today mounted the
him to the numfind
will
"You
convention
in three in the greatthe Democratic national
one
of
ber
thrilled
world,
and, in the presence of aseconded est industrial city In the where
, and in this city
Detroit
audience of 25,000 persons,
r John N. Republican and Democratic conthe nomination of Speake
of the
Garner for vice-president
ventions have been held, you will
United States.
him to the number of thoufind
of
virtue
etrePing on the concrete of
Mayor Curley spoke by
sands
he had
his delegateship to which
Wacker Drive and In the public
Rican
been elected by the Porto
parks.
representatives in the convention.
"III' has been patient and longHe was pleased, he said, to ad- suffering, now entering the fourth
his
of
n
, and is still devoted in him
vocate the certain electio
with winter
old friend, John N. Garner,
allegiance to America. It is the
ss
Congre
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forgotten man who looks, with
many years ago. They ware both eyes uplifted and prayer In his
commit
ant
import
members of the
heart, to this convention with the
tee on foreign affairs. He knew hope that there may he given him
he
Garner then, and he knows him the humanitarians whom
now, Curley said, to be a reliable knows to he concerned in his weland forceful nian upon whom the fare, Franklin D. Roosevelt and
country could bestow the highest John N. Garner."
trust, Mayor Curley then continued;

"THE. FORGOTTEN MAN"
"The forgotten man is today a
reality in America, whose tragic
be
Presence in our midst may
traced to mass production, machine operation and the absence
of courageous constructive leadership nationally.
"He may he found to the
number of ten millions, without
work or money and with bleak
prospects of either, unless victory crowns the etforts of democed to tell him:
racy In the coming campaign.
"You ask where he may he
"We understand things out
found, 1111d the answer is everyhere, eve if all of Massachusetts
where, for no section of America
wasn't t, r Roosevelt. Looks like
has been immune from t he blight
you made a winning fight against
of Hooverism.
"You will find him camped in
great odds."
quarters unfit for animals in the
SED
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)
PORT( RICO
shadow of the Capitol. You will
The Porto Rican Business Men's
find him and Ms dependents to
the number of 1,300,000 Palatine
Club wired him their pleasure that
4k rough private and Public charhe had . erved so well and brought
so much attention to the isle.
"Smiling Jim" Roosevelt dropped
In for thr second time to tell him
"how happy dad and I are for the
s you die for him."
great sr
Gov. 11 .sevelt stretched out both
7 and- as he entered the Stadium
_le Mayor standing nearand :
asked what the Goverby. \
le Mayor answered;
nor s;
affectionate greeting;
",111
r,,a* could have been
nothing
ar Frnnl,lln noose
said. T
velt express his affection Is worth
a lifetime of enert:Y."
OFF FOR HUB TONIGHT,
Mayor Curley lunched today with
Governor Blackburn of South Carolina aid Mayor Bernard Maybank of Charleston. They said
they ipprecisted his deep and
abiding interest in the development
of the Mis:issippi River, which
would mean so luch to their seejust waivlion of the county, and
so.
him
tell
ed to
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demonthat in 1916 Woodrow Wilson
atrated It was possible for a candidate
alelected
he
to
presidency
the
for
though he lost New York, Illinois, and
1924
in
And
other important States.
Mr meAdociat supporters. after A rareful study of the situation, made up
their minds that. he, if nominated,
could win the election although he
'failed in the States Met mentioned.
l New York, Massachusetts and other
States of like character are important,
hut their electoral votes atenot necessarily the determining ones.
The wet plank in the Democratic national plat form might have caused
trouble in the South, where prohibition
seems to here a stronghold, but there
is some reason for believing that the
l nomination of Speaker Garner for the
\lee presidency may placate the States
south of Mason and Dixon's line and
keep them in line for the paity. If
that expectation of the leaders is borne
out by the November election, and if
Roosevelt anti Garner carry the liberal
and progressive West, the Democratic
ticket may prove to be anything but
weak.
The nomination of Gov Roosevelt for
the presidency was due in large part
to the resolve of the delegates from
the South and West that they woulr.:
not submit to the dictation of the At.
"'antic seaboard. They looked on the
New York Governor as the outstanding
liberal in their party and determined
they would stand by him. It was plain
long ago, also, that if, and when, the
time came for the California and
Texas delegates to choose between ExGov Smith and Gov Roosevelt, they
would not. hesitate to swing to the
latter. William G. McAdoo, who controlled the California delegation, had
not forgotten the Democratic national
,invention in Now York City in 1924
A i1 ti saw an opportunity to make. re for some of the disappointment
r, then ...offered.

FIRT\IIN LOSES
COURT PAY BOW
to
Mayor Curley. in his destre
to
curtail expenses by refusing
increases
grant Boston patrolmen
depattin pay this year under thescored a
Trent's step-rate system.
Commtssioner
victory over Police
decision
Hultman by virtue of a
full Itencn of
handed down by the
.
yesterday
the supreme court
by PoThree petitions, brought benalf
in
lice Counsel Leo Schwartz
Patrolman Leo
of the police and mandamus and
Barron, for writs of
the
certiorari were dismissed by comthat the
court on the grounds
by the
missioner was not affected
was
mayor's action and therefore
not an aggrieved person. however,
The decision sets forth, suits in
bring
that patrolmen may
individually,
law ageing, the dity,
contract.
for violation of
the force
When a patrolman joins
yearly salary of
he receives a
MOO each
81700, wheal is raised maximum
reaches n
year until he
$2100• For the first
wage •ecale of
the mayor this year
history,
in
time
for economic
banned the Increase
rex Anna.
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Glynn and Mayor Curley will. be the
The
"only sneakers at the bandstand. over
mayor's address will be beoadesst
8:45
stations WBZ and WNAC from
time he
to 9:15 P. M., during which
the keynote of
is expected to soendt
state
the Roosevelt csmpaign In thislaunch
and New England, as well as
corto
the drive of the Roosevelt forces
votes.
ral New England's electoralyesterday
by
Held over in Chicago
who telethe :equest of Gove Roosevelt,conference
graphed that he desired a Curley is
with Boston's mayor, Mayor
message
e:eiected to bring a personal
earer
from the Democratic standard-b
Massato the Democrats of Boston and attempt
chusetts. It was reported he Will
to heal the wounds of the last Democratic presidential preferential primary.
of
won so overwhelmingly by the forces
former Croy. Alfred E. Smith of New
'York.
The committee in charge of the
!special Phipateli to 'the Herald!
meeting last night consisted of Councilman Thomas H. Green of CharlesWESTFIELD, July 2—Indicatown, who presided: Councilmen Edtions were tonight that even if he
ward L. Englert of Jamaica Plain and
were returning on the victorious
William Barker of East, Boston, and
Representative William P. Prendergast
side a greater reception than
of Charlestown. Glynn was appointed
would not
planned
that now
chairman of the committee on arrangehe accorded Gov. Ely when he
ments.
Lt. Joseph Martin NV AS named chief
steps from the train from Chicago
marshal of the parade, and he will be
The
here tomorrow afternoon.
assisted by James W. Donovan of
American Legion, the Elks, Eagles
A long list of men who
Charlestown.
and virtually every other organizawill have posts on the staff was chosen
it.st night. Mayor John P Murphy of
tion in the Governor's home city
Somerville notified the committee that
will he at the station along with
Somerville will send 1000 Rooseveltthousands of other aVestfield resiCurley rooters. while Mayor John Jpart
of Medford promised that 500
this
IBurke
from
dents and Democrats
Medfordites will be on hand.
of the state.
It is planned to line up as many as
Plans call for the Governor to
possible within the North station toto
night, with one band. When
his
itation
morrow
he escorted from the
Mayor Curley arrives, with his sons,
home on r road street. Mayor Rayhe will be greeted as the leader of
mond L. Comang will head the reDemocracy in this state by representastation.
at
the
tives not only of Boston but Brockton,
ception committee
canines% Stoneher'. Wakefield and othThe attitude in Westfield tonight
./ •unities. A large
re metropolitan
was that the Governor's conven- geception commi' e ss.11 welcome him.
the
Nor,h
:vs
station the parade
thct
far
oversh.t.:^
From
tion speech
will move to Canal street to Washingle
fact that he was with
ton street to Stuart street to Park
I Called to plan a demonstration for Square to Boylston street to Tremont
street, opposie Mason sreet. and thence
Mayor Curley when he returns from on to the Common where Curley will
Chicago tomorrow evening, a meettig be escorted to the bandstand for his
of 250 of his supporters, held last night address,
at the Vine street municipal building
FIREWORKS AT 10 P. M.
In Roxbury, quickly became a "Curl's'
At 10 o'clock the municipal fireworks program will be started. This
for Governor" rally,
m en ts
tbetll
epar because
year,
Theodore A. Glynn, newly-appointed d
the flecroenwoomrkiseswiinll
curchairman of the Boston street comm is- tailed, but the Roosevelt-Curley supit
was porters have arranged for additional
Mon, sounded the battle-cry and
taken up by the representatives of the fireworks which will be set off on the
Charles street mall of the Common.
organizations amid lusty cheers. ChairLast night, in outlining the program,
should
Curley
that
declared
Glynn
!mall
Councilmen Green emphasized that
one cent will be spent by the cornnot
to
give
be drafted to run for Governor
mittee on arrangements, that
strength to the Roosevelt ticket in this thing In connection with the everyCurley
"victory parade and celebration," aa it
,state.
tion
been
has
given
demonstra
"ever
known,
greatest
is
The
voluntarily
given a person in or out of politics in by those concerned. Veteran, civic and
ons will be in the
organizati
fraternal
Boston" is planned for the mayor, who line.
last night was termed by speaker after In addressing the meeting last nigiagr
speaker as the man who took the -most Councilman Edward M. Gallagher 0
president of the city cottn'important part in putting over Goy, ,Brighton,
'ell and acting mayor in Mayor Curley's
Franklin D. Roosevelt at Chicago."
absence, stressed that the keynote of
Thousands of persons, with more the affair should be harmony. "Every
than 10 bands, are expected to join in man has a right to his choice in the
primaries, but we expect all Dernocrate
tribute to the mayor when he arrives i
on the Minute Man at the North sta- o be behind Franklin D. Roosevelt durA
M.
parade
nz this most important campaign," he
P.
7:15
at
tomorrow
tion
through downtown streets, well red fire, said.
the
A telegram, on order of the meeting,
equipment
banners, placards and all
of a political procession, will march to was dispatched to Gov. Roosevelt at
i
ize
inggp iinnflotrismb
icta
tth
hts
at stth
ae
t4 fw
si
irst
the Parkman bandstand on BoatonCniele
ghalhfimtn
Common.
ser..og hela by friends of Mayor Owlet
. ?

CURLEY BOOMED
FOR GOVERNOR

Parade of Thousands and
Mass Meeting to Mark His
Return from Chicago

WESTFIELD PLANS
TO WELCOME ELY
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oarries
Joseph
others
dorsed
ernor"

Purcell. former council
lor:
Santosuosso and
were among thosenumerous
who enthe "draft Curley for
govmovement.
WANT HIM FOR
GOVERNOR
"The victory of
Roosevelt at
Chicago makes Mayor
national figure." said Curley a
Councillor
Green. "The great
work
breaking the deadlock he did in
and get
ting the necessary
the governor to votes to carry
III%ors's'
Inv •
111,
10
vietery makes
him the leader of
husetts
democracy, He willMassac
lead the way
Cheering Throng and Many In Democratic victory here
and
throughout the nation."
"Tomorrow the nation
Bands to Welcome Him
celebrates the anniversary
af
dependence from the enr la.
Back From Chicago
Brit
yoke," said Santosoosso,"But
here
In Roston we
In the heart. of old Wand 8, bration with have a double celethe return of a man
where Mayor James M. Curley who helped us achieve oolitic
al
istarted his political career, hun- Independence In Chicago."
A committee of 30 was
chosen to
dreds of enthusiasts gathered last'handle the arrang
ements for the
night, packed the Vine st. munici- reception and parade. Lieut. Joseph Martin. of Dorche
ster was appal building to the doors, hailed nointed chief
marshal.
greate
him as one of the
st figures WILL
MARCH TO COMMON
in the nation and planned a juThe greeters will gather
bilant. reception for him on his reat the
North Station before
seven p. m.
turn here tomorrow night from The
mayor will arrive abotvel
Chicago.
the
Minute Man. He will be
Escorted
A score of speakers lauded the I by the reception commit
tee
to
waitRooseve
lt's ing automobiles
mayor's work in Gov.
and the
victory at Chicago and launched a will then go along Canalmerche'.'s
at. to
boom for him as a candidate for Washington at., to Stuart
at.. to
Park sq., along Boylston
governor.
to TreFrom every city in Greater Bos- mont and thence to the Pailtman
ton where Rooseveltian Democrats bandstand.
were in jubilation over the Demo- a Mayor Burke. of Medford offered
resolution that a message
presidential
nomination,
crattic
be
sent
messages came to the meeting ing to Candidate Roosevelt informhim that within one hour of
his
leaders with promises that huge request to Democr
ats throughout
delegations would take part in the the country to
get busy /ne first
parade and reception to take place Massachusetts rally in
hfltt b,
• half
as Mayor Curley reaches the North had been held in the home ward
of
Station tomorrow night shortly Mayor Curley.
after 7 p. m.
DOZEN BANDS IN LINE
More than a dozen bands served
notice that they would appear in
the parade. Mayors John J. Murphy of Somerville and John H.
Burke of Medford promised to be
in attendance, the former with 1000
enthusiastic supporters of Curley
and the successful presidential candidate, the latter with 500.
Plans were made to have more
t' an 15,000 persons in the parade
lwhich will escort the mayor from
the station to the Parkman handstand on the Common, where he
will speak between 7:45 and 8:15
p. m. Arrangements have been
Roosevelt Pleads With Walsh
made for broadcasts over Stations
WBZ and WNAC.
to Bring Smith Forces
Close friends of the mayor who
Here Into Harmony
left him at Chicago as guest of
James Roosevelt, the New York
governor's son, said last night he
ABOARD THE BAY STATE
would probably carry a personal
!SPEC
IAL, July 2—Extraordinary
'message to this city from the presiefforts to promote harmony, to
dential candidate as what amoun
ts
to the first Roosevelt rally of the
heal the bitter wounds of Al
campaign takes place.
Smith's overwhelming defeat. and
Former Fire Commissioner TheoIn sweep Massachusetts for Roosedore A. Glynn, City
Councillors
Thomas H. Green. Ed
velt were being made among this
'wird L.
Englert, William H. Barker, Eddelegation
homeward-bound toward Gnliagncr. Traffic Co netts_
sinner Joseph B Corny, James T.
night.
Morterity, president of the MassaRoottevelt wants to win
chusetts Federation
of Laboi,
Massachusetts. He wants the enthusiastic su.
et Asi

BM' STATE 15
STRIVING FOR
PrifiTyI PE"nUL
Pr
I 1111

•

Waisn and Gov. Joseph R. Ely. Re
hopes that the Democratic factions
there. now that he is nominated
for the Presidency. will give to him
aggressive
which
support
the
Mayor Curley bestowed upon his
pre-convention contest.
Roosevelt and Walsh discussed
the Bay State prospects over the
long distance phone early this
morning, shortly after the convention had nominated the New York
Governor by tremendous vote.
PLEA TO DAVE WALSH
It was Roosevelt who made the
phone call. He told the Senator
that Massachusetts is a progressive
Deinocracy and knows him to be.
Iprogressive Governor.
His mother
.and others of his predecessors came
from the Bay State. He was educated there. His eldest son has
I selected it for his home. His children are being educated at Groton.
1 Walsh confer
red with Ely several
times today. They were closeted
In the Governor's suite at the
Hotel Stevens and later in the
Senator's headquarters, Later they
left for the Congress Hotel to
confer with Smith as to a program. Walsh frankly was t: urge
Smith to indorse Roosevelt without delay in the interest of the
Democratic party, which has conferred so many honors upon the
ex-Governor a n d ex-presidential
nominee.
Walsh was unable to locate
Smith. He sought him again this
evening without success. In the
meantime, Ely declined to make a
statement. He said he would reserve such announcement as he intended to make for his return to
Massachusetts.
CURLEY CONFIDENT
Curley says Roosevelt will win
'Massachusetts. John F. Fitzge
rald
agree heartily with him. Walsh
ha:
already endorsed the ticket
and
says that the nagnificent platfo
rm
and the weakness of the Republican administration should, of themselves, be sufficient to win Massachusetts.
The Bay State delegation took
regular place in the conven its
tion
this afternoon directly beneath
the
rostrum from which the party
tors directed their efforts to orathe
convention to the immediate
audience of 25,000 spectators
and to
the world radio audience.
They resisted the efforts
of a
few who have counselled
them to
depart. early for the
Bay State
and leave their section in
the convention hall con,pi
rumisly vacant
.
They took no part in
the proceedings. They listened to the
nominating speeches for
esident
{ without demonstratiovice-pr
n
Ely
con
.
itinue.1 to receive
congratulations
ifor his speech from
miltin
g dolekate.s.

1
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TO OPEN
LOCAL CAMPAIGN

CURLEY

•

Great Welcome Planned
Tomorrow Evening

76,.s

I Common to the Berkman Bandstand.
At the bandstand Councilors Green,
hnglert and Barker will receive Mayor
Curley and Chairman Theodore A.
Glynn of the Street Commission. The
Mayor and Glynn will be the speakers. Mayor Curley is scheduled to
talk from 8:45 to 9:15 and is expected
to tell the gathering on the Common
and radio listeners over Stations WBZ
and WNAC something of the Roosevelt
economic policy and what a Roosevelt
administration in Washington hopes to
do for the Forgotten Man.

Others Coming in Morning

Exercises on Common After
Parade From Station

Roosevelt enthusiasts, who accompanied Mayor Curley in special cars
to the Chicago convention last week,
are due to arrive in the North Station
at 7:15 tomorrow morning from Montreal. They will all participate in the
parade.
Because of a telegraph request from
Gov Roosevelt to Mayor Curley in Chicago that he postpone his departure
until after the Governor reached Chicago, Mayor Curley could not leave
for Boston with his friends. The
necessary delay caused the Mayor to
change his plans.

When Mayor James M. Curley steps
from the Minute Man at 7:30 tomorrow night at the North Station he will
he received by a committee of supporters of Gov Franklin D. Roosevelt,
and the Mayor will be the honored
guest at a Roosevelt victory parade Curley-for-Governor Boom
and celebration.
Two or three of the dozen or more
Last night, representative men and speakers at Vine st went a bit afield
referred to Mayor Curley as a
and
women of the group who raised the
candidate for Governor, a statement
Roosevelt standard in Massachusetts which those in a position to know demet at the Vine-at Municipal Building clared this to be entirely unauthorized.
Representative Cronin of Cambridge
and outlined plans for a celebration
called a halt by atating that this was
at Boston Common. What municipal a Roosevelt victory meeting, that the
economy took from the July 4 celebra- speakers were there to put Roosevelt
tion, Roosevelt enthusiasts of Boston over and that It was not the time for
his opinion all
and other parts of Massachusetts will othet subjects. In
should work in the interest of harfurnish in the parade.
mony. The Mayor, in his opinion,
There will be uniformed member* would make an excellent Cabinet
of Legion posts, delegations from the officer.
Veterans of Foreign Wars and Spanish
Th gubernatorial boom did not seem
War veteran, banners, placards, red
itirl it
to have Mich
fire, a dozen bands, and on the Common a display of fireworks.
City Councilors Thomas H. Green of,
Charlestown, Edward Englert of Jamaica Plain and William Barker are
In charge of the victory dernen ,tration.
They are assisted by William P. Pren- CURLEY SAYS ROOSEVELT
dergast. Joseph Martin of Dorchesteri
WILL BE GREAT PRESIDENT
was last night named marshal of the
CHICAGO, July 2—Commenting on
parade and he will be assisted by
the nomination of Franklin D. RooseJames W. Donovan.
It is planned that sectional divisions velt, Mayor Curley of Boston as Id:
"As President or the United States,
of the parade will form in their home
localities and proceed to the starting he will bring to the office not only a
The knowledge of statecraft but a groundpoint at the North Station.
contingent
will form ing in economics, essential to the de=
Charlestown
velopment for the betterment of manthere, as will the East Boston group.
Twelve bands have been offered to kind in America, and a human sympathy whose groundrnots ar, deeply
victory
Roosevelt
sponsors
of
the
the
parade and all offers were accepted. embedded in the suffering resulting
Awaiting the arrival of Mayor Curley from an affliction which he has gameand his immediate family will he one ly fought without whining and withband at the North Station which will out ceasing to smile. An example of
go on post at 7 p m and from time to faith which America could adopt with
time play for the benefit of the recep- profit at the present hour.
"The victim of mass production and
tion committee and others gn..',.hered
the machine age can look with conat the gates.
fidence to the development of a program through which hope may he relifedl'ord„Somerville Coining
kindled, opportunity created and conWord was received from Mayor, fidence established.
Murphy of Somerville that he will be
in the parade with 1000 Somerville
Democrats and Mayor Burke of Medford announced that he will have 500
Medfordites In the march.
Mayor Curley and family will be
escorted from the trttinshed and he;
will ride in the first of a fleet of open
automobiles. Uniformed men, band.
I and others will then take their positions in line.
The line of march will be via Canal
at, Washington at, ;;ttiart at, Park sq.
Artoyiston at, .Tremont et to a point.
I oonoaite Mason at and then across the

CURLEY TWICE HINTS
OF POLITICS AT HOME
CHICAGO, July 2 Two statements of Mayor Curley during his
address for Speaker Garner this
afternoon amused those who know
the background of Massachusetts
politics.
He started by cloying that -he
was admitted to this convention as
a delegate from Porto Rico, in conformity with an old Spanish custom."
Later on, he looked down at the
Massachusetts delegation and said,
"Much has been said of the forgotten man. Naturally, I have
been interested."

NO POLICE PAY RISE,
SUPREME COURT SAYS
Backs Curley in Dispute
With Hultman
By a decision of the fult bench of
the Supreme Court yesterday, Mayor
Curley has won over Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman In the dispute over the Mayor's refusal to grant
Boston patrolmen their $100 increase
in pay for 1932.
The full bench decided that Pollee
Commissioner Hultman was not an
aggrieved person and had no authority
to bring his petition for a writ of
mandamus and a writ of certiorari
compelling the city to give the police
their increase.
The court also dismissed the petition for a writ of mandamus brought
by patrolman Thomas E. Barron. The
full bench decided that the Boston policemen, who were entitled to the increase in salary, may bring ;tenon in
law against the city of Boston
for
violation of contract.
When men are appointed to the
Police Department they receive $1700
for
the first year and a yearly increase
of
$100 until they have reached the
maxi-1
mum pay of $2100.

ROOSEVELT KEEPS
CURLEY IN CHICAGO
Mayor Curley will not
return to
Boston with the other
Roosevelt
boosters from
Massachusetts, because
Governor Roosevelt, the
Democratic
presidential nominee, asked
him to
remain and discuss the
situation with
him, his representatives
in Roston
said last night. The
Mayor is scheduled to arrive
tomorrow night,
at
7:30 o'clock, at the
North Stetlion,
en tlie "Minute
Man," direct
from
Chicago, it was
stated.
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"With Gov. Roadairalre
formal acceptance of the nomina•
tion honor, and to enunciate his in- mantling the eastern front and
tentions for the months of cam- Gen. Tinley holding the line in
the West, we will press forward
paigning ahead.
November," he
When Senator Walsh of Mon- to victory In
tana ordered the call of the states, closed amid cheers. Edward G.
He was joined by
Alabama vielded to Texas.
Up
Dunn of Mason City, Ia., seconding
stepped Representative Sam Ray- Tinley.
burn—Garner's manager in the CURLEY FOR GARNER
hunt for the presidential nominaThere followed a number of Gartion.
ner seconders, among them Rep.
standWith the Texas delegation
Virgil Chapman of Kentucky, Sen.
ing on its chairs and waving pen- Huey Long of Louisiana. Rep.
nants carrying the picture of their Michael J. Hart of Michigan. Mrs.
favorite, Rayburn obtained unan- Anna Dickey Olesen of Northfield.
imous consent for Representative Minn.; Gov, Wilbur L. Cross of
John McDuffie of Alabama to plact. Connecticut. Rep. John E. Rankin
Garner in nomination.
of Mississippi, J. E. Murray of
That was but the beginning of Butte, Mont.; Rep. Dennis Chavez
activity by one after another of of New Mexico, former Gov. Walter
members of the House who have M. Pierce of Oregon, who anbeen close to Garner in the 30 nounced withdrawal of Milton A
years that he has been in Con- Miller of that state; John F. Short
Stadium, •1111,v 2 gress. Reciting his praises as men of Clearfield, Pa.; Charles R. Wilwho have known him closely. A
of Huntington, W. Va.; Mayor
(AP)—To go forth to battle number of the national legislators son
delegate of Porto Rico. and W. E.
the floor to second his name. James of Cullman. Ala., also secbeside G-ov. Franklin D. Roose- took
In sharply enunciated phrases, James M. Curley of Boston, as a
Republican ondeci Garner.
vett against the Republican McDuffie denounced
Irule and proclaimed that "first or.
ticket, Speaker John N. Garner the roll call In November, Alabama
today was nominated for the will answer 'aye' almost unaMmously' for the Democratic Ilickr‘
Vice-Presidency by the turaill- Pausing a moment while— the
Democrats shouted apDMUS acelamation of the Dem- militant
proval. he plunged on to call Garner a "real, red-blooded he-man
While the Presidential nominee born of the Revolutionary s.ock of
Virginia."
old
winged his way from Albany to
ONLY OPPONENT QUITS
Police Commissioner Hultman loses
address the enthusiastic assemAztsheTai=rasgroefetteed
n ahim. ,his controversy with Mayor Curley ON Er
blage, state after state rushed
the latter's rer.isal to provide for an
S
increase in pay for patrolmen of the
seconding speech came, and there
to Garner.
Roston police department for 1932 under
Even the knot of Smith states. were many. E‘ery lime A Garthe
step-up system of paying increases
which held out to the las' against ner fan ended the Texans rote as
to the officers as an economy measure,
one
to
swing
their
and
cheer
night.
last
governor
iby a decision of the full bench of the
the New York
arm!: aloft with banners and hats
ISupreme Court, through Judge Fred T.
joined to make the second-plate
slashing the air.
Field today.
unanimous.
choice,
The only other nominee, Gen.
The court decided that Hultman tins
The Tammany delegates, through Mat thew A. Tinley of Council
no
standing before the court In this
the voice of its leader—John F. Bluffs, Ia., signalled the formal dematter,
since lie is not an aggrieved
Curry—accepted Roosevelen choice cision in withdrawing his name and
party by the acts of the Mayor, and
it
aithough
mate,
running
for a
with reference to Thomas E. Barron, a
making the motion that the con()rinsed the governor himself on vention go unanimously Garner. patrolman, who under ordinary Units
ballot.
would have received the increase, but
decisive
night's
Amidst applause, he returned to his
last
place with the Iowans who had ;failed on account of the desire of the
ACCLAIM
GARNER
WHO
backed him. and Senator Connally 'Mayor to reduce the expenses, the full
court says th,t he took the wrong remAlfred E. Smith was not among put the question.
edy to obtain
Bruce Campbell, East St. Louis, him when he the money he says Is due
them, however, having left for
asked for a writ of mandamns to compel the payment. The
• In the afternoon still refusing Ill., had quickly followed up the
h
by
Merniffie
speech
withdrawing
court
says
his
remedy is a stilt St law
the
to say whether he wo...! I haek
himself as a candidate in favor of
alleging a breach of contract.
ticket In ti e fall. ins lips curling Garner. Although he had support
slightly, his word no 14-Ivey-Muirthe in the Illinois delegation, his name
,t all to
train ens "I illitVe, in ,I, I In
was not even put up.
hay."
Among the seconders who wasped
stillthe
brok
Not a single voice
the G
Garner bandwagon on its 8
thouthe
over
fallen
were Lamar Williamson of Montiness that had
Sen.
when
stadium
sands in the
cello, Ark., and John B. Elliott of
The latter re.
Tom Connally, a fellow Texan 1 Alhambra' Calopposition
any
was
there
minded that Garner had won the
asked If
Garner.
primary
for presidential
California
to
in
nomination.
But when he called for those
.
roar
favor to speak, a thundering
' SEE CERTAIN VICTORY
of "aye" had made the rafters ring
Supported himself by hie state
Led by the jubilant band of Gar. for the Once, Gov. George Dern of
nerites who had come here in quest Utah called for unanimous agreeof the ticket-topping nominationa merit on Garner.
for the doughty mouthwesterner,
The swing was interrupted but
semifinal parade of stnerting ant one,
. when Tinley's name was put
tilt
welcomed
delegates
shoving
up by Richard F. Mitchell of Fort
settlement of their problems,
Dodge. Tii.. a campaign for Tinley
CONGRESSMEN FOR SPEAKER had been under way for months.
in a voice that held attention ell
Many held to their places on tly
over the hall, and in a wey that
floor, however, as though to rest won a tribute for him and his
come
for the climactic windup to YOU14 C.AIISA, Mitchell praised the war redwhen the governor of New
s ord of Tinley and termed him one
finally arrived. All was set for
would win the support of the
turbulent welcome when he took who states.
hii farm
the speaker's stand to make

Speaker Chosen by
Unanimous Vote
of Delegates
CURLEY AIDS

Mayor Is Among
Dozens Seconding
in Demonstration

/
AULTMAN LOSES PAY

DISPUTE WITH MAYOR

Roosevelt Democrats'
Victory Party Tonight
an..I
and spontaneous receptions
One of the most colorful
hero,
ring
cony
the
greet
will
wades ever seen in Boston
his arrival here tonii
Mayor James Michael Curley on
go.
Democratic convention at Chica
yesterdayi
announced
Plans
20,000
for
ations
prepar
e
includ
veterans
marchers in the parade,
the conin uniform, banners from
, drum
bands
,
lights
red
n,
ventio
the
corps and, to end it all, after
mayor's speech at the Parkman
bandstand, a fireworks display on
ing
the Common rivalling anyth
ic
ever conducted on the histor
d.
groun
Through the co-operation of Station WBZ and the B. & M. railroad,
Mayor Curley will make a special
broadcast f:om the Minute Man
Express as it races towards the
Hub. The broadcast wiN be made
from a special car, fitted with all
necessary facilities. It is the first
time a bri.,,,dcast has been attempted from a mov ug train in New
England aral the mayor is scheduled to be heard at 7:15 as the train
nears the North Station.
Toe mayor will be met at the 1
North sta "n by delegations of
Roosevelt supporters from all pets
of the state. They will march
along Canal st. to Washington, to
Stuart, to Park sq. to Boylston and
Tremont sts. and VI the Common,
where Curley will make a half-hour
address whi_o will be broadcast by
radio stations WBZ and WNAC.
A personal message from the
Democratic presidential candidate
is expected to form the basis cf
Mayor Curley's speech and it is
looked on as the important cpening gun In Roosevelt's fight to
carry Massachusetts. The speech
will be broadcast from 8:45 to
9:15 p. m.
,
The roster of the big Curl
Roosevelt victory parade tonight is:

•

BIG RCF
AWAIT,

ilicaoffir col

Torchlight P
'Delegate
Rico'

Chief marshal, Lieut. John J. Martin:
chief of staff, James W. Donovan; adjutant, Herbert Jacobs, V. F. W., and chief
of aides, Charles McCarthy. Fifteen bands
will supply the music.
American Legion Auxiliaries In uniform;
Tribe,
Improved Order of Redmen, Pawnee Robert
75; Dorchester Post, V. F. W.;
Mahoney Poet, V. F. W. fforman Prince
Revere Post, V. F. W.:
Post. V. F.
W.•. Post, V. F. W.; Allston
Patrick E. Toy°
V.
Post, V. F. W.: John F. Fallon Post,
F. W.• Wakefield Post and Neponset Post,
V. F. W.
Fred Hogan, U. S. W. V.; Mal.
tp,
nor Camp, U. S. W. V.; Wolcott C
U. S. W. V. American Legion Posts—
Perkins
.7.
Michael
William Harris Post,
Roxbury
Post, William Sinclair Post, West O'Conne
ll
Post. Roxbury Pest, John J. All DorPost Thomas J. Roberts Post,
HunPost,
ter
Dorches
Old
Post.
chester
Pont. Laurence
ker Hill Post. South EndEnd Post, Bessie
J. Flaherty Post, North
Edwards Post.
organizations of
Business and fraternal Colmar Club of
Greater Boston, includingWard Club, TamJ.
East Boston. Michael and delegations from
many Club of Ward 8
and MedSomerville, Cambridge. Everett
ford.

WILL BRC
FROM M
An old-fashi
parade, with tN
Franklin D. 114
line, will welco
"the delegate
his special ca
Man pulls int
7:30 tonight.
For 15 min
,lves at the
terminal the
his first wonl
campaign by
daily-equip
train tr
first ti. a
# moving
Ingland.
If plans
terialize,
velop into
rally. Thi
tend that
give streng
this state
w/
b
he ma
.d at f
from tha
a trium
for-Presi
to cheer him. It will be in s
trast with the, mayor's personal defeat
In seeking to name a Roosevelt-pledged
delegation to the Democratic national

CORR
The preceding do
photographed to a
image appears im
4

JUDO'

oemonstration. as he stated In ittis
ntgr;
terview with the 1.iust Elides"
the Roosevelt and

Still Angry atit;iatr=a:Ilekbettveas
Smith Followers still
r
o
i
t
r
e
v
o
:
C
Curley for "Rubbing It
With Garner Talk
cket
yor Back
Of
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failure to !,
he was disappointed at the
the ,
b evs
e
rdleli
m
Sin ith. Fitzgea
'nae
de- !
should
Walsh
Seeator
and
supporters of the i
m
c.laro theselves
ticket.
doubt I hat .
' There appears to be little next f e• Vc
the Democrats, within the
the
will decide to ''titration''
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Roosevelt Democrats
Victory Party Tonight
One of the most colorful and spontaneous receptions
and
wades ever seen in Boston will greet the comp, ring
hero,
Mayor James Michael Curley on his arrival here tonight from
the I
Democratic convention at Chicago.
Plans
announced
yesterdayi
include
preparations for 20,000
marchers in the parade, veterans
in uniform, banners from the convention, red lights, bands, drum
corps and, to end it all, after the
mayor's speech at the Parkman
bandstand, a fireworks display on
the Common rivalling anything
ever conducted on the historic
ground.
Through the co-operation of Station WBZ and the B. & M. railro
ad,
Mayor Curley will make a specia
l
broadcast Lam the Minute Man
Express as it races towards
the
Hub. The broadcast will! be
made
from a special car, fitted with
all
necessary facilities. It le the first
time a brusdcast has been attem
pted from a mov og train
In New
England an the mayor is
scheduled to be heard at 7:15 as the
train
nears the Not
Station.
An old-fashioned political torchlight
Toe mayor will be met
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parade, with thousands of supporters of
North stat'en by delegations
of
Franklin D. Roosevelt for President in
Roosevelt supporters from
all parts
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will supply the music. hy. Fifteen bands
rally. The mayo. s friends hc•
American Legion Auxiliaries
onin uniform;
Improved Order of Redmen,
tend that his ent,ance into the race
Pawnee Tribe,
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75: Dorchester Pont. V.
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give strength to the Roosevelt ticket
Mahoney Pont. V. F. W.;
reorman Prince
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Post. V. F. W. Revere Pont,
this state and hope that tonight's releV. P. W.:
Patrick F.. Toye Pont, V.
F.
W.
Allston
Post. V. F. W.: John F. Fallon
b
a will be the start of his drive.
Post. V.
F. W.; Wakefield Post and
Neponset Past,
he ma: ir's train will reach Green
V. F. W.
Fred Hogan, U. S. W.
.d at 5 P. M. It is expected that
nor Camp, U. S. W. V.;V. Maj. 0''nWolcott
C
U. S. %V. V. American
from that station the journey will
Legion Posts—
be
William Harris Post, Michael
J. Perkins
a triumphal procession with RooseveltPont. William Sinclair Post, West
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Post, Roxbury Post, John J.
for-President groups at several statio
Post, Thomas J. Roberta Post. O'Connell
ns
All Dorchester Pont. Old Dorchester Post.
to cheer him. It will be in strange conBun•
ker Hill Post, South End Post, Lauren
ce
trast with the, mayor's personal defeat
J. Flaherty Post, North End Post, Bessie
Edwards Pont.
in seeking to name a Roosevelt-pledged
Business and fraternal organizations of
delegation to the Democratic
Greater Boston, including Conner Club of
national
East Boston, Michael

BIG KECiPT1ON
AWAITS CURLEY

Torchlight Parade to Greet
'Delegate from Porto
Rico' Tonight

WILL BROADCAST
FROM MOVING TRAIN

J. Ward Club, Tanimany Club of Ward C and delegations
Somerville, Cambridge. Everett and from
Medford.

conves ,on and equali ,.'iifferent from
the glum return of the
gation which
started so determinedly to Chicago to
vote for Alfred E. Smith.
The first Roosevelt "victory banner"
will be carried in tonight's parade by
Mrs. Frances C. Carroll, wife of Edward C. Carroll, of South BOSt011.
Without waitins for speeches or ,
greetings at the North station, the
mayor's party will move into line at
once. Lt. John J. Martin, chief marshal, will give the signal to start for
the Common via Canal, Washington and
Stuart streets, through Park square,
Boylston street and Tremont street to
1,.e Common.
City Councilman Thomas H. Green,'
of Charlestown, will preside at exercises at Parkman bandstand.
Street Commissioner Thtolore H.
Glynn, chairman of the Welcome home
committee, and Mayor Curley will be
the only speakers.
The mayor will broadcast from stations WBZ and WNAC from 8:45 to
9:15 P. M.
There will be 15 bands in the parade,
each playing "Anchor's Aweigh," the
navy song, which is to be the Democratic standard bearer's campaign song
in recognition f his former positio
n 111
wartime assistant secretary of the navy
Hugo set pieces, portraits of Maym
Curley and Mr. Roosevelt will be set of
during the fireworks exhibition on
thi
common from 1.. P. M. until midnig
ht
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Island park, East Boston; Smith playground, Allston; Columbus stadium,
South Boston. and Columbus avenue
playground, Roxbury.

BONFIRES OPEN
HOLIDAY HERE
Flag Raising at Cit i Hall
At 9 A. M.—Fine Weather
Is Predicted

VICTORY PARADE
TO HAIL CURLEY

ROGERS TO SPEAK
AT FANEUIL HALL

Broadcast From Train I
Will Be Feature

starting at 19 o'clock and ladrine tot
two hours, during which two'.1arge set
pieces showing Roose-:elt and Curley
will be displayed.
When the Minute Man arrives there
will be a reception committee on hand,
comprising some of Boston's leading citizens who are supporting Roosevelt for President, and representatives
of the 'various military groups.

Formaiion at Station
Without wasting any tins" with any
formal demonstration at the station,
this Mayor and the others 'n his party
will be escorted to the street, ,where
the chief marshal of the parade, Lient
John J. Martin, will be waiting ta give
the order "Forward March!"
The parade will move along Canal
st to Washington to Stuart at to Park
sq to Boylston at to Tremont to Mason
and onto the Common.
Councilor Thomas H. Green of
Charlestown will preside at the bandstand festivities. He will present Street
Commissioner Theodore
H. Glynn,
chairman of the Welcome Home Committee. and Mayor Curley as the only
t o speakers.
With Commissioner Glynn on the
committee are Mayor John W. Burke
of Medford, and COIIPCi10111 Edward L.
Englert and William H. Barker of
Roston, and Representative William P.
Prendergast.

Persons who were looking forward to
a quiet Fourth of July because of decreased public and private budgets were
awakened from sound sleep early today
to find that Greater Boston and surrounding cities had started a celebration which seemed fully as noisy as
ever.
The bonfires in the suburbs were just
The Marshal's Aids
as tall but not as many; the crowds, if
Chief Marshal Mail in
will have
possible, larger, and the firecrackers as
these men assist him as chief aide:
Chief
of
Staff Jame- W. Donovan,
early, as plentiful and noisy as if exAdit Herbert Jacobs "f the Veterans
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expected to gather in the. streets ad- mont K. of C. Band, Jimmie
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March From North Station
Tooight to Common Rally I
Various Groups to Join in
Welcoming Mayor

Li

•

parade to
will be the "welcome home"
Mayor Curley, starting from the North

station at '7:30 P. M., followed by
speeches, band concert and fireworks o.:
Boston Common. Although the USUll
bonfires, sporting events and free ice
celebrations have been
cream at ward
eliminated this year, there will be band

speak over WIJZ and WNAC Irmo
)9:12
to 9:15 o'clock.
Legonnaires, Veterans of Foreign
Wars, United Spanish War Veterans
and their euxiliaties. will be on hand
in large nuumbers, each in uniform.
and there will be delegation!' of business, civic and fraternal organizations
to lend color to the occasion.
A figiture of the event on the Common will be the display of fireworks,

Mayor Curley on Return From Chicago----Not nterested in Governorshi

THRONGS JAMMED AROUND PARKMAN EANDSTAND AS MAYOR CURLEY ADDRESSED
CROWD AT RIUMPHANT HOMECOMING OF ROOSE \ LLi' SUPPORTERS
he photo shows Mayor Curley on the rostrum at the Parkman Bandstand on Boaton Common, last night, speaking to the crowd
throu
the loud speaking device after a parade and v.,,lcome home celebration for the tri=pliant Roosevelt supporters, hack from Chicavi with their candidate nominated. Mayor Curley stands between
t
t staff photographer).
wo I his at right(Photo by Jack Williams,

91-0
to the means ihrough which -theee may BROADCAST FROM TRAIN
, secured—work and wages.
b:
"The Ams.rican nation is most forSpee.fing
While
Speaks
Mayor
tunate in the choice made at the conThrough Waltham
vention of the standard bearer of Demoving
mocracy, that able, brilliant, capable
A radio broadcast 'from a
executive, studious economist and real train was made last night for the first
Me7yor
, humanitarian, Franklin D. Roosevelt." time in New England when
aboard
Picking up the subject of the "forgot- Curley, returning from Chicago
MinThe
ten man" the mayor drew a word pic- the Boston dr Maine express.
behalf of the
ture of the depressing conditions ex- ute Man, spoke briefly in
over short
isting in the large cities, told of per- election of Gov. Roosevelt, a baggage
in
sonal observations of unemployed in wave apparatus installed
New York, Washington, Detroit and car.
The car was attached to the train
Chicago, and attributed the condition
Y., and a microphone set
to the inadequacy of Republican leader- at Troy, N.mayor's car. As the trait
up in the
ship in the national government.
through Waltham, at 7:15 P. M.
After extolling the record of Roose- sped mayor began speaking and con
the
him,
crediting
velt, as Governor, and
until the train neared West
while assistant secretary of the navy tinned
Cambridge.
with keeping 6000 men at work at the
Reception of the rebroadcast sPeeCl
local navy yard, in contrast with 1600 was excellent, although as the trait
employed under the Hoover administra- approached Boston or roared througl
tion, the mayor suddenly grew demon- 'tunnels, the mayor's voice was blanketec
strative and launched an attack on his out. Jack Williams of the Nationa
Democratic foes which reached Its Broadcasting Company, who introduce(
climax with a suddenness equal to its the mayor, also arranged the trans
start.
mission, in conjunction with Bostoi
"The Chicago convention," he fairly Ss Maine officials.
acriof
free
absolutely
"was
shouted,
monious debate. There were a few who
booed. It is singular how animals act.
Geese cackle; sna;:es hiss; gentlemen
applaud, and only boobs boo.
"I know something about partisanship. I know how it is to be a winner;
I know how it is to take a licking; but
I always take my licicings right on
the chin."
His peroration was a declaration of
confidence in the success ,,r the Roosevelt candidacy. "Ths faith of the
fathers, lost during the past four years,
, gives promise of being revived through
i real leadership in the person of Franklin D. Roosevelt. To him those Americans who have wandered helplessly in
the shadow of adversity for four years
and to him every thoughtful American,
regardless of party affiliation, who has
'viewed the growing murmurs of discontent with downright fear, look for
deliverance. The election of Franklin
D. Roosevelt will mark a new day in
the life of America. To him we look
for the adoption of an economic program that will restore both faith and,
opportunity to the American people and'
under his leadership, we look forward
with confidence born of a knowledge of
his past work, for a brighter, a more
happy and a more prosperous day in
the life of America when the scriptural
admonition 'I am my brother's keeper'
will become a reality rather than in
the present day, A moclorr3'."

"elt nappy
Young Roosev
to Be Back in Hub

50 POLICE BROUGHT IN
Measures Taken for the
Curley Demonstration
A detail of 50 patrolmen and superiors from the outlying districts were
brought into the city last night to
assist officers of stations I, 2 and 4
to handle the parade from the North
Station to the Collll(ion ir. horor el
Mayor Curley. These officers wn-e in
additionto the officers assigned to the
route of the parade from the stations
through which the procesaion passed.
A sergeant and six mounted nfticert.
from the Back Bay station were
signed by Supt Crowley to head the
parade. A half-hour before the rneyor'r
train was due at the North Stattor
12.000 persons were gathered near the
North Station and r wa.c necessary tc
eeaervaia from the Hareric et,rect
Union to handle the crowd and ditraffic.
rect
Extra

•
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THE WINNING CUR LEY-ROOSEVELT
SIIII,E
Shown upon return to Boston last niglit from
Chicago.
fled from the train into venoms oo.i...
"It was a moat marvellous victoryl mobiles and went to the North Station,
and Ito certainly mighty happy to he where they joined with Mayor
CutdeY
back home here main."
the
victory
parade.
Although
This was the levee comment by James) loose ve
th
aral
at the South Sta.
itoomevelt, eon of Governor Franklin it, lion had not been announced ill RflRoonevhit, the Democratic candidate, for Vance, a alzahlo crowd quickly Rath President, when he and his wife stepped ered at the South
Station
off the train at 7:30 o'clock last night the Democratic Candidate' and accorded
on a warre l
at the South Station,
10 eicome.
Young Itooscycll was all Smileg and
-l'A
rather
not make any
definite
obviously thrilled at the 'merest' with statement
right, now,"
which his dad met at the convention. marked as he hurried Roosevelt refrom
train
to
In
which he was riding automobile at the
The pulinien
South Station. "It
was tronaferred to another train at Al- was a great
convention
and
naturally
bany, which s,•,,o,inied for him arriv- I'm overjoyed at
the outeotne.
ing at the South Station at the 'lame excuse me front
Please
Drne Mayor Curley was reaching the now. 'We're all saying aiWthIng right
in a huriy
and
North Statical.
you
can't, blame me for
being a bit excit•d "
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CHEERING CROWD
• GREETS CURLEY;
HE ASSAILS FOES
1I i

-1 to his shoulders.
I
Other than at the railroad terminal,
the demonstration assumed the aspect
of a Fourth of July parade, which attracted thousands along the line of
march by a circuitous route to the
Parkman bandstand on thc Common.
There tens of thousands more joined
with the 2000 participants in the parade
to greet the mayor and witness the
city's program of fireworks.
Many in the l'uge throng, kept from
the beaches and highways by the
threatening weather, flecked to the
Common to hear the speaking and see
the fireworks. But even allowing for
this large group who came merely to
see the -show." the occasion proved
enough of a Curley demonstration to
satisfy even the most ardent partisan
of the mayor.

TRIUMPHAL RETURN TO BOSTON

BATTLE WITH PARTY FOES
If the address of the mayor was Intended to be the opening of the Roosevelt campaign in Massacthusetts, it in.
dlcated that his attitude, at least, wil
' be one of uncompromising battle svtl
Smiles lit up the faces of Mayor Curley and James Roorxwelt
(left) as they waved Democratic foes who
vainly supportei
their hands In acknowledgment of handclaps. Between them
rode Mrs. James the presiden
tial r.andiclacy of Alfrei
B. Roosevelt and Francis Curley, youngest son of the mayor. In the foregrou
nd E. Smith.
is City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan, with Paul Curley seated behind
him.
To them the mayor obviously di
throng of Roosevelt-Curley partisans
a..d a less demonstrative reception by rected his attention in two declaration
which
thousands who lined the streets and which seethed with bitterness am
indicated that he consider
gathered at the Common, were con- those who "booed" him
at Chicap
"boobs"
and that he also looked ot
fenaitaililrfes form
:
vo
sipec
ctuarclou‘
.
la r
them AS poor losers.
from
Politically, the highlights of his
ad.
the Democratic convention at Chicago. dress were his
references to the
More than 150,000 persons lined the at the convention and to the boom;
refusa
streets and packed the Common. Su- of the Smith suppo7ters to accept at
perintendent of Police Crowley esti- sportsmen the nomination of Roosevelt.
mated the gathering on the Common
Declaring that only a few
booed at
dgruarmingoftl;feremwaoyroksr'sats
the convention, ho said of them:
"It is
!Angular
how animals ACT.
PIZO0:7=1=
Ga..",
himself said the crowd Was the largest cackle: snakes hiss: gentlemen applaud:
but, only boobs boo."
that ever was on the Common. He was
Again he said he had
ced
enthusiastic at the reception. which
the satisfaction of victory experien
as well as
the
depressing effect of defeat but
friends declared to be the greatest perthat
he "has always taken my licklngs
sonal tribute of hi.s career.
right
on the chin."
Curley was literally mobbed by a noisy,
SMITH
SUPPORTERS ALOOF
wildly enthusiastic assemblage of 12.000 '
No prominent Smith supporte
rs were
at the North station. Policemen and '
ous either on the
leaders of the welcoming group actually conspicu
the Common, and their streets or at
attitude
was
fought back the cheering crowd of men one of complete
aloofness
celebration of the Roosevelt from the
and women who sought to grasp
victory.
That it is the intention of
vl tiaistdf
.orV
cVeithoelro
x ttr,eg
velt to attempt to placate Gov. Roosethe Smith
d
ihnerijfa
r ixetliilngy, group in Massachusetts
was
pushing mob, which became so un- by the brief address of his evidenced
son, James
controllable that the mayor was forced, I). Roosevelt, who voiced a plea of hexmony
to protect his youngest son Francis party. among all of the elements in the
He mentioned the disunion of
A triumphal greeting by a huge Curley from injury, to swing the boy
Maasachuaittts, Deselatidilid10141111111tea
ld

MAYOR MOBBED
BY ADMIRERS AT tlrinrsnt:inlgast
NORTH STATION
•

Parades Through Streets,
And Addresses 400,000
On Common
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OPENS FIRE AT ONCE
ON PARTY ENEMIES

Talks of 'Boobs' Who
mayor's
Booed at Chicago—James
Roosevelt Urges Unity
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means through which these may
BROADCAST FROM TRAIN
be secured--work and wages.
"The American nation is most forSpeeding
While
Speakii
tunate in the choice made at the con- Mayor
vention of the standa”cl bearer of DeThrough Waltham
mocracy. that able, brilliant, capable
A radio broadcast ,from a moving
executive, studious economist and real train was made last night for the first
humanitarian, Franklin D. Roosevelt." time in New England when Mdyor
Picking up the subject of the "forgot- Curley, returning from Chicago aboard
ten man" the mayor drew a word pic- Ithe Boston dr Maine express, The Minture of the depressing conditions ex- ute Man, spoke briefly in behalf of the
isting in the large cities, told of per- election of Gov. Roosevelt, over short
sonal observations of unemployed in wave apparatus installed in a baggage
New York, Washington, Detroit and Car.
Chicago, and attributed the condition
The car was attached to the train
to the inadequacy of Republican leader- at Troy, N. Y., and a microphone set
ship in the national government.
up in the mayor's car. As the trair
After extolling the record of Roose- sped through Waltham, at 7:15 P. M.
velt as Governor, and crediting him. the mayor began speaking and con
while assistant secretary of the navy tinned until the train neared West
with keeping 5000 men at work at the Cambridge.
Reception of the rebroadcast spentlocal navy yard. in contrast with 1600
employed under the Hoover administra- was excellent, although as the trailBoston or roared througl
approached
tion, the mayor suddenly grew demonstrative and launched an attack on his 'tunnels, the mayor's voice was blanketec
Nationa
Democratic foes which reached its out. Jack Williams of theintroduce(
climax with a suddenness equal to its Broadcasting Company, who
the mayor, also arranged the trans,
start.
with Bostm
"The Chicago convention," he fairly mission, in conjunction
shouted, "was absolutely free of acri- dr Maine officials.
monious debate. There were a few who
booed. It is singular how animals act.
Geese cackle; snakes hiss; gentlemen
applaud, and only boobs boo.
"I know something about partisanShip. I know how it is to be a winner;
I know how it is to take a licking; but
I always take my lickings light on
the chin."
His peroration was a declaration of
confidence in the success of the Roosevelt candidacy. "The faith of the
fathers, lost during the past four years,
, gives promise of being revived through
real leadership in the person of Frankflu D. Roosevelt. To him those Americans who have wandered helplessly in
the shadow of adversity for four years
and to him every thoughtful American,
regardless of party affiliation, who has
viewed the growing murmurs of discontent with downright fear, look for
deliverance. The election of Franklin
D. Roosevelt will mark a new day in
the life of America. To him we look
for the adoption of an economic program that will restore both faith and
opportunity to the American people and'
under his leadership, we look forward
with confidence born of a knowledge of
his past work, for a brighter, a more
happy and a more prosperous day in
the life of America when the scriptural
admonition 'I am my brother's keeper'
will become a reality rather than in
the present day, a mockery."
I to the

oung Roosevelt Happy
"
to Be Back in flub
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50 POLICE BROUGHT IN
Extra

Measures Taken for the
Curley Demonstration
A detail of 50 patrolmen and superiors from the outlying districts were
brought into the city last night to
assist officers of stations I, 2 and 4
to handle the parade from the North
Station to the Common in honor ot
Mayor Curley. These officers were in
addition to the officers assigned to the
route of the parade from the stations
through which the procession passed.
A sargeant and six mounted officers
from the Back Bay station were assigned by Supt Crowley to head tilt
parade. A half-hour before the mayor's
train wa:: due at the North Station
12.000 persons were gathered nen,. the
North Station and it was necessary tc
••••414.1.1M% Irons the Hanover
starecf
station to handle the crowd and
direct traffic.

THE WINNING CUP I.EYROOSEVELT SII I r,E
Shown upon return to Boston
last night from Chicago.
ried from the train Into Waiting nt...,Was a moat marvellous
victory mobiles and went to the North Station,
and I'm certainly mighty happy to he where they
joined with Mayor Curley
haek home here sszain."
Lb
the
parade.
Although
This was the terse comment by Jame,. itooseveit'svietory
arrival
at the South
Itoomevelt, son of Governor Franklin
tion It'd not been announced in StaadRoosevelt, the Democratic candidate for vance, a
sizable crowd quickly galit.
Preeldent, when he and hin wife stepped ered at
the
South Station anti
off the train at 710 o'clock last
night the Democratic candidatn'a /4(111 accorded.
at the South Station.
a warm!
welcome.
Young lioneevelt wag all smilem And
"I'Ai
rather
not
make
any riptinite
0bl/bluely thrilled at the success with st
Niement right now,''
which hie dad met at the convention.
Itoose.velt reThe pulTman In which he was riding marked as he hurried from train to
automobile at the Smith
was transferred to another
Station. "it
train at Al- was a great
convention and
bany, which accounted for him arrivnaturally
ing at the South Station at the Ramo I'm overjoyed at the outcotne. Please
time Mayor Curley was reaching the excuse Ille from Raying anything right
now, We're all in a hurry
North Station.
can't blame me for luting and you
a bit excited."
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CHEERING CROWD
GREETS CURLEY;
HE ASSAILS FOES
TRIUMPHAL RETURN TO BOSTON

to his shoulders.
than at the railroad terminal,
1 theOther
demonstration assumed the aspect
of a Fourth of July parade, which attracted thousands along the line Of
march by a circuitous route to the
Parkman bandstand on the Common.
There tens of thousands more 361114
with the 2000 participants in the parade
to greet the mayor and witness the
city's program of fireworks.
Many in the Mtge throng, kept from
the beaches and highways by the
threatening weather, flocked to the
Common to hear the speaking and see
the fireworks. But even allowing for
this large group who came merely to
see the "show." the occasion proved
enough of a Curley demonstration to
satisfy even the most ardent partisan
of the mayor.

Smiles lit np the faces of Mayor C'urley and James Romtwelt
(left) as they waved
their hands in acknowledgment of handclaps. Between them
rode Mrs. James
D. Roosevelt and Francis Curley, youngest son of the mayor. In the
foreground
is('fly Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan, with Paul Curley seated
behind him.

mAyoR MOBBED
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,elt-urIeryeeeptionb
partisans
y
demonstrativeel
thousands who lined the streets and
gathered at the Common. were confof a spectacularcurl
f
Mayor Curley, from
Democratic convention at Chicago.
the
Superintendent of Police Crowley estii mated the gathering on the Common velt.
Declaring that only a few booed
at
during the mayor's speech and the pro. the convention, he said of them: "It is
sinaular
how animals act.
gram of fireworks at 100,000. The mayor
Geese
himself said the crowd was the largest cackle: snakes hiss: gentlemen appiaua;
but only boobs boo."
that ever was on the Common. He was
Again he said he had experAenced
enthusiastic at the reception, which his the satisfaction of victory as well as
the
depressing effect of defeat but
'friends declared to be the greatest perhe "has always taken my lickinga that
right
sonal tribute of his calver.
on the chin.'
Curley was literally mobbed by a noisy,
I
SMITH
stiPPORT
IF.Its ALOOF
wildly enthusiastic assemblage of 12,000
No prominent Smith supporters
were
at the North station. Policemen and
'conspicuous either on the streets
leaders of the welcoming group actually
the Common, and their attitudeor at
was
fought back the cheering crowd of men one of complete
aloofness from the
and women who sought to grasp the celebration of the Roosevelt victory.
That it is the intention of Gov.
mayor's hand. With extreme difficulty,
Roosevelt to attempt to
a path was forced through a jostling, group in Massachu placate the Smith
setts was evidenced
pushing mob, which became so un- by the brief address of his son,
James
controllable that the mayor was forced, D. Roosevelt, who voiced a plea of harmony among all of the elements in
the
to protect his youngest son Francis party.
huge Curley !rota_ injury, to awing the boy
He mentioned Mg Alaunion of
.
achueetta 1::temegmesmeedMass"

features
BY ADMIRERS AT
A
NORTH sTATIoN sti.meze::::npa
:
l ,000thpe rcsonmsmloined
Parades Through Streets,
And Addresses 400,000
On Common
;OPENS FIRE AT ONCE
ON PARTY ENEMIES
Talks of 'Boobs' Who
Booed at Chicago—James
Roosevelt Urges Unity.
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BATTLE WITH PARTY FOES
If the address of the mayor was intended to be the opening of the Roosevelt campaign in Massachusetts, it in.
cheated that his attitude, at least, wil
be one of uncompromising battle witl
Democratic foes who vainly support&
the presidential candidacy of Alfrei
E. Smith.
To them the mayor obviously di
rected his attention in two declaration
which seethed with bitterness ant
which indicated that he consider&
those who "booed" him at Chimp
"boobs" and that he also looked ot
them as poor losers.
Politically, the highlights of his ad.
dress were his references to the booinj
at the convention and to the refuse,
of the Smith supporters to accept a:
sportsmen the nomination of Roose-

k

/
is- 1.1

ri-u4)

hope that all of us who believe in
will get together and give
to the candidate of the party our undivided .support."
Elaborate plans were made for the
reception to the mayor. Practically
every city official, led by Acting Mayor
Gallagher and including Councilman
Israel Ruby of Dorchester, a Republican, who displayed a badge, identifying him as the - vice-chairman of the
reception committee," eathered at the
North station.
Silk hatted greeters included Councilmen Thomas H. Green of Charlestown,
Edward L. Englert of Jamaica Plain.
Representative William P. Pren&rgast
of Charlestown, James A. Purcell, James
A. Kiggen of Hyde Pari and Street
Commissioner Theodore A. Glynn,
while others were Chief Henry A. Fox
of the fire department, Mayor John J.
Murphy of Somerville, Ex-Mayor John
J. Whalen of Chelsea, Councilman William H. Barker of East Boston, Thomas
J. A. Johnson, Whitfield Tuck, Charles
H. McGlue, Election Commissioner
Peter F. Tague, City Collector William
M. McMorrow. Assessors Neil Holland
and Henry L. Dailey, Registrar James
J. Mulvey, Dr. Joseph A. Santosuosso,
Roy Green, Joseph A. Langone, Traffic
Commissioner Joseph A. Conry, Asst.Dist.-Atty. Daniel J. Gillen, Superintendent of Supplies Philip A. Chapman,
and a large representation of women.
Railroad officials were powerless to
keep the enthusiastic followers of the
mayor from invading the train shed
and when the Minute Man approached
the terminal, the train merely crawled.
Democracy

CURLEY PARTY IN LAST CAR
The Curley party occupied the last
car.
Acting Mayor Gallagher and
Street Commissioner Glynn climbed
aboard to welcome the mayor officially
while numerous bouquets were pushed
into his arms.
Headed by the band of Sinclair post,
American Legion, the mayor started
along the train platform. In an instant
he was mobbed. In the struggle to
reach him, although he was surrounded
by a police cordon, he was jostled about.
and in the confusion, several men were
Mayor broadcasting on Common. Left to right—James T. Moriarty, Mayor
knocked down.
The mayor was concerned about the
Curie, Roy Green, Theodore A. Glynn.
safety of his son and once the waitingroom was reached he placed the lad
Speaking at the Parkman bandstand,
"We love you Al
on his shoulder. It was difficult to
after addressing the audience in a few
But what the h-1
reach Causeway street which WAS
words in Spanish, the mayor said in
We're for Roosevelt now."
blocked by automobiles awaiting the
Mayor Curley rode in an open auto- part.:
mayor's party. Semblance of order mobile with his sons, Paul and
"As the delegate from Porto
was gained and the parade was started. and City Treasurer Edmund Francis, have a rather limited knowledgeRico, I
L. Dolan
of the
A squad of mounted police headed and Mrs. James D.
Roosevelt. At Hay- languaga,. although my ancestors boastthe procession which moved along market square,
Jimmy Reosevelt, who ed a strain of Spanish blood.
Canal street to Haymarket square and
-It is particularly pleasing to me to
thence along Washington street to came on from Albany for the reception, be able to brine tn this hugs tratharrIllo
i
became
a
companion of the mayor. He
Stewart street. The police halted
traffic along Washington and Tremont received much applause from the crowd. the son of the next President of the
Along the line there was little demon- United States. This tremendous crowd
streets.
Lt. Joseph W. Martin was the stration except in Park square, where augurs well for the election in Novemmarshal. Spanish War Veterans had handclapping greeted the mayor and ber. It is indicative of victory."
Continuing the mayor predicted that
the right of line, following the Sinclair Roosevelt.
At the Common, James T. Moriarty resentment at industrial conditions
post, American Legion, band. Then
opened
the
would
speaking
impel enough normally Republiand
presented
..leg.gation
of
Michael
marched a large
J. Perkins post of SouLh Boston, with Street Commissioner Glynn, who es- can voters to switch to Roosevelt, thereby
assuring him of victory.
their band. Veterans of Foreign Wars, timated the audience at 100,000 and
Diverging from discussion of politimembers of Revere aerie of Eagles. called the mayor the "greatest Roman
cal
issues to American history, the
of
them
all."
To
Councilman
Green
Fire Chief Fox headed the representation from the fire department which of Charlestown was delegated the duty mayor recalled the faith of the colonists
Included Commissioner Edward F. Mc- of presenting the mayor. He termed exemplified in the Declaration of InLaughlin, the department band and him "the outstanding Democrat of the dependence and asserted a national
country and the outstanding Democrat l faith in the ability of the American
several 'pieces of spare apparatus.
prople to devise a program through'
The largest delegation in line was at the Chicago convention."
Comparatively few in the huge gath- vhich happier days will be the lot of ell
the Michael J. Ward Club of Ward 9.
Roxbury, with the Angel Guardian band ering were able to hear the speakers. Americans.
Switching back to polities he MI-.
furnishing music for them. Council- Their addresses were broadcast. Huge
man Richard D. Gleason marched be- bouquets from the Michael J. Ward tinned: "The convention at Chicago,
with
its platform, is in no measure
Club of ward 9 were presented the
tween two paraders.
as
James A. "Jerry" Watson radical as that adopted by the Conmayor
and
NUMEROUS BANNERS
tinental
Congress,
yet
it
is
gave him, with the compliments of the
unquestionThe Colmar Club of East Boston delegation from Porto Rico. the stan- ably as necessary of fulfilment provided
carried numerous banners including dard of that island, used at the con- the Republic ls to endure. It con.ltitutes
a challenge to the autocracy of wealth
one which read:
vention.
and a reaffirmation of the right of
American citizens not only to life, liberty and the lawsuit of balminess. but

i
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Not Interested in Running for
Governor----Will Work for
Roosevelt Triumph
in are o os on7s
Great Task ----No Trouble

Behind them In nentorree ears roost
members. of the welcoming rennnitttee
headed by Street Commission Chairman
Theodore A. Glynn and couneillor
Thomas H. Green of Charlestown, together with practically all the other'
Roosevelt candidates for the recent
convention here.
After the :Mayor had been held up by
0,0(0 people In and about the North staion, the motor cavalcade with marchng bands, war veteran units and political organizations finally started on
ts way tip Canal street behind Chief
s
arshal John J. Martin.
Every marcher carried a Roosevelt
banner and was adorned with large
campaign buttons bearing photographs
of Governor Roosevelt and Mayor Curayarketsruaieerellighttorchest.
t,iotiypar.ade.,

0orHitbtheinscription,

If the notion is to endure." he asserted.
The Mayor smiled at the banners
(borne by his admirers in • the parade
Mayor Curley came home trium 'arrying the legend "Draft C I • for
phant last night from the Dernocrati.Governor." "This is a fight not for the
advancement of any individual," he
national convention—home to receivi a
prteoseetr
t
:
tt afightrid Americanfor t.
isica
iser
"TAhm
vtaattieodn. of

JustIf
were broken out.

oe"RrcshvintTa

i
i

Crowd Slows Up Parade
On through Washington street the'
procession passed through crowds that
overflowed into the streets and somewhat slowed the passage of the parade
as motorcycle policemen strove to drive
back hundreds of youngsters who Insisted In joining the marching columns..
Just south of Adams square on Wash-.
ington street an impressive sketch of
"Al" Smith was hues out in front of
his fireworks store by Samuel Goodwin, ;
who was extremely active in the Cur-;
ley mayoralty campaign of three yearn
but recently bolted the Roosevelt .
camp to support Smith.

I3iggest Demonstration on Common
one of the most enthusiastic demon
tutions."
h.
Against the red traffic lights the
as
career
political
strations of his
A sked foirf t hhee w otild consider being Parade passed on through large crowds
governorship, the Mayor on Washington strost to Stuart, where
bore the Roosevelt for Presiden drafted
to "de- Fire Chief Henry Fox was waiting with
banner through a holiday crowd esti stated that he would be content
vote all his energies to the election of
big firemen's band to cacry the
mated by police at nearly 100,000 Roosevelt and to taking care of the Per- the
Mayne, parade
last
the
through
intention
his
indicating
Boston,"
of
Iple
Common.
crowded lap from Park square along
massed on Boston
continue as Mayor for the remaining Tremont street to the West street entr.
The celebration surpassed the ex :Year Slid a half of his present admintrance to the Common•
pectations of the welcome home com•Istration.
There the Mayor was given the
biggest demonstration of the day by a
mince, with the result that the polict
About His Home
Big Crowd
A large ,Towit sire. asrernhieei shout crowd which he himself numbered at
were entirely inadequate to cope will
150,000 men, women and children, claimMayor's Jams...away home late last, ng the largest group ever assembled
the situation. This was true par-the
eight. It was estimated that more than on the Common. To the Common asvicinity, unin the extinguished
were parked
at the North Station, wherc PO ihA
ears lights
were tinnily
semblage he addressed his appeal for
the election of Roosevelt.
the enormous crowd broke throughitii
and the Mayor .re.
,Iong after midnight
And to obtain the largest possible
•
to returning
the lines to reach the side of the tired for a rest •preparatory

•

mow& he not only had the two-hour
to his CO:. Hall elesk this meriting.
display of July Fourth fireworks schedAmorg the first to greet the Mavor tiled to follow his address, but he
elm)
war, former Lieutenant-Governor
booked tip hie speech on three radio
ward P. Parry of the Bay State delega- stations in
JAM ABOUT HIS CAR
addition to his earlier RoostHon, 'which was pledged to former
For 20 minutes after the Minute Man Governor Smith et the Chicago eonven- wit speech which was broadcaet from
the
the
Man" as the train rolled
station,
"Minute
the
express roared into
lion. Not only did the Smith delegate
Mayor and his party were unable tx lead in the demonstration for the May-. Into the North Station.
move, F13 the crowd surged down the or, hut he rode the. entire length of the In good humor, the Mayor laughed and
tracks and jammed about the entrance downtown parade and premised that joked with Ire big crowd as he presentof his car. As bands played and red other members of the Smith group here ed himself as "the delegate front Porto
gn towhitih
s seat inindetth
eo."croeofveericittilo
Raig
g tih
eeaC
oinfire flickered, the crowd shouted their would be on the Roosevelt band-wagon c
welcome.
within a tehort time.
Information reaching Police SuperinMayors of other Greater Boston cities front that "beautiful Isle."
tendent Michael H. Crowley that a gang Joined with the committee here in givThanks for Flowers in Spanish
was planning to interrupt the demon- ing Boston's chief executive a welcome
stration failed to materialize, and the home. In this group were included
some hems greeted
this introducSpecial detail of 50 policemen assigned Mayors John J. Murphy of Somerville,
UOn. hut the Mayoroask,there
to the North Station end along the .
John H. Burke of Medford and former
,
were some boos at the Chicago convenroute of the parade was not required to Mayor John J. Whalen of Chelsea, W410 Um. but they were
pit on as a Repub.
step into action.
were candidates on the Roosevelt ticket iinan animal ant., Later
when he wall
The demonstration was grampeil to ihe In the April primaries. Others partici- Presented with two
floral horseshoss by
Mayor to Pre off the first gun heir in ipattng In the parts were AttorneyJohn two young
women representing Regf th
the presidential eampaign for the ..ie •- H. Backus of . New Bsdford, former
bury's Ward S. .
.he only district in the
'ion of Governor Roosevelt of New Chairman' Charles If. McGlue 0
was
which
carried for Roosevelt
Democratic State committee and WhitVork. To the great crowd on the ‘'oin
e cinity the Smith landslide. the
Demo- field Tuck, president of the Rooszvelt
Mayor
'non he pleaded for votes for the
turned
to
his knowledge of
rfilese '
Spanish,
r rI for President League of Massachuttetts. expressing his thanks
!retie standsrri -hen rer re ea
with "Mucha.
tarty aMliatiene and premised that he
Rides on Top of Open Auto
sould be elected with the largest .remgrN
oitesOn
ad
"ly was he presented with
presidena
for
cast
ever
floral
)er of votes
Poliewing the fashion hiatigurated by tributes by Miss Gertrude
Shelley and
:ial candidate
the transa0antle fliers, the Mayor rode Miss Mary O'Toole of the
senator
311on
the
seated
city
top
of elute! J. Ward Asociates
through the
of litixbUry,
Won't Run for Oovernor
an open automobile with Mr. and Ain?. hut the Mayor was aleo given
the
ter
made
the
wetsPorte:'.
Vflie‘a pl'0% ISI, 0
James Roosevelt. Riding with them in Rico col
ti
n ard by former
"forgotten man" to Patti the rights to the mayoral machine were his, oldest City Councillor
James A. "Jerry" Wats
"life. liberO• HIlit the pursuit of happi- and youngest sons, Paul and Francis eon, who had
carried it home from the
'atended, "our re- Curley, and City Treasurer Edmund L.
ness," the Ma
public must cease to exist. And GI; Dolan, rUrecter of public celebrations.
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'Prof. Rogers L'ays tithe blame
For Conditions on Both Parties

convention.
s played on
Powerful army floodlighttruck,
form- ihe Mayor rrom a nearny
he stood on
ing an imposing picture as
made his
the Parkman bandstand and
be a
prediction that Roosevelt would
. Roosevelt,
"sure winner" in Novemberhope
or the
he -claimed, WM& the only
"forgotten
"forgotten man." And the
t the
men by the millions throughou elecreentry would rise up In the next
through
tion to win work and wages asserted.
he
the victmy of Roosevelt,"
America
Roose‘elt Hope of
4uriMI
fatnaIso
l'Ile Lanai, CA
said, -gives
the past four years," he through
real
Promise of being revivedof Franklin Ti.
leadership in the person
Americans
'Roosevelt. To him those
based on secuonausm and not on
helplessly in the
Most of the internal problems of the
' who have wandered
principle.
years And
four
been
have
for
years
adversity
100
industrial
last
of
the
shadow
The Democrat of theRepublica
citizen, regard- nation for
n
to him every thoughtfulwho
closer to his
viewed the fruits of the tremendous emphasis
is
East
has
affiliation
Democrat
less of party
discontent, placed on liberty and freedom by the! brother than he is to the
of
murmurs
Regrowing
Lthe
deliverof the South and West. The inall
with downright • tear, looks for
fathers of the nation, declared Prof.
publican of the West is, toold-line
of Massachusetts InRogers,
ance.
E.
Robert
and principles, an
Roosetents
D.
Franklin
annual
of
the
election
at
'Tho
in the life stitute of Technology,
Democrat. One hundred years after
velt will mark a new daylook for the Fourth of July exercises yesterday at
Andrew Jackson we are repeating
we
iif America. To him
Hall.
e Faneuil
programm
old political schism in which
the
economic
•
an
of
71ririptifiiii
The city's observance of the fourth
and ()poorwith the South and West
Jackson,
been
th,“ will restore both faith
has
and pursued the same program that
behind him,routed and overwhelmed
to the Amelican people,
despite
years,
149
we look forward presented for the last
the entrenched interests of the East.
wirier hik leadership
knowledge of the rain, including the reading of the
a
of
horn
confidence
WHERE DIFFICULTY LIES
with
brighter, a more Declaration of Independence from the
his past work, for aprosperous day in balcony of the Old State House, a prous not waste breath, then,
Let
happy and a more
In denouncing any man or any
scriptural cedure followed annually since 1783.
the
when
America
the life of
administration or any party for
keeper,'
The exercises opened with the raising
Admonition, 'I am my brother's
these conditions. Let us not dereality rather than In the of a United States flag at City Hall by
will become a
ourselves by predicting that
.
ceive
Gallagher
M.
Edward
mockery."
Mayor
Acting
present day, a
any other man, or administration,
president of the city council, a parade
or political party will surely bring
to Boston Common, where a second flag
order out of chaos. The difficulty
was raised and Acting Mayor Gallagher
lies deeper. It lies in the intelgave a brief address, and closed with the
ligence, the instincts, the inherited
old State House reading and the Faneuil
philosophies, the habit of mind of '
Hall oration.
the American people. To say, as
The signers of the Declaration of Inthe radicals say, that we are under
dependence and the constitution, harthe thumbs of politicians who, in
assed by England, gave greater attention
turn. arc under the yoke of the
to the danger of foreign invasion, and
bankers, is merely clotted nonsense.
assumed that "a free people are eo natIn this year 1932 we need anurally rooted in order and obedience
other Declaration of Independence.
and responsibility that little need be
It
would be ,easy to draw up a petisaid about these necessary and fundation of grievances, as long and as
mental qualities of citizenship. Where
poignant as that which Jefferson
the fathers were certain, we are doubtrecited in the earlier document. It
ful," Prof. Rogers explained.
would be easy to lay everything at
In Jefferson's day, Prof. Rogers said.
the doors of the Hoovers and
the nations of Europe presented a specCoolidges, the Mellons and Morgans,
tacle striVrigly similar to the America
the international bankers and the
A' today. No one would dare deny a
great industrialists. But these are
widespread, deep-seated feeling of disas much the instruments and vicsattstaction among people today. The
tims of the time spirit as we oursituation is here, its cause the subject
selves are; these are only eminent
of sharp disagreement among wise and
and helpless expressions of the
able men, but all agree that the people
of the American people them!spirit
are responsible for their own plight, the
selves.
For these, too, are a part
speaker emphasized.
of the American people, made in its
SLOWS NATION'S PROGRESS
Image, nurtured on its beliefs and
ideals. lb i.e easy now, looking backThe passing of law on all subjects,
is
ward, to see the futility of Mr.
control
where
restrict
to
and refusal
Hoover's "rugged individualism," but
needed, has helped to slow up the nano man ever crystalised so comtion's progress. To make these condipletely and perfectly in two words
an entire century and a half of
tions the football of political partisan ac.ross
herring
ship is to draw a "red
American instinct and belief and
the trail," he insisted. He continued:
theory and practice. If Mr. Hoover
The Republican party is no more
is wrong, then the American people
responsible for failing to control
have been wrong. And it begins to
look as if they have been wrong,
• the financiers and business men
inflation
for
craze
past
this
during
Acting Mayor Gallagher in his adthan the Democratic party wee redresses referred to the Washington bisponsible for falling to control the
centennial celebration. He spoke in
. financiers and business men during
commendation of the custom of holdthe great war. Both parties bear
ing annual exercises by the city, and
equal responsibility for the position
declared such programa inculcate a
we find ourselves in with regard to
spirit of patriotism and give the public
There
debts.
European
Europe and
an opportunity to become informed on
is no essential difference between
Thte
erapaortadinterest.
mat
ers ga u
them in fundamental 'solidi...1. Bub
iered at 9 A. M. at
in
devoted
parties,
ve
are conservati
City
Hall.
Headed
by the band of the
practice to the doctrine of go-asJ.
Michael
Perkins
post,
you-please. The one wants more
Legion, under Comdr. EdwardAmerican
C. Carfreedom for property, the other
of
roll
otmth
Roston. detachments from
wants more freedom for individuals.
the
army
and
navy,
with colors. and
In practice they amount to the
detachment of the 26th division tanka
same thing. Neither is radical, as
company, under Lt. Timothy
pod.
Our
understoo
radicalism is
chief marshal, escorted Acting Regan,
Mayor
litical divisions are, as always,
Gallagher and Prot. Raters to Athemonl.

ence Between
Says There Is No Essential Differ
Them in Faneuil Hall Address
On Nation's Birthday
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What Next in

I)14 3

Camp

aigZ4
Governor Ro
osevelt flies
to Chicago
to accept the no
mination. Ma
yor Curley
his chief supp
,
orter in this St
Mayor Jame
ate, makes
a
sp
ee
ch
by radio from
s
the train bear
M. Curley
ing him homewa
rd. There is so
mething
responding
new in politi
cal campaign
ing. Four
years ago it
to the acclai
was the use
m
of the radio
on the speaker'
of thousand
s platform that
s
was accepted as th
who greete
e last refineme
d
nt in the
sp
reading of th
him on his
e spoken politi
cal gospel.
Now the "mik
triumphal
e" finds place
in the railro
ad car in whic
return from
h the orator ri
des, and
may be take
n with him
Chicago la
into the air.
st
Gone are the
days of the sp
night. With
eech from
the rear plat
form of the tr
him are hi
ain. There
s
may be such sp
eeches in th
sons and
is and future campaign
s, but they ha
Edward M
ve lost the
significance th
.
at was theirs
Gallagher,
in the days
when Theodo
re Roosevel
president
t and other
Ifamous camp
of
aigners made
them works
the City
of art.
Council.
What next?
The answer
is, perhaps,
not far to se
ek, Campaign
ing has been
developed to
a point wher
e the words
candidates
of
may speed
ahead of th
trains on wh
e
ich they tr
avel or de
from the clou
scend
ds
th
rough whic
Many politi
Clearly the
h they fly.
cal triumphs
next develo
have come to Nl
pment should
Curley of Bost
pr
ov
is
io
n to annihila
ayor James M.
be
on. The warm
te distance
th
glow of victor
longed battle is
y after a pro- pl at candidates may be seen in order
nothing new
aces as well
in far
to him.
But it is doub
as heard th
ere. In th
tful if he ev
year 1932, bo
is
th
er
greater satisfac
the
greeted the pu
tion than he
blic with plane have taken radio and the airdi
th
d
eir
home city la
when he retu
st night from
rned to his machinery of election places in the
eering. In
the Democrat
television
vention after se
ic
1936,
may have
National Coneing the standa
its part.
wo
ul
d
rd
seem no st
Its use
victory.
he followed
ranger than
sweep on to Introducti
did the
on of the
He achieved
radio a fe
years ago.
a personal scor
w short
e in obtainin
delegate from
Looking fart
g a place as
Porto Rico. Th
her into th
e opposition wa
e future,
may be a
whatever sati
prospect th
there
s welcome to
sfaction it ob
at would
fil
ta
l
in
ca
ed from atte
ndidates an
light of that ci
tend to
d their
mpts to make dread.
rcumstance.
supporters
Sir Oliver
with
As delegate Mr
Lodge once
he would st
. Curley .had
said that
ak
e
hi
s reputati
the added sa
seconding the
ti
st upon the
on as a
tisfaction of
nomination of
scienassertion
John N. Garn
President; the
er for Vice had been proved to be that telepathy
man he most ap
be
po
propriately ex
ssible. If
so, how ma
great Texan."
ny
th
tolled as "T
his come an innova politicians would at
This was afte
welti
on in
which woul
r Mr. Curley
campaigning
d reveal
had seen Go
velt, his choice
the th
the word?
vernor Roos
ought be
for Presidenti
Th
er
e
hind
ewould th
al nominee,
dition in
of the convention
en be
made the ch
.
oice conclusionwhich they might co a conme to
Mr. Curley's hi
that ther
the
e was to
a good thin
gh gratificatio
Governor Roos
o much
g
in
n
at
th
the nominati
e deve
evelt is to be
ar
t
of
lopment of Of
on
statement he is
re
ansmitting
the
sued at Chicag ad between the lines of of multitudtr
in
te
ll
igence to
e.
o,
splendid Roosev
the
elt record, hi in which he dwelt upon the television to But it is a tar
cry froni
s services to
state, his deep hu
the
telepathy.
yet when
The day
the politi
Curley expresse man sympathy whose grou his nation and fr
is not
cal
resulting from d it, are deeply imbedded ndroots, as Mr. ain from claiming manager will re
nation of
his own physic
in the suffer
victory
al affliction.
ing th
because
Now the Ma
at in realitmind-readers woul
y he be
d kn
not even as a de yor of Boston, who went ou
li
ow
ev
ed
legate but who
t to Chicago
himself
returns with
of victory, may we
licked.
all the
ll repe

r

sweets
"Veni. vidi. yid. at the words of Julius Ca
esar:
"
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Curley Wants:
Ely to Seek
Re-election
Mayor Says It Is Governor's
Duty to Make the Fight
Again

Gesture for Harmony
in Roosevelt's Cause
Mayor Says He Has No Intenfion to Run for Governor.—
All for Roosevelt Now

it 9.30 o'clock this niorning, a group of
:hirty or forty friends and random eailers
were awaiting him in the corridor and
apthe outer office. Some of them had
pointments, but the majority were forced
alto go away disappointed. There had
ready been segregated by his secretaries
telegrams
and
a hundred or more letters
from near and distant points congratulating him on the work he had done for
Roosevelt and expressing pleasure that
he had obtained a seat in the convention.
other messages praised him for his radio
speech on the way home from Chicago,
one or more persons referring to its as of
"key-note brilliance."
Though more disposed to interest the
newspapermen with humorous incidents
of the convention, Mayor Curley said much
in confidence about its affairs. It was
plitinlly his purpose to avoid any comment that iyould give offense to the strong
Smith following in Massachusetts. Not
•1 word Was said in criticism of the candidate for president four years ago, nor was
there any comment on Mr. McAdoo's
trump hand Ise swinging the California
Ind Texas delegations to Roosevelt.
Neoreover, none of the private letters were
elven out for publication.
Hailed by the newspapermen as "the
sentleman from Porto Rico," the mayor
lad many a laugh as he spoke of the
sumorous incidents in connection with
es seat. He had heard the story that
le had paid $1100 for the seat and contidered the report as onte of the most
vicious in the campaign. He had not
paid a cent and nothing of the kind had
been hinted at before the report was
started in certain quarters hostile to
him. He had found the Porto Rico delegates most genial and 'high-minded persons. On his desk when he entered his
Alice was a reminder OE the happy hours
together in the form of a letter from
I'. Vail Spinosa, chairman of the deletion, who said: "It certainly has been
pleasure to have had you fighting on
itir side."

home. Ile went to the .Chicago convention as secretary of the Washington delegation. and on the strength of the Roosevelt victory came on to Boston. Ile hailed
the mayor as "the next Secretary of
Ware' and having repeated the sentiment
several times the mayor)finally shouted
"I accept the nomination!'
Mayor Curley is not ready to announce
his plans for the Roosevelt camnaien, but
he is confident that as the days Pass
the strong friends of Governor Smith.
who came back in sullen resentment over
Roosevelt's nomination, will forget their
grief and step forward as Democrats
ready to work for the candidate.

i Cie
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CONRY PRAISES
CHM'S AK

Bs JOSEPH A. 'ONRY
Traffic Commissioner.
Roosevelt fired she imagination
of the American p ople by flying
from Albany to Chicago. He abolished the antiquated notification ,
By Forrest P. Hull
committee. He thrilled fifty million I
citizens within 24 hours of his
Mayor Curley wants Governor 'Ely to
nomination in a speech which forheels re-election. Talking with newspaperever will be a model of campaign
men today, while messages poured in
oratory.
upon him compi'menting him on his
He offered instant decision. immediate action and
Intelligent
course in the Roosevelt contest for nomremedy.
ination, the mayor declared that the govHis leadership
means
moral
ernor should consider It his duty to bear
courage, physical strength and inthe Democratic gubernatorial banner
tellectual earnestness blending in
again. Moreover, the governor would have
honored harmony.
Governorship a Prize
the mayor's hearty support in that conThe distingulshei delegate from
There is no question, of course, of
test.
Puerto Rico, Mayor James M. CurMayor Curley's interest in the governorley, lengthened Rostone influence.
Thus the mayor answered the question ship of his native State; likewise, there
It was a Masmachusette man who
that has long been in Democratic minds is no question tout his feelie: . toward
Governor Ely, now or in the e. .it. For
was first Governor of Porto Rice
concerning his future political course in two years the dopesters have had thel
under the United States.
The
the Bay State—a question rather inten- mayor as a candidate when the governor's
Sisal Mossachneette Infantry took
sified by the results of the Chicago con- term expired and at least one political
possession of the 151511(1 and the
vention. The mayor's views came in a writer secured the admission from him
hearts of the people at the end of
brief statement which he dictated while months ago that he would probably be in
the Spanish War.
busily engaged at the mayoral table with the contest. ,But those closest to the
official matters. The statement reads:
This is the only territory of the
mayor have stated that, having made the
"I'm Interested solely in the success of gubernatorial contest once unsuccessUnited States that Columbus actGovernor Franklin D. Roosevelt in Mas- fully, the mayor would bide his time on
ually explored in person
sachusetts and purpose to do everything the second attempt until conditions
Spanish influence for centuries
possible to insure his success here. Un- seemed absolutely to his satisfaction.
has mellowed Galway.
der the circumstances I am leet a candiFollowing the presidential primaries.
It was fitting that the Curley
date for governor. It is clearly the duty when the significance of the mayor's deline from Galway should continue
of Governor Ely to he a candidate for feat as a delegate to the Chicago conventhe Columbus discovery of Puerto
re-election and in the event that he is tion became more and mare deep-seated,
Rico.
a candidate, in the Interest of party har- all th talk that was heard concerning
The island was all for Roosevelt
mony and the success of democracy. I his guberntorial prospects was to the ,efand Garner under the influence and
shall do everything in my power to feet that his last chance had passed. Since
leadership of Curley.
further his election."
i Roosevelt's victory at Chicago. whieh
Puerto Rico Reviver! Curley ConThis statement was made In response to • brought into high
elief Mr. Curley's
had
mayor
the
quisftio!
whether
inquiry
the direct
compaign for the governor in
strenuous
Beautiful Isle of
any intention of submitting his name for this State. the gubernatorial talk has
turquoise
Sea, rich port indeed the
governor. Previously, Mr. Curley had been revived. Today's statement will
for the land I
the
good
of
sense
spoken in high praise
of the free, where sweet
quietus on it for at least a year.
a
put
of the Democratic convention in tome and perhaps forever, for nobody knows,
eternal reigns supremo as spring
Trine.
nating his New York friend for the high- what will happen to Mr. Curley if Itoose-i
happy rival for the wearin' of
tee
est office in the gift of the people. When
green
velt is elected.
Smith
Governor
wonid
thought
asked if he
one did not hear the mayor
If
Todee.
be found on the Roosevelt firing line, th9 addressed as "the gentleman rum Porto
ineyor said:
Rico," he heard him hailed as "the next
"In the past Clovernor Smith has been
Secretary of War" Or as "ambassador to
succesfeul in meeting some of the greatthe Court of St. James's." First toeisist
est problems before the people of his
among his callers today that the mayor
cov n toe We have still greater problems
would receive high honors from the vicSmith,
Mr.
that
sure
quite
now and I am
torious Roosevelt was an old Bostonian,
he
workfound
will
time,
groper
at the
James A. Murphy, formerly a resident of
Roosevelt as he
ng OS earnestly for Democratic
South Boston and pal of "Ned" Leerv,
,euellMB worked for any
city messenger, in teh old days of the
past."
late in the
Board of Aldermen and Common Council.
Mr. Murphy, whow as finally defeated
by Sir. Leary, served in both branches of
tan)' to Greet Hint
Who, the- mayor arrived fit his on
the city government. Many years ago
he went to Seattle. Wash., to make his

1
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MAYOR IN FIRST !MAYOR CURLEY BROADCASTING
TRAIN
TRAIN BROADCAS1 ROOSEVELT SPEECH FROM
Declares Roosevelt Will
Open New Era

Speech Delivered Soon After'
Leaving Fitchburg
The triumphant welcome home from
the Chicago convention for Mayor!
Curley began at Troy, N Y, where
Mayor Burns of that city boarded the
train with other Roosevelt enthusiasts
to pay his respects to the delegate
from Porto Rico.
Along the line, at Williamstown,
North Adams, Athol, Greenfield and
Fitchburg he was pleased by the devotion shown him by iieople who crowded
to the car platform to shake his hand.
At Fitchburg it was necessary to hold
the train several minutes to permit of
the reception.
Scheduled to make a radio address
from the moving train, the first broadcast of He kind in Massachusetts, the
Mayor was a busy man accepting the
expressions of enthusiasm and preparing the talk that went on the air soon
expression of their gratitude for the
Mayor Curley declared that the
a fterwa rd.
support Recorded the candidate of the Democratic platform for 1932 ''is in
and
ao measure as radical as that adopted
Empire State for the Presidency,
he would oy the
Continental Congress 156
No Time for PersonalAmbitionJ stated that in their opinion
in the election in rears ago, yet it is unquestionably as
York
New
carry
Ta the Globe reporter when his at./
November by 'upwards of one half necessary of fulfillment provided the
tention WAS called to the fact that million majority.
Republic is to endure."
The Mayor devoted considerable of
At North Adems a large gathering
erthuniestie supporters wen already
their
to
expression
give
to
its address to Gov Roosevelt's "Forvoicing the slogan of "Curley for assembled
joy at the nomination of Roosevelt, gotten Man." but in the Democratic i
Governor," Mayor Curley said:
declaring It as their intention to be- 'andidate he sees hope for the coun'This is no time for personal am- gin organization work at once for his try. declaring that "The faith of the
bition. The need of the country Is too election in November. At Greenfield, athers lost during the past four years
great for thought or effort along any Williamstown and at Athol groups as- !Yes promise of being revived through
line at real leadership in the person of Frankline other than the election of Gov sembled and along the entire
Franklin D. Roosevelt. All my time various points the people assembled lin D. Roosevelt."
proceeded
to
train
devoted
the
as
to Wave flags
and all my energy will be
Two of Family in Chicago
the 'Forgotten Man' of Boston and ta. on its journey.
Roosevelt
D.
Franklin
eso evidences of deep interest up- Mayor Curley's immediate party conof
election
the
which
of his sons Paul and
sisted
as President. He can he depended on the part of the people
of prompted them to turn out along the ward Hoye, secretary; J. Leo, Edupon to help the 'Forgotten Man'
Walter
inan
is
rain,
the
despite
entire route
Quinn, Andrew Dazei and Charles
the country.
expected in Manion. In the same car
be
may
conto
me
what
requested
of
dication
Roosevelt
was Mayor
"Gov
namely, Massachusetts F. Harold Dubord of Waterville, Me,
vey hie kindest regards and best November,
column for national
,
committeeman front the Pine
wishes to the people of Massachusetts solidly in the Democratic
Tree State,
whom, he stated, regards both as Roosevelt.
of his
"That his administration will be
Miss Mary Curley, daughter of the
friends and neighbor., because
economic Mayor,
the
in
Harvard
chitnge
a
and
by
Groton
marked
at
remained in Chicago, guest of
attendance
order and a restoration of equality of the ISrennet- family of that city, while
University."
an
and
people
the
opportunity for all
young George Curley remained behind
ex- as
end of depression WAS the opinion
guest of Mrs Leo Cummings of ChiTells of Crowds on Way
every sec- cago, daughter of
from
delegates
by
pressed
the late Roger SulliChiRegarding his trip hack from
of the country whom it was my van, Illinois Democtatio leader.
tion
cago. tha Mayor said:
to meet at the convention."
Mr
and
pleasure
Mrs
James
Roosevelt were
Roosevelt's
"The reception accorded
on the train in another car until
the
Alsupporters upon their return from
bany
was
reached,
when as ... result of
Train Runs
as unexconvention in Chicago was gratify- Speaking as
shift
of
a
cars
they
to
came
Boston
was
first radio via
pected and unusual as it
The equipment for the
the Boston & Albany Railroad.
Burns and mem- 'roadcast from a train in New Enging. At Troy, Mayor
-----•
boarded
but.
car,
Government
baggage
ttnd was in a spare
bers of the City
nurnose of giving .he "mike" was moved to a Pullman Turnout at Fitchburg
the train for the
At Greenfield the radio crew erected
iection where Walter E. Myers, New
Fingland representative of the N. B. their antenna above the baggage car,
Curley,
Mayor
up, and after the train left
tuned
merited aeross from
Cur- Fitchburg the Mayor delivered the adteld the instrument while Mayor
dress.
ey spoke.
.The turnout
at,ritnWatag.,1141A1111i11160

•

I
L
entity pleasing to the Mayor, men and
women crowding between the rails
while the /slayer standine• in the open
door of the baggage car expressed his
appreciation on behalf of Gov Roosts.
velt, who, the Mayor declared, would
sweep the country in November.
Leaders in the reception were Miss
Mary O'Keeffe and Nixon Campbell of
Fitchburr. Miss O'Keefle presented the
Mayor a large spray of roses. John
Framingham
also
of
Prindiville
boarded the train at Fitchburg. They
continued to Boston and took part in
the parade.
According to the radio authorities,
a mobile short wave transmitter was
installed in a baggage car attached to
the Minute Man. Microphones were
in the Mayor's car, and the program '
went to a pick-up station at Cam- ,
bridge. The car with transmitter left

-71 b-

MAYOR OF BOSTON WEARING
HEADDRESS OF INDIAN CHIEF

Boston Sunday for Troy, where It was
hooked on yesterday.
The engineers in charge of the
broadcast were Joseph Bandon°, Weftinghouse plant manager; l is assistant.
Robert Duffield, with the field pick-up
in charge of Charles Vessel]. Bill
Williams of NBC-WBZ staff, assisted
Walter Myers. The broadcast was
made possible through the cooperation of Herbert Baldwin of the Boston
& Maine Railroad.

Mayor's Speech on Train
The Mayor in his train broadcast
said in part:
"Today marks the 156th anniversary
of the signing of that immortal document, the Declaration of Independence.
"The republic made possible by the
sacrifice of Washington and his followers has made greater progress in a
little more than a century and a half
than any Nation in the world, regardless of the duration of existence.
"The convention at Chicago, with in a land of plenty, to tine no °pp..- years and to him every thoughttu
tunity for the employment of the citizen, regardless a party affiliation
it platform, is in no measure
raditalents with which Almighty God en- who has viewed the growing murmurs
cal as that adopted by the Continental
dowed him, either for himself or his
Congress 156 years ago, yet it is unof discontent, growing to downright
questionably as necessary of fulfillment family; to find the dread specter of fear, look for deliverance.
provided the Republic is to endure. It famine in his hovel or tenement, and ."The election of Franklin D. Rooseto find no prevision made nationally
contitutes a challenge to he autocracy
day in the life
of sufficient constructive and cour- velt will mark a new
of wealth and a reaffirmation of the
America. To him we look for tbs
ageous a character to bring hope to Of
right of American citizens not only to
adoption of an economic program that
his heart or comfort to his home.
life, liberty and the pursuit of happi"Franklin D. Roosevelt has present- will restore both faith and opportunity
ness but to the means through which ed a
to
the American people, and under his
platform, through the adoption of
these may be secured, namely, work which
hope may be rekindled in the leadership we look forward with conand wages.
hearts of those that are saddened and fidence born of a knowledge of his
"The American Nation is most forrn faith and
fortitude restored to the en- past -,,ork, for a brighter, a more
tunate in the choice made at the Dem- tire people of the
Nation. I hare made happy and A more prosperous day in
ocratic convention at Chicago as the It my business to seek the 'Forgotten the life of America when the scripstandard bearer o: Democracy that Man,' and I have found him every- tural admonition,
am my brother's
able, brilliant, capable executive, stu- where that I have gone.
keent,r,' will become a reality, rather
dious economist and great humanita"I found the 'Forgotten Man' and thP.r in the present day, a mockery."
rian, Franklin D. Roosevelt. Fortified his dependents to the number st
by experience in national life, having 1,300,000 subsisting on public and priserved during the period of the World vate charity, so destructive to selfWar as Assistant Secretary of the respect, in the richest city in the
Navy and blessed with four years of world, New 'fork city. I found the
service 1111 Governor of the great State 'Forgotten Man' in the greatest indusof New York, and in addition having trial city in the world, Detroit, with
experienced long suffering with a dia. his dependetits numbering one in
ease which he has successfully and three of the entire population, or
heroically combatted, he can be re- nearly 100,000, subsisting on public and
lied upon to have an appreciation for private charity in such meager amount
his fellow Americans,millions of whom; as to simply prevent actual starvation,
for nearly four years ha'a been living'
found th, 'Forgotten Man' in the
in the shadow of adversity.
city where the two leading political
parties have recently convened, Chicago. and I found that he no longer
Found "Forgotten Man"
sought ref rge in the poorer section of
"Franklin D. Roosevelt has rightly the city, because every possible avethe
of
Forgotten nue of refuge was already occupied.
asked, 'What
Man?' and this question must not
only be answered and provision made Roosevelt and a New Day
for the `Forgotten Man' or the Re"The faith of the fathers, lost
public will cease to exist. For a period of four years the 'Forgotten Man' during the past four years, gives
has been with us, not in one section of promise of being revived through real
America, but in every section. He has leadership in the person of Franklin
watched the sun rise and
the run set , D. Roosevelt. To him those Ameri_ .
---- cans who have w rd t ' helplessly ,
v.for.f9yr
.
in the shadow of tidy,
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Mayor Curley in Triumphant Return

havvutiKs FEMURE
CURLEY, ROOSEVELT
Display at Common Also .
Shows Washington

elt, son anii
Mayor Curley, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. James Roosev
in the auto
daughter-in-law of the Democratic presidential nominee,
Parade from the North Station to Boston Common last night. They
were given a tumultuous welcome by the thousands who gathered on
the streets to greet the victorious Roosevelt supporters.

TWO COLLAPSE IN
BIG CURLEY CROWD
Two persons collapsed and a woman was painfully injured
during the huge Curley demonstration last night, being taken to
the Haymarket Relief Hospital for treatment by ambulances summoned from all divisions by apprehensive police.

piece of the anThe featured ground
held last night
nual fireworks display,commemoration
on Boston Common in
Declaration of Inof the signing of the
by a crowd
dependence and witnessed
s, showed in ilof nearly 100.000 personheafis of Mayor
luminated outlines the
Gov Franklin D.
James M. Curley and
George WashRoosevelt. The head of
the piece, beington also appeared in
Mayor and
tween those of the Boston for Presie
the Democratic nomine
dent.
Paul CurThe display, touched off by
8:30, a half
ley, son of the Mayor, at time—lasted
usual
an hour before the
y of beauabout 20 minutes. A variet
pieces elicited
sky
tiful ground and
tion from the
frequent cries of admira
the Common
,throng which pecked radius of the
slopes within a wide
display
baseball grounds, where the
was held.
sound
Even more impressive than the
was the
and color of the pyrotechnicsbrilliance
crowd itself when seen in the red, goldshed by the rockets. Green, the sky
en and silver lights burst in over the
And cast an eerie radiance
thoasands of upturned faces.
a sky
This year, for the first time,
used
piece suggestive of the star shells
These
in the war was introduced.
s beshells, burning for seveial minute
fore they fell, illuminated the entire
of
Coirrimon and changed into mists
drIftpearl the clouds of white amoka
them.
Inc
The most spectacular piece In the
Show was the "fountain of rockets,"
which emitted a steady stream of rock*
ets in variegated hues for fully flys
minutes.
This display met with the whole,
hearted approval of the crowd.

Alice Doheney, 262 Newbury st.,AP
'Back Bay, was crusted in the
throng at the North Station. Police
attracted by her screams battled
their way into the mob to rescue
the stricken woman. She was found
suffering from contusions to the
chest and hysteria.
Leun Gwock Sing, Edinborough
Contracts awarded by Mayor Curley
St., 16-year-old Chinese boy, was today included two important street pavorder
nearly suffocated in the crowd that ing jobs, M. F. Gaddis received an
ster avsurged around the Parkman Band- to lay asphalt paving in Dorche across
avenue
Hill
stand. He slumped to the ground enue from Savin$54.388 and A. Singars street for
and it was fully ten minutes before Charle the contract to lay asphalt payella won
officers could carry him to safety.
in Walnut. avenue, Roxbury, from
At the same time Andrew Buz- ing
t avenue to GolUmbus avenue for
Humboi
zorlie, 64, of 1202 Washington at,, 443,428.
collapsed.

MAYOR AWARDS
TWO PAVING JOBS

•

MAYDR TO ACT
FOR HARMONY
fa Do"Everything in MyPower"
To Insure Ely's Election

.Porto Rico's vote in the fourth ballot
- (1 did not hear it, as I was on the
presence there helped to
Mayor James M. Curley was at his train), your
steady the delegation and assured
desk this morning, and one of his victory.
"You were willing to face a hostile
first acts was to make it plain that
demonstration to help us win, an'd you
his one interest is the election of deserve the thanks not only of our
Franklin D. Roosevelt as President delegation but of that smiling, smooth,
genius called James Farley of New
of the 'United States; and not only 'York, and of our genial candidate, Mr
that he is not a candidate for Gov- Franklin D. Roosevelt. It certainly
has been a pleasure to have had you ;
ernor, but that he believes it the duty fighting
on our side. We had a small I
of Gov Ely to be a candidate for re- outposi, but it was commanded by a 1

, election, and that he, AIayor Curley, distinguished Bostonian."
will do everything possible to insure
Gov Ely's election.
The Mayor when asked regarding
the Gubernatorial situation said:
"I am interested solely in the success of Franklin D. Roosevelt and
propose to do everything possible
for his success, and under the circumstances I am not a candidate for
Governor. I will support whoever
Is the candidate. Clearly it is the
duty of Gov Ely to be a candidate
for reelection, and in the event he is
the candidate, in the interests of
party harmony and for Democratic
success, I will do everything in m v
insure his election

Triumphal Return to Hub

PORTO RICO CHAIRMAN
THANKS MAYOR CURLEY
Porto Rico appears to he satisfied
with its, delegate, Diego M. Curley, according to the following letter received this morning by the Mayor from
F. Vail Spinosa, chairman of the Port.o
Rico delegation, whose home address
is Ochoa Building, San Juan, Porto
Rico.
"Well, you got off your speech on the
"forgotten man" and the Massachtt•
isetts ex4nemies (I am sure they are
now your friends!) did not howl you
down. I heard it on the radio in Parkersburg, W Va, when you seconded
Mr Garner.
"1 thank you for your kind words
on behalf of Porto Rleo. I am sure
we have a good friend in you.
If we win, as I feel absolutely
sure we will, we will count on you to
help us AM you can count on us for
such aid as is In our power to give
you. Althougli they gave you A Tam•
many reception when you announced

•

t, •

lit lip the faces of :W1)01. Curley and
James Roosevelt deft) as Hwy
their hands in ac know ledg'tient of handclaps.
waved
Itetween them rode 31rti.
I). Roosevelt and Francis Curley, youngest S1111 of
James
the ma sot% In the
is city Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan,
foreground
with Paul curley seated
behind him.
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Roosevelt

POkTORICOr
THANKS MAYOR

IT was the opinion of many that the strongest candidates before the Democratic national convention were Alfred E. Smith, Newton D. Baker and Gov. Albert C. Ritchie. The
Chairman of Delegation
convention thought otherwise and nominated
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Grateful for Hind Words
Mayor Curley of Boston is the leading
pro-Roosevelt personality hereabouts and to
The thanks of Porto Rico were received yesterday by Mayor Curley in a
him we \vent and asked:
letter from F. Vail Spinosa, who served
as chairman of the island's delegation
"Will you tell us why you are for him?"
at the Democratic convention at ChiIt would be unfair to pretend to outline briefly all the cago.
"I thank you for your kind words on r
points made by the mayor in favor of Gov. Roosevelt. He talked
behalf of Porto Rico," read the message
to .the Mayor, whose appearance
quite frankly and earnestly and appeared to be firmly of the
In the convention as a "delegate from
Porto Rico" aroused • much comment.
opinion that the best interests of the country were served by
"I am sure we have a good friend 'in
you to offset any damage that may be
nominating Gov. Roosevelt.
done by some Democrats who Az.e
We asked the mayor to tell us:
Is Roosevelt wishy-washy? Does he go through? Has
he spunk (only "spunk" was not the word we used)? Does he
know anything about the dollar? Will he give us fiat money
Has he a grasp of international affairs? What big and honest
financial minds have confidence in Roosevelt? Will he be dominated by the South and West? Does he really intend to go
through for repeal? Will he cater to pork-barrel blocs? Has,
he a definite program of supplying jobs?
So He's Seen by Delegate
' Finally, and this may sound like a perfectly rotten quesFrom Washington
tion, but it is asked with the deepest sympathy, we inquired:
"Is the Governor's state of health up to the job of the presi:11,,yor Curley was prope..3ed for the
dency ?"
position of Secretary of War in the
Roosevelt cabinet .3 esterday by dames
The mayor's answers were straightforward. Every one of A.
Murphy of
who served as
them was favorable to Gov. Roosevelt. The mayor went into 3ecretary of theSeattle,
Washington delegation
to the Democratic convention at Chicdetail and showed why he believes the choice of Roosevelt to ago, who dropped Into City Hall
for
a visit.
have been an excellent one.
Murphy was a resident of South BosRoosevelt, he said, will not be dominated by fanatics and ton which he represented In the Boston
Board of Aldermen
Mayors SamSlipshod thinkers, nor by sectionalism except in so far as a uel A. Green, Hugh under
O'Brien and ThomN. Hart.
sectional claim works for the general good. Mayor Curley described Roosevelt as a fighter smart enough to shift his attack
to gain a desired goal. There was no doubt, in the mayor's
Mind, that Roosevelt would go through for repeal. The mayor
!DAY-OFF PLAN FOR
believes that Roosevelt has a strong grasp of economics, a deAID IS REJECTED
termination to protect the dollar and a definite program for
An
order calling on Mayor Currehabilitation. As to Gov. Roosevelt's physical condition,
ley to devise a system whereby
city
Mayor Curley says that except for the Governor's legs, which
employes would receive a day off
each month for each day's pay
Must be braced, the candidate is physically fit.
contributed to the city welfare fund
"And SS for his spunk," said the mayor, "any man whc
met with cool reception at
yestercan fight ill-health as he has fought it for years must hay(
day's meeting of the City
Council.
tilenty of spunk."
The 3rder was Introduced by
Councillor Francis T. Kelly of
There was much more, and all to Roosevelt's credit. With.
Dorches.
ter, and in voicing protest
out doubt the mayor will bring all his facts before the public
Councillor Joseph McGrath charged
Massachusetts
is
on.
The
Roosevelt
it
force:
The fight in
was
move to cut down the list of
must
fight
They
not
only
task.
the
Republi
have an uphill
city employes. The council
refused
to -..onsider It.
cans, but must work to win over the anti-Roosevelt force:
within their own party. The mayor starts off with a higl
heart and seemingly unbounded confidence.

SECKLIARY OF
WAR CURLEY?
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The Mayor Earned It 1
Boston's Record-Breaking Reception

1 WHEN BOSTON WELCOMED MAYOR CURLEY BACK
FROM THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
The welcome Boston gave to Mayor Curley upon his triumphal return from the Democratic Convention stands as the
greatest personal tribute he has received in a career marked by
many manifestations of popular enthusiasm.
The aggressive leader in a losing primary contest in Massachusetts, he took his defeat like a man; "on the chin,' as he
has said. He wasted no time in grieving nor in harboring
animosities, he had done his best, which was not enough to
overcome the personal popularity of Alfred E. Smith in the
State. He continued to carry on as a soldier and leader in the
Roosevelt army, lending his wide experience and et dless energy
to the campaign.
At Chicago, he was one of the leading figures in the Roosevelt victory. Out of a preliminary setback came trim—ph. He
returned home to find himself the hero of a victory snatched
from defeat.
There are those who differ with Mayor Curley on many

c
matters. That is to be expected concerni
ng any man in public
life. But no man can challenge his courage
and his determination, when he is battling for what he consider
s the right. He
willingly risked his political future, his time, and
his health in
the Roosevelt campaign, because he believed him
to be the man
to lead this country out of its difficulti
es. Surely, if ever a
man earned the plaudits of his fellow citi
zens, Mayor Curley
was entitled to the record-breaking demo
nstration of Monday
evening.
Back of all his fight for Roozevelt, lies
the Mayor's sympathy for the "forgotten man," for
the millions of unemployed.
He has thrown himself whole-hearte
dly and with his usual boundless eneigy into direct supervision of
relief measures in his home
town; it is largely through his effo
rts that the unfortunates,
thousands of them even in this com
munity, are not going hungry
and ragged, and that Boston does not
present the pitiful spectacle
of breadlines, exhausted relief fund
s, and untold misery so apparent in practically every larg
e city in America.
The city's financial credit rema
ins unimpaired; money for
current expenses is being offered
at an interest rate so low that
other great municipalities are asto
nished.
Massachusetts Democracy certainl
y will rally under the
banner of Franklin Roosevelt.
Personal animosities surely
will
not be permitted to destroy part
y harmony and prevent almo
st
certain victory in November.
Confronted with such a grav
e
national crisis it is unthinkable
that controversy and personal
rivalries within the ranks
will be permitted to jeopardi
ze the
?lacing of this splendid Com
monwealth in the front rank
s under
he Roosevelt banner this fall.
Mayor Curley expresses the
campaign issues clearly
and
'orcefully when he says:
"The faith of the fath
gives promise of being reviers, lost durigg the past four years,
ved through real lead
ership in the
person of Franklin D. Roos
evel
have wandered helplessly in t. To him those Americans who
the shadow of adversit
years and to him every
y for four
thoughtful American,
party affiliation, who has
rega
viewed the gro wink murm rdless of
content with downright fear
, look for deliverance. urs of disof Franklin D. Roosevelt
The election
will mark a new day in
the
America. To him we look
for the adoption of an econ life of
gram that will restore
omic proboth faith and opportunity
to the American people and under his
leadership, we look forward
fidence born of a knowledg
with cone of his past work, for a
a more happy and a more
procperous day in the life of brighter,
when the scriptural admoniti
America
on
become a reality rather than 'I am my brother's keeper' will
in the present day, a
mockery.
"Unless provision is made for
the 'forgotten man' to
the rights to 'life, liberty and
earn
the
pursuit of happiness,'
republic raust cease to exist
our
. And the Democratic
must be fulfilled if the nati
platform
on is to endure.
"This is a fight not for the
This is a fight for the preserva advancement of any individual.
tion of America and Amer
institutions."
ican
Asked by a reporter if he woul
d
cons
ider
beie
g
draf
for the governorship, the Mayor
stated that he would be ted
tent to "devote all his ener
congies to the election of
Roosevelt
and to taking care of the peop
le of Boston."

Mayor Curley's sincerity is prov
ed by his making the
first
move toward a victory alliance, in
his pledge to Governor
Ely
of his support in the Governor's cam
paign for re-election.
The Mayor renounced his clai
ms upon the governor
ship
when he took up the Roosevelt prim
ary contest in the
State.
That sacrifice, plus his pledge of
support to Ely now,
should
remove the last trace of pers
onal animosity in the
party's
personnel.
The voters of Massachusetts are
waiting now to hear
from
Gov. Ely and the other loyal Demo
cratic men and women
carried on so valiantly in their turn
who
for their defeated idol
.
Bonok. are even. Now ion
a united victory' Ii.
November

No Roosevelt endorsements were
forthcoming yesterday. Thus far Senator WaLsh, Mayor Curley and John To
Fitzgei aid are the only conspicuous
members of the party to plec;ge their
support to Roosevelt and Garner.
If Gov. Ely is grateful for the mayor's
proffer of support he took careful pains
to conceal It last night. Speaking over
the telephone from his home at WestIn his fit—.t Appearance on Bea
field, he parried all thrusts made to
con Hill since his son's weddirq
induce him to discuss the situation.
and the Democratic convention a.1
"No comment." was his reply to all
hicago. Gov. Ely returned to
westions relating to the mayor's statement, his status as a prospective canidesk today, silent on politics.
didate for re-election and his present
"I have nothing to say." was his
Attitude toward the national ticket.
reply to Mayor Curley's statement
Although he had been in Westfield all
of yesterday that. Ely should
A conciliatory gesture to restore har- during the day he was acquainted with
again run for governor for the
ny to the ranks of the Democrats of the information regarding the mayor's
sake of harmony in the party.
extension of the olive branch early in
"There is no comment," he said,
Massachusetts was made yesterday by the evening. He said he will be at the
on inquiries about the nomination
Mayor Curley as he issued a public State House this afternoon.
of Franklin D. Roosevelt for
olcdge to employ all the resources at
President.
iis command to produce the re-election
In fact, Goy, Ely gave a blataket
'3f Gov. Ely.
statement that politics were taboo.
For the second time within three
"at least for a few clays."
SENOR SPINOSA LAUDS
months the mayor disclaimed all amSince Governor 'Ely left hel'e
BY
MAYOR
MADE
SPEECH
II :lune 23, for his son's wedding in
bition to seek the governorship by reCurley'.;
Mayor
of
Appreciation
Pennsylvania, he nominated inn
leasing a statement in which he de- speech seconding the nomination et
mer Governor Alfred E. Smith at
tlared that his sole interest in the No- Speaker Garner for vice-president was
the
Chicago convention with a
the
by
received
telegram
a
in
expressed
ember election is wrapped up in the
speech that attracted countrywide
uccess of Gov. Roosevelt's quest for thel mayor yesterday from F. Vail Spinoss,
attention.
'chairman of 'the Porto Rico delegation
residency.
h
He busied himself today with
The mayor's offer to eliminate him- to the Democratic national convention,
memroutine work that has been piling
a
was
Curley
Mayor
which
of
candid_
self from any consideration as a
up in the two weeks of his abseneta
ate against the Governor apparently ber.
Senor Spinosa expressed satisfactiao
ontained no conditions. It was pubished in the wake of the tumultuous that Mayor Curley was. not "howled
reception he had received Monday night down" by the ardent Smith supporte:s
on Boston Common after his return at the convention.
from the Democratic convention at Chicago where he had labored in the interests of GOV. Roosevelt's nomination.
Observers yesterday, however, discovered that the Democrats of Boston
lwere engulfed in a violent wave of
anti-Roosevelt sentiment because of the
fact, that his nomination had been made
possible through the delivery of the
With a crowd of 100,000 to 150,000 greeting
California and Texas delegations by
El Capitan Jaime y Miguel y Curley asa returnWilliam G. McAdoo.
The mayor's latest statement follows:
ing conquistador, and a throng welcoming back
I am interested solely in the sucto Westfield the descendant of the Berkshire
cess of Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt
Indian fighters; with a Tammany meeting
in Massachusetts and purpose to do
whooping it up for Gov. Roosevelt and going
everything possible to insure his
success here.
even stronger for "Al" Smith; with Senator
Under the circumstances I am
Norris back in the blanket and off the reservanot a candidate for Governor.
tion; with Senator Borah striking a haughty
It is clearly the duty of Gov. Ely
heap-big-chief attitude, and with Senator Hiram
to be a candidate for re-election
and in the event that he is a canJohnson reaching instinctively for the war paint,
didate. in the interest of party hareach party is going to have its nice little internal
mony and the success of Democrastrife. Will Gov. Joseph, who is not a finished
cy, I shall do everything in my
power to further his election.
talker, but made a grand Smith speech in ChiIn the past Gov. Smith has been
cago, and Mayor James, who can talk the birds
successful in meeting some of the
out of the trees but was muted at the convengreatest problems before the people
tion, will they become reconciled? And will
of this country. We have still greater problems now and I am quite
Senator David, the most influential Democrat in
sure that Mr. Smith, at the proper
Massachusetts and the real leader of the state
time, will be found working as
party, play second tom-tom to His Honor?
earnestly for Roosevelt as he has
The internal Republican troubles are not so
worked for any Democratic candidate in the past.
embarrassing as those of the Rooseveltians. The
When the maaor leaped into the
Johnsons and Norrises and Borahs are constitupresidential primary election contest as
tionally mutineers. It is a question whether they
head of the Roosevelt slate he renounced any ambitions for the goverhave done the party any good in the last eight
norship. Speculation regarding a reor ten years. The aid which Senator Borah gave
proviaion of opinion on his part was
Mr. Hoover last in 1928 was thought at the time
voked by the insistent demands of Curto be of great assistance, but the returns showed
ley workers at Monday night's reception
that he be drafted to seek the party
that his oratory was not needed. 1.t merely
nomination in September.
tightened the senator's grip on the -1-.ArtV. It is
yesstatement
conclusive
The mayor's
greatly to be hoped that, in the course of the
terday indicates that it is his present
amryaign, the Republicans will not forget the
intention to devote all his efforts to
giving Roosevelt a majority against
statement regarding the irregulars.
platform
The
November.
President Hoover in
the
of
wing
Ely
the
of
opposition
strong
that
party to RooaeaelL has disclosed probvexing
the mayor now faces a
lem.

CURLEY PLEDUES

SUPPORT TO ELY

Ell 5111N 1

RETURN TO JOE

overnor's Duty to Run
For Re-election, Mayor
Declares

TROUBLE IN CAMP

I

TO
T
NO
EY
RL
CU
SELL His HomE
Denies Rumor He Will Buy House
in Milton, Live There—Blames
Foes for Reports

BOSTON, ENG, BOOK'
FOR LIBRARY HERE
1Glilft to

Bishop
ofeceived

Tomorrow morning at 11, in the Abbey Room of the Public Library, one
more link joining Boston with the !
mother city, Boston, Eng. %via be I
nest, when a valuable volume ‘healing
with the history of old Boston will be
presented to the Public Library.
£11,.
Exactly a year ago, the sum
451, then roughly about $.56,000, was
Canof
shop
presented to the Archibi
terbury by Walter it. Whiting, representing Boston, for the restoraticm of
"the Stump," the tall tower of St
Botolph's Church, in Boston, Eng.
The money was contributed by Boston
residents under the direction of a committee headed by Allan Forbes, president of the State Street Trust Com- I
pany.
,
At that time the bishop of Lincoln
loIn whose diocese Boston, Eng, is volthe
g
cated, presented Mr Whitin
ume which will be given to the citizens of the younger Boston tomorrow.
In the Abbey room of the library,
Immediately in front of the railing
which was once part of the dock in
the Guild Hall of Boston, Eng, before
which some of the Pilgrim fathers
stood trial in 1607, Mr Whiting will
deliver the presentati,m volume to
Mayor James M. Curley.
Mayor Curley, in turn, will hand the
volume to Ellery Sedgwick, president
of the trustees of the Public Library.
Among those who are expected to he
present to witness the. gesture of
friendship between the two cities will
be George B. Beak, British consul in
Boston.

f.,,le years ago for iormer ueve.
nit h.
the hatchet!
Mayor Curley last night flatly and 't that time he burled
all of his political enemies but one,
jilt
v.
was
he
that
rumors
for the
positively denied
11,5 and he indicated yesterday that
purposes of Democratic success he
pteparing to leave the city of
would be willing to extend the olive
birth, sell out his shamrocked house branch,once more during the presidenwith
on the banks of Jamaica Pond ail tial campaign to all Smith leaders
exception of Daniel H.
possible
the
esious
a
pretent
on
establish himself
Coakley, his long-standing adversary.
tate at Brush Hill road, Milton.
The "Draft Curley tor Governor"
e
which appeared In his welcom
Figur(
his'
at
r
"No," he told a Post reporte
celebration yesterday led the
home
absois
"There
Ja maicaway home.
formally and flatly to still the
lutely no truth in the reports, which 1.. .ors that he might oppose Governor
were evidently inspired by Coakley,
in the September primaries for the
Kelly or Dowd," he said, referring to ) :nation in an effort to line up on
Council
City
and
,
Daniel H. Coakley
i-lay State ballots as Governor
lors Francis E. Kelly and John F. I
velt.'s running mate. Governor
comment in
Dowd of the Smith delegation to the
ladt. night would not
Chicago convention.
e v on the Mayor's statement.
I
where
happy
very
"I am very,
Registration Drive
am," said the Mayor, "and my only
Wish is that God may give me a few,
first drives to be made by
f
the
in
here
years more with my family
the Roosevelt-for-Presin
or
try own home."
. ,,paign, will be to restore BosThe Mayor disclosed that the rumors, tt'!! 0.,Ang lists by securing the regbad not escaped his own ears and ad-1 i5:tration of as many eligible residents
mitted that for a month he had been as possible. Although 58,500 voters were
hearing reports that he was about to added to the lists in 1928 to give Boston
Brush:
more
buy the Milton showplace atCoonley
, a record total of 5i9.066 voters,
Hill road, owned l,y Howard
have been dropped.
names
50,000
than
Manuth
NValwor
termer head of the
from the list since that time.
facturing Company, who was moving
As in the Smith campaign of four
him
had
reports
Other
York.
New
to
years ago the Mayor will open a headretaining an architect to build a new
quarters in the downtown section of
home on another site at Brush Hill the city where a forum will be held
lt,
road.
in daily in the interests of the Rooseve
Not only had the rumors spread
night cause.
he
that
political circles here, but last among
cement
announ
s
Mayor Curley'
they were the talk of the town
would support Governor Ely for releading
a
and
Milton,
of
ts
lor
Council
the residen
real estate election resulted in City ter, ardent
topic of discussion among
pe ar- Francis E. Kelly of Dorchesnight sendoperators and builders, landsca
last
ers,
support
Ely-Smith
thitecte and gardeners.
had the ing the following letter to the Mayor
To all the reports the Mayor
in Boston saying, in part:
you will
Capt Bernard Hoppe of Division 20,
same answer; ''t have lived
intentions of, "You know the only reasos
all my life and I have nothe wishes of not run for Governor Is because you traffic, heads the list of men
of
whose
ess
regardl
leaving it,
well remember how badly he defeated retirement papers were signed
today
toy political enemies."
you at the recent April primaries, and by
Mayor James M. Curley. The age
that the pride of Massachusetts Debecome
has
Ely,
of
r
Capt
Governo
in
Hoppe
y,
the papers is given
mocrac
much stronger in this State and nation 1 as 64 years 11 months. In
signing
core that time."
the paper, Mayor Curley paid
tribute te
Recfor
the
man
Work
who so ably cared for Irani' c
Mayor and Aides to
Others retired were Lieut
Murray
Buries
Munro, 55, Station 5: James Tanner
ord Registration as in 1928;
lineman, Fire Alarm Divielon,
PoHis
All
Hatchet With Nearly
hosernen Henry Woodbury of E
"d
5. The latter retires
at the
ngine
litical Enemies
after 25 years in the (term rtmgeetof
n
55,
to support GoverHaving volunteered
term "In the innor Ely for a second
Mayor
here,
terests of party harmony"d to conduct
Curley 18Pt itht prepare
type of
same
the
lt
nonseve
for Governor
in Boston
campaign which he staged

CAPT HOPPE OF
TRAFFIC RETIRES
Mayor, Signing Papers,
Pays Tribute

TO GET OUT HUB VOTE

ct;1_.
GARNER GIRLS FROM TEXAS
CALL ON MAYOR CURLEY

Girls from the Metropolitan ylago show sin Mayor Culicy's book,
Left to right, Fiances Lodge. Ruth Lene, Silvia Guise's.
Betty •Blhisett, Verna Fulton. Mayor Curley, Jean Nowling and Lois Ackerman
.
Garner enthusiasts from Texas paid
a visit this morning to City Halt, in
order that they could express their
appreciation to Mayor Curley for seconding the nomination of John N. Garner for Democratic Vice President.
Berna Fulton, Ruth Lone and Sylvia
Glutzen are Texan girls now taking
part in the Metropolitan Theatre stage
show, "Clean-Up," and early in the
campaign, when showing in Califor-

•

•
nia, they attracted much attention as
the original "Garner Girls," because
in their stage act they carried Garnerfor-President banners and have consistently campaigned for their choice.
This morning, accompanied by four
other girls in "Clean-Up," they went
to City Hall, called on Mayor Curley,
and thanked him for his Garner seconding. After being photographed with
the Mayor, they were given souvenirs.
Before leaving, all signed the visitors'
book, and the three Garner girls put a
Garner twist to their autographs.

PORTO RICAN STANDARD
GIVEN TO MAYOR CURLEY
Ex-Councilor James A.

("Jerry")
Watson today delivered to Mayor
Curley the Porto Rican standard
carried
at the Democratic convention In
Chicago.
"Jerry" told the Mayor that
the Porto Rican delegation
expressed
the wish that the Mayor accept
standard and also that he and the
his
family soon visit the island.
Th(:
standard is now on the wall
of an
outer office at City Hall.
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11101,45Wihe Olive
Branch

need his Influence at the Capitol, just tie
Roosevelt is aware that he needs the
Walsh influence in his favor in Massa-

Mayor Curley's quick offer of the olive chusetts now. Mayor Curley is sitting
branch to Governor Ely is a characteris- pretty, all this time, with his candidate
tically clever gesture, yet one which the nominated and himself so far the recogmayor could hardly avoid making or nized Roosevelt leader in this State. He
that the governor can afford to refuse. now offers to share this glory with GovThe situation between the two men is ernor Ely and to take himself out of the
awkward almost to the point of impos- way as an Ely rival. It would seem as
sibility, yet we, as onlookers in a row if the Curley offer has just a bit of an
which is none of our political concern, edge on the Ely hesitation.
may, be permitted to discuss it in the
friendly spirit of a neutral. The governor
Is between the fires of political exigency
and patriotic duty. If he believes, as do
we, that the half-baked theories of Governor Roosevelt are menacing to the national security and that Mr. Roosevelt
has failed to convince conservative thinkers that he can safely be entrusted with
the great powers of the presidency, he
may feel warranted in rejecting the Curley overture on that score alone. Unfortunately, however, he cannot act on that
conviction without laying himself open
to the charge that he is actuated more
by personal dislike than by motives of
patriotism; and, in addition, that he if
willing to sacrifice the chances of his
When Gov Ely returned to his desi•
party in this State to his idolatry of at the State House this noon he de.
clined to discuss politics. This Iva*
Alfred E. Smith.
his first appearance there since ttu
Mayor Curley, on the other hand, had Democratic national convention at Chi.
ca go.
warrant for turning from Smith which
Urged to discuss the nomination of
,peculiarly plays into the present situa- Gov Franklin D. Roosevelt as Presidential
candidate, the statement of
tion. It is not denied that the herculean
Mayor Curley that he would support
efforts of Don Jaime in behalf of Gov- the Governor for reelection and the deernor Smith were chiefly responsible for tails of the Democratic convention, the
Governor remained silent. He said
the Smith victory in Massachusetts in that
he hal no comment to make on
1928. These were undertaken, however, any of these matters.
He was asked if the Governor and
outside the regular Democratic organizaCouncil would hold a public hearing on
tion in this State, and Smith, being a the question of confirming Prof Felix
hide-bound organisation man, refused to Frankfurter as a member of the Massachusetts Supreme Court. Such a
extend to the recent Porto Rican delegate hearing will b.. requested by Republithe recognition to which he was entitled. ean members of the Council at the
meeting late this afternoon.
The mayor, deciding against Smith in Council
Gov Ely said in reply that no decision
1932, had no option but to make the had been reached whether a hearing
strongest play he could for some other should be held.
As he left the office for luncheon the
candidate. Regardless of the issues of Governor shook hands with Legisla:s who were gathered in
personal fitness and economic soundness, tors and othe,
the outer chamber. Many of these exhe was shrewd enough to see that the tide tended their congratulations on his
outside New England was setting toward speech at Chicago nominating Ex-Gov
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and he picked himn Alfred E. Smith of New York. The
i;evernor seemed pleased and smiled
instead of Albert C, Ritchie, who was the his thanks.
second choice of many Massachusetts
Democrats after Smith, or of Newton D.
Baker; both gentlemen for whom many
Massachusetts Republicans would have
been delighted to vote.
The Smith candidacy was an unfortunate one for the Massachusetts Democracy, for it threatened just the break
that has now come. Senator Walsh has
been wise enough to accept the inevitable,
and already has made his peace with
Roosevelt; for he also is too clever to
throw away his influence with the White
House shoulcl Governor Roosevelt ever
become its occupant. He knows', moreover, that a Democratic President would
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GOV ELY SILENT
ON POLITICS

He Returns to His Desk at
State House

in,iy multi s
on Curley's
No word from Governor Ely on Mayor
Curley's offer of support had been received at City Hail this afternoon, and in
consequence the mayor directed his secretary to address the governor with the
-statement made yesterday afternoon, that
It was the governor's duty to seek reelection.
The mayor declined to comment further
in his attitude respecting the governorship, nor was he inclined to allude to the
:Wags) convention. On his office table
was a large picture of Governor Roosevelt which will serve as the campaign
picture, hundreds of them to be sent int.
Massachusetts for general display.
Another exhibit to Interest visitors is
the Porto Rice standard, the delegation
having requested "Jerry" Watson to present it to the mayor with their best re
garde and with the wish that he and his
family will make a visit to Porto
and be their guests.

Curley Will Not
Move to Milton
Mayor Curley denies the rumor which
was current yesterday that he is planning to sell his home in the Jamalcaway
and take up his residence in the house
owned by Howard Coonley on Brush Hill
road, Milton. Mr. Coonley, who is president of the Walworth Manufacturing
Company, is about to move to New York.
The mayor carried the denial even
farther by saying that he would not think
of deserting Boston for any other place.
He blames political enemies for the

rumor.
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213 GUHLEV CUP
GO STURDY
The second and final contest in
the finals of the James M. CltriCy
Cup competition between the Boston Celtic end Bird & Son soccer
elevens will he played at Lincoln
Park, Saturday, according to President John White of the cup committee.
The elevens played the opener
last Saturday on the same grounds
and after a hectic struggle in
which the lead changed several
times, the Birds won out, 4 to 3,
which gives them a one-goal lead
going into the final contest.
The final is a two-game
series
with total goals deciding the
winner of the trophy and the
Bird

team will be favorite.

:

In the event of a tie at the
end'

of the regulation 90 minutes
of
play, the cup committee
has ordered the teams to play until a
decision is reached.

vv. J 4
the city payroll there should be deducted for the relief funds one day's pay a
month from those receiving $1500 or less
a year, two days' pa' from those reto 129(5) inclusive, and
ceiving from
three days' pay a month fro'm those
conreceiving $3009 or more a year, the
s.
tributions to be made for six month
July to December, inclusive.

MUST GIVE
OR GIVE UP
CITY JOBS

CURLEY TO11117
TO VOTING LISTS

Must Be 100 Per Cent
"The met 11,1 I.f securing itecesary
rclief funds," said the Mayor, "safeles
guards the wage and salary schedu
opinthat are in operation. It is, in my sueits
but
one,
ion, a most equitable
''oss is dependent upon 100 per cent cony of
'ribution by persons in the emplo
city, county and school department.
d
please
ant
and
y
inquir
have made
to learn that already the hospital deon
rtment and the sanatorium divisi
not.
are 100 percent signed on pledges,
dc'withstanding the fact that in these rc•
•
ents may be found persons
tartments
.'ailm
wage
,
or
the lowes.t salary
,-ohedule.
further informed that county
ant
"I
agreeqfficials, including judges, are in
ment with reference to the. programme,
be rebut believe that they should not
able to
City, county and sch3o1 employees quired to sign, since it is accept
mined
deter
that the amounts
must contribute to Boston's poor and them
, with
upon be deducted, in conformity.
meeting,
unemployment relief funds or face the vote taken at the June
"
r from their ea hariee and WUO0C

oun.tv Workers Also the
Included by
Mayor

I

the possible loss of their jobs, Mayo
Curley hinted last night in demanding the names of those refusing to
assist in raising $1,250,000 needed
for the last two months of the year.
CAMPBELL DELAYS

The Mayor revealed that the only official who had not obtained pledge
cards for distritottion among his em•ancis A. Campbell
,
ployees was Clerk :'
of the Superior Civil Court, who recently won a Jury verd.ct against the city :
I
in his court battle to secure the return
of a day's pay deducted from his en'elope.
But Clerk Campbell contended last
night that he and all of the employees
In his office were -glad and willing
to contribute one, two or three days'
It
pay a month to the relief fund. If g
becomes necessary, I shall be willin
the
to
to give 10 days' pay a month
poor and unemployed," stated Clerk
Campbell. "But the donations must
going
be voluntary, because I am not
by the
to have my employees held up
will
We
give.
to
d
throat and ordere
to
give gladly, but no one is going has
force us. Furthermore, the Mayor or
me
fire
not a bit of authority to
anybody else in my office."
nded
Legal officers of the city conte lack
a
'sat night that if there were
ber,
Decem
and
t funds in November
precedent of
the Mayor could use the
the late Mayor
the administration of
the positions
Hibbard, who abolished employees.
city
of several hundred

Mayor Demands Names
to Ci!y Audi"he Mayor, in an order
n last night, stattor Rupert S. Carve
that any person in
ed, "In the event
county or sc tool
the employ of the city,ing to co-ope.nte
department, is unwill
arY work for the
In ihis most' neeess and unemployed,
needy
the
of
irelief
that you furnish ma at
'I ant desirous name, address and posioece With the
individual, so that I
tion held by theposition to take such
a
In
be
may
be deemed advisable to
I step. as may impediment of the proprevent any
upon."
gramme determinedadopted by the city
The programme, provided that from
departments heads,

CURLEY URGES
ALL TO VOTE

Issues Call to 25,000
Dropped From Rolls
Plans Democratic Sweep Here
by 110,000 Votes In Fall
1932 *leoA call to register for the
rday by Mayor
• tions.was sent out yeste
said. 25,000 perJames M. Curley. He
are now off
ago
year
a
list
the
sons on
to increase
se
purpo
his
is
It and that it
in excess of
the registration to 25,000
opinion, a
that of 1928 because, in his insure a.
registration of 325,000 will votes In
Democratic sweep by 110,000
Boston.
r
The statement issued by the Mayo
follows:
who
"The names of 25,000 citizens
g list
were registered upon tha Totin upon
r
appea
for the year 19"1 do not
as of
the list as returned by the policetment
April 1. 1932. The Election Depar
whose
has notified those persons
regisnames have been dropped that Anne*
tration is now open at City Hall
a m
every day between the hours of 9
until
and 5 p m and on Saturdays

Mayor James M. Curley urges
in the
!every Boston citizen to vote
on saycoming presidential electi
issues ining that "the economic
important
volved have such an
there is
bearing on life itself that
person eligino way in which any
a failure to
ble to vote can justify
register."
says:
In addition, the mayor
what"It is my purpose to do
ase the
ever is possible to incre
s of
registration to 25,000 in exces
since in my
what it was it. 1928.
ration of
opinion with a regist
possible to
825.000 it should he
the Demosecure a majority for
candidates,
cratic party and its
and in
both President, governor, exe,eas
In
fact all State nftiein
of 110.000 In Boston."

1

on

M.
"The voting list as at present com4
piled contains the names of 284,17
g
registered voters as against a votin
elec.ential
ist of 299,000 in the Presid
ion of 1928.
"That the public are interested in
participating in this election and that
many persons who have never
vlously voted propose doing so Tile
year is evident from the fact that upon
Tuesday more than 800 registered.
Registration will continue daily at the
Election Department up to and including Aug 31, but unfortunately
many citizens postpone the time of
registration and are unable to exercise
Itheir franchise through Inability to be
registered.
i "The economic issues involved In the
looming election have such an important bearing upon life itself that there
Is no way in which any person eligible
to vote can justify failure to register.
It is my purpose to do whatever le
possible to increase the regietration to
25,000 in excess of what it was in 1928,
Alnce in my opinion with a registration
of 325,000 it should be possible to
secure a majority for the Democratie
party and its candidates, President,
Governor, and In fact all State °Metals,
In excess of 110,000 In Bos'on."
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ELY APPROVES
SMITH'S MOVE
Governor Is Still Silent
on His Own Position
Smith Consulted Him by Phone
Before Issuing Statement

Mayor James M Curley, left, shown yesterday at City Hal' as he
,sen t-ci to ex-Alderman James A. Murphy, of South Bost.ln, a copy uf
the Boston Tercentenary book. Mr. Murphy, now of Se.tt.•:., Wash.,
was secretary of the Washington State delegation at the Choi go Democratic National Convention.

CURLEY URGES MAYOR'S AWLS
$70,000 PARK SPEAK SPANISH
West End Project Would Translate Many Letters
Arriving Daily
Abut Basin—$130,000
Road Also Sought
.M.iyor Curley's sect., al hi I start has
Mayor Curley will ask the city council
at its regular meeting Monday to appropriate $70,000 for a new park abutting the Charles river basin at Nashua
and Leverett streets, and $130,000 lot
a highway to connect the West Roxbury
parkway and the new Canterbury street
boulevard, he declared today.
The West end park, which was conceived by Martin Loma.sney along with
the present Charles river project now
In progress would include a bathing
beach as well as a park.
The West Roxbury improvement,
which it is expected will be ready Nov.
1, will include a large traffic circle at
the West Roxbury parkway and Centre
street.

turned to speaking S; nigh since his
Honor returned from the Democratic
national convention at Chicago as "the
delegate from Porto Rico."
A Majority of the mayoral secretaries
were recruited from the Roston High
School of Commerce, where their training under Senor Berge-Soler, Spanish
master, has now come in handy in
translating scores of letters arriving
daily at City Hall.
Among the congratulatory messages
received yesterday by the Mayor was
one from the radio Gossippers, reading:
"Felicitacion. Su victorici a sido cause
de mucha allgria. Sus esfuerzos seran
pagados en Washington."
As translated by "Jimmy" Tobin of
the Mayor% secretarial staff, the telegram read: "Congratulations.
Your
victory has been the cause of much joy.
Your efforts will be repaid in Washington."

--Gov Joseph B. Ely r plied "No"
yesterday when reporters asked him
if he would make a statement in
view of Ex-Gov Alfred E. Smith's
promise to support the party.
"I talked with Ex•Gov Smith today
over the telephone and he read his
statement to me. I think it was a
proper statement for hlni to issue,"
Gov Ely continued.
He would not, however, say anything
further and gave no hint as to when
he would have anything to say In regard to his own attitude. Nor would
the Governor comment on his candidacy for reelection or on Mayor
James M. Curley's announcement that
he hoped the Governor would run for
another term.
In connection with newspaper reports that Ex-Gov Smith would support the party, Mayor Curley said:
"The announcement of Ex-Gov Smith
in favor of the candidacy of Franklin
D. Roosevelt must be a source of
gratification to the friends of both
men. One of the most distressing features in connection with this campaign
was the possibility of an estrangement between two men who had been
so closely allied for more than a quarter of a century. It is pleasing to know
that the friendship of long standing
between these two men has been renewed, and that opportunity will again
be possible for them to work together
In the future as they have in the past
in the interest of the people and
the
Democratic party."

CURLEY SPEAKS AT
ROOSEVELT GATHERING
MARLBORO, July 7—Suppo
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TO APPOINT 18 STUDENT
NURSES AT LONG ISLAND
The appointment of is
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OLD BOSTON BOOK GIVEN TO LIBRARY
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In a solemn ceremony in the Abbey room of
the Boston Public Library a Yolume,
History and Antiquities of Boston, England,"
by Pishey Thompson, was presented to the city.
Photo shows Mayor Curley accepting the book

WALTER R. IN inTING

GEoRGE R. BEAK

from Walter H. Whiting, representing the
Archbishop of Canterbury, while Ellery Sedgwick, president of the library trustees, Milton
E. Lord, director, and British Consul General
Beak look on. (Staff Photo.)
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Dowd Demands Elimination of Mayor
From Democratic Campaign in State

•

The first rebellious move of a Massachusetts Smith delegate against Mayor
Curley was taken yesterday by Councilman John F. Dowd of Roxbury in a
demand upon James A. Farley, chairman of the Democratic national committee and convention manager for
Gov. Roosevelt, for the elimination of
'Curley from the Massachusetts campaign.
Declaring his acceptance of Roosevelt and his desire to contribute to a
Democratic victory in the state. Dowd
asserted to Farley success will be impossible of achievement if Curley Is
permitted to actively participate in the
Democraitc campaign.
After setting forth that the wounds
Inflicted in the primary will be difficult
to heal. Dowd continued:
We returned from the convention
to find the mayor of Boston staging
a spectacular parade and rally, not
foe the Demcrratic party, but for
himself and, in all probability at

the expense of the taxpayers of
Boston. I contend that this was a
direct insult to the people of Boston, flaunting into their faces a
victory that was very distasteful to
I hem. We are fully aware of the
great ability and oratorical powers
of the mayor of Boston, but her
citizens cannot and will not forget
the taunts and insults that he hurled
at former Gov. Smith and the Governor of our state, Joseph B. Ely,
in the primary contest. Not only
is this feeling it Boston but all over
the state as Is plainly Indicated by
the votes cast in the recent primary
contest.
Our party must carry Massachusetts If we are to be successful
in the coming election and I contend that there is only one logical
way to place Massachusetts in the
Democratic column and that is to
remove from any. active campaign-

trig in this state the
present Mayor
of Boston, whom we
know will not
work under the leadership
of GOT.
Ely.
Unless you do so, it is
safe to
expect, according to
the Republican party rumor& that
will
carry the
st‘te in November.

Lot ,
MAYOR NOT TO BEGIN
ANSWERING DOWD

•

Demand He Quit Roosevelt
Campaign--Contract Row
1 The attention of Mayor ellrley `%
' called today to a demand by Councilor John A. Dowd of Roxbury, that
the Mayor retire from the Roosevelt
campaign and take no part. as well
as to a public letter of Mr Dowd :al,Mg an Issue because it is claimed the
low bidder in a contract was not given
the award.
Mayor Curley said that he has oot
anything that Councilor
ansee•ered
Dowd ha said as Ft Councilor and he
would not start now.
The contract complained of WA
for an underpass at the City Hospital,
which was awarded to John Bowen at
$19.800. Councilor Dowd, in his letter,
Granelithic
said the Massachusetts
Company bid $17,500 and that the J.
A. Singarella Company's bid was linder the Bowen bid. "However," said
Mr Dowd in closing his letter to the
Mayor. "there may be some season
for your action in the matter. and I
accordingly await your reply on
same."
Mrs Agnes C. Parker. Overseer
Mre Agnes C. Parker, 270 Brookiire
AV, was today named an overseer of
the Public Welfare Depaftrnent to fill
the place made vacant by the resiznation of Assad Mudarri at the expiration of his term.
Thanks Lincolnshire Bishop
Mayor Curley today addressed e letter of thanks to the Rt Rev Bishop,
Lincoln, Lincolnshire, Eng, for the
volume es Old Boston, Eng, which
I now reposes in the Boston Public
Accompanying the letter
!I-irrery.
was a de luxe edition of the Boston
tercenten 9ry exercises.
Awards 510,875 in Contracts
Contracts and improvements amounting to $20,875 were awarded today by
Mayor Curley: Bithulitic pavement on
Potomac and Yorktown sts, West Roxbury. Charles Capone, $8428.80; sewerage works in Waldemar av. East Boston, C. Rapucci & Cc), $4448.45; surface
drain. Chisholm road, West Roxbury,
$2800: resurface St Rose at and Verney at. West Roxbury, $3700 (Public
Works Department.).

•

Mrs. Parker Named
to Welfare Board
Mrs, Agnes C. Parker of 270
Hroltline ave. was today appointed
a member of the overseers of public welfare by Mayor Curley, to,
take the place of Azard Mundardi,
whose term expired. The name of
Hale Power, assistant corporation
counsel, was withdrawn. The mayor explained that Mr. Power is so
busy in his present position he
could not give suficient time to the
welfare post.

1
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DAYS OFF
FOR GIFTS
TO CHARITY

„
CURLEY SAYS POLICE
DEPT MUST PAY CREW
City Has Not Taken Over
Boat, Silverman Rules

The City of Boston is respo,eisible
for the salaries of the civilian crew ef
the police boat Stephen O'Meara which
was not accepted by Police CommisSinner Hultman, said Mayor Curley today and the Police Department must
pay the crew.'
Corporation Counsel Silverman has
ruled that the boat ix still the property
of the Police Department: that the city
has not yet taken it over for institutions purposes and that Commissioner
Hultman must determine what is to
be done with the crew.
That policemen contributing two
Police commissioner Hultman this
noon
announced that he was In reor three day's pay a month to Bosceipt of a letter irom Corporation
ton's unemployment relief fund be RICounsel Silverman asking the Pollee
Department to provide coal for a trip .
lowed to lake the days off for their
of the Stephen O'Meara on which IV!.
own recreation was suggested yesterSilverman plans to have experts test
the craft,
day to Mayor Curley by a member
Mr Hultman declared the Pollee
of the police department.
[Ailment would provide the coal for the
trip of the experts, provided he (Commissioner Hultman) was assured tilet
PUT UP TO HULTMAN
In so doing he did not impose soy
The patrolman pointed out that since • liability on the Police
Department, insofar as his stand in refusing tee
most of the members of the force are
host,
is
eoncerned.
turning two days' pay each month back
to the city treasury to help the poor
and the unemployed, the donors themselves might be given the two days off
LirKo L4,
to go down to the beach, put in a little repair work about their homes or
just lie back and rest.
BOSTON,
The Mayor directed Budget Commissioner Charles J. Fox to consider the
Proposal with Ponce Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman to determine whether
it would be possible to give the police
Volume Dealing with History
time off in recognition of their charitable contributions.
And Antiquities

Policeman's Suggestion to Receive Due
Consideration

ENG., GIVES
BOOK TO THIS CITY
of Older
Town Now in Library

MOONLIGHT CRUISE
FOR RELIEF FUND
Mayor Curley accepte0 last night the
offer of the Caw, Cod Steamship Company to donate the proceeds of a moonlight cruire and dance on the @teenier
Dorothg Bradford to the city'e Poor and
unemployment relief fund.
Treasurer Paul F. Thurlow of the
steamship company informed the Mayor
that not only would the steamer he
provided with its crew without charge,
hut the ship's orchestra would also be
donated and the firm's ticket officea
would amalst in the sale of the charity
tickets, to the number of MOO,
Penal InelitutIons Commissioner William G. O'Hare was assigned by the
Mayor to en-operete.wIth the company
oMcers In completing the details of the
benefit cruise.

A large volume dealing with the history of Boston, England, was g 111.1-1 t4")
the
city of Boston yesterday in appreciation
of the Interest of the citizens
of this
city in contributing funds for the restoration of the tower of the church in
old Boston a year ago.
The ceremony took place in the
Abbey room of the Public Library.
IL Whiting brought the volumeWalter
from
England and presented it to
Mayor
Curley. The mayor spoke briefly
on
the significance of tne occasion
and
turned the book over to Ellery
wick, president of the trustees Sedgof the
Public Library.
Last year a committee of
Boston citizens, headed by Allen Forbes,
of the State Street Trust preeident
Company.
raised a sum of money here RA
a
will offering to old Boston to aid goodwork of restoring the tower of in the
the old
church there. Whiting
presented the
money on behalf of the c.itizens
of this
city.
The bishop of Lincoln, England,
thereupon gave Whiting a copy of "The
tory and Antiquities of liostnn, Hisland," by Pishey Thornpron, fromEnghis
I ibrary.
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BIG DROP IN TAXES
1040 ADDED TO
CURLEY BELIEVES
PAID THROUGH STATE
CITY VOTING LIST G.0.P.IS DESPERATE

•

Boston Receipt Estimato Mayor Calls Figures for
Shows $2,500,000 Loss
1 2 Days Astonishing
5/
Figures available yesterday It the
"Mee of State Tax Commissioner
Henry F. Long bear out the et)111ro'.5sioner's prophecy that there would
be a decided falling off in the amount
of State taxes distributed this yea: to
cities and towns.
Under nib law the municipalities receive from the State taxes paid the
latter from the income levy, business
and foreign corporation excises • and
taxes on public service corporations,
sheet railway companies, railroad,
telephone and telegraph companies,
gas, electric light and water companies, national banks, trust Cornpanies. and also various reimbuirse!vents made by the State to the cities
and ,towns.
Although final figures are not availas yet, estimates given out yesterday show that in the case of the city of
Boston this city will receive this year
36,050,428.30, as compared with *8,334.088.97 last year.
Cities and towns apply the :nsciney
received from the State for municipal
expenditures, and when that amount is
smaller the local tax rate is expected
to be higher.
Following are the estimated pay ments to cities and towns of the Metr,,_
poiltan district for 1932 as comonred
with the amounts paid them in
2931:
Arlington
Belmont
Boston
Braintree
Brookline

Cambridge
Canton
Chelsea
Cohasset

1931
3224,222.70
132,257.35
8,534.055.97
121.992.13
556.233.91

The opening of the Republican campaign for the November national election two months earlier than customary,
Mayor Curley interprets In an announcement last night as an admis.sion
by Republican leaders "that the prospects of Republican success is, in their
opinion, extremely poor."
"From the flood of telegrams and.
letters I have received during the past
72 hours from persons signing themselves as enrolled Republicans," states
the mayor, "and all of whom seek opportunity to perform any character of
work in the coming campaign in behalf
of Roosevelt and Garner, I am con- ,
vinced that, despite the decision of the
Republican leaders for an early opening
of their campaign in behalf of President Hoover, it will prove futile.
"An unfailing barometer of public
interest in an election Is the registration of voters and the figures of the
election department disclose the astonishing total of 3040 supplementary reg/
2 days. The
istrations in the past 51
duration of the depression and its se- ,
people not
carefree
a
made
verity have
only sad, but extremely thoughtful. if
one is to read aright the registration
figures."

799.sol.08 1.076,111511.117
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Woburn

312.423.03

Dedham

•

1932
61711,1195.48
11:1.7(14.93
6 050.425.30
95.954.53
51.425.911

In the last five and one-half days
there has been a supplementary registration in Boston of 3040, according to
a statement by Mayor Curley yesterday.
"An unfailing barometer of public
Interest in an election," he says, "is
the registration of voters by the Election Department and the figures of the
Election Department disclose the astonishing total of 3040 supplementary
registrations in the past five and onehalf days."
Ile also called attention to the fact
that though in past years the campaigning did not begin until September, supporters of President Hoover
will open the ball Monday night at
Feneuil Hall,
Ho termed the early rally as equivalent to an admission by Republican
leaders that the prospects for Republican success is, in their opinion, extremely poor.
The Mayor adds:
"From the flood of telegrams and
1,
which I have received during
I
past 72 hours from persons who
, themselves as enrolled RepubI ,es, and all seeking opportunity to
re !term any character of work in the
eemirer campaign in behalf of FrankDRoosevelt and John N. Garner,
lin '
I am convinced that, despite the decision of the Republican leaders for an
enilier opening of the campaign in
behalf of President Hoover, it will
prove futile."

Sees Admission in Early Start
Of Campaign

49.701.31
299,375.:.2
34.236,36
98.043.159
13.454.76
344,764.92
49.808.111
47.711.23
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291 321 "1
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Are You Registered?
"The economic issues involved in the coming election
have such an important bearing upon life itself that there
is no way in which any person eligible to vote can JUSTIFY FAILURE TO REGISTER."
Mayor Curley of Boston said that and he spoke with
truth. Any presidential election is mightily important.
The
coining one will be supremely so.
If you are eligible to vote and do not you are no
better
than a child who cannot vote. You are worse. It is not
child's fault. If you fail to register that is your fault. the
If you have not registered yet, look up the
registration
time and place and do
Don't delay indefinitely:.
taiiItf, vo
wait toc, long you will be
e!li-ss—about
civic sense, as the hole in tn.
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POLITICS AND POLMCRNS FINANCIAL POLICIES
OF CITY CRITICIZED
By JOHN D. MBRRILL

•

•

Massachusetts politicians are wait- at least friendly to Mr Maynard even
in his being for Gov Joseph B. Ely's en- lt they are doing nothing
half.
neoncement that he intends to -ap- ,
The call for the meeting of the
pert the Democratic nationeo. ticket ' Democratic State Committee has rewhich was nominated ae Chicago a vived the rumoi that Gov Ely will not
be a candidate for another term, and
week ago. Everybo
'
, , takes It for
the latest story is that he will make
granted he will IsFa.e au-h a statement, an announcement to that effect at the
and most pereete have been surprised r session of the committee on Thursday. Most people give little value to
by his del-sy.
these reports.
Thce:e who ought to know what is
As has been said many times, the
ge:ngon lly Go,/ Ely will postpone Governor has had hie troubles since
nis announcement until he and his he became Chief Executive of the Cornfriends have received essurances from ruonwealth. He has been bothered
Gov Franklin ti. Roosevelt that chiefly by the almost overwhelming deMayor James M. Curley w:11 not have m. for offices on the part of Democharge of the campaign here. The ..ra..e; there is no respite from this.
em!nomination of Gov Roosevelt put the Some of his nominations have
harrassed him. Among these is the
Mayor again in the centre of the nomination of Prof Felix Frankfurter
stage; It seemed after the recent 'or the Supreme Judicial Court. It is
primary that the latter had been sent zelieved this appointment will be conpermanently Into the wings, but the firmed unless Prof Frankfurter, prosuccess of his candidate has brought voked by the opposition, withdraws
him back. Those who supported Ex- his name; there are rumors that he
Gov Alfred E. Smith, however, will has made up his mind to do so, but his
not be content to have the Mayor friends are trying to convince him that
recognized as the party leader in this he should permit his name to go before the Council.
State.
In the last few months Gov Ely has
This
problem is causing some
anxiety among the national managers dished for the comparative reace of
of the Roosevelt campaign. They do the practice of the law. He has had
not want to offend Mr Curley; it would all the honor the Governorship carbe ungracious to do so after the ef- ries, and his retirement would add to
forts he made to elect a Roosevelt his prestige-at the bar. He loses money
delegation in Massachusetts. On the every day he continues at the State
Other hand, they realize that they House. These considerations, doubtprobably cannot carry the State un- less, have been particularly strong in
less Gov Elj; and those closely asso- Mr Ely's mind since the national conciated with him give something more vention, which did not work out at all
than mere lip service to the Roose- as he and his friends had hoped and
velt cause. One of the most important planned.
In spite of all these things, however,
tasks for the Roosevelt people in
Massachusetts is a complete recon- most of the politicians are confident
ciliation with that great body of the Governor will run for reelection.
' Democrats who hoped for the nomina- The interests of the party demand that
tion of Ex-Gov Smith and were dis- he should do so. If he retired now,
appointed by his failure in the con- the Democrats fear they would have
little chance of carrying the State for
vention.
the national ticket, but, because of his
faithfulness to Ex-Gov Smith, the
Four Out for Chairman
party leaders think the name "Ely" on
It seems likely that Gov Ely will the ticket would at least make the
say something important at the meet- Governorship secure and probably
ing of the Democratic State Commit- carry along the Presidential electors.
tee next Thursda- when that body • The Governor will hardly be able tc
will elect a chairman to succeed Judge stand out against these arguments.
Frank J. Donahue. There are four
candidates for the place: Joseph A.
Maynard of Waltham, Charles H. Mc-,
Glue of Lynn, Charles F. Riordan of
Sharon and Joseph M. Stokes of Cambridge.
Mr Maynard has long been active In
Democratic polities. Mr McGlue preceded Judge Donahue as chairman
of the State Committee; the Lynn man
supported Gov Roosevelt in the primary campaign ir this State and bases
his campaign In large measure on his
belief that the head of the State organization should be in sympathy with
the candidates who are to be elected.
Mr Riordan has been :lee chairman of the committee and has served
as acting chairman since the retirement of Judge Donahue. Mr Stokes
is well known in Cambridge politics
district delegate to the
and was
Democratic national convention.

Maynard Victory Indicated
The indications seem to be that Mr
Maynard will be elected. As everybody knows, his warmest supporter is
Ex-Mayor John F. Fitzgerald, but Gov
Ely and Senator David I. Walsh are

Bureau Sees Crisis Ahead
and $40 Tax Rate
"The present policies of the city gov,•rnment, ea far 85 they are known
to the public, are plunging the city
into a financial crisis," the Boston
Municipal Research Bureau declared in
prophea statement issued last night,
e
e. a $40 tax rate based on "true
vying
The Bureau said that for 1932 "the
total requirements of the city government will exceed those for 1931. The
property tax levy will be considerably
higher and the tax rate will be at least
$34, which is $2.50 more than the 1931
rate and the highest in the history of
the city. But this is not all. The
fact is that, owing to the depreciation
in real estate values, with a very
small corresponding decrease in as-1
sessed values, the tax rate based on
true value will be nearer $40 than $34."

Pay Cut Less Than .5 P. C.
Outlining the plans of the city administration. h Ilureatt pointed out
"Administration's
what it called
inadequate execution of those plans."
The outline follows:
"1. Salary reductions: To data the
salaries and wages of city and county
employes have been reduced less than
5 percent in the form of 'deductions,'
which are contributed to the Public
Welfare Department. The insufficiency
of this reduction is obvious in view of
the 20-percent decrease in the cost of;
living since 1929 and the shrinkage of
income of those who must pay the
cost of the public payroll.
"2. Elimination of unnecessary positions and nonfilling of vacancies: Although economies of this type were
promised early in the year, the budget
made slight allowance for them, and
the public has been told of no subsequent action to put them into enact.
Instead of the elimination of positions,
100 new ones were provided for the
In the budget.

Cites Fin Corn Report
hasing methods:
"3. Improved
promised many
These were alb
nigh
Al
ago.
substantial
months
savings would result, the recent Finance Commission report on th Supply Department reveals that actual
progress has been lamentably slow,
of
"4. Elimination
unnecessary
activities end consolidation of departments: Only minor !tees, if soy, in
this direction, have been taken. It
that the Administration
seems ohvir
IS unwilling to face the political prem.
sure against changes that are 's the
interest of efficiency.
"The School Department has been
equally unwilling to reduce expenses
sufficiently to meet the needs of the
situation. Although the Mayor called
for a reduction of $1,000,000 in the 1932
;school budget, the actual reduction
amounts only to $655,000. That cut
has been confined to school building
repairs and supplies, while the great
bulk of the budget representing expenditures for all other school purposes
is higher than it was last year,"

I
Governor General be Mexico more
than 100 years ago.
Upwards of 7000 Irishmen fought
i in the wars for independence of
Simon
Colombia and Venezuela.
I Bolivar, the great, hero of South
I America. composted his body guard

MAYOR TO PUSH
REGISTRATIO

MILLS WILL Sirrgir'4
IN CITY TOMORROW

--To Open Republican National
Campaign in Faneuil
Hall

and most trusted legions of the
fighting Irish. Daniel O'Leary, one
The first official utterance from the
Hoover administration on the economic
of the leading figures of Colombia
and political issues of the approaching
and the author of almoit 30 volumes
campaign will be heard tomorrow night
! of Spanish history, was Irish born.
raneull hall. where Ogden L. Mills.
.at
Porto Rico,, being a small Province,
secretary of the treasury, will discuss
never knew the violent revolutions
the Republican platform. Gov. RooseThe participation of Mayor Curley In
velt's acceptance speech and planks In
the Roosevelt campaign in Massachuof Its neighboring South Americas
; the Democratic platform.
restricted
to
be
certain
appears
setts
Provinces of Spain.
' This rally will mark the opening of
drive
the Republican campaign in the nation.
When dour expression cursed thi to the direction of a registration
'rot'
In Boston intended to enlarge the
The secretary's address will be broadcommunity men engaged in larget
cast over a national radio hookup for
ing list to 325,000 names and to ass-ire
30 minutes, starting at 10 o'clock.
entertainmc.A. Houses "built) in the
a Democratic majority of 110,000 in the
As an indication of the complete harold Colonial day w'sen men lived in City to all state-wide candidates.
mony now existing in the party ranks
a grander wey with ampler hospi58,than
more
The task of inducing
former Gov. Fuller, never an enthusiastality,"
tic backer of the party organization, has
000 men and women to register is the
consented to come out from his partial
Forty yeare ago this coming sea- Immediate problem of the mayor which
political retirement and share the
son New England was thrilled with he proposes to meet by an intensive
speaking honors with Secretary Mills.
drive
1928
of
the
reminiscent
Sponsors of the meeting have anthe great musical comedy of "Isa- campaign
nounced with considerable amusement
which he directed and which fell just
bella, the Dandy Queen of Spain."
that
Mrs. Rose Zulalian has volunteered
300,000
This play was the work of Bt.a ishort of reaching the goal of
to sing at the rally. As an Invited
registered voters.
guest she opened and closed the recent
Burnett, a sugar broker. and operThe mayor's interest ; exclusively
Democratic national convention with
ator In Porto Rican molasses, with
of
eandidacy
the singing of "The Star Spangled Bantie
centred m furthering
offices on Central at, who had made Gov. Roosevelt at e. to St 'neve success
ner" and also was an attraction at
some of Mayor Curley's Roosevelt rala study of Spanish history. The play he has declared 'Les willingness to subworker
ordinate himself to an active
lies. She is a lifelong Republican.
was produced by the First Corps In the campaign which evil' JE directed
committee.
state
Democratic
the
Cadets and made
by
onal reputaAppreciation of the depth of the
tion.
wounds inflicted in the primary camThe sign "Pot
ict, MolaSses' paign on the Democrats who idolize Al
that these
was displayed ft
almost every smith and a realization verbal
ointhurts cannot be healed hy
grocery store in te_. city.
Roosevelt
the
ments have convinced
that Mayor Curley may be
tmanagers
Harvard Not Oldest
a very valuable asset to the campaign
if his oratorical ability is employed outWhen my friends eho
side the boundaries of Massachusetts.
from the University across the rivet
It is probable that he will be invited
to make an extended tour which may
beast that Harvard is the oldest col
take him into the West and the mayor
lege in America, founded in 1636,
is understood to have unreservedly
placed himself at the disposal Of the
smilingly recall to them the Univer
forces.
sity of St Francis in Domingo Roosevelt
i The mayor does not intend to await
founded just ninety-eight years be
the passing of the summer before
launching the Boston registration drive.
fore Harvard, in 1538.
He has already laid the foundation for
While the first university was es
the campaign and he is sanguine that
he goal which he has set will be
tablished In the more popular Want
reached, but not withc..it the co-operaof Domingo, the first diocese in tilt
tion of workers of all Democratic facnew world wasestablished by Popo tions.
Already 2776 names have been added
Julius II in Porto Rico. so it io
the lists from which 25,000 were
claimed.
ropped as a result of the police listFr Alonso Nlanso entered intt ling April 1. The response to notificastoners of
,
on by the election , • '
his duties as Bishop of the See al the dropping of names ..
.een far in
San Juan in 1513. Good-natured ri. excess of the record of o er years,
valry exists between the two communities as to which is seLAor.
The Spanish title of Don is an 10.
breviation of the Latin Dominus,
meaning the lord or giver, hence our
word donor.
Beautiful as e 'inter resort, my
friend Victor ci.f.'t r of the Fruit
Company, will be glad to put on additional boats to care for the touriet
traffic from Nev. England sure to
move to San Juan next season.

Hopes to Enlarge Boston
Voting List to 325,000
Names

I
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Ipouncs AND POLITICIANS
By

JOHN D. MERRILL

Massachusetts politician• are waiting for Gov Joseph B. Ely's announcement that he intends to support the Democratic national ticket
which was nominated at Chicago a
week ago. Everybody takes it for ;
granted he will issue su-h a statement, 1
and most people have been surprised
by his delay.
Those who ought to know what is
going on say Gov Ely will postpone
his announcement until he and his
friends have received essurances from
Gov
Roosevelt that
Franklin
Mayor James M. Curley will not have
charge of the/ campaign here. The
nomination of Gov Roosevelt put the
Mayor again in the centre of the
stage; it seemed after the recent
primary that the latter had been sent
permanently into the wings, but the
success of his candidate has brought
him back. Those who supported ExGov Alfred E. Smith, however, will
not be content to have the Mayor
recognised as the party leader in this
State.
This
problem is causing some
anxiety among the national managers
of the Roosevelt campaign. They do
not want to offend Mr Curley; it would
bo ungracious to do so after the efforts he made to elect a Roosevelt
delegation in Massachusetts. On the
other hand, they realize that they
prebably cannot carry the State unless Gov Els; and those closely associated with him give something more
than mere lip service to the Roosevelt cause. One of the most important
tasks for the Roosevelt people in
Massachusetts is n, complete reconciliation with that great body of
Democrats who hoped for the nomination of Ex-Gov Smith and were disappointed by his failure in the convention.

r

Four Out for Chairman

It seems likely that Gov Ely will
say something important at the meeting of the Democratic State Committee next Thursda • when that body
will elect a chairman to succeed Judge
Frank J. Donahue. There are four
candidates for the place: Joseph A.
Maynard of Waltham, Charles H. McGlue of Lynn, Charles F. Riordan of
Sharon and Joseph M. Stokes of Cam- I
bridge.
Mr Maynard has long been active in
Democratic politics. Mr McGlue preceded Judge Donahue as chairman
of the State Committee; the Lynn man
supported Gov Rosevelt in the primary campaign fr this State and bases
his campaign in les,ge measure on his
belief that tho head of the State organization should be in sympathy with
the candidates who are to be elected.
Mr Risrdan has been vice chair•
man of the committee and has served
as acting chairman since the retirement of Judge Donahue. Mr Stokes
is well known in Cambridge politics
and was .. district delegate to the
Democratic national convention.

Maynard Victory Indicated

The indications seem to be that Mr
Maynard will be elected. As everyin
body knows, his warmest supporter
Fitzgerald, but Gov
Ex-Mayor John F.
are
Walsh
I.
Ely and Senator David

at least friendly to Mr Maynard even
if they are dcing nothing in his behalf.
The call for the meeting of the
Democratic State Committee has revived the rumm that Gov Ely will not
be a candidate for another term, and
the latest story is that he will make
an announcement to that effect at the
session of the committee on Thursday. Most people give little value to
these reports.
All has been said many times, the
Governor has had his troubles since
he became Chief Executive of the Cornmonweslth. He has been bothered
chiefly by the almost overwhelming dams id for offices on the part of Demo:Tao.; there is no respite from this.
Some of his nominations have emharrassed him. Among these is the
romination of Prof Felix Frankfurter
'or the Supreme Judicial Court. It is
selleved this appointment will be confirmed unless Prof Frankfurter, provoked by the oppssition, withdraws
his name; there are rumors that he
has made up his mind to do so, but his
friends are trying to convince him that
he should permit his name to go before the Council.
In the last few months Gov Ely has
eirhed for the ezmnarative peace of
the practice of the law. He has had
all the honor the Governorship carries, and his retirement would add to
his prestige-at the bar. He loses money
every day he continues at the State
House, These considerations, doubtless, have been particularly strong in
Mr Ely's mind since the national convention, which did not work out at all
as he and his friends had hoped and
planned.
In spite of all these things, however,
most of the politicians are confident
the Governor will run for reelection.
The interests of the party demand that
he should do so. If he retired now,
the Democrats fear they would have
little chance of carrying the State for
the national ticket, but, because of his
faithfulness to Ex-Gov Smith, the
party leaders think the name "Ely" on
the ticket would at least make the
Governorship secure and probably
carry along the Presidential electors.
The Governor will hardly be able U
stand out against these arguments.
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FINANCIAL POLICIES
OF CITY CRITICIZED
Bureau Sees Crisis Ahead
and $40 Tax Rate
gov"The present policies of the city
known
ernment, sa far as they are
city
to the public, are plunging the
Boston
the
crisis,"
financial
a
into
in
Municipal Research Bureau declared
prophea statement issued last night,
"true
sying a ;40 tax rate based on
value."
The Bureau said that for 1932 "the
total requirements of the city government will exceed those for 1931. The
property tax levy will be considerably
higher and the tax rate will be at least
$34, which is $2.50 more than the 1931
rate and the highest in the history of
the city. But this is not all. The
fact is that, owing to the depreciation
In real estate values, with a very
small corresponding decrease in as-1
sessed values, the tax rate based on
true value will be nearer *40 than *34."

Pay Cut Less Than 5 P.C.
Outlining the plans of the city administration, Ois Bureau pointed out
what it called se "Administration's
inadequate execution of those plans."
The outline follows:
"1. Salary reductions: To data the
salaries and wages of city and county
employes have. been reduced less than
5 percent in the form of 'deductions,'
which are contributed to the Public
Welfare Department. The insufficiency
of this reduction is obvious in view of
the 20-percent decrease in the cost of
living since 1929 and the shrinkage of
Income of those who must pay the
cost of the public payroll.
"2. Elimination of unnecessary positions and nonfilling of vacancies: Although economies of this type were
promised early in the year, tie) tudget
made slight allowance fm them, and
the public has been told of no subsequent action to put them into &feet.
Instead of the elimination of positions,
100 new ones were provided for the
in the budget.

Cites Fin Corn Report
hasing methods:
"3. Improved
promised many
These were air:,
months ago. Al 3ugh substantial
:avings would result, the recent Finance Commission report on th Supply Department reveals that Actual
progress has been lamentably slow.
of
"4. Elimination
unnecessary
activities and consolidation of depart.
ments: Only minor steps, if any, in
this direction, have been taken, it
seems cohVir • that the Administration
is unwilling to fare the political prep
sure against changes that are 'e the
interest of efficiency.
"The School Department has been
equally unwilling to reduce expenses
sufficiently to meet the. needs oi the
situation. Although the Mayor called
for a reduction of $1,000.000 in the 1932
school budget, the actual reduction
amounts only to $655,000. That cut
has been confined to school building
repairs and supplies, while the greet
bulk of the budget representing expenditures for all other school purposes
is higher than it was last year,"

1 Governor General of Mexico more
I than 100 years ago.
,I Upwards of 'WO Irishmen fought
!
, in the wars for independence of
Simon
.' Colombia end Venezuela.
' P,olivar, the great hero of South
i -America. erminnaerl his body guard ,

MAYOR TO PUSH
REGISTRATIO

and most trusted legions of the
fighting Irish. Daniel O'Leary, one
i of the leading figures of Colombia
and the author of almoit 30 volumes .
I of Spanish history, was Irish born.
Porto Rico,_ being a small Province, I
never knew the violent revolutions '
The participation of Mayor Curley in
the Roosevelt campaign hi Massachuof its neighboring South Americar
setts appears certain to be restricted
Provinces of Spain.
drive
When dour expression cursed thi ,to the direction of a registration
in Boston intended to enlarge the votcommunity men engaged in large!
ing list to 325,000 names and to ass-are
entertainmc.A. Houses "built) in the
a Democratic majority of 110,000 in the
old Colonial day w'..en men lived in
City to all state-wide candidates.
a grander way with ampler hospiThe task of inducing more than 58,tality."
000 men and women to register is the
Forty years ago this coming sea- Immediate problem of the mayor which
son New England was thrilled with he proposes to meet by an intensive
the great musical comedy of "Isa- campaign reminiscent of the 1928 drive
which he directed and which fell just
bella, the Dandy Queen of Spain."
This play was the work of lik,o ishort of reaching the goal of 300.000
Burnett, a sugar broker, and oper- iregistered voters.
The mayor's interest ; exclusively
ator In Porto Rican molasses, with
centred in furthering th• zandidacy of
offices on Central at, who had made Gov. Roosevelt at t' to a 'sieve success
a study of Spanish history. The play he has declared is willingness to subhimself to an active worker
-was produced by the First Corps ordinate
In the campaign which wil! je directed
Cadets and made
onal reputa- by the Democratic state committee.
Appreciation of the depth of the
tion.
wounds inflicted In the primary camThe sign "Pm
ICG Molatses' paign on the Democrats who idolize Al
was displayed ft
almost every Smith and a realization that these
hurts cannot be healed by verbal ointgrocery store in tu., city.
ments have convinced the Roosevelt
that Mayor Curley may be
tmanagers
Harvard Not Oldest
a very valuable asset to the campaign
When my friends who i,.. itiatec if his oratorical ability is employed outside the boundaries of Massachusetts.
from the University across the rivet,
It is probable that he will be invited
to make an extended tour which may
boast that Harvard is the oldest col
take him into the West and the mayor
lege in America, founded in 1636, , is understood
to have unreservedly
smilingly recall to them the Univer
placed himself at the disposal of the
sity of St Francis in Domingo Roosevelt forces.
The mayor does not intend to await
founded just ninety-eight years be
the passing of the summer before
launching
the Boston registration drive.
fore Harvard, in 1538.
He has already laid the foundation for
While the first university was es
the campaign and he is sanguine that
he goal which he hes set will be
tablished in the more popular 'slant
reached, but not withcit the co-operaof Domingo, the first diocese in tht
tion of workers of all Democratic facnew world wasestablished by Popt tions.
Already 2776 names have been added
Julius II in Porto Rico. so it it
the lists from which 25,000 were
claimed.
ropped as a result of the police listIficaling
April 1. The respense to
Fr Alonso Manso entered Intc
'
,
stoners of
It
by the election .
his duties as Bishop of the See al the dropping of names.
ieen far in
San Juan in 1613. Good-natured ri- excess of the record of o er years.
valry exists between the two communities as to which is seL.or.
The Spanish title of Don is an al'•
breviation of the Latin Dominus,
meaning the lord or giver, hence our
word donor.
Beautiful AS 0 'inter resort, my
1 friend Victor (at r of the Fruit
Company, %ill be glad to put on additional boats to care for the tourist
traffic from New England sure to
Move to San Juan next season.

I

Hopes to Enlarge Boston
Voting List to 325,000
Names

I

MILLS WILL SMAlir'''
IN CITY TOMORROW
To Open Republican National
Campaign in Faneuil
Hall
The first official utterance from the
Hoover administration on the economic
and political issues of the approaching
campaign will be heard tomorrow night
at Fanetill hall. where Ogden L. Mills,
secretary of the treasury, will d;scuss
the Republican platform. Gov. Roosevelt's acceptance speech and planks in
the Democratic platform.
This rally will mark the opening of
the Republican campaign in the nation.
The secretary's address will be broadcast over a national radio hookup for
30 minutes. starting at 10 o'clock.
As an indication of the complete harmony now existing in the party ranks
former Gov. Fuller, never an enthusiastic backer of the party organization, has
consented to come out from his partial
political retirement and share the
speaking honors with Secretary Mills.
Sponsors of the meeting have announced with considerable amusement
that Mrs. Rose Zulalian has volunteered
to sing at the rally. As an invited
guest she opened and closed the recent
Democratic national convention with
the singing of "The Star Spangled Banner" and also was an attraction at
some of Mayor Curley's Rooseeelt. rallies. She is a lifelong Republican.

:7urperming rergety upon Porto Rican statehood. It has a resident Commismolasses,—the manufacture of rum,, sioner in Congress and had an imwhich was the basis for large for portant delegation of six votes in the
conventiou,
Democratic
tunes accumulated by the Lav.-rences, t national
Trulls, Chapins, Fe'tons and many which were cast for Franklin D.
others.
lb osevelt and John N. Garner.
The heroic age of New England
By Article 2 of the Treaty with
was when rum sold for 10 cents a ' Spain, signed in December 1898,
gallon7
Spain ceded to the United States
, the island of Porto Rico. When a
Tip for Boston Children
government was formed In
I have advised with Mr Pat- civil
lirst goTernor,was ctiaros.
the.
4900,
rick T. Campbell, superintendent of
at one time a member of
H.
Alien,
course
special
a
schools, to arrange
in history for our high schools, deal- Congress from Lowell and Assistant
John D.
:ng intimately with the history and Secretary of Navy under
Long, during the Spanish 'War.
;eograPhy of Porto Rico.
Under the organic act of Congress,
Also the charms and advantages
in 1917,
if a college course for boys at Boa-I signed by President Wilson
of Porto Rico are
on College, Harvard, Boston Uni- "all citizens
be held to
rrsity and InstiVe of Technology, hereby declared and shall
United States."
ind for the girls, Regis, Smitn or be citizens of the
It is worthy of note at this time
Nellesley, the Conservatory of
that 18,000 Porto Ricans served In
4i1usic, Art Museum and all otherI
World War under the American
Iducational features of Boston iitnjj the
Ire to he common knowledge of theLl flag.
The 6th Regiment of massacntiPorto Ricans.
setts
Infantry entered Porto Rico in
Porto Rico (the rich port) is one
the
t closing days of the Spanish War.
1501,
about
:if the Antilles, located
Butler Ames of Lowell, with
miles from Boston. It Is approziwhom I served in in Congress, was
and
mately 100 miles in area, east
Lieutenant Colonel of that regiwest, and something less than 40
meat. Major Charles K. Darling,
an
miles north and south with
formerly United States Marshal in
aggregate of 3700 miles, about one- Boston, was conspicious and also
half the size of Massachusetts with a Capt Edward J. Gilson of Wakefield,
population of 1,500,000.
now in high office at the State
House.
Upwards of a thousand men from
Eastern Massachusetts served in
this regiment, which campaigned
under the soft tropical beauties of
Porto Rico for several months.
Continued

on the Sixth Page

BENORITA MARIA CURLEY.

The island is very fertile, rich in
plantations of sugar and coffee with
extensive forest lands. Cotton and
tobacco are also grown with bananas
and pineapples for export.
San Juan is the principal city of
about, 50,000 people, named in honor
of St John the Baptist. It has three
daily papers; El Impartla le, El
Mundo and La. Correspondencia.

Ambassador Curley?
When a well-informed newspaper
writer intimates that I may be made
an envoy extraordinary to Porto
Rico, he indicates his belief that
Porto Rico is still a foreign country. As S. matter of fact, Porto
Rico, is virtually a territory of the
United States in preparation for

FINE

eASTILIA N 'PROFILE
ATE '

cunLie.:

Or

Enthusiasm for the natural beauties of the island has never entlrell
burned out. Those familiar with
both ports insist that San Juan has
a more beautiful coastline and harbor than Newport.
Some merriment flowed after the
statement that the Spanish and the
Irish had many things in common
and that Galway was a center where
Spanish blood had liberally minglet
with that of the natives.
It Is a well-known bloc-ideal facte
enriched and maybe enlarged by romantic 'tradition that it was an
Irishman who was at the wheel of
the Columbus flagship the night that
the new land was discovered in October 1492. When Columbus left
Palos he was short-handed and he
picked up a couple of hands in the
Azores, Irish sailors there waiting
for any adventure that might turn
up.
They shipped with Columbus and
accompanied him to his goal, "San
Salvador," named in honor of the
Savior. This statement is supported by history.
Donn Byrne says in his beautiful
tale, "Blind Raftery"—"And it was
from Galway that Columbus' shrewd
navigator came, so I have heard it
claimed, and no man gainsay it."

Spanish-lrish History
When the remnant of the Spanish
Armada, which escaped from the
British fleet in the English Channel,
In 1588, sought to make its escape
around the northern coast of Ireland, many of its vessels found
safety in the sheltered harbors of
3alway shores.
Spanish
gypsies
roamed
the
3ountryside and boats from Barcelona made regular trips to Galway
Harbor.
It was the Galway Archbishop
of Tuam who founded the Irish
wrsneisean Colletze et RI' A nthnnv
at Louvain. •ints was tnrougn tie
generosity of the daughter of
Philip the Second, In 1616, Spanish
prayer books were translated into
Irish by the same Archbishop.
A country, which could supply
Marshal O'Donnell to Spain and
Marshal McMahon to France and
Admiral O'Higgins to Chile and
Gen Philip H. Sheridan to
the
I nited States, might well
be expected to have had many of its
sons settling in the beautiful
Antil; les. Juan
O'Donoju was the Spanish
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Facing Financial Crisis
Says Reseaich
Bureau
Charges that Mayor Curley has
not taken adequate steps to carry out
his announced plans for curtailing
city expenses, with the result that
the present policies of the city government are plunging the city into a
financial crisis, were made last night
in a statement by the Boston Municipal Research Bureau. The statement asserts that the 1932 municipal
• I
financial requirements will exceed
Mayor James M. Curley presented Jack Sharkey, new heavyweight box'
those of 1931, and that the tax rate
ing ch:impion of the world, with a beautiful Chelsea sea clock at City Hal.
will be at least $34, the highest in this noon.
the history of the city.

•

DELAYS PROSPERITY
"The fact Is," the statement declares, were provided tor in me nuuget, Uel
"that owing to the depreciation in real progress on savings by improved purestate values, with a very small cor- chasing methods has teen "lamentably
slow"; and only minor steps have been
responding decrease In assessed values, Liken in the elimination
of unnecessary
the tax rate based on true value activities and consolidation of departments.
pc
will be nearer $10 than
it
Concluding the statement, the bureau
seems inevitable that failure to reduce asserted:
the cost of government will postpone "If the free and easy spending metha return to better times, will reduce ods of prosperity are not stopped by
community purchasing power, and will reduced city and school budgets for the
increase the number of persons without last six months of 11;32 and for 1933, the
employment, business fallurts and city will proceed a few stps further
mortgage foreclosures,
along the road which Fall River and
"A tremendous Increase in tax de- Chicago have been travelling. The danlinquencies and in the cash deficit* at ger is imminent and the time has come
the end of the present year is unavold- for action, in the form of genuine and
able. Although methods for curtailing ifar-reachtng economy, not promises or
expenses from a prosperity basis have merely surface eeenemy
already been charted by the present
administration at City Hall, the actual
steps taken so far have been hopelessly
inadequate, timid and half-hearted. It
the published plans already commenced
or promised by the administration were
courageously
and
wholefollowed
heartedly, the city would be well on the
road to satisfactory economies and the
cost of government would be brought

nearer the capacity of the people to
meet it."
New Jobs Created
The statement pointed out that the

salarlea and wages of city and county
Amployees have been reduced less than
6 per cent in the form of deductions
which are contributed to the nubile
welfare department,. instead of the
elimination of positions,.100 new ones
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Facing Financial Crisis
Says Research
Bureau
•

Charges that Mayor Curley has
not taken adequate steps to carry out
his announced plans for curtailing
city expenses, with the result that
the present policies of the city gov.ernment are plunging the city into a
financial crisis, were made last night
in a statement by the Boston Municipal Research Bureau. The statement asserts that the 1932 municipal
financial requirements will exceed
Mayor James M. Curley presented Jack Sharkey, new heavyweight boxthose of 1931, and that the tax rate
ing champion of the world, with a beautiful Chelsea sea clock at City Hal;
will be at least $34, the highest in this noon.
the history of the city.
DELAYS PROSPERITY
"The fact Is," the statement declares, were provided tor in toe nuuget, klelUtli
"that owing to the depreciation In real Progrese on savings by Improved purestate values, with a very small cor;chasing methods has been "lamentably
slow"; and only minor steps have been
responding decrease In assessed values, taken in the elimination
of unnecessary
based
on
rate
true value activities and consolidation of departthe tax
will be nearer $40 than $34.
It inento•
Concluding the statement, the bureau
seems inevitable that failure to reduce asserted:
the cost of government will postpone "If the free and easy spending metha return to better times, will reduce ode of prosperity are not stopped by
community purchasing power, and will reduced city and school budgets for the
increase the number of persons without last six months of 19:12 and for 1933, the
employment, business failurts and city will proceed a few atps further
mortgage foreclosures.
along the road which Fall River and
"A tremendous increase in tax de- Chicago have been travelling. The danlinquencles and in the cash dencitit at ger is Imminent and the time has come
the end of the present year is unavoid- for action, in the form of genuine and
able. Although methods for curtailin0far_reoehing economy, not promises or
expenses from a prosperity basis have merely marrow', ornnnrnv"
already been charted by the present
administration at City Hall, the actual
steps taken so far have been hopelessly
inadequate, timid and half-hearted. If
the published plans already commenced
or promised by the administration were
courageously
and
wholefollowed
heartedly, the city would be well on the
road to satisfactory economies and the
cost of government would he brought
nearer the capacity of the people to

meet it."
New Jobs Created
The statement pointed out that the
salarlea and wages of city and county
employees have been reduced less than
6 per cent in the form of deductions
which are contributed to the public
welfare department: instead of the

elimination of positions, loo new ones

"Fifty-one Miles on a Gallon? Get
My Silk Hat," Said the Mayor

Research Bureau
Sees Crisis Ahead

In another statement on the city of
Boston finances, the Municipal Research
Bureau charges that Mayor Curley has
stunt man, began not take adequate steps to curtail city
movie
and
pilot
plane
Senor
said
1932
"Happy to meet you, sir,"
building the car m 1930 and finished it expenses, with the result that the
Curley. But geniality aid expansiveness in June, 1931. In July of that year his municipal financial requirements will exrate
tax
;9000 investment brought him $20,000 for ceed those of 1931, and that the
Save way to incredulity when his visitor
highest in the
rattled off "51 miles on a gallon ef gaso- breaking two records at Indianapolis: will be at least $34, the
line, makes 101 miles an hour, weighs raising the circular track record from city's history.
"The fact is," the statement declared.
625 pounds and I keep it parked in :ny 83.6 to an average of 99.2 miles an hour
and hitting it up to 101 on the straight- "that owing to the depreciation in real
bedroom at the hotel."
vis:he
estate values with a very small correaway.
Shown a souvenir postcard of
,
Morehouse, who is thirty-two, yearned sponding decrease in assessed values, the
itor, Kenneth L. Morehouse of Detroit
ile to build a midget car ever since he was tax rate based on true value will be
designer and builder of the automob
only a youngster. As he grew older he studied nearer $40 than $34. It seems inevitable
which does all this and measures
the
engineering and then went to the Ford that fallere to reduce the cost of gee52 Inches long, 24 high and 34 wide,
ques- Motor Company as a designer, where he eenraeet will postpone a return to better
mayor settled the plug photograph
of them in tunes, will rcetice community purchasing!
"A
tion by calling for "the silk hat.''when remained eleven years, most
ment.
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power, and 's ill increase the number of
honor
the
experim
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ed
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d,"
battere
bit
toppsr
Then he set out to build his car. He 'sermons •.vithr.ut employment. bu.aness
eager hands passed him a tousled
an used five $200 diamonds in the bearings failures arc mortgage foreclosure..
around which he expertly whirled
"A trerneedous increase in tax delinting on the crankshaft and every other beararm. Then in an equally penetra
" and ing is of the roller type, making it the quencies and in the cash deficit at the
Wilcox,
"Mr.
ned
summo
voice he
end of the p;esent yea,. Is unavoidable.
ing motor in the world.
office—
from the crowd at one end of the Hall— only roller-bear
The motor has twin ignition, two car- Although methods for curtailing exfor this is opsn door day at City Wilcox,
buretors, four wheel brakes, an electric penses from a prosperity ,basis have althere emerged Mr. Standish
when starter, a supercharger, four speeds ready been charted by the present ad-1
aphic
photogr
mayor
and
greeter
with mu- ahead and two speeds reverse. It can ministration at City Hall, the actual
the elected mayor is too busy
aphs.
thirty-five miles an hour in re- e steps taken so far have been hopelessly
nicipal affairs to pose for photogr Curley make There is no muffler on his motor Inadequate, timid and half-hearted. If
verse.
There ensual a debate as Mayor
to the mite. The driver wraps his legs around the pebliehed plans already commenced
ordered "Mayor" Willcox below
or promised by the administration were
Mystery" was the engine.
front yard where the "Little feet of pedesMorehouse is still on a honeymoon, be- followed courageously and whole-heartparked out from under the
Miss
wed
he
edlY, the city would be well on the road
having gun last December when
trians. Mr. 'Willcox demured at . "The Anna Lee Hershey of the chocolate fam- to satisfactory economies and the cost
-breast
double
serge
blue
in
pose
to
he went ily, while in the air 2000 feet over of government would be brought nearer
frock coat," he insisted. But
along with Hagerstown, Md. Since then they have the capacity of the people to meet it."
out in topper and blue serge
The statement pointed out that the sal- I
moakey's visited twenty-two States and will go on
Mr. Morehouse In white greaseemout to Portland, Me., tomorrow afternoon.
grieS and weges of eV./ and courry
Jumpers, while Mayor Curley lookud
In the mayor's anteroom, Morehouse ployees lei ve been reduced less then 5
was causing
a front window to see what gates.
which
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who
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was dwelling upon the celebrities
all the commotion inside the
as he have been photographed in his car. He , are contributed to the public welfare cte.
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much
around
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drove up from South Station s to the Hoover has had that honor until he was positions 100 new ones were provided for
eleven o'clock to pay his respect
s
Puerto
In the budget, actual progress on savbrought up to date on the mayor'
governor, who was absent, and to the Rican affiliations. In the inner office ings by improved purchasing meththe
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ng
swingi
before
Mayor,
staying. President Hoover's name somehow ods has been "lamentably slow" and
Stealer where he and his bride are motor dropped out of conversation and it was only minor steps have been taken in
Actually smaller than the side-car safely learned that "Governor Roosevelt and the eliminatioa of unnecesssev activities
cycle escort which saw him
the Jimmy Walker have been photographed and consolidation of desartments.
through traffic, the tiny car made
Concluding the statement, the bureau
In the car."
nes.
Baby Austins look like limousi r. airssertee.•
It's a one-man, twceparty ear.
.Morehouse, automobile designe
"If the free and easy spending meth.
ods of Prosperity are not stopped by
reduced city and school budgets for the
last six months of 1932 and for 1932, the
city will proceed a few steps further
along the road which Fall River and ChiThe danger
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SENDS SILVERNI
TO PORT HEARINGS
Mayor Scores Practices
Revealed in New York

instructed
Mayor Curley yf,sterday
Silverman
Corporation Counsel Samuel
now in
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progress in New York city at
sion
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tate
the Inters
the
is investigating the practices of
port of
various railroads serving the
their
New York in connection with
At
warehouse activities and charges.Port
the present time the Boston
th(
of
al
approv
Authority, with the
hear.
Mayor, is in attendance at the
ings, and Counsel Johnston B. Camp.
beer
bell, for the Port Authority, has
in attendance at. all the rearings. rep
The evidence introduced by the
resentatives of the Interstate Com
merce Commission, said Mayor Curie
yesterday, has been so startling am
alarming that he deemed it advisabl.
that the Corporation Counsel appear a
once and join hands with the Pot
Authority in order that the city govein
ment may be officially represented.
"Tt is now disclosed," the Mayo
said, "that another reason for th,
loss of Boston's commerce, in additiot
to the free lighterage given at th
,Port of New York, is the illegal an(
improper granting of gratuities t,
shippers by means of free storage co
cars and other storage at absurd an:
t(
In addition
ridiculous rates.
gratuities granted by free storage an(
storage at absurd rates, the railroad:
are further providing insuance to ship
pers on their commodities at rates the.
are absurdly low and which, in evt.r1
instance, cost the railroad much more
than the charge made to the shipper
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City Employees
Must Live Here
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(Daily Record Photo)

Hub's Own!
Mayor James

M.
Curley shown yesterday at City Hall
as he presented a
nautical clock to
Jack Sharkey, of
Chestnut Hill,
world heavy champion, as a reminder of the Squire's
former Navy days.
Jack ia rapidly becoming a popular
champion.
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KELLY ASKS PROBE
OF CURLEY RECEPTION
Hints Funds Diverted from Holiday
Appropriation
The city council yesterday asked the
finance commission to inves.igate possible diversion of municipal funds for
the obst ranee of Fourth of July to
the cost of the reception to Mayor
Curley on his return from the Demoerotic convention at Chicago, which
Councilman Francis E. Kelly termed "a
carefully prepared publicity stunt."
Kelly asserted he had infermation
that the cost of 15,000 "victory" badges
and of the expanded fireworks display
on the Common would be paia om the
holiday appropriatioi
No objection was !nu
'N passage of Kelly's order, w
.ied on
the Commission for an immetoate investigation and a report to the council
July 26.

Eiy unanimous vote. the City Council
decreed at vesterday.'s session that all
employees of the city must live in Boston. Councilor David M. Brockman, who
introduced the order, stated that more
than 1000 of them live in adjoining cities
and towns, a condition which he termed
as "grossly unfair" to the unemployed
residents as well as to the tax-paying
business interests of Boston.
It was decided that a meeting of the
ordinance committee be called soon to
tighten up the regulations so that none
but "citizen voters, male or female, can be ;
employed in any capacity in the city
service." If the Legislature decides to
hold a special session the Council will
seek an amendment to the civil service
laws so that city employees may not be
unwed to move from Boston after re, ;ring their appointments.
tei motion of Councilor Brarkman. the
,uncil voted to petition the Legislature
t., suspend the laws which require citier,
I and towns to purchase prison-made
goods, "so that they can take advantage
of the lower prices in the open market .
and provide continued employment for
men who are not in prison."
The Council blocked the proposal to
grant time off to city employees who contribote from one to three days' pay each
month to the unemployment relief fund.
The light for days off was led by Councilor Francis E. Kelly of Dorchester.
Kelly took occasion to denounce the
welcome home demonstration extended
to Mayor Curley upon the latter's return
from the Democratic national convention
and called upon the Finance Commission
to scrutinize the July 4 celebration bills
, to determine whether any of the municipal funds went to the Roosevelt "vie.; tory parade."

City's Joy Ruling
is Again Reduced
They won't go joy riding any more In
the Public Works Department—for yet
can't joy-ride in a Ford coupe, accordine
to Mayor Curley. Today contracts were
signed for forty new Fords to be delivered
rthia month, twenty-two of them coup**
for the foremen to be used in making
their daily rounds of street-work. and the
others trucks. To secure them from font
dealers at the contract price of $27.362
,the city turned in Rem Buirks, Dodges.
Narthes, most of them touring cars which
had served the families of the
foremen
well in the last few years. despite. Whatever rules may have existed against
log the women folk and the childrentak.
on
the Sunday and holiday picnics.
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Curley Leads Mayors
Group in Call on Ely

Ask Ely to Call
pedal Session
of Legislature
Mayors Seek Aid for Cities,
Towns—To Meet Friday
to Draw Up Program

Mayor Curley and some of the executives and former executives who
called on the Governor today to ask him to call a special session of the
I egislature to givp financial aid to the cities of the state. Left to right:
Mayor Casasea of Revere, ex-Mayor Eldridge of Somerville, IVIa,yor Curley,
Mayor Ashley of New Redfoid, Mayor Manning of Lynn, Mayor Quigley of
Chelsea.

Asked to Call Special Session of Legislature
to Give Financial Relief to Municipalities
and Prevent Tax Increases

Governor

A group of Massachusetts mayors and
former mayors and other()Metals, headed
by Mayor Curley, waited on Gov. Ely
today to a.sk him to call a special session
of the Legislature to give financial relief
to municipalities and to prevent prohibitive tax rates.
ELY PROMISES CO-OPERATION
In the party were Mayor Hshley of
New Bedford, Mayor Caaassa of Revere,
Mayor Quigley of Chelsea. Mayor Manning of Lynn, ex-Mayor Kimball of
Malden, ex-Mayor Eldridge of Somerville, Budget Commissioner Fox and
City Auditor Carven of Boston.
The Governor asked the group to submit to him some concrete proposal, and
it was decided to call a meeting of the
Mayors' Club for next Tuesday at I

P.M. at the Parker House and to invite
Theodore N. Weddell, director of the
state division of accounts: President
Bacon of the Senate, Speaker Saltonstall of the House.
The Governor promised his earnest
consideration and co-operation.
In the event of a special session being called, it is considered likely that it
will be called before September. Municipal tax rates are as a rule determined in August, and bills sent out
Sept. 1. Officials at the State House
expressed the belief that unless something develops mean time, there is
small hope of aid for the communities
in holding down their tax rates. A
commission. named by the Legislature,
is now considering the whole matter of
municipal expenditures, and may report
In the event of a special session.

A delegation of the Mayor's Club of
Massachusetts, headed by Mayor Curley,
called at the State House today and requested Governor Ely to call a special
session of the Legislature to provide relief for cities and towns in financial distress and to pans legislation to prevent
a, prohibitive tax rate.
At the conclusion of the conference
I with the chief executive, Mayor Curley
I said that the governor suggete_ted;le.t
I the club hold a meeting to decrfienn a
' specific program which could be presented to the Legislature in the event
the special session was called. Carrying
out the governor's proposal the e
agreed to meet in the Parker House next
Friday, at 1 o'clock. and to invite Theodore N. Waddell, director of the State
division of accounts, President Gasear
G. Bacon of the Senate and Speaster
Leverett Saltonstall of the House of
Representatives.
T
group which attended the conference, in addition to Mayor Curley,
were Mayor Charles 8. Ashley of New
Bedford, Mayor Lawrence F. Quigley of
Chelsea, Mayor Andrew J. Cassasea of
Revere, Mayor J. Fred Manning of Lynn,
Mayor James A. Torrey of Beverly, Rele
resentative John V. Kimball, former
Mayor Charles W. Eldridge of Somerville,
president of the club; Rupert S. Carven,
city auditor of Boston, and Charlem
Fox, budget commissioner of °Beton. J,
During the conference the delegation
prvolited a prepared statement
to the
governor which read, in pare nil
follows:
"The serious financial condition
in
which citiee and the indiestritil towns
themselves, le caused in a large find
part
by the clinchm;ge of the employees of
pub.
:Ic service, industrial organizations
the financial institutions. Many of and
these
employees have found it necensary
to
seek public aid from the cities and
town*
with the result that the costs or
ment have soared almost beyond Oovern•
control.
—rho condition in abnormal end
r.
fleets a real emergency which
ordinary
financing fails. to meet. Added
to this
coodition is tile Inability of certain
nicipalities to finance temporary loansmu.'
in
anticipation or taxes with the result
that
ninny employee's in various parts
Commonwealth have failed to of ths
compensation for their servicea receive
rendered
to cities and towns covering periods
et
weeks 'Ind in some eases
mouths.
Another difficulty that confnroonwtsex
taanind
municipalities was the tvireup of
munie.
ipitiufntd
inedrsin
condeitionee
lons1‘
‘
11,a
hn
ickhn.
have existed during the last twoexist
and onehalf yearn, It would seem
during such emergency that reasonable
the
gists
should conic to the financial
cities and towns for the nurpomerelief of
of
con.
Inning nectoosary aid to the
unemployed
and also for furnishing relief to
the
burdened taxpayer, because if the over.
exist.
in
appropriations required for imern
.
ployment relief and soldiers
relief
this
Year are financed mit of
taxation, undoubts-elle tax rates will he
and many taxpayer's will find prohibitive
themselves
unable to meet their tax obligations..

MAYORS TO DISCUSS NOT OfiS ilr[f
STATE AID PLANS ELY 1[1 RELIEF
To Meet Friday—Seek Special Session
Of Legislature to Deal With Relief

i
Curley, as si,oltesman for
the :11 iirs Club of Massachusetts.
went to the State House today and
asked Gov. Ely to call a speci
al'
session of the 'legislature to
raise
funds for welfare relief.
"The purpose of my visit is to
ask Gov. Ely to call a special session to enact legislation that
will
save the unemployed people
of
the state from starving to death
next winter, and to enact legislation to prevent a prehihitivo tax
rate," Mayor Cuiley announced
as he waited in the council cham
ber for the governor's appea
rance.
The mayor expected to find the
governor in full accord with his
request as the latter, upon the failureof the legislature to enact tax
laws for welfare relief before proroguing, had expressed his belief
a
special session would be necessary,
Accompanying
Mayor
Cutley
were Mayor Eldridge of Somerville
,
president of the Mayors Club,
and
Mayors Ashley. of New Bedfo
rd,
Casassa of Revere, Manning of
Lynn, Rep. John B. Kimball
of
l Maiden, City Auditor Carve
n and
Budget Commissioner Fox of Boston, all prepared to set forth the
urgent need of their communities
for increased funds.
It was the first meeting between
'Gov. Ely and Mayor Curley since
the Democratic convention.

"Public officials recognize their responsibility in alleviating the sufferAs a result of a confe
rence between
caused by unemployment and the
Gov Ely and Mayors of
a number of ing
necessity of furnishing food and
Massachusetts cities at the
Governor's shelter to
office today, a meeting
their citizens who are withof the Mayors out
means of visible support.
Will be held Friday
afternoon at
"The condition is abnormal and reo'clock at the Parker
House at which flects a
real emergency which nrdinary
jaction will be taken on
the question financing
fails to
lof asking for a special
session of condition is the meet. Added to this
the Legislature.
inability of certain
municipalities to finance temporary
Mayor Curley headed a
group
of
loans
in anticipation of taxes, with the
municipal executives who
met with result that many emplo
the Governor this noon
and urged that parts of the Commo yes in various
nwealth have
he call a special session to
pass legis- failed to receive compensati
lation for the relief of cities
on for
and towns their services rendered
cities end
in financial distress: The
Mayor said towns covering period to
s of weeks and
it was wanted "in order to
prevent in some cases months. Anoth
er diffipeople from starving this Winte
also prevent prohibitive localr and culty that confronts certain municipaltax
ities
was
the tying up of municipal
rates." The conference lasted
nearly funds in closed banks.
an hour.
The Governor informed his caller
s
that he would give earnest consid
era- Overburdened Taxpayer
tion to a concrete proposal from
them
"Under conditions which now exist
that the Legislature be assembled
in and have existe
Special session.
d during the last two
And
one-half years, it would seem
— —ieasonable during such emergency
Waddell and Bacon
that the State should come to the
In consequence of the Governor's financial relief of cities and towns for
the
purpose of continuing necessary
suggestion the meeting Friday
at
aid to the unemployed
Parker House was decided upon. the
Di- furnishing relief to the and also for
overburdened
rector Theodore N. Waddell of
State Ditision of Accounts, Pres the taxpayer, because if the existing apGas- propriation, required
par G. Bacon of the Senate,
for unemployand ment relief and soldie
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of
rs relief this
the year are financed out
House will be invited.
of taxation, undoubt
edly
tax rates will be prohibitive
According to Mayor Curley
the and many taxpayers will
find themmeeting will endeavor to agree upon a
selves
unabl
e to meet their tax oblidefinite proposition for relief and this
gations.
will be submitted to the Governor.
Gov Ely confirmed the Mayor's account of the conference today, but had
nothing to add, he said.
The Mayor wee Raked if politics, by
l
I any chance, had been discussed arm
At pcesent, tne Issoston
he said "No."
port, authorAttending the conference today were
ity is represented at the
hearings by
the following members of the Mayors.
Johns
ton
B.
Campbell, former Inters
Club:
tate
comme
rce commission chairman
Ex-Mayor Charles \V. Bidrilge of
ond
Somerville, president; Mayor Andrew
now special counsel for
the port auA. Canalise, Revere; Representetive
thorit
y.
Mayor
Curley has consi
John V. Kimball, Malden; Mayo:
Instructs Silverman to Attend the eviden
dered
ce in the case so seriou
charles S. Ashley, New Bedford; hease that
the
Bosto
n
city
1.
C. C. Hearings
government should be
,!. James A. Torrey, Beverly; Mayo:
officially represented.
La'vl coca F. Quigley, Chelsea; Mayor
Charges have been made
Fred Manning. Lynn: Mayor Thorn.
Mayor Curley yesterday
at the hearinstructed ing that shippers
Corporation Counsel Samuel
at the port of New
as J. McGrath, Quincy; Mayor James
Silve
rman
York
have
been
to represent the city at hearin
gianted free atorag
M. Curley, Boston; Budget Commis.
gs
e
stoner Charles J. Fox, Boston: City
being held by the Interstate Commenow cm cars, and that the railroads are prorce viding insurance to
Auditor Rupert S. Carven. Boston.
Commission in New York to
shippers at. rates
c
sider
which
cost
the railroads more
the practices of railroads
than the
serving the shippers are charg
ed.
port of New York.
Curleyai Statement
The
invest
igation was started
Evidence introdt. a before 'he
to decomtermine wheth
Mayor Curley, in discussing the
mission has indicat
that the railroads railroads were er the revenues of the
matter with the newspapermen, said:
being dissipated
are granting gratui.. s to shippe
by alers using
and improper
"The Legislature must come to the
New York as A port, and thus
taking ley said yesterdaypractices. Mayor Currelief of the cities and towns in this
from Boston shipping which miglt.
that if the city
go
port authority are able
and
Commonwealth that are in financial
through the harbor here if the
to stop the
flame alleged illegal
need. The serious financial condition
privileges were given in Bosto
practices in New
n,
the
Bosto
n
York,
will
be
in a fair positi
in which cities II rld the industrial
Mayor believes.
on to regain lost commerce.
towns find themselves is ea used in a
large part by the discharge of the employes of public service, industrial or.
genizations and financial institutions.
Many of these employes have found It
necessary to seek public ald torn the
cities and towns, with the result that
the .-oats of government have snared
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NO DAY OFF IN 30
IN CITY EMPLOY

•

Council Fears Entering
Wedge to Reduction
A proposal that city employes be
granted monthly vacations of one day
for each day's pay contributed to tha
welfare department was rejected by the
city council yesterday, after arguments
'were advanced that adoption of the
proposal would be an entering wedge
for a demand for reducing the number
of city workers.
Councilman Kelly's assertion that the
proposal, which came before the council as his order, would involve no increase in personnel because in almost
all departments one employe'could do
the work ordinarily done by two,
brought attacks on the plan from Councilmen Joseph McGrath, John I. Fitzgerald and Peter A. Murray.
"Adopt this scheme," McGrath said,
"which is nothing more thao an admission that it is possible to reduce substantially the number of city employes,
and we provide the entering wedge for
a demand for such a reduction.
"We might as well assert that if such
a plan should be inaugurated, it could
be said, 'If we can dispense with your
services temporarily, we can dispense
with them permanently.'

Hot Dog Prices Under
Fire in Baseball Parks
A drive was launched by the city
council yesterday to force a reduction in the prices asked for hot dogs,
pop, near beer and other refreshments by Harry Stevens, the concessionaire at both major league
baseball parks.
Councilman Dowd of Roxbury
ridiculed the price of 15 cents for
a hot dog. Be quoted prices demanded for other edibles. No protest was voiced to the adoption of
his order calling on Mayor Curley
to demand from the baseball clubs
action which will result in rt. downward revision of prices.

CORRIDOR CLUB TO BECOME

•

ROOSEVELT-GARNER ASS'N
The Corridor Club at its regular
meeting yesterday in its rooms, 9 Scollay sq, voted to reorganize and change
Its name to the Roosevelt-Garner Association, Inc. Pres James ("Jerry") A.
Watson presided.
The old officers of the Corridor Club
will serve the new organization in the
same capacity.
It was voted to hold an outing on
the King Philip Aug 18, and arrangements are being made for a RooseveltGarnet. field day at Oak Island some
Suncily In the near future. Candidates
Roosevelt and Garner and Mayor Cur.
Icy will he invited AS speakers.
'The associ. lion intends to take an
active part it the national Democratic

campaign.
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W ORKERS
MUST LIVE
IN BOSTON
Council Adopts Order
on Municipal
Employees

WOULD USE CUSTODIANS
FOR SCHOOL REPAIRING
Councilman Clement A. Norton of
Hyde Park, yesterday proposed ...in the
council that schoolhouse custodians be
employed in school repair work in the
summer.
He called attention to the fact that
the department of school buildings will
spend $1,000,000 for alterations and repairs to buildings and added that a.s a
large outlay will be made for replacing
broken glass, the custodians and their
assistants could readily be employed to
set the glass and do other Lorms of
repair work.

COUNCIL PROBES AWARD
DEMANDS WOMEN CITY
EMPLOYES LIVE HERE OF HOSPITAL CONTRACT
A revision of city ordinances which
will compel all women employes of the
city to be residents of Boston was proposed to the city council yesterday by
Councilman David M. Bradman of
RoxbUry.
He also sponsored an order demandMg the submission by Mayor Curley to
the council at names of approximately
1000 municipal workers who live outside
of Boston and suggested a change in
an ordinance which will make it an offence punishable by a fine of $25 for any
person to allow rubbish or garbage to
be strewn around premises after the expiration of a warning period of 48
hours.

//

Trustees of the City Hospital were
called upon yesterday by the city council to explain approval of the award of
a contract for an underpass at the institution to a contractor whose bid was
$2300 in excess of the lowest proposal,
as well as to report upon the wisdom
of engaging outside hospitalization for
the treatment of cases of tonsils and
adenoids.
The successful bidder was John
Bowen, Inc., which will receive $19,800 for doing the work which four competitors offered to do for less money.

MAYOR CURLEY PRAISES
LATE KING C. GILLETTE
Mayor Curley yesterday sent the following telegram to Mrs King C. Gillette, widow of the inventor of the
safety razor, whose husband died Saturday at his ranch near Los Angeles:
"Mr Gillette's honesty of purpose,
superb intellect, untiring industry and
inventive gmlus developed in the city
of Boston a great industrial enterprise
that provided opportunity for a livelihood at good wages and under ideal
conditions for thousands of men nnd
women. American agriculture he rendered a most valuable service of great
benefit to the present generation anc
even larger measure to posterity."

Charging that more than 100(1
municipal workers live in adjoining
cities and towns, Councillor David
M. Brockman of Roxbury, late yesterday, demanded that they be forced
to move back to Boston under penalty of removal from the city payroll.
ADOPTED BY COUNCIL
His order for this purpose was unanimously adopted by the City Council
after he contended that the recent questionnaires sent by Mayor Curley to the
city employees would show that not
only hundreds of school teachers but
workers in almost all the other municipal departments do not live in the city.
This condition is "grossly unfair" to
the unemployed residents as well as to
the taxpaying nosiness Interests of Boston, he protested. In an effort to tighten up the regulations concerning city
employees, the Council committee on ordinances will hold an early meeting to
amend the present system so that none
but "citizen voters, male or female, can
he employed in any capacity in the city
service."
If the Legislature decides to hold a
special session this year, the Councillors
will seek an amendment to the civil
service laws so that city employees
maY I
not be allowed to move from
Boston
after receiving their appointments.

Protest Prison Goods
On motion of Councillor
the Council voted to petition Brackman,
the Legislature to suspend the laws which
require cities and towns to
purchase
prison-made goods, "so that they
can
take advantage of the lower
the open market and provide prices is
continued
employment for men who are
not In
prison."
The Council blocked the
proposal to
grant time off to city employees
who
contribute from one to three
days' pay
each month to the
unemployment
relief fund. The fight for days off was
led by Councillor Francis E.
Kelly
of
Dorchester.
Kelly took occasion to
denounce
the
welcome home demonstration
extended
to Mayor Curley upon the
turn from the Democratic latter's renational
convention and called upon the
ct,mcnission to scrutinize the Finance
July
4th
celebration hills to
wheter
any of the municipal determine
funds
Roosevelt "victory parade."went to the
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MAY ABOLISH CM PAY OF
LOSES IN
TY
'CI
TRAFFIC SQUAD 28 TEACHERS $100,000 rigHT
Commr, Hultman Surve3ing Conditions Before
Making Change
A study of conditions which may result in abolition of the police traffic
unit and the assignment of the 300 men
to the various divisions to augment the
route policemen on routes, is being
made by Police Commissioner Eugene
C. Hultman. it was learned today.
This means that all traffic officer.:
ma,:: be taken off at all except strategic
points throughout the city, and traffic
regulated am n sst entirely by the traffic
signal system.
The survey begun by the police commissioner may result, if found to be
feasible, in the captaia of the traffic
stations. lieutenants and some sergeants
being given a roving commission to
tour the whole city to se whether
traffic is runing smoothly.
With the smooth operation of the
traffic. sienals. the traffic officers .at
many Intersections are now merely
danding around, with little to do, It is
felt. At busy spots and in crowded
sections of the city, particularly in the
down-town area, it would be necessary
to keep traffic policemen on duty.
Under the plan now under consideration, a traffic policeman would be given
a limited route, in which he might be
able to see for some distance in either
direction and to move about, it necessary, from one point to another within
that route, to keep traffic going.
Commissioner Hultman believes that
under the present system, numerous officers are merely automatons and are
not getting the police experience of
route officers. At many places traffic
men are not needed.
The elimination of the traffic diviactual
sion would place more men in over a
police work, spread the men
are
which
wider area and fill in gaps
The comnot now covered thoroughly.
missioner will take no definite action
until he has
in this regard, however, carefully
, he
surveyed the situataion
says.

Take Out Amount Equal
to Relief Contribution

la,t night
The scho.a I
who
to reduce the pay of all teachersto the
'refused to contribute voluntarily
The
Boston.
in
ed
unemploy
relief of the
reduction will equal the amount they
done
they
would have contributed had
so voluntarily.
salAs the board has the power to fix
aries, the reductions will be appended
will
which
,
to the new salary schedule
next
come up for approval by the boardnames
Monday night. At that time the
the teachers will be made public.
Out of the 5500 teachers, 28, it is said,
make volhave neglected or refused to
Weluntary contributions to he Publicof the
fare Department for the support
unemployed.

TAX RATE MAY
SOAR TO $34
Mayor Urges Special Session for Bond Issue
'Unless a special session of the Legis.2n,lature authorizes a bond issue of $and
000,010 to provide aid for the jobless s.
relief for the overburdened taxpayer
Boston's tax rate may soar to the record top of $31 this year, Mayor Curley
House,
Indicated yesterday at the State Mayors
where he appeared with other
Ely.
Governor
in an appeal to
He pointed out that without State assistance, Boston would have to raise
$5,154,934.47 more than appeared in the
M1 tax levy, and this, roughly, would
represent an increase of $2.50 in the
present in60 tax rate.

the C. & P.
A finding, awarding
than
Construction Comp:inv more
against
today
1
returne,
$100,000 was
Isaac Gorthe City of Boston by
auditor.
as
sat
who
don,
y sought
The construction compan
plus interest
1,
$84,042.5
recover
to
S110,674.'14,
of $26,632.23, a total of
in cormecfor labor and material
of a part
tion with the construction
Tunnel extenof the Dorchester
sion.
y
Gordon found that the compan
amount
was obliged to do a great
extra
furnish
of extra work and
and
materials, due to the errors
rod
negligence of linemen and ent.
departm
men of the city transit
that the
The report also finds
to reconstruction company had
result of
move earth and rock as a
transit
wrong grades given by the
department.

Boston Tax Rate
May Jump toof$34
the

Unless a special . session
Legislature authorizes a bond issue
of $20,000,000 to provide aid for
the jobless and relief for the overburdened taxpayers, Boston's tax
rate may soar to the record top of
$34 this „year, Mayor Curley indicated at the State House, where
he appeared with other mayors in
an appeal to Governor Ely.

good, rot tocratle government. Jeering
boos met his participation in the convenOur Democracy of
tion proceedings.
Massachusetts that last April profoundly
of
ioice
delegates for 010
voiced its
National Convention decisively reject...4i
James M. Curley. Certainly the citizen"
of Boston were right in expecting the
that their mayor would abide by the
expressed decision by keeping ale
since the great majority did net ch
hitn for their mouthpiece.
The Democracy of the State holds
her breast the noble delegatioo lawful
L—
elected to the National vent:untie
.1a
headed by the brilliant, gt,
,
at-souled
our
Ely.
beloved
seph B.
Governor
tstrill'111. Ole MAYOR
the high-minded apostle of Denim rate;
the Honorable Senator David T. walotf,
To the Editor of the Transcript:
take a delegation that could not be stampe44
As an ardent Democrat. may I
out of their convictions. The wholesol
the liberty of making a few remarks leacierehip of these great steteemen
"Curley
editorial
recent
your
to
relative
ie.. sympathies and deep knowle
Offers the Olive Branch"? In the judg- , t -0 ernal glory over
Massach‘Asette. :
ment of true Democrats Mayor Curley
..
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never will
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her leaders. ,
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be in a poeition to assumevery presence flovernor Roosevelt. the Democratic raters.
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Commonw
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for President. carries
the capacity of inee
Massflehl4
at the convention inRieo was an insult setts next November, it will be
In isotte
delegate from puerto
not
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Mayor
Curley.
of city and
to the Democratic voters principle of
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0
B1104114
State and violeted every
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the tax
Items unfavorably affecting
appropriations of
rate are: An excess of
for
$500,000
$1.204.704; an increase of
because
debt, requirements, principally ed1 upon
as
y,
rr
j
00t,e0s00t or
n0
22,0
$n
civantio
a xantiu
of
$352,939 in contrast with interest of
borrowing
$108,531 upon the yearly increase of
$24,000,000 in 1931; an
for the
$59,341 in the appropriation
of
pension accumulation fund; increaseasThe C. & R. Construction Company
the
in$570,255 in the state tax, and
is entitled to receive $84,042 plusBosElethe
meet
to
$1,243,200
of
city of
the
from
$26,632
of
terest
.
vated operating deficit of $1,776,000 of ton for labor and materials for the conDoraddition there is a decrease
struction of section three of the
inand
on
to
$2,776,000 in the corporati
chester tunnel extension, according
commonthe
by
court tocome taxes collected
the a report filed in the superiorheard the
in
$300,000
of
shrinkage
a
wealth;
$500,000 day by Isaac Gordon, who
automobile excise tax; a drop of
de- case as auditor.
In estimated revenue of municipalfrom
The suit was brought to recover for
partments and losses as deductions 1931, extra work because of the alleged errors
with
n
compariso
in
men of
rate,
the tax
school and negligence of line and rodcity, and
of surplus cash of $1,629,379,
t of the
the
departmen
transit
$218,
surplus and estimated income of
failure of that department to determine
956 and the Elevated refund of $1,020,- with reasonable accuracy the amount
By JAMES GOGGIN
figured
be
to
time
in
year
paid last
of 'work to be done.
A Boston tax rate in excess of $34, 442 rate reduction element.
as a
Gordon reports that the construction
Or more than $2.20 above the highest
T
PAYMEN
company was obliged to remove large
CTORY
SATISFA
previous rate in 1926, is certain Unless
amounts of rearth and rock as the reThere is a certainty that the municithe Legislature lessens the imminent pal year will be marked by a staggering sult of wrong grades being given by
t, which were the
abnormal burden of Boston taxpayers deficit because of inability of taxpayers the transit departmenof the defendant's
of negligence
result
s.
measure
obligation
relief
a
to meet their
by the enactment of
line and rod men.
The only gratiiying feature of the
to assure speedy distribution to all muHe also found that the decision of
picture is the unfinancial
municipal
nicipalities of funds obtained by a state expectedly satisfactory payment of 1931 the engineer as to the classification of
rock and earth excavation and his estibond issue,
taxes. Despite the unemployment, ap- mate of the quantities excavated is
estate,
real
of
cent,
which
relief,
per
90
proximately
Barring this form of
, unjust, unfair, and
poll taxes were paid prior grossly erroneous
would provide Boston with revenue of personal and
outstanding uncollected unreasonable.
The
1.
July
to
Gordon found In his report that the
$5,000,000 from a proposed issue of taxes on that date were $6,070,290, inact of penalizing the construction com$20,000,000 of state bonds, there is pros- luding polls, of a total of $62,177,000.
pany
$11,100 for not having the job
A distressing factor, beyond the con- ,
pect that the heavy shrinkage in taxdemand of ' ,completed on schedule was arbitrary
the
is
officials,
city
of
rol
to
and was not based on bad faith or wilable valuation officially admitted
property owners for abatements of 1921
reach a "substantial number of millions," taxes. There are pending before the ful delay of the C. & R. Company, but
on
account cf errors of the transit destate board of tax appeal and the asses- partment and the failure of the
will force the rate well above $34.
police
s of valuareduction
for
petitions
sors
t to allow Sunday work to be
LEVY $5,128,451 GREATER
of approximately $200,000,000 of , departmen
tion
Known elements entering into the property valued at $600,000,000. The done. He suggests repayment of that
sum by the city.
determination of the rate, coupled with assessors have already marked down
Section 3 of the Dorchester tunnel
ts upon a great many properapproximate but conservative estimates assessmen
dis- was near the Shawmut branch of the
high-value
-town
down
in
the
ties
The contract
of other elements, reveal that the tax trict; many other buildings have been New Haven railroad.
price was $626,550, but there was $152,levy will be $5,128,451 greater than that razed to avoid the payment of taxes 000 for
extra work, of which the city
ordered
of last year. Computed OR the 1931 ,Ind the mandatory reductions
paid $50,472 and refused to pay the
valuation, a mathematical problem I ay the state appeal board threaten a balance. Gordon's report covered 198
which fails, because of the admitted raluation revision which will lop many MRCS.
reduction in total valuation, to disclose snore millions from taxable valuation
comthe correct figuresthis increase repre- than has been figured in informal
sents a tax rate jump in excess of $2.50 putations of the probable tax rate.
per $1000 of valuation.
the
As the taxable valuation shrinks,
of
tax rate effect per million dollars
unan
as
and
:he tax levy increases
precedented reduction is known to be
clays' pay a month from those receiving
a fact, the tax rate effect is inevitably
between $1600 and $3000: and three
greater than $2.50.
days' pay from those receiving all over
$3000.
The cause of the heavy jump in mus
nicipal expenditures is the tremendou
The plan calls for the deduction of
enlotthhe
uitcih
bh
ontho
kon
intriw
pone-dhalfofotfhethweeec
cost of maintaining the public welfare
More
ts.
departmen
relief
soldiers'
and
meet
than $12,000,000 will be required to and
of the month falls; the other half on
welfare demands during the year, tion
the pay day of the week In which the
although the original appropria
contrast
budget showed a decrease, in
the month falls.
final figthe
of
,
$1,010,000
of
1931,
with
In all, 22,000 cards were sent out to
of
ures will disclose an increase
employes. While the response hats been
$1,204,704.
general, a considerable number have
UNFAVORABLE ITEMS
Boston's
refused to sign.
if
that
possibility
is
There
Rather than order a general salary
levied by the
share of the assessment
of the metroAdvised that a large number of city reduction, the mayor will seek action j
state for the maintenance
$100,- employes, including school teachers,i through the city council, asking for thel
politan district is not decreased
enactment of a new
the state firemen and police, as well as a fewi authority to heads ofordinance giving
if
and
d,
anticipate
Is
000, as
departments to
county employes, had refused to sign
$338,747
for
city
the
cards giving the city authority to de- adjust and readjust salaries from time
fails to reimburse
as
to
time
they
see
fit.
assistage
old
for
duct from their wages proportionate
expended to April 30
Through this method such employcs
will be at least amounts, as determined, as their con- as refuse to sign
will be subjected to
ance, the tax levy
tribution toward the public welfare
ago.
year
a
than
a
forced contribution. The mayor
greater
$5,577,199
of a reduction fund, Mayor Curley today directed City called for a list of those who have has
spite
in
be
will
This
appropriations for school Auditor Careen to make the deductions fused to give their co-operation. reon the payrolls.
of $3,155,135 in
This
is taken to mean that, in the event
purposes.
of
On the schedule, as determined, one the
council passing the ordinanee,
day's pay a month will be deducted from
their
salaries
be
will
the
ones
subjected to
those receiving up to $1600 a year: two
"adjustment."

$34 TAX RATE interest
. SEEMS CERTAINn

FINDS THAT CITY
OWES $110,674

Heavy Shrinkage in Valuation May Mean Higher ,essment
FigureIn

STATE BOND ISSUE
POSSIBLE RELIEF

MAYOR FORCES
ALL TO DONATE

Orders Deductions from"
2
Pay for Benefit of
Public Welfare

tion in which cities and the industrial towns find themselves is caused
largely by the discharge of the employes of public service, industrial
organizations and financial institutions.
Many of these employes have
found it necessary to seek public
aid from he cities and towns with
the result•that the coats of government have soared almost beyond
control.
Public officials recognize their responsibility in alleviating the sufi feting caused by unemployment
and the necessity of furnishing food
and shelter to their citizens who
are without visible means of sapport.
The condition is abnormal and
reflects a real emergency which
ordinary financing fails to meet.
Added to this condition is the liability of certain municipalities to
finance temporary loans in anticipation of taxes, with the result that
many employes in various parts of
the commonwealth have failed to
receive compensation for their serGov. Ely was asked yesterday to call
vices rendered to cities and towns
a special session of the Legislature to
covering periods of weeks and in
pass emergency measures to provide resome cases months. Another diflief for municipalities in financial disficulty that confronts certain municipalities was the tying-up of
tress. The request was made by a group
municipal funds in closed banks.
of Massachusetts mayors who conferred
Under conditions which now exist
with the Governor for an hour yester- and have existed during the last
day afternoon on existing conditions.
two and one-hal years it would
Mayor Curley, spokesman for his as- seem reasonable during such emergency that the state should come to
sociate executives, said the legislation the
financial relief of cities and
is needed to prevent the starvation of towns for the purpose of continuing
citizens and to prevent the imposing of necessary aid to the unemployed
and.a2sh for furnishing relief to the
prohibitive tax rates.
The Governor suggested that the
mayors present a concrete proposal to
him and with this in view a special
meeting of the Mayors Club of Massachusetts has been called for Friday
at the Parker House.
To this conference Theodore N. Waddell, state director of accounts; President Bacon of the Senate and Speaker
Saltonstall of the House will be invited,
! Mayor Curley suggested the possibility of a $20,000,000 state bond issue
for distribution among the harassed
communities to be repaid over a period
of five years.
The Governor has promised to cooperate with any reasonable and sound
proposals that may be presented by the
mayors.

MAYORS SEEKINC
SPECIAL SESSION
TO OBTAIN AID

Ask Ely to Convene Legislature to Provide Means
For Financial Relief

CURLEY SUGGESTS
$20,000,000 BOND ISSUE

Executives Meet Friday to
Formulate Concrete
Proposal

overnuraenea taxpasei., hes...se
the existing appropriations required
for unemployment relief and soldiers' relief this year are financed
out of taxation, undoubtedly tax
rates will be prohibitive and many
taxpayers wiil find themselves unable to meet their tax obligations.
It has been suggested that relief
be furnished by the state to cities
and towns through the issue of approximately $20,000,000 in five-year
bonds, the proceeds of which will
be distributed equally to the cities
and towns upon the basis of which
they bear state taxation.
This distribution would provide
for the continuation of relief caused i
by unemployment for the balance
of the year and also be used in
part as a deduction from the tax
levy of the various cities and towns
to make the tax rates less excessive
In this year of 1932. In the absence of any special revenue to
finance in part such bond issue we
suggest that the rhunicipalities
have included in the state tax for
the five years beginning in 1933
such amounts as may be necessary
in each of the years to amortize
the serial payments and interest.
This procedure would have the
effect of the state extending its aid
without any financial responsibility
as regards meeting the requirements
by the state. It would have the
effect of encouraging the taxpayer
of 1932 to meet his obligations even
though there was a moderate increase in the tax rate.
Attending the conference were Charles
W. Eldridge of Somerville, president;
Mayor Andrew A. Casassa of Revere,
Representative John V. Kimball of
Malden, Mayor Charles S. Ashley of
New Bedford, Mayor James A. Torrey of
Beverly, Mayor Lawrence F. Quigley
of Chelsea, Mayor J. Fred Manning of
Lynn, Mayor Thomas J. McGrath of
Quincy, Mayor Curley, Charles J. Fox.
Boston's budget commissioner, and
Rupert S. Carven, Boston's auditor.

,r

Tercentenary History for Siamese Guest
17*

CURLEY'S SUGGESTIONS
In discussing the conference and the
existing situation Mayor Curley said:
As a result of a conference with
his excellency a meeting of the
Mayors club will be called for Friday in an effort to agree on one
proposal. To this conference Messrs.
Waddell, Bacon and Saltonstall will
be invited.
The Legislature must come to the
relief of the cities and towns in this
commonwealth now In financial
need. The serious financial condi-

Mayor James M. Curley, left. shown vestehisy at
City Hall as he presented to Major M. C. Subha Svasti. relative
of King Praiadhipok of
Siam end head of 30,000 police in that country, a
copy of the Tercentenaiy history of Boston.
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'their authority.
"Unless you are willing to favor sueh
control," said Mayor Pates, "don't blame
the.mayors for excessive school expendi
tures." Ile said unless wages and other
costs are reduced in cities by twenty per
cent there could be no solution of the
economy problem. If mayors and selectmen would reorganize their
dePartments, he believed, substantial reductions
could be brought about.

•

Would Centralize Authority
"I was successful in securing a larger
aPProPration for the employment of more
clerks and investigators in our public
welfare department," he sair. "As a result our public welfare expenditures this
year are $1000 a week less than they were
last year. No one In Salem gets relief,
today unless he is entitled to it. In thei
past we found many cases in which relief
was given the undeserving. It would surprise you to know what changes there
were in statements made by applicants
after they were required to submit information unier penalty of perjury."
Mayor Beteg favored centralization of
authority in the mayor with the incorporation of a recall provision in the city
charters so that an inefficient or extravagant mayor could be removed. . Asked if
he favored cutting school teachers' wages
in Salem, he said he favored a cut in all
wages.
Mayor Bates, questioned by Senator
Stevens, said he approved the senator's
suggestion that students in the State Normal and other schools he forced to pay
tuition fees.
Mayor Andrew A. Casassa of Revere
said that the cities and towns in the
metropolitan district could he assisted
financially if the present temporary lfiw
were made permanent through which the
maintenance costs of the metropolitan
parks system would come from the State
highway fund. He said he would abolish
junior high schools which are now in
operation, discontinue the services of
school physicians and nurses and do away
with the pi asent domestic science classes
on the ground that these school activities
are unnecessary. In addition he said he
would relieve the cities and towns from
the duty of paying the transportation
charges of school pupils living in remote
districts.
The mayor criticized the conduct of the
schools in his municipality, especially
with regard to the salaries of teachers,
and suggested that a law should he enacted whereby the appropriations made by
the school committees should be limited
in relation to the city or town tax levy.
The expenditures failing upon his city
as a result of what he termed excessive
salaries paid the teachers are so heavy,
he said, that they materially affect the
financial condition of the city. He placed
part of the responsibility for the present
situation at the feet of the voters and
said, "They are not interested until the
tax bill appears. Down in Revere nom(
years ago not a voice was raised in pro
test when marshland was bought at E
price of ZOO per cent above the aelsesee,
value. Nobody cared. Now everyone is
comnlainiag when the accumulation o
these affairs has brought the city into lb
present situation."
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AUDITOR FINDS ALL TEACHERS MUST
AGAINST CITY GIVE TO UNEMPLOYED
C. & R. Co Entitled to Get
$110,674,TunneLExtension
In a report 198 pages in length, filed
In 'he Suffolk Superior Court today.
Isaac Gordon, auditor, found in favor
of the C. & R. Construction Company
In its action against the city of Boston, and ruled that the constrtiction
company is entitled to recover $110,674.74 from the city for work performed and labor anti material furnished by the company in the conatruction of the third section of the
Dorchester Tunnel Extension.
The $110,674.74 represents the amount
owed the company for its services.
164,042.51, together with interest of
$26,832.23.
The C. & R. Construction Company,
gepresented by attorney Joseph Joyce
Donahue. was obliged to do a great
amount of extra work on the job and
furnish a large amount of extra material, according to Mr Gordon, because of the errors and negligence of
line and grade and rod men connected
with the Transit Department of tha
city and on account of the failure of
men of that department to approximate, with reasonable accuracy, the
amount of work to be done.
Mr Gordon also reports that the company was obliged to remove a large
amount of earth and rock as a result
of the wrong grades given by :.he
Transit Department, which were "the
result of the negligence of the defendant's line and rod men. I find that the
decision of the engineer as to the
classification of rock and earth excavation and his estimates of quantities excavated is grossly erroneous,
unjust, unfair and unreasonable, and
cs based on errors of commission and
emission of measurements."
With reference to penalizing the conatruction company for $11,100 for not
having the job completed on schedule,
Mr Gordon rules that such an act
was arbitrary and not based on bad
faith or wilful delay by the C. & It
Company, but on account of the errors
of the Transit Department and the
failure of the Police Department to
allow Sunday work to be done, and
holds the penalizing to be uncoilecionable ar -1 suggest payment by the
city.
The C. & R. hid for the job on section three, which was on or near the
Shawmut branch of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad
tracks. The proposal price was $628.550, but approximately $152,000 had to
be expended in extra work. The city'
paid about $50,472 of this total and the
balance was in dispute before Mr Gordon.
Corporation Counsel Samuel Silver
Man conducted the case for the city. -1

Committee Will Collect
From 20 Who Refuse
According to a decision of the Boxton School Committee, made. in ex- ,
ecutive session last night, 20 school
teachers who did not agree to con-1
tribute from one to three days' pay a
month for the Boston unemployed, as
requested by Mayor Curley and recommended by the School Committee, will
have the amounts deducted from their
pay.
Final action will not be taken until
the meeting of the School Committee /
next Monday night, but it was decided
last night in private conference that
this would be done.
White the School Committee has not
the authority to make this deduction,
which is supposed to be a voluntary
one in response to the Mayor's re- /
quest, the plan adopted by the committee wilt make it amount to the
same thing when they assign the
teachers' salaries for the ensuing year,
making a separate list for the 20 involuntary ones with their salaries
based on the pay they were 5 get
minus the one to three' days'
y a
month.
These deductions of teachers' pay
are made as follows: One day's pay
for those receiving $1600 a year, two
days' pay for those getting ;3000 a
year, and three days' pay for those
who receive more than $3000 a year.
The committee expresses the opinion
that it is only fair to the 5480 teachers
who had agreed to contribute to take
this step to make the 24) others contribute to the unemployed.
Members of the School Committee
said last night that some of those,
teachers who had neglected to act
with the rest had maintained that
they had one or more dependents and,
therefore, they did not feel able to
contribute, but the board felt that even
with dependents they are not so unfortunate as the unemployed who are
dependent entirely upon the Public
Welfare Department for support.
They called attention also to the fact
that, of the 20 teachers they have "en
the list," four or five have gone abroad
for the Summer.

Selectmen and
Mayors Offer
EconomyPlans t, would

He Lynn favored the establishment ot soon a
was anan ever-increasing problem.
thought the Legislature could arrange school.
and
„While shoemakers are walking the
titles
such
have
to
the State take over
borrow money on them to loan the munici' streets, looking for work, said Mayor
panties. Senator Stevens of Lowell, a Manning, "the Lynn Shoe School is turnmember of the committee, asked him what ing out
new ones. Among the first
would happen to the State's credit if it ; persons instruct
ed in the school were
did such a thing and Mayor Ashley said Japanese
and Czechoslovakians who wept
not be harmed because the
countries and used the
State's credit today is represented by the back to their own
e,
knowled
gained to engage in ruinous
cities and towns in its makeup. Mayor competitge
us."
ion
with
Ashley urged the calling of an immediate
Mr. Baker of Newton pointed out that
special session of the General Court to
attached to the
cope with the situation. He said New there was a referendum
it
Bedford has been cutting its valuation bill creating the shoe school end that
people
the
of Lynn.
ratified
by
been
had
and expenses for five years and had sub.
He criticized the Legislature for passdebt,
d
81 4
"Five years ago we started the prun- ing the old age assistance law with a
preambl
e [hating that it should not coning process," he declared. "Since then
,wc have reduced our debt by one-third, stitute an additional burden on real eslour valuations by one-third, and, with tate, which had not been carried into
By Richard D. Grant
ithe exception of our public welfare out- effect. Mayor Ashley also criticized the
one-third. In old age assistance act and said that the
Recommendations for the more prompt lay, our expenditures by
year discharged attorney general had ruled that It 'wee
distribution of tax money Ss the Corn' addition we have this
more than 800 of our employees, reduced lunconstitutional. Chairman Wraggeent,
monwealth to cities and towns: curtail- salaries
average of 7 per cent and ifor information from the attorney genment of State normal and other schools, have putan
eral and then told the mayor that no
the changing of the assessing date to rfeetive in a second 10 per cent cut such opinion had been rendered.
July 1. We have secured a
make it easier for borrowing in anticipn- week's
Representative Lyons of Brockton
pay from city employees to conBon of taxes and lilleralization of the
tribute to welfare, but despite all these asked Mayor Manning if he did not think
civil service rules to 0-ermit the employ- forms
of retrenchment we will be short the 750,000 self-supporting women of the
inent of needy persons were offered to- at
the end of the financial year if our State ought to pay a poll tax. The
day at a hearing before the Joint Special public
welfare expenditures continue at mayor first disagreed and then admitted
Committee on Public Expenditures, at- the present
that, If they were belt-supporting, perrate."
tended by the mayors and selectmen of
A wave of laughter swept the room haps they should pay a tax, but opposed
practically every city and town east of when Senator
Wragg asked the mayor double taxation of married men.
Worcester County,
what happene to the 800 employees ellsThe crowd was so large that It was charged, and d Mr. Ashley
replied that Would Abolish Pensions
necessary to move from the committee's they had
come
The 1.3 tin executive favored abolishing
regular room to the largest hearing room reaning "all they in by the other door,"
had been added to the all pensions unless self-contributotry. ;
In the State House. Even there the velfare that
advocated requiring the payment of
list%
He
crowd overflowed out into the corridor.
Representative William B. Raker of automobile excise taxes before motorists
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Mayor Curley Decorates
Bas Relief of Lafayette

Curley shaking hands With .1. C. Joseph llama ml French consul.
had placed a wreath on the Lafayette Mall during Bastille
mayor
after the
day exercises.
AI a yOr

Places Wreath on Statue of Famous Frenchman
to Celebrate 143d Anniversary of the
Capture of the Bastille
\VAS one of France's most
Today Ls Ba.stille day In France, corre- Lafayette. whoFoldiers. Consul Flamand
sponding in a way to our Fourth of distinguLshed
with an address. About 200
July or Independence day. It marks the responded
:Wended the ceremony.
143d anniversary of the fall of tU person
Pastille in Paris and the beginning of a
ning of a movement for a republic,
movement for a republic, which became
a reality in 1792 and continued until
1804, until Napoleon ascended the
throne.
Then came the Reuse of Bourbon
restoration later the House of Orleans,
under
• and then the second republic
!President Louis Napoleon. The republic changed to the second empire and.
which
in 1871, came the third republic,
lasted to the present time.
CurIn recognition of the day, Mayor
relief
ley placed a wreath at the bas in his
named
of Lafayette on the mall,
exermemory, on the Common. The
J. C.
cises were attended by Consul
rote.
Joseph Flamand and others of
in
The mayor made a brief address of
people
the
to
which he paid tribute
France. Ile highly praised Marquis

His Honor Presents Psychic Souvenir Book

Gene Dennis, aniaring young psychic, appearing this week at the Metropolitnn Theater, shown at City Hall yesterday •s Mayor /ernes M. Curley presented her with a souvenir of the Tercentenary history of An
city. Thousands of Daily Record readers have written to ark her an_
swers to serious questions.
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ANNIVERSARY OF FALL OF
BASTILLE OBSERVED BY MAYOR

1-717VI
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Boston's 22,000 city employes will
start today to make their contribution of $1,250,000 towards the relief
of the poor and unemployed for
the remaining six months of the
year, contributing one, two or three
days' pay a month, according to
the amounts of their salaries.
The first deductions from the
municipal pay envelopes were made
this morning by City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan and his staff of
payiaaSters, and not a single envelope was overlooked despite the
fact that a number of omployes
have failed to send in their signed
relief pledge cards to the city
auditor's office.
Only 50 per cent of the monthly
contribution will be dedulted today, and the other 50 per c,:nt will
be taken from the envelopes during the week of July 25,
Fire Commissioner Edward F.
McLaughlin forwarded to Mayor
Curley cards signed by every member ' the fire department, making
voluntary contributions to the.fund.
He said the department was 100 per
cent in favor of voluntary contributions.

CRIB IhJAHNS
or BASE

DECORATING 1,AFATF.TTE ltaS RELIEF
Left to Right—Mayor Curley and French Consul, J. C. Joseph Flaniand
To commemorate the 193d anniversary of the fall of the Bastille. Mayor
Curley this morning laid a wreath on
the bas relief of the Marquis de Lafay- 1
ette at Lafayette Mall, before 500 per.
seal.

1

•

In a short address he said that there
was a. parallel between the times of
the French revolution and ours. When
she was told that the people .vere crylog for bread, the Queen suggested
that they eat cake, said the Mayor
Now when the people are crying for
work, the Government appoints commissions and issues proclamations, the
Mayor saill.
J. C. Joseph Flamand, French Consul, responded to the Mayor' word!.
With the Mayor was Asst Diet Atty
Dante T. Gillen,

Warning that present-day conditions resemble those which preceded the French Revolution was
given by Mayor Curley at exercises
today on Lafayette Mall, Boston
Common, in observance of Bostile
Day, the French Fourth of July.
The mayor, acompanied by J. C.
Joseph Flamand, French consul,
and by Standish Wilcox of the public celebrations departmhent, visited the Lafayette memorial tablet
on the mall and placed a wreath of
galax leaves and roses there.
"The only difference between
the days which preceded th,, tan
of the Misfile filld today is hat
President Hoover's proclamations
are less satisfying to the hungry
than was the recommemi 'ion of
Marie Antoinette that the ,or of
thse days who could get T
*read
be rriven cake." sal dthe r
or,
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CURLEY IN TRIBUTE TO LAFAYET1E
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'TALK TO STATE
COMMITTEE IS
BRIEF, CRYPTIC

FRIENDLY ENEMIES

Governor May Speak Later
—Curley Volunteers Service for Ticket
MAYNARD ELECTED
TO CHAIRMANSHIP,
His Vote Is 74 to 30 Over
Charles F. Riordan
Of Sharon

•

By W. E. MULLINS
Still nursing his resentment at the
,refusal of the delegates to the Democratic national convention to nominate
!Alfred E. Smith for the presidency, Gov.
'Ely yesterday deliberately ignored an
inviting opportunity to give a public
indorsement to Goy. Roosevelt and
Speaker Garner, his party's candidates
for President and Vice-President.
In a brief and cryptic address to the
members of the Democratic state committee assembled at the Parker House,
he openly conceded that it was a proper
place to speak his mind on things political, but he carefully took pains to
let it be inferred that the proper time
has not yet come.
His few words to his party associates
were packed with enigmatic conclusions, but he admonished them to refrain from making any endeavor te
interpret them, "because," he said.
"your conclusions would probably be
wrong." He promised, however, to speak
out "when the time comes."
In direct contrast to the Governor's
mysterious attitude was the frank and
conciliatory position taken by Mayor
Curley, who gracefully yielded up any
and all claims to Roosevelt leadership in
the state as he offered his services to
the party in the approaching election as
"a self-effacing volunteer worker in the
ranks of the Democracy of Massachusetts."
The Democrats are torn between two
loves. That was clearly demonstrated
by their actions immediately after the
Governor's departure from the Cape
Cod canal, where he participated in
the ceremonies marking the construction of a new state pier.
After he had gone they unanimously
adopted LaRue Brown's resolution to
pledge their complete support to the
election of Clov. Roosevelt, Speaker Garner and Gov. Ely In the approaching
election: In • the next breath they
unanimouslyadopted the resolution of
.
.

(Boston Herald-Am/metaled
Pr,,s

Photo)
Gov. Ely (left) and Mayor Curley at the
organization meeti
state committee in Boston yesterday. ng of the Democratic I
Sheriff Talbot ot trristor count
y LU
draft Ely for Governor in the
his declining to seek a secondevent of,preciation for the courtesy you have ,
term. shown me here today and all
The expected election of Josep
during my ,
h A. administration that I now
Maynard of Boston to the chair
man- you. I do not wish to say stand before
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more
at this
by an time.
overwhelming margin over s.,nari
Riordan of Sharon, present vice-ceg r. "There are some weighty considerahair- tions to
man, was incidental to the numer
receive attention. This would
ous be a proper
surrounding developments.
place to make a statement,
Maynard but at
was elected by a vote of
the proper time and to
tically a margin of 2I2 to74 to 30, prac- able detail, carefully prepared,considerI.
I'll have
something to say to you.
Although the assembled
created a bedlam with the Democrats
"No one needs read any meani
furiou
s and the
ng into
noisy demonstrations they
absence of any of my
Governor before and after hegave the the campaign because your remarks on
stood
conclu
up
sions
to address them, they
nevertheless ac- would probibly be wrong. When the
cepted without a murmur
time
comes
I
myself
will
be
Brown
's prodelighted to
posal to indorse the two
national can- tell you."
didates who apparently are
Accordingly, each Democrat will
so
distas
tehave
ful to the Governor.
'to judge for himself whether
the GovThe election of Mayna
ernor will support the ticket
nr rechairmanship of the staterd to the pudiate it, wheth
er he will seek a seccommittee
was produced through
ond term
several hitherto hostile a coalition of best guess or retire from politics. The
is
that
forces
he will be regular
within
the party because
and that
the
strength demonstrated that line-up of re-eb.ction.he will be a candidate for
it
was
produced with the concerted
After the meeting Mayor Curley
aid of Mayor
Curley, Martin M. Lomas
gent ,
ney and John . a message to Gov. Roosevelt
A. Fitzgerald with the
informing
H Coakley sullen and friends of Daniel him of the election of Maynard and of
resentful at the his willingness to accept
turn of affairs.
any task in any capacityassignment to
It is obvious even to
him who runs : deemed most advantageous that may be
that much of the Roosevelt
to the party.
Prior to the meeting it
support will
be restricted to lip
aervice and that that an attempt had been was learned
made
harmony to the Democrats
of Massa- suade the Governor to postpo to perchusetts is nothing more
than a word election of the chairman to ne the
out of the dictionary.
Judge Frank ,J. Donahue to succeed
The Governor's battling
another
comments date: but after giving the proposal some
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conclu
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ELY FAILS
TO SAY HE
WILL RUN
Leaders Mystified—
Maynard Named
Chairman
BY ROBERT T. BRADY

,

to promote the Foost
Garner ticket. The meeting had been
in session for some time when the
Mayor arrived. He first took a seat in
the rear of the toasting room, but was

the Mayor

later escorted by Whitfield Tuck of
Winchester to a seat beside the Governor.
Ely and Curley Cool
There was no extended hand of wel-•
come from the Governor to the Mayor.
There was what appeared clearly to be
a severely formal Ely bow, and while

photographers stepped forward to snap
the two men, the Ely attitude was one
of plainly expressed indifference.
Not until there had been created a
confusion of motions regarding the date
for the State convention, did the Governer take any outward part in the proceedings. Finally, after various other
motions regarding the date had been
made, Mayor Curley moved that the
convention be set for Monday, Oct. 3,
In order that the Democrats might
avail themselves of whatever mistakes
I or issues were made by the Republicans
in their State convention on Oct. 1.
Then the Governor arose, and the big
demonstration of cheering and applause
was riven him.

Governbr Ely left the members of
his own party more mystified than
ever, when he failed to make any
statement at the meeting of the
Democratic State committee yesterday as to his own intentions about
running for re-election, or as to his
surnort of the Roosevelt-Garner natiotal ticket.
The Governor has kept his own
counsel on both these questions since
his return from the Democratic national convention.
Even prior to that time, he has Indicated that he did not wish to be a
candidate for Governor again, and
. that, if he could find any honorable
way out of the situation, he would take
it.
He has had tremendous pressure,
however, brought to bear upon hint
on the
from leaders in the party,necessar
y
ground that his leadership is
of all
control
to help the party attain
this
ent
governm
State
branches of the
year.
yesIt was confidently expected that
e
terday's meeting of the State committe
setwould furnish him with a stage
ing well arranged for some definite
statement regarding the situation. Howthe
ever, the Governor merely took
for the
floor to suggest that the date
left
he
party
State convention of the
chairman.
to the new State committee comm.
ttee
Joseph A. Maynard, and a and after
,
to he appointed by Maynard
s
vociferou
most
a
he had been given
cheere for
applause, including a "three Thomas
J.
the next Governor," led by
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Olblin, he said:

Ely Somewhat Cryptic
generous

"I thank you for this most
assistance
greeting and for the kindly
received from
and co-operation I have ation.

you during my administr
can say snore
"I do not feel that TWeighty
considto you at thin time.
. No
erations must he given attention
anything
need read
one here, however,
benow,
more
say
into My failure to
it, you might
cause, however you read
know myself, I will
be wrong. When I
be glad to tell you."
a It'hide towards
's
The Governor
meeting Indicated
Mayor Curley at the
ready to enter into
that he is not yet
whole-hearted co-operation with
Any

t'ilttt0
stat., provide a $20,000,000 bond
aid cities in financial dietreas
the
on
vision
of
lack
I typical of the
so
part of Mayors which has brought
prestheir
many mismanaged cities to
ent financial plight.
"The People Should Insist"
of
"No sane person or association bad
individuals will lend money on aState
the
ask
"To
,risk," says Mahoney.
or
to do so, without any provision
guarantee that its credit will not be
preafinancial
abused, is to make of its
Alae a false instrument. It is a move
which, unchecked, might pull the whole
Commonwealth down to the level of its
greatest weakness.
'It is quite obvious that the average
Mayor is a creature of the moment. HS
reCannot be held to account when he
linquishes his office and saddles upon
, his successor the burdens of his esfravshould
lagance. But the people can and obliga,insist that he give heed to the

tions of the present. If the Mayors must
have more for public welfare, let them
save it on other, less essential activities.
-Give the Massachusetts Mayors this
$20,000,000 and next year they will be up
for 320,000,000 more. No one imagines for
a moment that such a sum is going to
put an end to their unceasing demands,
.
not even the Mayors themselves
will
as long as money is easy to g

SHARPLY
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continue to spend it.
Suggestion to Mayor Curley
1
"In the -ity of Boston, our largest
rtunicipalit„ v,hich boasts of its finanial condn.m, the total requirements
t” On will be greater than those of
itt year. The tax rate will be at 'least
04, the highest in its history.
cBcoosror.oen,nodne;r,venits:d
"Let
values
yor ° n
t 1'e Ma
.-N the assessed
tual values
depreciation in
I then cut his administrative -costs. Thes
building
1 city is full of homes and °nice
which are either vacant or occupied by
rents.
their
' tenants- who cannot pay
! The greatly diminished income to the

Rep. Mahoney Claims
Attempt to "Pass
Buck" to State

to

t.. .

owners of such property will make it
c) t,,naPieet
ibilde rf::ulTahni y t ,
I ihniti ft:
of an

A sharp rebuke to the Mayors of
several Massachusetts cities as trying to "pass the buck" to the State
in the present financial stringency
growing out of public welfare expenditures was ackninistered last night
by Representative John V. Mahoney
of Roxbury, House chairman of the
special committee now investigating
State, county and municipal expenditures.
UP TO SELVES, I-IE SAYS
statement. Mahoney deals
with the situation by declaring that if
:he Mayors In the troubled cities would
elan their own houses, improving their
purchasing hict hods, consolidating denon-essential
partments, eliminating
activities and Investigating spurious
Ha lots for welfare, soldiers' relief and
old-ace assistance, it would not be necIn a public

essary for them to come to the State
asking authority to borrow money,
Mahoney siWi that the recent suggestion of the Mayors' Club that the
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was devoid of
AUSTRALIAN BALLOT
bitterness which invariably is in
in such contests and which
Riordan, the presiding officer, de- evidence
not infrequently jeopardizes the
clared that the election would be con- chances
of success in the later elecducted under the Australian ballot and
HAMPTON o'leAC.H, N a, July 14—
tion, and was restricted solely to a
on a motion by Lomasney the ballots discussion of the failures and folAnnouncement was made today by
were to be polled and counted under the lies of Hooverism, and the necessiCommander Stephen H. Wheeler of the
observation and direction of members
Pingree Post, A. I... of Exeter, that
ty for a sound economic policy,
to be selected by the nominees.
Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston has
amendplus a repeal of the 18th
Maynard was nominated by Miss
accepted
an invitation to he the prinfor
way
paved
the
ment, and has
Mary E. Lucey of Holyoke and seconded
cipal speaker nere Saturday afternocn,
success in Massachusetts in the
by Charles H. McGlue of Lynn. RiorJuly 23, at the opening day of the
coming election.
dan's name was placed in nomination
second
worse
annual field lay of the Americonditions
With economic
can Legion posts of Southern New
by Michael F. Cronin of Lawrence and
than at any previous time in the
seconded by Mrs. Mary P. Murray of
Hampshire.
history of America and with a
Milford. Whitfield Tuck nominated
Another feature of the opening day
fourth winter approaching most
will be a drum corps contest in which
character
Mrs. Jessie Woodrow Sayre but she rein
uninviting
bleak and
more than 20 Legion drum corps of
quested that her name be withdrawn.
from the standpoint of the public
Maine, New Hampshire and MassaCornelius F. Cronin of Lowell was
weal, and with assurances of supchusetts are expected to 7ompete.
designated by Riordan to guard his inport of your candidacy from indeAmong the en -ties to date is the drum
terests in the balloting while John F.
pendent and Republican voters, it
corps of the famous Y. D. Post 200 of
Fitzgerald was selected by Maynard as
is not unreasonable to anticipate
Boston.
his representative. Mrs. Sayre was
that the commonwealth may be
the
in
Democratic
named as a neutral member to work
safely counted
with Fitzgerald and Cronin.
election.
Assuring you and the chairmen
Although 106 ballots were cast, two
of the state committee of my willevidently were rejected as the 74 to 30
ingness
to serve in whatever caresult showed a total of only 104 votes.
HAMPTON BEACH, N sl, July 14—
pacity may be deemed most advanThe committee voted to hold the
Arrangements are rapidly being corntageous, I beg to remain as I have
party's annual fall convention in
vleted for the handling ef the vase
been from the beginning, a selfLowell; but the date will be selected by
crowd expected Sunday when Gov
effacing Roosevelt volunteer.
a committee of five to be appointed by
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Democratic
the new committee administration.
. Presidential nominee, will deliver the t
Mayor Curley advocated holding the
convention on Oct. 3, two days after
the Republican convention, to give the
Democrats the two-fold advantage of
more complete publication of their deliberations without any conflict with
the Republicans and of being in position to make official criticism of what
the Republicans do at their convention.
ELY'S OPPOSITION
The Governor announced that he
was none too certain "of what the
Mayor Curley greeted Gov. Franklin T Roosevelt aboard the
exact motion before the meeting is but
i in any event I'm against it. My dis—ion yawl, the Myth II, in the .earbor of Marion on
latter's agreement with the mayor's position
last night.
Bay,
Buzzards
does not indicate any serious difference
-, Accompanied by Eugene M. Mc- !
of opinion, but I believe the date for
the convention should be selected by
Sweeney, assistant publisher of the
the incoming organization when its
iSunday Advertiser, and Edmund L:
members will have a calendar before
Dolan, city treasurer, and his son
them."
In accepting his new office ChairLeo, the mayor spent an hour with
man Maynard disclaimed any candithe Democratic nominee.
dacy for public office. He pledged the
'.i. • visit was a personal one, the
party his full services and asked for MISS WHITE HOSTESS
harmony and co-operation. He preLUNCHEON mayor explained, on an invitation
CURLEY
AT
dicted
that
efficient
organization
dispatched by the New York govMiss Frances White, vaudeville enterwould result in carrying the state for
ern°, a week ago, through John
Roosevelt and Garner, and the re- tainer at the RK0 Boston theatre, was
election of Gov. Ely. "I cannot, howSarg
. , Boston insurance man.
Curley
Mayor
to
luncheon
a
at
ever," he said, "win the election alone. hostess
tayor found all aboard the
Thc
local
must have the assistance of every given by the management of the
yawl were well, he said.
member o: this committee and with 'Radio-Keith-Orpheum theatres at the
He said Goy. Roosevelt expressed
your loyal assistance the task will be Ritz Carlton Hotel yesterday. Guests
gratification for tenders of support
simple."
Edmund L. Dolan, city treasincluded
h.
1-, received from independent
Mayor Curley, speaking for the candC. Graham, vice-presivoters, liberal Republicans and
idates on the Roosevelt slate in the urer; RobertGraham Motor Car ComDemocrats the country over.
He
presidential primary election, pledged dent of the McDonald, divisional directhe party their full support in the elec- pany; Harry theatres in New England; showed much interest in the fate of
RICO
tion for every candidate on the ticket. tor ofConner, city manager for RKO: Charlestown and Portsmouth Navy
Ray
Yards. and asked many questions
CURLEY TO ROOSEVELT
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Mahoney, and
about them.
Gov.
Roosevelt
the Floyd Gibbons.
In his message to
Mayor Curley and Goy. Roosemayor said:
velt. will confer again Sunday at
Portsmouth, N. H. The Roosevelt
It is not only my purpose but
party sails this morning at 6. planthe desire of everyone associated
ning to spend the night at Marblewith me in the campaign for elechead, Gloucester or Manchester.
tion of delegates to the natiAnel
convention to work in harmony
with Senator David I. Walsh and
the newly elected officers of the
state committee for the success of
all candidates in the November
election.
For myself I am agreeable to
performing whatever tasks may be
assigned me for the success of Democracy.
The campaign for election of delegates to the national .convention
.

MAYOR CURLEY TO SPEAK
AT LEGION FIELD DAY

HAMPTON BEACH PREPAR:NG
FOR ROOSEVELT THRONG

CURLEY GUMMI
ROOSEVELT YACHT
1
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R
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to maintain Its pre-arranged schedule,
1 the mayor apparently was completely
informed of its course, yet he obviously
I employed some deception in throwing
followers off his trail.

•

CURLEY CONFERS
WITH ROOSEVELT
OVER CAMPAIGN .

CUR LEY CONFERS
WITH ROOSEVEL1

VESSEL DISABLED
Driving from Boston direct to Onset
late this afternoon the mayor had
planned to board Dolan's yacht for a
short cruise before keeping his scheduled engagement with Gov. Roosevelt,
bue the Dolan boat was disabled.
The mayor, accordingly, engaged another craft and took his friends for a
half-hour sail off Onset, whence he
left later in the evening for this port.
He was met ashore here at 10:45
o'clock by young Roosevelt and 10
minutes later he was in seclusion with
Gov. Roosevelt aboard the Myth II.
Current plans for the venturesome
Inoselal Dispateh to the Globe
skipper call for his scrappy little craft
MARION, July 14—Mayor James M.
to be towed through the Cape Cod canal
Curley had a conference with Go
by the accompanying power yacht, the
Franklin D. Roosevelt late fon igh t
Ambasadress. The log tomorrow night
aboard the New York Governor's sailprobably will contain an entry' citing
boat, Myth II, in Marlon Harbor.
the fact that the vessel put in at MarMayor Curley was met in Marion by
blehead, Manchester or Gloucester, one
the Governor's son, James Roosevelt,
of which has been set as tomorrow's
who escorted the Mayor, his son LAO
objective.
Curley, City Treasurer Edmu,
L.
(Sr a Staff Correspondent)
The Governor does not plan to leave
Dolan and Eugene McSweeney of BosMARION, July 14—Aboard the
the vessel Saturday, but will sail on
ton to the Governor's private sailboat.
ship Myth II, Gov. Roosevelt tonight to Little Boar's Harbor, where he exBesides James Roosevelt, Mayor
Curley WAX met by Robert Jackson,
received Mayor Curley of Boston and a pects to pay a brief visit to the sumhome of his son, James, before desecretary of the Democratic national
small party of friends as his 40-foot mer
'Wetting the Brat anares... 0/ Ms 0n10committee, and Eddie Dowling, in
anchor
swung
in this )algn for the presidency at Hampton
yawl
lazily at
Marion. The Mayor had originally
tight little harbor.
Beach, N. H., Sunday afternoon.
planned to sail here from Onset in
Skipper
fell
Roosevelt
his
short
of
The Democratic presidential candiCity Treasurer Dolan's craft, but bedestination today once again, but he
cause of a defective motor the Mayor
date engaged in his first political dis- and his companions enjoyed the best
sailing since the cruise was begun last
arrivee here in a speedboat that he
cussion without an associate outside his Monday.
The party anchored here' hired at rinser
Immediate party as he talked of the after having given up an attempt to
tack against a fresh northeast breeze.,
approaching campaign with his outEarly in the day the Myth II was lost
to its escort of small craft and eluded
standing champion in New England.
hundreds of interested watchers who
The mayor recommended a nation- lined the canal and Buzzards bay in the
wide drive to ask Democrats in all hope that the Governor would anchor
sections to make contributions to the somewhere along the cost for the night.
Leaving Outtyhunk island this mornparty chest.
ing, the party put in at New Bedford
The mayor was aboard the vessel for to take aboard fresh supplies. Only a
50 minutes and he reported that all few waterfront watchers recognized the
tessel there.
the members of the party were jubilant
Here two of his boys, Franklin and
over their unusual excursion.
John received their first sailing lessons.
The Governor informed the mayor Here, 17 years ago. Mr. Roosevelt passed
assistant secretary of the navy,
that he had been receiving gratifying as
escorted by a flotilla of 20 vessels, to
reports of support from thousands of open the Cape Cod canal through which
liberal Republicans. The mayor sea he hopes to pass tomorrow.
The Governor tonight announced
invited to attend a conference at the
that Lt.-Gov. Herbert H.
of
St•vs,1 al thousand
Governor's Hyde Park home in the near New York will be asked toLehman
woi lb of
take over furnishinga fl'010 the dollars'
homes of Frank S.
future when plans for the campaign the summer inspection trips of state Ewing, known as
the
'tapioca
king,"
properties. a practice by which Mr. who died several
will be outlined.
months ago, were sold
Roosevelt won popularity in Republican at auction
yesterday at the
(iOV. Roosevelt showed unusual curiRevere
up-state New York, and the announce- Beach home of the
deceased, on the
osity about, affairs at Charlestown navy
Revere Reach boulevard near
ment
was
accepted
the
as
indication
Point
of his of Pines.
yard and asked about the Constitution. intention
to advance Lehman as his
It was maid that a
The mayor Was met ashore here late successor at Albany
representative
of
Mayor
tonight by James Roosevelt, the GovAnother disappointed prospective host made :lames M. Curley was present anti
several purchases
Mayor Curley,
ernor's son, and Robert Jackson of Bos- of the presidential nominee Was W. visited the house
tteveral days ago
Cameron Forbes, former ambassador to he
anal
displayed
ton and Concord, N. H., one of the Gov- Japan, toward
whose home port. Hadley of the articlesquite an interest In POMO
which were to be
ernor's intimate political associates. harbor, on Mansholt island,
sold.
the Myth ' Furniture,
The mayor was accompanied Aboard the II was reported heading late this after- and householdrugs, statuary, pas-si ege
utensils were
articles sold. Some of the among the
trim little sailing vessel by Eugene M. noon.
furniehings
McSweeney, City Treasurer Edmund L. But Mr. Rosevelt has declined all were brought from Mr. lewintem
invitations to go ashore since
in Atlantic City, N.
.1., and others home
IDolan and the mayor's young son, Leo began. He has not, been off his cruise Leominster,
froni
the yawl
Mass.
shuts. he boarded her last Monday mornCurley.
The sale was conducted
While thousands assembled along the ing at Port Jefferson, Long Island, and canopy on the lawn in theunder a large
rear of the
iiquse.
/11A narrow
A
grandfather's
shores of Buzzards bay, confused at the rest of his bunk Is like those of the have.
crew, below that, in which
cost $1700, was sold clock, said to
for
$277 yesterfailure of the Roosevelt sailing group sleeps his son, Franklin, Jr.
day, and a hand
s hoot 1'0111 -foot -carved Ivory piece,
square and depleting
the battle of
Blenheim, said to
cost MOP. Wics sold
have
for Ma

' Party Visits Myth II at
Marion; Drive for Fund
Planned

Boards Yawl Off Marion
Late at Night
1

Myth II Expected to Pass
Through Canal Early Today AI

WOULD APPEAL
TO ALL DEMOCRATS

Candidate May Put in at
Gloucester or Marblehead
Today
good
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NM 1R BUYING
FURNISHINGS

Purchases Made for Him
at Ewing House Auction
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OF ROOSENELTI 1TMasoa
PM FIGHT

The governor was revealed as
looking forward to his visit to
Portsmouth, where he expects to
iarrive .Sunday. While serving as
'Assistant secretary of the navy he
made numerous improvements at
!he Portsmouth Navy Yard.
By FRANK REILLY
The mayor said that Gov. RooseNlayor Curley and other Demointerested
tic leaders from all sections of eit Mao teemed greatlYard and inmeet
Ivavy
Boston
the
will
n
rd
seaboa
ic
Atlant
he
conwith Governor Franklin D. Roosa- quired regarding employment
The mayor
velt at his Hyde Park (N. Y.) home dition there at present.
1800 ems
within the next 10 days to discus told him there were only
ployed there now as compared with
campaign plans.
assistThe scheduled conference was re- the 6000 during his term as
ant secretary of the navy.
vealed early today by Mayor CurThe meeting of Mayor Curley
ey after he returned from a confer
elt
by
ence with Governor Roosev IT, with the governor was arranged
John Sargent, a partner in the firm
aboard the latter's yawl, Myth
off
,
with which James Roosevelt is conanchored in Sippican harbor
Marion, shortly after midnight.and nected. Before leaving New York WOMEN PREDOMINATE
ster
'the governor asked Sargent to ,zet
Bound first for Glouce
Joseph A. Maynard. political lieuelt in touch with Mayor Curley and
hen for Portsmouth, the Roosev
r Mayor John F.
Cape
the
h
have him meet him when his yawl tenant of formeyears, was elected
party yawl passed throug
s reached the coast of Massachusetts. Fitzgerald for
Cod Canal and into Massachusett
man of the State committee
the
Accompanying the mayor on his chair
Bay at 9 a. m. today. It was
d Frank J. Donahue, who
succee
to
the
h
throug
elt
eney,
Roosev
McSwe
M.
e
visit were Eugen
first trip of
ed to become a justice in suresign
ant
assist
as
when,
e
servic
Hearst
the
1915
in
ive
rin execut
canal since
ly in New England, City Treasure,- perior court. The only other cansecretary of the navy, he formal
didate for the berth was Charles
opened the big ditch.
'Edmund L. Dolan, and Leo Curley, F. Riordan of Sharon, vice-chairAs the Roosevelt yawl was towed !son of the mayor.
man and treasurer of the commitAmthrough the canal by the yacht
NORTH SHORE
ON
STOP
for years. Maynard received 74
tee
ntincide
hassariress—the first time
and Riordan 30.
public
the
at
votes
met
were
group
The
towed
been
ally, that the yawl has
The election of Maynard, who
1.— landing at Marion by James Roosesince leaving Port Jefferson, L.
and velt and Robert Jackson, of Con- was surveyor of the port of Boston
on of Presicrowds of Cape Cod residents
the cord. N. H., secretary of the Demo- during the administrati r
on
ed
gather
s
summer visitor
in the dent Wilson, was furthe evidence
tee,
,
commit
al
party.
nation
cratic
the
d
cheere
drawbridges and
of harmony and the bridging of the
I
tender.
gap.
Five telegrams addressed to the ,yawl
Roosevelt and the mayor Smith -Roosevelt
by
Gov.
him
to
red
delive
were
povernor
Maynard was a staunch supportI conferred for more than an hour.
coast
ich
Sandw
the
of
Ithe crew
er of Smith in the 1928 presidential
The governor had hoped that
guard station from a surf boat.
campaign. He wss president of the
the
on
remain
would
Curley
Mayor
Smith clubs in Massachusetts.
but
today
NEAR ANCESTEORS' HOME
cruise
the
during
yawl
Charles H. McGlue, A former
From the canal the yawl'a course this was impossible AS the mayor
the Democratic State
led to appear at the chairman of
lay up the Massachusetts shore
schedu
Is
PresidenCommittee, and a Roosevelt supmeeting here today,
past Duxbury, where the
s
mayor'
porter, withdrew in favor of Mayancestors
tial nominee's maternal
Philip
ne rd.
!landed in 1624 and where
setThe earnest plea made by ComDelano, the first of that line,
mitteeman Cornelius F. Cronin of
tled.
on
Lowell resulted in that city beremarked
governor
The
ot
ing selected as the place for the
emerging from the easterly end
state convention. Cronin sato the
the canal that there were 60 miles
citizens of Lowell "Irreslu `tve of
to sail to reach Gloucester and he
the Den -cratic
party" wanted
doubted whe.tner he could make
state
convention held there. Mayor
good time. He hoped, with a good
y
d
11SP
of the Al;rilt(lfSlowe
offere
t.
wind, to reach Gloucester tonigh
jum And other facilities and enter"It's been the greatest vacation
to
tainment. features.
I've had In years and I hope
he able to do it all over again
some time," the governor told
Mayor Curley In their talk aboard
the yawl.
DISCUSS NAVY YARDS
Factional hatchets Wet e buried
Mayor Curley said their talk was
a united front. WAS pledged in
and
a
confined for the most part to
support of the state and national
discussion of Governor Roosevelt sl
contickets by representatives of both
trip and some conversation
cerning the Boston and Portsmouth
the Roosevolt and Smith forcez r.l.
the meeting of the Democratic
.navy yards.
r,
howeve
ed,
admitt
State Committee, held at the ParkMayor Curley
briefly reer House.
i that they had talked
he
that
and
gn,
campai
Governor Ely was lionized. Ile
garding the
that
tion
convic
his
sed
sat next to Mayor Curley at the
had expres
the 48
luncheon board, When he arose to
Roosevelt would carry 40 of
oppose a motion to fix a date for
states in the November election.
the Democratic State Convention,
Governor Roosevelt was looking
f as feeleery men and woman applauded.
fine and declared himsel
seion, a
The demonstration lasted for some
ing in the best of condit g him
causin
not
n
time. He Was given a second ovasunbur
vere
tion when he left to keep an appointment on Cape Cod.
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MUM ON RE-ELECTION
The gathering expected. the governor to announce his candidacy
for re-election and was disappointed when he stated that yesterday's ,
occasion was not the time for al
statement from him. He said there
were many weighty problems to be
considered and that he planned to
discuss them in detail later.
The governor said he felt the
matter of date and location for the
Democratic State Convention shot1.1
,be left to the reorganized Democratic State Committee. His suggestion was carried.
Mayor Curley withdrew his support of a motion to hold the convention on October 3. The mayor
arrived late. He and Governor Ely
exchanged rather formal nods, but
did not shake hands. Mayor Curley
was warmly applauded when he announced that he, as representative
of the Roosevelt forces, would glad"for
ly become a volunteer worker
the success of the entire Democratic State ticket."
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DE\ HUTS OF
STATE FORGET
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Mayor Curley, de- motion
bitteriuncharen began.
was made that the State con- levoid of personalities and the
tained at City Hall, entered the room vention be held Oct 1, the day on ! less which invariably is in evidence
during an interval between two al the
infrequently
which the Republicans will hold their n such contests and not
nominating speeches for the candidates convention.
Mr Maynard moved that eopardizes the chances of suceees in
for chairman of the committee. He the selection
of a time and place for the later election, and was restricted
discussion
of some of
took part in the
the convention be left to a committee tolely to a discussion of the failures
the business of the meeting, and after
to be appointed by the in-coming end follies of Hooverism, and the
been
Mr Brown's resolution had
neceseity for a sound economic policy,
chairman.
adopted, said:
the opinion plus a repeal of the 18th Amendment,
Mayor
expressed
Curley
labored
who
in
"In behalf of those
date for the State convee- end has paved the way for success In
this State for the election of delegates that if the
"
1.
Lion was to be determined at the mo- efassachusetts In the coming eleet)(
pledged to vote for Franklin D. Roose"With economic conditions worse
velt for President, I tender their sup- ment It would be wise to pick a day
his.
the
orevioua time in
port not only for Roosevelt and Gar- rutbsequent to the Republican conven- than at any
ner but alse for the whole Democratic ion so that the Democrats might have tory of America, with a fourth Winter
share
heir
of
full
publicity
in
the
approaching
most bleak and uninviting
ticket. As for myself, I am content
to be a self-effacing worker for the rewspapers, separate from the Repub- in character from the standpoint 01
success of Democracy In Massachu- leans, and also have the opportunity the public weal, and with assurances
o make the most of such mistakes of support of your candidacy from
setts."
This declaration by the Mayor was is the Republicans made in their con- independent and Republican voters, it
,
is not unreasonable to anticipate that
received with great applause, and tire ention.
At this point Gov Ely rose to take the Commonwealth of Massachueet's
committee adopted a resolution expressing its thanks and appreciation rart in the debate. As has been said, may be safely counted Democratic in
for the work he had done fee the le was greeted with great and long- the coming election.
eentinued
applause.
He said
"Assuring you and the chairman of
he
party.
The business session of the commit- .bought the time and place for the the Democratic State committee of mj
tee proceeded with expedition under tonyentIon might well be placed in willingness to serve in whatever
the direction of Mr Reardon. who, as :he hands of the new committee. capacity may be deemed most advanacting chairman since the retirement elayor Curley said he was thoroughly tageous. I beg to remain, as I have
been from the beginning, a self-efof Judge Frank J. Donahue, presided in accord with the Governor.
facing Roosevelt volunteer.
yesterday afternoon. As soon as he
"Sincerely,
had called the company to order after Convention for Lowell
the luncheon, Mr Reardon asked for
"James M. Curley, Mayor."
The date for the convention was apthe nomination of candidates for the
chairmanship of the committee. Mary parently regarded as less important
than
the place. The members from
F. Lucev of Holyoke presented Mr ,
_ w ee,
Maynard's same, and the nomination tt'"' im led by Cornelius F. Cronin,
had made a strong tight to have the
the
vas seconded by Charles H. McGlue
convention in their city and were and Lynn, a former chairman of
willing that the matter be left to the
tommittee. McGlue set forth Mr Mayin-coming State committee.
After
lard's long experience in politics and i
some discussion, the question was put,
said he was amply qualified to lead
and Chairman Reardon decided that
the party In the work of registration of
the committee had voted in favor of
the 300,000 names which had been
Lowell. The vote was doubted, but
dropped from the list and in the other the
standing vote was almost unaniactivities which must be carricd on in mous
in favor of that city. The day
order to insure success In the earn- will
be selected by a committee to be
palgn next November.
appointed by Chairman Maynard,
Michael F. Cronin of Lawrence
The report of the committee on balplaced Mr Reardon in nomination. Mr lots,
showing the election of Mr MayCronin said he was a friend of Mr
nerd as chairman of the State commitMaynard and had nothing adverse to tee,
was
then presented, and, after the
Say about his qualifications, but that
lt seemed proper and right to elect as election had been made unanimous, he
was escorted to the chair. He exchairman of the committee the roan
pressed his thanks and also his desire
who had served for ne- ey years as its for
the cooperation of all Democrats
treasurer and vice chairman, rnd re- in
his efforts to win next November
cently as acting chairman had perthe greatest victory the party has ever
formed the duties of chairman, workhad in the State.
log effectively every day in the week.
Miss Mary H. Ward, recently elected
Mrs Mary Pasquale Murray of Milas Gov Ely's associate on the Demoford in a brief speech seconded the create
national committee, also spoke
nomination of Mr Reardon.
briefly.
At this point, Whitfield L. Tuck of
Befere
the meeting adjourned, the
Winchester nominated Mrs Francis B.
committee passed votes of thanks to
Sayre of Cambridge for chairman, in Mr
Reardon for his efficient service as
the "interests of harmony." This sug- acting
chairman and also to Judge
gestion plainly surprised Mrs Sayre,
Donahue, who was chairman during
who sat beside Gov Ely at the head the
campaigns of 1928 and 1930.
table. After a moment a hesitation, she
rose and said that although She Was
grateful to Mr Tuck and also keenly Mayor Writes Roosevelt
Interested in party harmony she could
Mayor Curley yesterday
not be a candidate for chairman,
the foiiowing letter to Govdispatched
Franklin
D. Roosevelt:
"The Democratic State committee
Ballots in Shopping Bag
organized ther day and elected
Joseph
The ballot for the election of a A. Maynard as
chairman,
chairman vas then taken. Each memet attended the meeting and
Inher of the committee, as hie or her formed the
gathering that it wax not
name was called, walked to the head (ally my
purpose,
but
the
denire of
table and placed a ballot in Mrs La- everyone
associated
Rue Brown's shopping bag, Ex-ma yor campaign for electionwith Inc in the
of delegates to
Fitzgerald
"held
the
bag."
Ho
F'.
John
the national
was chairman of the committee on ea!moony with convention, to work in
Senator David I. Walsh
ballots; the other members were Mrs mnd the
newly elected officers of tl
Sayre and Cornelius P. Cronin of Democratic State
Lowell. Mr Fitzgerald made amusing -ffiesetts, for time committee in Massasuccess of all ca,,comment on almost every member of ildrites in
the November election.
the committee as he or she voted. Gov
"For myself I am agreeable to
perEly, amid great applause, cast the 'orming
whatever'
first ballot. Martin M. Lornasney re- assigned me for the tasks May he
success of Deceived an euthusinstic greeting as he mocracy.
walked to the polling place.
"The campaign for election of deleAfter the committee on ballot, had eetes to the
national convention was
retired to count the votes, the larger
Committee continued its business. A
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MAYNARD ELECTED CHAIRMAY'
AT DEMOCRATIC HARMONY PEST
Curley and Ely Sit Side by Side; Governor Silent
On Future Plans; Mayor Tenders
Support For Whole Ticket

GOV ELY AND MAYOR CURLEY SWAP SMILES AT DEMOCRATIC PARLEY

friends. Gov Ely and Mayor Curley, he Intended to do. He asked his hearthe respective leaders of the two ers In the meantime not to draw conBy JOHN D. MERRTLL
clusions, but to wait until they heard
groups which a few what he had to say.
Joseph A. Maynard of Waltham Democratic
to
delegates
The members of the committee, howweeks ago fought for
was elected chairman of the Demoever, took their own action on Gov
the recent national convention of Ely's case.
Sheriff Edmond P. Talbot
:retie State Committee yesterday; he
party, sat side by side at the of Bristol County moved that the comreceived 74 votes to 30 for Charles the
table and smiled on each other mittee "draft" the Governor for reRiordon of Sharon. The com-illead
election, and the motion
also on the members of the com- unea mously amid greatwas carried
and
conState
the
have
to
ani:ause.
mittee voted
Bros a of n Is city
mittee, most of whom kept their "%tithe.
vention in Lowell, but the date was
lTered
the
folle,,ing
reicluti
two.
those
on
corn-, eyes
he sald, Gov Ely had read .
not set. The meeting of the
had
Anticipations of an imp .1.nt an- not approved, or disapprove,
far
mIttee was held at the Parker House;
as it related to his (the Gower ,r's)
Ely,
namely,
Gov
from
nouncement
personal
intentions.
luncheon was served soon after 1
a
he
not,
that he would. or would
"Resolved, that this representa'
o'clock, and the business session folcana eor another term, or that gathering of Massachusetts Democr..ts
presthose
of
half
than
lowed. More
be would support the national ticket decla les its unwavering devotion to
the principles of the party of Jefferent were women.
the party were not realized
of
was
son, Jackson, Wilson and Alfred a
The feature of the meetIng
Smith. it proclaims its pride in our
had Ely spea•
great Governor, Joseph B.
s Briefly
the harmony displayed. There
whom
confidently expects to lead it to a
for thr The Governor
en sopf0It,eh e proce dings,ver y briefly It
thed
been a spirited contest
new and greater victory in the corning
nominating
the
chairmanship, but
towards
November, and It pledges to him
bitterness, and had a tremendously enthuslastle to the, candidates of the united and
Despeeches contained no
of the ballot greeting. He expressed his gratitude mocracy of the Nation Franklin D.
and, when the result
shown him at the Roosevelt and John N. arner, its decourtesy
the
fa
moved
Riordan
n voted and loyal support.."
is.
was announced, Mr
ethatt;tedrsalsof ftohre t hpearcto3nslildnear a tdio
t g
That resolution also Was unant.
made atilinnaonniiisntorial the
that the election be
Ho Ilnously adopted.
payed through hls administration.
the
to
pledged
and
went on to say that many matters
and that of his Must receive his attention and that at Curlcy's Declaration
tion his support
state what
the pruner time he would
Gov Ely was on hand before the

crtyi Expenses
Soar as Income
Greatly Slumps
•

depressed times. Stride a city govern.
moot is no richer than the resources and
the productive Income of the community
which it serves, Boston will enter the year
1933 with a depleted treasury and still
less capacity on the part of the public
to meet the cost. Real retrenchment at
this time, however belated it may be,
will be better than a stampede into hasty
panic-born remedies when the crisis
occurs,"

)/ I.
MAHONEY DELIVERS
REBUKE TO MAYORS

Research Bureau In dicates
Widening Gap and Need
of Retrenchment
The Boston Municipal Research Eureau i
has compiled figures which compare the
increase in the cost of government In Boston from 1928 to 1931, with the decrease
in community income and business activity during the same period. The widening
gap between cost of government and community income, shown by these figures,
creates a serious problem for the city of
Boston which, in Its opinion, can be
solved only by drastic retrenchment in
the cost of government.
In an attached chart, based upon these
figures, the year 1928, the last complete
pre-depression year, has been taken as
the starting point. Each of the factors
presented on the chart has been reduced
to a common basis so that an easy comparison can be made.
"Cost of government includes the total
current reouirements of the city regardess of what governmental agency inatrred them," the statement says. "The
ity was obliged to meet these requiremanta by taxes or other sources of in7.ome. They include city, county and
school budgets, debt and pension requirements and State and metropolitan
of
The actual figure for the cost
asemnt.
government in 1928 was $68,900,000; in
1931 it wile $78,790,000."
AS fairly representing the community
income from which taxes must be paid,
various inclicen of business activity are
presented, which, in the opinion of the
bureau, are representative of prevailing
economic conditions in the city. , The information used as the basis of some of
the indices covers Massachusetts and
New England, but they reflect conditions
in the city proper and for purposes of
showing the trend of the economic ratiotion they, are acceptable.
The percentage of Increase and decrease in all the factors from 1928 to 1931
lg shown to be as follows:
14% increase
COST OF GOVERNMENT— .
Postal receipts (Boston postal dish) 9% decrease
Revenue passengers, Boston Ele10% decrease
vated Railway
Retail sales, Boston department
12% decrease
stores
Number of wage-earners employed
. 14% decrease
Boston Industries
22% decrease
New car sales (Massachusetts)
11% decrease
Bank debits (Boston)
Car loadings (N. E. railways) .. 36% decrease
Value of building permits (Boston
exclusive of tax-exempt bldas.). 63% decrease
"These facts show that since early in
1930 business and einployment in Boston
have fallen off seriously, whereas the cost
of government is the only factor which
has increased," the bureau says. "The
r city has been continued on a high level
ot expenditure long after the end of the
period of prosperity, on which that high
level was based.
"We are now half-way through 1932.
i judging by the first six months of this
, year, the downward trend of economic
conditions has continued, but the cost of
government will show still another increase, probably to over $80,000,000.
' "By the end of the year many of our
governmertal units will reap the harvest
of three years of improvident spending in

l

Urges Municipal Economy
Before State Loans
The Massachusetts Mayors' Club is
sharply rebuked by Representative
John V. Mahoney of Boston, vice
chairman of the special committee on
public expenditures, for its proposal to
have the State float a $20,000,000 bond
issue, the proceeds to be used for the
relief of cities and towns.
Speaking for the committee, which
is making a State-wide study with a
view to reducing the coats of government in State, counties, districts and
municipalities,
Representative
Mahoney issued a statement late yesterday afternoon. He said that before
the cities were given any money or allowed to make use of the State's
ability to borrow at a low rate of interest, it is imperative that they put
into effect drastic economies in all of
their activities.
The statement of Representative
Mahoney says:
"The proposal of the Massachusetts
Mayors' Club for legislation to provide a $20,000,000 bond issue to obtain
money for distribution among municipalities which have steadfastly refused to make the drastic curtailments
forced upon us by the times, is typical
of the unvisioning policy that has
I brought so many mismanaged cities to
'their present financial plight.
"The Mayors' Club complained at
a hearing Wednesday before the Joint
Special Committee on Public Expendi•
tures that its previous recommendations have been Ignored by the Legislature. It takes no account of the fact
that it has Itself ignored the necessity
for retrenching sharply so that those
who lend cities money may feel with
some security that the notes they hold
will be repaid.
"The Legislative Committee on Municipal Finance reported a bill at the
last session that would have given
the Mayors what they now are asking. But it had no friends among
the Mayors because it would have
compelled the practice of economy as
a condition precedent to the use of
the Commonwealth's credit.
"No sane person or assoelation of
Individuals will lend money on a bad
risk. To ask the State to do so, without any provision or guarantee that.
its credit will not be abused, is to
make of Its financial prestige a false
instrument.
"It is a move, which unchecked,
might pull the whole Commonwealth
down to the level of its greatest weakness,

I

Mayor "Creature of Moment"

1

"What assurance can the Massachus
setts Mayors' Club give the Legislature that it will be any easier to pay
off borrowings as it proposes, when ,
they are due, than it is today? Which i
Mayor among them is bold enough to
say that we shall be back to peak
levels in five or even ten years?
"It is quite obvious that the average
Mayor is a creature oi the moment.
He cannot be held to account when ,
he relinquishes his office and saddles I
upon his successor the burdens of his
extravagance. But the people can and
should insist that he give heed to the
If the
obligations of the present.
Mayors must have more for public
wslfare, let them save it in other leas
essential activities.
"Give the Massachusetts Mayors this
$20.000,000 and next year they will be
No one
up for $20,000.000 more.
imagines for a moment that such a
sum is going to put an end to their
not even the
unceasing demands
Mayors themselves, who, as long as
money is easy to get, will continue
to spend it.
"In the city of Boston, our largest
municipality, which boasts of its financial condition, the total requirements
for 1932 will be greater than those of
last year. The tax rate will be at
least $34, the highest in its history.

- Challenges Boston Mayor

'
,Let the Mayor of Boston decrease
the assessed values to correspond with
the depreciation in actual values and
then cut his administrative costs.
The city is full of homes and office
buildings which are either vacant or
occupied by tenants who cannot psy
their rents. The greatly diminished
Income to the owners of such property will make it impossible for many
to meet their tax bills and result in
the sale of an increasing number of
titles.
"If the Mayors would spend more
time Improving their purchasing methods, consolidating departments, eliminating non-essential activities and
investigating the many spurious claims
for public welfare, soldiers' relief and
old age assistance, they would not
find it necessary to pass the buck to
the Commonwealth.
"The State Is able to borrow money
for less than 2 percent—for a reason,
Many cities must pay as high as 6
percent—also for good and sufficient
reasons, although far from the sat .e.
Borrowing by the State on behalf
the 'weak sisters' without elirnina,
the underlying causes or thIr distress would be unjust to the taxpayers, unfair to those municipalities thst
have had the good sense to keep their
houses In order, and a distinct dieresnsd for the San- busineee judgment
which elected representatives of the
neonle are supposed to exercise."

Roosevelt
Heads for
, North Shore

"'"4"

Mayor Curley Cheers Unemployed
With Hot, Sweet, LowdoN 11 Tunes

Depression, in the original sense of the
word—it used to have a different meaning, they tell me—was not evident at any
time yesterday afternoon during the first
free concert given on the Common as
part of Mayor Curley's scheme to Keep
up the spirits of the unemployed. Books
and periodicals of the Open Air Library
in Parkman bandstand were pushed
against the railings to make room for
,the fiddles, saxes and trombones of the
Mah Jong Orchestra, under the baton of
. Sandwich, July 15 (A.P.)--Governor Sam Bittel, who chose the heartening
"Whistle and
Your Blues Away"
Franklin D. Roosevelt and his cruis- for the openingBlow
number.
yawl
the
aboard
companions
ing
Mr. Bittel and his men may be said to
Myth II came through the Cape have "stood 'em up," for not only was
Cod Canal today at the end of a every seat, on the shady semicircle of
benches around the handstand, occupied
tow line and emerged on the waters of but there were groups standing In hack
after
as well as around the bandstand. Some
: Cape Cod Bay a few minutes
I ten o'clock. The canvas was immediately sat or stretched out luxuriously on the
grass.
One interested listener had
I spread to a moderate northwest breeze parked his straw hat on a "Keep
Off the
i
and the course was shaped for ,4IJuces- Grass" sign.
Another gave the band a
ter, Marblehead or Manchester, some divided attention as he leaned against a
tree trunk and strung beads on a wire to
i sixty miles up the coast.
ake bead rings.
! The Myth II was towed through the
unnecesmakes
which,
Every rare seemed to have its reprechannel,
, narrow
. sary the long and sometimes dangerous sentation amnag the men present. There
! trip around Cape Cod, by the power yacht were a good many women also, which is
Ambasstuiress, which. with the Press boat a bit unusual at a weekday concert beLike the men, they
Alarcon, is accompanying her. The Gov- ginning at two.
ernor and his party were cheered by ranged from those in their teens to the
summer
very old. It was difficult, of course, to
crowds of Cape Cod residents and
visitors who gathered on the draw (figure out how many were unemploycd.
bridges spanning the canal. The crew of If the majority were, the:- had become
the Sandwich coastguard station, in a reconciled to the Idea and were goodpower surf boat, delivered live telegrams humored about it. Many of the audience
addressed to the Governor. Five steam- WSJ'S well dressed and moat of 'hem
ers, waiting their turn at the westerly fairly neat. There were coats out at
entrance, saluted the Myth and her crew the elbow and an occasional unshaven
with their whistles as they emerged from face but there were no evidences of
really shocking poverty. The boys who
the canal. To all greetings. Governor
Roosevelt responded with waves of the sold lee•cream-on-a-stick and peanuts d:d
a good business.
hand.
The stns leading to the bandstand
On the voyage up the Massachusetts
South Shore, the Governor will pass Dux- Were jammed with children, many of
bury, the home of his maternal ancestors.
landed in 1624. It was there that Philippe
Delano, the first of Mrs. James Roosevelt's line, settled, and it was from that
followed
little port that he and his sons
the sea. Delano was of Flemish mist-

Gloucester, Marblehead, or
Manchester Goal Today —
Goes Through Canal

l

i

them just out of Frog Pond and with
moist bathing suits slung over their
shoulders. Occasionally Mrs. Carroll, the
librarian, attempted to shoo them away
with sweeping gestures. At other Times
she acted as a sort of subsidiary conductor, her forefinger following the
baton. Carpenters
mending
benches
around the oandstand furnished a brisk
obbligato to "Cuddled On our Shoulder"
and "Oh Boy, What a Kiss."
Several of the listeners had magazines
from the Open Air Library on their laps.
Two men who had obviously attained a
high degree of concentration read steadily throughout the entire program. One
had "Down the World's Most Dangerous
R/ver" and the other was intent on
"Sister Carrie." It must have been odd
to follow Hurstwood's slow degradation
in such surroundings. On the' steps.
just out of reach of the librarian, a boy
of ten or so glanced interestedly through
a copy of the National (Icor , nhic during the hot measures o ' veet Sue."
The young men who sang "You'ie My
Everything" so well had an unexpected
tribute from a boy with a package of
chairseats, who lingered for the final
note before starting on his way to deliver it.
There was much applause for the ray
extravagances of "Stop the Sun, Stop
the Moon, My Gal's Gone." but "My
Mom," which is Ring Lardner's bane,
was received with whistling and stamping. Tie final selection was, appropriately, "Auf Wiedersehen."
rhen a
young lady in purple, who had Introduced
the orchestra, thanked Mr. Bittel and his
men, in behalf of his honor, the mayor,
for their kindness, in contributing their
services, without cost to the city, and
announced that there would he a daily
afternoon concert for the rest of the season. By fall. Mrs. Carroll and the patrons of her library should he lip en all
the latest hot, sweet, lowdown ttio•-•s.
M. E. P.

Near Disaster in Canal
Curley was met by Robert Jat.eeon, sec- Cuttyhunk Harbor, where the Myth
As the Roosevelt party was passing retary of the Democratic National Com- am ored WeOntsday night, gave the
go% rnor hie first navigation problem.
through the canal, Captain Frank Lock- mittee, and Eddie Dowling, in Marion.
craft
Ti- feat of piloting the yawl through
man of the Marcon brought his Harry
permit
won the commendation of Cap.
th ir
alongside the Myth II. to
To Back Lehman for N. Y. Governor
tale 1.,ank Lockman, master of the
Maclntyre of the governor's campaign
Governor The New York governor turned from Mat-con, press boat accompanying the
to
telegram
a
deliver
staff to
boathook, his vacation long enough to announce Roosevelt craft.
Roosevelt on the end of a
din that Lieutenant Governor Herbert H.
The governor, tanned by wind and sun,
Both craft were then caught in the
a time the Lehman of New York would be asked to has not been off the Myth since he
cult current of the canal. For
together with take over the summer inspection trips boarded her last Monday morning at
come
to
threaten&
two
RooseSt. Port Jefferson, Long Island. His narconsiderable force, but two of the George of State properties and to visit the
power site. This pracvelt boys, Franklin and John, andside and Lawrence River inspection trips brought row bunk aboard the yawl does not differ
tice of making
from those of other crew members and
Briggs, jumped to the starboard
Governor Roosevelt much popularity in the bunk above his is occupied by his
fended off the Marcon.
exis
was
It
York.
time
Republican up-State New
eon, Franklin. The party was in the
Governor Roosevelt at the
Washington rep.
the governor will advance best of health and the governor laughtalking to Basil Manley, Power Authori• pected that
successor.
his
as
Lehman
State
ingly
remarked last night that a badly
ri the
re
After making the Lehman announcee sunburned right shoulder prevented him
at Bourne.
ty, who came aboard
spent
the
Roosevelt
in
Government
rested
rnent,
"from inking
. riff my shirt."
.
Last night the craft
Harbor, off Marion, some time reminiscing. He and his
waters of Sippican
nays family lived in a farm back of Marion in
Roosevelt
the
of
two
where, In 1927,
sailing lessons. Plans 1927 and Franklin and John learned
learned their first
the night at the sum- sailing lessons that have been advanspend
and
to dine
Cameron Forbes, :crtner tagenus in the cruise on the waters of
W.
of
home
mer
Naushon Island, Blizzards Bay. The narrow inlet into
ambassador to Japan, on
were abandoned
Curley of Boston had
Mayor James M. Governor Roosevelt
with
conference
a
aboard the Myth II. The
late last night
at Marion by the govermayor was met Roosevelt, who escorted
James
nor's son,
Curley. City
his son, Leo
the mayor,
Dolan and Eugene
Treasurer Edmund L. to the governor's
McSweeney of Boston Roosevelt, Mayor
James
sailboat. Besides

w a s observed
here yesterday
ied by J.
accompan
Curley,
Mayor
as
C. Joseph Flamand, right, French
consul-general to Boston, placed a
wreath on the bas relief of the Mar-

Bastille Day

•

quis de Lafayette on Lafayette Mall,
Boston Common, The 143d anniversary of the rail of the famous French
prison was celebrated throughout
France yesterday, The day corresponds with our Fourth of July.
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Picilizg State -Ticket

Massachusetts Democrats at National Convention in Chi.
cago Follow Republican Example and Spend
Much Time With Local Problems
By BEACON HILL
CHICAGO, July 2.—We
There are difficulties back home, however. For
understand that some of
has
a long time on and about Beacon Hill there
the Beacon Hill boys have been a feeling that the governor, if he consulted
been enjoying themselves his personal pleasure, would not seek or accept a
a good deal in Chicago, renomination, This was not and is not a forecast
what with nominating a that he would or will not run. It Is simply the
th e
President, putting
natural and inevitable reaction among the observDemocratic drys on the ant, that he has not entirely and always enjoyed
spot, and, which is more his work as the chief executive of the commonhome,
back
important
'wealth. He has shown this in several of his public
picking out a state ticket. addre.sses. There is a good deal of the idealist in
It is a curious and iniGovernor Ely. He comes from a part of the state
teresting fact that when!where idealism lingers on in politics, In both parever a delegation, (:! either
ties. He is fond of calling his part of the state
party, goes away to a na"the sticks," and the Western Massachusetts folks
tional convention. it spends a large part of the will not quarrel with him for that, for they know
time fixing up the home troubles. It was so when
what he means.
the Republicans went off to Chicago, earlier in
Someone has said that the farther west you
the month or ruses than the Democrats' journey
the friendlier the people are—and that this
go,
counthe
g
but bent on the same errand—savin
from Boston through Framingham, Worcescounts
try. It is a cheering thought that we have two
and Westfield and Pittsfield. We
Springfield
ter,
Rethe
as
women
such great bodies of men and
was a bit harsh on Boston, but
this
thought
always
publicans and the Democrats who are ever ready
anyway; and it has always
is,
impression
the
so
in
once
least
at
to save the nation, and who do it
to us, that there Is a sort of academic
seemed
four years.
touch to politics In the central and western parts
The Rep;tblicans were pretty well represented
of the state which is less evident close to this gildaway from home, and In the shades of the hotels ed hilltop.
along the lake front they did quite a bit in the
way of nominating a governor—they rang the
changes on Fuller and Allen and Haigis and Goodwin, but maybe out of deference to the absence of
the lieutenant-governor they did very little in

Murray Crane's Way

Back in the remembered days of Marray Crane
of Dalton there was a good deal of discussion of
the "big things" in politics, up In his end of the
state. We recall an automobile ride with Mr. Crane
those Western conferences to advance his progress (It was his pleasant custom to hold political contowards the nomination. Meanwhile, Mr. Young- ferences, and to get information and perspective,
man had not gone to market hut had stayed at while on these motor rides) in which the question
for the Presidency
home, reflecting on the interesting political fact of nominating Calvin Coolidge
came up for thought and words. This was a good
need
not
did
he
system
primary
that under our
deal in advance of his nomination for Vice Presiany special executive session endorsements. Thus dent and long before many persons aside from
the stimulation of a stop-Youngman movement Frank Waterman Stearns had any idea that the
man from Vermont and Northampton was destined
has not gone very far.
to sit In the presidential chair. The possibility of
Democratic Confidence
such distinguished advancement for Mr. Coolidge
The sit elation in the unterrified state democ- was projected, and Mr. Crane's first comment was
racy is more interesting than that among the Re- characteristic. It was not at all on the question of
practicability, hut was this:
publicans. The Democrats are usually more tem"The Preaidency is a mighty office. Any man
peramental in their politics, and this is their banmay aspire to it. Few attain It."
ner year. They are filled with hope, confidence
You sae, a generality. That was the way Mr.
and pep. They are feeling pretty sure about things. Crane's mind worked, and it is the way of men
They feel that about all they have ahead of them
brought up In "the sticks," in such pleasant places
In November is to count the votes—I, e. the na- as Dalton—and Westfield. No man knew more
tional contest.
of the practical processes of politica than did Mr,
:atss
/-t-y
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Crane, but he approached every problem in polltics, no far as we observed him over some years,
. with an Initial projection -if soiite academic or general thought. Like the architect who visualizes ills
plans before he puts in the details. Thus, when
the matter of the Coolidge poSsibllity engaged his
attention, his first thought whs-, not of Coolidge
himself, but of the majesty of the high office to
which some of his enthusiastic friends would advance him.

Ely's Politics
Now, all this old-time stutt Is a far cry from
the question of nominating a Democratic condidate for governor in 1932, and yet it is a geographical and psychological background which accounts
in some measure for the present situation in the
party, and Mr. Ely's relation to it.
Mr. Ely is not a Republican; yet he is one of
those men who, staunch partisan and believer in
the principles of his party though he is, occupies
that zone in which the two parties ever merge.
On the Republican side such another is Mr. Fuller
--not that these tw o men are alike. for they are
far from that. Yet they do look over the party,
fence a good many times; and the translation ot
this mental, perhaps subconscious, attitude, of
both of them is found in the interesting fact that
both men are strong outside their own party, That
I is, Mr. Fuller has time and again manifested a
power to win votes from Democrats; and Mr. Ely
certainly owes his election to the governorship in
, part to support he received from Republicans—
and this was not a reflection on the Republicanism
or the performance of his Republican adversary,
Mr. Allen, any more than have Mr. Fuller's victories represented a conspicuous lack in his Democratic rivals for election,

Hence. long before the Chicago convention it
was freely SP id about the Hill that his future in
Massachusetts politics absolutely depended on the
Smith fortunes in the national field. The political
book makers. had it all written down I II that if
Smith were nominated nothing etould prevent the
renomination and reelection of Ely in Massachusetts and (2) that if Smith were defeated by
Roosevelt in Chicago, Mr. Ely would be automatically eliminated in Massachusetts.
Yet this has never been quite the case, though
it has been a temptation to think so and to say so.
Defeat for Smith could not wipe the admiration
for him front the minds of Massachusetts Democrats, nor could victory for Roosevelt destroy the
dignity or the popularity of Ely here.
It has been equally automatic, on the surface,
that a Roosevelt victory and A Smith defeat at
! Chicago must hurl James Michael Curley into the
arena as a candidate for governor. Yet again it does
not necessarily follow that a Roosevelt victory or
failure, a Smith victory or failure, was hollIld to
change the status of Mr. Curley in his home state.
The governorship need not be won' nor lost on the
record of a national convention.

An Open Year

What a national political year does do, however, and what it particularly has done this year,
is to open things up. It whets political interest and
hunger. It is an open year now in Massachusetts
politics. Any Democrat will feel that he has
right
to run in opposition it he so inclines. If Mr. Ely
steps out, there should be a flood of aspirants. We
hear of the possibilities for the recurrent mayor of
New Bedford. Mr. Ashley, and we hear that Mr.
Barry casts eager eyes toward the hilltop—and so
both may very properly do.
There is other possible material in the
party
The Logical Candidate
, —plenty of it. Francis X. Murky, the compete
nt
(letting hack to the main line, we Clalle to the' state auditor
who chafes in All office which has
present situation, In which Mr. Ely by virtue of been stripped
of its gears, might within reason and
his office is the logical candidate for his party's propriet sound
y
out sentiment in relation to his
nomination this year. And it Is his abstractions own sdvance
ment to the highest state office. We
In politics, his mental image of Democracy as hay- understand
that he is not at all desirous of going
lug somehow something to do with Thomas Jef- on
another two years in the futile office to which
ferson and Grover Cleveland and Woodrow Wilson., he was elected
in 1930. He is an active man menthat makes him hesitate in his mind about going tally, well-Inform
ed, well-trained, has a capacity
through with it again,
for pungent expression, is a student of government,
We have said before now that we believed his and In fact
has all the necessary equipment for
. desire was not to take a second nomination and higher office.
Consideration of him as possible goy.
but that if the party Pressure is BON- ernorship material
la hound to occur If circumgently strong, it it is his conviction and that. of stances
develop so as to make this feasible—and
others on whose judgment he relies, that his ac- they
may.
stance of a renomination is essential to party
Mare and success, he would yield his own personal preferences, and go through with the proThe Democratic nomination will not go
beg- ,
gram for the party.
ging. The Democrats believe this Is their
year.
They feel that with the 100 per cent wet
Smith Tie-Up
plank
That siluatimi has not idianged. Nor does any- 1 in the national platform they can make
great beadthing happening at Chicago necessarily affect his way with a state ticket
in the wet Bay State. They
course now. The governor early
tied himself fasti
,e --and here they may be grievous
ly (from !
to the Smith presidential candidacy, and became its
„eh point of view) at fault, that Mr.
leader in the active local field. Here at
Youngm
an
Chicago Is an easy
man to defeat. In this
he was the man to place Mr. Smith's name in nomthey are
illation. lie has been AS closely identified with counting on defections from the Republican
ranks
Smith as it was possible for him to be.
, which they fancy they ean win. They
are .likely to

Youngman's Strength

•

The
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go astray if they build their
hopes on this, for we
believe that Youngman is
not going to be a weak
candidate.

Curley Enjoyed It
Nevertheless,

•

that mysterious "atmosph
ere"
which often shows itself arou
nd a political situation is in Massachuse
tts now favorable to the
Democrats. This is not a
prophecy that they will
win the state this Fall,
but It behooves the Repu
blicans to recognize the
drift and to prepare for
it.
There was one little Incid
ent here which may
or may not presage event
s In Massachusetts. Tuesday was a Roosevelt day In
the Chicago convention
hall, when the Roosevelt
forces won three test
votes. On the way out
of the hall two Boston men
fell in step with Mayor_Curl
ey. "Not a bad
day,
from your viewpoint, Mr.
Mayor," said one of
them.
"Say." said the mayor,
"you know I have had
a wonderful afternoon,
sitting up there on the
platform, and looking down
into the faces of the
Massachusette delegation."

7- 2 - 7 "2-

Jim: ribrl
jv
. atvsNIfte heroic age of New'
F,nr1:111 w s when rum sold for 10 cents
a galPek" Jim toes not mean to imply
that 10-cf.mt rum made heroes of
the early
New Eng'lnders, but that they were
he.:
roes in spi.e of 10-cent rum. Or
does W! ,

Ilion with an Iron band. as Croker
iand Murphy were wont, he couldn't
even tell just how the delegates
'were going te vote.
Mayor Frank Hague of Jersey
!City, a survival from the Roger Sul:liven-George Brennan days and New
Jersey's Democratic Mussolini was
P II - - 2z • 'field marshal of the snti-Rootavelt
BY RODNEY DUICHER
• •'•
'forces.
NE:4 Fervice Writer
And a fascinating figure he was
Curry's Sad Performance
11117ABFITNGTON — The old-fahas he barked his commands, diBUT
back to the big shots of bossboned political bosses still hold
rec ted strategy, surveying his
Inn clutch on their local and state
consider the sad perstrength with an unerring eye and
machines, but few of theta manformance of the Honorable John F. always reali
zing exactly where he
Curry. chief of Tammany Hall, hat- ' stood and
aged to establish a grip on the rethe desperate nature of
ing Al Smith but being forced to
cent Democratic convention. Some
his fight.
of them, in fact, looked just a little
vote his delegates for Al just the
Ordinarily, in public, Hague is a
bit funny.
same.
good-natured, affable boss. Bet this
The more famous ones, fellows
Curry, who apparently is not
time, unaccustomed to the probabilfrom the east such as usually have
made of the stuff that was in
ity of defeat at these natio
been able to tie up a convention or
nal
Charlie Murphy and other of his
shows, his face was grim and set,
dictate nominations in the past,
predecessors, came to Chicago
unhis whole demeanor devoid of
found themselves either taking a
hucertain as to what he would do
and
mor His desperate mid-conve
licking from the Roosevelt leaders
ntion
everyone agreed that he was in
a
assau
lt
on
Roose
velt
as a source of
--who were not supposed to
hot spot Weeks before he had anbe
party disaster was fruit
very bright by comparison—or sitflounced in Washington that
less—and
he,
Hagu
e
left
Chica
go with the virtual
ting with eagle eye to see which
would vote New York's 94 deleg
ates' certainty that someone
else would
way the cat would jump and then
en mane under the unit rule,
be getting all the patronage
scrambling ludicrously in a mad'
He learned later that the unit
in any
Roose
velt administration
dash after the band wagon
rule didn't apply to New
York,
• • •
which meant he could
•
•
•
dominate
only about two-thirds of the
It May Be "Boss" Jim
delega"Boss" Huey Long
lion even with his alliance upsta
HE Massachusetts lea era,
te
HERE were various bosses front
who
and his working arrangement with
had carried the state 'for
the west and south who supSmith
John H. McCooey. the old walrus
large
ly
to stamp on Mayor Jiru
of
ported Roosevelt from the start, but
CurBrooklyn. He would have preferred
of Boston who was
they were relatively small-timel to wait for signs of
crusading.,
a hand wagon, for Roosevelt, also held
czars with no great number of dole., but didn't dare
out aworrbt
oppose Smith beRoosevelt to the lest
ballot, Now,
gates under their control. The boss cause Smith migh
t wreck him in
In all probability. a
Democratic vicof that type who attracted most atNew York City
tory will mean that they
tention was none other than SenaA
can't got
If he incurred Smith's wrath and
a federal job for a
follower unless
tor Huey Long of Louisiana.
Governor Roosevelt later removed
they first see Jim.
Huey organized his delegation of Mayor Jimmy Walk
er, Curry's name ---...Another who came
out on top was
20 by banging his gavel on the roswould be mud In his own organiza- Ed Flyn
n, New York's,
trum and announcing: "I hereb
secretary of
tion.
y
state
and boss of the
nominate myeelf for chairman
• • •
Bronx, who
of
worked hind In hand
the delegation. Anyone opposed
with Manager
to
Iron
Han
Miss
d
Jim
ing
Farle
y
for
that motion will say aye." A pause
Roosevelt
gh
4.10 he stuck grimly to the last for the convention. And therethrou
's Joe
Anti st,eace -The motion is carried 1."/ Al. finite futile and even a bit Ouffey of Pittsburgh. whose
old
poliiical power seemed
and this meeting is adjourned "
ridiculous when the first ballot
about gone
unti, he declared
for Roosevelt
_ Governor Alfalfa Bill Murray was came and he asked an hour-long
early In the season
unother small boss. He admitted fpoll of
and took a last
his own delegation, confesschance of regaining
his 22 Oklahoma delegates were ing that he couldn't give
his influence en
the
full
the
hope
that Roosevelt
hand-picked by him and that
would be
11 Instead of ruling the delega- nominate
he
d.
was their absolute lord and !Oster
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and Local Topics;-"--te 'Berkshire

school. These law school professors
are not to be dismissed as negligible
Oliver Wendell Hohne.s, former
in their estimate of the quality of a
chief justice of the Massachusetts
judicial appointment. In our magasupreme court and former associzine section today is an article on
ate justice of the United States
the Harvard law faculty's appraisal
court.
supreme
associate
of Prof Frankfurter and notable inLouis D. Brandeis,
justice of the United l'Aates sudeed is the estimate by Prof Beale,
preme court.
rated as one of the more conservaBenjamin N. Ca.rdozo. former
tive law teachers in the school. If
chief justice of the New York
the opinion of an appointee's peers
court of appeals and associate
and professional associates has
justice of the United States suweight, it is hard to understand how
preme court.
the Frankfurter nomination can posLearned Hand, judge of tne
sibly be rejected.
United States circuit of appeals,

The Frankfurter Support

In New York.
Augustus N. Hand, judge of the
United States circuit court of anneals, in New York.
John M. Woolsey, Judge of the
United States district court, in
New York.
George W. Anderson, former
Judge of the United States circuit court of appeals, in Boston.
Robert P. Patterson. judge of
the United States district court,

Roosevelt's Massachusetts
Problem

If Gov Roosevelt had decided last
winter not to contest with ex-Gov
Smith for the Massachusetts delegates st the Democratic convention,
it is doubtful that the result .at Chicago would have been different in
any way, except that there might
have been fewer scars. But the
in New York.
Democratic situation in MassachuJulian W. Mack, judge of the
today, and in the event of
setts
apunited States circuit court of
election, would be much
Roosevelt's
peals, in New York.
easier and better if Roosevelt had
William Hits, justice of the Au.
kept out of the Massachusetts priprerne court of the District of Comary; he would not then be under
lumbia.
These 10 judges, who have served such obligations to Mayor Curley.
As things stand, it will be diffior are now serving on the federal
bench, have written strong indorse- cult for Roosevelt, if elected, not
ments of the nomination of Prof to give Curley such recognition as
Felix Frankfurter to the Massachu- to cause something legs than the
setts supreme court. They are all most cordial relations between the
eminent jurists who, under no cir- White House and Senator David I.
cumstances, would approve placing Walsh. If Gov Roosevelt has the
on the bench a man at all unfit, in tact and diplomacy, or political
their opinion, for judicial service.'adroitness, with which some peo0e
Prof Frankfurter they have had am-a credit him, the Massachusetts sitple opportunity to know; and, know- uation would seem to call for their
ing him, to commend as an admir- immediate exercise. There is need
able selection for the highest court of such qualities not merely with
regard to the .possible future disin Massachusetts.
of federal patronage, but in
pensing
more
a
recall
to
impossible
is
It
distinguished and impressive in- relation to the election. Massachudorsement from the federal bench, setts with Roosevelt at the head of
sincerely given, for any judicial the ticket ill not necessarily do in
nomination made by a Massachusetts 1932 what it (lid in 1928 for smith.
governor, than the indorsement Prof The Roosevelt strategy may be to
win in the South and West, includFrankfurter has received,
ing certain of the central states, but
It may seem superfluous to men- it is inconceivable that Massachution other testimonials and indorse- setts should be allowed to go by dements, after those 10 United States fault. There is need to pacify the
fudges have spoken. But it is worth many Massachusetts followers of
noting that the Frankfurter nomina-Smith who feel that if Gov Roosetion 1s been highly praised by thevelt had properly deferred to their .
entire faculty of the Harvard Lawidol the break between the two
school, led by Dean Roscoe Pound;would not have come.
by a large group of the faculty of
the Yale Law school, and by Dean
)oal.ey of the Boston College Law

ie4lr ,
o
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Book Line
Boston has a book line, accoiding to
a dispatch in The New York ymes. It
all came about when Mayor urleY eS7.
tablished a free, open-air library in
the bandstand of one of the parks.
Patrons were promptly attracted and so
formed a procession which led to magazine tables and bookshelves, and then
out to the benches which soon had a full
supply of readers. "The sight recalled
nothing so much as the children's room
of a branch library on a busy Winter's
afternoon," we are told.
It is an excellent idea which Mayor
:3urley has worked out. He is taking to
ioyS and oldsters something which sup.=
'lents the kind of discussion which un.mployed persons are likely to carry on
it this juncture. And the librariau:in
barge has humanized her task ,.to the
*int of being helpful in a thoweand litle ways to these idlers.
Ands them
pencils, scissors, note bo9ka, newspapers. This is social service of genuMe
value.
Roston has set an excellent exan e.
Wherever this method of taking books.
and reading material to the people can
be utilized, it ought to be done. Communities owe. their jobless the utmost
consideration. It is oft2n too much to
expect the poor devils to go to the regular libraries. A little ingenuity and a
little zeal can go far toward conferring
on them beauty for ashes and the oil of
joy for mourning through the companionship of books.
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Mayor James M. Curlers appearance will speak in the afternoon on the
first
on the rostrum to make one of the Common and will make there his
seconding speeches for Garner failed adress fcr Governor Roosevelt. Senato arouse any enthusiasm in the dele- tor Walsh will leave Chicago tomorgation.
The delegates wanted to row or Monday for Washington.
Governor Ely did not remain over
"boo" him, but were restrained by
the leaders. They gave him respect- for the meeting of the national cornful silence, but no applause when he mittee of which he is a. new memhad concluded. The belief is general her from Massachusetts. He Is on
that his action In speaking for Garner the special and will leave it at Springhas dug his political grave back home field, going directly to his home in
even deeper than when he made ins Westfield.
Leaders Silent
primary fight for Roosevelt.
Neither Senator Walsh nor GovChallenge Planned
I
.
make any statement
would
Ely
rnor
During the heat of the ,contest over etonight hut the governor may have
nomination
it
was
presidential
the
say about the convenwouldto
something
understood that Mayor Curley
tio
weenk. when he reaches Boston next
make a seconding sperhirTor Governor
Roosevelt. Rep. Leo P. Birmingham
The division of opinion in the deleand Mayor Lawrence gation is pronounced. It was known
of Boston
—Quigley of Chelsea planned to chat- on the trip to Chicago that although
his right to speak as a dele- pledged to Mr. Smith. the New York
gate from Porto Rico. where the governor had many friends in the
mayor found a place the day the con- group. Those who claim to know
atdt mbeeeant
vention opened,
say that if Massachuset
'
There was no anticipation that the • released
by Mr. Smith atteanhy
move would be successful, but the least 11 of the delegates would have
two believed such protest would bring gone Roosevelt. These supporters are
the Boston executive into an un- proclaiming that Governor Roosevelt
favorable position back home. Mr. has better than an even chance of
Birmingham and Mr. Quigley were victory and that he will carry Maswith Massachusetts group when the sachusetts without any difficult. They
By JAMES H. 01111.1,01 LE
mayor was announced for the Gar- are asserting that the "protest" vote
Of The Telegram's Contention Staff ner seconding speech, but they de- against President Hoover will out.
CHICAGO. July 2.—The Mas.sachu- cided not to raise their point with'weigh all other considerations.
Garner 'Will Hurt
eetts delegation to the Democratic Na- the convention near adjournment.
The rabid Smith supporters, howtional convention' left Chicago toFrom "Beautiful Island"
ever, such as Goveinor Ely, although
night at 7 o'clock without waiting to
Mayormt
Ci.ihiti spoke as a delegate not expressing any public view arc
hear
Franklin D. Roosevelt deliver from "'It,
autiful island." He not so certain. Privately they point
his address, and sharply divided over made a plea for the forgotten man of out Massachusetts is a Republican
( the chance of success of the ticket, at which he said he was one. He told state, that Mr. Smith carried it by a
of the war veterans camped on the slender margin and that in the face
least in Massachusetts, next Fall.
streets and other places In Wash- of unusual enthusiasm stirred solely
The proceedings on this final day ington fighting for the bonus and by his personality. With Roosevelt
of the convention gave as little sat- then cited figures on unemployment. they feel the same enthusiasm will
He said that 800,000 were out of work not be present, particularly with the
faction to tho delegates as on the in Detroit and
1.300,000 in New York smith opposition to him back home.
previous days for they would have and millions throughout the country. The nomination of Garner in second
much preferred any candidate for He urged support of Governor Roose- place will be further handicap to the
vice president to Speaker Garner who velt in their name. He said it gaee ticket in the Bay State where Texas
him great pleasure to second the hse
lataieorn
e
Smith in 1928 has long
pu
nde
Is from Texas, one of the four South- nomination of Speaker Garner with ree
ern states that failed to give Al Smith whom he served on the committee on
The key to the situation rests enforeign affairs when he was in Coll' tirely with the attitude taken by
Its electoral vote four years ago.
The Massachusetts crowd declared grees some years ago.
rovernof Ely and Senator Walsh towThe convention, other than Mils- ard the ticket. There is Indication
that if any other candidate were
placed in nomination they would vote, sachusetts, gave the mayor an en- I that the governor will show no defor him in preference to the Texa.e couraging ovation, it was in contrast !sire to exert any effort on behalf of
to the booing he received late last it.
Those close to him know he is
man to register their protest.
night when he announced the vote .gusted.
Without'. the help of
Speeelt Called Off
of Porto Rico for Roosevelt.
Governor Ely the Roosevelt forces
Congressman John W. McCormack
cannot hope to accompiieh anything
Booed By Gallery
of Boston, who Is a warm personal
It wili be a treThen he had been presented by in Massachusetts.
friend of Speaker Garner. planned
mendous blow to them if he decides
early In the day to make one of the the chairman of the island delegation
re-election.
not
to
seek
seconding speeches for him, but call- who said "Mayor Curley of Boston
ed It off when he learned that the will announce the vote of Porto
Harmony Sought
delegation would be displeased if he Rico." A chorus of boos came from
It is probable that the Roosevelt
werelprethe
galleries
which
packed
did so.
He said he did not want to
managers will soon open negotiations
do anything that would arouse the dominantly fcr Smith,
with the Democratic leaders in leasThe Curley supporters are, of course, • s
Bay State group.
His decision was
haclLu
ar o
se
nt
i ts in
effort to estabilise
made after he had consulted with jubilant. They see in the Roosevelt
relations
teGoeveerdritaomi
Governor Ely, Senator David I. W lah, nomination the possibility of the Ely andouheis re
f
o
e
llo
o
wers.
It
and other leaders of the Massachu- mayor becoming a big figure in the that U they do there will be
a denational campaign. They have been mand that
setts grOfip.
Mayor Curley be removed
While the roll of states was being here in big number milling with the from any prominent part in the
called Governor Ely made it plain i convention crowds and spreading news paign. This will be difficult tooanoat
,
that he would not vote for Mr. Gar- of his virtues as a public official. complish.
ner if it could be avoided, and his When the mayor had concluded his
One of the matters that will Maki
consultation with the other mem- seconding speech today he was pre- it hard to soothe the situation :o
( hers of the delegation revealed an sented with a large floral horseshoe Massachusetts is the fact that it'leas
almost unanimous sentiment against by John H. Backus of New Bedfool William Gibbs McAdoo, the fbiffiler
and Mrs. Nellie Sullivan of Fall River, secretary of treasury, who
the Texas man.
really
a former national committee woman. maneuvered the convention into a
Belegat es Silent
both of whom were on his slate ion position where it had to deal
with
The Ma seachusetts delegates Roosevelt in the April primaries.
him in bringing about the nominathought they would have their chance
tion of Governor Roosevelt. With CalCurley Stays Over
to protest against Mr. Garner when
ifornia and Texas standing
el
General Kinley of Iowa was placed
The mayor is remaining over in Mr. Garner in the early ba nrinlor
toting -the
before the convention. Teter, when Chicago with friends. ,He plans to Roosevent managers
saw him as hoedhe asked to be allowed to withelease leave tomorrow on the Minute Man lug the key to the
opposition hand
his name, Massachusetts made no pro- reaching Boston on Monday in time , began negotiations with
him
•
test. But when the nominatio of fOr the Independence Day exercise3 on •
1924 Fight Recalled
Mr. Garner was made by acclama on the Common. Word has been received
Mr. McAdoo's fight
not a lip moved in the Bay
its here that his friends are planning a
againstbenehth
group. As the roll of states was called gigantic celebration to welcome him In 1924 has not been forgotten eknd
for nominations or seconding speech- when he errivee. There will be a pat- It will be hard, to erase the
pars he
es, Governor Ely did not respond iode and other features. The mayor played in this convention from the
when Maesachusetts was called.

GARNER CHOICE
IS DISPLEASING
'.TO STATE UNIT
Massachusetts Delegation
Divided Over Party's
Chances in Fall
CURLEY SPEAKS

1,,nge

Leaders Keep Members
From Booing Mayor
During Address
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LotorIng

Home
Many
The train did not bring home all
the delegates. Rep. and Mrs. Edward
J. Kelley of Worcester are motoring
back. Rep, Joseph Casey of Clinton
is coming home later with Harold D.
Donohue, chairman of the Worcester
city committee, others have also returned by bus, automobile or train.
It was a sizeable party that left the
train at the South station, including
The
many prominent Democrats.
mixed feeling over the nominations,
which has split the delegation, was
By JAMES U. GUILFOYLE
not allayed and bitter repercussions
Staff
Convention
were promised. There was talk that
GI' the •frfelegram's
delegation to the Demo- If the governor was not a candidate
BOSTON, July 3.—The Massachusetts
tonight through a highway of for another term, he might later be
cratic National convention rode home
Gov. Joseph B. Ely a candidate for United States senacclaim with especial tribute paid to Its hero,
E. Smith at Chisago. ator.
who made the address that nominated Alfred
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
last night made record
is due hcme tomorrow night and an
The special train which left. Chicage at. 7
after
hour
an
m..
re
6.35
elaborate celebration is planned In
time and delivered its party in Boston at
.
his honor. There will be a band and
,it had left Worcester,
.
several hundred of his followers on
Although Governor Ely has re-*
a
Police escorted the goverhor to
hand to meet blm at the North statrained from making any definite '
waiting automobile and a parade was tion. The Curley group will celebrate
statement as to his intentions with
cheered.
thousands
the
formed while
on the strength of a Roosevelt vicregard to the Rosevelt and Garner
The procession Was led by a band tory in the convention, asserting they
ticket, the belief was prevalent toand behind it came the. escort auto- should worry about Massachusetts so
night that he would not bolt it be- mobiles and a marching throng of long as their candidate was nominatcause of his loyalty to Democracy men, women and children.
ed. Already there is a boom under
and the statement of Senator David
way to make Curley is candidate for
Acclaim at Pittsfield
There was ra question.
I. Walsh.
per400
ly
governor.
approximate
At Pittsfield
howeeer. If he would indulge in any
indulged
The Curley party at Chicago. which
active campaigning for the two men sons had gathered and they governer
is extensive, was due to leave there
t in rousing cheers until the
nominated.
'
appeared. He made no speech there. on the Minute Man tomorrow so as
Westfield Hails Ely .
appearing on the platform of to arrive Monday night in time to
simply
hailpeople
more
or
thousand
I Two
of the cars and waving his hand. permit the mayor to make an address
! ed Governor Ely at Westfield where one
were cheers for the next gov- for Governor Roosevelt as a part of
an escort parade was formed to his There
on the
ernor and for Al Smith. Michael the July Fourth celebration
home. There were 300 at Pittsfield.
Troy, a Smith delegate, also WAS common.
about
and
Worcester
at
hundred
a few
Pollee Guard Due
cheered: as he is a native of Pitts200 at Boston.
between the'
Possibility of clash
The crowd Joined in song as
' The Westfield tribute to the got', :10d.
was pulling out. The strains Roosevelt and Smith forces were seen
ernor, who lives there, Was remark- the train
will be
police
of
large
a
detail
and
takel
as
New York"
The railroad station was jam- of "Sidewalks of
able.
it was at Westfield. At en hand.
med with people who shouted them- up here as
/
Madame
Although Governor Ely did not eta,
The entire delegation the latter place, however.
selves hoarse.
of Rose Zulalian of Revere, who has kept over for the meeting of to: national
stepped from the train as a mark
A.
which
James
selected
with
commission
in the limelight
respect to the governor and made the Massachusetts
sang "My Hero.** which Farley for national chairman, Mies!
air ring with the noise makers which her singing,
of arousing the ern/4 Mary Ward. Boston, the new national
effect
it used the night he nominated ! had the
committee woman stayed for the sesto a new burst of enthusiasm.
Smith.
Springfield saw about 500 on the sion.
Below in the streets were many
returning
the
And platform to welcome
more hundreds who cheered
delegates. There was about the same
shouted.
Mayor
"Disappoint ed"
, number at Worcester where
C. Mahoney, Mrs. Mehoney. John
When the train stopped at the 'John
sayand
J. Moynihan. Mrs. Moynihen
BOSTON. July 3.-. Massachusetts
Westfield station, the crowd looked
delegates left the train delegates, returning tonight from the
other
saw
eral
it
when
Then,
with expectancy.
fieehing
of
ent
eccompanim
Democratic national convention at.
the Governor. it began to cheer. to the
Chicago. brought with them an "inFormer Mayor John F. Fitzgerald cameras. Greeting at Hub
mountside" version of the nomination of
.stepped to the platform and
reached Boston
When the train
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt of New.
ing n box. paid tribute to the govtutbut
on,
demonstrati
• was no
York for President and Speaker John
ernor's address declaring that trained the
meet
to
hand
on
were
persons
at a time
observers had declared It the beet ly 500
their bilk N. Garner for vice president
extrnd
and
delegetes
the
when the anti-Roosevelt forces beof the convention. He said Massa:Jotloyalty to Smith. the
their
for
'wishes
had
hundred
they
stopped
the
Empire
lieved
setts had gone through an
at
speeches. however. were
state executive.
per cent for Smith and Was disap- only
The masterful strategy of William
pointed that he was not nominated. Westfield.
All along the line the Massectel- Gibbs McAdoo. former Wilson cabAll the while the governor remained
who expressed
men
met
group
sett
the
Ibf
inet officer. was. In the final analysis,
on the steps of the last car
esteem for "Al Smith."
His forethe determining factor.
10-train special, smiling and oc- their
nominate
didn't
you
bad
"Too
having Speaker Garner mule
casionally greeting acquaintances. Thu
man as the sight In
railroad
a
said
him,"
the primary choice In California engathering seemed anxious to hear the
in Utica.
tested him to be manipulator and the
!governor and it interrupted the ad- train StOppid
blame us," One of the party Roosevelt forces had to do business
"Don't
noise
with
mayor
former
dress of the
shot back.
a
makers.
except with him in order to win.
The trip was uneventful
Hearst Aided Cause
"I want to thank you for this rewas made by the
record
new
a
that
,
is
Working with him, however. was
ception." said the governor. "It
between Chicago aria Buffalo
!Special
good
a
has
been
This
William Randolph Hearst, the pub.
very inspiring.
delegation. It was loyal to the end. where run was made in 10 hours Usher, who kept In constant telephonic communication with McAdoo
Massachusetts has reason to be proud Rae
Figii
from his California ranch.
at
e ssNlonal
w
'1
! because of the accomplishment of 1 .
because
ent
The support of McAdoo and Hearst
disappointm
Senator David I. Walsh in writing' There
made a did not go to Roosevelt, because they
into the platform a plank for tin- Governor Ely had not been
candidate, but were keen for his nomination, but
presidential
equivocal repeal of the 18th amend- vice
up their because they feared that out of the
ment. I think that Is all I should the delegates told all to keep
nomsay at this time. I am vete, tired courage until 1938. The hpeeeli made dearlock there would come a candihad
At the same
said,
.
date they liked less.
,
they
Inatang Smith,
and I era glad to get ,home."

Active Campaigning for Ticket Doubtful,
But Bolt Improbable; Smith Nominator
Acclaimed as Train Pulls In; Party ofj
Mayor Curley, Due Tonight, to Be Given'
Special Guard Because of DI Feeling

Hearst-McAdoo Efforts
Big Factor in Ticket
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the limelight, although there

is a
suggestion the object may be accomplished
to
by assigning
him
speeches In the West, which would
remove him from the troubled are,t
of the Bay State, All the Smith men
are not
anti-Roosevelt. There are
many of ' e old line Democrats who
are ready to support him, but they
are not anxious to be involved in
my campaign in which the Boston
mayor is a dominating figure.
The Roosevelt nanagers know the
situation. But they also knew it during the primary campaign. They did
not repudiate the Curley effort, but
on the &her hand, rather encouraged
It. even though their chief lieutenants appeared to be remaining aloof.
!Curley and young Jimmy Roosevelt
I worked hand and glove throughout
the several weeks of battle.

Y

Bosh,'. 'ayor Wilt
Stump Pacific Coast
BOSTON, AiTi1 3.--(1P)---Mayor
conferencesl
James M.
toi yUrley; of Boston, angh.t,/on his return from
nounced
with Governor Ft anklin D. Roosevelt and James A. Farley, Democratic campaign manager,
that he had been assigned a campaign tour.wthrough the Midwest,
Northwest and Pacific Coast in behalf of the national Democratic
ticket.
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'rho mayormayor of Bo ...a did the right
thing the other dlor when he asked
a committee of agitators who waited
upon him to demand work, insurance
against idleness and the dole. He
and
asked then
atiswered in the neg .
when
efused to have any further ta
1
cvith them. It would he well if that
attitude were generally adopted.
r7'4E -kA/45 /I - 7/711Z--S-

Mayor Ctkrle

to Speak Here

BOSTON,
orsday, Aug 4.--(
Mayor James M. CorIcy of Boston
will carry th-! Roosevelt banner
through the Midwest, Northwest and
along the Pa-ilkc (oast, inc:Ading Seattle, Tacoma and Portland, he an.
nou.ncod last night.

•
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Defections in Puerto Rico

Requests for printed copies of Governor
in refraining from taking the Democratic
state committee into his confidence as to his Joseph B. Ely's Chicago convention speech placattitude toward his own possible renomination ing in nomination the name of Alfred E. Smith,
and also toward the McAdoo outfit for the an Associated Press dispatch from. Boston
national ticket, Governor Ely warned the dis- states, are pouring in by the thousand. They
appointed members not to read any meaning are coming from every State in the Union and
into "the absence of any of my remarks on the from such distant places as County Kerry. Irecampaign because your conciusions would prob- land, and Puerto Rico, indicating that interest
in and affection for the "Happy Warrior" are
ably be wrong."
idespread and have not been stifled by the
The conclusion that in the Governor's opinon
n the members of the Democratic state corn- action of the Democratic national convention.
ittee are pretty poor guessers, at least, seems There has been no mention of a similar demand
for copies of the Roosevelt nominating speech
to be right.
But the Democratic guessing seems to be or the convention oratory of William G. Mclimited to the alternative that he either will Adoo, but that, of course, may be without sigor will not choose to run for Governor in 1932. nificance.
Governor Ely's speech, it is quite generally
If those who guess one way are wrong, those
that guess the other way ought to stand a admitted, was well deserving of treasure by
chance of being right. In any event, the guess- the Governor's admirers as well as by the miling may continue until the Governor discovers lions of still devoted friends of Alfred E. Smith.
what in his opinion is "the proper moment." It is, therefore, easy to understand why so
Incidentally it appears that after Mayor many requests for copies should come from all
arts of the country, but the requests from
1Curley at the committee meeting had given
assurance of his inclination for self-effacement I 'tell() Rico are a bit.puzzling. It was genby stating that he was "agreeable to perform- erally supposed that this insular possession had
ing whatever tasks" might be assigned him been buttoned up tightly for Roosevelt by that
"for the success of the Democracy," he has- 'distinguished Puerto Rican,"Senor Jaime Miguel
tened down to Marion, where the Roosevelt yawl Curley.
If any thirst for speeches existed in that
was tied up for the night and had a fifty-minute conference with the Democratic candidate Curley stronghold, a natural assumption would
for the presidency, from whom he received an be that Curley speeches would have the prefinvitation to attend a conference at the Gov- erence. Consequently this outcropping of Smith
ernor's Hyde Park home in the near future sentiment in Puerto Rico is somewhat aston"when plans for the campaign will he out- i.hing and, perhaps, to Senor Curley and others
a hit disconcerting. Is the Senor losing his
lined."
In the category of speculations left by mov- hold on some of his island constituents? Are
ing events along the seaboard counties it seems there defections so soon from the supposedly
to be safe at any rate to guess that Mayor close-knit Roosevelt ranks? It is a serious matCurley may have difficulty in staging his self- ter and it seems to call for prompt and vigoreffacement; safe also to guess that he is not cos action on the part of Senor Curley.
bothered by reluctance to support Governor
Roosevelt, and perhaps safe also to guess that
after a proper lapse of time as a healing agent,
Governor Ely may "at the proper time" overcome his real or seeming
, reluctance so far as
big Democracy into his
to take his poorly g
t
confidence.
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CURLEYTOSUPPOR
'ELY FOR
GDeclOarVesEHeR's NNotOCaRndidate
In Plea .For Party Harmony

REITERATES
EARLY YEWS
PERTAINING TO
GOVERNORSHIP

— The Curley Olive Branch

In the circumstances probably
there should
be no astonishment in the Commo
nwealth of
Massachusetts because Mayqr James
M. Curley
of Boston expresses the opinion that
Governor
Ely should run for reelection and
that he,
Curley, will do everything within
his power to
secure the Governor's reelection.
The governorship of Massachuse
tts is an important position to seek or to have
or to hold
but, perhaps, in the eager
vision
of Mayor
Insists Present Executive is
Curley the office has passed into
the small fry
category relatively.
His Choice for ReWhy not? Against the
opposition of the
election
scornful cohorts of both Unite
d States Senators,
all the Democratic Congr
essmen which the
Boston, July 5—Reiterating that he
State, even in a considerate mood,
now tolerates ,
wae not a candidate for governor at
and against the Governor himself,
Mayor Curley
the next election, Mayer James M.
brought back the Roosevelt bacon
.
Curley today told newspapermen that
If he was the intrepid leader
of a lost cause
he was for Gov Joseph B. Ely ti, run
I
in the Massachusetts primaries,
I again. a‘iding that he would support
it was only to
become the plumed commander
ii the chief executive.
-in-chief of the
Roosevelt cause in Massachusetts
The governor defeated the mayor
with bright
in the primary race for delegate-atvisions of patronage, possibly a
cabinet position
Ifo
large to the Chicago Democratic na- r himself and, at I( ist somet
hing that would
k tional conven
tion, Ely heading the
put the governorship of Massa
chusetts in the
Smith ticket and Curley the 111)(,ie.
shade.
velt ticket.
With nation-wide visions now danci
ng before
May,..; Curley said he was particuhis eyes, Mayor Curley is naturally
intere
anxious that
sted in party harmony and
larly
Governor Roosevelt should make a
the election of Gov Cranklin D.
good showlag in Massachusetts and for that
Roosevelt for President.
purpose he
requires peace instead of war
with Governor
Ely and the Smith contingent. In the
circumstances, therefore, it is not aston
ishing that
the milk of human kindness wells up
in the
Curley soul.
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Heeding Curley Wishes

It

DUTY IS FOR REELECTION
'Says He Is Interested Solely in Success of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, in Statement
Issued Today—Promises His Assistance
in Coming Campaign
BOSTON, July 5 (AP)—Mayor James M. Curley, Roosevelt
chieftain and a hitherto political enemy of Gov. Joseph B. Ely,
Smith partisan, today said he would support him for reelection.
Mayor Curley said it was Governor Ely's duty as a Democrat
to rim for the governorship again.
"I am interested solely in the success of Franklin D. Roosevelt," said Curley, "and I propose to do everything possible
for his success, and under the circumstances I am not a candidate for governor and will support whomsoever is nominated.
"It is clearly the duty of Governor Ely to be a candidate
for reelection, and in the event that he is, in the interats of
party harmony and in the success of Democracy, I will do
everything within my power to insure his reelection."

•

There have been indications teat
For many months and especially
Governor Ely W11.8 not anxious to be
RooseGovernor
since the triumph of
a candidate for re-election but no thfvelt in the Chicago convention, Mayor inite announcement to that effect has
made. Whether Governoe
Curley has been boomed for the gov- ever been
Ely would run again this Fall on a
deAlthough
friends.
his
by
ernorship
tickst that ixotild be headed by the
feated when he ran as a Roosevelt- candidacy of Governor Roose.t.t fir
the
to
President has been a moot question
pledged candidate for delegate
since the close of the Chicago conNational convention, Mayor Curley
vention.
had a seat in that parley as a deleGovernor Ely at his Westfield home
gate from Porto Filco. and as such did declined to discuss the Curl-n• statecanRoosevelt
much to further the
• "I .do not care to make any statedidacy.
Governor Ely, who nominated Alat this time." was his reply to
fred E. Smith in the conventlion, has queries on the subject.
the
made no comment regarding
Roosevelt-Garner ticket since his return to-Massachusetts. He was known
to have taken the defeat of Mr. Smith
with bitterness, hut to all queries regarding his attitude in the oomlitis
campaign he has turned a .deaf eat.

is a fair presumption that Governor Ely
would have preferred to make any announcement as to his intentions to seek rEnnminaiioli
without the preliminary admonition of Mayor
Curley, who, as a delegate from Puerto Rico,
gleefully witnessed the Roosevelt steam roller
roll over the Massachusetts Smith delegation.
Even were the Governor's intense affection
for the Democratic platform sufficient for the
necessary sacrificial humility and forgiveness
to cause him to seek renomination as a symbol
,01 Democratic unity for Roosevelt, he may natui ally have preferred that he himself rather
than Mayor Curley should have taken the initiative in loudly calling for such symbolism.
Eagerly and somewhat rashly, Mayor Curley
has so fixed it that the Governor must seem
obediently to heed the Curley admonition to
seek reelection as a means of saving, if possible, the State for Roosevelt, in whose dubious
cause Mayor Curley is especially interested.
Were Governor Ely disposed to break the
features of a depression electorate into a .- .mile,
he might at the proper moment rise to say that
In deference to the publicly expressed wisEss
of his old and highly esteemed friend, Mayor
Caney, he would become a candidate for re-

election.
But he may not, even for the sake of sweet
harmony, be disposed to put, it in just the
way. The odds appear to be against the prose;
pect of that relieving smile on the face of the
electorate.
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GETTI NG ACCLIMATED
human breast and Mr. Roosevelt is
It will be IntekstIng to observe a hopeful soul—a perfect dairy
of
the efforts, of such especially a the milk
of human kindness. He
couldn't see Franklin Delano Roose- starts with
a ringing appeal to do
velt at all as a proper nominee In away
with hypocrisy and shams—
advance of the conventlon, to reveal
surely every one must agree that this
burning enthusiasm for him now,
is laudable— and asks the public to
that he has been given the nomlnabelieve that he's the man to attend to
tion, on the ground that this fact
has this job. Well, that remains to ho
somehow worked a miraculous change
proved by something more cogent
in him. It is reasonable to suppose
than promises and protestations of
that he is precisely the same man
good intent.
now that he was before, with no alThe man who seems to be sitting
teration In his capacities; but it will
prettiest at the moment hereabouts
discover
doubt
than
no
be
ed by more
is Hon. James Michael Curley, mayor
a few, who moved heaven and earth,
of BostoaTicalrearaerlootet, of the
to ''stop" him while there was still
Roosevelt trumpet through storm
a chance, that duty now constrains
and calm. Mayor Curley ought to bel
them to swallow their hasty words
pretty sure of commanding any recand parade the New York governor
ognition he may choose to demand—
as a statesman of the most exalted
if Mr. Roosevelt comes into his kinggrade. This will be difticult, because
dom. Mr. McAdoo also should be
the New York governor is nothing of
reasonably safe as a cabinet memthe sort and usually manages to
But poi haps Mr. Roosevelt
ber.
prove it at least once every month
won't be elected, after all
For one
by Baying something that shows he
thing, he seems so different from the
has no very clear conception of what
other Roosevelts we remember.
it Is all shout. Nonetheless the attempt will be made. Even Dave
Walsh is heard pleading suavely for
40t11/Firlr-M43_1harmony.
These Democrats are
great fellows for getting together
?'"
z'after the row Is over!
(c)
Mr. Roosevelt was taken up In the
first place because of his sensational
The Forgotien Man seems to be
carrying of New York state in 1528
somebody else now.
when Al Smith was losing It. He
got most of his early delegates on
When it comes to beer legislation,
the theory that he was the surest of
D. Leigh Colvin advocates D-Leigh.
carrying New York, and on the
theory that no Democrat could exCurley is all for Ely.. at last. The
pect to be elected without New York. I
hoirrIST,Irtory is the hour of magnanimity.
He was not chosen because he was
; most conspicuously fitted of all to
Calvin Coolidge was 60 on July 4,
make a first-grade president—two or
and probably very glad not to be in
three men were in the list who could
politics any more.
Claim with justice to be of larger
calibre than Governor Roosevelt. PoIf there's anything you want, ask
litical expediency was the guiding
Mr. Roosevelt for it. It seems he is
Idea. It now becomes a disquieting
ready to promise anybody anything.
'problem whether Roosevelt can carry
; New York, after all. In other words,
Ambassador Mellon says we still
have almost everything we had bethe party has named a third-rater,
for the depression. Yeah—even the
; on a very dubious assumption of his
clothes.
vote-getting powers at home.
We look to Mr. Roosevelt to defeat
----The esplanade concerts in Boston
Reading now has a
himself by his own blundering. He
taxpayers' as.
begin—and will go on if people
are isociation. Reading has seen the writis without doubt a high-minded and
willing to chip in to pay the piper. ng on the wall—and
appreciates the
eager man, who means well, but who
Why not?
eithmetic of it, too.
tries terribly hard to hurt nobody's
feelings. He is now pretty flatly on
It is being proved almost daily
When pursued by
that
critics, Governor
record at least for the repeal of proFranklin D. RooSevelt can hardly Roosevelt just grins.
One may easily
aver open his mouth without putting onclude that he
hibition, which must have cost him
does this because
he
his foot in it.
can't do anything else.
a qualm because he hates so to be
flat-footed about anything so conWell, Mayor Slowey's flrework
What
troversial. He has still to face the
s
extraordinarily
explosive
have been touched off—and we
houses they seem
Tammany business and to deal with
take
to have out
It every one is now full of
by
Alumni
Field! Two of
courage
ayor Walker. He has to persude
them
to face the future.
blown up within a
week.
a
t of people, who look on him as
a r ther weak-sister inclined toward
Even if these new globe
John D., Sr., is
-aviators
confident he will
part r-pinkness, to vote for him in
do get around under the time
of Post live to be 100, but says
nothing about
the rash !"..e.1!.:1 that he will prove
and Getty, who's going to be
his views of the
much
18th
the better for It?
more energetic and resourceful than
leavingthat to younger amendment,,
men.
Herbert Hoover.
Why any one
Ellery Sedgwick writes to the
Ma Garner
should think so we cannot imagine,
Hersays she will
old to express his enchantment
continue
In the light of the Roosevelt record;
with to be her husband's
secretary if Pa.
Governor4r4g. So there's at least
but hope springs eternal in the
on. Garner Is elected vice
besides Jim Curley.
That's reassuri
president.
ng. She
might
said she'd be the
vice president have
.

Nota Bene \

•

Promoting ifirp
i onr
must be credi
with qTr1inldng in his prompt
announcement that he will not
pose Gov Ely for the Democratic'
nomination but will subordinate
himself to securing party harme
.al
and the success of the national ticket. Some carping spirits may suggest that, after having criticized
and opposed ex-Gov Smith, Mr Curley would have found the going
against Gov Ely a bit rough and
that if he wants office he is inore
likely to get it by appointment froin
a Roosevelt 4dministration than by
vote in Massachusetts. But that ni
only to attest Mr Curley's wisdom'.
Down in Connecticut there is
somewhat the some problem of
smoothing things out, although differences there never got quite so
acute as on this side of the line. The
vexed question who should be the
Connecticut member of the national
Democratic committee was settled
under the compromise plan previously adopted, when Roosevelt won
the nomination at Chicago and Gov
Cross promptly performed his duty
as the party arbiter by naming
Archibald McNeil, Jr., of Bridgeport, who had been conspicuously
active as a Roosevelt leader.
Now Mr McNeil is to be given
a
big Democratic dinner at which
the
faithful shall sit down in peace
and
harmony, listen to Gov Roosevelt
in
person, forget the divisions
which
preceded the convention and
prepare
to reelect Gov Cross
and defeat
Hiram Bingham for the
Senate.
Such a prospect ought to add
to the
flavor even of Guilford
clams. The
only immediate cause of
dissent
the criticism of Gov Cross's
selection, as Mr McNeil's
associate on
the national committee,
of Mrs Fannie Dixon Welch, who
is still unacceptable to those who
supported
Smith.
May r Ctirley

l
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Ely Silent on Curley
Offer to Support Him
Governor Against Placing Himself in Position of Backing Roosevelt; Party Chiefs
Want Him to Run Again
113 JAMES Hi GUILFOYLE
Telegram Stale Rouse Reporter
BOSTON, July 5.—Mayor James M, Carley 's proffer to support
Gov. Joseph B. Ely for re-election brought no response frem the
governor tonight and it was indicated he probably will make no
comment Until he determinesi whether he will seek another term.
The governor, although maintain 4
ing absolute silence. is known to be
Sen. David I. Walsh has already
much against pIaci. himself in the
said he will support the ticket and
position of having to support Gov it was expected that Governor Ely,
Franklin D. Roosevelt for president. who is a most ardent supporter of
He fought him to the end at the Chi- Alfred E. Smith. would do likewise.
If he seeks kecago convention.
Smith and Ely are about the only two
election he would have to be on the big figures in Democracy who have
He is not
line for the nominee.
kept their thoughts to themselves
pleased either, with the vice-presiden- and given the Roosevelt forces no
tial candidate. Speaker John N. comfort.
Garner.
Mayor Curley's statement today was
Bitter Foes
to make it definite he
calculated
gubernatorial
to
would not seek the
Strong pressure will be brought
been
has
himself, as
however.
nomination
executive,
chief
bear on the
to have him run again. The demand hinted, which was interpreted as anfor his candidacy will have to come other effort to placate Ely.
by Democratic leaders from elseOffers to Help
where than Mayor Curley, however.
"I'm interested solely in the sucThe governor and Mayor Curley cess of Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt in
have been political opponents for two Massachusetts and purpose to do
Curley tried to beat Ely in everything possible to insure his sucyears.
the 1930 primaries by backing John cess here." Curley said. "Under the
for governor before the circurn.s.tnces I am not a candidate
Fitzgerald
F.
He tried again in for governor. It Is clearly the duty
latter withdrew.
the April presidential primaries.
of Gove nor Ely to be a candidate for
The governor is not anxious to be re-election and in the event that he
any campaign in is a candidate, in the interest of party
associated with
which Mayor Curley would be a direct- harmony and the success of democing figure, as it appears he will be in racy. I shall do everything in my
power to further his election."
the Roosevelt-Garner campaign.
This statement was made in reGovernor Ely has indicated that
sponse to the direct inquiry whether
within a few days he may have a statemayor had any intention of subthe
ment to make that will explain his
his name for governor. PreHe came here today from mitting
position.
viously, Mr. Curley had spoken in
Westfield but did not go to the State
high praise of the good sense of the
House. The session of the executive Democratic convention in nominating
council has been deferred from noon
York friend for the highest
tomorrow until 3 o'clock to assure his his New
office in the gift of the people. When
presence.
asked if he thought Governor Smith
See Move For Peace
the Roosevelt
would be found on
• Mayor Curley, who was welcomed firing line, the mayor said:
home last night by more than 50,000
"In the past Governor Smith has
persons, was on the job for Roosevelt been successful in meeting some of
His first step Wag to the greatest problems before the peoearly today.
The ple of his country. We have still
urge Ely to seek re-election.
offer was generally regarded, however, greater problems now and I am quite
as the first move of the Roosevelt sure that Mr. Smith. at the proper
forces to make for harmony in Mas- time, will be found working as earnsachusetts, realizing that without estly for Roosevelt as he has worked
Governor Ely they will be seriously for any Democratic candidate in the
handicaped in their campaign here.
past."
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over the risTake tim
chi
ing fortunes of
Mille Miguel
Curley .of Puerto
co and Boston.
oW
aslsed
were o
few days ago an
passed
as to do him reverei
diffA:
'
the Massachusetts delegation at the
convention, he was greeted with
nothing but scowls. He sat in a reauditorium
mote corner
of the
among his fellow Dons and was despised and rejected.. His Massachusetts enemies though', toey had excluded him from the convention hall,
but they had little conception of the
resources of Don Jaime. When the
decisive moment came, up he popped
In the island delegation. Today he is
Ithe right hand man of the Democratic candidate and the future dispenser of patronage in Massachusetts, and perhaps all New England,.
when, as and if Mr. Roosevelt is
elected. Mr. Curley may well say to
Governor Ely and his Smith cohorts
as Captain Dodd in Charles R,eadc's
novel, "Hard Cash" shouted at the
Portuguese pirates, "out
sinking
fought—our monoeuvred—and outsailed."
, It is evident that from the beginfling, Mayor Curley understood the
national situation better than Governor Ely or the ordinarily sagacious
Walsh. Long ago, he gauged Frankin Roosevelt as a winner and with'out reservations he F•unk his political ships behind him and embarked
in the Roosevelt cause. He conducted one of the hardest political fights
the history of the state in behalf
of his champion and suffered immense abuse. His utter rout seemed
to be a death blow to his political
hopes and the prevailing opinion in
the Eastern press that Roosevelt
could never get the
nomination,
seemed to accentuate
his hard
plight. Now he is revealed as the
straightest political thinker in his
party in this state. He alone among
the leaders of his party gauged the
situation correctly. Governor Ely has
delivered the best oration of the convention in favor of a candidate who
'could not secure more than about
200 votes, and Senator Walsh, victorious in the repeal campaign, has signally failed in his attempt to put
across a candidate who both in New
York and Chicago was aided by
packed galleries which jeered and
hissed at every success of his opponents.
, What will the sullen Massachusetts Smith cohorts do? We know
what Don Miguel will do. He will
wage a smashing campaign for his
champion. If Roosevelt is elected, Mr.
Curley might reach the cffbinet. He
has suffered for the cause. He stuck
by his candidate when his fellow
Democrats spurned Roosevelt. If Mr.
Roosevelt is victorious. Mr. Curley
will be the most influential Democrat
In Boston and perhaps in all New
England.
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the state for Roosevelt, if he makes
the campaign one so familiar to the
voters In the past—Curley always to
the forefront, and the rest following.
One of Roosevelt's best supporters
in the state—a quiet man, not the
blatant type—said yesterday that Cur-

Roosevelt Sapporterg: -Must
Silence Cuddy ti They Hope
For Victory In Thts State=asrodletilTriPtaeu

negheTt=
I
hieus
ton—yes, even before he did so—is to
work on the feelings of on, Daniel H.
Coakley of Boston, a supporter of Ely
because, as many say, Coakley knows
this will bother Curley more than
anything lie can do. These men have
a long-standing grudge that dates
back to the early years of the second
They hate
decade of this century.
each other and each strives to make
other as
the
uncomfortable
for
It as
mayor Sunday evening, aren't going possible.
By HENRY G. LOGAN
I.) tool anyone who doesn't want to be
Those who can accept this explana(Special Correspondent to The Daily
fooled, least of all, the astute chief tion as to Curley's methods of late
News)
executive of the commonwealth, whose are free to do so. Others who canBoston, July
.6—Present outlook is speech in nominating Smith has not accept it merely recall that Curthat the Roosevelt campaign mane- resets-lit him greater and wider ac- ley is not a self-effacisg person and
gers must silence Mayor James M. c!aim than all the speeches of Curley therefore does these things because
pet
together
have brought him, helps him to keep in the limelight and
Curley of Boston or Mass.antrrts
ackw'sviigl orator
ough he is.
make many of the voters belire - ge is
salts to go Republican in the pres
su-oailed regular Demo- a real fellow.
Thutze
s ridential election in November. Curley , crats sum up the situation as it now
Looking into the future, one must
must be sent to some far-off state or exists. If Curley is called off, and accept it as true that the e et-dry
insular possession to do his campaign some
Democrat of acknowledged issue is going to spell the difference
orating or the so-called Smith Demo- standing In the regiVer ranks Is in thousands of votes next November
crats will not be a party to the ef- named campaign manager, then they In this state. Hoover's interpretation
fort to keep Massachusetts in the will help Roosevelt. But otherwise. of the Republican plank on prohibiDemocratic column.
Curley can appeal with such aid as tion has not yet been announce -but
That's the way the lines seem to he can get—the rest of the partisans many there are who maintain t t he
be drawn now, and from the Roose- will be looking after its own welfare. will choose to interpret- it in the Hest
velt camp must come the initiative and Roosevelt will have to get What manner possible and thus hold the
that will set the ball rolling in the satisfaction he can from It. The reg- many Republican drys in line for Inin,
Democratic candidate's favor. Either ulars insist the Massachusetts delega- as well as to attract the Democratic
some astute Roosevelt manager, or tion went to Chicago instructed by drys who will be unable to accept
Roosevelt himself, must write to Curthe wringing wet Democratic stand
ley and tell him, "Mr Curley, your the voters of the entire state to vote on this problem.
conduct is proving embara-ssing to Mr for Smith to the end, and they had
Religion, too,
some observers,
Roosevelt." If that isn't sufficient, it no other choice, granted they would will continue tosay
play a part in the
may become necessary to prevail up- have done other than they did had ootcome
in
Massachuaetts. Many
on the Boston executive to go to Por- they been unpledged, but to stay with
Ihere are who cannot forget that
to Rico, California, Texas or some the 1928 standard-bearer to the end.
Smith
was
defeated
in 1928 solely beThese
regulars
recall
Curley
how
other remote territory.
Then Roosevelt will have a chance Injected the religious issue into the , cause he is a Catholic and because of
that
fact, they will vote for Hoover.
1960 campaign against Gov Ely in ,
of seeing the "regular" Democrats Pittman hall of Tremont temple in As one Democrat, who attended the
crawI atsrard his band-wagon in a that memorab:e speech that did so . Chicago convention, said after cornOtherwise, the much to help the Westfield candidate. ing home: "We are facing tough
meaning manner.
crawling is going to be distasteful, for Ely, not of the same religious princi- times. To me it is a question of vot,never can the real Massachusetts ples as Curley, at that time was the ing for someone who is not a good exDtmocrats who supported Smith at object of Curley's appeal for detest, ecutive or someone who would make
Chicago to the end, accept any crumbs Today, Curity is ready and willing to an even worse one. I'm geing to vote
.of comfort or bits of dictation from
acknowledge himself the leader in this for Hoover, much as 1 dislike to.
never can bring myself to vote for
'curley, who, even before he reashee state of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who
Boston on his homeward trip from is not
Roosevelt, after the treatment that has
any
more
without
the
pale
of
been accorded Al Smith."
Chicago, began spouting from a movthat 1930 religious appeal of Curley's
Thus the campaign opens with the
ing train about what he bad done at
than was Gov Ely.
flurry after the conventions. This
tho convention—at least, lie had his
The majority of persons one talks flurry
Introducer tell of Curley's "greatness,"
will continue for two or three
and that was hardly the way for a with about Curley say he assumed weeks, while varit.us leaders make
the
leadership
of
the
Roosevelt
drive
anteceCurley's
conquering hero of
statements on this and that subject,
in Massachusetts in his speech front and then will
dents to return to hbi bailiwick.
come the midsummer lull
Gov Ely has said nothing to indicate the Parkman bandstand Sunday night, to continue until the real active camwhat his intentions are, although he upon reaching the city. Whether he paign begins. It promises to be hecpromises to do so. Senator Marcus A. did so by right of his office; by right tic when things get started and as
Coolidge has said nothing; other of hie good opinion of himself as lead- things look today, there Is promise of
Democratic leaders who stuck with er of the Democratic party, or by an extremely close race for the highSmith have said nothing, with the ex- appointment of the Roosevelt man- est office In the nation.
ception of Senator David I. Walsh. agers, one may only conjecture.
Thus far, the viewpoint, as exThese leaders are waiting to see what
part Curley is to play in the cam- pressed by those offering this general
paign. If he is to be the Roosevelt thought against Curley, is altogether
Front the other viewpoint
lealets then he will have to find his
own lieutenants, for the regulars will must be considered the thoughts of
the
rank
and
file. It is authoritatively
not be a party to anything Curley attempts, as the present outlook In stated—although denied by Curley's
even though Curley did prof- friends—that there are 100,000 voters
fer an olive branch to Gov Ely and In Boston who will vote agsinst any- .
his followers, in a statement yester- thing that Curley favors—that they
day declaring that "under the circum_ ask no other reason for so voting.
stances" he would not be a candidate Anyone familiar with conditions in the
for governor, and urging that Gov Democratic party in Western MassaEly owee it to his party to seek re- .chusetts knows that there are thou!hands
pierlion.
, there Wil0 will not be a party
of this kind.
titter to Curley's plans. This being true, one
tinders
how Curley can hope to carry
the
of
a
re-entry
II oh

Indicated Real Democratic Leadership Will Not
Meekly Follow Dictation of Boston Mayor;
Nominee Advised to Name New Director For
Campaign In Massachusetts
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After the Siiiitli-Predied`Weiefiter ecratic presidential
to-day
Roosevelt
from an eastern bloc of states hadIernor Franklin D.
peace in
making
of
task
j
took
up
the
to
mast
kept their flag nailed to the
the cantthe end, Smith returned an iinsmtl-' the party as his first step in
paign.
make"
to
ing "I have no comment
While the Governor has no politiwhen asked if he would support Ow
conferences for the next few days,
cal
b4
1
ticket. A similar reply was made,
attenhis friend, John J. Raskob of New he was expected to give much
came
He
group.
Smith
to
the
tion
York, retiring chairman of the national committee.
home expressing }confidence that
Despite this note of dissent, the there would be no factions in tbt
victory was impressive in party during the campaign. Ther4k
Roosevelt
M.
July
2:—(P)—John
Chicago,
Roosevelt'
was a belief that the
Garner was nominated by acclama- its impetus extent,
Governor
the
bring
morning
ballots
to
After
three
early
forces
hoped
candidate
tion for vice presidental
at the Democratic convention to-day, yesterday had seen the Governor far and former Governor Smith, his bitIowa withdrew their vote for Gen. past a majority .but climbing oolY ter opponent for the party convenM. A. Tinney, making the vote for :lowly toward the needed two-thirds, tion, together in New York soon.
Mr. Roosevelt will be in New York,
California and 'Ptxas opened a night
Garner unanimous.
,convention sessrOn with the break to Sunday, and political observers be(By Byron Price)
Chicago, July 2:—(M—Making the leader which quickly developed lieved this foreshadowed such a
anmeeting, especially since the
now political history, the Democratic into a stampede.
The swift turn of affairs lifted in- i i.ouncement by National Chairman
national convention prolonged its
sessions to-day to receive and wel- to highest promihence once more James A. Farley that he intended to
of California, call on Smith this week.
come to leadership its choice for the William G. McAdoo
On the trip from Chicago yesterpre,sidence, Franklin D. Roosevelt of ,who in two previous party conclaves
New York, nominated late last night lied for many successive ballots a day, Mr. Roosevelt said: "Usually,
tight ,
by the unanimous support of the deadlocked field of presidential as-I wounds left by a convention
I heal before very long." As the leader
pirants.
delegates of forty states.
Leader of a California delegation of the Smith forces in the bitter 1924
Roosevelt won with 945 of the
1154 convention votes on the first pledged to Speaker Garner, McAdoo party convention, and one of the
ballot of the night session, fourth of!took the speaker's platform when his principal peacemakers in the party
the convention, when California and state was called on for fourth and: in the years since, he spoke front
Texas swung to his support with the final ballot, at the beginning of the first hand knowledge.
The Governor came home to find
deliberate purpose of breaking up evening session, and announced he
then and there the deadlock set upon had had enough of deadlocks. To an a crowd of several thousand waiting
electrified convention he declared at the station in a steady rain to
him by his opponents.
That action was enough to put him that any candidate who had muster- shout a welcome. At the executive
the
followed ed the strength then held by Roose- mansion another crowd filled
over, wild demonstration
and then state after state rushed tovelt should be given the nomination, lawn until he came out and spoke.
Prominent political leaders conAlmost at the same time, Garner
the winner's column.
With the selection to-day of John'had told his Texas followers by tele- tinued their praise of the unprece•
Garner of Texas as his running mate frphone from Washington that they dented action of the Governor in flyiconceded by every party faction, and need consider themselves under no ing to Chicago to receive the norninano other business remaining before further obligation to him. It was the -Von immediately the choice was
adjournment, party
officials beginning of the end. State after made.
final
Governor William H. Murray, of
sought to Make the New York Gov- f•tate went over into the Roosevelt
air- column with a rush amounting al- Oklahoma, one of the nine Demoernor's visit to Chicago—the
plane dash from Albany—a conven- most to a stampede, and in the end cratic leaders who actively sought
tion finale of memorable color and the nominee had 945 votes out of a the Democratic nomination, said upconvention total of 1154, with but on arriving home from the convensignificance.
They hoped his appeal to party 766 needed to nominate. Smith had tion that Mr. Roosevelt "won thous•
harmony' might heal most, though 190, almost his strength on every bnds of votes" by flying to the convention as
notsoon
as he was nominat.
all, of the wounds opened by a previous ballot, and the dozen other3 ed.
"It was very fortunate
week of free debalie over men and were scattering.
that
Roosevelt came to the convention beThe demonstration that greeted cause
measures. They scarcely believed it
people will look more at
would cure the most conspicious scar the announcement of the vote was
what
ieft from conventions—the refusal an anti-climax. The real peal of vie- he said than at the platform," he
of Roosevelt's principal opponent, tory had spent itself a half hour added.
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BY DEMOCRATS
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RIVAL DEMOCRATS GET TOGETHER

MAYORS URGE
EXTRA SESSION
Relief of Municipalities
Sought—Delegation
Calls on Ely
ASKS FOR PROGRAM
Governor Wants Specitic
Plan Ready in Case He
Decides to Act

Gov. Joseph B. Ely of Massachusetts (left), who
placed the name of Alfred E. Smith before the democr
atic
national convention, shown with Mayor James M.
Curley
of Boston, whom he helped defeat as a Roosevelt candidate or\delegate to the convention, at the organiz
ation
me ting f the democratic state commit
tee in Boston.
C !Vey nitturally is supporting Roosevelt for electio
n. Ely
s Nnar'announced his position since the
convention.
ier ,4
6/ •
•

41—,Ce.av
/lb..

11,nposton's publicity expert—who
14ms to be none other than Mayor
Curley himself—has given the "c1IIIT:
trriomething pleasant to talk
about. Distributing books to unemployed men on Boston common revives in everybody's mind the piccenter of culture of Isogon
ture and devotion to, the higher
things of life. There is nothing new in the idea that men out
of work should devote Nee time
to reading and study, perhaps with
th. expectation of bettering thems when business conditions are
in favorable. Public libraries in
lrly all cities report this phemenon. But the spectacle of men
on Boston common engTosed
.ka will appeal to Anterkans
t. the thing one Would want;
a
0'

42

Boston. Perhapt, the maynt will help to stimulate the
• .ual reNival of which the ty

1-

Mayor of Boston
Named Delegate
for Puerto Rico!
HtCAGO, June 27.— (UniSpice.)—Mayor James
ve
M.virieS of Roston today was
„h„,"1 ..fly the Puerto Rican
delethat6n as a delegate to the
Democratic convent ion.
He was defeated 11.:
Roosevelt delegate in Massachusetts, which went to former
Governor Al Still 1 h. Smith
Ilead quartvrs issued the followlowing telegram from S. 13.

Goodwin of Boston:
"Massachusetts th•itioerals
regard as insulting to their
common We nit Ii the iind-!oocratic subversion of the will
of its %eters by the seating
as dalegate from Puerto Rico
of James M. Curley. who
was repudiated in Massachusetts by a 3 to 1 vote."
Curley will net as a floor
leader of the Roosevelt cam-

By Telegram State Hoose Reporter
BOSTON. July
12.—The special
session of the Massachusetts Legislature which Governor Ely indicated
might be necessary for relief of municipalities drew a step nearer today.
Mayor Curley, heading a delegation'
of -rns- arlassar'husetts Mayors' club,
called on the chief executive and
asked him to call a special sessior. to
provide relief for cities and towns to
prevent prohibitive tax rates.
Governor Ely told the mayors to
present a specific program for submission to the Legislature in the
event the special session wa-s
The Mayors' club will meet Friday
at the Parker House to consider the
matter and has invited Theodore N.
Waddell, director of the state division
of accounts, President Gaspar G. Bacon of the Senate and Speaker Levi erett Saltonstall of the House to
meet
with them.
The delegation of mayors included
1Charles S. Ashley of New Bedford,
'Lawrence F. Quigley of Chelsea, Andrew J. Cassasa of Revere, J. Fred
Manning of Lynn and James J. Torrey
of Beverly. They were accompanied
by a delegation of Boston city officials.
Coincident with the conference the
mayors gave out the following statement:
"The serious financial condition
In
. which cities and the industrial
towns
find themselves, is caused In a large
part by the discharge of the
employes of public service, industria
l
organizations and tile financial institutions. Many of these
employe
s
have found It necessary to seek
public aid from the cities and
towns
with the result that the costs
of government have soared almost
beyond
control.
The
condition is abnormal and
re. fleets a real emergency
hich ordin.• -y financing fails to meet.
Added
to this condition is the
inability of
certain
municipalities to finance
temporary loans in
tion of
, taxes with the result anticipa
that many em,oloyes in various Darts
of the C,ammor
"
rea lth
have failed to receive'
compensation for their services
rendered to cities and towns
covering
periods of weeks snit in some
cases
months. Another difficulty
fronts certain municipalitiesthat con-1
was
the.
tying-up of municipal funds in
closed
banks.
"Under conditions which
and have existed during tbf!now exist
last two
and one-half years, 1.
would seem
reasonable during such
emergency
that the state should
financial relief of cities come to the
and towns for
the purpose of continuing
necessary,
aid to the unemployed,
and
furnishing relief to the over also for
-burdened
taxpayer. because If the
propriations required forexisting apment relief and soldiers unemployrelief this
\ ea r are financed
out of
doubtedly tax rates willtaxation unbe prohibitive and many
taxpayers will
find
themselves uaable to
meet their tax
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HUB PAY. RUCTIONS dtc,START NEXT WEEK L
•

Curley Threatens Punishment to All Who Refuse
Contributions
Special Dispatch to The Gazette
BOSTON, July 7.---5tunmary punshment. Interpreted to mean dismissal,
threatened yesterday by Mayor Curley
of all city and county employes who
refuse to make voluntary contributions to the welfare department
funds is expected to silence objectors
to the plan which will become operative next week.
Due to a misunderstanding of the
mayor named
circumstances, the
Clerk Francis A. Campbell of the SUopponent of
an
as
court
perior Civil
the tialan who had extended his oppo..ition to his office personnel, but a
sharp retort by Campbell pledged his
co-operation and added that of his
-'ub:..
,rdinates "as long as they are not
grabbed by the neck and forced to
stand for deductions from their sal-

aries."

"I'll be glad to give one, two, three
or four days' pay." said Campbell,
"and I hope that my assistants will
do so, but I will not stand to have
them grabbed by the neck by Mayor
Curley or anybody. As a matter of
fact. I have never received any pledge
cards for distribution to my staff.
The mayor was informed that, because no pledge cards had been returned from Campbell's department,
It was assumed that he was opposed
to the plan and that he had instructed his assistants to share his opposition. Investigation revealed that a

letter, supposediy sent to Campbell
asking him to call at the office of
Budget Commissioner Fox for the
cards, had not been received by him.
Instructions to City Auditor Caraccord
sten to make deductions in

were
with the agreed-upon program
issued by the mayor yesterday. The
plan provides that deductions will be
made upon pay days in the weeks of
the 10th and 25th days of each month
for the remainder of the year.
will
Persons earning up to
contribute one day's pay monthly:
those earning up to 63000 will give
two days' pay. and those receiving in I
excess of that sum will contribute

$ieoo

three days' pay.
The mayor said that his message to
Carven, asking for the names of all
persons "in the employ of the city,
county and school department unwilling to co-operate in this most necessary work for the relief of the needy
and unemployed" could be interpreted to mean that be proposed summary
dismissal from the city and county

service.

•

His authority is limited to city departments under his direct control,
and the school and police departments are not included. He has no
control over county departments
other than the authority to determine
Appropriations for their maintenance.
There hats been refusal of a Ismail
minority of city employes to sign the
pledge cards, authorizing the stipulated deductions. There ha been 8.
100 per cent response in the hospital department, which includes the
lowest paid ernploye.s of the city.
Judges and other officials connected with the courts have expresved
agreement with the plan, but haw
refrained from signing pledge cards.
They have formally voted to interpofie no objections to deductions from
their salary checks.

'WEDNESDAY, JULY 6, 1932

Ma or Curl y's aspirations to be the Democratic nominee for overnor of Massachusetts would appear to be
materially hightened by the tremendous ovation given in
honor of his arrival from Chicago. As the chief Bay
State contender for Roosevelt in the pre-nomination campaign, Mayor Curley would seem to have the pole on
Smith-man Ely at the start of the race for nomination.
istt.7,./r

kJ,

BOOKLINE IN WJTON
In cultured Boston a bokline has been
fornied instead of a bread link. Mayor James
Curley) is the leader in the inevation.
Curley has set up an open-air library in
Parkman Bandstand — which presumably
was named after the most "literary" of
American historians--and placed a former
member of the staff of the Boston Public
Library in charge of it. She loans books and
magazines to those who occupy the benches,
where Quakers used to be hung, and is said
to be doing a land-office business.
Was it not Mohammed who said that if
he had only two loaves of bread he would
sell one of them to buy white hyacinths to
feed his soul? A man cannot live on bread
alone. James M. (Mohammed) Curley is going to see to it that Bostonians do not starve
their souls, while waiting for prosperity to
turn the corner of Tremont street.
p
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Mayor/ Curley of Bolton, who made
Democratic Presidential primary memorable the
by
the unbridled abuse that he heaped
on the
friends of Al Smitn and especially
upon Governor Ely, now has decided to Mier
the governor the olive branch. Curley,
who
once
thought he ivould like to have
the governorship, now says he is ready
to support Governor
Ely in the interests of state
harmony for the
Roosevelt ticket. Perhaps Governor
Ely won't
acc.ept so tardy a tender. If I e
forgets the diing4
that Curley said, he w:11 be one
of the world's
champion forgetters.
/4 .•

HOLIDAY
HINT N.

cc?

Soon. Roosevelt win be
in New York
next

Sunday, and political
observers
believed this
foreshadowed such a
meeting.
Carrying out a 4 year old
ides, the
governor and his four
sons, James,
Elliott, Franklin Jr. and
John, will
go on a short cruise
ALI3AN . N. Y. July 5 (AP).--forty foot yawl Up the Monday In a
New England
Rome from his first trip as the
Demo- coast. The trip had
cratic presidential candidate, Gov- some time ago, he said. been planned
ernor Franklin D. Roosevelt
today BOSTON, July 5
took up the task of making peace
(AP)--Mayor
in James M. Curley,
the par.y as his first step In
Roosevelt's chief.'
the taid and a hitherto
campaign.
of Governor Joseph political enemy
There was a belief that the Ftoose.
B.
pariisan, today said he Ely, Smith
vett forces hoped to bring the gov- port
Ely for re-election. would supernor and former Governor Smith Icy
Mayor Cur.
said it CMS
Governor Ely's
his bitter opponent for the
party as a Democrat to run
duty
for the
totter.
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Carley's Return
May r
rley, who got into the
Chicag c vention by way of
Puerto
o, re-entered his home
town on the Fourth and made the
holiday his own. A triumphal procession recompensed him for his
disaster in the primaries. To a
crowd on the Common whose
numbers were estimated at from
25,000 to 100,000 his Street Commissioner introduced him as "the
greatest Roman of them all." A
romantic Charlestown Councilor
called him "the outstanding Democrat of the country and the out- )
etanding Demossat at the Chicago
convention." Thus does poetry
embroider history. Himself nursed
In the Celtic twilight, the Mayor
brought back to Boston the legend born of his quick imagine-.
tion in the convention. He spoke
of "the boobs" who had "booed'
him at Chicago. That "booing"
was purely the creature of his fertile fancy. He must have felt that
so great a Roman couldn't help
being booed by subtle Greeks, the
men whom a few weeks before he
"betraying"
the
had caught
Massacl setts Democracy.
Governer Roosevelt won, In
spite of Mr. Curley's ill-fated efforts in his behalf. All hail.
James Michael! Nothing is too
good for him. Honors crowd upon
him. He was addressed as "Ambassador to the Court of St..
James" and "the next Secretary.
of War." The latter nomination
was accepted. These compliments
or ironies must have bad a bitter
taste. Mr. Curley is too experienced a politician not to know
that if it should fall to Mr.
Roosevelt to name men from
Massachusetts to high Federal
office they would necessarily be
taken from his late adversaries in
the State, practically the wholel
Democratic machine, the chieftains of the party. Whether Governor Smith's demesne can be
transferred to other hands is
doubtful. Mr. Gurley is only the
spokesman of a minority. Ile cannot have endeared himself to Mr.
Roosevelt by leading to him into
what might have been a fatal
error. No Smithites were in the
Sodality of silk hats that greeted
tie Mayor. An East Boston club
did, indeed, record its conversion
on its banners:
We love you, "Al,"
But what the hell,
We're for Roosevelt now.
And the Mayor is for the renomination of Governor Ely now.
What are little differences among,
friends? The Mayor made his renunciation in March. He repeats
it now. It 18 "clearly the Governor's duty to run again." Governor Ely will decide that for himself. Perhaps the best that Mayor
Curley can now do for Mr.
Roosevelt's fortunes in Massachusetts is to shut up; but that would
be a cruel, unusual and impossible punishment.—N. Y. Ttmeato„,..a.

a
ID While rivalries in State polities figure to delegates to naof
election
the
for
conventions
in Vermont
parfies, we have
tional conventions of both the two chief
rival fac.little conception of the extent to which the fate ofsuccess or
their
in
hinge
tions in some of the larger states
failure on the national conventions.
both MarsaWe can see this influence well illustrated in
Press
Associated
our
in
chusetts and New York. You saw
news how Mayor James Curiey of Boston, an ardent Roosevelt supporte?:ifenied he w—aild be a candidate for governor
Roosevelt's sucnow, hut would do everything possible for
cess.

There is rmich more to the Boston situation than this
statement would indicate. Mayor Curley sought to carry
Massachusetts for Roosevelt, but Governor Ely and Senator
Walsh led the Smith forces to victory and the Mayor was
obliged to work from a position provided for him on the
Porto Rico delegation to help Roosevelt in the national convention.
As a result of the victory of the Roosevelt forces, Mayor
Curley on his return was given one of the greatest personal
ovations ever noted in the Hub, according to the Boston
papers. The crowd's size was placed at 20,000 by the Globe.
It was naturally assumed Mayor Cu./ley would take ad,
vantage. of the prestige gained as a result of the Roosevelt
victory to run for the governorship of the Bay State. Mayor
Curley shows his breadtl. and loyalty, however, by declaring

he. is not a candidate for governor but will support the choice
of the Massachusetts Democrats. He thinks that •course will
help unite the part for Roosevelt, whom Senator Walsh has
also now championed with the Bay State voters.
That is the kind of supporters that help make a rcal party,
and Roosevelt will doubtless show his appreciation in every
way he can.
.orsy
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was accepted. These cqmplimenta
Cttriey's Return
or ironies must have had a bitter
Mayor Curleyoleko got into the taste. Mr. Curley is too expertChicago contention by way of enced a politician not to know
Puerto Rico, re-entered his home that if it should fall • to Mr.
town on the Fourth and made the Roosevelt to name men from
holiday his own. A triumphal pro- Massachusetts to high Federal
cession recompensed him inr his ,office they would necessarily be
disaster in the primaries. To altaken from his late adversaries In
crowd on the Common whose the State, practically the .whole
numbers were estimated at from Democratic machine, the thief25,000 to 100,000 his Street Corn- tabs of the party. Whether Govmissioner introduced him as "the ernor Smith's demesne can be
greatest Roman of them all." A transferred to other hands is
romantic Charlestown Councilor doubtful. Mr. Curley Is only the i
called him "the outstanding Dem- spokesman of a minority. Ho can- I
oerat of the country and the out- not have endeared himself to
Mr.1
standing Derno,rat at the Chicago Roosevelt by leading to hire
convention." Thus does poetry what might have been a into
fatal
embroider history. Himself nursed error. No Smithitos were
In the Celtic twilight, the Mayor Sodality of silk hats that in the'
greeted'
-brought back to Boston thEt le- ti 4 Mayor. An East Boston
club'
gond born of his quick imagina- did, Indeed, record its
conversion
tion in the convention. He spolo on its banners:
of "the boobs" who had
h
"booed
We lave you, "Al,"
him at Chicago. That "booingBut what the hell
was purely the creature of his ferWe're for Roosevelt now.
tile fancy.. He must have felt that
And the Mayor is for
so great a Roman couldn't help
the rebeing booed by subtle Greeks, thee notriination of Goverhor Ely now,
What are little differences
among
friends The Mayor
made his renunciation in March. He
Massact setts Democracy.
repeats
it now lt is 'clearly
Governr r Roosevelt won,
the
n or's .
d uty torun again." Goverspite of Mr. Curley's ill-fated
nor
Ely
will decide that, forCoverforts in his behalf. All ha il.
hintJames Mienael! Nothing is too self. Perhaps the best that
Mayor
;good for him. Honors crowd ulool Curley can now do for
Mr.
him. He was addressed as "Am- Roosevelt's fortunes In
Massachulbassador to the Court of ,st. 'efts I . to shut up; but that
would
James" and "the next Secretary '4e a •.1
unusual and imposeiMayor
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Republicags to the Fore
They Want Spotlight Now, and State Organization May
Profit by Example of Democrats Who Put on
Three-Ring Show at Chicago
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, July 9.—Now
that Jam•ikilichael Curley
has nominated RoOt
and Ely and aided in the
elevation of Texas Jack
Garner, maybe the Republicans can get a little spotlight. It 16 about time.
When the Republicans, including some of our best,
went from Massachusetts
and other places out to
the city on Lake Michigan
to appoint a national ticket
they could have had no
Idea that before the country had a chance to look
the results over, the Democrats would come along
and put on such a show as they did. The Democrats have bad the radio ear of the country ever
since Charles Curtis first heard about his keeping
his old job; before the light dust had settled in
the Chicago stadium, the circus horses for the big
three-ring show were stirring it all up again, and
the consequence is that a good part of the country
must have forgotten that the Republicans ever held
a convention.
Now, there is a big hint In all this. The hint

gay week of convention sessions, some of the best
of vaudeville, a nomination by a margin so large
it cannot be discounted, an overwhelming vote on
a wringing wet plank—every state but 11 supporting it in the convention—and a departure amid a
whirl of drama, everyone more or less happy (except the Smith group) and altogether a record of
harmony and pretty good advertising.
We write here and now with no brief for any
or either party. What we see emerging from the
i three Chicago weeks, with the two conventions and
I the important week between them, is a measure
of the temper and strategy of the two parties as organizations; and what we conclude from it is that
the Republicans will be very stupid if they do not
take the hint the Democrats gave—anti very stupid
it they underestimate the strength of their opponents.

Age of Entertainment
•

is this: Go modern. The Democrats have always
been showmen, good ones; but sometimes the show
they gave was not just what they had planned. It
sometimes turned out to be the kind of a show a
dog fight is—exciting, but no good for the participants. The Madison Square ruckus In 1924 was
that kind of a show. No one ever sat in at a better
one, since the days of the gladiatorial combats in
ancient Rome, but when adjournment came the
Democrats were politically as dead as the gladiators.

Drama and Advertising
This time things went better. Much better.
The hint for the Republfcans lies in the fact that
this Democratic show in Chicago, so far from injuring the Democrats, gave them a big start towards the campaign. Here were 1154 delegates
—more than that, for after the lavish way of some
nectiona there were more delegates than there were
whole votes—and they came to the convention
more or less expectant of trouble. There was the
fratricidal menace in the Roosevelt-Smith situation. There was the expected clash over prohibition. There was the fear of a party split over
liberalism. Instead of which results, they had a

It is all very well for Republicans to scoff at
the Democratic gathering, and say it was "a circus.
not a convention." Granted, it was a good deal of
a circus—and more people like circuses than like
political conventions. This is an age of entertainment. People demand amusement--and they get
it. That is why the radio is what it is. You can
run serious and valuable talks over the air, and we
are all for the uplift of the human race that way,
but we do not observe that the heavy radio advertisers lean very heavily on the uplift programs.
These advertisers are engaged in the practical undertaking of creating and enlarging the market
for their goods. They put on the air, and pay for
it, what they think will attract and hold attention.
Advertisers, whether on the air or in newspapers
or in other avenues of publicity, are smart folks.
If they were not they would slip out of business.
They know what the public wants—amusement.
Well, the Democrats gave a lot of amusement
and entertainment at Chicago last month. It did
not hurt their political chances. It helped them.
All of which leads up to Beacon Hill, where
the Republican party still has hopes, though less
cf a hold than It used to have. We are on the
threshold of a state and national campaign. We
don't know what the national party organisation
Is going to do in the way of persuading or convincing the people of Massachusetts that they ought
to vote for the national ticket, but we have a
strong hunch that the Massachusetts Republican&
I have taken the hint from the Democrats at Chicago
land that they are going to put on a campaign
hereabouts which will be very difforent from ma.
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style campaigns, and that enter
tainment forWthe
crowd will have quite a part in it.

Lightened the Work
It did not detract from the serious purpo
se of
the Democrats that Eddie Dowling
had charge of
the convention for mere than
an hour, or that
Will Rogers made a speech, or that
Amos and Andy
rppeared "in person." or that Rose
Zulalian of the
gorgeous voice sang, or that
the amazing and
magical Miss Passmore from Texas
captivated the
thousands, or that any of the other
things of like
rature were done between mome
nts of serious
business. It kept the crowd inter
ested, lightened
the work of the convention, and was
100 per cent.
in tune with these entertainment
times. The Mas-sachusetts Republican organisation,
includieg at
its head the state committee, is
going to follow
those wise lines.
That's all right for the machi
nery of party
interest and enthnslasin ; but
how a bout candidates? The state committee canno
t play around
with favorites before the
primaries, of course, for
its job is to elect the ticket,
and see that all posSible Republican votes arc cast.
There are plenty of
candidates for Republican nomination in the field,
in fact, there have been few recent years when the
party voters have had a wider choice for primary
determination. There is going to he
plenty of
Fepuhlican competition for nomination th.ia year—
and that will be good for the party if the gentlemen land maybe a few ladies) who enter the pHmay contests will kindly bear it in mind that
their personal rights as candidates do not include
a method of campaigning that will put a crimp
in the election chances of other candidates in the
same field. Our party primaries ean be conducted
energetically and forcefully but with each candidate keeping it ever in mind that he is under some
obligation to the party whose label he seeks to
wear, and that all through his primary campaign
It is a part of his political-moral duty to strengthen, not weaken, his party.

Important Slogan
There was a line somewhere along in the Demo- •
cratic national convention—we forget exactly I
where—that is worth quoting for any party. It
was this: "I want to see Democrats fighting Republicans, not Democrats," Switch the words
around a little and it is applicable to our coining
Republican primaries In Massachusetts, and It is
' about as important a slogan as anyone could work
out. When our primary contests come, let's hope
that the primary candidates in each party will
keep clear-headed shout who their adversaries
really are. When an individual approaches his
party voters and asks them to make him their
nominee, he assumes an obligation to that party
whose favor he seeks.
Let's see whom the Republicans have In the
offing. First and foremost, by seniority
at all
events, Is William Sterling Youngman now
,
lieutenant gosernor, announced candidate
for the firstplace nomination. He has a long head
start and
he has made obvious progress. Those who seek to
oppose him in the primary will he
wise not to underestimate him. He will be managed.
Frank A.

Goodwin is already in she field, and
there Is likelihood that John W. Hatgis of Green
fteld will enter.
Mr. Haigla entered the state
treasurer's office in
1929, serving one term and the
declininfio to seek
re-election. Before that he
had a distkguished
service in the legislative branc
h. He has several
sources of strength, among which
--an one not to
be overlooked—is that he come
s from The western
Part of the state.
Mr. Halals's name has been
played with for
many months. Friends have
urged him Po run.
He has been reluctant to jo so.
While he would
receive the support of
many who are disinctined
to support Mr. Youngman
he would not relish
being advanced simply as
an anti-Youngmae candidate. He will run, If he
runs, on his own merits,
which are considerable.
Thus we are likely to have
a three-cornered
contest, and you may try
your hand at forecasting.
It is a patent fact that
Mr. Youngman starts with
a following pretty firmly
welded into a block of
votes.

For Second Place

For second place we have
two avowed candidates for the nomination—G
aspar G. Bacon, president of the state Senate,
and Chester I. Campbell,
member of the Executive
Council. Here are two
able men, with admirable
records. Mr. Bacon's
record, in the public mind, is
largely political. He
has been one of the effect
ive party leaders and
le both powerful and
popular, a profound schol
ar
In the law, a brilliant
speaker, a mighty man in
politics. Opposed to him,
Mr. Campbell has less
political eminence, but a
wide and now useful
acquaintance in the busin
ess field. As a - business man's candidate"
he can offer formidaele
opposition to Senator Bacon
.
In the field for attorney general,
Joseph E.
Warner is likeJy to have things
his own way if
he chooses to seek renomination,
as he presumably will. Frederic W. Cook
has a life tenuret
on the office of secretary of the
commonwesIth.
For state treasurer the finger of
expectation polets
to Francis Prescott, former chair
man of the Re-'
publican state committee.
Thus far the fair-haired child
for the auditorship is our old acquaintan
ce Alonzo 13. Cook,
He will seek his old job. Also,
he will he opposed for the nomination, and
the man on whom
the seal of approval is about
to be Placed appears
to be George Bates of Salem
, who has had
experience as mayor of that
ancient city and
who
Is being urged to enter
now for the stale
office
which Alonzo Cook held so
long and Which
the
Democrats now hold In the
firm hands of Franc
is
X. Huriey—who will not seek
renomination.

Curley and Ely
In a preside1iii77;the
chances of the state
ticket are always more or less
mixed up with tticese
of the national ticket. This
year rather less
-e.o
than sometimes in the
past. The Repub
lIcaiss
will make extra effort to
redeem the state
executive offices they have
loet, regardless
of
the
national contest. Similarly,
whatever
defections
2
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there may be from the Roosevelt support among
the Massachusetts Democrats, some of whom are

S

now breathing fire and brimstone, they hope to
retain the governorship—which they are a good
deal more likely to do with Governor Ely than
with any other candidate. The Curley endorsement of Ely does not anchor the latter to the
nomination, however.
The present disgruntled feeling ot some of the
Smith Democrats in Massachusetts is no safe reliance for the Republicans, either for the national
ticket or for the state ticket. The heat of convention disappointment will die down. Politicians
are practical men. There is not much nourishment for Massachusetts Democrats in bolting the
party ticket, particularly after Governor Smith
has said that he should support it.
The Republicans, if they are to. recapture this
state, will have to do it on their oVen merits, by
the virtues of President Hoover and through nomination of a strong state ticket—plus modern and
intelligent campaigning. They cannot depend on
what the Democrats will do to help them.
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were going to vote.
Mayor Frank Hague of Jersey
City, a survival from the Roger
Sullivan-George Brennan days and
Wili-LRQDNEY DUTCHER New Jersey's Democratic Mussolini, was field marshal of the antiNEA Seiwtce Writer
Curry's Sad Performance
Roosevelt forces.
Washington -- The old-fashionBut back to the big allots rl
And a fascinating figure he ',vas
ed political bosses still hold firm bossism—and consider the sad per- as he barked his
commands, CIstate
maclutch on their local and
formance of the Honorable John F. rected strategy, surveying ilia
chines, but few of them managed Curry, chief of Tammany
Hall, strength with an unerring eye
and
to establish a grip tcm the recent hating Al Smith but being forced always realizing exactly
where he
Democratic convention. Some of to vote his delegates for Al just stood and the
desperate nature cf ,
them, in fact, looked just a little the same.
his fight.
, bit funny.
Curry, who apparently Is not
Ordinarily, in Irublic, Hague Is
The more famous ones, fellows made of the stuff that was in
jfrom the east such as usually have Charlie Murphy and other of his good-natured, affable boss. But this
I been able to tie up a convention or predecessors, came to Chicago un- time, unaccustoried to the probabdictate nominations in the past, certain as to what he would do and ility of defeat itt these national
found themselves either taking a everyone agreed that he was in a shows, his face was grim and set,
.meanor devoid of hu,
I licking from the Roosevelt leaders hot spot. Weeks before he ho.d an- his while'
aperate mid-convention
, --who were not supposed to be nounced in Washington that be mor. H
Atoosevelt as a source of
very bright by comparison—or sit- would vote New York's 94 dele- assault
ting with eagle eye to see which gates en masse under the unit rule. party disaster was fruitless — and
Hague left Chicago with the virtuway the cat would jump and then
He learned later that the unit
'scramble ludicrously in a mad rule didn't apply to New York, al certainty that someone else
would be getting all the patronage
dash after the band wagon.
which meant he could dominate
in any Roosevelt administration.
only about two-thirds of the dele!"Bck-e" Huey Long
gation even with his alliance upThere were various bosses from state and his working arrange- It May Be "Boss" Jim
Tte lassachusetts leaders, who
1 the west and south who sup- ment with John H. McCooey, the
:ported Roosevelt from the start, old walrus of Brooklyn. He would ha carried the state for Smith
!but they were relatively small- have preferred to wait for signs largely to stamp on Mayor slim
I time czars with no great number of a band wagon, but didn't dare Ciirley of Poston who was ..russdof delegates under their control. oppose Smith because Smith might inw for,Rbos.evelt, also held out
agart Roosevelt to the last balIThe boss of that type who attract- wreck him in New York City.
lot.
Now, in all probability, a
ed most attention was none other
If he incurred Smith's wrath
than Senator Huey Long of Louis- and Governor Roosevelt later re- Democratic victory will moan that
they can't get a federal Job tor a
iana.
moved Mayor Jimmy Walker, CurHuey organized his delegation of ry's name would be mud in his foliower unless they first see Jim.
Another who came out on top
20 by banging his gavel on the ros- own organization.
was Ed Flynn, New York's seeretrum and announcing: "I here'ay
tary of state and boss of the Bronx
nominate myself for chairmau of Iron Hand Missing
who worked hand in hand .With
the delegation. Anyone opposed to
So he stuck grimly to the last
that motion will say aye." A pause for Al, quite futile and even a bit Manager Jim. Farley for Rooaevelt
the convention. .A.nd
and silence, "The motion is carried ridiculous when the first ballot through
and this meeting is adjourned."
card. and he asked an hour-long there's Joe Guffey of Pittsburgh,
Governor Alfalfa Bill Murray poll
his own delegation, confess- whose old political power seemed
was another small boss. He ad• ing t t he couldn't give the full about gone until he declared for
mitted his 22 Oklahoma delegates poll.
stead of ruling the delera- Roosevelt early in the season end
were hand-picked .by him nnd that tios w
an iron hand, as CrOlter took a last chance of regaining
he was their absolute lord and and Mu by were wont, he couldn't j his influence on the hope that
master.
even tell just how the delegates Roosevelt would be nominated.
BEHiND THE SCENES IN
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Democratic city comniftrarifinterille - service throughout the district."
aid in his herculean undertaking. and
The local Street Railway company,
:that is a convincing reconciliation be- whether it was back of the ac
tween Gov Roosevelt and Gov Smith,, against thumbers or not, unquestiona return' of joyful greetings between ably has suffered at their hands. The
"Frank" and "Al" that shall be fully reason why the school committee was
comparable to the final chapter be- able to save money by refusing to
a
cinedar
'
'
ly
Ww
illi.l'
'
at is go- Pay for rides of school children on
trolly ears unless the rides were acl ing to happen in Massachusetts, and tually taken was that the children
it was the gallant fashion in which he continued to tede to school on condefied in advance the onrushing tide veyances other than trolly cars.
;of November, and declared that the Along the Amherst trolly line, on
!waters would be divided as they raged Bridge street, may sometimes be seen
upon Northampton, that aroused one's lines of Amherst college thumbers.
admiration and prompted these re- They thur,..) Pierce-Arrows, Packer&
marks. That the challenge can be and Fords, trucks, hay wagons and
anything more than a gesture of high oil tanks, but the one thing they do
bravery, it would he difficult for the not thumb is a trolly car.
unprejudiced observer to concede at
I ties time. Northampton, at the mo/4/0 IsVcitt/t.-MASI1
ment, appears to be slated for a sub27e_4eAni1r
stantial Hoover and Curtis majority,
.but with Dr Hanson's views of the
state prospect there will he agreement
ing on the unanimous.
The
announcement
by
Mayor
Curley that he does not inteillrelee
crifflefieweiticide by flinging himself
tat, the Massachusetts tide of Gov
:-;e,:th votes for Hoover and Curtis—
that is. does not intend to be a can(Special to The Transcript)
didate for governor, is taken as a
BOSTON, July 20—Efforts to
commendable observance of the law
' of self-preservation, but his further
heal the rupture made in the Demannouncement that he will support
ocratic party by the adherence of
'Gov Ely gets a response hero that is
Prom Our Special Correspondent
one wing to Franklin D. Boonemore than dubious,
veil and another wing to Al Smith
Northampton. July 9—The veto of lieved that Ely is as where it is begood as reelected,
prOgresning and may lead to
'the' coal contract by Mayor Bliss fol- unless Curley insists on supporting
the sending of Mayor J Imes Michlowed inevitably his address to a con- him. If anyone can see how Ely
otherwise could manage to get him,
of:i.:Itley
i of Boston-rrs-itir-unt
p7.a
n.gr:
vention of the two boards before the self defeated
in Massachusetts after
"A", speaker for the Roosevelt
first votes were taken. The presenta- his Smith
speech
at
Chicago,
the
on in
tion he then made was, in fact. a formula fee
arriving at such a conPreliminary veto, hut one that
The tremendous success attainclusion
be overruled by a majority vote, wnicn interest. eould have great public
ed by Curley over the week-end in
was done. To override the final veto a
New Ha m pshi re. when he made a
At Laurel Park
two-thirds vote
was required, and
the
personal appearance
with
each board was just short of that
The annual session of the Laurelien mere ic nominee, Roosevelt.
number of votes. What was back of Park Chautauqua assembly will open
determination of a at the park Tut:sole)/ night, and will
clearly showed that lila magnetism
the astounding
majority of the city councir to awal continue through the following Sunand his oratory could be just as efthis contract, it is difficult to iniagne
day. The speakers will include exfectively used .outside of the conthat
might
there
be
arei Mayor Leon Conwell of Somerville,
A good guess
tines of the old Bay State -as withsome members of the city council who son of the Tate Dr Russell H. Conwell;
in. The removal of CMley, most
prize more an opportunity to cross William S. Grafflin of New York, Mrs
ardent of ardent Roosevelt boost.!
the mayor than they do to serve the Walter E. Corbin of Florence and Rev
ors, during the heat .of the cam.!
people who elected them.
George Moody of New York, a former
No two members of the city council, Laurel Park boy. There will be a
pign might go a long way to tea l
perhaps, were influenced by the same musical entertainment Friday night,
I cate the Smith faetion. The vote
considerations, hut it is hard to be- and, Saturday night, a performance of -I
i of
this Snot h
faction are, o
lieve that those e ho voted for the "Charm" by the Beichertown Players.
Contract were influenced at all by a The study classes will be the Bible
'nurse, vital to the Democratic
consideration upon which the mayor class, conducted by Rev Eaton B.
party, if it is to he successful this
laid stress in his first address to the Freeman, pastor of the Northampton
fall in Massachtisette.
council on this subject—that it was Baptist church; children's recreation
only required that the members ask class, in charge of Miss Louise Kend
By agreement Joseph A. Maythemselves what they would do if the nedy of Greenfield, and the rouht
nard, newly elected chairman
matter were one pertaining to their table, conducted by Rev 0. E. Barnard,
of
the Democratic State Committee,
private business. Whatever the atti- of Hatfield. The superintendent of the
will form the Dernocratin
tude of the city council toward the Sunday-school will be Judge John
Campaign committee, which
mayor, the people, it seem,, may well Hildreth of Holyoke„ and a sports
will he
take note that he is fulfilling con- program for the session will be arentirely in his hands. Thin agree.
scientiously and courageously the ; ranged by Marcus Soutra.
merit comes an the result of
tee
commission they reissued to him lastl
Fines For Hitch-Hiker.
conference Monday held between
December.
eity council de.:It the "thumblioosvelt, Maynard, Leopold
M.
Predicts Roosevelt Victory
ers" what might almost be called a
G101ilstOrl, Define Brown,
John H.
Dr Justus G. Ranson, leader of the vicious blow, when it passed an orFahey- and Robert Jaeksen.
The
local Democracy, standard-bearer if dinance with penalties of a $50 fine
fact that G'otilston ware
lie would but reach forth his hand, and 30 days in jail. The tine was
proment at
thin
conference elleited some
says Northampton is going to be car- later reduced to $20, and the jail
little
talk as he is a close friend
ried by Roosevelt and Garner. Since penalty removed, but the original
of GovHanson
is
chairman of the Demo- ordinance showed that there existed
Dr
ernor Ely.
Goulst on, however,
cratic city committee, this means that somewhere the will to completely
made it clear that he was
present
be has billed himself for a feat of obliterate the thumbers. Whether it
there on his own •
initiative and
strength that no one e could want to was the Street Railway company that
without authority to Speak
miss. The party's efficient leader has had that mood did not transpire, but
for the
governor.
performed some notable feats, but this• such an idea is suggested by the
Mayor
is as though, after performing with Boston Traveler, which
Curley
has
recently:
put his 0. K
on the plan to give
the 500-pound weight and 1000-pound "The thumbers' it-west victims are a
Maynard wide
weight, he had removed the cover community • of residents in a nearby
authority. The chief
repetitive of
from a stage property, which proved city served by a suburban trolly and
Boston says. "I ant still a
to he a 10,000-p:quid weight, and an- bus company. The company days that,
Neif_er_
facing
Roosevelt
nounced that he was about to throw because of the great rftimber of
volunteH. and
whatever
his
(10‘ernor Roosevelt
back. There is only one thumbers carried by owners of priit over
s
doeis
thing that will give .the chairman of vate cars. it must discontinue its bus
satisfactory to me. 1 ant
fOr harmony In
the natty
ranks
and I give my
approval to the appointment of Maynerti."

MAYOR'S COM DEAL
VETO WINS PRAISE
"a oondosetTe's
t.,•DeernH'The
(v AT NORTHAMPTON •

•

Majority of City Council
Criticized For Its Action
On Contracts

DR HANSON CONFIDENT
OF ROOSEVELT VICTORY

Democratic City Chief Bills
Party For Unusual Feat*
of Strength—Laurel Park
Program Announced

•

CURLEY MAY STUMP
THROUGHOUT COUNTRY
FOR ROOSEVELT.
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Bostonian Makes Move to
End Strife That Has Persisted Two Years
GOVERNOR REFUSES
TO MAKE STATEMENT
Hub Mayor Declares His Offer Due to Desire to Help ,
Roosevelt Cause in National Election
Boston, July 5—(AP)---A bitter
political feud between Mayor James M.
Curley turd Gov Joseph B. Ely was
submerged today as Curley expressed
a wIllingaess to support Ely for reelection to the end that the cause of
Gov Franklin D. Roosevelt,(Democratle
nominee,
be
might
presidential
strengthened In Massachusetts. Curley has been considered a potential
ca9dIdate for Ely's post.
For two years, or just prior to Ely's
successful contest for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination, he and
Curley have been at odds. 'The strife'
was carried into the recent national
convention primaries when the Smithpledged forces led by Ely conquered
the Roosevelt group directed by Ceeley. Roosevelt's victory In Chicago,
however, more than evened the store,
ifor Curley, and he returned to BostoM
'last night to receive a tremendous re-'
ceptlon. He sat in the convention as
a delegate from Puerto Rico.
Says Ely Should Run Again
"I am interested solely in the atm..'
icess of Franklin D. Roosevelt," Curley
Isald, "and I propose to do everything
'possible for hie 811CCOSS, and under the
circumstances I am not a candidate
for governor and will Support
whomsoever is nominated.
"It is clearly the duty of Gov Ely
to be a candidate for
reelection, and
in the event that he is, in the
ts
of party harmony and in theinteres
euceess
of Democracy, I will tdo
hing
within my power to insure everyt
his reelection." Ely
%VI t h hold e Com men t
At his home in Westfield, Goy
Ely
withheld comment on Curley's
state'.
moot. To that and a query
the possibility that he wouldregarding
run
governor again he. said, ''I do for
not
care to make any
ent
statem
at this
Cloc Ely saw the Smith
tirne
candidacy
go down before tile
Roosevelt-Garner
combination in the national
eonvention
with much bitterness. Sinee
hisIT
turn to Massachusetts
v l.
elassifled as one of the hehrtsabiceiel
irrecontatilt
Unlike Uteited States
Senator

PR oc-FIE 4n -Pi:Nab/el/1Y

?-7- 3v
WaliCand other leaders of the. Smith

group, he has not said whether he
would supifort the Roosevelt campaign,.
and Curley's statement was considered a move to supplant the conventioa
hitierness for harmony in the fight to
l'oat President Hoover.
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Mayors AVe !Federal Aid

Smith Forces Want
Curley Taken Away
From Our Special Reporter.
Boston, July 5—Mayor James M.
jeurley apparently has concluded Oa
It were better to offer
the olive branch
'to the Smith Democrats of the state,
than to lambase them from row until
November.
Friends of Candidate
Roosevelt who are studying the Massachusetts situation, say that it seems
Improbable that the Smith faction will
work whole-heartedly for Roosevelt,
unless he pulls Curley out of Massachusetts so that they will not have
to
listen to his braggadocio talk, which
goes against their grain to such an
extent that they could not contin
ue
to listen to it, and at the same
time
work to the same end that Curley
is
seeking.
These folk say that if Roosevelt's
campaign managers will send Curley
to Puerto Rico or some other spot remote from the Bay state, and keep him
there to do his campaign talking, the
Smith supporters in Massachusetts
will be more inclined to work for
Roosevelt's election in a whole-hearted
fashion. But, so long as Curley
is
Continued in
Massachusetts, with
,radjo and platform introductions such
as were given from the Minute Man
train last evening, the Smith crowd
will hardly knuckle and feel kindly
toward Roosevelt's candidacy.
There is much conjecture as to what
Roosevelt might give Curley. Some
think Curley hopes for a place in the '
cabinet, and would rot be satisfied
with less.
Just what Gov Ely plans to do is
also being talked of a great deal. Ile
has not taken out papers to seek renomination, nor has he indicated
whether he will. Before the convention he begged off from a question
whether he would refuse to run on a
ticket with Roosevelt. Plainly, he
would have preferred Gov Smith as the
presidential nominee, but it is doubtful if he will permit the outcome of
ithe convention to drive him from public life. •
It was recalled today that someone
took out nomination papers for Democratic governorship manination some
weeks ago, without making known for
whom they were to be circulated. This
caused -conjecture whether these were
Goy Ely's papers, but it is generally
believed they were not for the governor. He has plenty of opportunity to
have the needed signatures secured
within the time-limit, and there would
be no need to resort to secret measures.
Secrecy is not Gov Ely's practice and
furthermore no one has seen any Ely
papers in circulation anywhere in the
state thus far,

•

Thirty-two American mayors, meeting in Detroit,
draft demands on congress for federal relief forMich., to
tion's unemployed, heard Mayor James J. Walke the na-.
r of New
York describe misery
starvation in his city. Above is
Mayor James M.„Lurie of Boston (left) and
Mayor
Walker (center)/as •,they) were welconted to
Detro
it by
Mayor Frank MArphY r,flluzt city (right).
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Washington
Daybook

the would vote New York's 94 delegates
en masse under the unit rule.
He learn e'd later that the unit rule
didn't apploeeNew• Yetticeitieh..
meant he could dominate only about
two-thirds of the delegation even with
ti:e alliance upstate and his working
-legernent With John H. MeCooey,
(By Herbert Plummer)
the old walrus of Brooklyn.- tie would
a
of
:,igns
for
wait
have preferred to
Washington—One of the highBosses Will Be Out If The Party band wagon, hut didn't dare oppose lights of that memorable Friday
Smith hecauee Smith might -„reck him night of the Democratic national
convention.
Wi-as Election, Worse If Demo- in New York City.
Caliwrath and
when
Smith's
incurred
he
If
crats Fail T Wit
fornia switched,
Governor Roosevelt later removed
to
Mayor Jimmy Walker, Curry's name
rEW WERE BACKING
happy
the
Rosevlt?wa
Would be mud in his own organization.
in
* * *
situation
GOVERNOR ROOSEVELT
,
Mayor.
-which
So he stuck grimly to the last for
James M. Cure,'
futile and even a bit ridicgig Shots Of Bossism Deserted Al, quite
lef-of .....Betsiterfi
ulous when the first ballot carne and
found himself.
During Con er ion.; j4iible To he asked an hour-long poll of his own
Curley had
delegation, confessing that he couldn't
been in a tough
Rule Own Delegatoiia
g:‘ • the full poll. Instead of ruling
spot during the
the lelegation with an iron hand, as
convention. An
BY ROINEY DUTCHER
Croker and Murphy were wont, h.,
original Roose(NEA SNiee Writer)
couldn't even tell jut how the delevelt man, he
Washington—Tbe-ekl-fee-feioned Po- gates were going to vote.
Mayor Frank Hague of Jersey City, VJILLIfr,MB. 1.1,APOO went to Chicago
litical bosses still hull flTrn clutch
pretty much
'on their local lnd state machines, but a survival from the Roger Sullivan-36 strong
Massachusetts
alone.
JerNew
and
days
Brennan
George
a
establish
few of them ieanaged to
support of
its
in
fervent
—was
was
field
Mussolini,
Democratic
sey's
grip on the recent Democratic cc"with him;
stuck
They
Smith.
Al
forces.
t
anti-Roosevel
the
of
vention. Some of them, in fact, look- !marshal
end.
the
until
as
Was
h(
figure
fascinating
a
And
ed just a little hit funny.
By skillful maneuvering, CurThe more fammis ones, fellows from !he barked his conimends, directed
got himself seated in the conthe east such as usually have bee strategy, surveying his strength with ley
vention as a member of the Porto
able to tie up a convention or dictat an unerring eye and always realizing Rican delegation.
nominations in the past, found them exactly where he stood and the desBut at that it was a rather disselves either taking a. licking Iron perate nature fo his fight.
Alter that
Ordinarily, in public, Hague is a consolate Mr. Curley. some
the Roosevelt leaders—who were not
stout
third ballot even
;
cornby
bright
very
supposed to be
! Ved-nacurea, affable boss, But this Roosevelt hearts began to waver.
to
eye
parisoft--or sitting with eagle
time, ueaccustomed to th, probability
It looked as if the New York
see which way the eat would jump and . of defeat at these national shows, his governor might after all be
then scrambling. ludicrously in a mad , face was grim and set, his whole de- stopped.
dash after the band wagon.
meanor deve,,, of humor. His desper*
*
ate mid-etml.:AliOn assault on RooseMcAdoo Starts It
There were a lot of people on
There were various bosses from the velt as a senree of partydiSaster was
west and soOth who supported Roose- 1 fruitless—and Hague left Chicago that convention floor—and some
velt from the start, but they were re- • with the virtual certainty that twine- of the leaders at that—who were
latively small-tirm. eze, 3 with no great . one else would be getting all the pa- unconscious of what William
number of delegates under their con- tronage in any Roosevelt administra- Gibbs McAdoo had in the back of
his head.
trol. The hoss of that type who at- tion.
e7
C *C
Rumor had it that not even,
tracted most attention was none other
ers, who had Frank Hague of Jersey eity)
than Scmator Huey Long of Louisiana. !I The Massachusett
nith largely to Smith's floor manager, knew what
Huey organized his delegation of ZO carriel the state fo
Bos- was coming; that when he was
by banging his gavel on the rostrum .1 stamp en Mayor Ji i Curley
ith, al_' tipped off just a short while beand annonneing: "I hereby nominate if ton whe was crusach g for
elt to the fore in the stadium he refused
myself for chairmen of the delegation...I so held out against
Anyone opposed to that motion will llast ballot. Now, in all probability, to believe it.
Those who saw the face of Jim
say aye." A pause and silence. "The a Den, -retie victory will mean that
motion, is carried and this meeting is . they can't get a federal job for a Curley after McAdoo's famous
statement that California had
follower unless they first see Jim.
adjourned."
Another who came out on top was come to Chicago to nominate the
Governor Alfalfa Bill Murray was
next president of the United
another small le, ,.. 1-le admitted his Ed Flynn, New York's secretary of States and not to
deadlock the,
22' Oklahoma delegates were hand- state and boss of the Bronx, who convention, will never
forget the
picked by him and that he was their worked hand in hand with Manager" sight.
Jim Farley for Roosevelt through the
absolute lord and master.
* * *
convention. And there's Joe Guffey of
His Hour of Triumph
Pittsburgh, whose old political power
boss
of
to
shots
'big
back
the
But
He had left Boston with cheers
declared
gone
he
until
about
seemed
nerforkstn—and consider the sad
and for Al Smith ringing in his ears.
mance of the Honorable John F. Cur- for Roosevelt early in the season
his in_ He had sat in the Chicago staregaining
of
chance
last
a
took
ry, Aid of TenrrnaltY Hall, hating Al
Roosevelt dium for almost a week, the
Smith hut 'Delft fol'Cod fo vote his del- fluence on the hope that
target of hostile glances from the
be_nouiina_ted.
,weuld
egates for Al just the same.
36 delegates grouped under the
-•
%
7,
Curry, who apparently is not made C/4 .C,4j
Massachusetts state banner.
tiotel orchestras are giving daily knew that he could return to H
of the stuff that was in Charlie
Murphy and other of his predecessors, concerts on Boston Common this ton now with his head high. Boscame to Chicago Uncertain as to what
Truly it was his
of trigements were umph. And he made hour
he would do and everyond, agreed' that summer. The ar
the most of
it.
made by Mayor 4y.
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Oolitall-ollipsf1932
Dern Political Bosses in Pitiful Sta
te—They're Out if Party Win

s
BY'RODNEY DUTCH ER.
Smith, but being forced to vote
his realizing exactly where he
N EA Service Writer.
stood and
delegates for Al just the same
the desperate nature of his tight.
.
WASHINGTON, July
I0.—The
Curry, who apparently is
Ordinarily, in public, Hague is
not
a
old-fashioned political boss
es made of the stuff
good-natured, affable boss. But this
that was in
ill hold firm clutch on their
time, unaccustomed to the probabillocal Charlie Murp
hy and other' of his ity
lid state machines, but few of
of defeat at these national
them predecessors, came to Chicago
un- shows, his face was grim
managed to establish a grip on
and set,
the certain as to what he would do and his whol deme
e
anor devoid of hurecent democratic convention.
Some everyone agreed that he was in a mor. His desperate mid-convent
ion
of them, in fact, looked just a littl hot spot. Weeks before he had an- assault on Roos
evelt as a source of
e nounced
in Washington that he part
bit funny.
y disaster was fruitless—and
would vote New York's 94 delegate
s Hague left Chicago with the virtu
The more famous ones, fell
al
ows en masse under the unit rule.
certainty that someone else would
from the east such as usually
He learned later that the unit
have
be getting all the patronage in any
rule didn't apply to Now York
been able to tic up a conventi
, Roosevelt administration.
on or whic
h meant he could dominate
dictate nominations in the
past,
only about two-thirds of the dele
fcund themselves either taki
Massachusetts leader
gang a
who
tion even with his alliance Upst
icking from the Roosevelt lead
ate -I- had carried the state for mitt)
ers
who were not supposed to be very and his working arrangement with large
ly to stamp on Mayot.Iim CurJohn H. McCooey, the old walr
right by comparison—or sitti
us of ley of Boston, who was 6kusading
ng
with eagle eye to see which way the Brooklyn. He would have preferre for Roos
d
evelt, also held out against
at. would jump and then scram- to wait for signs of a band wagon, Roosevel
t to the last ballot. Now,
bling ludicrously in a mad dash but didn't dare oppose Smith be- In
all probability, a democratic viccause Smith might wreck him
after the band wagon.
in tory will mean that they can't get
New York City.
a federal job for a follower unless
THERE were various bosses from If he incurred Smith's wrath and they first
see Jim.
Governor Roosevelt later remo
the west and south who
Another who came out on top was
ved
supported Roosevelt from the start, but Mayor Jimmy Walker, Curry's name Ed Flynn, New York
's secretary of
.hey were relatively swan time would be mud In his own organiza- state and boss of
the Bronx, who
:zars with no great numiler of dole- tion.
worked hand In hand with Manager
rates under their control. The boss
Jim Farley for Roosevelt thro
ugh
O he stuck grimly to the last for the conventi
>f that type who attracted most aton. And there's Joe
,ention was none other than SenaAl, quite futile and even a bit Guffey of Pittsburgh,
whose old poridiculous when the first ballo litical power seem
)r Huey Long of Louisiana.
t
ed about gone unHuey organized his delegation of came and he asked an hour-long til he declared
for Roosevelt early
:0 by banging his gavel on the ros- poll of his own delegates, confess- in the season and
took a last chance
xum and announcing: "I hereby ing that he couldn't giNe the full of regaining
his influence on the
mminate myself for chairman of poll. Instead of ruling the dele
ga- hope that Roosevelt would be nomi,he delegation. Anyone opposed to tion with an iron hand, as Crok
er nated.
,hat motion will say aye." A pause and Murphy were wont, he couldn't
(lid silence. "The motion is carried even tell just how the delegate
s
s.nd this meeting is adjourned."
were going to vote.
Governor Alfalfa Bill Murray was
Mayor .Frank Hague of Jersey
aonther small hoSs. Ile admitted City, a survival from the Roge
r Sullila 22 Oklahoma delegates were livan-George Brennan days and
hand-picked by him and that
he
was their absolute lord and master. was field marshal of the anti-Roo
sevelt forces.
we shall know
tpit UT back to the big shots of bosswhether James
And a fascinating figure he was as chael or
MiDavid Ignatius
ism—and consider the sad per- he barked
will have
his commands,
mhaanry
c
formance of the Hon. John F. Curry, strategy, surv
ge
o m
oa
f
n
t
y
he
load
ve
isstraib
nu
eying his strength
atio
nn
sheo
sfth
th
ae
t
chief of Tamman
fall, hating Al with an unerring eye and alwa. many,
will be coming to
deserving Massachusetts Democrat
s. Even here
there
may be consider
able harmony.
As
I 'president
Roosevelt would
have
more or less
use for Walsh
as a
United States
But now
Senator while
GOING AND COMING
ilpZ) L.111 ley 1.. bit
Mayo
r
Curley seems now
the, bands gon even thou
to be in a
The departure from Bost
gh he was ,tion
poston of Inst
.ly
to
caus
e the Senator
Mayor James Michael Curl
beaten in the Presidential
and nis
ey for
followers graciously
Primaries, he shines bene
the National Democratic
to allow
volently on Mayo
Conventhe
r
to
be the
Ii is prtmary foes, going
tion in Chicago was a sombre
Democratic canso far as to dida
affair.
te for Governor
sny
that Governor Ely must
But his return last Monday
after Ely, a
run 'position
WAS
for which the
'again for Governor
glorious. Thousands met him
, that Senator
astute MIat the '
chae
l has yearned
Walsh and sundry other
t.ain, many more thousands
for e decade.
statesmen
oreAll angles
who defeated him are good
considered the
gathered on Boston Corrunon
fellows, conv
Chicago
to igoo
i
ention worked
d sports, good
hear him tell of the magnificent
out better for
Democrats, as Mayo
rer
Curl
ey
welc
ome 136 the flowers
than had
suits when his favorite, Gove
in th
he been
rnor ,
uccessful in his
spring in the Roosevelt
Roosevelt, was nominated
battle to be
wigwam.
leaving I
elect.
ed.
a delegate to
I
But
the
Governor Ely,and Senator
it. Somehow,
test will come later
Walsh
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s
Mich
ael,
like the Prov
should Roosevelt be elect
very much in/the shade.
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ed. Then wags
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The Mayor of Boston Outmaneuvers His Enemies
A peculiar happening at the Democratic natio
nal convention at Chicago was the way that .M.Vor James Curley of
Boston outmaneuvered all the other powiTrOf his parfrrren
he loomed up as the chairman of the delegation from Porto
Rico_ From the governor down there was a feeling that they
had tied up things so tight that "Jim" would view the proceedings from the gallery, it must have been a severe jar to
the entire Massachusetts delegation to hear that their beloved"
mayor had acquired citizenship in the beautiful isle of Porto
Rico and in true Spanish form he was there adorned with his
badge., and as "Jim" has a perfect radio voice it resounded
throughout the immense auditorium. Another shock was delivered when speeches were made seconding the nomination
of Speaker Garner. When Porto Rico was called the distinguished mayor arose and gave one of the most eloquent addresses of the entire convention. it was so good and in such
perfect enn4nication that the radio announcer told the American people that it was the finest address of the day. All this
was not supposed to happen, yet there was a feeling by those
who knew the unconquerable Mayor of Boston that he would
he there and nothing would prevent his voice from being
heard. Today he is the outstanding leader of the Roosevelt
forces in New England. How is OW for a man who left Boston with a party of friends, without any credentials, not even'
an alternate from his own statt; and not even invited to travel
with the official party?
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w 4, 4- MASS- SoN? - if - 3 2* leaders at that—
who were uncon-

A Washington Daybook

seious of what William Gibbs McAdoo
! had in the back of his head.
By HERBERT PLUMMER
Rumor had it that not even Frank
WASHINGTON—One of the nigh- Hague of Jersey City,
Smith's floor
lights of that memorable F,•iday night manager, knew what was comin
g;
that when he was tipped
of the democratic national conven
off just a
tion short while before
In
the
stadium he
when California switched to
Roose- refused to believe it.
velt was the happy situation in
which j Those who saw
Major James M. Curley of
the face of Jim
Boston ;Curley after
McAdoo's famous statefound himself.
ment
that
California had come to ChiCurley had been in a tough
spot cago to nominate
during the convention. An
original of the United Stattethe next president
Roosevelt man, he went to
s and not to deadChicago 1 lock the convention,
pretty much alone. Massachusett
will never forget
s- the sight.
36 strong--was fervent in
its sup- His
Hour of Triumph
port of Al Smith. They stuck
with
him until the end.
fie had left Boston with
cheers
By skillful maneuvering, Curley
got for Al Smith ringing in his ears. He
himself seated in the convention
had
sat
in
the Chicago stadium
as
for
a member of the Porto Rican
dele- almost a week, the target of hostile
gation.
glances from
the 36 delegates
But at that it was a rather
grouped under
solate Mr. Curley. After thatdiscon- state banner. Ile the Massachusetts
third
knew that he could
ba 1 lot even some stout
Roosevelt return to Boston now with his head
hearts began to waver.
high.
It lookind as If the New York
Truly it was his hour
govof triumph.
ernor might after all be
And he made the most of
stopped.
it.
McAdoo Starts It
There were A lot of people
on that
No local paper ran
convention floor—and some
approach Th.
of the San in noir of
circulation.

D er. N tie.
-i MAYOR VTJRLE
t ris'Fake time
ere Miguel
ing fortunes.'" of Don Ja
°1vm
Curley of Puerto Rico and Boston. A'
few days ago and few were so low
as to do him reverence. As he passed
the Massachusetts delegation in the,
convention he was greeted with nothing but scowls. He sat in a remote
corner of the auditorium among his
fellow Dons and was despised and rejected. His Massachusetts enemies
thought they had excluded him from
the convention hall but they had
little conception of the resources of
Don Jaime. When the decisive moment came up he popped in the island delegation. Today he is the right
hand man of the Democratic candidate and the future dispenser of patronage in Massachusetts and perhaps
all New England, when, as and if
Mr Roosevelt is elected. Mr. Curley
may well say to Governor Ely and
.
his Smith cohorts as Captain Dodo
In Charles Reade's novel "Hard Cash"
shouted at the sinking Portuguese pirates, "out fought—out maneuvered—
and OUTSAILED."
It is evident that from the beginning Mayor Curley understood the
national situation better than Governor Fly or the ordinarily sagacious
Senator Walsh., Long ago he gauged
Franklin Roosevelt as a winner and
without reservations he sunk his political ships behind him and embarked in the Roosevelt cause. He
conducted one of the hardest political fights in the history of the state in
behalf of his champion and suffered
immense abuse. His utter rout seemed to be a death blow to his political
hopes and the prevailing opinion in ,
the eastern press that Roosevelt could
never get the nomination seemed to(
accentuate his hard plight. Now he
Is revealed as the straightest political
thinker in his party in this state. He
alone among the leaders of his party
gauged the situation correctly. Governor Ely has delivered the best
oration of the convention in favor
of a
candidate who could not
command
more than about 200 votes, and
Senator Walsh, victorious in the
campaign, has signally failed repeal'
attempt to put across a candid in his
ate
both in New York and Chicag who
o was
aided by packed galleries
which jeered and hissed at every success
of his I
opponents.
What will the sullen
Smith cohorts do? WeMassachusetts
know what
Don Miguel will do. He
will wage a
smashing campaign for his
champion.
If Roosevelt is elected
Mr. Curley
might reach the cabinet
.
fered for the cause. He He has sufstuck by his t.
candidate when his fellow
spurned Roosevelt. If Mr.Democrats
Roosevelt
Is victorious Mr. Curley
most influential Democ will be the
rat in Boston
and perhaps in all New
England.
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THE PARK LIBRALY
1 t \\ ttdoeeed to back up. Like a great
'
I% VI'
' in.ttly w hi rs, we have accepted the con11
ventional i .. \v of Boston as a smug sort of
literaof
Brahmins
town, a stronghold of the
ture and (wietv a place modernly ruled by lowbrow p icians and addicted to smallness. We
take it ek. Boston is a modern city of diecernm i nd deft action.
Mn 0 (TRLEY SeetTIS to have noticed that
man) p plc are practically living in the parks.
He n ti ti, too, that the agitators were occupypromising field and spreading hatred
ing
of law and existing institutions and everything
normal or habitual. Then the mayor made a
as
move which was described by hostile critics
"grand stand." - He ordered a library. opened
at a certain hand stand in the city; we assume
it was in a park. There wasn't much formality
about that library. A woman appeared with
l some books and magazines and a pocket full of
pencils and pads, and he dealt out reading
matter to the boys and old men, and everybody
killing dull time in that locality. They had
nothing else to do; they were miserably unemployed in more than one way. She got hundreds of them busy with all sorts of literature.
The Reds must have gnashed their remaining
teeth.
There is a serious responsibilit y upon public
librariea. It is entirely possible that one book
raging
itt one magazine may not only still the
prevent
may
but
man,
one
of
impulses
radical
formation of a mob.or a group of malcontents
•••.,
t is entirely passible one old magazine of travel
y keep a man out of mischief. Since it is
' possible that all the idle shall go to the main
libraries, or shall make their homes in the public buildings, it is wise to extend such facilities
as a city or a community may have to the park
benches and loafing places. They will not be
doing merely errands of mercy by getting desperate men to read something worth while, but
they will be delaying and possibly preventing
individual and collective out breaks.
The libraries are carrying a considerable portion of the load of unemployment and potential
desperation. The reading habit should be encouraged. It is not necetisary to repeat the old
saying; WP all know that misery and idleness
and trouble will get together unless !sanely
handled.

;

S1 HERBERT PLI
WASHINGTON—One ot the highlights of that memorable Frida7 night
of the democratic national convention
when California as itched to Boisevett was the happy situation' in which
-Maur James M. Curley of Bostcn
found himseLC-- — • --Curley had been in a tough spot
duting the oinventien. An original
RoJsevelt man, he went to Chicago
pretty much alone. Massachusetts-3G
st‘rong—was fervent in its support of
N1 Smith. They stuck with him until
the end.
By skillful maneuvering. Curley go;
L.-nself seated in the convenWn as a
member id tl.e Porto Rican delegation.
Hut as that it wrs a rather disconsolate Mr. Curley. After that third
ballot even some strut Roosevelt hearts
began to waver.
It looked as if the New York rm.
'eruor mght after all be stopped.
McAdeo Starts It

There were a let of people on that
.sotiventi-iii floor—and mime of the
leaflets at that—who were unecnacious
it what William Gibbs MeAdtio had
IT I the back of his head.
Rumor had it that not even Frank
Jersey City. Smith's flocir
Hague
manager. knew what was ci-niing:.
that' when he was tipped off Just a
sMwt while before in the stadium be
refused to believe It.
TIrose who saw the !see of Jim
Curley after McAdoo's famous statement that Califernia had come to
Chicago to no,-ninate the win President et the United States and not to
deadlock the (*invention, will never
forget the sight.
His Hour Of Triumph
He had left Boston a WI cheers for
Al Smith ringing in his ears. He !out
sat in the Chicago stadium for almost
a week, the target (f hostile glances
Nom the 34 delegates grouped under
the Massachusetts state banner. Ifs
knew that he could return to a "Stnil
nOW with his head high.
Tully it was his hunr of triumph.
And he made the mast of It.
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ST. LAWRENCE WATERWAY Boston. That is to put it rather
. would be
New England quite naturally strongly, but Boston
injured. Ocean steamgreatly
does not look with any degree of
ships to do business profitably
favor upon the Great Lakes Wa-Imust have bulk cargoes, such as
terway transportation plan for grain, along with which package
the completion of which negotia- freight can be taken. The bulk
tions have been pending for sev- cargoes are carried in the holds
eral years. The plan has recently of tile ocean freight carriers and
been brought, to the attention of the package freight is loaded bethe public by the -proposition of tween decks. Both are necessary
Governor Roosevelt of New York to a profitable cargo.
that he go to Washington to see If all grain cargoes were to go
if he and President Hoover can- directly out to sea from the Great
not do something to have negoti- Lakes, there would be little or no
ations with the Dominion govern- business for ocean steamships
ment speeded up. The President's sailing from New England for
answer was that deliberations they could not depend on package
were going along all right and freight alone. There would be
that the governor needn't post- :less business of the latter class ,
pone his yachting trip on account coming into Portland for loading
of them. They are handling it all here for the reasons that it could
right in Washington, said he.
not be transported profitably
The Roosevelt letter was a po- abroad from here.
litical gesture probably, for the The fact that very little grain
reason that the people of the is shipped from Portland at the
Middle Western states are very present time makes the proposimuch in favor of the plan, in the tion of much less interest here
belief that it would give them than it might have been at one
closer access to the ocean and time. Portland once did a big
lower the cost, of transportation ocean carrying business during
of grain designed for export. If the five months of Winter. which
ocean steamships should be able has since been diverted to the ,
'maritime ports of the Dominion
to sail up to Duluth, load with
grain there and then proceedi by the Canadian government. If
.straight to Europe, the cost of Canada ever tires of paying the
carrying the same lould natural- cost of this diversion, as eventual-,
ly be less than the present plan of ly she will, we would get this busishipment by rail and water. By. ness back. The proposed watershowing his deep interest in the ways would not affect that apy,
plan Mr. Roosevelt might expect for the proposed route would ie I
to win favor in the West, al- closed in winter time as now. TiV,
though the President favors the plan would do away with the posplan and has done all that he sibility of handling much grain'
through this port in the Summer.
could for its promotion.
One of the arguments in favor
What has halted the execution
of the project has been that Can- of the scheme has been that
ada which would be expected to thereby a vast supply of hydropay part o' the costs has been un-1 electric power could be developed,
able to see how the country would' the sale of which would help to
be benefited. There is strong op- pay the bills. But within recent
position in eastern Canada and years the glamour of cheap hythis must be overcome before the dro-electric power has worn off
Dominion will be disposed to be somewhat and there is a disposition to turn back to stream. It is
very liberal in the matter.
Men informed in transportation admitted if power could not be
matters are agreed that the plan developed and sold AS a by-prodwould be of no benefit to New uct, of the plan, the proposition
England ports,—that is Portland, would not, be attractive financialBoston and Providence, and it is ly. But the chief obstacle in the
the opinion of a majority that it way of the execution of the plan
would work irreparable injury to Is the objection in Canada and
them. Mayor Curley a few years1 that has yet not been overcome.
ago, went, so falto declare that
if the project was ever carried
through to success, it would be in
order for a "for sale" sign to be
put out on every ocean pier in
p•it r
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Boston to Take
Care of tier Own
/

/a

Mayor
All the same the plan of
meet
to
$1,250,000
raise
Curley to
the last corner of the quota necessary to take care of Boston relief
needs by asking from one to three
days' pay per month from people
whose names are steadily on the
,city's payroll, has much to commend it. He doesn't want to order
a salary cut for the great army
of the Boston employed. Asking
those who have $1600 or less, to
contribute one day's salary, those
who have from $1600 to $3000 two
days' salary, and the plus $3000
class three days' salary per month,
for six months, is very definite and
not paralysing. The fact that probably every one on the city's steady
payroll has to help some one besides themselves, support families;
and so on, means of course, that
none of these public enink‘yees has
earnings to himself or herself.
But they do have steady work.
Their wages have not yet been
cut. Mayor Curley'a figures are
that 25,000 Boston families averaging five persons to the family are
receiving aid from the city. The
appropriation was $7,000,000. Public subscriptions have raised another three millions. Mayor Curley prefers to ask the city employees to make this contribution rather
than to cut their pay. Money has
to be saved somewhere.
If the state had voted the
89,590,000 taxes sought by Gov.
Ely, Boston was expecting to get
the needed extra money from that
source. Now it finds it can raise
the money at home. There Is reason to believe that most if not all
of the communities can do likewise
and one less tax' be imposed upon
those who have to pay.

a
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Boston Gibes Sharkey
Golden Ship's Clock
FIOFITON.
July
11.--0)--Jack
Rharkey, who snw service With
the
J. S. navy before he
became the
heavyweight cham1io0...J.0day W!ifl
presented with a golden s/kip's
clerk
by Mayor James M.
Curley. it signified the eltyli
Apprechition for
the return of the
heavyweight title.
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CURLEY MOVES
IN HUB PAY CUT

•

Deductions Ordered From
Employes Not Signed
Yor Contributions
ACT PLEASES HERE
Worcester Workers Feel
Holdouts Should Get
In Line

•

weeks pay up to Nov. 30, the end of
the current fiscal year. The amount
of revenue is estimated at $300,000.
The plan, proposed by a committee or
department heads named by Mayor
Mahoney after his plan for a voluntary scaled pay cut had been turned
down, was approved by the Municipal
Associates, representing all the city
employes.
I The number of holdouts in Boston
lare not yet known, but practically
Ian the departments have signed up
nearly 100 per cent, realizing that if
they did not subscribe they were In
danger of having their pay cut. Ir
the school department It has beer
decided to reduce the salaries o
those refusing to aid the unemployee
r
G%..40 u c

While Mayor Mahoney is marking
•Ime awaiting signaturea from the
handful of municipal employes who
have not yet agreed to contribute
part of their salaries to the city,
Mayor Mosley of Boston has taken
forthwith action and ordered the
Boston city treasurer to deduct a
Ipercentage from the envelopes of
every employe whether he has signed
the pledge card or not.
Mayor Curley's action came yesten$11111mainui,hat city a graduated contribution from city employes is designed to raise $1.250,000. Many Boston employes had signed lot others
had not when the city treasurer received the order from the mayor to
deduct the percentage whether the
employe had made formal agreement
Or not.
In Worcester Mayor Mahoney has
declared the refusal cr neglect of a
small handful of employes to agree
to the deduction is "trivial." The
great majority of municipal employes
here who signed promptly and willingly have been looking for some
sort of action to get their backward
confreres in line.
No Concrete Action
Threats to make public the names
have
of the recalcitrant employes
action
• been made. but no concrete
has been taken.
The action of Mayor Curley Was
warmly received by a number of
local city employes who have said if
conone contributes, all should. They
tended emphatically that it was no
more than justice to the thousands
who have aready agreed to the deductions that the holdouts should come
.through.
According to the figures a week ago
from City Treasurer Harold J. Tonireson, about "eight or 10" have
fused to sign. The mayor has said h
would take no action until a complete report had been received from
the treasurer. No report has been
made since, It is understood.
Three Classes
The Boston movement Is to raise
$1,250,000 by voluntary contributions
during the rest of the year for the
benefit of the public welfare depart.
trent, Mayor Curley has decided to
treat everybody in the three salary
classes alike-- one day's pay per month
for those receiving up to $1600 a
year; two day's pay for those whose
salaries range from $1600 to $3000,
and three days' pay for all receiving
more than $3000.
Under the Worcester plan, n11 employes were asked to volunteer tu-n
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50,000 Greet
I
Roosevelt in,
New
England'
Only Casualty ot Cruise
Skin Off Nose, Says
Nominee
I

LOOKING AHEAD
The Massachusetts legislature has
come to an end without any reduction of salaries among state employees, nor any reduction of state
expenditures. It has had the grace Vo
check its extraordinary expenditurvs.
Meanwhile, in this and other cities
welfare relief funds are being exhausted. Soldiers' aid budgets have
come to an end and the year is not
yet half spent. The unfortunate
financial situation seems to be even
worse than it was on January 1. Next
winter's problems already begin to
cast their shadows before them, and
city planners realize that they are
up against it. Even Mayor Curley
realizes that Boston is cotiftliiibankruptcy by refusing to dismiss employees and reduce salaries.
Our local legislators have a good
record for economy. Many other legislators, especially from Boston, have
being blind
earned the reputation
to conditions and deaf to the appeals
of distressed tax payers. A time for
reckoning will come tor them next
fall. The evolution of events is exposing their lack of wisdom every
day. Mayors and councilmen are at
-their wits' end to know what to do.
Can they keep on making special appropriations for welfare relief, soldiers' aid and old age assistance?
Those who groan at the thought of
this year's tax rate, fairly shudder
at the thought. of the tax rate oi
1933. The lesson is very clear that all
cities which have hitherto delayed
reducing prosperity salaries must do
it by another year. The state' must
follow the same course. Several Massachusetts cities are on the verge of
bankruptcy, and may have difficulty
in opening the schools next September. Other cities are flirting with the
same disaster.
These times are remarkable for
the stubborn resistance of legislators
to face the facts and reduce government expenses. Congress has made a
feeble effort to reduce expenses, but
has not yet balanced the budget and
probably will not do so. But ivhen
the congressmen reach honfe they
will learn the exact condition Of their
states and their cities.
When they return to Washington
in December, they will be more favorable to reducing salaries and per
in response to the wishes of
their constituents. Voters will not
soon forget that th,,ir taxes were
raised to an astonishing peak just
when their pockets were enipt.
tioy of reckoniiiK will come for many
(,. these itilw ise cuogressenert.
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By WALTER T. BROWN
Associated Press Staff Writer
HAMPTON BEACH. N. Ii, July
17 (Re--S'orrounded by the tanned
members of his yawl crew, Governor Roosevelt today greeted a
crowd of 50.000 New Englanders
huddled together on the windswept ocean front at Hampton
Beach.
A short time before he had left
the yawl in Little Harbor, going
iii a motor boat to a landing at
the homes of J. Rapdall Coolidge,
and former Governor Winthrop,
of Massachusetts.
Heading R long procession of
automobiles. the Presidential notni-•
nee drove through Portsmouth and
skirted the sea resort cities on the
north .shore. At a little white cotin
little
tage
Boa rshead. Mr.
Roosevelt stopped to kiss his newest
Sarah
grandchild.
Delano
Roosevelt. daughter of his son,
The
baby
is
only a few
James.
;months old.
SPEAKS ON BEACH
Upon his arrival here, he found
another reception committee and a
crowd gathered upon the beach.
He was introduced to his audience
by Frederick E. Small, of Rochester,
lc. H.. a party leader.
"This is a very delightful welcome
home
to
the
ancient
mariner." Roosevelt said. "We
have come through a fine week
eith no casualties except some of
the skin off our noses. This is, of
(course, not a political gathering—
• just a big family gathering. It
couldn't be a political gathering
because It is Sunday."
The Governor spoke from a temporary pavilion on the beach. across
!the strat from the casino. He left
'his open car, in which he had ridden
; with Fernando W. Hartford, mayor
of Portsmouth and walked onto the
platform, leaning on the arm of his
son, James.
MINI' LEADERS PRESENT
In the crowd were many in bathing suits and gay pajamas, although the wind from the ocean
made others button their top coats
close around their throats.
Among dolitical leaders at the'
tall' were: Miss John L. Donohue,
Maine national committeewoman;
Robert M. Gould, State chairman
of NeA" Hampshire; William R. Pattangal. chief justice of the Maine
Supreme Court; Magnue Dunn, New,
Hampshire vice chairman; Robert'
Jackson, secretary of the Democratic:
National Committee; Henri T. La .
noire of Meine 1-ader of a large
Franco-American society, and JOknigam
M. Curley, mayor of Boston.
"r7.-
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$15,000,000
STATE CASH
FOR CITIES
Proposal to Mayors to
Relieve Burden on
Real Estate
.1 $15,000,000 out of
Divers:
the $24,000,060 State highway fund
to the cities and towns for the purpose of relieving the unemployed and
the municipal tax rates on real estate was proposed last night to the
Mayors' Club
of
Massachusetts,
meeting at the Parker House, by
Chairman Samuel H. Wragg of. the
joint legislative committee oft public
expenditures.

•

it reasonable that we can do
without a few more State roads for a '
couple of years In order to provide aid
for the needy and reduce the cost of
government for the taxpayers?" de- ,
mended the State Senator.
And the 29 Mayors, who for more than
four hours had been discussing waysj
And means of saving their cities from
,ncreases of about $4 in their tax rates
this year, immediately adopted the suggestion of their visitor and adjourned
to carry their flight to the State House. i
On motion of Mayor Curley, they
voted to send a committee of seven
members to confer with the legislative
committee in the drafting of necessary
hills for presentation to a special session of the Legislature which they will ,
ask Governor filly to call.
Senator Wragg gave them warning
that the transfer of the major portion
and
of the highway fund to the cities
town' for relief payments would meet
motoring
the
ohjectIone, possibly from
contractors and
organizations, the
other groups, but he expressed the conapviction that -Governor 101,y will
prove any measure that. is logical,
sensible a lid constructive."
After Mayor Curley had pointed out
that the failure of the State to help
$4
the municipalities would result in
tax rate increases in most of the
cities, Senator Wragg said tivat his
legislative committee felt that the tax
burden should not be increased in any
way at this time, but that luxuries
should be suspended for the next few
yea re to rtrlece the cost of government. Spee;fically Ile mentioned the
costs of ape, Jai welfare and educalionsl features, as well AM the new
roads for motor vehicles.

To Revive Tax Proposal
Al the suggestion ot Mayor Richard
'abridge, they will
M. Rusithell of Ca Ely's nuisance tax
reeurrect Governor
obtain its passage
to
bill In an attempt
of, the proposed special legislative seato amortize
lion to rattle $9,000,00J a year

the $20,000,000 bonen.
And at the request of Mayor Charles
S. Ashley of New Bedford they will
seek authority from the Legislature to
borrow money on city tax titles, held
over owners unable to pay their taxes.
This last proposal met the opposition
of Mayor Lawrence 10. Quigley of Chetsea, who protested "If the hankers won't
lend us money on taxes which we can
collect, how can you ever expect us to
get money from them oil taxes which
are uncollectible?"
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Roosevelt Leader
Coming to See Ely
Farley Anxious to Smooth Out
Differences in Ranks of
Party Here

-Reports from New York that James A.
Farley, chairman of the Democratic Na'
The chelsea Mayo- sounded his re- Gone' Committee, is planning a trip to
Refitment at the charges of squandering Massachusetts next week to confer with
Milled at chief executives by members Governor Ely, in the e:Tort to smooth
of the Legislature and the banking the differences between the Smith an
fraternity.
Roosevelt leaders, is another Indleacior.
''For every mistake that a Mayor has that Governor Roosevelt regards the Rey
Made," he shouted, "I'll show 25
State governor's support as essential if
takes that the bankers have made with the State is to be. carried for him.
althis
say
the people's mobey, and I
This may explain, at least in part, 1.40v".
though I know that it means that Chel- ernor Ely's reluctance to state his post'
s
will not be able to get another loan tion in the contest until such a confer.
"ea
from the bankers for a long while."
enee. or even to announce his intention
A number of the Mayors denounced in the gubernatorial contest. The gov
of ernor was silent at the meeting of 1.11
Representative John V. Mahoney the
Roxbury who, as vice-chairman of'
Democratic State Committee, but mani
public expenditures committee, accused of his friends refuse to assume from that
them of failing to adopt measures of attitude that he Intends to retire, eespit
economy.
the fact that he is known to have ex
Labelling him as the "mouthpiece of pressed, time and again, his prefareir
position
his
of
virtue
the Governor by
for private life.
as the leading Democratic member of
It is believed that Mayor Curley on hi
t he committee," Mayor George .1. Bates trio to Marion Thursday night told Gov
of Salem placed the responsibility for ernor Roosevelt, during a forty•minut
the present financial status of the cities conference, that he should get in 'mac
at the &tor of Governor Ely, claimingf with Governor Ely at the earliest possi
that the Mayors haa done everything ble moment. Curley has no illusions eon
possible to meet the depression, but the earning the hard task before the Rose
State had turned down all their requests velt Democrats of Massachusetts unies
for remedial legisiktion.
, good feeling is restored to the party
Back Governor
TJie Smith forces are bitter, as indicate
Daniel H. Coakley's statement agains
Mayor9 Curley, l'alriek .1. Duane of by
of Joseph A. Maynard,
Waltham and Charles H. Slowey of the leadership
het I
recorded their new Democratic State chairman,
immediately
I Lowell
their medicine N,'It
accept
to
satisfaction with the attempts of the they are
the
plow:
is
man
Farley
grimace
a
of
less
Governor to help out the cities,
"It I., unfair," said Mayor Slowey, all others to induce them to do it.
The great thorn In the flesh of tit
"for Mayor Bates to blame the Governor
and say that Representative Mahoney is Smith faction is Mayor Curley, hut th
has adopted an attitude of defer
mayor
the 'mouthpiece of the Governor.'"
Mayor Bates then restored harmony ence to the New York governor snd hi
when he explained that he did not want close advisers. He will eliminate himsel
to leave the impression that he was If asked to .10 so, and he will go lilt,
eritiewits Governor Iely. "I referred the campaign In full accord with th
In Mahoney as the spokei,man of the program of the State committee, if tha
Governor because he is the Democratic appears to be the sentiment of the Nex
leader on the floor of ,the House." the York governor. Roosevelt, it Is undo
stood, Is anxious that the Bay State cant
n,•,1
Salem
paIgn shall center about Governor Ely
Presents Figuren
Senator Walsh and Mayor Curley.
It was Mayor Hates who collected
detail
the
ill
serious
show
to
figures
problems facing the municipalities of
the State. In the last two years, he
said, the cost of pour and linemPloYment relief gas increased $16,000,000 in
the 39 cities of Massachusetts. And in
the name two years their revenue from
the Income and corporation taxes has
That means, he
dropped $1,4,500,000.
said, that the cities must raise V14,5000,000
they
did not have to
this year that
raise two years age, and unless the
he
said,
State
the
co-operated,
tremendous burden would overcome the
ta spy yere.
President Garpar G. Bacon of the
Senate and Speaker Leverett Saltonstall
of the liovie wore both out of town
and missed the invitations to attend
the ineetinir. Th it support will have
tha relief. measures
to be see ,pa
are to have —iv sureess la the Legislature, the rnavorti were informed by
edell. state "rector of
Theodore N.
accounts.

Bankers Worse, Fit Says
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WOULD DIVIDE
HIGHWAY FUNDS

aggregating ;43,000,000 . all over the
State as of Jan 31, last. But no n-1.10rity support could be fouad for this
Idea.
hat
d .tRu
o.seM
il
Mayporrop
then

aysaMelloofra

beCamridgl
which would bring, for instance, the
in
purposes
school
for
expenditure
each community more completely under the control of Mayors and Selectmen. The Mayor. seemed unanimous
idea—namely, that millions of
Ion one
dollars are being wasted for school
purposes, and that this one activity
where there has been no universal attempt to stop waste and extravagance
or worse.
I.ike a gift from Heaven came P proTheodore M. Waddell, State Director
posal to the Mayors' Club of Massa- of Accounts, thought the cities might
Political circles of Roxbury and Jabut felt certair
maica Plain were given plenty to talk
chusetts, in special session at the effect mote economies, out measurabl:
about today by the action of Senator
they must be helped
!Parker House yesterday, that the State
Michael J. Ward in filing with the elecby the State.
tion commissioners nomination pa pers
Government return to purse-pinched
In the protracted discussion Maym
o:
word
for
a seat in the House of Representagenerous
a
cities and town! ;15,000,000 of Its cur- Curley slipped in
tives from Ward 9, and the accompany"The Governor.'
Ely.
Gov
for
praise
rent ;24,000,000 highway funds, this
ing report that the senator would eatabaaid Mayor Curley, "is absolutely sin
money to be expended next Winter for cere in efforts to help solve the prob
lish at 1141 Tremont street, Roxbury, a
mat
a
everything
political club bearing his name which
the relief of destitute citizens and job- Jem. He has done
would resemble the Hendricks Club of the
could do in his position."
less workers, in the shape of doles.
West End.
Samuel
H.
Senator
Republican
Senator Ward lives at 95 Bynner street.
Jamaica, Plain, not far from Mayor Cur.
Wragg, chairman of the Legislative
to whom he has given strict political
Icy,
Recess Commission on Public Expendallegiance for many years. He is an
itures, tossed the suggestion at the disadept politician, though during most of
traught Mayors after hearing them dishis service in the Senate, as representing wards 9, 10 and 11. the fifth Suffolk
cuss through two hours first one plan
district, he has been in ill health. A
and then another to wheedle money
short time ago when he took out nominaout of the State Government by which
tion papers for the House, some of his
most intimate political friends could not
they may tide themselves through an,believe that he would sacrifice a seat In
other Winter which all seemed to fear
he upper branch, which Is looked unon
will be pretty desperate.
as his indefinitely, for a seat in tha low.ar
branch
whleric Pontical in fitierfelf'
A Mayors' Club committee of seven
weaker.
members Is to be appointed, which with
That
the
question of concentrating
A committee of the Selectmen's orpolitical power in one ward of his cenas
ganization, representative of town govtorte( district, and thus following in the
ernments, will join with the recess
footsteps of Martin M. Lomasney of the
commission referred to. The hope is
West End, has long been in the senator's ".
mind seemed out of the question. The
that the three groups will shortly whip
recent death of Representative Timothy
into shape a legislative petition which,
.1.
Costello of Ward 9 led the senator to
PORTSMOUTH, N. H., July 16—Gov.
if Gov Ely approves, will warrant the
make the move which resulted in the filhis
make
will
Roosevelt
the
of
session
D.
Franklin
summoning of a special
ing of the necessary papers today.
first speech tomorrow since his acceptLegislature.
Naturally, Senator Ward would not
have decided on this unusual political
presidential
Vigorous applause followed Senator ance of thel Democjitic
step
Ordinarily the nomination. The speech will be broad- his without the advice of Mayor Curley,
Wragg's suggestion.
friends say. Though the mayor lives
be expended least (arrangements are now being made just over the line in Ward 10,
would
entire ;24,000,000
the disBeach,
Hampton
tricts
from
are so closely interwoven, politically
for new public highways, but he ex- for the tie-up)
and
otherwise,
that
platform
it
will be quite Pospressed the idea that food and shelter where he will speak from a
sible for
for the hungry these days is a much near the chamber of commerce build- to extend the senator, if he so chooses,
his
political
influence outside,
further
than
more pressing matter
ing.
,of his home precincts. It Is said,
hawse
iiighway construction. Everybody presMyth II, on which the presidential lever, that there have been
ent at the meeting was aware that nominee and his sons have been sailing tale marks in Wards 9, 10 certain tell
and
11
which
automobllists and business firms which for the past week. is due in this city might indicate a
greater contest for the
have created this ;24,000,000 fund may about noon tomorrow. He will be greeted nenatorship than the
senator
would
Newcare
disE.
of
it
Gould
seeing
Robert
to
averse
Chairman
by
he violently
to undertake.
bursed fox the purposes suggested. But port, of the state Democratic commitSenator
Ward's
action
comes
at an
there was a unanimity of sentiment tee. Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, interesting political crisis in
ward polibehind the proposition at this; meet- Robert H. Jackson, secretary of the tics thro`ugh the factional splits
over
and
committee,
be
will
national
fight
determined
Democratic
ing, and a
Smith and Roosevelt. Ward
many other prominent Democrats are recalled, was the only ward 9, it will be
made to secure this money.
of
Boston's
Several previous efforts on the part expected to attend.
twenty-two which was carried for ROOAPThe speech is not expected to be of velt in the April primary.
of the municipal executives to get acIf the SenaGoy.
tendencies,
as
political
to
respect
strong
tor, going into the coming
tion on Beacon Hill With
compaign with
opening gun all of his
this home problem for each of them Roosevelt will not fire the
old-time
spirit
is
able
to better
have come to nothing, and some Mayors of the political campaign for a few days that record and also to swing
wards, his power will receive adjoining
talked as if they felt pretty keenly yet.
just the
The party will leave this city tomor- stimulus which would he
•bout Beacon Hill's steady rejection of
needed to este)).
a motorcycle squad,
all proposals for dealing with what row, and headed by to Hampton Beach. lists himself firmly as a ward leader corn.
parable with those of forn er days.
they view as a situation loaded with will proceed direct
Any-1
AnyFollowing the speech. Gov. Roosevelt way, the move is one of the most
sextremely serious potentialities.
signifiHarvey
Dr.
with
night
'In recent Inert? rinlitf roi
the
cant
that
Will spend
I Mayor Curley of Boston urged
Cushing in Little Boar's
. Head..
the State float a $20,000,000 bond issue
for the relief of cities and towns, but
objection to this plan eventually put
it aside. Mayor Charles S. Ashley of
the
New Bedford then proposed that and
each city
State be asked to loannearly
equal to
town a sum equal or
each community's uncollected taxes,

S15,000,000 to Cities and
Towns Suggested

Curley's Close Friend Seeks
to Be the Lomasney of
Ward 9

ROOSEVELT TO ,
SPEAK SUNDAY

Talk at Hampton Beach,
N. H., Will Be First
Since Convention

i

S

Ward to Quit
Senate and Run
for the House

k
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•TO ,.END RIFT WITH
ELY.
COMES\Tit,
FARLEY
• Chairman Farley
and
Secretary
He hinted broadly that the DemoRobert F. Jackson. It is understood, crate would not follow this leaderwere not pleased at the battle in the ship and that Governor Roosevelt
Bay State. They held aloof from it, was relying on a broken reed if he
but their hands were tied .from any believed' he could win the state unInterferencs because James D. Roose- der Mr. Maynard and "his bread and
the governor's son had cast his butter brigade."
lot with Mayor Curley.
Pre-convention hints that some of
the Smith delegation were for him
Chicago Bitterness
they were pledged and
The%itterness of
the ensuing only because
favored Governor Roosevelt
attic, coupled with the later de- secretly
asserted as a fact by Mr.
of Mayor Curley sitting was plainly
It was recalled that two
as a delegate from Porto Rico In !Coakley .
Maynard was
Chairman
the nationa: convention and making i years ago
Curley in his
dean
ko
er
t Oarp
- aligned with Mayor
latoiesreiciakonidivtincesthsppreefescildilenizr
rr. ElLrfor the
ns f Ggoovveerrnnoo
kto
roin
figh
mtina
did

b
TO STATE WITH ,:elopment
B

ley, who had votes enough at ChiRoosevelt In this state.
national commitChairman Farley and others assn. cago to be elected
Governor Ely.
elated with the Roosevelt campaign teeman, withdrew for
"Sold Gold Brick"
are aware of this situation and be/
e Many honest and sincere memlieve that Governor Ely is the keystone to ironing out the mess. Since bers Of the state committee were soid
convention.
Senator a gold brick by the old gang of pothe Chicago
David I. Walsh and other Bay State Idlitke
racketeers,"
ng teers," said Mr. Coakley
al r
icussi
leaders have come out for Roosevelt.
Mr. Maynard's election.
The only exception has been Gover- e Governor Smith is the idol of
nor Ely who has not taken pains tG Massachusetts Democracy, but the
hide his feelings in the matter. The organization has been handed over
Roosevelt managers believe It is im- to his enemies.
pOssible to carry Massachusetts un"By guile and pretense their usual
der any circumstances unless they and ordinary tactics the decrepit
can
pacify
the
ardent
Smith crew had their way. The best of
followers. Governor Ely is the domi- them
are those who openly fought
Inant Smith leader of the nation, and Governor Smith. The worst of them,
it can't be done without him.
are they who, under the guise of
Curley Is Willing
Smith men, In and out of the dale'
The Roosevelt forces do 'not Intend gation, secretly plotted at Chicago
Dv Sian Correspondent
against Smith, gave comfort to his
NEV YORK, July 15.—The Roose- to shunt Mayor Curley out of the
picture, but they /save his assurance ienemies, and urged the real Smith,
yelt forces will attempt a reconcilia- he is willing for any conciliation with imen to jump on the bandwagon of
tion with Goyethor Ely next week It Governor Ely, he having begun the the McAdoo tricksters and plotters
who deceived the great governor of
was
learned
from
authoritative olive branch activities by promising
support to the governor if he would New York.
601.11.(Y tonight. Chairman James A. run again. When
MrasFarley confers
"In Defeat . . . Victory"
Farley of the national committee will with Governor Ely, It is understood
eI suggest this new outfit 'e
make a special trip to Massachusetts he i,vill offer in return for his aid to
watched by the Democrats. Most if
cause the solid
support us
to confer with the governor to see,the
stall following
are
Governor
o
Ro sevelt le New '
Yo
governor s organizeSmith.
We love him more in dewhat can be done to pledge his tion for Governor Ely's re-election.
feat
than
in
victory.
We
are
awaitsupport to the national ticket and to
--ing his word, while the candidetes
bring him into the field for refor federal jobs are cheering for Mcnomination.
Governor
Ely,
who
nominated
Democrats of Massachusetts
Alfred E. Smith at the national conwon't follow the leadership of any
vention, has been silent since he re- By Telegram State House Reporter
gang who obtain the party niechinturned from the
Chicagio
parley. BOSTON, July 15.—Democratic barDemocratic leaders have become fear- rIwaY
The same gang was combined two
ful he will not support Roosevelt and meeting of the state committee yesyears ago to beat Governor Ely and
Garner and leave the state organize- terday when Joseph A. Maynard was
tootro
took
neelt ikun
ffv
.
Mrcelynig
thin in a precarious situation by re- elected chairman was thrown to the
"Roosevelt
on a brokin
winds tonight when Daniel H. Coaktiring from public life.
reed
if
h
e
thi
n
ks
lie can win
ley, ardent supporter of Governor Ely
assa _
Ech of Primary
and close friend of Alfred E. Smith, chusetts under the banner of MayThe time and place of the con- launched a vitriolic attack at the new nerd and his bread and butter braFade."
ference could not be, ascertained to-' chairman.
night, but it was known that Mr.
The difficulties which Governor
Farley is anxious to get in touch with Roosevelt will encounter in cementing
the Massachusetts governor at the the Smith wing of the Bay State
earliest possible moment to try to Democracy was apparent in Mr. Coatstraighten out the situation.
No ley's assertion that "most of US are
small part of the present difficulty still following Governor Smith" and
is due to Governor Roosevelt's de- "are awaiting his word."
fiance to Governor Ely in coming
Mr. Coakley. who is credited with
. into the Bay State primaries with obtaining the consent of Mr. Smith
! Mayor Curley at the helm. The goy- to run in the Bay State presidential
ernor had suggested to Roosevelt that primaries declared the party had
in view of the Smith feeling here lie been sold a gold brick in Mr. Mayrefrain fro . trying to knock down nard and the organization had been
the organization leaders ell of whom turned over to the enemies of Mr.
were on the Smith ticket, and that Smith.
then he might be a second choice.

Coakley, Meanwhile Hits
Out at Maynard, New
Mass. Chairman
"FOLLOWS" SMITH

Committee Sold "Gold
Brick," Is Taunt of
Hub Leader

Coakley Breaks Peace
In Attack on Maynard

Ad
:D°
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welcome Mr. Roosevelt to New
Hampshire.
Reports that he would take this
occasion to make a campaign
speech were prnmetiy denied by
the governor.
"Sunday la no day for a political raliaa" the governor said. "I
am going to be mighty glad to
, see my New England friends, but
I am not going to talk politic..."
Before leaving Marblehead this
morning the governor conferred for
an hour on the yawl with Col. Edward M. House, close adviser of
Feeling confident that the city of
the late President Wilson.
Boston will recompense them for the
Col. House is expected to play an
damage done to their homes by the
important part in the governor's
recent dynamite blast, West Roxbury
battle for the Presidency.
lorne owners of Edgemere and Hinsdale
While Roosevelt was breakfasting
oads adopted a stand-pat attitude yes:at Marblehead a yacht bearing Ederday while awaiting a reply to the
ward A. Taft of Boston, who was
sent Mayor Curley by (he Rev.
letter
secretary of the 1904 graduating
James G. Lane, pastor of the Washinggovthe
which
of
Harvard,
of
class
ton Boulevard Methodist Church of
ernor was a member, arrived. The
West Roxbury, spiritual chairman of
the committee composed of citizens who
tow exchanged cordial greetings.
suffered by the blast.
When Roosevelt was asked if he
The letter requested a hearing where
Intended to follow President Hoovthe citizens could state their case and
er's example in cutting his own
learn their exact legal standing.
salary, he smiled and said:
Th posting of a placard upon the
"Wait until after the fourth of
thome of John McKenzie of 46 Edgemere
next March."
'road, whose home was completely
By RAYMOND I. BORST
Preparations for his reception at
wrecked, condemning the property.
compractically
were
h
(International News Service Staff Portsmout
brought out the fact that McKenzie
T.
Samuel
Dr.
to
according
dent)
plete,
Correspon
must tear down his home at his own
HampNew
the
of
member
expense.
Little Harbor, N. H., July 16 Ladd,
According to City Solicitor Samuel
shire state Democratic committee.
(INS)--Eager to get back on the
Silverman the best the home owners
Gov. Roosevelt is expected to
Gov.
line,
ing
ir
f
ri
Presidenti
can do is bring legal action against the
reach Portsmouth at noon. He will
contractor.
Franklin D. Roosevelt brought his be greeted by Chairman Robert E.
six-day cruise along the New Eng- Gould of the state committee and
land ,.oast to a close in this shel- delegates from Maine and Vermont
. On arrival in the city he will be
tered little New Hampshire barbor at 6:45 o'clock tonight.
welcomed by Mayor Fernando W.
—21
RNccPiT
With the aid of a spanking Hartford and Roosevelt will reply
governor's
the
wind,
briefly.
northeast
The official party, with an escort
sturdy 40-foot yawl. Myth II,
manned by three of his sons, cov- of state police, will then proceed
ered the last 40-mile leg of the ,direct to Hampton Beach, where
cruise today from Marblehead, the governor will be welcomed by
The executive committee
seven New England delegates at the
of the
approximately
Mass., in
Mayors' Club of Massaehusetts will have
Chamber of Commerce building.
hours.
am
at
the
guests
Parker
House
Sunan
tomorpolitics
Governor
"I never talk
For six straight days,
row afternoon Chairman Wragg and the
Roosevelt has sat at the steering day," the Governor declared when
his
of
members
legislative recess comwheel skillfully guiding the yawl asked about the reception at
mittee on municipal expenditures In an
along the ragged New England Hampton Beach.
on
agree
to
some r6rrn of relief
effort
Told that his New England ad- for the cities and towns which are
coast. He has not left the yawl
to turn out ;carrying the he --v
planning
were
Jeffermirers
Port
at
embarked
he
since
'wrdens of nubile
100,000 strong for the reception, the welfare dis'iurse,..etn4
e the recent
son, L. I., Monday at noon.
: added:
Governor
iv
ot the Mayars Club the matter
gonot
am
I
hut
fine,
TO PORTSMOUTH TODAY
"That's
was left with Mayor Curly's committee
the In the hope that a well
The governor planned to sleep ing to say anything about
considered plan
"
may he outlined to Govoroor Ely to In-,
campaign.
He
tonight.
here
aboard the yawl
duee
him
to
call
a
special
minlast
session of the
the
at
plans
changed his
Legisaativr.
ute and decided not to sail to
Portsmouth, about five miles to the
north.
"I may take a little Rail around
here In the morning, but the
eruise is all over, and what a
grand cruise it was!" the governor said.
He probably will motor to Portvmouth tomorrow to visit the navy
yard.
son,
oldest
Gov. Roosevelt's
Though the mayor has received an offiJames, "first mate" on the cruise.
cial opinion from the law department that
has a summer home at Little Boar's
city is not liable for the damages done
the
Head, a few miles to the south of
by a dynamite blast, West Roxbury vicwill
governor
The
harbor.
this
tims have been Inc.imed that they will be
mostay there tomorrow night and
welcome at the mayoe's office tomorrow
tor hack to Albany on Monday.
at eleven o'clock.
Deof
Thoaa concerned are residents of Edgc•
New England admirers
bearer will
i Hinsdale roads. They aksed the
ir -na•
mocracy's standard
tomorlate
reception
a
or a hearing in order to learn ,
r ,Y..
tender him
from tm their exact standing. The dole.
row afternoon at Hampton Beach,
gation is expected to he heeded by Rev,
101),(100 TO GREET HIM
James G Lune, pastor of the 'Washington
at
Methodist Church.
secretary
.Jackson,
Boulesand
Robert 1-1.
the Democratic national committee,
and one of the governor's pre-convention managers, said tonight he
would not he surprifted if 100,000
...mane turned out tomorrow to

ROOSEVELT IN
LITTLE HARBOR
ENDS HIS CRUISE

100,000 Expected to Welcome
Presidential Nominee Today
in Hampton Beach

HOPE CITY WILL
PAY DAMAGES

Blast Victims Send Letter
to Mayor Curley

i

IN PARLEY WITH HOUSE
-- -Won't Discuss Conference
With Wilson Former Aid; Governor Bans Sunday Politics

Mayors to Discuss
Relief Tomorrow

Curl.: Will Meet
Explosion Victims
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Thousands Acclaim
Roosevelt on Visit
To New Hampshire
HAMPTON BEACH, N. H., July
17.—The largest crowd in the history of Republican New Hampshire packed and jammed its way
into this little resort city today to
welcome Governor Franklin D.
Roosevelt Democratic nominee for
the Presidency.
Massed deep along the chilly,
winswept beach, the gathering
gave visible evidence that the
name of Roosevelt still holds political magic. Police estimated there
were 50,000 strung along the narrow strip of sand.
Adhering strictly to his rule of
"no politics," Governor Roosevelt
was in a happy mood as he spoke
into the microphone.
He told of incidents during his
recent cruise along the New England shoreline, spun a few yarns
of the sea, and expressed the hope
that he will be able to meet them
again before the campaign ends
next November. Just as a friendly
warning, the nominee said:
"This, of course, is not a political gathering. It is just a great big
family party. It could not be a political gathering because this is
Sunday."
Although the crowd was evidently hoping for some-old-fashioned political oratory, they went
away satisfied with having got a
glimpse of rPesident Hoover's
rival for the Presidency.
On the speakers' platform were
democratic leaders from New
Hampshire, Maine and Massachusetts.
Governor Roosevelt was
introduced by Frederick E. Small,
one-time mayor of Rochester.
In a vigorous and brief address,
Small predicted that his State will
fail 1111.0 the Democratic column as
it did for former President Wilson
in 1912 and 1916.
The ceremonies were concluded
by the presentation to the Democratic candidate of an oil painting
of himself by Mayor James J. Curley, of Boston.
Accepting the portrait, Governor
Roosevelt said:
"I am very grateful to you for
the gift of this portrait. I don't
know whether it's a good portrait
or not. I'll have to ask my wife
first. But I thank you heartily
for the generous spirit in which it
was given."
Walter Winchell's "On Broadway"
column every day in the Mirror
will keep you, ahead of yourself.
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By LOUIS RUPPEL.
(star/ correspondent of The Nen%)
Hampton Beach, N. H., July 17
—Down East turned out 60,000
strong today to welcome Pflov.
Roosevelt, Democratic Presidential
nominee.
Under glowering skies and occasional rain, New York's Governor was cheered and cheered.
The big party was staged by
New Hampshire Democrats, headed
by Robert Jackson, Secretary of
the National Committee, when the
Governor decided to end his week's
sailing holiday at Portsmouth.
No Politics on Sunday.
"This is not a political gathering because it's Sunday," the suntanned executive said with a smile,
his voice carrying over the wide
expanse of beach jammed with
thousands through especially setup loud speakers. "Let's call it a
nice family party," he said.
He discussed every t h ing but
politics, giving the enthusiastic
crowd several Warty laughs with
stories of his sailing trips up and
down this rock coast in the last 30
years and his visits to the Portsmouth Navy Yard.
Referring to it being Sunday,
he said he once, as Assistant Secretary of the Navy during the war,
came to the navy yard eight miles
above here, and found destroyers
in the harbor. When he asked the
commander why they were not at
sea protecting the coastline from
German submarines, the answer
was, "Why, it's Sunday."
600 Leaders on Hand.
In the crowd there were 600
leaders from all the New England
States,
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston presented the Governor with a
pritrait and lauded the latter's display of courage in flying to thel
Chicago convention and navigating
the sea. Supreme Court Justice
William R. Pattingall, who bolted'
the Democratic Party for Hoover
in 1928 and has since been appoint./
ed to the bench by a Republica*
Governor, came aboard the yawl
before Roosevelt went ashore,
I
dicating he intends returning to
the party of Jefferson.
Tonight the Governor stayed al
his son Jimmie's summer place, ail
Littel Boar's Head. In the morn,
ing he will motor to Albany. El
route he will visit Col, Edward M4
House, the silent man of the Wit,/
son administration, for thirty minli
utes, at his home at Beverly
Farms, Mass. House was aboaril
Farms
the
for five minutes thd
other day.
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ROOSEVELT NEARS
PORTSMOUTH GOAL
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Dry8 Are in Quandary
Many Hesitate to Commit Themselves, Despite Flow of
Words at Conventions—Republicans Enthusiastic
at Opening of Their Campaign
By BEACON HILL
that the crowd would jam into every inch of availBOSTON. July -16. —
There is still a good deal able space, Itling so much of the aisle as the poof uncertainty about pro- lice would permit, and staying in their crowded
hibition in its relation to 1 and uncomfortable positions till the very end of the
might program, near to 11 P. M.
votes.
Anyone
think that with the genRepublican Hopefulness
erous flow of words at
There is no doubt at all that this was 'nos',
Chicago during the sec- ,
ond and fourth weeks of auspicious opening for the Republican campaign.
June, on this subject, It was a glittering success from every point of
things had beewt cleared view, It was, above all else, not a dull meeting.
up, but It is not so. A That was proved by the fact that the crowd, ingood many of the local cluding all the standees, stayed through to the
No one walked out. The band music was
drys are still of two
minds as to what to do good, there was a rousing campaign song led by
about the situation, which does not please them. Van Ness Bates—which the crowd actually sang.
They hesitate to commit themselves, being per- Miss Rose Zulalian, the bright vocal star of the
haps in the somewhat thoughtful frame of mind Democratic national convention, sang "The Star
of the "revenooer" who was scouting around in Spangled Banner" and "My Old Kentucky Home,"
the Tennessee mountain regions, seeking what he in her magnificent voice, the speeches were not
might officially devour. He had not had much too long, were pithy and well delivered, and altoluck in locating evidence; but at last one day as gether it was as successful a political meeting as
he stopped at a mountaineer's cabin and asked anyone could ask. The point is that it manifested
where the owner was, he got this interesting re- Republican enthusiasm at the start of the campaign,
ply front the small boy in front of the cabin.:
"Pap ain't here—he's down to the still."
Yet no one can properly base a forecast on
The officer scented game.
He paused long such a demonstration. We looked over the crowd,
enough to control his excitement and then said to trying to see what It represented In the way of
the youngster that he would give him a quarter voters. It was a gathering of average folks. There
to lead hint to his pappy. To his surprise and de- was not a dirty collar in the crowd. These were
light the boy said he would do so; but he did not reasonably well-to-do men and women, the kind
move front his seat on the bench.
who never buy any gold bricks. Mr. Rates, who
"Come on," said the officer, "let'a be going Introduced the campaign song and led by singing
along—I'm giving you a quarter, you know, to take the verses, was becomingly clad in a dinner coat
me to your peppy."
I suit.
"Gimme the quarter now," -said the boy, still
So much for the Republicans—more lionefill
sticking to his bench.
than they have been in a long time. Their hopeful"Oh, no," said the canny visitor, "I'll give you ness is based on two things. One is
renewed faith
the quarter when we come back after seeing your in their ticket. The other is belief that the
DemonaPPY•.
'
crats In Massachusetts, to put it bluntly, will
The boy held out his hand. "You'd better "knife" Mr. Roosevelt
election day.
gimme the quarter now," he said, "'cause you-an
Disappointed Democrats
ain't goin' to come back."
Well, you never can tell about these DemoOtherwise there is not much light yet on the
situation, warranting a forecast or guess on the crats. There Is no doubt that the Smith DemoNovember 8 outcome. The Republicans certainly crats here believe that their candidate was taken
surprised themselves on Monday with their rally for a runaround at (91icago, and that something
in old Faneuil Hall--the real start of the•national was put over on them by the ruthless program of
can,daign for Hoover and Curtis. They surprised, the Roosevelt crowd. They came back disgruntled
themselves because there was a , most
azingly —and their feelings were not helped any by the
large turnout. The managers of the rally
peeled posturing of the "I-told -you-so" Mayor Curley.
a full hall. but they did not expect (hat every His was a sweet return. notably dovet—a)ling- riflo
uld he taken half an hour before thevitart the incidence of July 4th, and altogether the Sinith
seat
Democrats have stood about all they like and
of the nhov that hundreds would be turned away
more.

a

end.

on

fr4

lOkencripk..--rec4 Right now there would be, were election day next
Tuesday, a heavy defection from the normal Maesaehusetts Democratic vote. Whether these Democrats could bring themselves to vote for the Republican ticket is doubtful, but some would; and
some would just, stay away from the polls. That
is, were the election right now.
The election, however, is nearly four months
away, and much can happen and much can be forgotten. The Republicans cannot safely rely on
Democratic bitterness to help them out in November. Governor Smith, though showing no enthusiasm, has indicated that he will support the ticket.
It is a Democratic dogma that a bad Democrat is
better than a good Republican. The Democratic
party in Massachusetts is at the moment wobbly,
but it is not disrupted.
The governor's silence on Thursday afternoon,
when rumor had it that he might have something
to say about his position in relation both to thei
national ticket and to the Massachusetts governor-!
ship, disturbed a good many Democratic voters
who are just waiting. The election of Joseph A.
Maynard as chairman of the state committee'
ituooths out one of the rough spots, but the Democratic party cannot "get going" until there Is som.
thing definite from Mr. Ely, who is not only governor but also national committeeman; nor until
there is some kind of a peace patched up between
Mr. Curley and his adversaries, who at the moment are very bitter towards him for guessing
right.
'

The attitude of the Massachusetts drys-causes
They are more militant than

some apprehension.

•

many. Most of them are normally in the Republican party. Were they to stage any kind of a revolt, the harm would fall on the Republicans whose
vote they would reduce. The Prohibition Loyalty
League, which has chosen as its president Rev.
Lynn J. Radcliffe of Somerville, succeeding Rev.
A. Z. Conrad, is an eager, determined, enthusiastic
group. It would be folly for those who are not
of or with them to ignore them.
Their attitude resolves itself into something
like this, as it applies to the national ticket: They
have no hope of electing a dry candidate for President. Their vote, If it is against the Republican
party (which by its platform is less wet than the
Democrats) would he a gesture of rebuke to the
Republicans for what they believe to be deserting
them. How far this will go, no man knows. At
the moment it is ominous in possibilities but not
Impressive in dimensions.
Specifically, this Prohibition Loyalty League
will examine every candidate for Congress, nominating in each district a dry independent candidate of its own if neither the Republican nor
Democratic nominee Is dry enough to suit it.

For Congressman Luce is one of the country's
statesmen, a scholar, a man of national distinction, with a long and notable service in the national House. If Mr. Robert defeats him for the
nomination it will be on this single issue of prohibition, outweighing all other considerations-which is said in no disrespect for Mr. Robert's
capabilities, which are admitted and recognized.
As the days go along it is apparent that the intense drys are far from pleased by the Republican
platform, but it is equally apparent that they
think maybe it does not mean what it may mean.
Their attitude Is one of waiting for President
Hoover's speech of acceptance. They hope to and
in that speech—what? Clarence True Wilson says
that the Republican prohibition plank "needs of.
ficial interpretation," and the phrase implies twc
things—that the plank can be interpreted as dry
or that the candidate will In some measure repudiate it. Well, not exactly repudiate it, but bend it
a little. It will be recalled that Al Smith rout
years ago went wetter than his party platform:
and maybe Mr. Hoover could this year go a little
less wet than his party platform. That is the faint
hope of the drys in this year of their discontent.
The Robart-Luce case rah .s again the oli
question, as to how far a memner of House oi
Senate should go in registering by his utterance*
and his votes what appears to be the majority
opinion of his constituents. There are countless
instances of men who have been kept in Congress
by voters against whose will the incumbent has
vigorously expressed himself—there are numerous
cases where an electorate has admired and supported an independence of action which has even
gone against strong district sentiment,

Municipal Burdens
Up here on the 11111 we have been moved during the week by a sort of free-for-all discussion
by mayors and selectmen on how to get economy
and how to get cash. Municipal authorities everywhere are sore beset, and their distress has drawn
from some of them some rather startling views
and suggestions.

For Instance, In this hearing before the joint
special committee on public expenditures, we have
had the veteran and experienced Mayor Charles S.
Ashley of New Bedford arguing insistently against
retention under present circumstances of the civil
service restrictions—saying that these restrictions
make it virtually impossible to discharge inefficient and unnecessary employes of the city. Te
which the civil service advocates and supporters
might and will reply that bough this is true, abolition of the restrictions would make. it easy to hire
inefficient and unnecessary employes, and that it
was to stop this costly practice that the civil service rules were made and applied,
There is a thread of thought uniting this antiservice attitude with the startling suggescivil
work
not
both
a poor rule that does
ways,
and the veteran Robert Luce in the ninth dis- tion from Mayor Thomas J. McGrath of Quincy,
trict will be opposed for the Republican nomina- that in these difficult times a mayor should be
tion by Ralph W. Robert of Cambridge, on the given something approximating dictatorial powers
-authority to cut corners and get results.
grounds that Mr. Luce has defied the will of his
constituents by remaining dry while they are wet.
This will make an interesting contest, and will
demonstrate how strong this single issue can be.

Luce-Robart Contest
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Dictatorial Powers
Of all the phenomena
of these unsettled times
In government, none
Is more interesting than the
considerable spread of
opinion among what we
may call "intelligent
people" that what we need
Is a greater centrali
zation and concentration
of
power; that we need
dictatorial powers, vast authority unrestricted in
the hands of one man--a
Mussolini type of governme
nt.
That is tire thought,
consciously or otherwis
e,
behind the Ashley irrit
ation at civil service
restrictions; it is behind Mayo
r McGrath's desire for
autocratic power in
this economic and socia
l
emergency, it is behind and
all through the prevalent assaults on Congress
, belittlement everywhe
re
of the legislative branch
of government,
It Is one of the oldest
stories in the long history of human governme
nt. Students of gove
rnment, however, point to
the long endurance of
this republic, as contrasted
with the collapse of
despotisms and absolute
monarchies the last hut
one of those remaining
having fallen within
the
month, in Siam.
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to do what no Democrat before him
had done in 14 years, capture Massachusetts' highest office. He began
by being Joe to everybody in Westfield and Westfield's County, after
having been Joe to a considerable
in Harvard. This got 1,im the
public prosecutorship and a sizea
ble
law business, and brought him alon
g
from 1880 to the last state election.
In that he was Joe to everybody in
the commonwealth, except Mayo
r
nes M. Curley of Boston. He
tist'"Utttr—iziek—isretteteat'iftrva
"a's" in speaking to Mr. Curley, rd
who
was Roosevelt's most ardent
supporter. Now, however, he'll have
to
watch his verbal step, or
speaking of Curley to Al Smit when
h he'll
find himself saying Jim this and
Jim
that.
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the last
with cleer skies favored
Roosevelt. It was here that the New er
the cruise.
York governor won his first delegates leg of
Salute
Scores of Craft
from
in opposition to a Smith ticket and
Beginning with its departure
they are prepared to do IV:n honor.
Marblehead harbor, the Myth received
of
They will be joined, however, by
scores
cheers and salutes of Roos•ofelt
prominent Democrats of Vermont and the
Governor
which
to
craft,
wave
Maine, which states also sent Roosereplied with cheery smiles and
velt-pledged delegates to Chicago,
of his hand.
virTri-State Pollee Escort
The governor's week's vecation he
when
tanIght
ended
The governor Is expected to arrive tually
harbor, five
at the Kittery. Me., side of the Ports- dropped anchor in Little
mouth navy yard shortly after noon miles south of Portsmouth.
wl's
the
At 5.45 p. m. (E. S. T.),
tomorrow. He will be met by Mayor
the breakCurley, Chairman Robert E. Gould of masts were sighted over
a few minthe New Hampshire Democratic state water in the harbor and the placid
committee and other celebrities of utes later she rode in on
New England Democracy. With an waters.
he
Pushed along by the best wind
escort of state police from three states
Jefferson on
—Massachusetts, Nevv Hampshire and had since he left Port
the DemoMaine—he will motor to Hampton Long Island last Monday.
nominee traveled
'Beach. His address there will be cratic presidential
Mass., 52 miles
broadcast and an elaborate system from Marblehead.
Harbor. The Myth
of amplification has been arranged so south of Little
city at 10 a. m.
that hie words will carry to every part left the Massaehusetts
govertor concluded his conof the beach, which is expected to after the
Colonel House.
have the largest crowd in Its history. fewnce with
at sea,
rn the six days he has been
In anticipation of the heaviest maparty logged 283 miles
governor's
tor traffic in the history of the New- the
of sailing time. Sue-.1.%)IES H. GUILFOITE
buryport turnpike. Capt. Charles- R. in 54 hours
overnight stops were Morris
Telegram State House Reporter
Beaupre of the Massachusetts state ceeding
PORTSMOUTH. N. H., July 16.— police has assigned every available Cove, Conn.: Stonington. Conn., Cut
that high- tyhunk,
, Marion, Mass., Marble'
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Demo- man to traffic duty on
Little Harbor.
win_ way. More than 80.000 cars are ex- head andMass.
Lit
cratic presidential nominee,
Is
weather
"Enjoyed Every Minute"
01, i pected to be on it if the
welcomed to New England by more ifair and it will require unusual vig:At the end of his journe tonight
he nady enjoyed
and alertness to keep so m any the nominee said
than 100.000 nersoos here and at lance a
the move,
every minute of his vacation. He
Hampton Beach tomorrow, it was motor vehicles on
looked fit for the arduous campaign
To De Dr. Cushing's (West
estimated tonight. Several hundred
to conduct
is expected
After the address, Governor R006P- which he Republican rival, Prostof his admirers from Massachusetts
against his
will
plans,
present
to
velt,
according
will come on from Boston tomorrow
Dr. dent Hoover. AS soon as he leturns
With an official party headed by motor to the Summer home of
to Albany he will assume active leadMayor Curley, his staunch Bay State Harvey Cushing. noted Boston brain ership of his party. The governor
specialist and father of Mrs. James
supporter.
announced yesterday that campaIgn
Although the governor's Hampton D. Roosevelt, the wife of the gover- organization,would be completed next
there
remain
will
son.
He
oldest
nor's
Beach appearance will mark the end
week.
of a week's restful cruise, it will be overnight, but it has not been deThe governor remained aboard the
go
fraught with political significance. His cided whether on Monday he will
has not left
The yawl tonight which he
Roston,
to
or
Albany
to
direct
address. which will be delivered about
since it cleared.Port Jefferson.
not
will
he
is
information
latest
4 o'clock. is not expected to touch
The coast guard cutter CO-2279
, politics except superficially. it will touch Boston, pending the peace ne- went out from Portsmouth to escort
be the quiet activities of his accom. gotiations with the Smith leaders in the Myth to its anchorage. The govarge of his lieutenants.
partying lieutenants franklworriedy
ernor asked the skipper to see how
During the week's yachting cruise the houseboat Ambassadoress was
at the New England outlook, which
along the New England shore, Gov- making out. The houseboat arrived a
will be watched with interest.
ernor Roosevelt has conferred with half hour later.
Farley to lie on Hand
a number of outstanding Democrats,
As the Myth slid by the press boat
James A. Farley, chairman of the but there has been no information.
a photogranational committee, la expected to as to the topics under discussion. Marcon, Eddie Jackson,
Roosevelt with the
Join Roosevelt here and he may take Yesterday Robert Jackson, the New pher. saluated Mr.
Roosevelt
yell.
school
advantage of his proximity to Massa- 'Hampshire national committeeman, old Groton waved his hand. The
chusetts to confer with Governor Ely who lives in Boston, flew from the smiled and
his three sons on the
In an effort to win Mr. Ely's support Hub to the yawl to deliver an im- nominee and
attended Groton.
for the ticket and draft him for an- portant message to Roosevelt. Today, Myth
Jackson Rejoins Party
before the yawl sailed from Marbleother term as governor.
Robert Jackson, secretary of the
the
governor
Governor Ely is aware that Chair- head harbor where
man Farley will see him before the spent the night. he conferred with Democratic national committee, a
end of next week, but the date has Col. Edward H. House. rho was the New Hampshire man, rejoined the
party tonight. He had traveled on the
not been set. It is known that Farley confidant of President Wilson.
Ambassadoresa to Cape Cod Canal,
Topic Not Disclosed
Is anxious to placate Governor Ely as
Colonel House went along the Myth leaving the boat there to go to Bossoon as possible so the Roosevelt candidacy will be spared the vicissitudes in a motorboat jusS as Governor ton.
"It has been •a fine cruise." said
shipboard
of a divided Democracy rh the state. Roosevelt finished his
am sorry it has ended."
There is widespread belief that Gov- bretkfast. No intimation of what was ; Roosevelt. "IRoosevelt's
visit to New
Governor
ernor Roosevelt himself may make a discussed was given. Colonel House 1
of particular interest
be
will
England
personal call on Governor Ely, but was one of the original supporters of
Massachusetts because of the effort
this is not expected prior to any visit Governor Roosevelt and virtually to lieutenants will make to keep the
launched his candidacy at a wither- his
I)) Farley to pave the way.
In the Democratic column where
ing at his Magnolia home a year state
Dash for Westfield?
it was lodged in the 1928 election as
ago.
result of Alfred E. Smith's victory. ,
Governor Ely, it was pointed out by
With Governor Roosevelt on the a Mayor Curley's party expects to
many New England Democratic lead- Myth
s eons, Franklm. Jr..
to confer With
ers who have gathered here in Prep- ' James and John. his nephew, Bobby ; have thresppeoliunity
eration for tomorrow's event, will be Delano and George Briggs, Boston ' the nominee after the Hampton
mayor himself
The
in Westfield until Tuesday end they navigator and friend of "Jimmy" beach meeting.
will carry to Governor Roosevelt. as
picture Farley dashing for the Whip ft:;osevelt.
, he 41d a few nights ago, assurances
City as soon as the ceremonies here
A light southeast breeze sent the , that the state Democracy will support
are concluded
Myth along the coast and as It passed I him. Although the mayor's action

THRONG TO HAIL
GOV. ROOSEVELT
PORTSMOUTH
100,000 Expected Today
When Candidate Talks
At Hampton Beach
TRI STATE

ESCORT

Culia Will Head State
Party's Greeting to
Cruising Nominee
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delegate from
did
lin sitting as -a
o convention ocag
Chi
the
in
o
Dem
Ric
h Bay State
the
not make a hit wit
me
rco
ng to ove
crats, he is tryiunteering as a selfvol
by
y
ilit
kost
worker and has
effacing volunteer ns to extend the
pai
ar
icul
taken part
Governor Ely.
olive branch to
Campaign
tant
Plan Mili
and Vermont lead
New Hampshire will take advantage
ers of Democracy presence to launch
of the nominee'sgns in those states.
militant campai Hampshire believe
toLeaders in New
receptive attitude inthere will be a
because of his
d
yar
ward the candidate
tsmouth navy
terest in the Por
secretary of the
t
stan
assi
was
he
when
evelt, it is connavy. Governor Roos
the yard from being
tended, prevented
to its activity
closed and added
the installation
through inaugurating
lamps.
of incandescent
ld will preside
State Chairman Gou meeting, but
n beach
pto
Ham
the
T
at
, Dr. Samuel
after it is opened Governor RooseLadd will introduce called a meeting
Gould has
velt.
delegates to meet
of New Hampshire later in the evt•at Hampton beach
plans for the camning to formulate
paign.
Moses' Seat Eyed
anxious not only
New Hampshire is
the Democrats
give
e
stat
the
e
2
to hav
as It did in 191
vote
l
tora
elec
:
Its
to elect a governor
and 1916, but also Senator, the cantes
Sta
1
and a 'United
probably will have
didate for which
r George H. Moses,
ato
Sen
ose
opp
to
this year.
Whose term expiresocrats will launch
The Vermont Dem
sday with a meettheir campaign Tue
n
r. Vermont has bee
lie
tpe
Mon
at
ing
ican.
consistently Republ
gave its elecRhode Island. which
r years ago
fou
th
Smi
to
toral vote
for the nominahim
ted
por
sup
and
already assured
tion this year, has port throu.
:...
,
sup
Roosevelt of its
er G. Gerry, naformer Senator Pet and other party
,
tional committeeman
leaders.
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MAYOR CURLEY
TO COME HERE

h Mayo
, left, is. pictured wit
•
over, Gov. Roosevelt
r the democratic pres
the
-(is week's cruise
whi
H.,
N.
h,
at Portsmout
paign in northern New
cam
Curley of Boston
his
in
beg
had come to
f Iential candidate
1,In gl a nd.
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CURLEY SAYS STATE ELP is
L, NEEDED TO KEEP DOWN TAXES

Highland Club
Martboro.—The
ed word th:s
eiv
rec
y
cit
s
of thi
James M.
or
May
t
tha
g
mornin
be 'present
will
ton
Bos
of
Curley
venue, the MUM to bO diStributed
'
sent a letbe held at the
Mayor Curley of Boston
at their outing to
ng the cities and towns in proporam'
amo
ges
han
t
exc
For
ate
Cbttage at
ter to lifirTPItI est
Intercolonial Club
to the amount of State taxes'
tle
tion
.-tti
the
of
n,
ce
pla
, 3nd final
Chambers of Commer
Meadow on Sunday
ed by each.
ess
ess
unl
ass
t
t
tha
ign
be made ton
in which he pointed out
for the affair will
e along the line inl fig•
don
tica
is
poli
ing
ent
eth
min
som
pro
Other
of Massaited and expect
dicated. by the Mayors' Club
uree haye been inv
dous emergency
la
men
Gal
es
A.
tre
Jam
the
t.
ts,
sen
set
pre
chu
ed to be
the present con"rintlidate for
expenditures due to
glie, of Woburn,
, will
y by additional
nty
onl
Cou
met
sex
be
dle
ean
s
Mid
dition
sheriff of
y
overburdened
ead
alr
the
on
t.
taxes
be presen
ludp
inc
will
er.
rs
own
ake
ate
spe
real est
Other
t the Mayors'
Lyons, and AtThe letter stated tha
Mayor Charles A.
an
irm
to call a
,
cha
phy
Mqv
m
had requested Gov. Ely,
b
Clu
torney Vkrillia
ature for
( i;y liemocrati..;
special session of the Legisl
of the Marlboro
Dalton
ing an approWilliam
the purpose of obtain
committee
pllante,
° the committee
of $15.000.000 from the Sta
tion
pria
chairma
etit
ofl
r. One of the larg
of bonds or ether sources
her
eit
ning tb
the
:n the history of
gather
cted.
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Retirement of Rep.
Eliot Wadsworth
of Boston from
ladministratfon
the House ends
and Mr.
puzzling legislative
a
career. Here Was lows with the remark Goodwin 101.
man whose qual
that It Is
ifications were per- Istrange Mr. Youngm
an is just now
haps as great, if
not greater, than waking up to the
any other mem
situ
,
atio
n at the
Stat
e House. This
ber
of the General
will be a real
Court. Mr. Wadswo
scrap
rth has served In before it Is finished.
capacities with muc
sibility than that h more responof representative.
Chairman Amos
He had been
L. Taylor is
an assistant secretar
not essentially
y
of the treasury
a political wit,
, head of the cent
but
ral
In every addr
committee of the
ess he makes
tary of the Worl Red Cross, secrethere
It at least one
d War foreign debt
bright line.
commission and fro
For
m his service probInstance. he
ably had a more
told tile Repu
intimate touch with
blicans
In
financial matters of
his l'aneull
Hall remarks
the government
that the part
than any of his
y has its
colleagues. Yet he
leaders
never became a legi
Within the
slative leader. He
stat
e
anti would
never rose to dist
not
has e
inguished heights
go
in the House. It
to Porto
Rico for
is another indicathem. •
tion that govern
ment wants politicians and not subs
tantial men.
Women have once agai
n demonstrated their capacity
for leadership in governme
nt.
When
Commissioner Edwin
S. Smith of
the Department of Labo
r and Industries left for his
vacation he
selected a woman to
serve In his
place, Miss Mary E.
Meehan of
Brighton, associate comm
issioner.
It was the first time
In the history of the state a
waman has
headed a department
even temporarily.
But if the truth
were known, a
number of high offic
ials would have
;a difficult time cond
ucting the affairs
101 their office if it
capable women assi wasn't for their
stants who know
more about the
routine than they
do.
The veteran Mart
in M. Lomasney, the Mahatm
a of Boston
democracy, despite
his 72 years
demonstrated at the
Democratic
meeting that he has
lost none of
the vim and fire that
has characterized his long connecti
on with
pont les. Ile spoke his
mind nit it
the same vigor as of
yore to the
delight of the crowd.
There Is sincere spec
ulation if
May r Curley will be
made governor
gener
Porto Rico In the even t
that Governor Roosevel
t is elected
president. Since the
mayor sat with
the Porto Ricans at the
Chicago convention he has become
quite familiar
with this language and
customs and
is losing no opportun
ity to learn
more about the Island
that he officially represented.
The demonstration give
n Alvan
T. 7uller when he addr
essed the
Republlean gatherin
g In Faneuil
hall'made I he hearts of
some of
the ambitions candidates for
the
githernatoriall‘ nominati
on beat a
little faster. It was a
reception
that Intl tent eu 1 r. l'uller
still has
stro
a
ng hold on the Repu
blican
party and might rais7,
the dickens with t he ambitions
of some
candidates,
Lieutenant Governor
Youngman
and his rival for the
nomination Frank A. gubernatorial
Goodwin are
making Republican gatherin
gs real interesting. Mr. Youngman
talks about
the wastefulness of the Demo
cratic
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Curley's Position
Mayor Curley's emphatic pledge of sup
port of Governor Ely for reelection may
.
have sounded strange, because Curley
and
Ely are political antogonists most of
the
time. Curley opposed Ely for the Demo
cratic nomination in 1930 and Curley
opposed Ely in the presidential primar in
this
state this year. In both conflicts, Curyley
was
beaten. Ely is the governor and Ely
Smith
slate of delegates triumphed over 's
Curley's
Roosevelt slate.
Today, however, Curley is
a partially
triumphant position. Smith in
was defeated
at Chicago and Ely and the Massac
delegation kept off the Roosevelthusetts
wagon. Curley was on the band wag band
only important Massachusetts leaderon, the
prominently and enthusiastically for to be
the victorious Roosevelt. Thus, if Roosev
elt
wins
the election, Curley appears
be in a most
fortunate position. Who wilto
l be closest to
the administration and who wil
l have the
most persuasive voice in the distri
bution of
federal patronage in Massac
husetts, if
Roosevelt wins? The obviou
s answer is,
Curley.
• But it is not a completel
answer because it doesn't relyatesatisfactory
the whole
story of thec‘lassachusetts sit
by Roosevelt's nomination. uation caused
Roosevelt contest in the, pri The Smithaspects quite as important asmary had state
aspects. And the Democratic the national
side of the
presiden tint'contest in Mas
sac
hus
etts has
prominent state aspects, too
Roosevelt, to win the ele.
states like Massachusetts. ction, must carry
Curley's chief de.e is the election of Roosev
elt, because by
is election he can advance his
political amttion. Therefore, he is tre
men
dou
sly eager
)hrve Roosevelt carry
Massachusetts. He
flows, however Roosevelt
cannot do this
Ely ,
'oing ,..Achilles sul
king act, So
aticar_nledges - ppo
rt
runni. • r reelection to Ely and
is Ely's duty.
•
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THRONG WAITING TO HE AR ROOSEVELT'S SPEECH

•

Crowd gathered near platform at 'lampton Beach.

Gov. Roosevelt examining scrap book presented to him by Mayor Curley, "The
Man from rorto Rico." Standing in the motor is Fernando W. Hartford, Republicau Mayor of Portsmouth, who welcomed the ptesidential candidate to
his city.

/ / igPortsmouth in the rear sear. Next
behind them came Fran:din Roosevelt
Jr, Mrs James Roosevelt and Mr and
Mrs George Briggs. In the fourth
car rode Mary and Barbara Cushing,
the sisters of Mrs James Roosevelt',
and John Robert Delano of New York.
Behind these distinguished ones rode
all the committeemen, all the visitela,
all the newspapermen, and au the
be considered
who could
people
"official," to the tune of fully 50 cars.
This column, wan splendid road
policing to protect it. went whizzing
into Portsmouth and brought up in the
middle of a throng in Market sq that
jammed every foot of the wide space.
On a temporary bandstand the Ensign Emerson Hovey Post Band, Veterans of Foreign Wars, was stationed.
By the attitudes and actions of the
C'urley's Party Arrives
musicians one knew they were playA brief interval of southwest wind ing. But what it was playing was
Opened the prespect of a fair sky, and utterly drowned in the roar of cheers
just at that moment came Mayor from the packed-in people.
Curley of Boston . with Miss Mary
Curley, and George, Leo and Paul.
Hartford Talks
Mrs Cummings of Chicago, who • is Mayor
Mhyor liartford stood up in the Gov'visiting Miss Mary Curley, was with
He said:
the party, and Mr and Mrs Frank Long ernor's car gathered here today tc
"We have
of Boston.
distinguished eitizer
very
a
welcome
By 11 a m, the sun was out, but
of our country. This is a historit
a this gauze of cloud tempered its etot, on mhich many of the great mer
heat, and kept the day comfortable., of our hestory have stood. The firs'
At 1:25, Capt Nye took the Goldenrod, President of tho United States we:
the Wentworth launch, out to the welcomed almost on the very spo
Where we are standing.
To the horror of all the naval
afayette has been here, and man!
By FRANK P. SIBLEY
etiquette experts, he went alongside on other Presidents have received tro
'
Capt
But
Myth.
the
of
side
greetings of the people of Portsmoutl
PORTSMOUTH, N H, July 17—, the port
Nye knew his business; he was °ay here. And today we are here to wel
Great throngs of eager people greet. , fetching the gear ashore.
A few roree the next President of the Uniter
eft S:ates."
-ein
eth
thceh c
n a
n
rdbigdoepe
lartbeoraa
othesta
ed Goy Franklin Delano Roosevelt, moments
It was the first of several attempti
as every Introducer carefully called disembarked and was taken over to
tiv the New Hampshire men to not
Templeton Coolidge's landing, where p,)i.tIcal tinge inte the day. It failed,
him, here and at Hampton Beach toand the c,overnor stuck to his resolue
day, at the end of his now famous I his car was waiting.
meanwhile, the cars were shooting tion not to talk entice today.
private cruise.
tip the hill to the hotel in a procession
Nobody minded. The politicians had
it is difficult to estimate the num- that continued for an hour; every car their chance to show themselves on
had people of political importance the band wagon and to prove that they
ber who turned out to see him, lint aboard, and had to be parked until
were important ferlows by being in the
counting those at the Hotel Went- they should join in the journey to candidate company; the people who
Beach.
Hampton
had come many of them lone; disworth, where he landed, those who
tances, to see Gov Roosevelt had their
waited patiently along the beaches
look
at him. Elerybody was satisfied.
State Police Do Good Work
and by the roadside, and the imThe New Hampshire State Police did
I ntense crowd at Hampton Beach, the a wonderful job in keeping the traffic ,Roosevelt Speaks Briefly
from tangling. Mayor Curie-, brought
Gov Roosevelt gave In condensed
numbers Must have been well up in his own escort along; he was R. J.
form the speech he was to make later
Moran of the Wrentham station of the at Hampton Beach. "I feel," he said,
the hundreds of thousands.
State Police. That or- "if not a citizen of
Gov Roosevelt had his regular Massachusetts take
Portsmouth, at
care of the other least as good as a next-door
ganization, to
neighluck, even to good weather, for the visitors to New Hampshire, had also bor to your Mayor.
"The first time I came here was P.
period of his activity. In the Morn- loaned Lieut T. H. Mitchell, Sergts M.
W. Joyce and John Horgan, and 25 years ago, when I came in the first
ing, the weather Illtnt seDemocratic, ,aeleeted motorcycle patrolmen.
boat / ever owned, and spent hours
It was just 1:55 when Gov Roose- trying to get in past Pull-aid-Befirst tumid* extremely wet, and
ports
hotel
the
to
ap
drove
velt
Damned
Point. After that, I came
then smiling sunnily river a fresh- cm-here, seated in his own open car,
here so many times that I felt that I
washed landscape. The result was which had been sent on':rom Albany. knew every rock and eveey
mud -fiat
was smoking a cigarette in a long in the harbor.
that he had a good long morning's He
holder, and James Roosevelt sat by
"In 1913 I became more intimately
rest aboard the Myth II, his little him.
acquainted with
Mr Stricklend brought out the hotel of my associationPortsmouth 'because
yawl, and was undisturbed by viawith the Navy Deregister for the Governor, to sign, and partment,
and my
in the Kit1 itors.
as he did so he remarked, "If you will tery Navy Yard. interest
_
For eight years I
look back in the register, you will find was here
constantly, visiting the Navy
Pattangall a Visitor
that the last time I signed it was in Yard, and
in that time became acOnly chief Justice William R. Pat.- 3915."
quainted
with that able sea-going
a row
in
perched
men,
camera
The
Supreme
Court
Maine
tangall of the
Portsmouth man who is now your
en the wall, had a hard time of it.
went out, and he went at Gov Reese- The people crowded round the candi- MA yor.
"In 1920, when I felt the navy to
velt's own request about P a m, and date's car so closely that he was run for
Vice President.verv unsucdeep
a
of
middle
the
in
aboard.
sitting
really
hour
an
nearly
spent
was correspondingly cessfully—the men of the Portsmouth
and
depression,
eandirlate
the
found
jusitic•
Navy Yard gave me a beautiful gold
The chief
hard to "shoot."
watch. I carried it for several years,
In the extreme negligee of cruising
At last Dr S. T. Ladd, chairman of and
singa
is
translated
then, when I inherited my
being
gear, which
the committee on arrangements and
father's
cot.
getting
was
He
watch,
I gave the navy men P gift td
breeches.
of
column
the
of
let and
commander-in-chief
my
own
son,
Jimmy,
and
it
fee ready, and the crew, his sons
motorcycle
is
the
to
in his
per. cars, gave the signal
were sleepily preparing the main were policemen and moved in behind them pocket today.
They
"Now, this is Sunday, and I am not
rode
Ladd
Dr
tion of the breakfast.
With
way.
under
get
to
get aboard
and Dr Samuel going to talk politic. Today I an,
sleepy 7eratise they didn't
having been to Rev Maxwell Ganterof the Democratic
just a plain sailorman, coming back
until after 1:30 a m,
P. Griffin, chairman
home to the people I have
a dance.
!earned
true to city committee of Portsmouth.
was
action
Roosevelt's
Gov
James Roosevelt rode in the front love and admire through a long perl
been generally
had
it
night
Last
of
years."
car, with his father
next
form.
th•
of
Seat
understood that he was to go ashore anti U''" Va.*. nAn TAT 1-To v•IrIrwri f

BigReceptionin
Portsmouth
iloosovoli Tolls of

and sleep at the home of Dr Harvey
Cushing. Instead, though he had not
set foot ashore since he started last
Monday, he stayed aboard for just one
more night.
It was a dismal morning at the start,
'With light and fickle airs from the
...-utheast, and recurring heavy thunder
showers. From the Hotel Wentworth
piazza,- the showers could be seem
Marching along the water, each one
perfectly defined.
Nobody appeared in the standing
room of the Myth, and few ventured
out on the broad verandas of the hotel.
Inside, it seemed as though all the
Democratic politicians in New England, and fully half the pretty Women,
were holding convention.

Illtorost ill Mato

Spends Night at
Dr Cushing's

I
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Roosevelt Speeds to Hampton
Just how that

crowd was opened.4
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50,000 CHEER'
ROOSEVELT IN
NEW HILTSHIFIE
Candidate Presented With
Portrait by Mayor Curley;
Will Motor Back to Albany
By Edward L. R.oddari,
Heralii
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ley Herbert Plummer
WASHINGTON, July 15.—One of the 'highlights
of that memorable FL-44.y night of the Democratic
National Convention when California switched
to
*Roosevelt was the happy situation in which Mayer
James M. CiArloY_Of Boston found himself.
Curlerfiad been in a tough spot during 'the convention. An original Roosevelt null
, he went to
Chicago pretty much alone. Massachus
etts-46
strong—was fervent in its suppor
t of .41 Smith,
They stuck with him until the and.
By skillful maneuvering, Curley got himself
seated in the convention as a member of
the Porto
Rican delegation.
But at that it was a rather disconso
late Mr. Gurley. After that third ballot eve
n some stout Roosevelt hearts began to waver.
It looked as if the New Yor
k governor might
after all be stopped.

*NM

HAMPTON BEACH, N.
H., July
17.—The largest crowd in
the history of Republican
New Hampshire packed this little
resort city
today to welcome Govern
or Franklin D. Roosevelt, Democr
atic nominee for the presidency.
There
were 50,000 strung along the
sandy
beach.
Adhering to his rule of "no
politics," Govern°. Roosevelt
was in a
happy mood as "te spoke
a few
words of greeting.
SPINS SAILOR YARNS.
He told them a few inci
dents
his recent cruise along the New of
England shoreline, spun a few
yarns
..of the sea, and expressed
the hope
he will be able to greet the
m again
before the campaign end nex
s
t November.
On the speakers' platform
were
Democratic leaders fro
m
New
Hampshire, Maine and Mas
sachusetts. Governor Roosevelt was introduced by Frederick
E. Small,'
one-time Democratic may
or of the
Republican
city
of
Rochester,,
N. H.
CURLEY GIVES PAINTING.
The ceremonies were con
cluded
by
itres -'.ation to the Demotic candidate of an oil pain
tof himself by Mayor James
J.
urley of Boston.
n
to the crowd, (loverno
Osevelt said:
"This is a verytdelightful
welcome here to this beautifu reso
l
rt.
We have come !),
..iugh a very wonderful week at sea with no
casualties except some skin fro
m the
end of noses."
The nearest thing to a'po
litical
reference was Roosevelt's
reminder that .he helped establish
a subma line base at Portsmout
h in wartime and also put in operatio
n there
a plant to reduce scrap met
al
which saved Uncle Sam
hundreds
of thousands of dollars annu
ally._

There were a lot of people
on that convention
floor—and some of the lead
ers at that—who were
unconscious of what Willia
m Gibbs McAdoo had in
the back of his head.
Rumor had it that even
Frank Hague of Jersey
City, Smith's floor manage
r, knew what was coming; that when he was tipp
ed off just a short whil
e
before in the sitadium he
refused to believe it.
Those who saw the face
of Jim Curley after McAdoo's famous statement
that California had com
e
to Chicago to nominate
the next President of
the
United States and not
to deadlock the conventi
on,
will never forget the
sight.
He had left Boston with
cheers for Al Smith
ringing in his ears. He
had sat in the Chicag
o stadium
for almost a week, the
target of hostile
glances
from the 36 delegates
grouped under the
Massachusetts state banner.
He knew that he
could re-t
turn to Boston now with
his head high.
Truly it was his hou
r of triumph. And
he made
the most of it.
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IT'S IN BOST
As might be expeetcl in ON
the Huh of the cultural universe a bookline
ht
ke
en formed in Boston common instead of a
bie
adl
ine
. The Maecenas
of the unemployed is
•m Curley, ho rules
a strong and democrati
with
c
m Beacon Hill in
South Boston.
Curley has set up an
man bandstahd—which open-air library in Parkafter the most "literary presumably was named
" of American histor
and placed a former
member of the staff ians—
of the
Boston Public library in
books and magazines to charge of it. She loans
benches, where Quakers those who occupy the
used to be hung,
said to be doing a lan
and is
doffice business.
Was it not Mohamm
ed who said if he
two loaves of bread
he would sell one of had only
buy white hyacinths to
them to
not live by bread alo feNI his soul? A man canCurley is going to seene. James M. (Mohammed)
starve their souls, whi to it 'hat Bostonians do not
le wa ting for
_r • • e r
prosperity to

L-

•
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\1,10 RMITE R.7B4 carried the governor's words to all
Started Smelters
parts of the crowd. The address was
Governor Roosevelt on an inspec- not broadcast.
yard
• tion trip found that the navy
Tribute for (turley
was selling scrap metal with a huge
The governor mounted the speak yearly loss, lie also found the Ports- era' stand on the arm of his son.
mouth yard had a plant capable of James. to a round of handclapping.
smelting the metal and redeeming it
he
for useiul purpeoe. He 'Started the Later, when Mayor Curley arrived,
smelting operations and later had all was given a similar tribute. Hunto
the scrap metal from the navy yards dreds crowded onto the platform
along the Atlantic Coast brought . shake the nominee's hand and it was
come
time
before the speaking bethere for that purpose. He also l
started the Portsmouth yard on the gan. Gloomy clouds hung over the
was
manufacture of small electrical equip- beach and a chill east wind
ment and finally the building of sub- blowing.
Unwittingly old unbeknown to the
marines.
Governor Roosevelt revealed an In- huge throng, the brief program of
teresting story of a watch which was addresses gave Former Mayor Fredcarried today by his son James. It erick E. Small of Rochester an opwas given to the governor by employes portunity that was denied him at
of the navy yard when he went to the Chicago convention. Mr. Small
Portsmouth In 1920 to address a was to have made one of the secondpolitical meeting. The governor car- Mg speeches for Governor Roosevelt
ried it for years and then gave it to in Chicago. He prepared it carefulhis son who has since,utilized it.
ly and waited his turn. But Just at
Concluding his remarks, the gov- the moment when he was to have
ernor told of his early association sboad before the huge throng in the
with the Maine and New Hampshire convention hall, Josephus Daniels,
coast and said that even as he has former secretary of the navy, stepped
visited In the past he will visit it in forward and made the final secondthe future. He said he knew the
ing speech. Mr. Small's address .had
people of Maine and New Hampshire
and would always cherish high re- been sent to all the newspapers, but
he had to go back home without
gard for them.
raising his voice for the nominee.
Picture Presented
This afternoon he was given the
Mayor Curley stepped Into the pic- opportunity to introduce the presiture again when he presented an oil dential candidate and he did so with
paintingopf the governor to the nom- such glowing tribute, apparently exinee. He said he had been asked temporaneous, that many believed
to make the presentation by a group he was making use of the words he
of admirers of Roosevelt. The Hub had intended for his seconding admayor said the artists had gotten dress.
Leader ForEmergency
Into the picture some of the character that has endeared Roosevelt to
Chairman Gould opened the exerthe
of
some
York,
New
cises and presented Dr. Ladd. Rev.
the state of
character that made him the Demo- Maxwell Canter of St. John's church.
cratic presidential choice of 40 out Portsmouth, offered prayer and then
of 48 states, some of the supreme former Mayor Small was presented.
Mr. Small recalled that New Hamcourage needed for his airplane flight
to Chicago, some of the courage that shire was the first state in the Union
has marked his water cruise, some to hold its primaries and gave Mr.
of the courage in forcing enactment Roosevelt his first delegates. He said.
of more liberal and humane legisla- It was a source of gratification untion than any chief executive of any der those conditions to have the
state In the union. and the character Democrats begin their presidentia:
and cow age necessary to restore campaign in New Hampshire.
"In every emergency." he continprosperity under his leadership M
I ued, "a great leader has been found.
the next four years.
Accepting the portrait Governor, In the emergency of the World War
Roosevelt said he appreciated the}i It web WiLson, whose place in hisspirit that prompted it, but he did( tory is secure. In the present emermy opinion. is
In
not know if It was a good likeness gency.
"I will have to ask my wife first,"1 greater than that of the World War
the peoplt have again found a great
he concluded,
James he halted and a nursemaid leader qualified by character. educacame out with his grandchild, Sarah tion and ability."
Turning to the governor, the former
Delano Roosevelt, infant daughter of
so
Mr. and Mrs. James Roosevelt. The mayor asTerted the presence of
governor seniled happily and kissed many people to welcome him was a
The child cooed and tribute to the confidence, trust and
it tenderly.
parts had
stretched her arms toward the nom- belief which people in these
in him.
Mee.
Governor Roosevelt addressed his
tOreat Crush at Stand
remarks to his friends of Maine, New
Reading the square in Portsmouth Hampshire, Massachusetts and all
Mayor Hartford briefly extended a points west.
welcome. and Governor Roosevelt,
Had Wonderful Trip
standing In his automobile, told of
He described it as a delightful welhis high regard for the people of come to a returning "Ancient MariNew Hampshire and Maine. The city ner."
Governor Rooseeelt declared
, was decorated with flags and a band he had had a wonderful week at sea
3000
the
for
concert
a
had given
with only the casualtitie being skin
who waited for the nominee to ar- off the tip of his nose and his long
rive.
hair that was in danger of becomAs the party neared the beach the
he Mg entangled in the rigging.
and
dense
crowds became more
Describing how good it felt to get
rode through an applauding lane of back and zravel the coast, the govmen, women and children. Bathing ernor recalled that he had first
girls on the beach and Summer cot- traveled it 31 years ago, and many
he
I tagere added their tribute as
times since, and he believed he knew
swept along.
every rock ar shoal.
was at the
The greatest crush
•
been
has
speaker's stand which
elected by the Portsmouth Chamber
of Commerce. The stand. qverlooking
the shore line, was elaborate with
bunting, centered with a'picture of
the nominee. An amplifying system
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Boston
/dying Club to reMetropolitan
estroyed by fire.
build clolaho
Commission hits
Boston Fin n
favoritism in w d of city contracts
yor Curley to restore
and calls on
actual competition in bidding.
Governor Ely's failure to mention
name of Roosevelt at Faneull Hall
rally creates stir in Bay State Democracy.
Army of Medford women, stirred by
$8 tax rate increase, plans march
on State House.
State Inspector denies report fire
that ruined ancient First Parish
Church of Waltham was incendiary.
Judge Lewis Goldberg formally 17.ducted to Massachusetts Superior
Bench.
Boston Municipal Research Bureau
praises Police Commissioner Hullman's plan to abolish special traffic
divisions.
Representative Sullivan of Dorchester declares Boston's public welfare problem has outgrown existent
system, created In 1772, urges abolition of Board of Overseers and
appointment of Commissioner to be
assisted by unpaid board of five.
A/dr
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MAYOR CVRI.E`F, FOE OF ELY,
VISITS GOV. IrOSEVELT
Y.1 Aug. 2. f -ALF,ANA
Mayor Curl' of Boston, political
be of Gov. Ely of Massachusetts,
the last of the Al Soma, leaders to
Indorse C-70V. Roosevelt, today viSited with the Democratic nominee.
"Just a social call,' 'rid Curley,
who headed the unsuccessful itooSevelt drive for Massachusetts' national convention votes. Bolton had
reported Curley hurried to Albany
after an early morn.ng call from
Mr. Roosevelt. The Governor, however. said Curley had an engajecz.
'ment for two weeks. Curley oon-,
firmed on to New York to vigil,'
illamea A. Farley, national chairman.
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A "Good Humor"
James M. curky, taking thal
wonderTriiInrd voice out intc
the open Spaces of the West. Is the
high good humor of the campaigr
to date.
He eipeaks the language or ever)
part of Boston from the South
Boston sidewalks to the elegance
of the Back Bay. He has proved
to the•nation that lie can speak
the language of l'orto Rico.
Not this year can his native
ihauntm know his power—and yet
he has the laugh on them whe
may be laughing at his exile today
HP shows it in being a good ecoui
and bowing to the °edam.

VVORUSTER- 7E4

Share N. H. Spotlight

Speculation It Governor Roosevelt
would come into Mastsachusotts, one
of the few states where his delegates
were defeated by Alfred E. Smith
v=1•11111..11•I
aupporters, was ended when the nominee told correspondents he had made
no campaign plans and in fact had
given no thought to the matter. He
said he could not tell at this time
if he would speak in the Bay State
during the campaign. Replying to
an Inquiry as te whether he considered Massachusetts a pivotal state, the
governor laughed and asserted all 48
states were pivotal. But he expressed
the opinion there was little doubt
but that the Democratic ticket would
win easily in the Bay State.
Mayor Curley and nis official party
reached the Wentworth hotel long before Governor Roosevelt left his yawl.
Hundreds of other Massachusetts motorists also journeyed here, including
a number who were associated with
the Roosevelt primary campaign. No
prominent Smith worker from the
the Bay State was noted in the huge
throng.
Curley Dinner Host
The Boston mayor provided a dinner for his official party and entertained at a private dinner his daugnter, Mary E. Curley, his sons, Paul,
Leo and George Curley, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. McGlue of Lynn, Mrs. Leo
Cummings and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Long of Boston.
Governor Roosevelt, after lying *a:
in Portsmouth harbor during the
night, was astir early with his three
sons, who have been his companioll.
on the trip. An early breakfast and
ship routine completed, he received
Chief Justice William R. Pattangali
of the Maine Supreme court, Judge
and Mrs. Charles L. Donahue of Portland, Me. (Mrs. Donahue Is national
committeewoman; Henri T. Ledows,
Nashua, head of the St. John Baptiate
society in New England, and many
prominent Democrats of Maine ani
New Hampshire, including the delegates from these states to the national convention,
His face tanned by the sun and
winds, the Democratic nominee wa6
Associated Press Photo
the picture of
health
when
he
reached land, and expressed Ills regret
Gov. Franklin I). Roosevelt of New York (left) talking to
that the trip which he had enjoyed
illayor James M. Curley of Boston at Hampton Beach, N. 14., \there,
. 80 much had come to an end.
the Democratic presidential candidate was greeted by 50,000 per.
! After the brief visit to the Coolsons after his week's cruise.
idge home, he was taken in charge
by Chairman Gould and Dr. Samucil
T. Ladd of Portsmouth, chairman of
A
the reception committee, and with and Mayen* Curley was among them.
campaign. "IL is a big party.
an escort of 50 official cars went, to He came forward with a box under
couldn't be political because it is
the Wentworth. Mayor Frederick W. his arm.
"Sunday."
Hartford of Portsmouth, a Republi"Hello. Jim." said Governor RooseWanton Iron ('lad
can, rode with him. His motor car velt as they shook hands
was besieged on his arrival and scores
"How are you, governor?" the mayor
Harking back to the Spanish Amercrowded around to shake hands. The responded
ican War he told of the disturbance
governor recognized
many friena.4
Their he presented him a morocco- at Portland, Me., when
residents
and called them by name. His faae bound scrapbook containing newspa- !loved families and goods into
the
was wreathed In smiles and he ap- per stories of the Roosevelt side of interior at reports the Spanish navy
peared to be enjoying it.
the Massachusetts primary campaign had left for unknown ports.
Two'
Mayor Hartford wanted to get intc and a number of political cartoons. Maine senators who remembered
the
the movies also, and after he had The volume was inscribed "To Preal- Civil War appealed to the Navy
De. . .
: introduced the governor to a num- aelat.Franklin D.
Roosevelt with best partment for protection.
bet of persons he stepped back in Wlshis of the man from Porto Rico."
of
Not &Watt
modern fighting
the governor's machine with him.
ships, they asked that an iron clad
"Just a Reminder"
; The Portsmouth mayor waved his —
protect
Portland harbor.
be sent to
The governor Was intensely inter- The Navy Department
I top hat at the camermen and the
had to take
../, ested and read many of the pages and
governor, smiling,
remarked:
an old Civil War iron clad from a
didn't bring my silk hat because they laughed heartily at the cartoons. He mud fiat, paint it and tow it to Portwas particularly intrigued by a photo- land harbor where it stood
are not customary on a sail."
guard
Ruefully pointing to his battered graph of the mayor pasted in the with one small gun. But the people
volume
inscribed with Curley'a service of Portland were satisfied
felt. he apologized that it had been
and
moved
lound today under the sugar and for Porto Rico at the national con- back from the interior.
canned goods in a locker on the yawl. vention. He paused for some time at,
The nearest the nominee came to
the newspaper articles depicting the discussing policies was
Presented Scrapbook
when he told
mayor's homecoming from the con- of his service as
assistant secretary
A hotel attache rushed out with vention..
of the navy and his feeling that all
the registry sheet and asked the gov"It's just a little reminder of the
Property should be used
ernor to sign.
primary campaign." the mayor said government
"I think you will find," said Mr. as the governor profusely expressed to best advantage. Under a previous
administration,
he said, the PortsRoosevelt as he took out his foun- his thanks.
'month navy yard had been idle and
Lain pen, "that I first signed yout
The procession started for Ramp- the money invested
served no useful
register back in 1910."
ton Beach with a shrieking of mo—, purpose.
The sirens of the motorcycle escort tor horns. When the governor's car
had brought all to the hotel piazza: reached the Summer home of his son,
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Maine Democrats Join
In Tri-State Greeting
• To Governor Roosevel

Robert
chairman of the New Hampshire
Democratic Committee, opened the
meeting from a platform .lust nortit.
of the Hampton Beach Chamber of
Commerce. Mr. Gould introduced Mr.
Samuel T. Ladd of Portsmouth,
.member of the New Hampshire State
Committee, who had charge of local
arrangements. Dr. Ladd presented
Representative Frederic E. Small of
Rochester, Democratic leader. in the
House and former Mayor of Rochester, who introduced the Democratic
presidential nominee. Mr. Small told
,his audience how in every great
,emereency a great leader is found
and cited the case of the World War
and Woodrow Wilson. The Rocht.sier
leader pictured the present enactgenry - as greater than the World
War and paid a tribute to the ability.
character, education and resourcefulness of the New York Governor. As
1 President of the United States the
Portsmouth, N. II., July I7—Leaders of Democracy in coming four years Governor RooseNew Hampshire. Maine and Massachusetts joined today in a velt could lead the people of the
back to prosperity and haptribute to Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Democratic presiden- Country
pine, he said.
tial nomineee, who together with his three sons Saturday
Governor
Roosevelt
undoubtedly
many of his audience by
evening completed a week's cruise in the Myth II. Contrary disappointed
declaring at the neginning of his talk
to expectations the Governor remained aboard the yawl, that because it was Sunday he could
anchored in Little Harbor, .all night instead of going to the not deliver a political speech.
He did, however, speak of how in
summer home of Dr. Harvey Cushing at Little Boar's Head, retary
of the Navy, he was instru1917, when serving as assistant seeNorth Hampton.
mental in having all the scrap metal
This morning Governor Roosevelt received a call aboard in
Navy Yards on the Atlantic Coast
the Myth II from Chief Justice William R. Pattangall of brought to the Kittery Navy Yard
where the buildings were adequately
Maine, who has been prominent in Democratic circles in fitted
for melting down this metal.
Maine many years and was the principal speaker Saturday This resulted in saving the Governevening at the annual meeting of the New Hampshire Bar ment many hundred thousands of
dollars. he said.
Association.
Later, he said, a shop to manuacGovernor,
the
afternoon
facture small electrical equipment was
This
established
at the Kittery Navy Yard
James,
companied by his oldest son.
and resulted in additional savings of
left the yaa i and proceeded in a motens of thoosands of dollars tu the
government.
tor launch to the summer residence
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
Boston
at
of
Coolidge
of J. Templeton
presented Governor Roosevelt with a
Little Harbor and proceeded from
striking painting of the New York
there with members of his family to
Governor, the gift of friends. Mrs.
Portmourh. N. H., July
James Roosevelt. formerly Miss Betty
short
where
a
Wentworth,
the Hotel
17—Governor
Roosevelt
Cushing. daughter of Dr. Harvey
stop was made before the parade of
Cushing, eminent brain specialist, was
today told of his trips
nearly 5f1 cars containing the ofpresented with a bouquet.
for more than 45 years to
Governor Roosevelt and the memtidal party started for Portsmouth.
bers of his family returned after the
Maine and his island
Upon arrival here shortly after 2 p.
iirogram to the resiHence of Dr. Cushsummer home at Eastport
ing at Little Bear's Head. He will rem., today Governor Roosevelt was
that
his
Marpredicted
crowd
in
him n Monday to Albany by motor.
and
capacity
greeted by a
Among the Democratic leaders from
love for that summer
ket Square. He was introduced as a
Maine present, were John H. DocileY.
citizen by
distinguished American
home will continue to 'Democratic state chairman
of Maine;
brine him up the coast 'ex-Judge Charles L. Donahue, Mrs.
Mayor F. W. Hartford, Republican,
Donahue.
audience
Democratic
his
national
who in his remarks told
to Maitie and New Hamp- mitteewoman from Maine. cornand
that they were greeting the Governor
shire for many years to Charles L. Donahue, Jr,. Princeton
where
spot
a
at,
State
sophomore,
Empire
all
of
of the
Portland.
come.
Robert Jackson of Concord, namany other distinguished Americana,
the
up
trips
my
"On
tional
committeeman
from
have
New
including George Washington,
and secretary of the Demcoast I.not only have ad- Hamn.shire.
received.
ocratic)
been
Committee, was the
mired The scenery but sneaker National
at the meetine. of the New
spoke briefly
Governor Roosevelt
Hameshire
State
high
a
formulated
committee. held In
have
30
than
more
here and told how for
regard for the scenery His converltion hall of the casino.
years he has been sailing up the New
and the fine people who
England coast to New Hampshire and
here lasted
The exercises
live in these states," GovMaine.
only about 10 tninutes and after the.
ernor Roosevelt said,
remarks by :.lovernor Roosevelt, the
One of the gifts which
band of Lb.: Ensign Emerson Hovey
he esteems among the
played
Portsmouth
'Post, V F. W., of
best he has ever received
HAmerics.was a gold watch preLeaving here tinder escort of four
to him by the emsented
vehicle
motor
state
New Hampshire.
ployes of the Kittery
officers, the party proceeded via the
Navy Yard at a political
o:ican boute‘ard to Hampton Beach,
crewel of
speech some years ago in
15 miles from here, where S
Portsmouth, the Governearly ;In non people greeted Governo •• • •
nor Roosevelt.

Chief Justice Pattangall Makes Call; 90,000 Attend Hampton Beach Meeting;
Nominee Avoids Politics In Speech

Roosevelt Pays
Tribute To Maine

•
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Roosevelt At Maine Border

•

By Start Photographer

New England Democrats greet Gov. Franklin D.
Roosevelt of New York, Democracy's standard bearer in
the Presidential campaign. at Hampton Beach, N. H., Sunday
.
At the top conferring with Governor Rooseve
lt, seated
at the left, is Mrs. Helen C. Donahue of Portland, standin
g,
the Democratic national committeewoman from
Maine; and
John H. Dooley, also of Portland, seated at the
right, chair•
man of the Democratic State Committee.
Below is Ma or James M. Curley of Boston
conferring
with Governor'
—...iosevelt. Mayo`f—rtirley worked
for Governor Roosevelt in Massachusetts prior to the
Democr
atic Narieirial Convention.
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OVERNOR ROUSEVEL7;WPEAK

0 60,000 AT HAMPTON BEAC
111UTManyFIG
POL
ITIC'
HTS
SH
OF
Y
Party Leaders Attend
Rally Speeches from
Temporary Pavilion
Pajamas and Bathing Suits
Popular Garb Among
Listening Throng

declared "no has a heart that beats
with gratitude and loyalty that does
not fade away. He is the people's
choice for president of the United
States."
Curley Presents Portrait.
called upon to present a
PoRlof Roosevelt to the governor, remarked: ,
"We wanted the artist to paint into
It some of the courage that he demonstrated in his flight to the Chicago
convention: some of the courage he
demonstrated in sailing the waters
of the Atlantic: some of the courage

to see his youngest grandchild, Sarah
Delano Roosevelt, daughter of his
son James. The infant was born in
Massachusetts, where James Roosevelt now makes his home.
Upon his arrival here, he found another reception committee and a
crowd gathered upon the wind-swept
beach and he was introduced to his
audience by Frederick E. Small of
Rochester, N. H., a party leader.
"This is a very delightful welcome
home to the Ancient Mariner," noosevelt said. "We have come through a
fine week with no casualties except
some of the skin oft our noses. This
I., of course, not a political gathering--just a big family gathering. It
couldn't be a political gathering because it is Sunday."

he has shown in forcing the enactment of the finest liberal legislation
in any state."
Those who came to hear the Democratic nominee make a political
speech were disappointed. He told
of his interest is the Kittery navy
yard at Portsmouth during the World
war and how its activities were increased during his Navy department
HAMPTON BEACH. N. H.. July days. The remainder of the speech
17 f/P1.—Governor Franklin D. Roose- was largely devoted to references to
velt shied away from polities today his experiences in navigating waters
in greeting a crowd of 60,000 which off the Nev, England coast.
had gathered to hear what they had Leaves for N. Y. today.
Tonight the governor was housed
expected would be the first campaign
speech since his acceptance of the in the summer home of Dr. Harvey
Democratic presidential nomination. Cushing at Little Boars Head, adjacent to the cottage occupied by James
Speaks From Pavilion.
The governor spoke from a tem- Roosevelt and Mrs. Roosevelt, Dr.
porary pavilion on the beach, across Cushing's daughter. Mr. Roosevelt
the street from the Casino. Two returns to Albany tomorrow by mo, ramps enabled him to walk on to the tor.
The governor was accompanied by
platform without the difficulty of ascending steps. He left his open car the members of his yawl crew, his
.in which he had ridden with the may- four eons and his nephew, Robert Delot of Portsmouth, Fernando W. lano, as he drove from Portsmouth
Hartford, and walked on to the plat- to the beach.
He left the yawl at Little Harbor
form leaning on the arm of his son,
where he arrived last night and went
James.
! In the crowd were many in bathing by motor boat to a landing at the
suits and gay pajamas although the homes of J. Randall Coolidge andi
-BY C. E. GALLAGHER.
wind from the ocean made others former-Governor VOnthrop of Mass '
(Special to the Courier-Citizenl,
button their topcoats close around achusetts.
HAMPTON BEACH, N. H.,
At Portsmouth, the governor retheir throats.
July
minded the crowd that had gathered 17.—Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt
Candidate Loudly Praised.
of
New
York
addressed
to
meet
a
that
him
he
had
first
come
crowd
to
of
Among the political leaders at the
60,000 visitors and members of
the
rally were Mrs. John L. Donohue. the New Hampshire city 31 years summer
colony at this resort this
ago in a sailing vessel.
Maine national
committeewoman,
afternoon, but in keeping with
Visits Relative..
tlie
Robert M. Gould, state chairman of
"I know every rock, every mud Sunday traditions of New HampNew Hampshire; William R. Pattanflat of our harbor," he said. In 1921 shire, he carefully avoided more than
gal, chief justice of the Maine Su- after he ended
his term as assistant passing reference to the political
perior court; Magnus Dunn, New secretary of the
navy, he added, "The campaign which he is about to heila to psh I re vice chairman; Robert boys gave me a gold
watch. I wore gin as the Democratic candidate for
Jackson, secretary of the Democratic it many years and
my son, James, presiden t .
national
1
committee; Henri T. In now carries
Cther Speakers Steer Clear of
CamDone of Maine, leader of a large
From Portsmouth he came by auP
m
.
aoill•e
i nt;%er, other speakers
lorsrico-American society, and James tomobile to the beach, leading a
at to_
H. Curley, mayor or Boston.
meeting, including the
long procession of cat's in which rode
re:
, Gould. In introducing Sinai!, who Democratic leaders and admirers "dnoibatable Puerto Rican
delegate to
the tecent national convention,
presented the governor, referred to from New Hampshire, which was the or
MayJames
M.
Mr. Roosevelt as "our hrilitant can- di-at State to pledge its delegates to '
or Boston, con didate." Small said: "Every crisis the national convention to the Roose- fined their remarks to .laudation
of
the nominee, falling to
finds a great leader and Mk eco- velt candidacy in a state primary,
touch upon
nomic crisis, the greatest of all, gives
lie drove through the various re- , any of the controversial issues
of
•4e7
hattip
New Hampahire
us a great leader." Continuing, he sorts along the coast anti at a cot- the" impending
•
The gathering, which had
tage in Little Boars Head, ha stopped
been ar- 11-'424
ranged
by the
"1(
Democratic State commit
te• se4

Reason Given for Lack of
Campaign Oratory Is That
It Is a N. H. Sunday

Neither Nominee nor Assisting Speakers Have Much
to Say About Campaign

Gathering Arranged by N H.
State Committee Has Little
"Stump" Appearance

Threatening Weather of
Morning Hours Thins Crowd
to Greet Candidate

•
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Roosevelt Presented Portrait

likelleMS of himself, the
Goy, Franklin D. Roosevelt carried with him from Hampton Beach an excellent
presented by Alayor James NI,
work of R 1100011 portrait artist anti the gift of NIassachasetts admirers. It was
presenting the gift to the Democratic nominee.
Curley of Boston and this picture shows the Huh chief executive
Frederic E. Small of Rochester, veteran;
At the extreme left Is Governor Roosei•ell with his son James at his side.
ortrait •
,,
Democratic legislator who Introdueed the governor, is seen tinkling the p.
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cruise up the New England coast.'
1
frthr:
I stood in the presence of a crowd the sands went up a shout that
•caused the state's Illustrious guest to
estimated at 75,000, this afternoon break
out in one of his famous
and talked about everything but Roosevelt smiles.
Those who motored from distant
politics.
With Secretary of the Treasury points expecting to hear Governor
Roosevelt rip the Republican plat'Ogden L. Mils, charge that noose- form asunder
and attack the admin.
velt has no program to meet the istration were disappointed. But their
economic situation still ringing in disappointment was tempered by the
hl ears and as yet unanswered, remarkable reception accorded the :
Democratic nominee, easily one of
the Democratic nominee, in one of the most colorful New
Hampshire's
his that public speeches since the I leading seashore resort has ever witChicago convention, remained die- nessed.
Recall Hughes' Visit.
erectly silent and reminded the
Veteran politicians recalled that
large throng that "this is Sunday.
Ijust 16 years ago this summer
"Not a Political Gathering."
Charles Evans Hughes of New York,
"This is not a political gathering, I now chief justice of the United
just a nice big family party," Gov- States Supreme Court but then the
Republican nominee for President of
,
ernor Roosevelt said in his opening the
United States, came to Hampton
remarks. "It couldn't be political for to deliver
one of the first addresses
one reason that it is Sunday."
of
his campaign. The weather was !
, With this explanation as to the
threatening,
as it was today and
41teason why he declined to discuss
mist rolled in from the ocean. the
political issues, the New York govThe
ernor entertained Hampton's larg- crowd was fairly large for the day
est crowd in the history of the beach and quite enthusiastic,
The few Republican leaders
with some interesting and amusing
who
stories of his previous visits to came to the beach to watch the
ception this afternoon, recalled
'lain() and New Hampshire.
that,
The opportunity to show its regard Hughes was defeated by Woodrow
for the Democratic nominee came to Wilson for the Presidency.
Hampton authorities were frankly
the
BY A STAFF CORRESPONDENT. of huge throng almost at the close pleased that showers
the brief program when Mayor
threatened durthe morning for weather
ing
HAMPTON BEACH, July 17.— James M. Curley of Boston, in precondiseating a portrait of Mr. Roosevelt, lions undoubtedly solved a most se.
Gov. Franklin I). Roosevelt of New to the New York
Vere traffic problem.
Even
with
chief executive, rethe
York, bronzed by a summer sun ferred to him with great enthusiasm assistance of 80 officers
recruited
aS "the next President of the United from the Massachusetts and NeW
that favored him durimc a week's States." Up aria down the
main HampshIte motor vehicle depart':

'NOMINEE AVOIDS
ALL MENTION OF
POLITICS IN TALK

' Gives Informal Speech About
Yacht Trip and Naval
Experiences
CROWD IS GREATEST
IN HAMPTON HISTORY

4110

Receives Recepton in Portsmouth Before Going to
Beach
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Democratic Presidential 1 Puerto Rican Delegate
' Nominee Makes Premier Presents Portrait Painted
Appearance at Hampton for His Standard Bearer

•
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tog sail to the Isles of Shoals but
ominous clouds and frequent showers
caused him to abandon this plan.
Instead he continued to greet friends
on the Myth, spending nearly an hour
with his old friend William R. Patengall, chief justice of the Maine
Supreme Court.
governor
At 12:30 o'clock the
hoarded a launch and started on the
Iiampton
first leg. of his trip to
Beach. Again he changed his plans.
'much to the disappoirLtment of ..
large crowd that gathered at the
Wentworth hotel float, and directed
the motor craft to the dock at the
famous old Gov. Benning Wentworth
mansion owned by J. Templeton
Coolidge of Boston where he disembarked ad went to his automo-

bitT%e Roosevelt party, augmented at
the Bennington Wentworth place by
Newspapermen and the reception
committee, sped to the Wentworth
Roosevelt
hotel where Governer
stopped long enough to sign the
register and to meet Mayor Curley
and his family who arrived a short
time earlier for dinner. Then the
long line of cars headed for Portsmouth.
Greeted at Portsmouth.
Several thousand people, massed
about Portsmouth square, listened to
Mayor Fernando W. Hartford's in
,
' troduction of the Democratic nominee and cheered Governor RoOse, velt lustily as he told them of past
experiences in his visits to the Ports,
HON. JAMES M. CURLEY.
HON. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
mouth Navy Yard. No mention of
--- politics was mace In Ms brief utterwhich had been publicized ip many
Governor Roosevelt addressed his ances to the crowd.
Headed by Motorcycle
Officers
quarters as "the opening of the audience from a temporary platform
Roosevelt campaign," obviously dis- erected on the north side of the James F. Brown of Epping, Fred
Chamber of Commerce building, Clark of Lebanon, Wilfred Arsenappointed a good portion of the speaking into a mitrophone
that ear- ault of Keene and Roger Hilton of
crowd, particularly that element of it lied his voice up and -down the beach Antrim, Governor Roosevelt's
car
which had come In anticipation of a distance of several hundred yards. started for the objective of his trip
Grouped
—Hampton
about
Beach.
him,
on
The
especially
"fireworks" and found instead a very
escorting
peaceful and amiable Sunday after- constructed stands, were guests of machines were soon lost as motorthe New Hampshire Democratic state ists, trying to reach Hampton
in
noon exchange of courtesies.
committee.
time for the reception, cut into the
Governor Looks Rested.
The audience
itself lined the line and refused to get out,
Nevertheless Governor Roosevelt's streets and the beach, filled every
Meanwhile a crowd of several
personal appearance, after his widely available foot of floor space at the thousand that milled about
the
Casino
and
adjoining
the
beach
hotels
and
during the noon hour swelled
heralded cruise up the New England
extended to the seats occupied daily to 50,000 and the early guests began
coast, provided a fillip for an other- by those who come to
the business to take their chairs in the reserved
wise drab and bleak Sunday at the section to listen to the concerts.
stands. With the announcement by,
beach.
The governor, tanned and
It was between two lines of cheer- Secretary James Tucker of
the
rested -looking, appeared to he in ex- ing, shouting friends—the majority Chamber of Commerce that
the
cellent health, and he evidently But- from New Hampshire and Massachu- Roosevelt party had
left
Portssetts,
mouth, summer residents began to
tered less from a week's exposure to Maine but a fair sprinkling from
and other New England states pour out from their cottages
and
the Atlantic winds than his sons who —that the cars carrying the Roose-: automobiles
unloaded hundreds.
were on the platform with him, op velt party traveled. The ovation for
Given
Noisy
Welcome.
the squad of newspapermen who ac- the New York governor had hardly
At exactly 2 o'clock the shrieking
companied him on the sea trip and subsided when another cheer mfg. sirens
announced the coming of the
naled the arrival of Mayor Curley of
who sat in front of him as he spoke Boston.
New York governor and an
excited
this afternoon.
impatient crowd began to yell
Appears In Good Health.
their
greetings.
It required the services*
The governor spoke about 20 minWhile the throngs acclaimed him, of a
dozen
officers
to
clear
utes after being introduced by Hon. Mr. Roosevelt raised his hat and
the path
for the Democratic nominee
and
Frederick E. Small, former mayor of smiled. He appeared in good health Mayor
Hartford, who accompanied
his
after
Of
week
complete
rest
on
,Rochester and chairman of today's
him on the trip.
yawl Myth,
the
which
he
piloted
meeting. In opening, he thanked the
James Roosevelt grasped the
from Long Island to New Hampgovernor's arm as he alighted
Democrats of "Maine, New Hamp- shire,
and Cs-,
corted
,hLm to a chair on the
shire and Massachusetts" for their
The tour of the New England coast
speakcordial greeting to the "ancient mar- was brought to a close last night er's stand where he rested as the
other members of the official
party
iner," as he termed himself, and as- when the Roosevelt craft dropped Walked into
the enclosure.
anchor in
sured them that he had enjoyed hi* Wentworth Little Harbor off Hotel
National Committeeman
shortly before 6 o'clock.
Robert
Jackson of New Hampshire
recent eruise, the only casualties The pre-arranged schedule,
took adcalling
among the entire party being a few for the Myth's arrival in Portsmouth vantage of this opportunity to
duce
members of the delegationintroharbor Sunday morning, was abanskinned noses.
who
doned-when the 40 foot yawl reached voted for Roosevelt at the Chicago
ments, from the nearby towns and • point off
Newcastle and the skip- convention, to their nominee. Jerry
from the citizenry of Hampton, it
per, 'after consulting with his crew. J. Doyle of Nashua, chairman of
the
was with difficulty that the Thor' decilled to make .port
New Hampshire group,
oughfares were clear. For several call the cruise ended, at once and ley, chairman of the John S. Hurcredentials
ended,
hours after the reception
Declining all invitations to come committee, Attie J. Connor, Ovide
J.
long lines of cars were striving fd ashore and accept the
hospitality of Coulombe, Henri T. Ledoux,
reach the main arteries of travel.
his friends, Governor Roosevelt ate othy F. O'Connor, Arthur J. TimRutNo Serious Accidents.
his evening meal on the boat and ledge, James B. Whalen, Robert
C.
augmented
police
force, after a conference with political ad- Earley and Peter M. Cagne
The
were
taken to the speaker's
✓isors retired for the night.
coupled with an efficient program
platform and
presented to
Governor Roosevelt.
mapped out by the town authorites,
Abandons SundaySail
Judge Peter Woodbury
for the negligible
of
WAS responsible
skipper
The
imended
to take
a whose father as assistant' Bedford,
number of aecidente.
secretary
party of friends for a Sunday morn- of the navy
at one time, met
Mr. •
Roosevelt with that ethers.
. j
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For a half hour the New York governor was surrounded by Democratic
leaders from the different states and
during that time the Roosevelt boys
quietly assembled at the side of their
illustrious father. Somebody handed
a bouquet of flowers to Mrs, James
Roosevelt.
Play Campaign song,
At the far end of the enclosure, reserved for guests, the beach band
played "Happy Days Are Here
Again," the Democratic campaign
song.
Moving
picture operators
cranked
away,
recording
the
reception, and
photonewspaper
graphers swarmed about the platform snapping pictures. The crowd
watched the proceedings and waited
patiently for the program, to open.
State Chairman Gould indicated
that brevity would be the watch
word of the afternoon when in a few
dozen words he welcomed "the next
President of the United States" to
Hampton Beach. This reference was
the signal for a spontaneous outburst of cheering from all sides
which ended only when the Democratic chieftain introduced former
State Sen. Samuel T. Ladd of Portsmouth 88 the presiding officer and
he in turn announced that the Rev.
Maxwell Ganter, pastor of St. John's
church of Portsmouth would offer
prayer.
Former
Mayor
Frederic
E.
Small of Rochester, veteran Democratic legislator and characterized
by Dr. Ladd as "one of the lights
of Democracy in New Hampshire,"
was next presented by the presiding
officer.
"In every great emergency a great
leader is found," Mr. Small declored.
"In the World war we found Woodrow Wilson, whose place in history
is secure.
Qualified Leader.
'In the present great emergency,
one that is greater in my opinion
than the World war, we have found
a leader who is eminently qualified
as to ability, character, education
and training to fill the office of
Preffident of the United' States. Ho
has a mind that is clear, frank and
fearless. His heart is filled with sentiment of gratitude and loyalty, a
heart that beats in sympathy with
the misfortunes of all mankind. He
has made good in the business of
government.
"Governor Roosevelt this splendid
gathering today is an evidence of
the delight of these people to welcome you to New Hampshire. I consider it an honor and a privilege to
introduce you to them as the next
President of the United States."
Standing quickly to acknowledge
the introduction, Governor Roosevelt flashed the crowd a broad smile
and waved his hand in appreciation
of their cheers. For several minutes
the shouts came from all sides of
the platform and then the audience
quieted down in anticipation of his
address.
Governor's Address.
"My friends from New Hampshire.
Maine, Massachusetts and all poirits
west this is a delightful welcome
home to the ancient mariner,' he
said.
"We have just come through a
wonderful week at sea with no casualties excepting a shine on the end
of our noses and the loss of a few
hairs that got afoul of the mainsheets."
Governor Roosevelt recalled that
30 years ago he traveled up and
down the coast In his boat so that
,ha has become familiar "with every
rock and shoal and every harbor in
the vicinity.
The New York chief executive, at
,this point, made it clear that he

would not discuss politics because of
the Sabbath and the amusing story
that followed revealed he is not the
only one teeproperly observe Sunday.
Story to Illustrate.
"I recall an interesting episode that
happened back in 1917 when I was
assistant secretary of the navy," he
said. ",At that time we were patrolling the coast with small boats,
day and night, to safeguard against
any Invasion by enemy submarines.
"I had occasion to come up here
to inspect the patrol base and I happened to arrive on Sunday. I went
directly to the headquarters of the
patrol fleet and met the youthful
commander who was a naval reservist.
"How many ships have you got?"
I asked.
"Seven splendid chips," was the .
reply.
"Where are they?
"He took me to the window and
pointed out in the harbor where I
saw a peculiar array of craft ranging from fishermen's boats to converted yachts."
"Why are they all there, I in.
qu i red."
"Because, sir, he said, it is Sunday."
Airplane Halts Address.
An airplane
circling over the
speaker's stand caused such a roar
the
that
speaker was forced to wait,
during his recounting of this incident, until it passed over the roof
of the Casino.
The episode appealed to the throng
and the New York governor told another, this time at the expense of
the two Maine senators and the people of Portland.
This occurred, he said, In 1598 at
tar
-

SAYS TUNNEY SHOULD
HIT HARD ON SIUMP
HAMPTON BEACH, July 17.—
(AP)—Governor Roosevelt thinks
Gene Tunny as a campaigner
should be a hard hitter.
Advised that the former heavyweight champion would stump
for Mr. Roosevelt's presidential
candidacy, the governor said he
was pleased, adding "he should
be able to hit hard if he is as
good a stumper as a boxer."

came well acquainted with the duties of this department during his
term as assistant .s,,cretary, Mr.
Roosevelt spAte of his investigation
of alleged waste in the disposal of
junk. As a result of this probe, he
stated a smelting plant was established at the Portsmouth Navy yard
and hundreds of thousands of dollars were saved annually by salvaging the best of the junk.
This, he went on, was followed by
the erection of a shop at Portsmouth
to produce small electrical equipment
Prizes Portsmouth M atch.
The governor referred to one visit
to Portsmouth when the employee of
the navy yaed presented him a solid:
geld watch,
"I treasured it and wore it daily
until I came into possession of my
father's watsh," he said. "Now my
son James wears it with equal
pride."
The governor told of his summer
place in the northern part of Maine
and of his intention to visit there in
the future.
"I don't know whether I will return before November 8, however, he
said in closing.
Before the program was concluded
Chairman Ladd introduced
Mayor
Curley who presented the Democratic nominee a portrait of the New
York governor in behalf of "Massachusetts friends."
"We wanted the artist to paint
into it some of the courage that he
demonstrated in his flight to the
Chicago convention; some of
the
courage he demonstrated in sailing
the waters of the Atlantic; some of
the courage he has shown in forcing
the enactment of the finest liberal
legislation in any state."
Heads For N. Y. Today.
Governor Roosevelt, aecompapied
by Mr. and Mrs. James Itooeevelt
and other members of the family.
left immediately after the exercises
for the summer home of Dr. Harvey
Cushing at Little Boars Head. Tomorrow morning he will leave in his
own car for Albany, N. Y., possibly
making one or two stops on the way.
Radio Engineers Busy,

Al during the morning radio engineers were busy working on the
amplifying system for the beach as
the outbreak of the Spanish-Amer- well as
completing arrangements for
ican war when word came _from
across the water that the Spanish the national broadcast. Two movie
fleet had left for parts unkewn. sound film trucks were parked at
Later, according to the governor, the rear of the
platform and wires
the word reached this country that
the fleet was headed for Portland, were run over the top of the ChamMe., with intent to blow up that city. ber of Commerce building to the
"Immediately there was a great staging in front. Acros sthe
boulefurore in: Portland and many of the
people departed for the interior car- vard four telegraph operators were
rying their valuables," Governor established in the Casino bowling alRoosevelt said,
leys with their instruments ready to
"They appealed to their senators send the
governor's speech around
at Washington and these two officials immediately went to navy the world.
headquarters to request that an ironThe 30 police officers from
clad be sent to the Portland harbor." ton under the supervision of HampDeputy
Sheriff
Harry D. Munsey kept the
Sent Obsolete Ship,
traffic
running
smoothly
with the asGovernor Roosevelt described the
great delignt with which T. R. sistance of 10 officers from SalisRoosevelt, then in charge at the de- bury , Mass., and the 23 Massachu
partment, dispatched an old broken setts troopers under Limit/ T Hordown iron clad, resurrected from the ace Mitchell of the state police in
mudflats near one of the eastern Boston, Mass.
As soon as the sun appeared
naval yards to the Maine coast. It
those
had a gun, he explained, so obsolete sitting on the sand brought their gay
that the projectile wouldn't carry a 4 colored beach chairs and large urn.
brellas within range of
Roosevelt's
The bright colors of
"With the arrival of this good old voice.
monitor off toe city of Portland, the beach pajamas and bathing the
cults
good people of that city came back added to the festive appearance
of
from the interior with the valuables the crowd
and lived happily ever after,'' he
A nettvork of the state
troopers
I was laid from the
concluded,
Lafayette highlili diecusebiEMIe navy, for he be- j. way along
Winnicumtnett road to
I the Ocean boulevard,
along the
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Amusing Big Crowd with Stories
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Governor It
(at the microphone) told 75.000 people a lin greeted III 01 at Hampton Beach yesterday
that he would refrain from talking politics because it was Sunday. This picture, snapped while the Democratic
nominee was relating an amusing episode experienced during his term as assistant secretary of the navy. At the
extreme right may be seen Mayor James M. Curley of Roston and at his left, Frederic E. Small of Rochester.
beach to Marsh avenue and aeroF.
T \%0 large platform sections for in: had been taken from their pockets
the Hampt9n bridge to Saliahm , ,,t,.(1 guests
just north of the speak - with losses varying from $5 to $50.
beach, Every danger point was care
er'e platform were decorated with
Although there was a slight delay
fully guarded against accidents.
colorful bunting. •Between the two in traffics
while cavalcade of 50
With flags and gay bunting flos' ,,
area with tables was motor cars bearing Roosevelt and his
large
ections
a
Ing from hoteis, stores and rooming
party were led down the boulevard
set aside for newspaper
correhouse, the beach was in gay attire I
by four of the New Hampshire state
spondents.
to welcome Roosevelt. From Boar's
Early in the (lay entrances to all police, all those who drove to the
Head to White's Island colorful
reserved sections were thoroughly beach to hear the Presidential nomidecorations together with numerous
guarded by more than a dozen police nee got within hearing distance.
"Welcome" signs pronounced the ocOfficers reported some congestion
officers. Only those with the car- at the Hampton bridge
canton an unusual one.
and on Marsh
Every inch of available parking rect colored pass was allowed with- avenue directly after the concluaion
space on the beach proper was filled In each section of the
the
of
program.
Motorists
blew their
roped area.
horns impatiently when forced to
two hours before Roosevelt's arrival
were wait for some few minutes
and long lines of ears wound their Additional reserved spaces
when
way around the back avenues In the marked off on the beach stage and everybody rushed to leave the beach
vain hope of finding some imoccii- on the upper end of the Casino at once. This was soon strnightened
out by the network of poiice and the
pied spot. As early as 9 o'clock in piazza,
traffic moved smoothly along.
the morning large numbers of specRoofs in the near vicinity whether
Inspired by Roosevelt's talk, Antators arrived at the beech, in spite pitched or flat were filed
with in- drew J. "Bossy" Gillis, the former
of tile threatening weather, to
terested spectators. Photographers bad boy mayor of
Newburyport,
cure an advantageous parking spac'I with tripods, hand cameras and moMass., held a political rally of his
tor their auto and a seat for them -I Don picture machines were perched own in front
of the police headquarselves.
on every high point within a block ters furnishing competition for
the
A procession of 25 state trooper:. of the speakers' platform. A sea- nearby band concert.
Bossy flaunted
from Topsfieki, Reading and Fra'l plane carrying •
photographers a bright blue tie hearing the picture
mingham, Mass., headed by Motor I passed six times over the center of of the Presidential nominee
with the
Vehicle Inspector James E. Brown, the beach, even to interrupting the words "For Roosevelt and
ProsperJr., of Epping, arrived on the beach governor's speech on one occasion, ity." He told incidents of his own
just as a steady downpour of rain taking views of the largest crowd campaign for mayor and augured
victory for Roosevelt in his own
broke loose.
The Masaachusetts ever gathered on Hampton Beach.
picturesque manner.
troopers made for the Casino where
011 Painting Displayed.
they were entertained by the man'
Chamber Does Good lob.
Attractive
wicker
agement at luncheon.
chairs were
While the Democratic state comUndaunted by the steady rain mo- placed on the platform for members
eretve
torlate continued t'hl of Roosevelt's family.
distinguished
Just above mittee provided the
through the morning hours and by
guest of the occasion, it remained
the time the air had cleared the the platform was a scroll beetling
for the Hampton Bunch Chamber
of
parking spaces near the center of the words "Welcome to .Hampton
the beach had been taken.
Beach," with an oil painting of Commerce to .make the event
real
success.
A half mile stretch of the bottle' Rosevelt in the center. The
stand
Every detail in regard to parking
yard north of the Chamber of Commerce building was roped off for re- from which Roosevelt spoke was of cars and the accommocHttions of
the
thousands of visitors was
flags
With
and four microserve standing room., Patient wait- adorned
handled by the Chamber of
ers took their pieces inside the phones.
with the assistance of theCommerce
town
ropes several hours before the
the
Directly
at
close
of
authe speech
r.
. George Ashworth,
rival of the party from Portsmouth. it number of persons reported at. the thorities
chalr.A
man of the precinct
police station that their pocketbooks
commission.
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00,G60 bond issue biToillIce alititif;111
hway fund o,
aid from the state
five years. Curley fiend Ely deciar the plan hr..; merit and he will co.
sider it. It would require action by
aPccial legislative session, which th
mayors askerbe called before the mi.,
die of September.
Reasons for Program
ing
eufrie
h ey later issued a statement as
mayors have agreed on a Prit
gram they believe is necessary toga?,
e
guard property-owners from
precedented tax sate, and
needy the rest of the year. He ad
Bosten'a welfare costs have increase
about $7,000,000 over last year and it
has lost $4,000,000 in state income
taxes and other sources, a total o
From Ow Special Reporter
$11.000,000. Also, municipalities in th
Boston. Aug. la—The executive coun- tranitit district must he paid $1,7501
3?
to the deficit in Boston elecil, which held its regular meeting to- ,000 due
vated operating costs, whereas last
day instead of Wednesday, and then year there was a refund of $1,250,000 or
Governor Roosevelt's assurances
that Mayor .adjourned for twa
weeks, confirmed more. This raises Boston's costs to
Curley's visit to Albany two days
more than $13,000,000 over last year
after Gover- Gov Ely's appolntme
ht of Dr M. Jos- and many
nor Ely's visit bas "no particular
citizens will be unable to
significance" eph Shaughnessy of Framingham as
pay
taxes. He believes other municimay be accepted as entirely genuine.
So, also, medical examiner of the 8th Middlesex palities of the state face similar probdoubtless may be Mayor Curley's
assurance that district, vice Dr James Glass. The lems, he said.
"he just came over" to wish
The reason for desiring that thei
Governor Roose- council had ke-p:: the nomination on bond issue
be paid from the highway+
velt well.
the table for several weeks. It post- fund, Curie' explained, is that the,
poned action on the appointment of P. cost of municipal activities today is:
Even if they talked politics a little
it need Gerald Ryan
of Newton as justice of due to a great extent to automobile,
not be regarded as of particular
significance. the Ayer district court.
operation, police work, traffic central
Mayer Curley was one of the original
Before
approving
the contract for and supervision, aS well as seekin
and more
purchase of land in East Boston from and prosecuting motor law violatiosi
earnest advocates of the nominatio
n of Gov- the Boston Port Developme
nt com- and cost of highways and maint
ernor Roosevelt, so earnest, in
fact, that he pany' for $338,000, as arranged by the nance.
public works department, • Commisbecame a notable attachment of
The mayors also desire legislation
the Puerto
sioner Frank E. Lyman was called to permit municipalities to borrow out,
Rico delegation in the conventio
n. Iii the cir- - Into the sessien. He appeared
side
their debt limit upon tax lien,
accomcarnstances, therefore, it would not be
astonish- panied by Associate Commissioners held by them and enactment of legisa
Richard K. Hale and Hei•m in A. Mac- lation to invest mayors and
leg if Mayor Curley "just came over"
selectmen;
several Donald, which was interprete
d to as well as oounty commissioners out-'
times to wish Governor Roosevelt well.
mean that he intended to have wit- side Suffolk count), with authority
to
There might have been "particular signif- besses present.
has e absolate control or salaries and
wages of all employes ptid by the city,
Ely Rost to Mayors
icance" had Governor Ely and Mayor
Curley I
town or
icurneyed to Albany together on the same (lay r Gov Ely left the council session as and nextcounty treasuries during thls
year. In Suffolk camity, this,
the land purchase matter came up,
and together visited Governor Roosevelt, but, having
been deferred at the previous authority would be in the Boston
mayor.
as for some raa.i.los it did not happen that way, I meeting because of objections by the
' Ely Likes Plan
lieutenant-governor, and received a
'11100
Gov Ely later .said the mayors' prooymid
maityto
C
ere (
)fhtahrlees4a
syoA
e.
it may be assumed that there is no particiliaL t
s
shcle
f eaNewdr
l uvb,oh
posal It is claimed will bring an ayesignificance in their putting two days between Bedford,
and containing Mayor James erage tax rate reduction of $2. He be-'
M. Curley of Boston, MArrne.-}4nrace nevem it has merit and that legisla,-1
their respective visits.
littlfrriff Brockton, Mayor Andrew A. tibn could be passed to permit rebattail
It is tentatively announced that Mayor Cur- Cassasa of Revere and
Mayor Gayden ott bills previously submitted by asley's eloquent tongue will be employed liberally W. Morrill of Newburyport. Subject sessors. He gave no indication aa to
when he will call a special sessien.
later in the campaign and largely in the West. for discussion was financial relief of
With the lieutenant-governor
municipalities, because of mounting
and,
This will enable the West to discover that it is nubile welfare costs and cutting costs Councilor Cote of Fall River
ing,
the council approved the dissentolfesirrut
e ltichiaptalleovRetia
•ntom=p
s, tT
hiete
rnmfa
(elite unnecessary to spend four years in Har- (
eye
T
contract
for purchase of land in East
Boaton,
yard, or even any time at all to gain the "Her- lain money to
meet their expenses for construction of a state highway)
This
is
d etheetret hhe etnieeithdilancustslotfinn
m nnin
yard accent," which Mayor Curley may employ a
the
Boston
pot
t
ofd using
development,
from project the lieutenant-governor has
for withering the hopes of Republican villaies
protested, Decision came after
gasoline %axes for thgiswPirrpose.
a 21,j
wherever they hail from and wherever they
uritsheastinoen.
Mayor Curley said the club's pro- how
may.gram for
relief
of
-municipalities was
be.
lieutena.nt-govetnor dislaid before Gov Ely, asking for a $15,- senting, the council grantS1
pardon
Evidence accumulates that whatever else the
on parole conditions
tfoleseadffolrlestR;etPP/1en
110VitZ Of Boston,
West may lack in the fall months, it will notl
to 21
/
2 years on the charge
or being
lack for silver-tongued Democratic oratory.
an accessory before
the fact of burn.'
ing
A a eboumilnillinfg
Through an Associated Press despatch from
t.
e
e of nine
Montgomery, Ala., former-Senator J. Thomas
Commitnista'
had an appointment
Heflin announces that he will "take the stump,
to Gov Ely because today to protest
they are refu
permits to speak on behalf
this fall on behalf of the Democratic presidenof the pars
ty's political crundidates
.
tial ticket, speaking in Nebrask%, Kansas, Colput off until tomorrow They were
orado, California ann other Western States."
Gov Ely was so busy, so morning ai
Secretary DeWolf becauseprotested ta
This also in the circlmstances probably has
allowed to cool their heel', they war.
in the outer
no "particular AgnificaAce."
°M
(17orge P. Reckford o
reappointed to the ballot l Roston waa
Comm
Mon.
gave of his time and labor to see
that everything was in readiness for
the reception to Governor Roosevelt.
Peculiarly enough the real 'workers
behind the scenes were all Republicans but they didn't let politics
stand in the way of giving Hampton Beach the best publicity it has
had in years.
Secretary Tucker and police officers estimated the attendance today
at nearly 100,000. They said it was
Hampton's record breaking crowd
for all ,times.
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EXECUTIVE corm.
CONFIRMS NAMING
OF DR SHAUGHNESSY

,Approves Contract For Land
in East Boston—Mayors'
Club Suggests Bond Issue
to Gov Ely
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Smith Help Needed
In Massadiusetts,
According to Field

WIE

1 19R e51
a.
-(

would set the wet cause
It wa.s a day Of triumfM-181,
back ten
years. Smith went up to
senor Curley, the delegate from
Boston
and made one of his best
Pnr t0 HMO.
rabble
rousing efforts. He drove the
Boston Irish to a frenzy of enthus
iasm.
And the wets won the referendum
by a two to one vote!
This same 'Ely was slow to warm
'a memorandum dictated by Gov.
to Roosevelt this year, after makShouse's
Roosevelt providing for
ing the nominating speech for
Roosevelt's Rival Is Wanted to Smith. But his old enemy
designation as permanent chairman
, Mayor
and taken down by Jackson over
Curley, an enthusiastic Roosevelt
Bring State in Fold,
long-distance telephone at the time
man, has called on him to run for
Writer Says
of the April 4 meeting in Chicago
re-election as Governor, promisof the Democratic convention coming his support. And Farley has
mittee on arrangements.
been running over to see him,
By CARTER FIELD
Jackson, in this morning's papers,
persuading him to come to Aladmitted giving Shouse such a
WASHINGTON, July 25.—The bany.
"document," but denied there was
drive by James A. FarleY,
chairman
But a great deal depends on get.
any inference, direct or indirect, of
of the Democratic National Corn-'
ting Smith himself to do for Rooseits being approved by Gov. Roosemittee, to placate the Al Smith lieuvelt
and
Ely
this
year
what
he
clic
velt. Shouse, however, contends in
tenants, is so important that
for the wets, Marcus Coolidge anc
his statement today that it was apwhether Roosevelt or Hoover
is Ely in 1930. Then he persuaded tht
proved by Roosevelt and that both
elected in November may easily deIrish to vote for two Yankees, quitt
Jackson and former Gov. Byrd ce
pend on its success or failure.
an achievement in Massachusetts
Virginia knew this to be the fact.
Not only do the 17 electoral This year he would have
to per
The incident 1.s important as
votes of Massachusetts hang on suade his own worshippers
that th
showing the bitter struggle that 101
whether the fanatical Smith fol- man he fought so bitterl
y is no'
going on between the Roosevelt and
lowing in the Bay State is lined worthy of support.
anti-Roosevelt factions for control
up for the man who blocked Al
of the Democratic convention workSmith, as they figure it, but in all
ings. The Rooseltlt forces
are
ds
probability the electoral votes of
S
I seekin
g to oust Shouse, who is al- :
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
lied
with
the
Rasko
b-Al Smith'
York and New Jersey will also
"stop Roosevelt" element, as perdepend on it.
manent convention chairman in faAll these States, as the situation
vor of Senator Walsh of Monta
na,
Is viewed now, are likely to be close,
while the Roosevelt foes are bent
_
_
although it is too early to tell ac,upon supplanting Senator Barkley
curately. At the present we do not
M.mocratie
Breach.
Orer .
as keynoter. It is possible that the
even know how far President
Hoofate of the Roosevelt candidacy
ver will go on Prohibition in
Choir
uOle
/rum
os
his
hinges u.
acceptance speech. That may prove
"Le
. outcome.
important in these States.
EY
PLAINS
Shonse Insists Booserelt Has
May
JERSEY INDICATION
Curley o Boston said today
If the President should
move i prevent Shouse
Indorsed Him.
go much
further wet than is not anticifro
sec
permanent chairman
pated. If he should ignore the
was "forced" by Shouse
Secretary Jackson
Politely attitude" toward Roosev 's "tuatalr
frowning Borah, who has alread
elt.
y
declared that he cannot
Curley said Shouse had used his
suppor
Branded. as Liar
Hoover becanse of the wetness of t
post
ns executive director of the
the
Republican platform, it may be
Democratic National Commi
some
ttee to
BY LAURENCE M. BENEDICT
time before there is a definit
laId
the
movement to keep Roosee reaction in this group of very wet
velt from becoming the
"Times" Staff Correspondent
Democratic
States which will indicate how their
WASHINGTON, June 8. (Exclu- Presidential nominee.
electorak votes will be cast.
"If he had been the privat
sivel—Republicans were in high glee
e employee of a firm and been
The Roosevelt managers have
as unfair
today as the controversy in Demo- es he has been
already shown that they are willas executive
cratic ranks over the selection of a tor of the committee," Curleydirecing to go the limit to win the
said.
1
-he
should
Smith following. Farley's statehave been fired Ion,:
permanent chairman of the DemoI ago."
ment at the New Jersey meeting,
cratic National Convention widened i
praising Frank Hague to the skies,
to a point which made it obvious "STOP ROOSEVELT" MOVE
and absolving him completely for
that a last-ditch fight over the is- CONTINUES IN NORTH
all the harsh things Hague said
about Roosevelt at Chicago. is
sue will be waged between the
SAN FRANCISCO, June
8. (Exthe best indication of that.
forces of Gov. Roosevelt and the clusivel—Th e
"stop
Roosevelt"
Two years ago the wets were
leaders of the so-called "stop movement
goes merrily
ahead
worried about Massachusetts. There
Roo.sevelt," movement.
among Bay District
was a referendum on the repeal of
The •day's development in the
Democrats. It
was
learned today that
the State Prohibition enforcement
matter in Washington was a stateleaders of
law. The Democratic nominees for
ment by Jouett Shouse, chairman the Al Smith faction,
defeated at
Senator and Governor were wet,
of the Democratic National Ex- the primaries,
are teaming
with
while the Republican nominees were
ecutive Committee, saying in polite
those of the Hearst
dry.lfty_et.L...1
language that Robert Jackson of
r C
etiisrley,
ibt. of Boston. who
ner alliance and will -McAdoo-Garthis yea •
carry their opNew Hampshire, secretary of the.
t
position to New York's
Democratic National Committee, or
against Senator David I. Walsh and
the Chicago conven Governor Into
tion,
Governor Ely, Sm!th leaders, had
anybody else who states that Shouse
hoping
; to
denounced Ely, Democratic nomiwas not, agreed upon as permanent to have enough combined strew*
swing
with
the
convention chairman, in a
nee, in scathing terms.
deal nee, whether it is prospective nomlSmith, Garner Or
with the Roosevelt people whichy
lanother,
SMITH TO RESCUE
also involved making Senator BarkLocall
y,
In desperation the wets appealed
rival
ticket
s of county
ley of Kentucky the convention keyi committee
to Al Smith. They pointed out that
members are
noter, is just, a plain liar.
being
I framed for the
a dry victory in Massachusetts
Augus
t primaries/I,
MEMORANDUM CITED
I one by the
Garner group,
which
Shouse seemed to authenticlite his captured
California's
ease pretty .solidly, producing what and the other by the delegation,
Roospelt
,. . .supportera, who
refuse tu
purported to be an original copy of
theawoorer•—.....„.

G.O.P:
AS FOES BATTLE
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THE ENIGMATIC ELY.
At a meeting of the Massachusetts Democratic State Committee
Mayor CuRLEY described himself as
"a self-effacing volunteer worker
in the ranks of the Democracy."
Governor ELY conversed cordially
with his recent adversary, hut neglected the opportunity to say anything about his present feelings or
his future course in regard to the
Democratic national ticket. Ts he a
Smith die-hard
Will he yet bring
himself to utter the names of Mr.
ROOSEVELT and Mr. GARNER?Will
he consent to he a candidate for reelection? It is the strong, unanimous
desire of his party that he should be.
Last week he was cryptic:
There are some weighty considerations to t.orPtvo Ittnntinn. This
would he the proper place to make
A statement, but at the proper time
and in considerable detail, carefully prepared, I'll have something
to say to you. No one needs read
any meaning into the absence of
any of my remarks on the Campaign, because your conclusions
would probably be wrong. When
the time comes. I myself will be !
delighted to tell you.
Though grievously disappointed
at Chicago. it isn't to he thought
that he will sulk in the national '
campaign. Presumably he will he
regular, though with no pretense
of rapture. But will he accept renomination? It has been said that
he is disgusted not only with the
: rancor of Republican opposition but'
with the selfishness of many members of his own party. According
; to the veteran Boston reporter of
The Springfield Republican, it would
be no surprise if the Governor should
refuse to run again and in a statement to that effect show
how deeply he feels that public life
has no glamour for one who would
be honest and upright in his administrative work and seek to do
that which he considers best.
We take the liberty of believing
that there would be a good deal of
surprise. "JOE" ELY is no "ama- .
teur reformer." He doesn't expect
to find the heads of politicians
bowed with their aureoles. He remembers that once famous saying ;
of "SAM" FESPENDEN to another
".1n": "Gott Almighty hates A
quitter." Anyway, If the party drafts
him, he can't escape. And nobody
can hope to vie with ".TIM " CURLEY
in the art. of "self-effacement."
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ROOSEVELT GREETED
BY 50,000 ADMIRERS
NEW HAMPSHIRE
New England Throng Cheers
Him at Hampton Beach
as Next President.
HE IS SILENT ON POLITICS
Bars Them on Sunday and
Relates Anecdotes of Previous
Visits to Coast.
CURLEY PRESENTS PORTRAIT
Governor

Spends the

Night

With

His Son James—Will Motor
to Albany Today.

From a Staff Correspondent.
Special lo Mg New YORK TIMIS.

HAMPTON BEACH, N. H., July
17.-- A crowd estimated to number
50,000 persons gathered from various
parts of Northeastern New England
today to hail Governor Roosevelt as
the Democratic candidate for President. Fran: Maine, Massachusetts.
Vermont and, of course. New Hampshire, they poured into this beach resort to acclaim their party standard
bearer, who came here at the end of
his week's cruise from New York.
Political leaders were out in force.
The crowd waited expectantly for
i he Governor to speak, but when he
delivered his informal address he
made it plain he did not intend to
touch on political topics and confined
himself to anecdotes of his association with this neighborhood.

•

Talks With Maine Leader.
With the crew of the Myth 14, composed of his sons, a cousin and one
non-family member, grouped arourid
him, the Governor received a heads'
welcome from the throng that lined
, the windy beach, filled Die beachfront Itreet and packed near-by
buildings. He spoke for only a short
time and his words were broadcaet
throligh amplifiers stretched along
the beach. The belief was frequently
expressed that Governor Roosevelt
and Speaker Garner have as good as
an even chance in the normally Republican States of New Hampshire
and Maine and that, the ticket weuld
carry Massachusetts.

7
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Before the Governor left the yawi
this morning he chatted with Chief
Justice W. R. Pattangall of the
Maine Supreme Court, who went out
to the yawl, anchored in Little Harbor. Justice Pattangall was at one
time a powerful factor in the Maine
Democracy, but in 1928 he bolted the
party to support President Hoover.
He was appolnted to his present post
by a Republican Governor.
(sharlem L. Donahue and Mrs.
Donahue, the latter National Committee woman from Maine, occupied
front row seats at the reception
here. Robert Jackson, secretary of
the National Committee, arranged
the demonstration.
Another New
England leader prominent in the
gathering was Mayor James U.
Curley of Boston, but the Smith-Ely
faction of the Bay State was not
cepresented.

State Chairman Gould won a.
,plause in opening the reception wh
',he referred to Governor Roosevo
as the next President. Dr. Sarrts.,
Ladd, former Mayor of Portsreciutis':i
drew a similar response to his pre.
diction of victory.
• Frederick E. Small of Rochester,
in troduced the Governor and declared that he was a man "of feat'.;
Iless mind needed for the great of,
of the Presidency."
Governor Abjures Politics.
Mr. Small recalled that it was
New
Hampshire
Governor
that
Roosevelt won his first pre-convention victory in a primary, and
added:
"It is a source Of great gratification that the Presidential campaig
n
begins this year in New Hampshi
re."
But the Governor did not take the
cue: He had stated that he had
no
intention of talking politics at
gathering and he stuck to the
Spends Night With Son.
his
promise.
Tonight the Governor went to the
"My friends of Maine, New
Hamphome of his son James at Little shire, Massachusetts and all points
Boar's Head to spend a quiet evening West," he said, "this is a delightful
welcome
and see his youngest granddaughter, ner. Wehome for an ancient mariare just through with a
Sarah
Delano
Roosevelt, whose cruise from Long Island and
we
mother, Betsy Cushing Roosevelt, is have had a very wonderful week
with
the daughter of Dr. Harvey Cushing. some no casualties except losing
skin off the
Dr. Cushing', other daughters. Mary and some long ends of our noses
hair that almost
and Barbara; Franklin Jr. and John, fouled the main sheet.
"This is not a political
the Governor's sons, and "Bobby"
It is just a family party. gathering.
It
Delano and George Briggs, the other be political
, because it is couldn't
members of the yawl's crew, comThen he related ananecd Sunday."
ote cf
prised the rest of the party. The service as Assistant Secretary of his
the
Navy during the war.
Governor will start for Albany by
He
was in-,
specting bases and on a
Sunday
visautomobile in the morning.
ited one in this
neighborhood
Governor Roosevelt and his crew, the young reserve officer in to find
charge
i
of the coast patrol
save for James. remained aboard the
proudly displaying his craft.
Myth ir last night and stayed Oh
"I said to him, "are
all yew- ships
board all the morning as thunder here?'"
storms and rain squalls sped out to ' "And lie said, 'all here,
sir, right
the sea. It was well after noon be- in the harbor.'
"So I said, 'but why
are they all
fore the Governor went by launch to lin here?"
the home of J. Randolph Coolidge at
"And he replied,
'because
itis Sunthe other end of the bay. Then he day.'"
He
told
how
his
drove to Wentworth-by-the-Sea, a
Theodore RooseveltRepublican uncle,
had sena a C'vIi
hotel perched above Little Harbor, to War ironclad
to
. Me.,
greet Mayor Curley, Robert M. 1898 to quiet fears Portland
of an attack by In
a
Gould, New Hampshire State chair- Spanish fleet.
"When I came to
man, Mr. and Mrs, Donahue, several 1920 to
Portsmo
uth
ill
make a political
speech,';t4:4
representatives from Vermont, and went on, "the men
of
ented me with a gold the yard pr
others.
watch. I w
it for some years
and then when'
A long motorcade formed at the took
to wearing my
, hotel and travelled into Portsmouth
gave it o my son, father's wate,-I
James, and he
with Mayor Fernando Hartford riding is wearing it here
today."
' He recalled his
with the Governor. There the parade
many
Northwestern Coast -anti visits to the
said he halted in the main square and the sure he
knew the .needs of the
sesGovernor acknowledged hl3 recepMayor Curley was
ti°na
tion.
as
plauded as the Governo heartily apAs he was riding to Hampton and
r had heel
when he
Beach the Governor passed James's of the Democra presented a portrait
tic candidate as
the
Summer cottage and saw the nurse gift of itriraoyuoi;.
a
on the front lawn holding little Sarah
trait revealed the
courage oef the
in a pink blanket. He had the car Governo
r as exemplif
ied by his air]autiisee flight
stopped and the baby brought to erit.
t p ibteo c
Chicago
oas
and t
yawl
him for a kiss. Then he -went on and
Th Governot•
responde
as his car went slowly through the Mayor d briefly in thanking
for the gift.
thickly packed throngs on the beach
The Executive and
hie
front street. he was cheered lustily. expected to reach Athens, party ere
tomotraw
evening.
On the way
A. stand had been erected in front of at
he will halt
Beverly
the Chamber of Commerce 'Building hour N•131t Farms, Mass.,_ for a halt
with Cokinel
House.
on the bench
Edward NP
.,

l
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WEI CHEER
ROOSEVELT IN
NElt. ENGLAND
Crowd Masses Several Miles .
Along Ocean Shore to Hear
Nominee at Hampton Beach
By EDWARD L. RODDAN,
uni versa! Service Correspondent,
HAMPTON BEACH. N. E., July
17.—The largest crowd in the history of Republican New -lampshire packed and jammed its way
into this little resort city today to
welcome Governor Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Democratic nominee
for the Presidency.
Massed thousands deep along the
chilly, windswept beach, the
gathering gave visible evidence
that the name of Roosevelt still
holds political magic. Police estimated there were 50,00') strung
along the narrow strip of sandy
beach.
Adhering strictly to his rule of
no politics," Governor Roosevelt
was in a happy mood as he spoke
a few words of greetings.into the
microphone.

•

TELLS OF CRUISE.
He told them a few incidents
of his recent cruise along the New
England shoreline, spun a few
yarns of the sea, and expressed
the hope that he will be able to
meet them again before the campaign ends next November. Just
as a friendly warning, His nominee said:
—this, of course. is not a political gathering. It is just. a great
big family party. It could not
he a political ;fathering because
this Is Sunday."
Although the crowd was evidently hoping for some old-fashioned political oratory, they went
away satisfied with having obtained a glimpse of President
Hoover's rival.
On the speakers' platform were
Democratic leaders from New
Hampshire, Maine and Massachusetts.
Governor Roosevelt was
introduced by Frederick E. Small,
one-time Democratic Mayor of the
Republican city of Rochester..
N. H.

kit(

y
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"WILL et:MY STATE."
In a short, vigorous address
Smali predicted that his State
will fall again into the Democratic column as it did for President Wilson in 1912 and 1916.
The ceremonies were concluded
by the presentation to the Democratic candidate of an oil painting
of himself.
Accepting the portrait from !
Mayor Curley of Boston, Governor
Roosevelt said:
"I am very grateful to you
for the gift of this portrait. I
don't. know whether it's a good
portrait or not. I'll have to ask
my wife first. But I thank you
heartily for the generous spirit
in which it was given."
AREA'FAMILIAR.
In his talk to the crowd Governor Roosevelt reminded his hearers that he was familiar with
every nook and corner of the
coastline through many years of
sailing and his service as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. He
said:
"This is a very delightful welcome here to this beautiful resort. We have Come through a
wonderful week at sea with no
casualties except some skin from
the end of noses and some long
hair that almost got entangled
in the main sheets. It is good to
he back in this region where
have spent so many happy days
in bygone years."
Roosevelt then pointed out that
his rule of observing the Sabbath
by eschewing politics was in keeping with the old New England
spirit when he was Assistant Secretary of the Navy. The Governor said he came to nearby
Portsmouth to inspect the wartime patrol fleet.
RECALLS OTHER SUNDAY.
Arrving on a Sunday, Roosevelt said, the commanding officer
proudly pointed to hi; fleet of
seven vessels in the harbor, two
converted yachts, two tugs. one
big yacht and two converted fishermen.
"'But why are they all in
port?' I asked. The officer responded reprovingly, Ikea use
it is Sunday.'"
The nominee then recalled how
his namesake, "T. R.," who also
served as Assistant Secretary of
the Navy, once sent an intiquated
Ironclad gunboat to calm the fears
of the residents of Portland, Me.,
who feared the Spanish fleet was
going to bombard them in 1898.
He said the ironclad was towed
from the Philadelphia Nay Yard
and anchored outside the city at
the request of Maine's two senators.
This reference to "Teddy
Roosevelt" brought a hearty response of laughter from the
crowd.

POLITICAL REPPRENCE.
The nearest thing to a P0Iltio4
reference was Roosevelt's remind,;.
er that he helped establish a
marine base at Portsmouth
wartime and also put in oPerIO
tion there a plant to reduce scrali"
metal which saved Uncle Sam
hundreds of thousands of dollars
annually.
When the exercises concluded,
Governor Roosevelt motored to the
Summer home of his son, James,
at Little Boars Head, a few miles
away, to spend the night. The
cottage is next to the home of Dr.
Harvey Cushing, James' father
in-law.
Enroute to Albany by Motor tomorrow, Roosvelt plans to stop at
Beverly Farms, Mass., for a conference with Colonel Edward N.
House, "silent man" of the Wilson
administration.

/
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Nlay Use Curley
Out of State
to Placate Ely
e

to pay his respects to tee eaassacnusetts chief executive had to he abandoned.
____

Will Not Ignore Ely
There is no intention on the part of
the Roosevelt forces to Ignore Governor
dde
f
further
o
efforts
h
help.ts ill
ma
lytx. am
however,
solicit
undoubtedly
national
Democratic
comenitteeman
As
from Massachusetts he cannot well avoid
-certain responsibilities to the party, even
‘
, though the nomination or4toosevelt and
1,
e".7 Speaker Garner may be personally disto him.
Governor Roosevelt, looking the plcure of health after his cruise along the
New England seacoast, expressed pleaslure at the way things are going and said
I he was tremendously encouraged by the
Richard
D.
reception given him at 1 lampton Beach
Grant
By
Sunday. After the conference at the
—
Failure of the various moves made to home of Mr. Fahey in Swampscott, he
at the home of Colonel E. M.
i date to bring together the Massachu- stopped who
acted as adviser to President
I House,
isetts Democrats who will work to carry 'Wilson during the latter's administragovernor
said it was Just an
the State for the party's national ticket lion. The
and the Smith irreconcilables, headed by informal chat.
Before leaving Little Boar's Head in
Governor Joseph B. Ely and Daniel H.
Coakley, is a continuous source of New Hampshire, he was visited by forGovernor Alvan T. Fuller of Massatrier
strength to the Republicans, who have ,
high hopes of not enly reclaiming the chusetts, whose mummer home is there.
Notwithstanding the importance placed
,Commonwealth for President Hoover but
on the appointment of Maynard as leader
of putting over the entire State ticket,
the Roosevelt campaign by those
of
' The fact that Mayor James M. Curely
of Boston, who has been Roosevelt's con-. Nellie interpreted it as a sacrificial move
Curley :ri the role of the
spicuous champion here from the he- with Mayormayor,
however, readily gave
ginning of the pre-convention campaign, lamb. The
plan.
was not a party to the conference at his approval to the
"I am still a self-effacing Roosevelt
Swampscott yesterday and that no menwhatever
Governor nooseand
volunteer
' tient was made of the part he will play
is eatisfactory to me. I am
was held in some quarters to be a peace velt does
anxious to promote success and harmony
offering to the Smith forces,
party ranks and I give my apThere is talk that the mayor may be in the to the appointment of Maynard,"
asked to work outside of Massachusetts prove'
to avoid recurrence of the bitter person- he deelered•
Mr. Maynard will have dictatorial
alities that marked the contest for dele powers.
He will be the one who \yid degates to the convention. His ability he clde who the principal speakers will be
I a campaigner would be equally valuable and how the elempaign funds will be exwherever it might be eMployed. He re- nended. He has been assured that he
received a great ovation when he ap- ;yin ;lave no interference in any way
peered on the platform with Governor
the natioral headquarters by James
Roosevelt in New Hampshire last week from,arley
the Roosevelt campaign manA.
and absolute necessity demands that the _,1.,,
---•
Governor
national organization line up
Ely and the other Smith supporters if
the party Is to hope for success in No.
vember.
The agreement that Joseph A. Maynard, newly electcri chairman of the
Demneratic State Committee, will have
full charge of the campaign here makes
it obvious that Mr. Coakley will have
little part in its activities, after his bitter
I statement following Mr. Maynard'e selection several days- ago that the party in
Massachusetts had been delivered to the
The Boston Municipal Research Buenemies of Al Smith.
reau in its latest public announcement,
And it will be difficult for Governor recommends four specific measures of
Ely, even if he eventually climbs aboard economy in the supply and public buildthe ROOSOVPIt bandwagon, to explain ings departments of the city. They ar.e
away some of his utteranrea at the Chi"That the supply department open the
cago convention, principally his flat maximum possible amount of city purgovernor
New
York
statement that if the
chases to competitive bidding.
was nominated he could not. carry I "That the reorganization of the supply
Massachusetts.
department be completed.
"That the repair contracts in the
Mr. Maynard, a close friend of former
who
lost
no
Fitzgerald,
public buildings department be grouped
Mayor John F.
allegiance
to
Roosehis
and opened to competitive bidding with
time in itvowing
velt and Garner, when the convention Public advertising.
authority to form
"That the purchase of furniture by
was over, was given
campaign committee, the public buildings department he
the Democratic
as
his
hands,
in
entirely
lone-nen to competitive bidding with pule
which will be
yeeterday'm conference be- lir advertising."
the result of
Leopold M. GoulsRoosevelt,
Diseussing the economy proposal for
Mr.
tween
John H. Fahey and the supply department, the announceton, LaRue Brown,
ment said:
Robert Jeckson,
attached to the
" practical method of accomplishing
Sonic significance Was was present, beClewiston
ale
worth-while results with no addition to
that
fact
asnoclatlon
with
Govcause of his close made it clear that he payroll costs would be for the mayor
,nd superintendent to bring together a
ernor Ely, but he
his own initiative and withgroup of local purchasing
, way there on to speak for the governor. competent
for large business firms, which,
authority
agents
out
from
the
State
mt.. fey was absent
we believe, would provide this assistance
Yesterday and telephone calls to as a public duty without charge."
House
brought
the
'Westfield
only
his home in
governei and Mrs. Ely
response (het the
riding for an Indefinite period,
were out
Governor Roosevelt
by
so that attempts

Republicans Heartened
Continued Failure of Demo- -tasteful
cratic Harmony Moves

L

!

Wider Competition
I Urged for the City

Committee Unable
to Meet Mayors
Meeting of Public Expenditures Body Prevents Attend
ance at Relief Conference
Replying to a request of Mayor Curley
that the members of thejoint special cornMittee on public expenditures attend the
meeting of the executive committee of the
Mayors' Club of Massachusetts at the
Parker House tomorrow, Representative
John V. Mahoney, vice chairman of the
committee, today sent a telegram to the
mayor informing him that the committee would be busy with its own affairs
tomorrow and therefore could not attend
ithe meeting.
Mayor Curley's telegram stated that
the purpose of the meeting was to draft
a bill to be submitted to the Legislature
for relief of cities and towns. Representative Mahoney. in his reply, said that
it was the committee's function to "find
ways of reducing public expenditures by
modification or repeal of existing legtalation and not the introduction of new
legislation that may constitute an additional burden on the public." Mr. Mahoney said that the mayor had not consulted the legislative committee to learn
'whether it would be agreeable for them
to attend, before arranging the meeting.
The mayor's telegram was as follows:
"A meeting has been arranged at the
Parker House in Boston to he held on
Wednesday. July 26, at 1 P. M. between
the recess Committee on Public Expenditures of State, counties, cities and towns,
of which you are a member, and the executive committee of the Mayors' Club for
the purpose of drafting a bill to be submitted to the Legislature for the relief
of cities and towns in Massachusetts.
Sincerely trust that you can be present."
Representative Mahoney's reply was as
follows:
"Regret that Committee on Public Ex.
penditures cannot meet Mayors' Club tomorrow. We are having a meeting of
our own at that time. Our function is to
find ways of reducing public' expenditures
by modification or repeal of existing legislation and not introduction of new legislation that may constitute an additional
burden on the public."

CURLEY CALLS CONFERENCE
ON WEST ROXBURY BLAST
Mayor (2,:rloy IlaLi inviter.1 those affected by the recent dynamite explosion in West Roxbury to come to his
office at 1, this morning, when he will
discuss the situation and attempt to
a;:z.sist them in some manner.
The Mayor yesterday said that Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman had
declared that the city was not responsible for the damaged hiusets and
that the burden is on the contractor.
Two other meetings are called for
today. At noon, the Traffic Commission, Public Works officials and Park
Department authorities will meet at
the Mayor's office and settle the matter of traffic circles on Centre at as
well as iron out the last of Charles
st difficulties.
At 1 p ni the Mayor will atend
meeting of the Mayors' Club at the
Parker House, k••* en the Mayors will
meet with the 1 tgislittlye Committee
on Municipal Eeeenditures.
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UNABLE TO PAY
CALL UPON ELY
Roosevelt Hoped to See Governor--Maynard Placed in Charge of
Bay State Campaign

but that he might be found at Westfield or Springfield. Efforts to locate
Governor Ely, eit her at his Springfield
office or his Westfield home, failed.
Governor Roosevelt thought of going
to Westfield to see Governor Ely, but
when he learned that it was impossible
to locate the Massachusetts chieftain,
the New York Governor decided to take
the Mohawk Trail automobile route to
Albany in order to avoid any embarrassment there might be to either of
them if he made his homeward journey
via the Westfield route.
As in All States
The promise to put his campaign
completely' in charge of the State committee here, sought by many Democratic leaders in order to sidetrack
Mayor Curley as the "big shot," was
given by the presidential candidate
readily, but was not put on the basis
that there is any antipathy to the
Boston Mayor, who led a hitter, brit
unsuccessful fight for Roosevelt delegates in the Democratic presidential
primaries on April '3.
He made it plain to Mr. Fahey, LaRue Brown, Leopold M. Gouiston and
Robert Jackson, secretary of the Democratic national committee, that he intends his presidential campaign in Massachusetts to be conducted as it will be
in ell the other States of the Union.
In every State, he said, the local Democratic committee will have charge and
will work in complete co-operation with
the national committee of the party.

Ely Will Have Say
Under such a plan Governor Ely will
have much to say, for he is a member
of the National committee from Massachusetts, with Miss Mary Ward,
strong Ely adherent and a vigorous opponent of Mayor Curley in the presidential primaries, ea the woman member ,
of the national committee from Massa-I
chusetts.
The discussion over the handling of
the campaign catne when Governor
Roosevelt expressed his disappointment
at not meeting Joseph A. Maynard,
chairman of the State committee. Mr.
Maynard was week-ending on the Cape
and hurried to the home of Colonel
E. M. House, expecting to meet Governor Roosevelt there. Upon his ari ival he found that the presidential
candidate had gone to the Fahey home,
and by the time Maynard got In touch
wilh that group by telephone, Governor
Roosevelt was about to leave for his
homeward journey. It was then that
the presidential candidate Asked his
friends to tell Chairman Maynard of
his plans for the handling of his campaign in this State.
Ely. Out Motoring
GREETS GRANDDAUGHTER
Governor Ely could not be reached
Before leaving Hampton Beach, N. H., for his home at Hyde Park, N. Y., last night for any comments on the efyesterday, Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt, Democratic presidential nom- forts of Governor Roosevelt to call on
him yesterday.
telephone
inee, said good-by to his granddaughter, Sara W. Delano Roosevelt, shown rails to Westfield Repeated
were met with the
in the arms of her mother, Mrs. James Roosevelt.
response that the Governor and MrsJ
Ely were out automobiling and that
0who discussed the Massachusetts sit- there was no certainty
when they would
BY ROBERT T. BRADY
nation with him at the summer home return. The Governor Is expected back
the
at
desk
at
his
State
House today.
Governor Fianklin D. Roosevelt of of John H. Fahey at Swampscott yesWell tanned and seemingly completely
gave
formal
yesterday
his
by
terday,
rested
after
efforts to bring Govcruise along the New
New York
England coast, the New York Governor
promise to a group of Massachusetts ernors Roosevelt and Ely together expressed himself
as well pleased with
Democrats that his campaign for for a discussion of the situation had the receptions accorded him at Portsmouth
and
Hampton
Beach on Sunday.
President in Massachusetts will be tailed.
After Mg call on Colonel House GovWhile lunching at the Fahey home,
ernor Roosevelt smilingly told reportgiven into the complete charge of efforte were
made to get in touch with
who have been with him on his
the Democrati.: State committee in ,ievernor Ely. It was the Roosevelt ers
vacation cruise in the Myth It that they
Democratic
the
with
co-operation
idea to "pay a courtesy call" upon Idle had "just a chat." Three days ago
N105,sachusette Chief Executive at the Colonel House visited the presidential
national committee.
nominee on the yawl.
The promise was made by the Slate House. A telephone call to the
Governor to a .group of Democrats capitol disclomed that tiovernor Ely
would not be a his office yesterday,

50,000 WILDLY GIVE
ROOSEVELT ACCLAIM
Smile Captures All as Democratic Nominee Ends Cruise
at Portsmouth—Great Welcome at Hampton Beach
— Expresses Confidence of Winning Bay State

Go I . RNOR ROOSEVELT OFFICIALLY WELCOMED TO PORTSMOUTH
\V. Ilartford of Portsmouth extending the greetings of the city to the Presidential nominee
Fernando
favor
the foreground of the crowd may be seen John J. Curley,
while crowds press toward the Governor's automobile. In Curley
of Boston.
brother of Mayor

to,

BY JOHN GRIFFIN
1 wort h Hotel,
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gieRmIng s mf
irliee
friendly
,
his first vessel, and later guided
carei a"
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Portsmouth
at
shore
reached
his
eiwbhilt
returned
invasion,
off
held
that
his cheeks, capfleets
''tr.e
stepped into the middle of a demon-' :;:tn,a
inred the aiteeltnaanoore those Wht. Canle
candidate and
today as a presidential
that reigned intensely for f) cheer him.
stration
of
.
heard the thunder of applause
a, along
I, alsonghat11(,
h4. nit
,(tior i trip to this
)
hours and only ceased when I All
the several
50,000 persons mingle with
withdrew into his family circle to
lie
thE,
ritm.?1: applFluse
an
he faced
booming of the surf as

ail dein onstratIon
dCeids'berblit
ore the
the night Rt the home of his 4r1t6
upon
arrival here. Roads were hack
before his return to him
vith automobiles and ad'5
rooftops crowded
AR the motor
Cavalcade moyed along

the!spend
audience that stretched out over
James,
w
could"''
eye
sands almost as far as the
Albany.
sec•

o
the beach toad, and when the destina- on the political gatuation as he had been lien)
, five minutes before the aPPlausa
tion, a platform on the sands across I out of touch for a week. He told of hie 'subsided and Governor Roosevelt was
Asj
from the Casino, Was reached, the enjoyment of the voyage and called at- able to get started on his speech.
presidential nominee was almost swept tention to the havoc of the sun and he started to speak, a seaplane soared!
from his feet by the vigor and enthu- wind on his face, which was burned overhead and distracted his attention,
to a dark tan and peeling in spots.
siasm of the throngs.
but when the roar of the motor died
withaway, he resumed and continued
Politics Taboo
Battered Hat
out further interruption.
Though politics were taboo, the desire Holding up a rather battered gray felt
"Delightful Welcome"
of the throngs to see and cheer the man hat, the Governor laughed.
who may be the next President made up "Look at it," he said, "It got under
As in the earlier talk in Portsmouth,
for the lack of political fireworks, and the sugar and canned goods in the he announced that he would not touch
a smooth, homey address by the Gov- locker."
on politics; hut simply express his.gratiernor seemed to find a warm response "Sugar Is valuable as an ingredient tude and pleasure at being here. Ile
among his audience. Although a crowd in the manufacture of certain articles," addressed the assemblage its "My
even larger than the one present hadi suggested Mayor Hartford. The allu- friends of New Hampshire, Maine and
been expected, the threat of rain from, sion brought a chuckle from the nom- Massachusetts end all points west."
gldw;ring skies served to shunt many inee.
This is a very delightful welcome
away frilin the beach. But what the
An attempt to get an expression from home to an ancient mariner," he said.
crowd lacked in numbers it made up .for him as to the political situation in "We have come through a very wonIn enthusiasm, an enthusiasm which
Massachusetts drew a response that he derful week at sea with no casualties
carried over from the Governor to other considered the Bay State a "pivotal
texcept Aetna akin Iota our post* an4
officials, Including Mayor Curley of State." But while pencils were hastily
iome long hair that almost got foul or
Boston, who was cheered heartily.
recording the opinion, he added that he main sheet. It is like home to me.
On the stalwart arm of Gus Genner- there were "48 pivotal
States," and
years I have travelled
felt, New York State trooper, the New went on to say that he Is convinced ?or at least 30
AD and down this coast and I am faYork Governor, looking the picture of
every rock and
will be easily captured niiim
Massachusetts
almost
with
health and vigor, descended from hisj by
the Democratic ticket.
;hog. This is not a political gathering,
automobile in front of the Casino and
3ut just a family party. It couldn't
knew he was among friends, for from
Talks With Leaders
political because this is Sunday.
roof and walk and beach sands a
tumultuous roar drowned out the shout- In spite of the Governor's reluctance
In Naval Atmosphere
ing of the surf. Faces alight and voices to discuss politics, political observers
aroused, the throngs pressed fhrward were not altogether convinced that the "I feel that I ern very distinctly in
and almost swallowed the party in their subject WAS dormant, especially when 3. naval atmosphere down East. I took
they learned that several prominent much interest in the Portsmouth navy
urge to get close to the candidate.
New England political leaders had been yard because I had the very distinct
talking privately with him. It was feeling that the government should use
Through Well Known Waters
learned also that Chief Justice William its property to the best advantage. The
It was the same story almost from the
R. Pattangall of the Maine Supreme
moment he left the Myth II, the yawl Court spent an hour with him aboard yard was not being used and the money i
Which brought him and his three sons the Myth IT. this morning. Justice that the government had invested in it,
up from Long Island through waters he Pettangall is an old sea captain. An- was not serving a useful purpose.
sailed as a boy and covered in his serv- other visitor was Judge Peter Wood- "We found that the Navy Department
ice as assistant Secretary of the Navy. bury of Bedford, whose father was As- was selling its scrap metal to junkmen
and was losing several hundred thouIt was 12:30 standard time when the sistant Secretary of the Navy.
sand dollars by doing so. Portsmouth
Governor left the small vessel in which
A bright sun was shining on Little had a plant capable of smelting It down.
he spent.a happy week.
Harbor, but a few minutes after the
Instead of coming ashore to the hotel motor cavalcade of more than 50 auto- That was the first bringing back to life
pier, which was difficult of access, the mobiles started streaming toward Ports- of the navy yard, and by smelting the
Governor sped down the shore a half mouth, the sun disappeared and the metal there and using it again in other
mile to the home of J. Randolph Cool- threat of rain arose. A fast ride in an yards, the government was saved sevidge, Boston arohitect, who was a class- open automobile with Mayor Hartford eral hundred thousand dollars. Then
mate of his at Harvard, and reached and James Roosevelt brought the Gov- we established a shop for the making
land there. Ile paid a call upon Cool- ernor Into Market square In Ports- of small electrical equipment at the,
idge and the old schoolmates chatted mouth, where a crowd of more than Portsmouth yard. After that we started to build submarines there. I'm sorry
for a few minutes before the reception 15,000 was gathered.
I didn't have a chance to re-visit the
committee appeared to demand eaten-,
yard on this trip.
tion.
Throngs All About
Met by Mayor
"Grateful to You"
The Casino, directly across from the
/n the meantime a crowd had gath- platform, bore huge crowds on the bal- "I know Maine and New Hampshire
front
in
street
the
and
roof,
and
ered at the hotel, including the official conies
ife I shall continue to have
and a.:
reception committee headed by Robert was packed solid, On the beach the a high regard not only for its scenery
E. Gould, chairman of the Democratic!throngs stretched back on both sides and natural advantages, but also beState committee; Robert Jackson, sec- for several hundred yards.
cause Of its good people. Please reretary of the national committee, and The platform was easily gained member •.1n t I am grateful to you today
Dr. Samuel Ladd. At the Coolidge home through a lane of police, and under its and I h.
some time soon to have the
Mayor Fernando W. Hartford of Ports- canopy,'Governor Roosevelt looked out pleasure of seeing you again."
mouth, a staunch Republican but an old over the great throng. With him were
Roosevelt concluded,
Governor
As
friend whose respect and affection de- hie sons, James, John, and Franklin, Mayor Curley arose and in a short adveloped out of their mutual love for the Jr.; his daughter-in-law, Mrs. Betsy dress lauded the candidate and
then
sea, met the Governor and with the Cashing Roosevelt, and the Misses Mary presented him a portrait "on behalf of
latter's son, James Roosevelt, escorted and Barbara Cushing. Mayor Curley, a group of admirers."
whose party included his daughter,
him to the hotel.
Waits for Wife's Opinion
His motor had scarcely stopped when Mary, his sons, Paul, George and Leo
the Governor was surrounded by hun- and several friends, was also on the Governor Roosevelt, looking at
the
He
leadamiwith
wishers.
chatted
along
Democratic
platform,
dreds of well
portrait, expressed his gratitude, but
ably with old friends and new acquaint- ers from New Ilanipehire and Maine.
his inability to judge its reconfessed
ances, signed the hotel register withsemblance to himself. "I won't know
Granite State's Place
out leaving his automobile and pored
if it is a good one or not," he exover a. scrapbook handed to him by
The meeting was officially opened by plained, "until my wife sees it and
Mayor Curley. The scranbook a red Chairnian Gould of the State committee, gives her opinion."
morocco volume with gilt edges, bore who presented Dr. Samuel T. Ladd, A few drops of rain fell as the exFranklin chairman of the committee on arrange- ercises were concluded and
the inearlption "To President
Governor
of ments, who in turn introduced former Roosevelt was taken to the
D. Roosevelt, with the best wishes
home of his
Rico."
Mayor Frederic E. Small of Rochester. son at Little Boar's Head. Ile will
the man from Puertp
The latter, in presenting Governor ,remain there overnight and leave for
Views Post Cartoons
Roosevelt. declared that New Game- j Albany at 11 o'clock this morning.
her place in the sun when he
The Governor was apparently con- shire hadfirst
State to go for Roosevelt
siderably amused by the contents, moe': was the
primary, and called atState-wide
a
in
taurleyei
of which dealt with Mayor after the tention to the present meeting as the
and
during
activities before,
1932 campaign.
Chicago convention, principally cartoons 'start of the
artist.
He presented Governor Roosevelt as
from the pen of Norman, the Post items1
made good in the busihas
who
man
"a
the
all
Before he could extonine
was calling his ness of government." As the Governor
to which Mayor Curley Governor was rose and faced the amplifiers and microattention, however, the
phones, a. cheer that reduced the boomsnatched away by ot here.
of the surf to a whisper, arose alDuring this Interlude, reporters were ing
Roose- most the length of the beach.. It Waa
seeking a word from Governor
was not up
velt, but he insisted that he
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Let There Be Harmony
Mayor Cm ley, striking while the iron is hot, as is his
custom, has folkmed up his great welcome back to Boston
with three-fold announcement of timely significance.
lie will not be a candidate for the Democratic nomination for Governor against Governor Ely.
He calls upon Governor Ely to stand for renomination
and re-election, with assurance of unlimited Curley support.
He issues a strong plea for Democratic harmony in the
interests of the Roosevelt-Garner presidential ticket in the
Massachusetts field.
From every angle of his pronouncement the mayor is
to be congratulated. Particularly is he to be complimented
upon his desire to let bygones be bygones in the Bay State
Democracy and to see the party united along a solid front.
The nomination campaign is over. It is in the past. The
events leading up to it may well be forgotten. The present
and immediate problem is to put the Democratic nominees
in office.
The need in Massachusetts is Democratic harmony,
Mayor Curley has sounded the first note.

The Curley Spirit
Mayor James M. Curley and Governor Joseph B. Ely
were very much on opposite sides in the Democratic primary presidential campaign in this State. But that has not
prevented the•mayor from giving the Governor full ,praise
and credit in the Ely efforts to find a solution of our unemployment and tax relief problems. At the latest mayors'
meeting on these questions Mayor Curley said:
"The Governor is absolutely sincere in efforts to help
solve the problem. He has done everything a man could
do in his position."
The same spirit of co-operation and of desire to let bygones be bygones is shown by the mayor in his present pleas
for party harmony in the election campaign in
Massachusetts.
The mayor suffered disappointment in the defeat of
his
delegate slate. He had the high satisfaction, however, of
seeing his candidate nominated.
Now he disclaims any preference in campaign affairs
and describes himself cheerfully as "a self-eff ng
Roosevelt volunteer." He does call vigorously for one thing,
in
these words:
am anxious to promote success and harmony in the
party ranks."-

This spirit of harmony, as voiced by the Boston mayor,
is essential to the Bay State Democracy in this :nnpaign
hots. It will not be the mayor's fault if it does no in-evail.

NOTABLES AT
INKS IIITES

Officials of state and city, With
leaders of professional and business
life, joined in paying final tribute
to Mrs. Charles J. Innes, daughterin-law of Charles H. Innes, prominent attorney and political leader.
at her funeral.
Mrs. Innes, who died of pneumonia last Monday, was the wife
of a former assistant. corporation
counsel of Boston, now associated
with his father in the practice of

law.
The funeral took place frox, the
Innes residence, 197 Bay State rd.,
wtih solemn requiem mass in St.
Cecelia's Church, Belvidere st., Back,
Bay.
The celebrant was the Rev. John
Fletcher. with the Rev. Richard
Rogers as deacon and Rev. Joseph
Richards as sub-deacon. The organist was Miss Evelyn C. Guinivan.
Bearers were former Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols; Frank S. Deland,
former corporation counsel; Donald Wyman. Harry F. Rowen, Vittorio Orlandini, Edwin D. Gallagher, George Roberts and Philip
C. Hill.
Ushers were Richard E. Johnston, John F. Myron, James D.
Ennis, Michael Murphy, Stanton
Gorman and William J. Grimes.
There was a profusion of flowett,
borne in four open automobiles in
a long cortege to Forest Hills Cemetery, where interment took place.
Two motorcycle officers preceded
the cortge.
Among those preseir. were Mayor
James M. Curley, Leo M. Birmingham, Park Commissioner William
P. Long, George E. Curran, forme'
Governor's councillor; Dr. Frai,eis.
Donahue, of the State insurince
and accident board; John P.
Howes, Daniel Rose, superintendent of markets; Dr. William rallon,
James P. Sullivan, John Keenan,
Traffic Commissioner David Jacobs,
Deputy Superintendent of Police
Thomas Goode, John O'Shaughnessey, Edward Sparks, Charles McLoughlin, James A. Phelan, Boston
assessor; Paul Myron.

SESSION MAY
BE TONIGHT
Report Comes From Roosevelt
Headquarters in New York
NEW YORK. July ;J, (A. FA-..t3ey
Joseph B. Ely of Massachusetts, only
one of the anti-Roosevelt leaders who
has failed to announce his intentions
with legard to the coming campaign
since the Chicago cenventicn, and
James A. Farley, national DernocraCc
chairman and Roosevelt campaign manager, are planning a secret meeting
within the next few oay, it was learned
on good authority today.
In the absence of Farley, who was
making a speech calling for party
harmony in New Jersey, the territory
of Prank Hague who shared leader.
!-;liip in the Smith pre-convention cam.
paign with Gov Ely, no one at Demo(Teti,: Headquarters would discuss his
meeting with Ely. It was understood.
however, that it was to be a peace con.
i erence
From one source today it was
learned that the meeting might take
place tonight. Gov Ely was at Fort
Devens, Mass, in ine afternoon, however, reviewing National Guard troops.
The only way he could get down to
New York tonight would be :)y airplane.
After the convention, Mayor Janie:.
M. Curley of Boston, who led the onsucceskul Roosevelt campaign In the
Massachusetts primaries last Spring,
maid he would support Ely for Governor, and said it was his duty to run
for reelection.
While Gov Roosevelt, en route home
after his cruise up the New England
Coast, was having lunch with several
Smith leaders at the home of John A.
Fahey in Swampscott, Mass, Monday,
there was a report an effort was tieing
made to have Gov Ely greet him later
in the day as he passed through Westfield, Ely's home.
If any such efforts were made, however, they apparently came to naught,
ana Gov Roosevelt, motoring to Albany, traveled over a. different route.

BOY ACTOR MAKES HIT WITH MAYOR

1

Mayor Curie)
, Presenting a ppeeial plei tire of George NV a Qhi,
tzton to to
Hollywood bOY actor, who is headlthiur the vaudeville
hill this week
the R.-X.-0. Boston Theatre. Janney made a big bit with
His Honor anti wan at
a
t. the Mayor's home. George Curley
dinner faleid
and Yol•nz 7.1
'When
last seen together. mere en.iotturc a horseback ride along
JamaKawas this
Jillnirr.

mordnx.
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MassachuBy this time the regular
If It
setts delegation was. writhing. could
words
had hated Curley before,
toward him
I not express its feeling's walked pat
By E. E. WRITING
now. As he occasionally
memthe Massachusetts delegation,
Boston. July IS----Politics Is like golf.' of this affair.'What may interest us
applied approbrious
group
the
of
bers
When you hit the ball you never know for a moment or longer is the humor
the
epithets to him, these carrying
where it, is going to land. Also, there of the situation, and this surpasses
dark.
was
skin
his
that
idea
is the old story of the self-conscious anything within recent political hishe
NAL that seconding speech
golfer who, oppressed by his melan- tory in these regions.
Rico
Puerto
from
delegate
a
made—as
choly performance before his caddy,
Look back, to the time before the
—for John Nance Garner of the Cacobserved by way of relieving the ten- delegates to the national convention
tus country. He made It for and to
sion, "Golf is a funny game, Isn't it?" were chosen: There wete two conwhich
the Massachusetts delegation,
and
group
his
and
Smith
Scot,
the
The caddy was a dour
testing groups—
seated directly before him in the
was
was
former
be."
to
The
meant
isn't
"It
group.
reply was this:
the Roosevelt
stadium.
Some time ago some ingenious per- lad by the governor, and with him
Well, all this is history, and it has
comedy
sons concocted a musical
were most of the bigwigs of the party.
seriously considered before now.
been
Curley
Mr
politics,
based on American national
This was a Smith state.
of the essential comedy of
think
But
saathl
himseNasab
long
a
and this comedy is now having
had early committed
it.
r
and prosperous New 'York run—afte
t cause, before it was believed
Now the convention is over, and the
having made its initial hit in Boston. ; Roosevel
would himself be two major parties are busily prepar- ,
Smith
that
possible
,
New
One of the rare Instaness of
ing to 'elect their candidates if they!
' a candidate.
York's approving anythiSg that Bosand he waged can: - and in various states almost
guns
his
by
lie
stuck
this
ton liked first Yet the authors of
a brisk contest for his delegates. He equally strenuous preparations are)
hilarious comedy fabricated no mar'.
the fight—lost it completely,' under 'way to elect the state tickets
lost
in
humor than the political situation
In the melee he appeared to So we come to the situation here in
utterly.
this old Bay state presenta right now
everything down to hls po- Massachusetts. It Is without precelost
have
for the onlooker who is able to view I
laical undershirt. He was stripped and dent. There have been times enough
It without heat.
bare. The cold political winds blew in all states when the favored canSome one once said, long ago,
about him and he had nothing to'
that for a man to enter active politi- cover him. Ile was in sore plight. If
plentiful bargains in the stock market
cal life he must have two essential
ever a political leader was walloped,
So, as we are all down to almost
characteristics—a sense of humor and
wiped out, erased,
wounded.
worstea.
a hide like a rhinoceros. The difficulty smashed, stunned, skinned, annihil- equal terms, it is up to the energetic
with the Massachusetts Democrats at rated, it was James Michael Curley. Youngster's to show what they can do,
the moment is that they have neither. Not one of his delegates was elected. 'Ma building up the country for the
We have all due respect for the
ribsid next redistribution of capital, to take
We heard raucous and
Democratic party, and we say freely choruses of jubilation on street I place, say, 20'y' ars hence—unless we
and sincerely that we get more en- corners and at other points where the learn in the meantime how to stajoyment out of a Democratic national political gossipers collect, at this Mize things better than we have in
convention than from any other downfall of the chieftain. Curley has the past.
similar source—if there is any other
warm friends and he has hot foes.
REGULATION OF POWER
similar source. It is a great old party, The mighty had fallen. Great was the
frankly
we
close to the people, and
fall thereof.
[Wall Street journal.]
to
y
propensit
admit a liking for their
Now all this was in the common
A state which has undertaken to
gulp oratory down in great quantities, nature of politics. It was no new
and their inclination towards emo- chapter, except for Curley as the spe- cegulate public utilities has the legal
tionalism. 'Yet we think the Democrats cial victim. What followed was new— right as well es the power to Insist
of our favorite state just now are unique. The Smith delegation, full of that service shall be good and that it
taking themselves too seriously. All. enthusiasm and satisfaction, made shall be furnished at a reasonable I
of which is meat for their atIversaries, their arrangements to ,go to Chicago. price. This right and this power might
the canny Republicans, who by the 'Whether or not they really expected properly in theory extend to the full
present showing are going to sweet, to see Gov Smith nominated we do limits represented by Wisconsin's acMastjachusetts with both the national not know. Ak all events, they were don, assuming that the facts were
subsuch as to make such action necessary
and state tickets. This forecast is
In fine fettle: arollIno wonder. They
ject to revision if conditions change, had won a substantial victory. There to protect quality and rates for servI
That Wisconsin has undertaken
but at the moment the Democrats was a mighty harmony in the party. Ice.
have about as much chance of win- The trouble makers had been smaa'ned. to exercise its power upon a general.
presumption as to facts rather than
ning anything in this state as the All for Smith and Smith for alt,
celebrated figure projected by the old
an d, after a careful ascertainment there.
Curley wenrtwanchtiecaadllya
Mr
Then
of is an irritating example of the
New York Sun—the tallow -legged. dog organized what was
chasing the asbestos cat through Roosevelt delegation, and these merry bureaucratic spirit. Whether or not
it amounts to such a usurpation of
men went galloping out to Chicago,
The amazing imntdiate situation in also, voteless hut filled with an an- t power that the courts can be invoked
to prevent
courts it is something that only
that party here is that the one man ticiaatory aloe. T'ney had a hunch /the
can determine. That, howwho led anything like a Roosevelt that things were going to break their ever,
Is a relatively Irrelevad gum.
Movement here, Mr Curley, is under- way. Mayb e they were just lucky
lion In the light of the larger issues.
going the process of being pushed guessers. Anyway, they went.
, The fact of the matter is that the
into .the shadows for the engaging
powerscompanies are facing thC kind
purpose of placating and pleasing the
The next chapter was the seating
group that hates Roosevelt with a of Mr Curley as a delegate from a fight that the railroads faced after
tooth -gnashing hatred, and would Puerto Rico. Of all places, for humor, the enactment of the interstate cornrather cut off its right hand, or hands, Puerto Rico. Only the Canal Zone milearkteeneuett will
than do anything to place him in the could have been better,n or tain
n go
uo
.
.adi:
9
rot be greatly different
White House.
One of the bright spots, for sheer from that of the
railroads. As time
There is an old and bitter political humor, In that long
goes on they will have to submit to a
adage, which is to the effect that we the moment when the s o.r
s iuxa vvooticene
,o
must reward and cajole our enemles;, of Mr Curtsy was heard announcing continuing closer control of all their
acts. If they are we they %yin
our friends are with us any way.
waste,
the vote of Puerto Rico,
, no time or energy in fighting
whali
D. Roosevelt."
Franklin
for
particuhere
not
are
we
,
However
side
serious
the
with
d
concerne
larly
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will in the end be a losing
battle. The
best that they can hope
for in the
long run will be a standar
d of living
for themselves Just good
enough to
keep them in business. The
real doubt
Is whether, having in mind
the general state of the public
intelligence,
the opportunities for
political profit
In utility -baiting, and the
Insatiable
lust for power on the part
of regulating authorities, so much
will, indeed, be forthcoming.
They might as well view the
matter
realistically first as la.st, for they
can
not change the facts, little
as they
may like them.
Vkitl Re EsTE(-
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POLITICS TABOO
AS 50,000 HAIL
GOV. ROOSEVELT
New Hampshire' Gathering Is Disappointed as
ampaign Is Ignored

t

CURLEY IN SPOT TOO
Candidate for President
Reminisces --- Rece ption Held "Cordial"

•

JAMES H. Gl'ILF011.1,
Telegram State House Reporter
HAMPTON BEACH, N. H., July 17.
HIS WEEK'S CRUSE OVER,
—Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt ending
wither the Democratic Praia.
his week's cruise along the New EngGovernor Roosevelt, left, is
denlial,candidate had come to
land coast was greeted by more than
picture
d with Mayor (hairy of
50.000 persons here this afternoon.
begin his campaign in northbut he failed to deliver the expected
Boston at Pot
—Irianrwr."11.,
ern New England.
opening barrage In his campaign for
election as President of the United
The New Hampshire Democratic
States. His 13-minute talk was deAbandoning the plan to land at the
void of political reference end was organization headed by Robert E.
devoted largely to recollections of his Gould, chairman of the state com- otel Wentworth because of the
hyslcal
difficulties presented, Govmittee,
was well pleased with the
earlier associations ,with this part
demonstration for Governor Roose- rnor Roosevelt was whisked by a
of the country.
It may have been the threatening velt. The members said the great aunch to the Summer home of J.
weather or New Hampshire's ingrain- throng that spread out over several Randolph Coolidge at Rye beach,
ed respect for the Sabbath, but the acres of this famous beach to hear where he made a brief Visit. Then
reception accorded Governor Roose- the few words of Governor Roosevelt he entered an automobile and with a
velt, while respectfully cordial, was was eloquent testimony of the feel- state police escort hurried to the
lacking in enthusiasm In the opin- ing for him In New Hampshire. Early Wentworth to be greeted by a sizeion of trained observers. He was ap- showers and black skies, they said. able throng of welcoming officials
plauded and cheeredas he roche to were responsible for the attendance and visitors from other states. When
the speaking stand and when he was being only half of what had been ex- the procession of 50 cars resumed, he
Introduced, but it was not as si.a- pected. Fifty thousand is a normal passed through an almost continuous
tattled or vociferous as 50,000 per- Sunday crowd here, but the fact that line of motorists who waved to him,
sons could have made it. There wan it gave up its bathing and other stopped at Portsmouth square to be
evidence that many were present recreations to greet the New York welcomed officially and continued on
from curiosity and gave no political governor was whet Impressed the the 22-mile Jaunt to Hampton Beaoh
party leaders. The anticipated traf- for his first speech since his Chicago
significance to his presence.
fic congestion did not materialize. convention acceptance.
Curhy shares Spotlight.
There were some delays but no more
To Albany Tomorrow
, Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, than usual on Sunday
Tonight Governor Roosevelt is restand the 25,still delighting In his title of "the 000 cars were kept moving
with facili- ing at the home of Dr. Harvey Cushman from Porto Rico," shared the, tation,
ing, whose daughter married the govspotlight with the Democratic presernor's eldest son, James. He planned
Day Is Crouched
idential nominte and
received an
After a week of rest aboard the to avoid any conterences and
to
ovation almost as enthusiastic a; he yawl
Myth II, Governor Roosevelt spend the last night of his vacation
rode in the procession sporting one had
one of the busiest days since his in a pleasant family circle discussing
of the two silk-toppers In service. nominat
ion. He received a number anything hut politics. Tomorrow he
The mayor conversed with the gov- of New
Hampshire and Maine party will go oy automobile to the capitol
standin
g by the gubernatorial
ernor,
at Albany where he will begin
his
Chariot long enough to get Into the leaders aboard ship in the forenoon campaign plans. His first
political
movies, and made two presentations conferring informally on state polit- address is expected within
a
week
mattars.
ical
at
to the nominee during the day.
his home In Hyde Park,
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given an opportunity to cross the Hudson River and reach out through another trunk line system Into the great
grain territory of America.
"With the elimination of the Pennsylvania Railroad from its stifling
control of the New England roads
it will now be possible for the. New
England roads to make such connections with all the great trunk lines
cf the eastern part of the country in
order to have an independent trunk
line extending from New England to
Chicago and the ceneral part of the
country.

CURLEY HAILS
RAILROAD PLAN
Sees Decision as Victory
for Boston
Mayor Curley today stated that he
was highly elated with the decision of
the Interstate Commerce Commission,
consolidating th efour Eastern trunk
line railroads in four systems.
"The decision," the Mayor said,
"substantially adopts the recommendation of the city of Boston and the Boston Port Authority, which were rep.
tesented at all of the hearings by Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman
and former Chairman of the Commission Johnston B. Campbell, special
counsel for the Port Authority.
The city of Boston and the Port
Authority joined hands with the New
England Governors' committee to require the Pennsylvania Railroad to be
divorced from its control of the N. Y.,
N. H. & H. RR. and the Boston &
Maine Railroad, which it now holds
through stock ownership.
"Counsel for the city of Boston and
the Port Authority insisted that not
only should the Pennsylvania be
divorced from its control of the New
England roads as asked for by the
Governors' committee, but insisted also
that the great bridge line, the Delaware
& Hudson Railroad, and the New York,
Ontario & Western Railroad be kept
out of the trunk line merger, and be
a va liable to the New England lines.
This the commission granted.

"Far Reaching Victory"
I
"This victory for the Port of Boston
and New England is indeed far leach- I
ing for no longer will New England
railroads be eliminatec. by the Penn- ,
s.ylvania control, and will be given a
free hand to tie up through the Delaware & Hudson and the New York,
Ontario & Western with such of the
trunk lines as it deems to be for the
test interests of New England.
"As a result of the decision grain
Great Lakes
over the
traveling
through the Port of Boston to the
European ports, and there will also be
afforded an opportunity for an outlet
ol all exports from the central part
of the country through the Port of
Boston by an independent trunk line
free from any control of dictation by
the Pennsylvania Railroad, which
heretofore has been interested primarily In the ports of Philadelphia and
New York.
"If the Interstate Commerce Commission had kept the Lehigh & Hudson
and the Lehigh & New England Railroads out of the four-party merger it
would have granted the request of the
Port of Boston 100 percent. Even
though these two lines were not kept
independent as requested by the Corporation Counsel and the Port Authority, the decision is nevertheless a
great victory for the Port of Boston.
"Under the proposed plan of the
commission the Port of Boston will
now be in a position to compete with
the other North Atlantic ports for a
substantial portion of the exports of
the country, and it will now be possible for New England to be served
by all the great Eastern trunk lines,"

r

"Will Gain an Outlet"

•

212,

ib

a result of this decision It will
be possible for the New England lines
to gain an outlet to the great territory
extending to the Mississippi River, and
will afford an opportunity for New
England to tie up with all the roads
reaching to the great wheat centers of
America.
"The decision to permit the N. Y.
N. H. & Hartford to retain the New
York, Ontario & Western Railroad
with its connection at Oswego affords
an opportunity for a great trunk line
connection between Boston and Oswego and Chicago. So, too, the decision to eliminate the Delawari &
Hudson fro mthe consolidation permits
of a possible tieup between the New
England railroads, the Delaware &
Hudson and lines to the great central'
region of the country. The Port of
Boston was fearful lest the Delaware
& Hudson and the New York, Ontario
& Western Railroads, the two great
bridge lines, be taken from New England, thereby denying to Ne wEngland
an outlet to the rest of the country.
"Wit hthe Pennsylvania eliminated
from its strangle hold on the two major New England lines, namely, the
N. Y. N. H. & Hartford and the Boston & Maine, it Is now possible for
my plan to have the New England
road tied up with trunk lines extending to the central part of the country,
and thus afford New England a great
trunk system. By its decision the
commission has adopted in part the
demand of the Port of Boston that
New England not be isolated, but he

MAYOR CURLEY
TO TRY PLANE
Will Fly from Cape Cod
to Hampton Beach on
Second Air Ride
footMayor Curley, following in the
party's
steps of Gov. Roosevelt, his
presidential candidate, has gone airminded.
The mayor planned to go to'Cape Cod
brief
today to visit friends and obtain a
the
rest. He is scheduled to speak to
American
the
New Hampshire outing of
tomorrow
Legion at Hampton Beach
afternoon.
engagements,
• In order to keep both
to
Mayor Curley will fly from Hyannis
monoBellanca
Hampton Beach in a
Snow,
plane piloted by Lt. Crocker Inc., at
manager of American Skyways, either
the East Boston airport, landing near
airport
on the beach or at the
Hampton Beach.
the
This will be the second plane ride
and
mayor has ever taken. His first
when
only flight was made last winter,
Airways
he flew in the Pan-American Clipper,
40-passenger plane Yankee
from Havana, Cuba, to Miami, Fla.

Farley Refuses to Tell
If He and Ely Discussed
Part Curley Will Play
I I Eli), .1 11 1 y 2 —
SPil NG ,
James A. Pa rley, campaign
ager for Gov Roosevelt, goodhurnoredly but firmly refused to
It'll what topics were touched
upon in the conference with Gov
Ely today and only smiled
broadly when asked if the nounties of Mayor James M.
curley of Boston had been discussed.
Mr Curley and his prospective
part. in the comign campaign are
generally believed to be among
the major causes of Gov' Ely's
long reticence upon the muchdiscussed question of whether
and when he will make a
declaration to support the
party's
Presidential nominee In the
November election.
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' Plans'of gistern" Mayais— '

'ft -4iilifrire-MITTo7..ififirtiniXiiii' in
difficulties to be given special help on the basis
of their own potential resources. If they need
borrow the money the debt should be theirs
even if underwritten by the State.
Sound finances in cities and towns will never
, be promoted by gifts from taxation by the
State directly upon them or indirectly uppritheir citizens. There are few municipalities in
the State that cannot take. care of themselves
end there would be fewer yet did not the State
require nearly $10,000,000 a year from the
cities and towns to balance its own budget.

,
At a further meeting of the so-called Mayors'
! Club and Selectmen's Association, largely coinprised and wholly controlled WI mayors of cities
in the eastern section of the State, two propo-itions for relieving the financial situation in
some of the cities were proposed and though
i neither is likely to be found practical, of the
' two that which was not adopted appears to be
Ithe more so.
'
The plan proposed by Mayor Curley and
finally adopted by a scant majority was that the
State issue bonds for $15,000,000, the proceeds
to be distributed among the cities and towns
and amortized by five equal annual deductions
, from the highway funds. That is, $3,000,000
would be deducted from the revenue of the
' gasoline tax and automobile registrations each
year "so that the burden would not fall on real
estate," the easy assumption being apparently
that motorists do not have roofs over their
heads.
This money would be a gift to the State
ti, the cities and towns in proportion to their
taxable valuation rather than actual needs for
relief and it would carry with it no pressure
for economies in the local government of any
of the cities and towns benefl'ed.
An effort to cover this tefect was made in
the alternative propositior which was that
$10,000,000 be borrowed fo.• two years to be
taken up by two annual payments from the
highway fund and distritaltecl on the -condition that reductions of salaries of equivalent
voluntary reductions be made by the local
, governments of the cities and towns. In either
' case, the Governor would be asked to call a
special session of the General Court, which has
effected no noted economies in state government, to authorize the o,se or the other of the
proposals.
Though it is true that for the present many
cities are in greater need of funds for local
public welfare than the State is in need of
further improved highways, it is a question
whether in equity the tax should fall on
motorists exclusively, either for two or for five
years. If there is justification for it, it is because the State has reached the limits of
taxation in other ways either for emergency
needs or for the increasing cost of the state
' government.
Propositions to tax bottled beverages, tobacco or other special commodities encounter
political difficulties in the General Court and
the easier political devices of increasing the tax
I on incomes fails because incomes have failed.
Thus the highway fund appears to he the last
resort for increased revenue.
On general principles of sound government
any proposition that the State make gifts to thc
as
cities and towns for emergency needs when,
ultimately
conic
must
funds
the
fact,
of
matter
a
our opinion,
from the cities and towns is, in
inconsistent with the principles of sound governof
ment. Even if they come on the condition
governments
town
and
city
of
salaries
reduced
through the agency of a state government that
list, it
has not reduced its growing salary
would be obnoxious.
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11 HAMPTON BkACH I

Next Saturday and Sun ay are the
days set for the American Legion
field days, the biggest event of the
beach season. A record number of
veterans are expected to be in attendance. as invitations have been
sent to Massachusetts and Maine
posts as well as the Southern New
Hampshire outfit. Parades, contests,
fireworks, drum corps, baby shows,
bathing beauty pageants. vaudeville
and varied entertainments are planned for the occasion. Saturday afternoon, twenty drum corps from
New
Maine, Massachusetts, and
!Hampshire will engage in j1 giant
!contest in which the winner will be
awarded a large silvei cup. The
baby show will be staged Sunday in
I the Casino ballroom and the bathing
contest on the same afternoon on the
sands. A Chevrolet coupe will be
awarded on Sunday evening.
As a special featiare of the beach
season, Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston will addresr.traCttnemlists from
the chamber of commerce platform
on Saturday, July 23. Mayor Curley
'was given a rouisng ovation at the
reception to Franklin D. Roosevelt
Sunday, and his appearance here may
be regarded as most welcome for
th..t reason.
Two hundred and fifty members of
the New Hampshire Square and Compass club met Tuesday in the Hotel!
Ashworth for their annual banquet !
and outing. Saint Andrews Lodge of ,
Lady Masons, to the number of 300
were also in outing at ti.e Ashworth
on the same day. The two groups
joined in games and athletic contests
i and general dancing was enjoyed in
the main dining room.
Through the efforts of several cottage owers and beach residents at
I Great Boar's Head, the ocean path,
A which the town of Hampton has been
1 promising for some time, has been
I completed the work was done in full
i by boys and men living in
the immediate vicinity, and renders walking
to the beach sands over the rocky
areas considerably improved.
Harold McDonnell, leader of the
Hampton Beach band, has provided
from his OWII resources, a beautiful
decorative effect for the band stand
on the beach front, where his aggregation renders its four daily concerts.
A scenic painter has put on 1, tioolcii.1
background of palms and equatorial
planta which are crowned with a true
tropics sky illumhteted 1st ,colorad
light..
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legislature
ONTINGENT upon harassed cities asking the
Cambridge
of
Russell
Mayor
money
of
gift
outright
for an
upon a
and Mayor Bates of Salem wanted it conditioned
I4r
economies.
other
and
salaries
municipal
of
reduction
out
held
quit,
to
g
threatenin
and
. ej of Boston, angry
C.11
and Mayor
$13,0-0,000 instead of $10,000,000, without any strings.
the comswung
support,
Curley's
Baker of Brockton, coming to
has gone
he
that
contended
Baker
Mayor
n
extenuatio
In
mittee.
of New
Ashley
Mayor
es.
to extremes in reducing expenditur
indiBedford
New
of
story
financial
The
same.
the
Bedford said
adto
ready
not
are
Brockton
cates that this is so. Taxpayers in
mit that this city has economized to the extent that is possible.
On the other hand both Mayor Russell of Cambridge and
Mayor Bates of Salem have accomplished outstanding jobs in
making depleted funds go a long way. They believe that citie3
can do even more than they have been doing. Taxpayers will
agree with them. They will also agree with Mayor Bates, who
told the mayors' conference: "The trouble in Massachusetts cities
is that there is too damn much politics." Without so much politics cities could have cut their expenses and obviateki any necessity of going to the legislature with their hands out.
douat A eirJ 17/
lid 'OUTDOOR LIBRARY

•

persons, so that one concel
would be enjoyed by a large au
dienee of those without work.
Hundreds of men and women
Who cannot find jobs are in danger of losing their morale. They
, are being supplied with sufficient
r(cod to keep body and soul together, but they need something
more than
that--something to
divert their minds front .the nag,
ging problems of finding work
that doesn't exIst. A good book
may be a godsend, under such
conditions, and a stirring band
concert may give them fresh
courage and patience to face the
future with • equanimity. It is
highly possible that this project
may be the means of saving more
than one man from despair.
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State Help Insteircl of 'City Economy?

The plans of Mayor Curley of
Boston for an outdoor •branch
library for the unemployed, together with daily band concerts
in the park, may sound like an
unnecessary expenditure of time
and money, when there are such
serious problems of an economic
nature to be considered. But the
more one thinks about it, the
more sensible it sounds. There
would be little expense to the
outdoor library, as the mayor has
appealed for donations of books
and magazines. And the benches
around the Parkinan bandstand,
where it is proposed to distribute the books and hold the conaccommodate 4,000
certs, will

A,4
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Curley May
Be Speaker
For Outing
Democratic Women of
Fifth District Will Invite Boston Mayor
Bristol
22.—(Special.)—'
July
Bristol,
Mayor James M. Clu;of Boston,
on1F-Tr`the principarTife-convention
supporters of Franklin D. Roosevelt for the Presidential nomination,
will be invited to be the principal
speaker at a dinner-outing to be
held Saturday afternoon, July 30,
at Lake Compounce by the Federation of Democratic Women of the
Fifth Senatorial District. The affair
will be open to men as well as
women, and many Democratic leaders and workers from all parts of
the state are expected to attend.
National Committeeman Archibald
McNeil, of Bridgeport, has promised
to be present and has informed a
number of local Democrats that he
will be accompanied by Gene Tunney, former heavyweight champion
of the world. It will be Mr. Tunney's
first appeal-snce in this city.
It is also expected that among'the
speakers will be National CommitDixon
tee-woman Mrs. Fannie
Welch, of Columbia and Dr. Edward
G. Dd.= of Mancvhester.

TrooseveAt can
What Gov, r
certainly,
do Maya.„(40eley can do
The Ilfqiir win down at Hyannis
last night. He wanted to be at
Hampton Beach tonight. It could
be done by automobile, but there
are skyways, too, go the Mayor
with three of his children will
make the passage in a sispassenger plane to fly over announced
Points, most of them being of especial Boston interest.
Iluij
/.1

( Mayor Curley may be set aside
by the Roosevelt counselors in the
interest of party harmony in Massachusetts but the mayor's championship of the candidate will not be

forgotten in the high command. It
will not need to be reminded that
"Codlin's the friend, not Short"—if
quotations from Dickens are still in
order.
"ty )'Y
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The Week In Epigram
(Boston Transcript)
Politics is funny.—John N. Garner.
Geese cackle; snakes hiss; gentlemen
aRfilaud; but only
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the press by Farley after they had been expansive was he in his estimate teat
in the huddle for nearly two hours.
he would not exclude even Vermont,
although this state was one of the two
The statement follows:
"Gov. Ely and I have gone over the carried by Taft in the disastrous Bull
Moose Campaign.
situation very carefully and I have al Gov. Ely listened to Farley'.s lavish
ranged for Gov. Ely to meet Gov. Roose- claims with a poker face expression
velt in Albany some day next week. that defied interpretation of his opinion.
After that visit Gov. Ely will issue a He remained completely silent even as
Farley discussed "genuine offers of sup•I atement."
port from Republican and independent
This statement was written on hotel voters who favor our nominee and who
stationery before the assembled re- are in accord with the party platform."
Farley told the reporters that the
porters were admitted to the room in
exact date for the opening of the speakwhich they had conferred. Acco-stingly, ing campaign by Gov. Roosevelt had
it was obvious that it had been ap- not yet been set. His only definite
proved by the Governor, although he speaking engagement at the moment,
maintained the rigid silence with aehich said Farley, was Aug. 27 in New Jersey
Speculating on a New England aphe has eschewed all political discussions pearance by Roosevelt. Farley said it
since his return from the Chicago con- would be safe to assume that the candivention three weeks ago, during and date would come here once and probafter the reading of the brief statement ably to Massachusetts, although Connecticut had made strong overtures for
to reporters.
a visit.
The two principals steadfastly reJOKES WITH FARLEY
fused thereafter to enlarge on the prepared statement, in the face of a bar- As soon as the conversation was
switched away from the subject of
rage of questions which followed its re- politics Gov. Ely abandoned his redcence and joined in with some apt oblease by Farley.
The Roosevelt manager made no at servations. He joked with Farley about
wis bao.elag
atnod gstuvge
tempt to conceal his jubilation at the h
ble
gea,
sted
golrlitallleaolging
outcome of the conference. In a pri- ride
so much bulk to put into a
he
discussion
subsequently
vette
ventured drive.
rqperial Dispatch to The Herold'
the prediction that an accord woulr be Gov. Ely's Wednesday engagement at
SPRINGFIELD, July 22—The terms reacher next Wednesday which would Albany means that he will not be able
under which Gov. Ely will throw hi,' be entirely acceptable to the cause he to attend the regular session of the
represents.
executive council at which his nomisupport to the Democratic national
nation of Judge Henry T. Lummus of
ELIMINATION OF CURLEY
ticket in the approaching election will
Lynn to be associate justice of the
It is believed that the price of Gov. supreme court will come up for
be arranged at a personal conference
conwith Gov. Roosevelt next Wednesday Ely's full support of the national ticket fIrmation. The Governor probably will
noon at the executive mansion in will be a pledge from Gov. Roosevelt not return to thc State House again
that Mayor Curley be eliminated from ,until after Aug. 1.
Albany.
Farley was constantly interrupted
any
participation in the conduct of the during the press conference by teleThe engagement for the discussion of
their political differences between the Massachusetts campaign. Although Gov. Phone calls and after the meeting he
party's presidential candidate and the Ely is national committeeman, he Is conferred briefly with Lawrence D.
Brien and John Hill, Springfield pollcontentwith
man who placed the name of Alfred E. placed Joseph the agreement that has icians who supported Roosevelt against
A. Maynard, chairman of
Smith in nomination at the national the state committee, in full command Smith and who already have organized
convention was made here today at a of the Roosevelt campaign here; but a Roosevelt club without awaiting Gov.
Ely's decision.
two-hour conference Gov. Ely had withi he will resist any interference on the
On leaving here this afternoon Farley
part of Mayor Curley.
James A. Farley, czar of the Roosevelt
The anticipated capitulation of Gov. planned to stop at Bridgeport on his
campaign.
Ely will complete the roundup of the return to New York to pay a brief visit
The arrangement for the conference anti-Roosevelt forces which threatened o Dr. Philip McLaughlin, who has
to deprive Roosevelt of the nomination men ailing at his home since his reat Albany is proof positive that the until
urn from the Democratic convention.
William G. McAdoo flopped away u
Massachusetts Governor is prepared to from Speaker Garner and threw the 'Parley and Dr. McLaughlin are friends i
forget his bitter hostility to the Roose- California convention votes into the if. long standing.
velt nomination and give a belated in- hopper of the New York Governor.
Democratic observers
dorsement to the ticket. Observers setts have been confident in Massachu-,
since the conagreed that the conference would noti vention that he would remain regular,1
They
have ei:r..essed apprehension lest
have been arranged if there were the
injure whatever chances Roosevelt '
slightest danger that Gov. Ely would I he
may have of carrying the Bay state by
rebuff Gov. Roosevelt,
quitting the contest for the governorAfter the Albany conference Gov. Ely ship. Even Farley has privately conceded
that such a development would
will release a statement clarifying his
be disastrous.
HAMPTON
political status. Its text is expected
In view of Fancy's known thoughts (AP)—Mayor BEACH, N. H., July 22
to contain a much more enthusiastic on the Massachusetts situation his ton will be James M. Curley of Bosthe principal speaker
indorsement of Roosevelt and Speakeri broad grin of elation indicated that the morrow night before members of tothe
Governor must have told him in the American
Legion. Curley was expected
Garner than the prosaic document pre- privacy of
the hotel chamber that he to fly here
from Hyannis, Mass. A
pared by former Gov. Smith a few days need not worry about the Bay
state parade of legion bands and drum corps
after the convention's deliberations were situation.
and various contests will precede
the
PARTIAL VICTORY
concluded. It Is also expected to conevening program.
In standing by patiently until Farley
tain an announcement of his intention
came to him, Gov. Ely gained a partial
to seek a second term as Governor.
victory. As soon as it became apparent
to the Roosevelt forces that Mohammed
STATEMENT ISSUED
It was pre-arranged by Gov. Ely and would not come to the mountain, the
mountain came to Mohammed.
Farley that no definite information,
Farley made no effort to conceal his
other than the agreement for the Al- enthusiasm. At the conclusion of the
bany meeting, would be produced as a meeting and in the presence of Gov.
Ely
result of their conference here at the "I he said to the assembled reporters:
am satisfied the New
Hotel Kimball. This was evident from will give Gov. Roosevelt England states
their
statement
given to support and we are looking forcomplete
the non-committal
entirely
satisfactory results in every state."
So

ELY WILL VISIT
ROOSEVELT TO
PLAN CAMPAIGN

Meeting in Albany Wednesday Promises Full
Co-operation
DROPPING OF CURLEY
AS ONE CONDITION

Massachusetts Governor
Expected to Head State
Ticket

CURLEY WILL SPEAK
AT HAMPTON BEACH
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Baseball as a Business
ultimately would clime It mortgages the state for five yearsSpingfld
It is true of baseball as of any up into fast company.
Ito extend relief of the municipaliother form of high art that it is difIt is a laudable object. Its success 'ties for only one year, whereas noficult to convert the product of tal- would be a
good thing fOr the corn- body knows what the needs will be
ent, except it be that of the virtuoso, munity.
One can visualize sharp !in the next year or in the next sevinto the coin of the realm. Leagues rivalry among
the cities and towns eral years. But it is by no means
have been formed, have struggled that
would comprise the league. But certain that some form of assistpast Memorial day and the Fourth the
project must pass two tests. ance that involves the use of state ,
of July and have died. Usually the Will
it provide play of a quality credit may not be necessary.
end has come earlier for tail-end that will
No way has eet been found. by
satisfy the connoisseurs—
teams than for the leaders, but even
the "fans" — who have been the which municipalities can do business
a tine team has had no guaranteestf
mainstay of professional ball? Will except with funds obtained by bora stable economic life except when'
It lure the "two-bit" pieces out of rowing in anticipation of taxes. Loits personnel has been in the virtue- the
pockets of the ardent lovdrs of4 cal economies cannot obviate this
so class.
amateur ball—when it is free? The necess,V. At the most they can only
; The collapse of the Eastern, talents
of Leslie Mann are naturally reduce the amount to be borrowed
league after 16 years of somewhat directed
toward returning a favor- and improve their credit with bankprecarious existence, came at a time able
answer to these questions and ers, who nevertheless may or may
when the Springfield club was at !preventing
this section from flatten- not. be of a disposition to lend
one of the artistic Oaks of its lot g ing out
money on taxes or any other securibaseballwise.
'baseball history, Yet at its best t e
ty. You have to take bankers as you
!team could not draw through the
The political week has been of find them.
ball park gates a crowd large some importance to Lieut-Gov
As the collection of taxes becomes
(enough to do credit to a sandlot Youngman, for it has brought the more difficult in a given community
game.
definite elimination of former Gov loans to the local government beThis sad status of professional Fuller and John W. Haigis of Green- come less desirable, the interest'
baseball as a business is in spitit of field from the primary contest for rates go up and the snowball process
the fact that interest in baseball the Republican nomination for gov- of increasing costs and rising' tax
as an amateur sport locally was ernor. The talk about Mr Fuller as rates begins. The failure of tax colnever keener. There are leagues and a possible candidate has at no time lections differs greatly in different
leagues and leagues that have been taken seriously; it has tickled communities. The New Bedford
games nearly every day in the week, him, and that's all. Of candidates Standard rather pessimistically says
with a lot of them on Saturdays there are still plenty, however. a city "usually" has to take a tax
and Sundays, in which the play is These names are those of stayers lien when properties are sold forj
good, the rivalry keen and the until the lights go out: William S. taxes. That certainly has not been
crowds big and enthusiastic. Many Youngman, Frank A. Goodwin, E. the case in Springfield where all the
of these games, both in the city and Mark Sullivan and Walter E. tax liens held by the city amount
to only about $18,000. It is now rethe sutrounding towns, draw crowds Brownell.
ported from Chicopee that 1931 tax
that are bigger than the Eastern
payments are being made to an ex.
league team, even when heading the
State Credit for Cities
race, has been able to attract to
Former Representative Henry L. tent which will prevent a disastrous
Hampden park.
Shattuck, in opposing the proposal failure of the tax sales.
But these crowds do not pay any- of Mayor Curley, backed by the
Yet the sales throughout the state
thing. They like their baseball free. Mayors' -efiftriarr $15,000,000 bond will be watched with anxiety.
Theit
If the promoters think it would be issue for the benefit of the cities results will unquestionably have an
a good idea to raise a little money and towns, again emphasizes his influence on local administration
by passing the hat, out of 2000 or solicitude lest the credit of the state policies, and they ought to be of
3000 spectators perhaps 200 might be damaged by the mayors who vital interest to the General Court
give something, from a nickel up. have not instituted the local econo- if Gov Ely summons it in special
The most enthusiastic adherents of mies that the situation required.
session to enact measures for the re' baseball appear to have a psychosis
While Mr Shattuck is blaming the lief of municipalities. Whets:vex
which prevents their spendifles 85 municipal governments for their measures may be proposed, the use
cents to see a professional game failure to retrench, why sbould h. of state credit in sonie form will aland thus have wrecked the Eastern remain silent about the state gov- most certainly be among the most
league just as they have wrecked ,ernment's failure to do the same important to be considered. Some
other leagues before it.
thing? If the state would do what 110 states have applied for federal
The present. effort to preserve or- is demanded of the municipal gov- credit in the form of loans from the
ganized baseball locally on a broad- ernments, it would be In a position R. P. C.
er basis than is provided by the where nothing could damage its
Congressman Luce in the new 9th
present Industrial, City and Inter- credit, except the financial condition
district does not find the way wholly
city leagues is founded on the keen of the municipalities, and where it
cleared for his renomination. The
interest in amateur baseball that could lend a helping hand without
obstacle presented by Congressman
survives and is independent of the fear that the commonwealth itself
Dallinger was removed when the
fate of the professional game. Yet would topple over the brink of inPresident appointed Mr Dellinger a
the movement has ss an objective solvency.
J
of the United States customs
Mr Shattuck points to a vitally judge
the restoration of the professional
cours. But the eancildealr
game here at some time on a modest weak spot in the Curley proposal.
WAWA:
basis, naturally with the hope that
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had not—
yet it
for right of way. He is right;
lOmething of the same sort
Reohart of Cambridge carries a may take promotion and coopera- ! been proposed before and If the
highthreae from the wets, who evidently tion to produce such a result.
process vO! diversion from the
•
4
bedy
alrea
aros dissatisfied with Mr Luce's posinot
had
way fund
lion on the 18th amendment. They
,state referendum in November gun in this commonwealth. The fact
aim to remove this veteran con- on the present direct nominations or is patent now that tfte motor vegressman from public life notwith- primary system is assured by the hicle owes the cities and towns a
standing his great experience, abil- filing of the last 6000 signatures re- large debt for local highway imity and high repute. The result of quired by law for placing the ques- provements undertaken, as is now
the Republican primary contest in tion on the ballot. The Legislature seen, on an unwise scale.
the 9th district should be sevealing was against the bill embodying the
Suggested economies by the state
as to the temper of the Republican changes desired by those now backnment by which the burden of
gover
c
publi
of
voters.
ing the referendum. A test
tax on the municipalities
state
the
sentiment on this subject has belifted or lightened have
be
would
ds
evar
Land Gifts For Boul
come desirable no doubt, but the test
ted but so far withagita
been
long
There have been some indications as now provided is not inclusive.
creation of a state
The
ss.
succe
out
ss
the
of
of impatience on the part
The voters will be forced to expre
cities and towns
the
de
provi
to
fund
sectional civic clubs with the indis- a preference between the present
s of borrowing
mean
e
ensiv
inexp
an
nhurry
position of Mayor Winter to
system and the preprimary conve
the banks
when
pation
antici
in
the further construction of the cross- tion system to which there are some
likewise has been
ion
funct
to
cease
of
I
link
town boulevard, the first
serious objections. A voter who prebroached in several forms, each inwhich, from Page boulevard to Bay fers to go clear back and straight
curring fatal hostility for one reathe
g
street, was undertaken durin
back to the old delegate convention I
son or another. The legalizing of inParker administration. The federal system will have no opportunity un-'
stalment payments of taxes with
buildthe
government's consent to
der the coming referendum to regis
the changing of the tax year SQ as ,
• ing of the necessary bridge across ter his wishes. Why shouldn't be
to begin on January 1 is also part I
Watershops pond is a part cause of have, if what is desired is a true
oeanttiliar plan of reforming thej
this apparent impatience.
test of the public will?
efiti,47endar of municipalities
finali
Nevertheless, the mayor's policy
n'atsSfter a long time, be
which
,
The O'Brien Tax Reforms
toward the completion of the boule- I
abo.yo their advantage.
ht
broug
gSprin
Chairman O'Brien of the
yard is as soundly based today as
th`e•ge.t... 44;kof the control
for
As
in his recwhen it was first formulated. The field board of assessors,
l
depaPL,'• ."' rem:. into the
schoo
of
made
ms
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thoroughfare can be most satisfac- ommendations of tax
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of
hands
of the Massachutorily and economically built when to the committee
Mr Otrien suggests,
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the layout is complete throughout setts Assessors'
izes battlefields of old. No
now transmission to the Legislature one visual
its length; and if the mayor
will again be strong dethe when Gov Ely calls a special ses- doubt there
further insists that the land for
k, if any is made, and
attac
to
fense
the sion, has formulated a program that
right of way must be given to
will be found in the
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point
at- is decidedly interesting and is no a tellin
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the
that
fact
legislative
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city's less
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l very matecontro
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may
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But
Yet if the layout could now
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ts if the depression still
struction would offer another
remen
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A close appraisal of the proposals has a long course to run.
for welfare department
a
yield
would
naturally await the more offiwill
which
of
employment
impor- cial status which they may achieve,
Some one in Boston figures that!
return of definite value. It is
plans
other
s
ous
field'
the
numer
Spring
with
of
along
ss
succe
40,000 men will be thrown out of
tant for the
always for the relief of municipalities employment if $15,000,000 is divertpolicy that there should be
value which the Legislature will have be- ed from state highway construction i
available projects of definite
for fore it, once it is summoned by the and maintenance, as has been proation
occup
to the city to provide
the governor. Yet, without acceptii all posed to the legislative committee'
of
nt
amou
ble
possi
the greatest
pubof
waste
or any of Mr O'Brien's proposals, dealing with public expenses. When 1
idle labor, so that Vne
loyed
unemp
one may still be of the opinion that Gov Ely was being criticized a year.
the
for
lic support
measures as radical as his may be ago for additional expenditures on
should, be reduced.
be of necessary for the restoration of highways to relieve unemployment,
only
not
fore
there
It would
hasten the financial health to the cities and figures were eloquently marshaled to
present benefit but would
boulevard towns.
town
cross
the
show that the increase in employtime when
tion, if the
Long before this depression be- ment arising in emergency highway
could be put in full opera
the nec- gan municipalities in various states work was extremely small. Indeed,
route should be settled and
rough were looking to the gasoline tax for it was said that only a few hundred
the
that
so
essary land given,
the unem- help in their budget-making, and Mr had been added to the working
by
done
he
could
work
ssion. Mayor O'Brien's suggestion of the cessa- forces by the expenditure of a milployed during the depre
opinion that tion of highs', ay building and the lion or more. It is now said that 90
the
of
been
has
Winter
sts would distribution of $10,000,000 among the per cent of highway expenditure
intere
te
priva
the benefit to
public should cities and towns is by no means as goes to wages and salaries, but it is
the
that
great
be so
for any land shocking as it would have been if admitted that,the.:40,000 men who,
not be asked to pay
/lb

p

0
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be added to the ranks
1
of the the
other hand, any public body is
nemployed would include
those en-

entitled to apply for a loan for congaged in producing
machinery and
struction project of a self-liquidating
nature. As Senator Walsh suggests,
Curley On Railroads
this would include a toll bridge,
a
Ma ..
otz
toll road or a water works, but not
;ueley expresses satisf
a
action witl
-T-ia Interstate
Commerce town hall.
commission's decision on
/
trunk line
NESIV
A/
't
consolidation, which he regar
ds as a
victory for Boston and
the Boston
port interests. He says
that if the
commission had kept the
Lehigh &
Hudson and Lehigh &
New England
out of the merger it
"would have
'granted the request of the
port of
'Boston 100 per cent.'
As a matter
of fact, joint operation
of the Lehigh
& New Englandinsures
its operation
on an open-door basis
for the benefit
of New England, and
as for the Lehigh & Hudson its status
is not vitally changed and Presid
ent Willard
of the Baltimore &
Ohio states that
the New Haven railro
ad had no desire to acquire it. Mayor
Curley and
the Boston port intere
sts, like the
I far more aggressive
Providence port
I interests, have been
agitating for
trunk line penetration
Ha nipten Beach. July 23.—The shire at the American Legion coninto New
England and the mayor
brillia
nt uniforms of drum corps and vention in Lawrence.
now speaks
Miss Hazel Perry. 17, of Exeter,
of the possibility of an
bands, fe!.tooned cars, bearing bath- was
eventual "inthe only other New Hampshire
ing beauties, and gayly costumed
'dependent" trunk line which
will not
children made Hampton Beath a
be mainly interested in
the ports of
t.cene of riotious color at the second
Philadelphia and New York.
This
annual American Legion field day
suggestion that the Van
Sweringeqs
held yesterday and Saturday under
would be zealously interested
in dethe aunpices of the posts in southveloping the port of Boston (or,
per.
eastern New llampshire.
has, the port of Providence) is
as
The maneuvers of the Amesbury
far-fetched as it has always been.
20-piece drill team, under the leaderThe Van Sweringens already
ship of Alfred Whepley, was one of
control
the Erie and under the new
the featines of the tAto-day activiallocaties which included a drum corps
tion they get the Lehigh Valley
competition, a battle of band music,
so
that they will have, two separa
a bathing beauty pageant, a chilte
dren's costumed parade as well as
railroad lines running into New
speeches by Mayor James F. Curley
York.

i materials.

ECOND FIELD DAY
IS HELD BY LEGION
AT HAMPTON BEACH

Mayor James M.Curley of Boston Principal Speaker—Beauty and Drum
Corps Contests Attract

I

—
A widely circulated press dispat
ch
stated the past week that the
town
of Clinton intended to apply to the
Reconstruction Finance corporation
for a loan to cover its unemployment
relief work. This report has drawn
from Senator Walsh a clear statement of the purposes of the emergency relief and construction act,

which was apparently misunderstood
by the persons with whom this information originated. A city or town
cannot apply to the Reconstructi
on '
Finance corporation for a loan
to

finance its direct relief work. The .
$300,000,000 appropriated for this
purpose may be lent to states under
certain specified conditions, but not
to smaller units of government. On

of Boston and Mayor Fernando W.
,Hartford of Portsmouth.
Shortly after midnight this morning the Legion auto was given away
by Commander Marvin Young to
Charles Lemaire, of North Hampton,
and the electric refligerator to Wilfred R.. Cunningham of Hampton.
Other prizes of $2.50 in gold went to
E. E. Kent of Hampton Falls, Joseph
Sullivan of Fitchburg, Earl Bayers of
Hampton Beach and George Stafford
of Salisbury Beach.
Ruth Carens, the daughter of Atty
land Mrs. James F. Carens of Newbaryport, was one of the entries in
He children's costume parade. A
large number of children from
'Own of Hampton were also entered.
'Lucille Sterling Wins Beauty Contest
Although most of the prizes in the
idrum corp competition went to Mas'sachusetts organizations, the major
award in the bathing beauty pageant
was won by Miss Lucille Sterling. the
18-year-old dough yr of Mr. and Mr..
Edward Sterling,
Rye, N. H., who
is a Sophomore at the University of
New Hampshire. Well tanned by.
:simmer sun, Miss Sterling, an the
attractive brunette. appeared In a white
bathing suit. She will represent the
southeastern section of New Ramp-

MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
Speaker at Hampton Beach
Legior
Field Day.
to enter the bathing
Second and third places went contest.
Dorothy K. Donovan, 16. of to Miss
Lowell,
who is spending the summ
er in the
Nudd avenue section of the
and Miss Elaine Sellon, 22, beach,
of Jamaica Plain.
One of the amusing features
of the
beauty nageant was
appearance
of Miss Rose Downethe
y. 20-year old
Boston miss, in the bathing
attire of
the gay nineties. Her tightl
costume with flowing skirl y oeniet
etrearbit
ea)

CURLEY SPEAKS
AHEAD OF TIME
Two Political References
in Hampton Reach Talk
Mayor Makes Trip in Plane-Parade Features legion Day
By JOHN S. DONOVAN
HAMPTON BEACH, N H, July 23
, Conflict of daylight and standard
time played a part in the appearance
here today of Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston as guest speaker at the
second annual field day of the American Legion Posts of Southern New
Hampshire.
The Mayor arrived per schedule
daylight time by seaplane from Capc
Cod and, because of the fact that he
had to be on his way again within
the hour, his talk to the Legionsires was given two hours ahead of
the time planned by the Legion authorities.
The change of time for the talk by
the Boston Mayor did not prevent his
having a great audience. For several minutes before he started his
address the loud speaker at
grandstand had announced that
yellow seaplane that circled
beacA three times contained
Mayor and that he would speak
fore the scheduled time.

Thousands Hear Talk

•

the
the
the
the
be-

Mayor Curley's traveling compan- warfare in America me neclaratIon by
ions, some of whom gave him a hard President Washington, that 'eternal
tussle earlier in the day on Cape Cod vigilance is the price of liberty,' is
links, were Chauncy Williams, Boston; better understood by Americans than
A. U. Bird, Rockland, Me; S. L. Bick- at any previous time in the history of
ford, New York, and the Mayor's son, cur country.
"The American Nation represents
Paul.
The plane carrying the Mayor after the aspirations, aims and ideals of
circling the stands came down on the good women and men from the beginHampton River, not far from the toll ning of time—reaching fruition under
bridge separating Hampton and Sea-. the Inspiring emblem of our country,
brook Beaches. A large power boat the Stars and Stripes.
"As custodians of the traditions that
was in waiting and Department Commander Wendell D. Crowell of Han- the American flag represents, namely,
liberty
and equality of opportunity, it
cock, N H. and Department Adjt
Frank N. Sawyer, representing the is clearly OUT duty, not only to the
Legion, went alongside the plene and past. but to posterity to provide every
hiought the Mayor and party ashore. possible safeguard so that the privileges enjoyed by us in our day shall
continue as the heritage of mankind so
Two Political Referencess
long as the American Republic exists.
--Mayor Curley in his address, which
wae liberally applauded, made but America's Idealism
two political references.
One per"During the period of the war there
tained to the alleged failure of the
present Government to make any was no sacrifice either human or finplans for relief of the millions of un- ancial too great to be overcome. These
employed and the other concerned
sacrifices typified faith in God, themGov Franklin D. Roosevelt, Demoselves, their companions, and their
cratic nominee for President.
country and its institutions. To this
While discussing the 18th Amendsublime faith my be traced the sucment, Mayor Curley, referring to the
cess of the American participation and
reception to Gov Roosevelt here last
in the speedy ending, after the enSunday, said that It was unfortunate
trance of America, of the World War.
that the reception was on Sunday
"When we consider America's altrurather than Saturday, for because of
ism and Idealism, and the contribution
the Sabbath, the great throng of last
of men and money in ,that titanic
Sunday could not hear from the lips •
struggle for the destruction of the war
of Gov Roosevelt the latter's stand machine of the central empires that
for absolute repeal of the 18th Amendhad been in process of creation for
ment.
nearly a century, we are at a loss to
There must have been a great ma- understand the failure of
Government
jority of wets in the Mayor's audi- to
develop a program for the speedy
ence for the reference brought forth ending
of the present economic warprolonged cheering.
fare.
To meet the competition of machin"During the period of the war, we,
ery, the Mayor urged a five-day week
were led to believe that we had en-,
with a six-hour day and that also tered the
war to preserve free governseemed to meet approval.
ment in the world, and that -we were
Immediately after concluding his
participating in a war to end wars.
address of more than 30 minutes' du- Fourteen
years have passed since that
ration, Chairmen Barry D. Munsey November
morning when the entire
of the Board of Selectmen directing worts: rejoiced at the
announcement
police activities, with the assistance that the
war rsas at an end, and, lo,
of his force cleared a way thretugh already we have
forgotten not only
the crowd for the Mayor who, *ith the admonition
of the Father of Our
his friends were rapidly driven to the Country, but we
have likewise forgotplace where the plane was anchored. ten the grim and
ghastly lesson of the
price of unpreparedness.

Shower After Speech

Dark clouds filled the sky to the Japan and Russia
South along the route of the plane
"Within the past 12 months r'e have
towards the Cape, Rain was threaten- witnessed
the
scrapping
of the
ing and an occasional flash of lightning League of Nations by Japan, through
and boom of thunder enlivened the its entry into Manchuria, audaciously
taxiing as the plane went up the river flaunting the decrees of the
.".eague
more than a mile before the pilot) and scoffing at its protests.
turned it with engine roaring he tore
"We have observed the failure of
down the river toward Seabrook.
the Nations whom we saved in the
was a long run in the calm water of period of the World
War to discharge I
the river and for a time spectators on their financial
obligations and utilizthe shore feared the plane could not ing the
money loaned to them by
get off.
America for rehabilitation and reScarcely had the plane disappeared
trenchment, for the building up of
in the dark clouds when Hampton was even
greater war machines than was
greeted with a shower arid then a possessed
by them prior, or during
downpour.
the period of the World War.
The Mayor apparently got away just
"We view with genuine apprehen.
in time to escape the rainfall. His slon,
bordering on downright fear, the
errival by plane was one of the high,
Russian Five-Year Program, which;
liehts of the day at the beach and his
provides that during the first year I
Oeparture was followed by the storm
4,000,000 shall be under arms, and at
end then a double rainbow. Everythe end of the Five-Year
Program
thing considered, residents agreed that
taken all-in-all the fieldday had been 17,000,000 under arms, and coupled
with the ennouncement that, of the
worth whilc.
17.000,000 under arms, 6,000,000 will
he
Utilized for air and chemical warfare.
Curley's Speech

Thousands massed around the Chamber of Commerce stand and all available space at the Casino was taken.
The seaplane trip apparently gave the
Mayor a great kick and '; another step
in his airmindeclness. Oely once before had Mayor Curley been in a plane.
It was on 'rile last trip in Cuba where
he flew from Havana to Miami to
keep a Palm Beach appointment.
To keep his engagement today
it was necessary for him to take the
air. A previous engagement conflicted with the Hampton date and, to
/each Hampton end then return for
his weekend at the Cape, he had to
call on the services of Capt Bill Winscepaw of - Lockland, Me.
The Mayor's arrival at 6 p m, followed a flight of 45 minutes from Cape
Cod. Some of the trip the Mayor said .Mayor
Me yor Curley said:
was at the rate of 110 mile: an hour
"The American Legion posts of New
with a short stop for gasoline at the
Hampshire are to be congratulated for
Boston Airport.
he splendid patriotic gathering assemrled for the observance of the WenMay Hop to Porto Rico
r.enary of the birth of the Father of
The Mayor said it was nar-t en- Dur Country, Gen George Washington.
joyable and he looks forward ;0 a rea l
"In this the fourth year
. economic
.
.
. of
hov—PossiblY to Porto Rico.

Menace of Russia
"I have just journeyed here in
an
airplane from Hyannis, covering the
distance of ebout 170 miles in oti,
hour
and a half, and in that journey
ing over various cities and town passI was
Impressed, as one must be,
with the
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of deference to Maytie:Ce
- r.4 91
say what they would dolt 'Hid
cities were in a similar elttiatiot
that of Chicago, all agreed that
assets of municipalities, canals
of tax warrants, municipiti- '90
works, school and 'other proper
should be as highly ecceptalre to
the Reconstruction Finance cor4
poration as the securities Of., ra.0-.
triooandss and other public, corpora-
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her from chin to toe and afforded
The Lowell- bugle and drum ceros
the three judges, Leon Kroll, Ru- created a sensation with elaborate
dulph Dirks and Bernard Karfiel, all cadet uniforms in black and yellow
of New York City, little opportunity with plumed hats. Joseph W. Haro compare her figure with the other vey of South Lee provided an amusentries.
•
ing feature of the parade with one
of the early "horseless carriages."
Curley Comes by Plane
"Cannonball" Baker led the procesWhen Mayor Curley flew low over sion of bathing beauties in a fleet
of
the beach during the height of the festooned cars, as the final unit in
drum corp competition, the spectators the parade.
rushed to the edge of the boulevard
Lowell Whiz Drum Corps Contest.
in the hopes that the yellow plane
INCONTESTABLE.—WALHER.
First place in the drum corps
would land on tlie sand. After circling
"I should want to make a study
twice over the center the pilot land- competition went to Lowell, who a. c
of the Chicago situation before
ed the plane in Hampton river, near runners-up for the state championship.
The
well
known
Y.
D.
post
of
the mile bridge. Mayor Curley and
commenting upon it," said Mayor
his guests were taken from the pon- Boston, in pale blue French uniforms,
James J. Walker of New Yorli.
toons by the Percival boat, captained trimmed with red cord, black puttees
"But the premise that municipll
light blue helmets, walked oftby Claude Gilmore, which bore De- , and
securities and tax warrants should
partment Commander Wendell Crow- I with second honors in Class A. Third
went to Haverhill, and fourth
be acceptable to the federal govell of Hancock and N. H. Department place
to
the
ernment is incontestable.
Adjutant Frank N. Sawyer. Because appearedcolorful Malden post, which
in
striking
cadet
uniforms
"Mayor Cermak has a difficult
ot the low tide, the Boston mayor with
white trousers, blue jackets witti
was forced to walk over a quarter- red-breasted
I situation to handle and if I know
fronts
and
white
plumed
mile of sandy shore before reaching hats.
the mayor he will do so successthe highway. There he was welcomed
fully."
In the novice class.
Almon R.
by Precint Commissioners Fred Pingree post of Exeterthewon
Mayor Hague of Jersey City said
Lorenz and George Ashworth, togeth- honors with a total of 81.25 second
points.
he had been interested in the situaer with former Mayor Michael Cash- Andover, in first place, was ranged
tion from the beginning. "Chicago'e
man. of Newburyport, a summer resi- with 85.35, Peabody, with 74 and
position is a special one," he admitdent of the beach.
Lawrence with 72.68. Romeo GoodLed by Police Officer William E. child was drum major of the Exeter
ted, "but throughout the country
Stickney the procession of official corps, Carl Stoddard, drum sergeant.
municipalities are finding it difficars went directly to the platform and Stephen Wheeler, head bugler.
cult and sometimes impossible to
outside the Chamber of Commerce
Appearing as a miniature Leg:onhandle the unemployment and relief
building, instead of to a reception naire and his miss. Raymond Gladu, 4,
situation."
and dinner at the Hotel Ashworth, with Irene Ahearn. 4 1-2, of Manas had; been planned because of chester won first prize in the cliiiCOMMENDS FIGHT.
Mayor Curley's haste to return to ,
Samuel Levy, president of the
Bowdren's
Barbara
costume
parade.
Harbor.
Osterville
burrough of Manhattan, had this
In the absence of the local Legion en of Exeter in a feathered acrobatic
looking
comment to offer:
reception committee, James W. Tuck- costume, was judged the best
Calvin Emery, of
"I theik the fight The Chicago
er, secretary of the Chamber of Com- girl, and John
The
looking
boy.
best
the
Hampton,
to
Herald and Examiner is carrying'
Curley
merce, introduced Mayor
awarded to
on ft Washington to get federal
the crowds of spectators who flocked most unique titlesofwere
Hampton Beach
around the platform even though he Robert Batchelderas
for Chicago's schools is highly
chief
Indian
an
garbed
was
who
spoke more than an hour before the
omrnendable. I can't for the life
beach.
the
Joubert
of
Gwendolyn
and
scheduled time.
f me see why the Reconstruction.
The parade was led ty
Finance Corporation cannot be aut Alice May Sullivan, of Hampton
Decries Efforts of Pacifists
thorized to lend to Chicago for such
In his remarks Curley referred to Beach, as Cupid. One of the aniusthe
I a notable purpose.
the visit of Governor Franklin D. ing entries was Helen Hood of Ellis
FAVORS AID FOR CITLES.
Roosevelt at Hampton Beach a week beach in the garments of an
ago and lamented the fact of its be- Island immigrant.
"Unemployment is centered in the
ing Sunday prevented the governor
cities and it is to the cities that
from making public his stand for the
0,
7
- ..; Xpmi,n.4,7it relief should go," said Mayor John
absolute repeal of the 18th amend- C re IC
V. Hinchcliffe of Paterson, N. J."As
11 .^
ment. He stated that as long as that
I' understand it, you have in Mamendment is part of the ConstituK
not only a serious unemploytion, so long will here be a disregard
m ent crisis, but, due to the action
of the laws. Prolonged cheers greetalso
Curley
Mayor
remark.
this
ed
of certain large taxpayers in condecried the efforts of the pacifists to
testing their assessments, you canremove military training from the
not even pay the school teachers.
schools and camps and advocated the
,'Such a situation damages not
introduction of a universal five-day
only the credit of the
week with a six-hour day as a method
municipality,
1 .but also that of its financial
of competing with machinery.
instlli I
The colorful parade of drum corps,
I tutions, and in my opinion the govbands and Legionnaires was headed
ernment should study the situation
by Commander Marvin Young of the
refully with 's view to immediate
Hampton post as chief marshal with
Alvin Foss of Exeter, Commander
have a good man in Car.;
1Stephen Harrill of Newmarket post
mak, one who will pull you Out If
i and Adjutant W. G. Terricini of Medany one can."
field. The massed colors of the Portsmouth and Hampton posts were folMIGHT HAPPEN TO ANY.
Cermak's
Fight;
Watch
Walklowed by the Frank E. Booma post
Mayo'r John F. Kenah of Elizaband of Portsmouth in pale blue unier Believes Municipal Ta‘beth, N. J., a district
I forms with Clarence Hoitt as leader
delegate, said
that Chicago's position might be! and Nelson T. Wright as drum major.
Warrants Are Good Security come
The Andover, Mass., corps with
that of any other city in the
scarlet uniforms and trimmed with
United States and that therefore
blue were succeeded by the large Lawevery city in the cou
By
rence, Mass., fife, bugle and drum
Basil
Woon.
study it.
corps as well as the Heevers-Wilmot
Mayors and municipal authori- "The first
duty
post of Salisbury, in simple white attier from many sections of the Its children,"
sal
tille with orange scarfs and nickel
States now attending the Easton, iTivin
United
at.
French
Alvin
of
charge
in
helmets
I
Dcmocratic national convention'Schools
drum major. The Haverhill outfit
4,lyagroundj always
are following with intere:t The l'ave
appeared in scarlet coats and nickel
been
helmets followed by the Peabody corps
,Chicago Herald and Examiner'sparamount condidered by me as Of
importance to the welIn checkerboard helmets. The colors
campaign to secure a federal loan rare of
a city. Any situation
of the Robert P. Durgin post of Newfor
whieb,,
Chicago
so
that
eateries
of
the
Would allow the educationsil
market headed the snappy corps of
school teachers and other munlcl- les
the Almon R. Pingree post of Exeter
of a municipality, toit,.
pal employes may be paid,
In green trousers and ties, black coats
,w cease is Imo
.haitaatii._,,,,,,
,
4,
and gl
h4JefeWO7*,attefl4e,
-1141
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heritage of which we
°minium clouds that bung over, tion of that
broke are the custodians.
head throughout Saturday
"In common with every thinking,
loose with a vengeance as Mayox
I favor a lim-1
Curley concluded his address, ter. citizen in the world,
and the speedy
program. itation of armaments
minating the afternoon
for the ending
Weather conditions today were ideal adoption of a program
time as
for the Sabbath Day events sched of all wars, but until such prepared
are
world
uled by• the legionnaires to close the nations of the
to honestly join America in such a
their annual field day.
program, it is in my opinion clearly
Cheer Wet stand.
our duty to observe the admonition
Mayor Curley kept pretty much that 'Eternal vigilance is the price
away from politics in his address of liberty.' The horrors of the World
but he did express his regrets that war are still daily brought home tb
Governor Roosevelt could not dis- thousands of American
families
cuss some of his plans with the New whose sons are still undergoing
England people who gathered at treatment in the hospitals 'of the
1 Hampton tq greet him last Sunday. country, some who have suffered the
The Hub chief executive mentioned loss of vision, others their reason,
specifically the Democratic nominee's and others so hopelessly mangled as
position favoring of repeal of the to never again be able to regard
18th Amendment
and
the crowd death other than as a
welcome
shouted loudly indicating a "wet"! source of relief from constant pain
sentiment in the big gathering,
and suffering. In common with other
Mayor Curley placed himself on Americans, I recognize that a conrecord as favoring a limitation of, tinuance of the preeent depression
armaments and the speedy adoption, presents a fruitful field for the sowof a program for the ending of all Mg of the seeds of Communism, and
wars, but, he said, "until such time that there is a serious menace to
as the nations of the world are pre-' the republic in the preachment of
pared to honestly join America in pacificism by the internationallysuch a program it is in my opinion minded Americans, who are too nuclearly our duty to: observe that merous in every section of the land
'eternal vigilance is the price of lib- today.
erty.'
Praises Nation's Patience,
Mayor Hartford, in his address to
"Under these circumstances the
the legion's guests today, suggested obligation for service of the memBy A STAFF CORRESPONDENT. that the United States government bership of the American Legion beHAMPTON
BEACH, July 24.— cooperate with the state of New
41%441 Mayor James M. Curley of Bos- Hampshire in building a scenic comes equally as important in the
present hour as it was during the
ton and Mayor Fernando W. Hart- boulevard along the Granite State
period of the World war. I would.
ford of Portsmouth as their guest seacoast. The boulevard, he said, , to God that it were possible for
, should be the continuation of such
speakers, a number of bands and ,a roadway along the Massachusetts America to develop in a larger meatsdrum corps competing for trophies, I coast through the Merrimack valley. ore a spiritual idealism and the
so general
The legionnaires packed a big pro- spirit of brotherhood,
a bevy of beautiful girls contesting
gram in the opening day of its 1932, during the period of the World war.
for the title of "Miss American Leouting and tapered it off with a The American people during the past
gion" and scores of little tots quest- Sabbath entertainment that included four years of depression have displayed a patience and a patriotism
ing prizes in a costume parade, the a battle of music between the Portsof a supremly high order.
legionnaires of Southern New Hamp- mouth and Nashua bands and a cos"No more touching nor beautiful
tume parade for little tots.
example of loyalty to, and love for,
shire gave thousands of vacationists
country,
was ever exemplified than
Mayor
Curley's
Address.
, and visitors at Hampton Beach a
two days, celebration that eclipsed,
Because a
'number of the that furnished by the service men
who
journeyed to Washington, seekin attendance and enthusiasm, the summer colony at Hampton corn.
demonstration giN en just a week ago prises Massichusetts residents, there ing payment of adjusted compensaIn honor of Gov. Franklin D. Roose- was considerable interest in .the re- tion, and who assembled upon the
velt of New York.
marks by the Hub mayor. There steps of the Capitol when informed
Drum corps representing Massa- was some little disappointment that that Congress had rejected their rechusetts and New Hampshire, in col- he didn't have more to say about quests, joined in the singing of 'My
orful garbs and intricate maneuvers, politics but the crowd found plenty Country 'Tie .of Thee, Sweet Land
thrilled the Saturday throng as they , to cheer about in the position he of Liberty." Provided the same
sought to outpi Iv each other in the took on several national problems. courageous, constructive measures,
symbolic of faith, had been taken byi
contest for prizes. Tile Class A troThe mayor said in part:
phy went to the Lowell, Mass., post "I have just journeyed here in an Washington authorities three years
with 95.5 points while the Yankee airplane from.Hyannis, covering the ago the present depression would
Division post of Boston trailed a ,distance of about 170 miles in one be but an unpleasant memory rather
than a grim foreboding reality.
close second with 94.4.
hour and a half, and in that jour- 'Eternal
Vigilance" so essential to
In the novice Ones Andover, Mass., ney passing over various cities and the
safety of the nation and the
post won first prize with Almon A. towns I was impressed, as one must security of
the people is as necesFiligree post of Exeter, second.
be, with the frightful
possibilities sary in peace times as in
war times,
that are contained in the announce- and we clearly owe it
Artists select Queen.
as a duty to.
ment with reference to Russia's pro- America to develop a
Leon Kroll, Bernard Knrflol and
program
that ,
gram of air control. Three million will make impossible a
Rudolph Dirks, three
celebrated men
in planes could he sacrificed of industrial depression recurrence'
memoers of the artist coloay at
similar to
while engaged in their destructive that of which the nation
Ogunquit, Me„ journeyed over from
has been
work, and still three million more the sufferer and the
victim during
the Pine Tree state to select the mos would be in
readiness to carry on the the past four years. The
bitter lesbeautiful girl from a group of a
work of spreading chemicals and sons that have been taught
during
dozen entries and they picked, as germs destroying not only
mankind the past four years should
result in
"Miss American Legion" for 1932
'but the creation of mankind through the speedy adoption of a
program for
Miss Lucille Sterling, student at th the centuries. While professing a
University of New Hampshire and beautiful idealism, Russo., apparent- the prevention of a similar recurrence at any time in the future.
an attractive brunette, fox. the honor
'ly, adheres to that character of pro•"rhe Federal Planning
Board,
Miss Sterling is the daughter of Mr
'gram which constitutes a menace to clothed with authority to
compile
and Mrs. Edward E. Sterling of Rye'I the world, and while this aggressive
data,
study
conditions national and
For second place they chose Ms: program is in progress, America Is
international, and empowered
of Lowell
to
Dorothy K. Donovan
• engaged in the decimation of her
Mass., and for third prize, MisF army, navy and marine corps, in submit its recommendations to Congress, should in some mensure rePlain
Eleatic+ Selton ef Jamaica
' some cases almost to the vanishing sult in the formulation of a policy
Mass.
point—a policy of parsimonious econ.
New Hampshire won first and sec only in the matter of national de- through which our glorious heritage
i might be safeguarded and perpetucompetition
the
band
in
place
ond
tense that borders on cowardly ne- ated,
Frank E. Booma post of Portsmout gation and pacifism, which, unless this ligislation, through which in
machine age, the
machines
taking the chief trophy and J. E checked, may result in the destrue- would
become the slave of mankind
Coffey post of Nashua. the secoon
, rather than the master, Is equally

DRAW THRONGS TO
EACH CARNIVAL

Rye

Girl Chosen Beauty
Queen; Mayor Curley
Speaks

DRUM CORPS CONTEST
COLORFUL AFFAIR

Children's Parade Another
Big Feature of WeekEnd

\
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cars went directly to the platform ears. Norman M. Coffin of HanaptOn.,
outside the Chamber of Commerce Mrs. Rolend Bedell of Kittery Point,
id Miss Maud I. Entwistle of the
building instead of to a reception and
dinner at the Hotel Ashworth as had Universal Movie company of New
been planned because of Curley'a York City.
haste to return to Osterville Harbor,
N. H. Children Entrants.
Mass,
Among the New li.inpshire children in
Irene Ahearn,
In the absence of the local legion the costume parade were:
and George Gladu of Manchesreception committee, James W. Tuck- Raymond
ter, Keath Miller, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
er, secretary et the Chamber of Com- Martin Miller, Primrose street, Manchesmerce, introduced Curley to the ter; Harold Simpson, the son of Mrs. Harstreet, Manchester;
crowds of spectators who flocked old Simpson, Laurel son
of Ernest J.
Robert Gladu, the
around the platform even though he Gladu.
66 Stark street. Manchester: Bebe
spoke more than an hour before the and John Bell. the children of Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Bell of Auburn street. Peggy
scheduled time.
Allen. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allis
The colorful parade of drum corps, Allen
of High street, Priscilla Thomas, j
bands and legionnaires was headed daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Renfew Thomby Commander Marvin Young of the. sten of High street. Joan and Phylis R.
of Mr. and Mrs.
Hampton post as chieA marshal with Carhonneau, daughtersWalnut
street, BatL. J. Carbonneau. 16
Alvin Foss of Exeter, Commander, bars
and Fay Elizabeth Bowen, all of
Stephen Bann of Newmarket post, Exeter; James Nassikas, the son of Mrs.
Nassikas of Hooksett, Flody E.
and Adjutant W. G. Tetrazzina of, .
the son of Mrs. Ida A. Berry, th &IMedfield, Mass. The massed colors Berry.
Station, Nicholas and Dora
0.
ns
C.
of the Portsmouth and Hampton Paris and Virginia Slette, all of ?ortsposts were followed by the Frank mouth; Jacquelyn E. Cann, Marie McE. Booma post band of Portsmouth Donnell, Armand and Gertrude Gauron,
Diana Gagne, JacqUelyn Cate, Virginia
in pale blue uniforms and gold braid Tyler,
Emogene, Ralph J. and Verna W.
with Clarence Hoyt as leader and Rowell, Warren E. Cann., Jr., Dorothy
C. Davis, Marilyn V. Hanscom. John C.
Nelson T. Wright as drum major.
The Andover, Mass., corp with Emery, Gwendolyn and Carolyn Jaubst,
Kevin and Eileen Cash, Jane Bartley. A.
scarlet uniforms trimmed in blue Linscott
and E. Francis Manning, Shirley,
were succeeded by the Lawrence, William and Phyllis Stickney, all of
Mass., fife, bugle and drum corn as Hampton and Hampton Beach.
The Nashua band which made its
well as the Bcevers-Wilmot post of
Salisbury. Mars., in simple white at& only appearance during the field day
on
Sunday was directed by Thomas
nickel
tire with orange scarfs and
helmets. The Haverhill outfit ap- C. Brennan with George W. Underpeared in scarlet coats and nickel hill as drum major and business
helmets followed by the Peabody manager. Organized 18 months ago
Corp in checkerboard helmets. The it is one of the few bands to have
colors of the Robert P. DurgiR post ,,100 per cent legion membership. The
of Newmarket headed the snappy : players are attired in red and blue
!
Corp of the Almon R. Pingree post
plumed
cadet uniforms /with red
of Exeter in green trousers and ties,
hats
black coats and gleaming helmets.
was
Hampton
Mass., Bugle and , Marvin Young of
The Lowell,
chairman with Homer B.
Drum corps created a sensation with general
E.
R.
Hoyt
of
Whiting
of
Hampton,
will represent the southeastern sec- their elaborate cadet , uniforms in
tion of New Hampshire at the Ameri- black and yellow with plumed hats. Portsmouth and Francis Coleman of
can Legion convention in Lawrence, Joseph W. Harvey of South Lee pro- Exeter, vice chairmen; W. A. Mcvided an amusing feature of the Reel of Exeter, secretary, and NelMass,
Portsmouth, treasMiss Hazel Perry, of Exeter was parade with one of the early "horse- son T. Wright of
urer.
the only other New Hampshire girl less
"Cannon bal I"
carriages."
Joseph
Baird
of
Portsmouth was
to enter the bathing contest. Second Baker led the procession of bathing
beauty contest
committee
and third places went to Miss Dor- beauties in a fleet of festooned cars on the
with W. A. Reel of Exeter and
othy K. Donovan, 16, of Lowell, as the final unit in the parade.
Frank Austin of Hampton. The autoMass., who is spending the summer
mobile committee was composed of
Lowell Wins Contest.
in the Nudd avenue section of the
First place in Drum corps compe- E. R. Hoyt of Portsmouth, Otis Hoyt
beach, and Miss Elaine Selion, 22, of
of Exeter and J. A. McCarthy of
Jamaica Pietas, Mass.
tition went to Lowell, Mass., who are Portsmouth. The program was in
Ancient Bathing Suit.
runners-up for the state champion- charge of Clarence Hoyt of PortsOne of the amusing features of the ship. The Well known Y. D. post mouth, Otis E. Hoyt of Exeter and
beauty pageant was the appearance of Boston in pale blue French uni- Marvin Young of Hampton. F. W.
of Miss Rose Downey, 20-year old forms trimmed with red cord, black Buckman of Portsmouth was assistBoston miss, In the bathing attire of puttees and light blue French hel- ed on the drum corps committee by
the gay 90's. Her tightly belted cos- mets, walked off with second hon- , A. Sears of Hampton and J. J.
tume with flowing skirt covered her ors in class A. Third place went to Hickey of Portsmouth. The parade
from chin to toe and afforded the Haverhill, Mass., and fourth to the was in the hands of Cart Stoddard
three judges, Leon Kroll, Rudolph colorful Malden post, which appeared and Francis Coleman of Exeter toDirks and Bernard Karflol all of New with red-breasted fronts and white gether with Harry Elwell of Hampton. ArranL ements for the speakers
York City, tittle opportunity to coin,' plumed hats,
In the novice class the Almon R. and reception were made by Stephen
pare her figure with the other ensecond Wheeler and Reginald P. Stevenson
Exeter
won
post
of
Pingree
tries.
total of 81.25 points. of Exeter, R. J. McCarthy of PortsWhen Mayor Ctirley flew low over honors with a
Mass., in the first place .1,outh and Fred Batchelder
of
the beach „luring the height of the Andover,
85.35, Peabody, Hampton. The committee on
was
ranked
with
the
drum corps competition, the spectatMass., with
74, and Lawrence, band contest was composed of J. J.
ors rushed to the edge of the bouleMass., with 72.68. Romeo Goodchild Hickey and F. W. Buckman of
vard in the hopes that the yellow was drum
major of the Exeter
plane would land on the sand, After corps, Carl Stoddard drum sergeant, Portsmouth together with A. Sears
of Hampton. J. J. McCarthy
of
circling twice over the center the and Stephen Wheeler head bugler.
Portsmouth, Francis Coleman
of
pilot landed the plane in Hampton
Appearing as a miniature legion- Exeter had charge of the children's
river near the mile bridge. Mayor aire and hie miss, Raymond Glaud,
Curley and his guests were taken 4, with Irene Ahearn, 4% of Man- parade.
The judges for the drueo contest
Irons the pontoons by the Percival chester, won first prize in the chilwere Major Samuel H. Edes of Newboat captained by Claude Gilmore dren's costume parade.
Barbara port, Major Arthur h. Smith. Portswhich bore Department Commancier Bowen of Exeter in a feathered acWendell Crowell of Hancock and De- robatic costume, was judged the best mouth and Capt. James E. Sylvester
partment Adjutant Frank N. Sawyer. looking girl, and John Calvin Emery of Portsmouth, ell of the 1115th coast
artillery, N. H. national guard.
Because of the low tide the Boston of Hampton the best looking boy.
mayor was forced to walk over a The most unique titled were awarded
quarter mile of sandy shore before to Robert Batchelder of Hampton
reaching the highway. There he was Beach, who was garbed as an Inwelcomed by Precinct Commissioners dian chief and Gwendolyn Jaubert
Fred Lorenz and George Ashworth of the beach.
The parade was led by 2-year-old
together with former Mayor Michael
of
Hampton
Cashman, of Newburyport, Mass., a Alice May Sullivan
Beach as Cupid. One of the amussummer resic:!ent of the beach.
was
Helen
ing
entries
Hood
of the
Gives Talk At Once.
beach in the garments of an Ellis
Led by Police Officer William E. • Island imigrant. The, judges were
Stiekney the,.procession of official,
4,

e..
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essential while a shortening of the
hours of the working day end the
days of the working week is an imperative necessity.
"A prime essential for the
continued existence of the American
Republic and happiness in the home
Is continuity of employment
with
sufficient remuneration to provide,
not only the necessities, but an occasional luxury. The solution of the
problem of work and wages is as important for the preservation of the
nation as was the winning of the
World war. Its consummation
is
worthy of the best efforts of this
splendid American organization, the
American Legion, and I commend to
you—a dedication of your efforts for
an early solution for the best interests of America and its people."
Parade Opens Program.
The two day festivities opened on
Ssturday with a colorful parade of
'legionnaires from
Massachusetts,
' Maine and New Hampshire closing
Sunday afternoon with a children's
, costume parade in the Casino ballroom.
Perfect beach
weather
' brought the record crowd of the season to Hampton on Sunday but a
threatening storm kept many away
I on the day previous.
I Although most of the prizes in the
drum corp competition went
to
Massachusetts organizations,
the
, major award in the bathing beauty
pageant was won by Miss Lucille
Sterling, the 18-year old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sterling
of
Rye who is a sophomoi e at the UniWell
versity of New Hampshire.
Miss
tanned by the summer sun
Sterling, an attractive brunette, appeared_in a white bathing suit. She

t.

7
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`Ilizzoner' -rcilkilshings Over

Mayor James M. Curley of Boston and Forte. Rico journeyed by airplane from Hyannis
to Hampton Beach
in order to deliver the principal address at the legion celebration. Here he Is being greeted
by James Tucker, Secretary of the Hampton Beach Chamber of Commerce (at left hare headed) and
James Eastman.
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BOSTON—Mayor

James
of Boston and his family arriving
volition at the La Salle st. depot

yestferday. Le t to right they are
Maty, the mayor, Lee and George. M or
Curley came with the delegation. front as-

CROWD SEES BEAUTIES PARA.M.

•

W

Gazette Staff Photo
Part of the crowd of 25,000 people who watched the judging in the bathing beauty contest at the outing of the New
state
Legion
at
Hampton
Beach
last
Saturday.
The
insert
at
the
right
is
the
winner
of the contest,
Hampshire
Lucille Sterling, 18, or Portsmouth, N. H. Judging was done by three well known artists.
the Malden post, flaunted white trousers, blue jackets with red-breasted;
fronts and blue hats plumed with'
white, of the West Point cadets,
In the competition Lowell came off
j first with 95.5 points, the YD post of!
Boston second with 94.4, Haverhill*
third with 90.25, and Malden fourth.
se ,
*1
The novice class was won by Andover with 85.35: Exeter was second
with 81.25, Peabody third with 74 and
Lawrence fourth with 72.68. The battle of music on Sunday was won by
the Frank E. Booma post of PortsTwo days of colorful events constituted the second annual American Legion mouth with the Nashua post in seeond place
field days, sponsored by the posts of southeastern New Hampshire.
The major award in the bathing,
Faced with difficult competition, the I
yard. The massed colors eif the Ports- beauty pageant went to Miss Lucille
mouth and Hampton posts were lot- Steeling, the 18-year-old daughter of j
Haverhill, in natty scarlet uniforms lowed by the Portsmouth band in pale Mr. and Mr. Edward E. Sterling of
with gold ,Rye, N. If.. who is a sophomore at the
and gleaming helmets placed third in blue uniforms trimmed
University of New Hampshire.
weffbraid.
afterSaturday
held
competition
the
The Andover corps, in scarlet uni- tanned by the summer sine Miss Sterwinnoon, only five points behind the
forms, trimmed with blue, was sue- ling made a striking picture in a white
fling Lowell corps, whose black and ceeded by the large fift, bugle and bathing suit. This is her first entry in
conattracted
uniforms
yellow cadet
drum corps of Lawrence in Legion at- any beauty contest. She will represent
siderable attention. The maneuvers tire,
The Beevers-Wilmot post of the southeastern section of New Hampof the 20-piece Amesbury drill team Salisbury, in simple white uniforms shire t the Legion convention to be '
with Alfred Whelpley in charge was an with orange scarfs and nickel helmets, held in Lawrence within the next few
additional feature oi the day,
was led by Alvin French as drum weeks.
The spectacular arrival of Mayor major, Eugene Folsom as drum ser- ' One of the amusing features of the
JarrieseLs=ey of Boston in a vim, grunt and Arthur Pike as chief fifer. beauty pageant was the appearance of
yellow Cabin seaplane during the i Following them the Haverhill outfit Miss Rose Downey, 20-year-old Boston
height of the drum corps competition I was in charge of France; Cronan as miss, in the bathing attire of the gay
was one of the highlights of the two- j drum major, William Kelley as drum ?thistles. Her tightly belted costume
day program which included a bathing sergeant and Alfred Lavallee as chief with flosving skirt and long bloornere
i eugier.
covered her from toe to chin. Second
beauty pageant, a children's costume i
parade and a battle of band music. ' The Peabody post appeared in check- and third place in the contest went
A colorful parade of drum corps. erboard helmets and the Almon R.. to Miss Dorothy K. Donovan, 16, Of
.bands, uniformed legionnaires and pineree post of Exeter in green trous- Lowell, who is spending the summer
festooned automobiles opened the se- ers, black coats, green ties and nickel In the Nudd avenue section of the
tivities of the week-end. Led by Corn. helmets. The Lowell post created a beach, and Miss Elaine Sellon of JaMarvin Young of Hampton, as chief sensatfbn with their elaborate cadet . maica Plains.
After flying over the center of the
marshal, with Alvin Foss of Exeter, uniforms and gold plumed hats. The j
Corn. Stephen Barth of the Newmarket Yankee Division post of Boston was beach twice, the plane bearing Mayor;
pose and Adjt. Thomas Terrenci of garbed in pale blue French uniforms' Curley landed in the Hampton rival a 0
Medfield as members of his staff, the trimmed with red, helmets to match not far from the bridge. Leutded ha
0.Y
gyalWiround MI WM. sasilfi the, '. i — and black putees.'The last to appear,I, the Percival boat., with,oat& 4,11,tudso
.
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HAMPTON BEACH

Field 1)as
vion Draw Big
„0Crowd—C,u.rley Speaks
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Nimilitation papers of candidates for
011niore at the.i'wheel, Mayer Curley
are bewas /breed to walk over a quarter-mile state, county and local offices
stretch of sand because of the low tide, ; ing filed at the office of the city clerk.
At the highway he was greeted by
Francis Prescott, Grafton, former
Precinct, LSommisaioner Fred Lorenz
of the Republican state
chairman
Cashman
Michael
-Mayor
and former
by Police committee. has filed papers for the
Col Newburyport. Headed
for state
Officer William E. Stickney, the pro- Republican
nomination
cession of motor cars arrived at the treasurer. • Chester
Campbell,
I.
platform outside the Chamber of ComRepublican
the
for
filed
has
Quincy,
behours
two
merce building nearly
fore the mayar was scheduled to speak. nomination for lieutenant governor.
Mayor Curley was forced to cancel a Lt. Gov. William S. Younpnan has
dinner and reception at the Hotel Ash- , filed his papers for the Republican
worth because of an engagement, in nomination for governor.
Osterville Harbor. The voice of James .
County Commissioners Robert H.
W. Tucker, secretary of the Chanmer Mitchell and Frederick H. Hurler, Anof Commerce, over the amplifying sys- dover. has filed their papers for the
commistem summoned several thousand vaca- Republican nomination for
of Essex county.
tionists and Legionaires from all parts sioners
y
Observator
Benjamin Brief, 32
of the beach.
avenue, Edwin W. Tilton, 124 Grove
In his remrries Curley referred to the street, Anthony J. Woldyla, 11 Marlon
recent visit of Goriraliklin D. Roose- street, Charles Bassani, 35 Davenport
velt at Hampton Beach and lamented street, Alexander Fantin, 52 Beach
the fact that the Sabbath day had pre- street, Isadore Klein, 454 Washington
vented him from making public his street, Ifacob Berman, 475 Washingstand for the absolute repeal of the ton street. have filed papers for the
18th Amendment. "As long as that Republican ward committee in ward
amendment is part of the Constitution, five. Messrs. Brief, Tilton, Woidyla
t... long will there be disregard for the Berman have filed papers for delegates
other laws of the land," Curley af- to the state convention.
firmed. Prolonged cheer; greeted this
s.remark, In an effort to cope with the
,a svs's
-r
AgiC
vW
economic conditions of the country,
band.
the Boston mayor advocated the introand band; Lowell, post 87 and
Saturday's
duction of a universal five-day week
The second feature of
drums
with a six-hour day. He also decried
program was the fife and
along
the efforts of pacifists to remove all
corps contests which were held
the
from
training
military
forms of
1
class
the beach front. The novice
summer
and
camps.
I
schools
was enter by Andover, Exeter,
Following the bane contest on SunOne of the big events of the beach contest
and Lawrence. The class A
day afternoon which was won by the
season was the annual field day of Peabody, entered by Lowell, Yankee
was
Portsmouth outfit, Mayor Fernando.
the American Legion held Saturday group
Boston, Haverhill and
W. Hartford of Portsmouth spoke,
and Sunday at, Hampton Beach. The Division, 290,
final tallies of the
from the platform on the need of the
occasion drew 5,000 veterans and Malden. The
following scores:
cooperation of the federal government'
several thousand other guests who judges showed the
first, with an average
with the, state of New Hampshire in.
gathered to enjoy the entertainment Novice, Andover
second, Exeter with
obtaining a scenic highway along the
prepared for the two days.. Those in of 85.35 per cent;
third, Peabody, with
state coast line to tie up with a Merricharge of the affair were as follows: 81.25 per cent;
Lawrence
mack Valley highway. He also comGeneral chairman, Marvin Young, 74.00 per cent and last,
A
mented upon the necessity of having
Hampton: vice chairman, Homer with 72.28 per cent. The Class
Beach,
per cent;
a sea wall to protect Hampton
Whiting. Hampton; E. R. White, group. first, Lowell, 95.50
the
youth
of
cent;
"the recreation grounds
Portsmouth: Francis Coleman, Exeter; second, YD, Boston, 94.40 per
of the race."
and
Secretary, W. A. MeReel; Treasurer, third. Haverhill, 90.25 per cent;
legionminiature
a
as
Appearing
Wright, Portsmouth. The fourth, Malden, 88.85 per cent. The
Nelson
naire and his miss, Helmond Gladu,
a drill
beauty contest committee comprised, main event was followed by
4, with Irene Ahearn, 41?2, ManchesImJoseph Baird, Portsmouth and Frank by the corps from 'Amesbury.
ter, N. H., won first prize in the chilthe
Astin. Exeter and the publicity com- mediately after the contests
dren's costume parade held in the
h beauty contest was staged in which
Portsmout
McCarthy.
A.
J.
mittee,
of
Casino ballroom. Barbara Brown
and Frank Jameson, Hampton. Others the following winners were awarded
Exeter was chosen as the best lookserving at general committee meet- the prizes by the judges, first. Miss
ing girl and John C. Emery at Hampings were, Otis Hoyt, Portsmouth: Lucille Sterling, Portsmouth; second,
ton the best looking boy. Prizes for
Clarence Hoyt, Hampton; F. W. Miss Dorothy Donovan, Lowell; and
unique costumes went to Robert BatchBuckman, Portsmouth; John Rickey, third, Elaine Sellon, Jamaica Plain.
elder and Gwendolyn Jaubert of
Portsmouth; A. Sears, Hampton; Carl
The address of Mayor James.
Hampton Beach. A special prize was
Francis Coleman, Curley of Boston was 'heard by the
and
Stoddard
given to Dorothy Davis of Hampton.
Exeter.
Jr. a white peacock costume. PaIsteiOrmaires and 12,000 guests, The ;
The first big event of the celebra- mayor confined himself to a general
tricia Ball, 11 Haverhill street, Haveres
in
Legionnair
Gardner,
of
of
tion was the parack
hill, and Helen Hood
eulogy of the Legion and gave praise
an amusinug Ellis Island garb, atwhich lined up as follows: Hampton, to the bonus marchers. The mayor!
The
attention.
posts.
h
le
Portsmout
considerab
tracted
post 6 and band:
arrived from Oysterville by plane and
parade was led by 19-months-old Alice
and drum corps; Amesbury post 187: landed in the Hampton river where
corps;
drum
and
8
May Sullivan of Somerville as Cupid
post
Andover,
he was unofficially greeted by a
with his bow and arrow. The jodges
Lawrence, post 15, and fife and drum twelve year old son of a local lobsterband;
and
309
were Mrs. Norman M. Coffin of Hamppost
Salisbury,
corps;
man who rowed him to shore and
ton. Mrs. Roland Bedell of Kittery
Haverhill,' post 7 and drum corps; escorted him to the official car.
Point. Me., and Miss Maud I. Encorps;
drum
and
153
post
Peabody,
The Sunday program was more
twistle of Portsmouth.
Newmarket, post 67; Exeter, post 32 varied
and consisted of another short
The judges Va. the drum corps cornchildren's parade, a baby show and
petition were Maj. Samuel H. Edes of
band concerts.
Newport. N. H. Maj. Arthur L. Smith
An enjoyable boat ride was staged
' and Capt. James E. Sylvester of PortsSunday evening by several local young
mouth.
a aLfjja, mthe Ha
iiz
The Legion auto was awarded at 1
fher:
this morning to Charles Leamire of
rive
Capt.
North Hampton, the electric refrigerIrving F. Jones of Hampton and
ator to Wilfred Cunningham of Hempmade a tour of the surrounding coast
1 ton and prices of $2.50 pieces to Jofrom Great Boar's Head to the jetties
seph Sullivan of Fitchburg, Earl Boyat Newburypore. Capt. .Jones pointed
George
and
Beach
Hampton
of
era
out the spots of general interest along
Stafford of Salisbury Beach. Another
1 prise was won by the nutnoer 22098,
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Both Gov Roosevelt and-Chairman
Farley are known to be anxious to
have Gov Ely announce his candidacy
for reelection because of the support
which his name would give the national ticket.
The haste with which layer Gulley
Publicly invited the governor to i un
for reelection, even with the otvious
sincerity of the mayor's offer of his
active support, has not swerv•Al ElY
from the cource of silence ha his folY lowed since the convention.
l.s known to have
.
rlelioa
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airum
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,evelt the nceesGov
,sity of obtaining the suppo:t
!Ely at any cost.

THAT ROOSEVELT
LSCUTTLE CURLEY

Unconfirmed Rumors Sa,
That is One Condition For
Governor's Support

TWO PARTY LEADERS
WILL CONFER TODAY
Stipulations to Be Made
Known Then B oston
MayorTalks With Albany
by Telephone

a

Curley Refuses to Credit Rumor
8pecial Dispatch to The Republican.
Boston, July 26—Mayor Curley, at
him home tonight, would not. deny
that he had heard of the plan to eliMinate him from the Democratic camin Massachusetts this fall, but
Paig4he refused to believe that such
said
elimination was the price of Gov =SW
support of Roosevelt

Special Dispatch to The Republican
Albany, N. Y., July 26—Gov Ely of
Massachusetts, at a luncheon conference tomorrow at the executive mansion, will tell Gov Roosevelt under
what conditions he will support the
Democratic national ticket this fall.
After the conference, Gov Ely will issue a statement in which it is expected that he will announce that he
Is a candidate for reelection in Massachusetts.
Although it has been assumed In
some quarters that the price of Gov
Ely's support will be a pledge from
the New York governor that Mayor
Curley be eliminated from any participation in the Massachusetts campaign, no confirmation of this was
forthcoming here tonight.
Twice Calls Roosevelt
It was learned, however, that Mayor Curley held two long telephone
conversations today with Gov Roosevelt. This at once brought the assumption that the mayor was anxiaus
to forestall in advance any Possible
presimove to efface him from the presil
dential campaign in Massachusetts.
Tomorrow's conference was arranged
Friday, when Gov Ely and James A.
Farley, Ropsevelt's campaign manager and chairman of the Democratic
national committee, met in Springfield.
At that time, the Massachusetts governor laid down certain conditions un'der which he would support the Roosevelt-Garner ticket
These conditions were acceptable to
Farley, but lack of authority to definitely commit Gov Roosevelt led to
the arrangement for tomorrow's conference.
Gov Ely, whose speech nominating
Alfred E. Smith at the Chicago convention last month won him national
acclaim and prominence, thus far has
refused to Join other Smith promoters
in supporting the Democratic ticket.
His reticence finally forced Chairmsn
Farley to make overtures to win him
over. That Farley was successful was
indicated when Gov Ely agreed to come
here tomorrow for a conference with
Political observers
Gov Roosevelt.
agreed that were there the slightest
danger that Goy Ely would rebuff the
New York governor the conference
would not have been arranged.
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ELY SCHEDULED .10
ANNOUNCE ROOSEVELT
SUPPORT MONDAY
RESULT OF •
ONFERENCE
Also Will Make Known

very sidewalks are filled with politic:el
dopesters, much to talk about • and
Roosevelt's close associates were openly delighted at the turn of events.
They are saying tonight that there is
not the slightest possibility that Ma.ssehusetts will longer remain on the
fence.
Opinion Warranted.

Own Candidacy; Albany„IffIcient
Meeting Is HarnioniousAm"Y

of the day were
cc
The occurrences
in themselves to warrant ;
:Atoll an opinion. Gov. Ely arrived at
the Executive Mansion in a frowsy ;
neighborhood, a few blocks ;
from the Capitol, to find luncheon laid
on the comparatIvely cool front porch.
He and Gov. Roosevelt were. joined :
by two of the Roosevelt secretaries
ot of
a
nn
taoisnelnyma
cerR
urd
or
gk
e. Samuel 1.I.
Ji

Roosevelt to Make National Radio AddressaNnedw
Saturday Night Which Will Have ci'L`
dreary meal. for shouts of laughter
Lnreet came
at intervals to hungry and swel- .
fl
tering correspondents clustered in the
i
Bearng
.on Ely's Statement.9 Pair Chat forshade
in the rear of the huge house.
The business of eating in such
Two Hours at Executive Mansion
merry fashion took more than an
By a Stoll Reporter.

hour. Then the two governors setin deep wicker chairs in a corner
d
dsot-n
ee
l:a
tuxb
eu
oaadi
a scausssa the
thhaeallorc4ti ts

at tled

ALBANY, July 27—Continuing a waiting policy th °,,
,f
obviously is no longer intended to carry any conviction a.butler. hadd -placed a table with clears
doubt, Gov. Joseph B. Ely of Massachusetts today laid the drew cithaeti•ertshheadsse togethera t hand Ode trim
whietity;
t an
h(
osu rls,.1t. T
lt
ya
• aeel.
.o
tai kn:
et ra
groundwork for an announcement next Monday that he will sretxel!idetdafor
be a candidate for reelection and that he will throw his per- occasional vehement gestures to punesi
,eeide aepapparreesa
t hie.eyacAh
atet
ttig
m,hhee noptihnet nhsad
sonal influence and that of the Democratic party in the Bay ia
they had
State behind Gov. Franklin Delano Roosevelt of New York anctagreement they called newspapertnn
closer for an exchange that went
Speaker John Nance Garner of Texas.
something like this:
Roosevelt—Gov. Ely and I have decided to take a trip to Boston Corners
'to see that acre of ground vvhose ownis now claimed by MassachuNo other interpretation can be placed upon openly evasive statements setts, Connecticut and New York so
ership
on of territoriality may
thnaatn)
the ,
, of Gov. Ely and Gov. Roosevelt made after they had chatted for
two fi
,
.ZIl
"isieeed.
! hours on the front porch of the Executive Mansion here this
afternoon. Q. (By a reporter obviously at sea)
There was apparent in the demeanor of neither man no sign of estrange-,—But just what does that mean. Gov' ment or lack of personal or political harmony, and they laughed happily erEnolyr?
It means that if it is a good
at each other as they combined forces to turn aside the direct questions acre, I will claim it for Massachusetts.
, Q.—Have you anything to say about
of more than a score of correspondents.
the campaign in 'Massachusetts, Gov.
Roosevelt. now that this conference
has taken place?
_
Roosevelt—The campaign is coming
This much was gleaned in direct -More than this meager Information lal°ng all right—everywhere.
statement: With the opening round in
Q.—Gov. Ely, will you support the
leadermight have been gained had it not
the public reconciliation ,of the
been that several times, when aro, iDemocratic ticket in this campaign,
of the A l Smith forces and the preswill you be a candidate for reelecand
quesidential candidate diPposed of today. H.:iy seemed disposed to answer a
Roosevelt will undertake the second Bon he was stooped with his Aords tton?
Roosevelt saying, Ely--I will release a statement coyon Saturday evening when he will de- half formed by Gov.
Joe." And ering both subjects on Monday. I am
liver a radio address on the Dem- "Let that go until Monday.
and "Thank" would swing Anable to say now whether it will be
ocratic platform. This address will then "Joe"
pleasantly back and forth in the coueli released from Boston or Westfield.,
have a "direct bearing" upon a statethey were occupying tn. Q.—Can you tell us, Gov. Ely, Any
hammock
by
the
released
Massachument to he
another question that might he YOU are waiting until Monday to make
.aetie executive on Monday which wilt await
a statement—why you will make no
turned aside,
immediate statement on these matters
motile the two moot questions—nrst,
However, the outcome of today's of so much -public, interest?
that of support for Roosevelt ad secRoosevelt-- Because he prefers it
ond that of his own candidacy for re- conference, long heralded as designed
that way.
;election: Until that time neither figure to cement the 'strength of the last
diehard
ti
for
the:,
Smith
replier
issue
the
political
game
of,
Ely—Because
I Dreier. it that way.
In this strange
arty ticket, wave this city. wham
urther enmmAn
:dodos& will hay

Chat for Two Hours on Porch of Mansion

Roosevelt to Speak Over Radio Saturday

a
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tubs.
Q.—Gov. Ely, do you think the Dem- ; or so palm trees set in big green bare
I The unfertilized, shaded lawn has
ocrats will carry Massachusetts?
about
to
worry
seems
one
and
no
!spots,
Roosevelt (while Ely hesitates)—
sprays of unclipped grass and weeds
Tell them that on Monday, Joe.
Ely—I can say no more now than ; close to the high fence.
few remain-'
that Gov. Roosevelt and I discussed I l In the rear is one of the
of the
many subjects at length. I will think tng signs of the long occupancy
enclosure
about them carefully and issue a state- mansion by Al Smith—the
It is
ment on Monday. Cov. Roosevelt will , in which he kept his menagerie. fence
for empty and bare now, but the
40 on the radio Saturday evening
bright,
contrast
in
and
strong
stands,
a discussion of the party platform, and
more ungroomed appearance
you mav sa,• that the two 4aterneuts with the
of the rest of the grounds.
will have a bearing on each other.
The mansion itself seems to have
Swing in Hammock.
been constructed out of parts of two
s two large
brick
and
unprepossessing
So the interview went, with
executives i'vinging in the hammock, houses. At least the architectural
negative
characteristics of one half differ from
apparently content to swap
answers for probing questions for an those of the other. Across the front
and around one side runs a wide an.]
indefinite period.
While Gov. Roosevelt said that he spacious porch, crowded' with comsubthe
fortable furniture and flowers. There
could not thus early indicate
stance of his radio speect because he is even a telephone so that the Govhas not yet begun to prepare it, those ernor, seeking relief there from the
close to him expressed the opinion heat, may answer his calls (such as
that among a number of subjects he one today from Mayor Cermak of Chiwill deal with specifically will be that cago).
Gov. Roosevelt appeared today for
of prohibition, which Massachusetts
Democrats are anxious not to have luncheon with his hair awry and clad
subordinated to other issues: It seems in a rumpled white linen suit whose
likely tonight that the Governor's ad- coat he wore tightly buttoned when he
dress will be coinstructed as a deelara- sat. He walks with difficulty, his
tion of adherence to party policy to hand on the arm of a companion, ap- ,
for
which no Democrat, and particularly parently more for balance than
support. His face is ruddy with health
not Ely. can take exception.
of having
. If this is so, Gov. Ely will then have and he gives the impression
In conversation h:s
been provided with the material he great vitality.
than might be
.needs to declare for the candidate at voice is higher in pitch man, but :n
this particular time when even his expected of so large a becomes full,;
it
group
to
a
has
speaking
delay
friends are saying that his
been a means of strengthening his deep and emphatic.
The two Governors were interrupted
trading position in the matter of conduring their intimate
duct of the campaign and the patron- more than once
on today by their surround,
of
'tortversati
election
age which would follow the
ings. Once or twice they halted their
a Democratic President.
while large trucks rattled over
It is clear that neither the candi- speech
the rough paving in front of the mandate nor the Massachusetts Governor l
they turned curiously to
once
in
sion;
•wants any such opinion to be held
pedler on the side
Massachusetts, even though there I look at an unawed
; street, who was shouting with every
must have been present at today's ; shade of tragedy in his voice, "Fraish
feast the specter of Senor James Mi- vegge-tables—Froots."
And then a
chael Curley. self-nominated ‘1,1sose- very dirty urchin who had been pressvett sefiltritnan in this State and con- ing his face against the fence shouted
vention delegate from Puerto Rico toward the pair on the porch, "When
(which he has never seen). The part ya gonna go onna radio, Guy'ner?" A
Curley will play in the present cam- huge mall truck bearing in its body
paign is being watched with the keen- one small package hesitated beside the
est interest in Massachusetts, and un- porch and backfired as if to assert its
less Roosevelt deals effectively and I political independence.
latigamatigaglZ with the progisma preSuch was the background for a posented by the oratorical Boston Mayor I litical conference watched by the whols
,
country with eager interest.
he may have still other reasons to re
gret that he entered the primary campaign against Smith in Massachusetts.
Curley is but one of the incongruities of the situation, and the setting of
today's conference provided another,
considering that both parties might be
considering that the fate of an American election wa.s swaying in the balance.
The setting was the "mansion" provided by New York State as an Albany
residence for its governors, built in its
present position in a day long gone,
when perhaps Eagle Street was 'way
uptown. Now the neighborhood is one
of cheap tenements, small two and
Boston, Aug. 12—"Sever, since Gov
three-story commercial buildings and
Roosevelt threw his hat in the ring,
pinched, hungry shade trees. Old resihave I been more confident of Demodents say there used to be a saloon a
few doors away where more than one
cratic succeas than I ma at the
statesman, climbing the long grade to
present time," Mayor James M. Curthe mansion, would stop for refreshley asserted lastlifgTit as he Stepped
ments and even courage.
aboard the Eastern Steamship comPicture of Mansion.
pany's liner Boston on his way for a
nf
the
center
set
in
is
conference today in New York with
The mansion
grass
discouraged
of
rectangle
large
a
surrounded by a rusting iron fence
whose gates hang at maudlin angles.
Large shade trees and shrubbery do
their best to soften the harsh outlines
of the square brick walls or the hours*,
and they succeed to such a limited degree that some inspired person has
supplemented their efforts by a dozen
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dirile wort.:lig employes Of the
New England Telephone and Telegraph company in Boston have,
agreed to support the unemployed
members of their organization
until they return to work, according to the financial secretary
of their craft, who informed Mayor Curley of the action yesterday. The workers will contribute;
a sum sufficient to provide for the
needs of those members of the Or...,
ganizatIon who have had their
employment suspended within the
past few years, with a view to
preserve the self-respect and independence of the unemployed!
group. And in commenting on the
.
May
t!........5t
announcement,

1444
.

said:
"The psychology , of fear has.
been largely dispelled during the!
past four weeks as a consequence
of constructive measures ad'opted
nationally, and its reflection is
represented in the opening of factories, mills'and a more optimistic
outlook on the part of the aver
age citizen, than has been in evidence for nearly a full four-year
period."
Mayor Curley is not the only
individual to note the same signs
of increasing cheerfulness on the
part of business men and the public in general. The country has
not gotten back to normal yet, to
be sure; but there appears to be
some basis for the belief that a
definite itnprovement has begun.

7/ ,
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James Farley, Roosevelt's camattign.
CURLEY NEVER MORE
manager.
"Every hour brings further conCERTAIN OF VICTC-RY firmation
that Franklin Delano Roosevelt cannot he beaten for President
this fall," the mayor declared. "I will
discuss with Mr Farley the plans for
my speaking tour over the country
and I will present my tentative schedule to him, seeking his advice and'
help. If he has any special tasks that
he may want me to do for the
benefit,
of the party I shall be only too
glad.
to accept."
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Ely, Roosevelt and Others
'

It is doubtful if the Republic
ans stand
Governor Joseph B. Ely
of Massachu- the chance of smoothing out their local
setts has piqued
political curiosity by creases that the Democrats do. Presihis hesitancy to
announce his support dent Hoover may have his critics among
of Roosevelt and
Garner in the forth- the voters, but this is not apparent in
Recipients of city Nkelfare aid,
coming campaign. This
is easily explain- the confident preparations the leaders
claiming physical disability, must
able, however, upo
prove their inability to work in den several grounds. He are making to carry the State for the
partments to which they are aswas the leading supp
orter of Alfred E. President. The prohibition plank is not
sign
ed or be dropped from charity
Smith in the nati
onal convention, made satisfactory to the extreme wets, and
rolls, Mayor Curley declared last
a speech placing Mr.
cert
ainl
y
a
nigh
drye
t.
r
one would cost the
His statement followed the
Smith in nomination which gave him
report of the Roston Finance Coma national reputa- party the State. But the Democrats in
miss
ion
that three out of every
tion overnight; and
he has been well Congress did not follow the beckoning:
four unemployed men, given emeraware that, whatever
of
thei
r own party platform, and mor
gency work, make false claims of
gestures he might
e
exhibit as a demonstr
being unfit.
ation of Demo- Democrats voted against than for the
Physicians at City Hospital
cratic unity in this
have
State, thousands of Bingham beer bill; leading many Rebeen instructed to make nmediate
his followers might
continue rebellious. publicans to feel that the Democratic
reports on physical examination
to
and refuse to fall into
officials of the welfare department
line for the ticket gesture in behalf of modification of the
to
effe
, with the celerity of
ct
pro
mpt elimination of
those more seasoned Volstead Act is a good deal of a bluff.
shirkers who receive city aid.
politicians —or stat
While the Republican leaders hav
esmen —David
e not
I.
Walsh and John F.
Fitzgerald. These required a month in which to make up
voters, moreover, are
the same upon their minds whether they would support
which Governor Ely
must depend for their national ticket, they are in an
re-election, and many
of them are still awkward position over the governorship,
recalcitrant; some beca
use of their re- for they recognize that, as in another
Mayor Curley
sentment over the trea
tment of Gov- classic case, it may prove easier to nom,cable of greeting yesterday sent a
s to Premier Ben
ernor Smith, others oppo
inat
e Mr. Youngman for governor
ito Mussolini
sed to Roosevelt
than
on the occasion
and Garner because they
his
to
elec
t
49th
him
.
He
is
oppo
birt
sed already by
hday anniversary. of
are Roosevelt
"V n U r
and Garner—particula
Excellency's dist
rly Garner. More- Frank A. Goodwin, whom he should deinguislied admi
over, by the rules of
nist
the game as it is feat easily, but the trail of Alvan T.
mier constantly ration as Precem
played sometimes, May
ent
Full
s
er
is
the
over all, with nothing more
splendid era of
or Curley should
to
be recognized importan
tween the people good feeling betly by the p7esi- assure that he will not enter the Hits
of Italy and the
United States,"
dential nominee, notw
tha
n
a
tele
said the Mayor.
phone conversation; and som
ithstanding he
e
was not by Governor
Sthith under sim- other patriot is as likely as not to loom
cl
ilar circumstances four
h
years ago, and up and decide that the voters want also
it is a fairly safe conc
lusion that if he him for governor. If Democratic underhad been, a revolt woul
d have ensued surface polities cannot be gauged from
in the Democratic party
that would have the outside regarding the presidency,
given Massachusetts to
Hoover as sure neither can Republican as to the govas shooting. Governor
Ely has been ernorship, at this writing.
trading.
Mayor Curley, however,
3,114 19 F) 1.- 0
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avoided making the breach by reti
HO
ring with unacPES TO SAVE CITY
customed modesty. Gove
rnor Roosevelt
$40,000 ON CEMENT
tendered the olive branch
Mayor Curley undertook yesterda
in all the ways
complete a transaction in cementy to I
he could, even sending
to
Chairman Farley
be used in the construction of the
to Massachusetts to conf
Formally declining to
er with Gov- Huntington avenue subway by which he
withdraw
Is hopeful of effe
protest against the
ernor Ely. Governor Roos
deduction of nearMs
evelt is to cess of $40,000. cting a saving in exly
$60 from his pay envelope
state over the radio toni
for the unA heavy duty upon cement will beght, according
employed, Clerk Fran
cis A. Campbell
to all accounts, that
com
of
oper
e
ativ
the
e within a short period
Suffolk Civil Court
Massachusetts will
caustically
before the subway cons
criticised Mayor Curley
be found safe for Dem
in a public letocracy; and on 'started. It is estimate truction is
ter
issu
ed
last night.
d
that
80,000
Monday tiovernor Ely is
barr
"Instead of asking
els will be needed and the
expected to put
me to reconsid
delegated Chairman Thomas F. mayor
and withdraw my
forth a statement which,
protest," he repl er
if it announces
vaa of the transit commission Sulli''It
ied,
seem
s
to
inn
that you should
to arhis own candidacy for
range to have the necessary supply
skier and counterm
recon.
re-election, as
your orders relfor the city at a price figured to held
ative to the is 41thand
presumably it will, probably
oldi
will embody
cents below the rate which will be 50
three days' pay from ng of two and
an endorsement of the nati
prethose nubile offional ticket, or
cials paid by the ell
vail when the project is underway.
"i n view of the y of Boston.
the reputable part of it—f
is
The city cannot legally buy the
or it cannot
fact
ment now but the , mayor hopes ceJury in a former simi that judge and
be forgotten, in this State at
lar protest hays
that ,
least, that
foun
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c/urley Sends Cable
to Duce on Birthday
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CAMPBELL IN
NEW PROTEST

Writes Open Letter to
Mayor on Pay Deduction

CURLEY GREETING
TO MUSSOLINI
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ia `Embarrassed'

,Gov Roosevelt shown talking with Mayor Curley of Boston
(Wide World)
at the end of his cruise.

Taternational News Photos.
Mrs. Mayadevl Gangulee, a member
of the Indian National Congress. is in
Boston to confer with Governor Ely
and Ma or Curley on the official reception to be g ven during the American tour of V. J. Patel, ex-Lord Mayor
of Bombay and ex-Preeident of the
Indian Legislative Assembly, in Oetobe/
YI am so embarassed I have no fine
Indian gowns to weer for the edifica
tion of American women," said Mrs.
Gangulee
She was on the French
liner "Georges Phillipar," which
off Somalitind, with tom of 84 sank
lives.
She spent several hours tr. a
All her clothes went clown lifeboat.
with the
ship. The Sari (which is the
gown
she wears) is of French lace
and was
made by her to conform to
styles. The circle of rougethe Indian
forehead is by custom to upon her
show she
Is a Hindu woman.
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IT IS SAID: V./
That Mayor Curl
is to stur,
West forltrtMeViTtT Whether
or no.
they believe in hie argument,
westerners will be delighted
with his
oratorical ability.
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Safeguard the Home
Mayor Curley-'s plea in behalf of the home owner and
his invitation to distinguished churchmen and citizens
to
serve on a committee to protect equities of home owners—
placed in serious jeopardy by present economic condition
s—
and to aid housing conditions in general, is a most gracious and laudable
action.
The Daily Record endorses the
mayor's proposal and hopes that the
appeal will result in constructive and
co-operative effort which will deal
with this vital problem from a, humanitarian standpoint and stabilize
and guard the home.
The home is the very foundation
of our civilization. It is the mainspring of community life. In it are
nourished those precepts upon which
Mayor Curley
good government relies—the moulding of character and upright citizenship. Take away or
weaken the influence of the home and civilization would
In this period of economic distress the problems of
the home owner have increased to such an extent that unless something is done—and done at once—to relieve the
burden, the structure of living standards will collapse.
"One of the most important questions confronting
American cities today," Mayor Curley pointed out, "is that
of providing shelter for their inhabitants. It is a problem
which has seriously affected not only the home owners
themselves, who in many instances have been forced to relinquish the savings of a lifetime through inability to meet
interest and mortgage payments, but also the banking and
financial interests, building trades, real estate dealers and
health and social workers."
If banks or other interests who hold mortgages on the
homes of those who at present are unable through unemployment to meet their obligations, hold too strictly to the
letter of the law, they will ultimately share in the loss.
It would seem that some plan might be devised whereby the holders of mortgages on homes where the owners are
unable to meet payments could declare a moratorium on interest payments, principal or amortizements, until such time
as economic conditions improve.
Boston does not want to face conditions such as have
come about in other cities, where glaring instances, especially in Detroit, have been recorded where banks hive foreclosed on the homes of unemployed workers because they
were temporarily unable to meet payments.
Everything should be done to encourage the home owner or prospective home owner at this time, when the inc - ntive to build or maintain a home is at a low ebb as a result
of economic conditions. Get behind Mayor Curley in his
laudable move to safee-uard the home.
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MAYOR CURLEY SOUNDS
CALL FOR UNITED PARTY
Gov Ely. statement is in ac:,:,1.l.,nce
with what Mayor James M. Curley,
his leading opponent in the Presidential primaries, indicated he hoped the
Governor would make recently -when
he said that it was Gov Ely's duty
to seek reelection and that he personally would do all in his powur
to aid him.
Informed of Gov Ely's decision at
his home last night, Mayor Curlay
said: "The announcement of Gov Ely
clarifies the situation from a Democratic standpoint in .slaF.sachusetts. A
united party now means victory in
November."

ip-00R4)
Mayors Urge
Relief Bonds
of$15,000,000
A proposal by the Mayors Club
of Massachusetts that a special
session of the legislature be sskod
to grant a $15,000,000 bond issue for
relief of towns and cities facing a
h .rdensome tax increase, was
submitted yesterday to Gov. Ely by
Mayor Curley.
The requested bond issue wouil
be paid back over a period of
five
years from the State Highway
Fund, according to the plan.
In addition to the bond
issue. a
sub-committee of the Mayor's
Club
advocated
that
legislation
be
passed which would vest
in the mayor of regulation control
of "salaries of all persons who are
paid
out of the treasury of
any city,
town or county, during the
years
1932-33."
G-'ov. Ely reserved decision
on the
proposal.
"1 think. ill/Weyer." he
"that the proposition has said,
some
merit."
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CURLEY TO TAKE
serump IN WEST
Talks with Roosevelt on
Plans—Boston Tax Rate
First Care
The availability of Mayor Curley for
an extended speaking tour which may
cover western states and possibly include the Pacific coast was reported
yesterday as the principal toptc of discussion at a conference in Alnany with
Gov. Roosevelt preliminary to a similar
discussion with James A. Farley, chairman or the Democratic national committee.
Two important municipal problems
confront the mayor and until disposition is made of them, and he has a
chance to take a short vacation, he does
not contemplate active participation in
the Democratic campaign.
The tax rate is the all-important administration matter of the year, and
with appropriations completed and the
assessors working on the tabulation of
property valuation, announcement of
the basis on which tax bills will be
computed is expected before Aug. 15.
The other matter is the anticipated.convening of the Legislature to consider
measures for the financial relief of
municipalities, and it is the desire of
Mayor Curley to stress to legislative cornmitt,ees the urgent need of favorable
action, if Gov. Ely decides to call an
extra session.
Some time ago Curley was asked to
make a series of campaign speeches
outside of New Engrand and he placed
himself at the disposal of the national
committee after August.
SCHEDULED FOR WEEKS
Despite the obvious effort to surround
the mayor's departure for Albany with
secrecy and though representations were
made that it was a hurried trip resulting from an unexpected summons from
Gov. Roosevelt, the official announcement by the Governor asserted that the
engagement had been scheduled for
two weeks.
No inkling of his plans to make another trip to Albany was given by the
mayor to his office staff or reporters,
and his former secretary, Cornelius A.
Reardon, who accompanied him, was
not given more than a half hour to
join the mayor at the Back Bay station.
AlthJugh no official statement about
Curley's campaign assignments has
been made, it has been understood that
his oratorical ability will be employed
outside of New England and that he
will not essay to aQsUme any degree of
leadership of th.- campaign in Massa. husetts other than to supervise the
drive which will be made shortly to increase registration h. Boston.
ELY'S STATEMENT
A rumor that the mayor was sum'moiled by Gov. Roosevelt because of
dissatisfaction with the statement of
Gov. Ely announcing his support of the
rarty ticket was vigorously denied kar
political associates of the mayor, who
represented him as concurring with a
somewhat general belief that the Governor did all that could be rcasons.bly
expected of him. As Gov. Roosevelt
was well aware of what Gov. Ely would
say in his statement, which was prepared in advance of Roosevelt's radio

address Saturday night, yesterday's conference was not believed to have any
relation to Ely or to the Massachusetts
campaign.
It was discovered yesterday that the
Seen
stear
yin17to
rirsiatdre
m
atelakelo2
Ward, who
of
boss
Democratic
as
the
lish himself
ward 9, Roxbury, was tantamount to a
deft to Curley by one of his supposed
political henchmen.
Before making the attack Ward said
he was satisfied that it meant a breach
not only with Ely but with Curley, who
has not been as responsive to his wishes
as he has desired.
ALBANY, N. Y., Aug. 2 (AP)—Mayor
Curley of Boston visited Gov. Roosevelt
today. "Just a social call," he said. •
The Governor, however, said Curley had
had an engagement for two weeks.
After an inner office chat with the Governor Curley continued on to New York
to visit James A. Farley, national chairman.

OINI `SOCIAL CALL'

TO DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 2 (AP)—Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston, political foe of Governor Joseph B Ely of Massachusetts,
the last of the Al Smith leaders to endorse Governor Roosevelt,
today visited the Democratic nominee.
•"Just a social call," said Curley,
unsuccessful
the
who
headed
Roosevelt drive for Massachusetts
national convention votes. Boston
had reported Curley hurried to Albany after an early morning call
from Mr. Roosevelt. The governor. however, said Curley had an
engagement for two weeks. After
an inner office chat with his
party's candidate, Curley continued
on to New York to visit James A.
Farley, national chairman.
Followirg Ely's endorsement of
Roosevelt this week, there has
been speculation as to what part
if any, Curley would take in the
campaign. The question remained
unanswered after today's confi•rence between Mayor Curley and
Governor Roosevelt.
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Then Mayor Curley Leaves
for Albany

JOB BUREAU
UNDER FIRE
City Council to Inquire
Into Charges
Employe Said to Have Put
Her Son to Work
The Municipal Employment Bureau
has
Which, for the past two years,
whenever
been a City Council football
tppropriations for the Bureau were
g
asked for, received another bootin
Yesterday. An order went before the
Council asking for $25,000, hut that I
mum was cut to $50e0 And then the I
order was tabled to permit an in-1
vestigation of a charge that a joh that I
xihnuld go to a. needy unemployed per- ,
arm was given to a relative of a '
bureau employe.
Councilor Burke of Dorchester had
favored the 325.000, hut, after it. was
charged that a woman emphlye of the
bureau is the wife of a Boston fireman, both being well paid; and that
another employe, who is a truckman's
wife, put her own son to work in the
City Hospital, Burke not only moved
that the order he tabled, but he introduced a second order which was
adopted for an investigation of lamflies with city jobs which should NC
I
distributed among the unemployed.
Councilor McGrath moved that the I
order be cut from *25,000 to $5000 be-,
cause he said he learned of a vacancy!
In the City Hospital, and Immediately went with a constituent to the Emloyment Bureau, and to his amaze-1
rent discovered the job had been
filled by the son of one of the Em-1
ployment Burrito staff.
Mr . McGrath said he would like to'
know if the bureau was erinducted
to find jobs for unemployed or meinhero, of the families of the bureau
personnel.
C ouncilor Dowd told about the employe married to the fireman and also
about, a resident of Milton working in
the hiireati. He demanded that the
two women and the Milton man bei
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in decency reduce its own costs so that the
Because of the :unsatisfactory turn of events municipalities. would not have to tax real estate
in the Democratic National Convention 'after to enable the State to balance its budget.
If that is one end of the tangled skein that
Governor Ely had made a notable speech for
Alfred E. Smith which, though received with the Governor finds himself holding, we sincerely
plaudits, failed to register with the prevailing trust that he will continue grimly to hold it in
temper of the Roosevelt delegates, his re- case the voters should be so inconsiderate as
luctance to appear too eager either for support not to sanction his desire to leave office.
Returning to the belated voyage of discovery
of the ticket or for his own renomination was
natural and perhaps consistent with Democratic that he made to Albany after Governor Rooseetiquet in the circumstance. Mayor Curley's velt had failed to locate him in Boston, Governor
sudden eagerness to_ have Governor Ely seek l Ely frankly states that it is useless for him to
renomination was doubtless among the circum- deny the feeling "that the public mind would
stances that suggested the propriety of a more clearly and easily find expression if the
month's official hesitation to be decorously Democratic party chose as its leader a man of
ended, however, by the critical test of an inter- expressed convictions and positive action" meanview with Governor Roosevelt at Albany. Thu, ing, of course, Alfred E. Smith; and he does
if it is impossible for all to be well that ends "not now recede,from that position." But—and
well in this case, all may be as well as it could that word may at times hold a great assortment
be in the not altogether agreeable turn of events. of political contingencies—his visit to Governor
Governor Ely's statement may leave the in- Roosevelt convinced him that the Democratic
terested public in some uncertainty whether his platform would be "carried out" with earnest
decision to run again is because he finds him- and energetic action. This seems to indicate
self as he says, "holding the ends of the some- Governor Ely's belief that the Democratic platwhat tangled skeins of so many matters of form may be "carried out" by Governor Roosepublic concern but concerning which so few velt rather than by the usual pallbearers.
If in that brief interview Governor Roosevelt
know so little that in spite of a desire to leave
rublic office I do not find it possible to do so mild have produced so notable a change in
without the sanction of those who vote," or Governor Ely's convictions, we can imagine no
because of the eagerness of Governor Roosevelt Democratic campaign document more potent for
and his friends, including Mayor Curley, to changing the convictions of people generally
soothe the feelings of the disappointed Democ- than the publication of a verbatim et literatim
report of that interview. So compelling a thing
racy of the State.
Both situations may have aided Governor should not be kept secret from a Massachuaets
Ely to overcome his reluctance to run again. public that is affected by the very feelings
But in any event he can have the assurance formerly expressed by Governor Ely. Nothing
that, if circumstances have made it impossible that Governor Roosevelt has said at the confor him to carry out his desire to leave public vention or over the radio could compare in
office without the sanction of those who vote, efficiency for flopping over convictions with
those who vote may cheerfully come to the what he must have said privately to Governor
Ely after events had a month's chance to cool off.
rescue of his personal wishes.
Anyhow, "having in mind the broad purposes
It is possible that Massachusetts voters will
lie sympathetically considerate of the Governor's of my party" says Governor Ely in closing,
personal wishes to leave office, notwithstanding "and the accomplishment of those things for
the somewhat tangled skein of matters of public which it has declared itself, I shall give my
concern of which lie finds himself holding the support to the Democratic ticket of Roosevelt
•
ends, and concerning which he assures us that and Garner."
That
word
"broad"
is
happily
descriptive.
that
in
"so few know so little"—a phrase
purified English may easily mean that so many His party's purposes are broad enough to take
in the radical running mate of the late Laknow so much.
Whether the voters sanctibn the Governor's Follette, indorsed by the Socialists in 1924, the
desire to leave office or not, he makes one notions of Senator Norris, the "pork barrel"
statement of revised policy with which we are policy of Garner, the bonus boosting of Patman,
in enthusiastic ac6rd. It is, "the State having also of Texas, the ebullitions of Huey Long, the
first set in motion its own economies must aid tariff smashing of Cordell Hull, the "selfand assist the municipalities to create lower effacing" behavior of Mayor Curley, the stubborn
government costs and lower taxes." It is c;ryness of Solid South vote suppressers, the
tremendously encour4ging to n" in effi,isd adroit designs of McAdoo and Hearst, and, it is
quarters at last, a realization that before the I hoped, broad enough to include "the expressed
state government undertakes to teach or compel convictions and positive action" of the admirers
the municipalities to reduce their costs, it should of Alfred E. Smith. "Broad".is the right word.
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THE SPECIAL SESSION PLEA
No special session of the General Court
can be
should be called if by any means it
should
avoided. The members of the Legislature
them
serve without pay if the Governor does call
provide
in special .session. No bond issue to
cities
money for general distribution Among the
and towns should be authorized.
The Mayors' Club committee asks the Governor for an extra session between now and midSeptember. The Governor should defer his decision as long as possible. The municipalities
have struggled along for two months since the
doend of the regular session. The struggle is
ing them good. Many of them can be induced
of
to economize only under the stern mandate
necessity. It will do them no harm in any event
least.
to struggle on for some weeks longer at
be
Meanwhile, most of the new tax rates will
an
announced. The volume of the demand for
and
extra session my depend on the number
ng
the amount of their increases. It is gratifyi
to note that several municipalities have reported
handsome decreases.
The argument that a special session will ensingle
able the legislators to concentrate on a
problem and to settle it without the trading and
log-rolling that mark regular sessions would
have more weight if an election did not impend.
The demand is for a pre-election session. That
means inevitably that many votes would be dictated by political expediency. If we must have
a special session, mid-November would be a better time.
Will the members of the General Court have
the audacity to vote themselves additional salaries if an extra session is held? The criticism
to which they were subjected after their refusal
to reduce their pay should have iddicated to
them how the public feels. The $400 raid is not
forgotten. The average memory may be short,
but in times like these the voters have a disconcerting way of recalling facts.
The principle of the proposed general bond
Issue is wrong. What is demanded is a bond
Issue to raise money for distribution among the
cities and towns in ratio with the state taxes
assessed upon them, the money to be apportioned to all municipalities, and not only to
those admitting their need for it or those applying for it. Those who do not need it and those
who might manage somehow to worry along
without it, would be tempted to let down in
their efforts at economy.
That plan has all the marks of an easymoney hand-out. The right thing is to deal
with each city and town according to its demonstrated need. The average town wants no help.
Many of the cities are victims of their own folly.
The general distribution idea is all wrong. Better by far to adopt a plan for any city in distress according to the actual conditions existing
therein. The suggestion that the money addevanced from the bond issue be recovered by
ductions from the annual allotments of the
highway fund is a detail. The intent, of course,
as possible.
is to make repayment as painless
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CURLEY TO
LEAVE ELY
FREE HAND
Trip to See Roosevelt
About Speaking
Tour of West
Mayor Curley wilt *take the swing
of the speaking platforms of the
West in support of Franklin D.
Roosevelt for President, leaving
Governor Ely in complete control of
the Massachusetts campaign for the
Democratic presidential nominee. according to general reports in political
circles here last night.
SOCIAL CALL, SAYS MAYOR
Fnr the purpose of making arrangements for the Western invasion, the
Mayor went to Albany yesterday to see
novernor Roosevelt.
ALBANY. N. Y., Aug. 2 (AT')—Mayor
'James M. i'orloy of Roston, political foe
of tlovernor Joseph R. Ely of Massa
chusetts, the last of the Al Smith leaders to 'endorse governor Roosevelt, to4
filty visited with the Democratic
nee.
-.Ingt a social call," said Mr. Curley.
Atter an inner office chat with his
party's candidate, Mr. Curley continued
on to New York to visit James A. Farley, national chairman.
Following Fly's endorsement of Roosevelt this week, there has been speculation as to what part, if any. Curley
would take in the campaign. The goes.
Don remained unanswered after today's
conference..
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WHY ALL THE RUSH?
For some reason, that may never
According to an Associated Press dispatch, Scni
....2LIALpcs closed the managers of the Democratic
Cu4,1ey, national delegate from Puerto Rico and paign program have convinced Mayor _Curie
mayor of Boston, left in a great hurry, Tuesday. for Albany. that he may be better adapted to carrying Wycming, Coloradii, Idaho and Oregon for RooseN. Y., where he was to confer with Governor Roosevelt.
velt and Garner, while Massachusetts is left to
It must have been an important summons to have brought the efforts
of others. Perhaps the reasons do
so prompt a response on such a sultry summer day, for the not have to be disclosed to a discerning public.
dispatch said that His Honor was on his way to the Empire
State "within a few minutes" after receiving a .communication.
if news men find news in chronkling
It is all rather mysterious. It piques our curiosity. Can
his activities they are entitled to
have it.
it be possible that a communication went to Albany before a
Nor does he ostracize a ctitical
communication came from Albany? Has a disposition develjournalist, or fail to show him the
same courtesy as he otters to his press
oped in the mind of Mr. Roosevelt to leave the Senor far out
supporters. It should also be under'
en a limb instead of paying whatever price may have origistood that the governor shows the
same delightful spirit toward kill asndly been agreed upon for Mr. Curley's championship of the
sociates in the business of the state,
Roosevelt cause in the Massachusetts primary?
and of the national campaign, as he
shows to the press.
Surely the ultimate political fate of James Michael is not
Habitually a First Namer.
the least interesting feature of what promises to be a very
HG is habitually a "first namer,"
interesting campaign in the, Old Bay St ate.
,
..
and while the newspaper men are
G a/
00-/zi4 - 7"/,?ía a/YE - - 7-91. Jim and Louie and Walter and John
IS
but

ROOSEVELT
REPORTERS WHO
SEE HIM DAILY

Loves to Match Wits with
His Questioners.
BY JOHN BOETTIGER.
[Chicago Tribune Press Service.]
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 2.—[Speciall—
The nautical timepiece on Gov. Roosevelt's desk in the capitol chimes soft-

•

ly eight bells, 4 o'clock.
The governor leans back in his
swivel chair, swings it around to face
the window, and gazes a moment
through today's misty rain to where
the ragged Pelderbergs give hint of
i he blue Catskills beyond, lie calls
to Guernsey Cross, his secretary:
"Guesnsey, the press."
It is an hour which the Democratic
candidate for President of the United
States must cherish, for if it were
otherwise he could not unbend so
sincerely, nor laugh and joke so
heartily, nor relax so completely.
How to Judge a Candidate.
It has always seemed a truism to
most newspa.per men that a man in
the nation's eye is best gauged during his conferences with the press.
He will be haughty, evvsive, and
superecillous, or lie will be fauning
and ingratiating, or he will be himaelf, and these lest are rare.

Gov. Roosevelt never is an thing
to him, his secretaries are "Missy"
himself, and such a delightful host and "Grace" and "Paula," and his
men
has he proved to the newspaper
state officers are the same.
that they,• too, await that punctual It isn't at all that the governor
hour of 4 with a certain zest. They surienders dignity. Very few ever
will know that their questions will be calls him "Frank." He is always
answered, perhaps not for publication, addressed as "Governor," not because
perhaps in confidence, but at least he makes a point of it at all, but
they will not be up against framing because his manner, while unbending
alibis for the editors back home, and natural, still conveys the feeling
There is no such thing as a for- that he is the governor\ of the great
rnal presentation of written questions, state of Nek York, and may, next
which the subject may answer or not March 4, be the President of the
as he desires. It't r. sort of "fire United States.
away, boys," and the governor shows
The governor had
uentlal
his enjoyment in matching wits with news to announce
(inferthe men who trail his daily doings.
ence. He made 11,
BosLoves to Talk "Off Record."
ton wait twen
ile he
s, and the
The governor loves to talk "off the chatted with
record," and n6 reporter would want mayor was g od natured about it. Mr.
to violate the confidences offered by Curley said le had wanted for some
the governor, but if he did he would time to talk campaign matters over
find an outraged craft sending him to with the governor, and had stopped
in today on his way to New York.
coventry.
For these reasons, and because in
Illinoisans Call on Roosevelt.
a hundred ways Gov. Roosevelt is alThe governor said there wan noth-ways showing his consideration for i
the press representatives assigned to ing significant in his talk with Mayor
him, the governor has won their Curley, although there had been some
friendship, and even if there are dif- reports that the mayor would be
ferences of opinion between them on asked to help Gov. Joseph B. Ely, execonomic and political issues, the re- Al Smith fan and converted Just the
porters value and cherish their rela- other day to the Roosevelt cause, to
organize Massachusetts solidly for the
tionship with the governor.
A noted American editor, observing Democracy.
A delegation of Illinoisans called
the sort of contact between Gov.
Roosevelt and the newspaper men, ob- upon Gov. Roosevelt today to pay
served that "it will probably elect their respects. Among them vier,
him it he has the press with him like Abraham Salitekv. Frank Novotny,
that."
mayor of Berwyn; State Senator Frank
•
Never Fakes a Story.
Ryan, Joseph Preston, and Walter
But it should never be said that W. L. Meyer. Meyer introduced himthe governor courts publicity. He
has self through Secretary Cross as
a fond belief that he knows a"
"Judge Meyer," although his only
based, no doubt, on his college service claim to judicial fame has been an
as an editor of the Harvard
Crimson. appointment as a master in chancery.
But he never "fakes" a story. He Meyer left an embossed thermometer,
has no inventive schemes to bring
his labeled:
name before the public. He will not
"With the compliinents of
Walter
pose in cowboy chaps or an Indian W. L. Meyer, assessor," with
Secreheaddress for the talkies, lie wants tary Cross, who later was
informed
to stand on the facts and the
that
"Judge"
Meyer
had
lost
his Job
merits
of what he is doing, day by day and as a Cook county assessor
when
year by Year. and his attitude is that him was passed abolishing the aqui,a
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CURLEY uUNPIP
WITH ROOSEVELT
"1 Just Came Over to Wish Him
Well." Says Boston Mayor
Atter Visit at Albany.
GOVERNOR BUSY ON TALKS
Assembles Mass of Material for
Speaking Tour of Nation When
Walker Case Is Settled.
NEXT ADDRESS ON AUG. 20
Candidate Will Speak at Columbus,
Ohio, Then, and at Seagirt
on Aug. 27.

ALBANY, Aug. 2.--A vast amount
of material for addresses in the Presidential campaign is being assembled
by Governor Roosevelt, it was learned
today, with the program calling for
at least six or seven major speeches
In various parts of the country.
The Democratic candidate contin- I
ued to accumulate material as he
labored in the executive office
throughout the day and received a
number of visitors, including Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston.
"I just came over to wish him
well," Mayor Curley of the visit.
Governor Roosevelt likewise said
the call held no particular significance, although in some quarters
there was an inclination to attach
some importance to the journey here
of the Boston official within two
days after Governor Ely of Massachusetts, his rival in the Bay State
democracy, had endorsed Governor
Roosevelt and Speaker Garner.
The Democratic candidate will
make his next speech in Columbus,
Ohio, on Aug 20. He has an address
scheduled for Sea Girt, N. J., on
Aug. 27, when Mayor Frank L
Hague of Jersey City will turn out
100,000 persons to show that his
organization is behind the ticket regardless of the fight at the Chicago
convention. Another appearance is
set for Sept. 3 in Bridgeport, Conn.
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although some tentative arrange:
ments are being discussed. The Governor apparently has decided that
he will make a wide tour of the nation, probably going as far as the
Pacific Coast. But until the case of
Mayor Walker is disposed of no defMite engagements for addresses can
be tuade.
In September, it is expected, he will
embark on his tour. No fixed group
tof cities has been chosen for major
addresses, although, Chicago, Los
Angeles or San Francisco, St. Louis
or Kansas City, and perhaps Indianapolis are being mentioned prominently.
Later there will be a speech in
Boston, and one in New York near
the close of the campaign. If the
Governor goes to the Pacific Coast,
he will visit Oregon and Washington
as well as California.
It is believed likely that the Governor will make several minor talks
in the various cities, but it is understood that his program wit be set
forth in detailed fashion is the major
speeches.
It is probable that during the tour
the Governnr will halt for several
days in important centres to receive
leaders from surrounding States. In
this way he hopes to reach every section of the country.
Among the visitors at the Executive
Mansion this afternoon was A. A.
Johnson. formerly with the experimental statinn of the Agricultural
Department at Farmingdale. He ,
has recently inspected agriculture in I
Russia, and he offered the Governor
some infortnation concerning the society's methods of meeting farm
emblems.
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three cheers an announcement by Mr.
Curley that he would go to Puerto Rico
until afte • the election.
• The mayor's supporters are still fighting the war. His former secretary and
close associate of years, Senator Michael
J. Ward, again wielded the harpoon on
s
Monday night, when he charged Ely
with entering into a conspiracy to elect
Roosevelt Hoover, and with pursuing a course
which is driving the Yankee Democrats
out of the party by appeals to race and
religious prejudice.
Although Mayor Curley personally
Discord Stirred Here by Mayor disclaimed all responsibility for Senator
Ward's remarks, the Smith cohorts beDispleasing to National lieve
he did it with one eye shut. They
mason that, with Ward's close friendship
Democratic Leaders
' and political partnership with the mayor,
he would not go so far if he thought his
, words might reflect upon Mr. Curley's
attitude.
By Richard D. Grant
To the expressed convictions of the
Mayor James M. Curley's hurried trip anti-Curley Democrats that Roosevelt
to Albany yesterday was variously inter- Plans to drop the mayor at his earliest
Preted today by those active in local convenience, his friends reply that Mr.
politics but there is a growing conviction Curley made his "arrangements" with
that the mayor has fallen into the bad the presidential nominee long before the
graces of the national leaderts of the Pre-convention campaign began. To use
Democratic party because of the discord their own words, he is "all set'
Mr. Roosevelt's inability to stay put
stirred in Massachusetts by his personal
on other matters, however, is one of the
feud with Governor Ely.
criticisms of those who fought his
chief
Roosevelt
Since the victory of the
forces in the national convention, it has nomination and It may be that he lei)l
been assumed that the Boston mayor be forced to decide that the mayor's
would play a large part in the presidem allegiance is a somewhat questionable
dal campaign, if not in Massachusetts, asset in a pivotal State, as Massachuconsidered this year.
at least In other sections, but as time setts is
passes without even a rumor as to what
he is to do, it adds strength to the belief
that he has not sold himself as strongly
to the presidential nominee as was first
supposed.
Many Democrats, who have managed
to keep on good terms with both the
Bids in on Hospital Unit
Smith and Roosevelt factions, have no
hesitation in saying that they do not
Lowest Offer to Build Pathological Buildbelieve that Roosevelt will do a thing
ing Is $421,600
for the mayor, if he is elected President.
They scoff at the talk of a Cabinet poBids have been opened for the contract
sition for Mr. Curley and place no faith to erect the Pathological Building at the
in the stories that have been going Boston City Hospital.
According to
around to the effect that the mayor Brown's Letters, the bids also cover the
might be named governor of Puerto mortuary and ambulance station. The
Rico or ambassador to Italy, placing lowest bid was submitted by Matthew
them merely in the category of silly sum- Cummings Co., $424,600. The other bids
mer rumors.
were: Hugo Construction Co.. $427,000;
It is no secret, however, that the chilly .4. A. Singarella, $444,000; John Bowen
endorsement of the national ticket by Co., $447,000; C. S. Cunningham & Suns
Governor Ely, early in the week, was Construction Co., $447,400: Thomas O'Con.sorely disappointing to the Roosevelt nor & Co., $452,400; M. S. Kelliher Co..
host. Some professed to see in the Mas- $452,400; Treclennick-Billinge Co., $459,sachusetts governor's statement that, 000; .T. Slotnik Co., $458.000: A. Matti Co..
while he never had questioned the liber- $468,000; D'Amore Construction Co.. $474,.,
ality possessed by Governor Roosevelt, 600; E. J. Ilappoll, $455,000; .1. pe meons‘
some or the latter's supporters had not Co., $455,500; George A. Fuller Co., $499,been so liberal, a direct slap at Curley, 218. The architects are James H. Ritchie
who is principally blamed by the Ely & A esocia tP9.
Democrats for dragooning Roosevelt into
the disastrous pre-convention contest'
with Smith in this State.
The mayor's political foes say that, by
jumping aboard the Roosevelt bandwagon
a year ahead of time, he made it difficult
for Roosevelt to do other than accept his
support, but that his private alugan was
that of "Rcoseyelt for Curley," rather
than "Curley for Roosevelt," Jost as they
eenrged him with capitalizing Al Smith's
popularity in 1028.
It was evident from the way Governor
Leosevelt talked at Albany last week that
he is not anxioun to approve any activity
by Mayer Curley that will be offensive to
Governor Ely. It is definitely aseure:1
that the mayor will be kept out of Massachusetts, In accordance with the "hands
off" policy demanded by Ely of the Democratic national organisation. No one, of
course, could stop Curley from making a
personal tour In other parts of the country, if undertaken on his own initiative,
hut the feeling is that the Massachusetts
situation is so ticklish the t Roosevelt and
James A. Earley, the Democratic national
Committee heed, would welcome with

Think Curley
May Be Dropped
by

ti

CURLEY CONFERS
, WITH ROOSEVELT
No Plans for Mayor in
Campaign Announced
Boston Man Goes On to Talk
With Farley at New York
Puerta' Tlitinateh to the Giohe
ALBANY, N Y, Aug 2—Mayor James
I M. Curley of Boston was a caller on
Gov Franklin Tit, sloosevelt at the
executive chamber In the Capitol this
afternoon at 4:30 o'clock.
Mayor Curley said that his purpose
In calling on the Democratic nominee
was simply a social one and that he
desired to extend to him his congratulations and heat wishes at this time.
Gov Roosevelt said there was no
special object attached to the visit of
Mayor Curley, who told him when
he was in Boston a few weeks ago
that he would be in Albany shortly
and then would give him a call.
After spending about half an hour
with the Governor Mayor Curley left
for New York for the purpose to.confor with James A. Farley, chairmen
of the Democratic Netional Committee,
Mayor Corley Was accompanied by
111x-Conereesinan Peter F. Tague and
his secretary, Cornelius Reardon. He
will rettnn to Boston tomorrew.
Following Gov Ely's
endorsement of
Roosevelt this week, there has
been
speculation as to what part,
If any,
Mayor Curley would take In
the cam.
paign. The question
remained unanswered after today's
conference.
Mr Roosevelt had a long
list of
visitors today, but none. of
them has
figured prosninently in national
affairs,
or has been Identified with
the campaign this year.
A delegation from Chicago was
made
up of Abraham Salitsky,
prank
Novotny, the Mayor of
Berwyn, a
Chicago suburb; state Senator
Frank
Ryan, Joseph Preston and
Meyer, formerly assessor of Walter
Cook
County.
Other visitors were Sumner
Wells,
formerly In the State
and
A. A. Johnson, who Department,
has been dedng
agricultural work in Russia.
at one time was director of :Johnson
the State
experimental station at
Farmingdale,
Lone Island.
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"Self-Effacing"
Meyer...Curley
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Curley in the Campaign

The mayor of Boston, that
Mayor Curley is to take the stilinsn-'
"self-e freein g" Democrat
for
the Roosevelt forces. This w•
whose one desire is the success e: his party in state and nation this Fall, efto be expected, and we trust that he,
faced himself the other day by vi.,iting Governor I
will make a clean sweep, be received,
Roosevelt at Albany. It was a touching bit of
"
by large and enthusiastic forces, aziek,
aiation, nicely calculated to inflame the dominant
meet with flattering reception everySmith forces of Massachusetts—which, by the way,
Whore.
are also the dominant anti-Curley forcee—with a
Mr. Curley can do it. Few oratot.7
passionate devotion to the cause of Roosevelt and
If any, on the American platform toGarner. Nothing can be conceived more gratifying
day can rise to the occasion like the
to Governor Ely and his followers than the knowlBy Associated Press
edge that, on the very next day after the governor's BOSTON, Aug. 4.—Mayor James mayor of Boston. He has all of the
hool, maglong-delayed and obviously reluctant declaration of 31. Curley of Boston will carry the arts and graces of the
carriage,
perzentallty.,
netism,
poise,
fealty to the national ticket, Mayor Curley, Mr.
osevalt banner through the midEly's bitterest fbeman in politics, has had a confer- west, northwest and along the cultured voice, stage presence, every.1,
thing that the public delight:, in end
ence with the Democratic presidential nominee. Pacific coast.
And not merelr'an ordinary conference either, but He announced his assignment the stump demands.
He will have far more influence
that most ominous of all meetings between two last night on his return from conpolitieisons, a "social call." That's how the self- ferences with Governor Fraulclin without this state than within, and
Roosevelt and James A. Farley, he should be used elsewhere in the',
effacing Mr. Curley described it, as he fobbed off
country than in the Bay State, where
Democratic campaign maneger.
the newsmen.
will probably have to do a factionalism in the Democratic party
"I
to
Last Spring Governor Roosevelt laid peen.
lot of flying," Clingy said, "to make must be forgotten, and where there
serious question the quality of his political acumen *11 the stops."
are too many wounds to be nursed
when he permitted himself to be persuaded to enter' His speaking schedule includes
Milwaukee, without Mayor Curley in the vicinity.
Chicago,
at
addresses
the Massachusetts primaries against Alfred E.
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Salt It is to be hoped that Mr. CurSmith. From the beginning it was plain to the veri- Lake City, Los Angeles, San Frenley's tendency to be rash and radical,
est tyro in reading public opinion that Mr. Roose- etic°, Seattle, Portland, Ore., Taintolerant and abusive when in the
and
peaCheyenne
Butte,
it/Ma,
velt had just about the chance of a snowball on a albly some points in the Dakotas.
heat of action, will not injure the
griddle. But when he permitted himself to be per- The Boston mayor will be in
he espouses. Mr. Curley alcause
suaded to make Mayor Curley the commander of Portland, Ore., during the national
the American Legion, ready has Gov. Roosevelt elected
of
convention
obdetached
forced
he
State
his hope in the Bay
where he is to receive a goel medal- There is no need of an election in
servers to peg him as almost a political nitwit. 1 lion as mayor of a past convention
November, It is a mere formality, a'
City.
organization
For Mayor Curley, as far as the party
constitutional
requirement, but wholhis
begin
trip
to
Curley
expected
is concerned, is a rank outsider, chieftain of a fac- about Sept. 1.
ly superfluous, as Mayor Curley sizes
distion whose interests are confined to certain
up the situation, for he is certain
tricts of Boston.
that
Roosevelt will carry 40 out of •
Albany
It appears that the mayor's journey to
the 48 states. He does not mention
What
Roosevelt.
Governor
of
invitation
was at the
what the eight states are that will .
the governor had to say to his whilom Massachuremain in the Hoover column. Quite
he
What
revealed.
been
setts generalissimo has not
ce,rtain it is that Massachusetts will
should have said requires no great expository efbe one of the eight, because of and
tort to elucidate.
in spite of Mayor Orrley. Had Mr.
Curley remained out of the fight,
- ht 2 '717/ eR • M /4
W0Re
Massachusetts might again hava,I
12
To the Mayor's friends the letter
been in the Democratic column.
from Mr. Maynard means that the
Pres. Hoover snould feel very much
olive branch has been formallY exencouraged that he will capture eight
tencleci to him by the State organization end that the Mayor's activity
states of the Union. Probably Mr.
will be skelcomed In the Bay Sttte
Curley is going onto the stump metre-'
campaign.
Reports that before Mr. Maynard
ly for a vacation; for a summer'e.
the
to
Curley
mayor
decided to add
outing; is going into the 40 Roosevel...
Sate executive committee there was
an agreement that the Mayor would
states that the people there nia •
not take any part in the fight in this
have the privilege of seeing the fu •
State were laughed at by the Mayor
ture Secretary of State, or Chiee
kt City Hall yesterday.
"Mr. Maynard's letter.- he geld.
Justice of the Supreme Court ot
'evidently "speaks for Itself."
Ambassador to the Caurt
The Mayor is taking a deep interest
Special Dispatch to The Gazette
irt4he plans for the Roosevelt camJames. Mayer Curley is very kinst
BOSTON. Aug. 6.—Mayor James M. paign in the West. in which he is to
disposed toward those folks of the
notified Yegirrther— bY take part, but he said last night that
CIITIU was
Cilrfman Joseph A. Maynard of the. he will do everything he can for the
40 states, much more so than are
he
that
Committee
State
Democratic
parts In his home state.
some Massachusetts citizens towar,i
has been made a member of the ex"1 will place myself at the disposal
ecutive committee of the State organ- of chairman Maynard,'' he said, "Soo
Mayor Curley.
a
ization.
I will do everything f, can to win
you
notify
to
peewee
In
Roosevelt
me
victory for Gov.
"It gives
Maynard great
Massachusetts,
of your appointment." Mr.
"I shall assign
Maynard Is going to get what
said In his letter.
"Mr.
for
some of our campaign activitiesyour
he speak of in his letter to me—my
have
to
hope
'earnest cooperation.'"
you to direct and
ear •
•
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ROOSEVELT

PARTY PUTS CURLEY
IN EXECUTIVE GROUP
Duties on State Committee
Wili Be Announced at
Early Date
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MAYOR CURLEY
TO STUMP WEST
Fr ROOSEVELT

-
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Portland, Ore., Butte and possibly in
the Dakotas.

Problem of Keeping Him
From State Believed
Solved by Party
LEAVES SEPT. 1

Return Late in Campaign
Not Likely to Cause
Friction
_

Mayor Curley will leave for a
speaking trip through the mid-West,
Northwest and Pacific coast about
Sept. 1. He said tonight he plans to
speak in Massachusetts when he returns, but if he carries out the assignment given him by the Roosevelt
managers he is not likely to be home
until the windup of the Bay State
campaign and his intrusion then is
not likely to cause any friction.
Confirms Report

•

Mayor Curley confirmed, on his return, what Is already known to Ely
assoc I ates—that the Massachusetts
governor made no suggestion to Governor Roosevelt In his Albany conference that Curley be kept from
the stump or a prominent place In
the campaign. Governor Ely inferia d
to his intimates that Curley was the
least of his worries and his name was
not mentioned during his talk with
Oovern.or Roosevelt.
The Roosevelt organization, ii is
evident, has every intention of making Mayor Curley very prominent outside of Massachusetts. His schedule
calls for speeches in Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Los Angeles, Seattle,
TICOMA, Cheyenne. Cleveland, Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco,

-
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To A. L. Parley
Mayor Curley will first go to Portland to attend the American Legion
convention, where he will receive a
gold medallion regularly awarded to
mayors of cities where conventions
have been held. Then he will proceed to Los Angeles and join Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., to begin the intense spe.king tour. Vanderbilt, who
is now a legal resident of Nevada,
is in the East and recently was in
Worcester, Boston and other Bay
State cities determining sentiment.
In order to accomplish his schedule,
Mayor Curley said he would probably
do much flying.
The mayor brought with him most
optimistic reports of the progress of
the Roosevelt candidacy asserting
that information from all parts of
the country, not only Indicated an
overwhelming victory for the Democratic nominee, but the poszibIlity he
would be given a plurality greater
than any ever given a Presidentelect In the past .
Mayor Curley did not comment on
Governor Roosevelt's reaction to
By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
Governor Ely's faint support, but InTelegram State House Reporter I dicated the. New York governor was
pleased that he had thrown his aid
BOSTON. Aug. 3.—Expecta- to him.
Vacation First

tion that Governor Roosevelt's
campaign forces would solve
the problem of keeping Mayor
Curley of Boston from a dominant place in the Massachusetts campaign and at the same
time give him an important
place in the national battle,
was confirmed tonight when
the Hub executive returned
from his hurried trip to Albany and New York during
which he conferred with the
presidential nominee and his
campaign manager, James A.
Farley.

4 A/I

The mayor will work out a schedule within the next few days and
submit it to those conducting the
Roosevelt campaign for approval.
lie will probably take a short vacation this month before starting on
his strenuous effort.
Mayor Curley was met when he arrived at 8.20 by his daughter, Miss
Mary Curley, and a substantial crowd'
of newspapermen and admirers.
The part Mayor Curley is to have
in the coming campaign has been a
troublesome problem to the national
and state
arganization
since the
heated presit'ential primaries, when
he led the .1ght against the Smith
ticket heac:ed by Governor Ely and
the other recognized leaders.
The
Rooz,evelt managers were grateful to
him for .the untiring support he gave
the New York governor but realized
the hostility to him in his home
state because of his opposition to
Smith and Governor Ely would create a delicate situation that might
react against Roosevelt.

Held Aloof
The Roosevelt leaders. such as Farley and Robert Jackson, the New
Hampshire national committeeman
who lives in Boston, apparentV held
aloof from Curley during the primary
campaign as if to indicate tbat he
was on his own. The fact that James
D. Roosevelt, the governor's son,
teamed with him and knowledge that
when Ely leaders sought Farley before the primary campaign started he
was reported in conference with Mayor Curley, didn't assure the Smith
leaders the Roosevelt organization
didn't know what was going on. This
situation had much to do with Ely's
belated support of the ticket.
organization leaders
Democratic
wtre
joyous tonight when they
learned that Curtsy's reported "social
call" at Albany yesterday had resulted In plans that would take him out
of the state. It was generally regarded as a satisfactory solution of a
ticklish problem. The state organizwithout
ation will now carry on
thought of any interference from
Mayor Curley and the latter will be
satisfied to use his remarkable oratorical talents in the most strenuous
and important schedule of any Roosevelt campaigner.
Welcome Back?
"I think I'll be welcome about
then," said Curley, referring to his
plan to speak in Massachusetts when
he returns from his extensive tour.
The remark was variously Interpreted
Some suggested he had In mind the
campaign in the Bay State for Roosevelt would need his efforts In the
windup and others that he intended
to convey the contest would have
progressed so satisfactorily his intrusion, after being a headliner throughout the country, would not be resented.
There were a few who thought he
might be taking a shot at Governor
Ely's iukewarmness by indicating the
Roosevelt admirers would find It
convenient on his return to have the
Curley enthusiasm for the New York
governor injected.
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CURLEY TO STAMP 13 CITIES.'

New Role
The state organization headed by
Chairman Joseph A. Maynard feared
the close affiliation of Roosevelt and
Curley might lead the Boston mayor
to dominate the situation and embarrass the leaders who were trying
to elect both the national and state
ticket.
Mayor Curley, since his triumphant return from Chicago as the "man
from Porto Rico," and his turning
of a Fourth of July celebration Into
a welcolne home or himself and
other Roosevelt followers, has tried
to he mow self effacina, a hcw and '
untried role. He was the first to suggest that
Governor Ely must run
again and to proffer his support.
Ely
That was
before Governor
Issued his announcement of candidacy with faint praise for the national
ticket. The mayor has refrained from
any vociferous comment on Ely's
statement, although some of his associates have assailed the governor
for not being more enthusiastic over
Roosevelt and Garner.

Boston Mayor's tour for Roosevelt
Will Cover Ten States to Coast.
Sssclal to Tan NEW YORK Turn.
BOSTON, Aug. 13.—On his Western
tour next month in behalf of the
Presidential slate,
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
will fill speaking .engagernents in '
thil teen cities in a circuit covering
ten States, according to a revised
Itinerary announced today,
The Mayor will make his opening
speech in Chicago on the night of
Sept. 2, addressing a large gathering,
probably in the Coliseum.
The remaining speaking dates schedtiled are: Milwaukee, Sept. 3;
Butte,
Sept. 6; Seattle, Sept. 8;
Tacoma,
Sept. 9; Portland, Ore., Sept.
Son Francisco, Sept. 13 and 14; 12;
Angeles, Sept. 16, 17, 18; Salt Los
City, Sept. .19; Denver, Sept.Lake
21;
Omaha, Sept..22; Kansas City,
Sept.
23. and St. Louis, Sept. 25.

noosevelt-Garner

Curley on his return last night

Mayor
Stump for Roosevelt! from
Albany, where he had a conference

with the Democratic nominee, said he would take the stump for "Franklin
D." in the west and northwest soon. His daughter, Mary, and son, Leo, are
(Daily Record Photo)'
with him.
(Story on Paga 4)

Curleyto Talk
for Roosevelt MAYOR CURLEY
in Northwest To TOUR WEST

6- 44A 2- Alter talking with Gcv. Roosevelt
and his campaign manager, Mr. Farley," said the mayor, "I am confident
that, the election will be a Democratic
landslide with Roosevelt carrying 40 of
the 48 states.
be in Portland, Or., In the
"I
middle of September at the time of the
American Legion convention, where, I
Mayor Curley will be the standunderstand, I shall be presented with
ard bearer of the Democratic party
a gold medallion."
in a whirlwind tour of the MiddleAmong the cities mentioned by the
west. Northwest and Pacific Coast Will
mayor as on his itinerary were: ChiChicago
in
opens
States which
cago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
about September 1
Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles,
At least 15 principal cities of
San Francince, Ssattte, Pertlart, Or.;
those territories will be visited by
Tacoma, Wash.: Butte and Cheyenne,
-vial
it
Boston's chief executive•and
Mont., with the possibility that he may
much
do
to
him
for
speak in the Dakota.s.
be necessary
.
airplane
by
ng
travelli
of his
Back from a conference with Gov.
The Mayor revealed his plans Franklin D. Roosevelt, the Democratic
last night upon arrival at Back nominee for President, and with jai-eizz
Bay Station following audiences A Farley, manager of the campaign,
with Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt of Mayor Curley let. it be known that he
New York. Democratic presidential will take the stump for the national
nominee, in Albany, and yirith ticket next month.
manager, He will make it tour of the West and
campaign
Roosevelt's
later pick up the local end of the camJames A. Farley, in New York.
mayor's manner indiMayor Curley also toot( occasion paign here: The
he was highly pleased with
t
to correct an impression prevalen cated that of the conference.
the results
in many quarters to the effect that,
"Ely did not. ask Roosevelt. to keep me
uhe will not be active in Massach
setts,"
op- oft the platform in Massachu
is
Ely
r
Governo
because
setts
said the mayor "After T. finish cam.
inre
presence
his
unshall
I
West,
to
far
posed
paigning in the
"Contrary to reports now in doubtedly carry on here. I've an idea
circulation, Governor Ely did not I'll be welcome about that time," be
be kept off the grinned.
request that
platform in Illossitehnset t s,' the
Mayor said. "1 will he hack
inhero ahutit Oct. 1. and I am
he
clined to think that I will
el .nte then."
V• •
F-9

Take stump Next
Month for RooseveltGarner Ticket

i4F

•

they Were In Boston, and I think they
Will be as glad to see me as I shall
be to see them.
"In addition, I shall run into a lot of
friends, some of whom I met during
my term of service in Congress; others
I got to know well in the recent national convention in Chicago. Ilm
proud to say that before this trip was
arranged I had already received invitations to speak in 28 States in the
Union; 11 of these are, you might say,
in the Rocky Mountain region. I
shall be particularly glad to see my
friend Gov George H. Demo of Utah,
who has Insisted for weeks that I must
speak in his State.
"And I want to say something in
the Middle West about my project for
building up in that section of the
country a great inland empire, with
Chicago as Its metropolis. The Mississippi River can be made navigable
to tho Great Lakes, the farmers can
ship their produce by boats to South
America, where most of our foreign
trade will lie for the next 25 years,
and prosperity can be built up to an
extent never before known. I realize
that it will take a lot of money to put
this scheme through and that it must
come from the national treasury, but
I thoroughly believe in it, and I think
Gov Roosevelt has become interested
in it. At any rate, I want to talk
about it in that section of the country,
and I think the people of the Middle
West will be glad to hear what I have
to say on that subject as well as on
politics.
"So, as you might say, I am looking
forward to the time ot my life."

Meets Fellow Porto Rican

•
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Curley to Stump State, West for Party;
Denies Ely Asked Governor to Bar Him
Denying that Gov. Ely asked Gov.+Fll be welcome about that time," he
Roosevelt to keep him off the platform grinned.
"After talking with Gov. Rooseveli
in Massachusetts, Mayor Curley Ileturned to Boston last night, announc- and his campaign manager, Mr. Faring that he will campaign for Roose- ley," said the mayor, "I am confident
velt in September in the middle and far that the election will be a Democratic
West, and then "carry on" in this state. landslide with Roosevelt carrying 40 of
The mayor stepped from the New the 48 states.
"I shall be in Portland, 01., in the
York train at the Back Bay station
beaming after his conferences in Al- middle of September at the time of the
bany with Gov. Roosevelt, Democratic American Legion cOnvention, where, I
presidential nominee, and in New York understand, I shall be presented with
with James A. Farley, the Roosevelt a gold medallion."
Among the cities mentioned by the
campaign manager.
mayor as on his itinerary were: Chi"Ely did not ask Roosevelt to keep me cago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
off the platform in Massachusetts," Denver, Salt Lake City. Los Angeles,
said the mayor. "After I finish cam- San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Or.;
Tacoma, Wash.; Butte and Cheyenne,
paigning in the far West, I shall un- Mont., with the possibility that he may
aniihtedly carry on here. I've an idea speak in the Dakotas.

Rm E
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CURIE OUT TO
CORRAL 15,000
VOTES HERE

bloc:e the iccent Democratic con.rention in Chicago, wnere mayor ‘...ur.ey Was etected to fill a vacancy in
.he Porto Rico deiceation, that island
,as never been out of his mind. He
said yeatesday that when he went into
the Donauctatic national headquarters
for his long conference with Mr Farley
Mayor Curley's political supportthe first perscn he sew was Mrs Jean
Springfield Whittemore, national com- ers in Boston today began the
mittee member from Porto Rico, who gigantic task of registering 75,000
is now acting as one of the secretaries citizens whose names are no longer
of the national ccmmittee. Mrs Whit- on the voting lists, either because
temore was born in Stockbridge, Mass, of leek of interest, in
things politibut went with her husband to Porto cal or because of
change of resiRico some years ago.
dence.
The Mayor was in high spirits last
These workers had made little
night. He had a long conference with
Gov Roosevelt on Tuesday and one effort to assist the Roosevelt forces
until they learned today the mayor
with Mr Ferley yeeterday. In both
would not only he a national figure
places the national campaign was the
topic rf discussion. Mr Curley said he in the coming election but likewise
time
his
should give considerable of
would be in this city for a fiehtduring the next few days to the de- ing windup to what promises to be
tails of tom Se.ptembet trip. With him a bitter State-wide fight.
on his return to Boston last night was
his former secretary, Cornelius A. TRAVEL BY PLANE
Heavy registration in Boston is
Reardon
necessary if the State is to go
Democratic. In the campaign of
1928, Governor Smith of New York
carried Massachusetts with a majority of 17,000 votes. It was necessary, however, for the Curley forces
to register 98,000 persons in this
city to give the New Yorker that
victory.
The mayor begins his whirlwind
tout of Perifie Coast states and of
the
middle
and
aorthwest in
Chicago about Sente.aber 1. He
will speak in at least 15 cities during the 30 days that follow and on
October 1, or shortly thereafter,
will open in 13c..tcn with a monster
Roosevelt-Garner rally which will
probably be held in Boston Garden.
Mayor Curley will do much of his
travelling by airplane, but will be
followed about the country by his
chauffeur, Charlee Manion, so that
it will be possible to disregard train
schedules and make brief speeches
in suburban communities not on his

regular schedule.
, ADDRESS LEGION
I The itinerary will be drawn up
' this week by the mayor and his
former secretary, Cornelius A. Reardon, who accompanied him on his
visits to Governor Roosevelt in Albany, and James A. Farley, Roosevelt manager, in New York city
yesterday. Mr. Reardon, City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan and Miss
Mary E. Curley, daughter of the
mayor, will probably accompany
him on his tour.
Early next week the mayor will
confer with Farley le New York,
and at that time final arrangements
will be made for the trip.
Most important of Mayor Curtsy's
speeches will be that which he will
deliver before thousands of former
service men at the American
Legion national convention in Portland, Oregon. on Veptember 15. Invitation to be present as guest
speaker was received from the
legionnaires last week.
,
LEADERS CONFIDENT
During his hour-long conference
with Governor Roosevelt yesterday
the mayor was urged by the Democratic presidential nominee to begin a tour of the nation
immediately in company with
Cornelius
Vanderbilt, Jr. The mayor
could '
not grant that request
because of
numerous important municipal
matters which must be
attended to
first.
Members of the
Roosevelt
President League of 28 states -for.
have
invited the mayor to
visit
communities. Many of these their
invitations be will have to
league was founded bydecline. The
the mayor
nearly two years ago.
The mayor stated that
contrary
to the opinion
prevalent in sorn'e
circles, Governor El
. uuring his
recent visit to
did nnt as::
lhe New YorkerAlbany,
to keep the
off the public
mayor
platform in this
state.
"I will he back
tober I and I am here about OcIncliner: to think
I will he vrere
welenine then," the
mayor said,

i

MAYOR TO STUMP
WEST FOR TICKET
Curley Returns Home From Talks
With Roosevelt and Farley,
Gleeful at Assignment
t he month of September to campaign- the Mayor had to communicat last
e
ing in the Middle West and North- night. on his return from a visit to
west for the Democratic ,national Gov Framilin D. Roosevelt at Albany
and a call in New York on James
ticket. He expects to make his first.
A. Farley, chairman of the Demoaddress in Chicago and then to speak :Tatic National COmmitce.
in Milwaukee, St Paul, Minneapolis,
Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Plans to Speak Here Too
The Mayor said, in passing, that he
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
had no doubt ha should speak in
Tacoma, Seattle, Butte, Cheyenne
Massachusetts after his return from
end if possible also in North allil his Western trip, that, a, far as he
knew, neither Guy Joseph B. Ely nor
Smith Dakota.
anyone else had suggested to Gov
This news was the most important Roosevelt that Mr Curley
should not
,be scheduled for political addresses in
this State, and that the reports he
!must be kept in the background here
I were circulated by his enemies and the
i enemies of the Democratic party.
j The proposed Western trip mono'pc lized Mayor Curley's mind last
night.
He wns willing to discuss other subjects, but always returned to it,
saying
' frankly that he looked on it as
a
honor, and that he could recall real
no
other instance in which a Mn.'h'setts iro,, budLecii asked to take
such
a long journey through the
country in
The interests of his political
party. Indeed the Mayor was highly elated.
Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr is to
at once on a trip through someset out
parts
of the West in behalf of Roosev
I Garner and tried to persuaelt and
de the
Mayor to go with him, but it
'clded that the latter would was deucod if he waited until nextdo more
month.
According to the present plans,
however, the two expect to
meet on the
Pacific. Coast and may work
together
t hereafter.
"I expect to have a great
time," the
Mayor said last night.
"In the first
placa, I shah be in
Portland, Or, for
the national convention of
MAYOR JAMPS N. tTRI.rv
can Legion, and I am told the AmeriMayor of a city in which that, as the
the Legion
has held one of its
national conventions, I shall receive a
By JOHN D. MERRILL
gold medallion.
The members of that
organization
thoroughly enjpyed
MAW Jawes M. Curler will devote
themselves vobil*

To Speak Here
Too, He Says

Tour Will Take Ilia

to Pacific Coast

legion Convention
to Honor Mayor

il6 Pins To Oar Soclioll

ol Most Boom Ploo
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MAYOR TO
SPEAK IN
THE WEST
Announces Roosevelt
Has Chosen Him
to Campaign
GOING FROM CHICAGO
AS FAR AS CALIFORNIA

Will Have Cornelius
Vanderbilt, Jr., as
Partner
Maybe Curley put an end to the
reports of friction in the Democratic
party when he returned home from
New York last night with the announcement that Franklin D. Roosevelt had personally requested him to
toter the West from Chicago to the
Golden (;ate in a speaking campaign
on behalf of the Presidential ticket.
Thr Mayor will spend the entire

•

month of September on the road, trail; cling by airplane as well as automobile In order to make addresses In 15
different cities within the period of
30 days, and then return to Massachusetts to place his services at the disposal of the State organization here
for the October drive on the election.
Emphatically the Mayor denied published reports that Governor Ely had
requested Governor Roosevelt to "keep
Curley off the stump In Massachusetts."
All such reports he ascribed to Repubbean sponsors who were anxious to
stir up a battle within the Democratic
party as their sole hope of success in
November, he said.
The Mayor declared that Governor
Roosevelt suggested that he start earlier in order to accompany Cornelius
Vanderbilt, Jr., On the swing west want, but pressing municipal duties at
borne forced him to return to City
Hall to clear the decks for a, vigorous
campaign.

Combines Two Missions
wo, the 1932 tax rate established at
the end of this month, the Mayor will
be ready to leave 'us desk for the
trip. Another reason for delaying his
tour was the fact, he explained, that

he had been invited to address the
American Legion national convention
at Portland, Oregon, about the middle
of 'September, and he desired to combine the two missions to the Pacific
coast, where the legionnaires will present him with a gold medallion, in
tribute to his services as host during
their Boston eonvention in 1930.
Next week the Mayor will draw up
his itinerary and then confer with
Chairman James A. Farley of the
Democt atic national committee and
Roosevelt's campaign manager to arrange the details of the journey. He
proposes to open his speaking campaign at Chicago and then hop by plane
and motor to Milwaukee, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Denver, Salt Lake City, Los
ngeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Ore., Tacoma, Butte, Cheyenne,
cities
in
the
two or three large
Minneapolis, Dubuque,
Dakotas, and
and then back home.
"I'll probably have to do quite a hit
of flying to make all the stops," smiled
the Mayor, who appeared highly elated
after his personal conference with the
presidential banner bearer at Albany
-nu MB session with Chairman Farley
at New York.
"I guess," he smiled, "that it is the
first time that any New Englander has
been called upon to tour the West for
a presidential nominee, who is going to
carry at least 40 States in the election."
Asked if he had been requested to refill in out of the Massachusetts campaign, the Mayor declared: "I'll he
icotit about Oct. 1, well-seasoned in the
.;inipaign and with my voice in at.iesd
timpe. I have an idea I'd be welconie
about then," he smiled.
He revealed that' he had received
scores of invitations to speak for
Roosevelt In various States throughout
the country, recalling that leaders in
28 States over a year ago Joined his
Roosevelt League of Massachusetts.
Since sending them the league buttons,
bearing the slogan "America Calls Another Roosevelt," tnany of the members in distant cities have maintained
correspondence with him at City Hall
flora

'OBJECT TO
ANY CURLEY
GOING GEE
Chinese Rise Up to
Protect Honor of
Family Name
Kew J. Gee, who paints dragons in
his studio at 19 Harrison avenue, has
arisen on behalf of the 1,000,000
Gees in China and 600 of them in
New England, to do honor to the
family name.
TWO PROTEST
He feels that sonic one of the family
protest the petition of John Gee Curley, an illustrator, of Southbridge, who
has asked the courts for permission
to change his name to John Gee, on
the ground that he has been known
under that name for the past 15 years.
New J. Gee's formal protest was lodged
by Attorney Edward .1. Casey In the
Worcester Probate Court yesterday.
It was Joined by a protest on behalf
of New Y. Gee, a tailor of 14 Oxford
street, who has no commercial interest
In the matter, but feels that the Canton and Sliming gees would consider
hint derelict In duty if he etood by complacently and allowed n Curley to go
Gee,

A Great Family
The two Gees are probably relatives.
New .I. Gee doesn't know, but he maid
most of the Gees are related. New 3.
Gee has been In this country and in
Boston for 23 years. lie is R. quiet
little man of about 36 and speaks excellent English.
He said he got his artistic training
in a Canton art school. Most of his
work Is for Chinese. trade. He illustrates fans, calendars, magazines, using
always Chinese designs told themes,
and his name is well known in that
line.
"The Gees are a great and respected
family," he said. "There must, he 1,000,000 of them in China and about MO
or 600 in New England. Na',teeny, we
think much of our Mime. It
a, Chinefte name, there's no doubt about that.
And it ought to be kept by the Chinese."

Mayor Lauds Gees
Mayor Curley upon his return to his
home last night applauded the action of
Gee in defending the fatally name of
Gee.
"Doubtless the OPPA, like the cinieys,
are proud people and 'prick to challenge
viliat they may considor any infringeManta upon their inherited right!;.
Von
must remember that the Chinese and
the IciA are tot so far apart after all,"
,
s ssid •-•
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Mayor Grants Vets Permit for Carnival

CURLEY TO AID
STATE CAMPAIGN
Appointed by Maynard tb
Executive Group of
Organization

,
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Permission for carnival and convention to be held Sept. 9, 10 and 11
W&5 granted 101st Infantry Veterans' Ass'n. by Mayor Curley yesterday. From left to right. James A. Presswell, president of the association.; Mayor Curky, and Edward M. Quinn, president of the 101st
Infantry Corporation.

Curley on Democratic
State Committee
The dove of peace hovered over Mayor Curley made no comment.
The message said:
the Democratic party in Massachu"Dear Mr. Mayor.
setts today.
Mayor Curley was notified that
"It gives me great pleasure to
he had been made a member of the notify you of your appointment
executive committee of the Demo- as a memuer or tae executive
cratic state committee, with which
committee.
he has frequently warred.
"A meeting of this committee
He will be asked to take command of certain phases of the will he held in the near future to
Democratic campaign in this state,
formulate plans for the cantto battle for the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt, not only with full paign
"I shall assign some of our
authority from the candidate himactivities for you to
self, but also under the aegis of campaign
direct and hope to have your
the state committee.
All this was revealed by a mes- earnest co-operation.
"Sincerely yours,
sage to the mayor from Chairman
"JOSEPH A. MAYNARD.
Joseph A. Maynard of the Demo"Chairman."
cratic state committee, on which

Mayor Curley was officially recognised
today as a leader of the Democratic
campaign in Massachusetts. Direction
of one phase of the activity to be supervised by the state committee will be
assigned to him, and he will also be
one of the most active participants in
the drive to carry the state for the
Roosevelt-Garner ticket.
Obviously with the knowledge and
approval of Gov. Ely, Martin M. Lomasney and other staunch supporters of
ex-Gov. Alfred E. Smith, who were re:ponsible for the selection of Joseph A.
'Maynard as chairman of the state committee. Maynard announced the appointment of Curley as a member of
the executive committee of the state
organization.
Without comment the mayor handed
the letter to reporters. It was a mo.'e
effective answer than any statement
'which he could have prepared to thc
Laseless statements that DOA'. Ely. in
collaboration with James A. Farley,
chairman of the Democratic national
committee. had virtually exiled him
:ram participation in the campaign.
The letter from Maynard to Curley
lead:
"It gives me great pleasure to notify
you of your appointment as a methber
of the executive committee.
"A meeting of this committee will be
held in the near future to formulate
plans for the campaign.
"I shall assign some of our campaign
activities to you to direct and hope to
have your earnest co-operation."
With an assignment from the national
committee to devote September to a
speaking tour which will extend to the
Pacific coast, from the initial meeting
In Chicago, the mayor will be free to
devote the final five weeks of the campaign to Massachusetts.
It is understood that he will be delegated with authority to direct the registration drive in Boston, which is experted to result in a total registration of
325,000.
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CAMPAIGN SPEAKERS.
Reminders of our coining blessings, the speakers' bureaus of the
major political parties, are in the
I act of organization. Except the -Eta' tional candidates and a few speakers
of the first distinction whom people
may be curious to see, why should
there be much physical circulation
of orators? They can stay at home
and be broadcast, if their "efforts"
are considered worth it. They can
be read, on the same terms, by citizens with the proper patience and
zeal for instruction. Remembering
the weary distances that crowds on
horseback or in wagons used to
cover in simpler days for the sake
of hearing or trying to hear some
political celebrity, the soft Campanian ease of contemporary methods would be startling by contrast;
, if the moderns didn't accept every.
; new advantage as their due and use
It as nonchalantly as if they had.
always had it.
Mr. BRYAN'S record of '913, if we
remember, was thirty-six speeches
in a single day. These labors of
giants seem incredible to this pampered generation. The partisan missionaries still go on circuit. One
hardly knows why. The case of
one of them, however, is altruistic
and almost heroic. Some time ago
Mayor CuRLEY of Boston agreed to
make a series of campaign speeches
outside of New England after this
month. To deaden ancient rancors
in Massachusetts, he will serve his
party there by his absence and elsewhere by his presence and stirring
speech. He is suasive in many manners and can adapt himself to any
sort of audience. This adaptability
;implies altact and a knowledge of
the local temperament, and there are
often regional shades of opinion In
—
I
the same party that a cautious
speaker should be aware of.
In the case of the Progressive Republican States, these shades are
irreconcilable, etraight black and
white. Generally speaking, the political thermometer in the effete
East rises more slowly than in, say,
Oklahoma cr Texas. Mr. GARNER of
the latter State is doubtless ruminating over these differentiations,
which, as a veteran of the House, he
has had long opportunity to study.
There are exceptions, of course. Our
own Mr. LA GUARDIA, for instance,
seems like a fervid son of Kansas;
but he is his own breed of Republican and does not enter into that
study of Democratic geography, environment and idiosyncrasy which,
presumably, the Speaker is making,
if he thinks, as is reported, of making campaign speeches in New England, mid-West, Far West.
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Curley's Help
Bacon Assails
Solicited in
Bond Issue of
State Campaign
Mayors' ClulJ

more attention to cutting expenditures'
than to scheming new ways of obtaining
revenue, their plight would be far less
serious.
Let them improve their purchasing
methods, eliminate non-essential activities, weed out spurious claims for public
welfare relief, consolidate some of their
„. departments if need be, reduce their ex- ,
pendltures in every possible way. Let '
them concentrate on drastic curtailments
before coming to the State begging for
funds.
"if, after they have put their houses
In order, after they have exhausted by
every conceivable economy every means
to get on a firm financial basis, if they
find themselves still in trouble, let them
come to the State and put themselves in
its hands. The condition of requiring
financial aid from the State must be that
the, city or town applying for such aid
Special to the Transcript:
should agree to turn over the manageWorcester, Aug. 5—Condemning the ment and control of its affairs to some
proposal of the Massachusetts Mayors' State agency created for that purpose.
Club that a special session of the LegisEach city must be dealt with sepalature be called to authorize a special rately according to its proven needs. If;
bond issue of $15,000,000 which mould be in some particular case, State aid becomes
distributed as a "gift" to citic and towns a, dire necessity, then only by turning
and paid back out of the money received over the government of that city to some
from the gasoline tax, President Gaspar State board will the city itself be safe
G. Bacon of the Senate told the Kiwanis and the interests of all the taxpayers of
Club of Worcester this afternoon that if Massachusetts be protected.
cities cannot keep out of trouble they
"We cannot remedy conditions by takshould put their affairs in the hands of ing more money from the depleted
the State.
sources of legitimate industry for wasteMr. Bacon said that a city which finds ful or non-product public expenditures
it impossible to pay its employees and
or by increasing the crushing burden of
meet its obligations without incurring pnblic debt. The universal and compeladditional indebtedness, should agree to
ling demand of the moment, therefore, is
turn over the management and control
for a reduction in the cost of government,
of its administration to some State
which means a reduction in the cost of
agency created for the purpose. He faall the necessaries of life."
vored individual treatment in each case,
Commenting on the mayors' club's proas in Fall River.
President Bacon said:
"I appreciate full well that some of posal,
"Early this week a small number of the
our municipalities are in financial diffiMayors' Club of Massachusetts, to what
culties," said President Bacon. "I have
they represented the membership
no intention of trying to minimize their extent
I
have no means of knowing, requested
predicament. Possibly some of them will
governor
to call a special session of
the
need assistance from the State before
the year is over. It is also true, however, the Legislature for the purpose of authorthat if the municipalities would devote izing the State to borrow $15,000,000 and
turn .his amount over pro rata to the
cities and towns as a gift to help them
defray' their welfare expenses, regardless
of the financial needs of each respective
city or town, and regardless of the efforts
made by each one to put its own house
In order, It is proposed that this money
he paid back to the lenders by taking it
from the State highway fund over a fiveyear period. This fund, as you know, is
derived very largely from the gasoline
tax.
"I am opposed to this proposal. I believe it is unfair to the motorists who
have provided the funds. I feel that the
limit of taxation on .motorists has been
reached. The State highway fund should
be used solely for the nutintenanee and
construction of highways. I am therefore
opposed to any diversion of this fund for
t The Presidential camps ign promises
purposes other than that for which it
to be an interesting one for Mayor
was intended."
1James M. Curley. Not only has he rePresident Bacon called attention to the
(-rived A Western tour assignment from
fact that t he State already has distributed
Gov Franklin D. Roosevelt. but today
$5,500.00(1 I his -year to cities and towns
he was notified that he has been named
from t;le highway fund, as a result of
A member of the executive committee
whit di the net burden on municipalities
tif the Massachusetts Democretie State
through the StA he tax, which has gone
Committee and that some of the camup over ten millions from last year's $7,paign activities will be assigned to him
500.o0e, is actually lower than it
wag'a
to direct.
' year ago, by about $750,000.
Chairman Joseph A. Maynard's letter
He called for a reduction in the assessto Mayor Curley was as follows:
ments on real estate and said that
only
"Dear Mr Mayor:
through retrenchment would there be renotify
to
pleasure
great
"It gives me
lief to the taxpayer. He was strongly
you of your appointment as a member I opposed to any kind of
additional WU"of the executive committee.
1 tion.
"A meeting of this committee will
be held In the near future to formulate
plans for the campaign.
"I shall assign some of our campaign
activities for you to direct and hope
to have your earnest cooperation."
•

I

Ghairman Maynard Names
Senate President Favors IndiHim on Executive Board
dividual Treatment for Cities
and Will Assign Work
That Get Into Trouble
_
Mayor Curley today received a tette'
from Joseph A. Maynard, chairman ol
the Democratic State Committee, informing him of his appointment as a membet
of the executive committee and stating
that the mayor would be assigned "some
of our campaign activities to direct.'
The letter closed with the hope that the
State committee would have your earnest co-operation."
When that letter was read in the
mayor's office the mayor could not re.
strain his laughter. The newspapers
could use it for what it was worth, he
added, but when asked to comment on
the reports that Governor Ely may have
conditioned his support of Governor
Roosevelt on the elimination of the
mayor from the Massachusetts fight, he
remarked that "the letter evidently
speaks for Itself."
The letter is as follows:
Dear Mr. Mayor: It gives me great
pleasure to notify you of your aprointment as a member of the executive committee.
A meeting of this committee will
he held in the near future to formulate plans for the campaign.
I shall assign some of our camp:thin activities for you to direct and
hope to have your earnest co-operation.
Sincerely yours.
JOSEPH A. MAYNARD,
Chairman,

•

The mayor, on his return from Albany
and New York city, Wednesday night,
told the Political reporters that he icol
heard nothing either in conversation wit h
Governor Roosevelt or Chairman
to Indicate that Governor Ely desired
that he efface himself in Massachusetts.
In fact, the mayor told both gentlemen,
he asserts, that it was his desire to stump
the country for at least a month, and
trot on his return in :4.1,14m1er he
Nvould offer his serviees te the alassachusetts Democralb• State committee.
Today, the mayor dei•lared that he was
looking forward to the Western campaign with great interest. He had just
written lila acceptance of an invitation
to address the American Legion in national convention and had made all his
plans for departure it 110 Beaton. The
details of the nntional stumping tour,
however, are being arranged in New
York.
As for the local campaign, the mayor
will place himself absolutely at the disposal of Chairman Maynard and the
executive committee, and in the formulapart.
tion of plans he will take a leadine
Chairman Maynard is an N it tit, t„ iii
monize with the Smith element in the
party and regards the mayor as one of
the strongest forces to that end.

CURLEY ON PARTY'S
EXECUTIVE HARP

State Chairman Maynard
Appoints Mayor

1
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Curley to Give
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Some Time to
to StumpInt
BOND ISSUE PLAN
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But Will Campaign Through
West for a Month—Denies
Demands by Ely
Mayor Curley was at his desk at City
Hall today after a conference with Governor Roosevelt at Albany and with
James A. Farley, chairman of the Democratic National Committee, in New York.
Ha denied that as a result of these conferences he had been requested to keep
his hands off the campaign for the Democratic ticket in Massachusetts. He had
suggested to the national party leaders
weeks ago that he be given a Western
stumping assignment and the suggestion
had beer. accepted. September will be
spent in the West and on the mayor's
return he will place himself at the disposal of the Massachusetts Democratic
State Committee, expecting to take an
active part in the campaign.
Happy over the results of his conferences with Roosevelt and Farley. the
mayor said that he expects to make his
first address in Chicago and then to
speak in Milwaukee, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
Tacoma, Seattle, Butte. Cheyenne, and
perhaps in North and South Dakota. If
it were not for pressing municipal business, he would like nothing better than
to start the campaign at once. He could
recall no other instance in which a
Massachusetts man had been asked to
take such a long journey in the interests
of his political party.
"Naturally, I am happy over the assignment," the mayor said. "It will give
me. the opportunity I have wanted for
years to see the country and to meet
many of the friends I made in Congress.
Anyway, I had decided to go to Portland, Ore., for the national convention
of the American Legion, having received
•in invitation weeks ago and having been
old that I would receive a gold medallion
in recognition of the city's hospitality to
the Legion at the time of its convention
here. I bad received invitations to speak
in twenty-six States."
Mayor Curley said it gave him great
pleasure to contemplate facing Middle
Western audiences to explain his project
of a great inland empire, with Chicago
as Its metropolis, in which he believes
Governor Roosevelt is also interested. He
had found the governor in the best of
health and eager for the campaign; he
had found Mr. Farley so enthusiastic as
In claim that the party will carry every
State in the Union, but at the same time
planning rot- the greatest possible energy
in the campaign.

Also to Conduct Vigorous
Campaign at Other Strategic Points

For Roosevelt,
It Is Assumed 1
Leaders Trying to Show to East
New York Govenar Not
Dangerous Man
By Oliver McKee, Jr.
Special to the Transcript:
Washington, Aug. 4—Former Governor
Alfred E. Smith will take an active part
in the Democratic national campaign
this fall. This was learned today from
close associates of Mr. Smith. According
to present plans he will make speeches
In at least three States. Massachusetts,
New Jersey and New York. In these
States he will suppoh. the Democratic
candidates for the governorship and the
Senate. In view of Smith's declaration
that he would back the Democratic national ticket, it is assumed here that he
will in the course of his speechmaking, urge the election of Governor
Franklin D. Roosevelt, his pre-convention foe. If Smith falls to do this, it will
be interpreted as meaning that the breach
has not been healed, and that Smith does
not want to see the Democratic nominee
in the White House.
These plans show that Smith Is preaared to take a rather extended part in
the campaign, particularly in the East
where victory is so important to both
parties It is not Impossible that Smith
will extend the field of his speech-making
to include Connecticut, Rhode Island and
possibly other States. The Democratic
National Committee has for some time
been worrying over the prospects of the
partly in the conservative East Smith
has been the leader of the Eastern conservative wing of the Democratic party,
and he has it in his power to strengthen
the national ticket in the East. Political
observers will watch with interest what
Mr. Smith has to say- about Roosevelt,
and they will watch with interest also
the success of his efforts to create a
real enthusiasm for the Democratic nominee in those Eastern States whole,delegates to the Chicago convention were so
bitterly opposed to the nomination of
Roosevelt

Insists Proposal Is to AM
Realty Owners
•

Defending the proposal of the Mayors' Club of Maasachusetts that A spe(dal session of the Massachusetts Legislature be called to authorize aS15.000.000 bond issue, Mayor Curley in
statment yesterday insisted that the
main object of the bond issue for welfare assistance is to secure relief for
the ownei s of real estate.
His statement was in answer to a ,
stitement issued Wednesday by the
'Boston Municipal Research Bureau opposing bond issues as increasing the
burden on real estate owners.
Mayor Curley charged that the himmenu statement represented "a definite
effort to becloud the actual causes end
teat:one behind the proposal of the
Mayors' Club."
"The purpose of this bond issue,"
he said, "Is to secure funds which
ill he applied directly to a reduction
in the tax rates of cities and towns
which have this year been required
to appropriate extraordinary amounts
for the relief of the unemployed members of their communities.
"Without the outside assistance all
epresented in the proposed bond issue,
it will he necessary for the industrial
cities and towns of the State to announce tax rates materially in excess
of those of last year, and thus place
upon the already overburdened owners of real estate an added burden
which it is highly questionable this
els ss van bear.
"In short, the main object of the
Mayors' Club's proposal is to secure
teller for the owners of real estate.
In no sense are the proceeds of the
bond Issue to be used to finance public improvements."
Mayor Curley charged that the Reea rch Bureau in endeavoring to discourage and defeat all bond issues.

CURLEY APPOINTS
COUSIN TO CITY JOB
Mayor Curley yesterday
appointed Michael F. Curley
of 311 ''
- esest
Hills at., Jamaica Plain,
associate
director of public
celebrations at a
salary of $2500.
Curley, a cousin
of the mayor, was
formerly traffic
manager of the municipal
commercial, industrial and
publicity bureau,
Which was recently
abolished
by
the mayor as an
economy measure. He succeeds
Stanton
husband of the former R. White,
Sally Curley, niece of
ti- e mayor, who
tact
week was appointed
master by the mayor. county pay-
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CURLEY PUT ON
EXECUTIVE BODY
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BACON BITTERLY ASSAILS
MAYOR'S CLUB AID PLEA
Senate Head Says Proposal Unfair
To Autoists, in Worcester Talk
Gorrial Disnateh to the Globe
WORCESTER, Aug 5—Pres Gaspar
C. Bacon of the Marsachusetts State
Senate, in an address at the luncheon
meeting of the Kiwanis Club today,
came out strongly in opposition to the
plca of nv2milfril of the Mayors'
Club
for the State to aid the muniripalities
by appropriating $15,000,000 for welfare
Work.
Mr Bacon epoke against the increased cost of government at the
opening of his talk and, after telling
how Massachusetts has tried to cut
down its expenses, he said:
''Early this week a small number of
the Mayors' Club of Massachusetts
(to what extent they represented the
membership I have no means of
knowing) requested the Governor to
call a special session of the Legislature for the purpose of authorizing
the State to borrow $15,000,000 and
turn this amount over pro rata to the
cities and towns as a gift to help
them defray their welfare expenses,
regardless of the financial needs of
each respective city or town and
regardless of the efforts made by each.
one to put its own house in order.

Yoices Opposition to Plan

•

"It is pioposed that this money he
paid back to the lender by taking it
from the State highway fund over a
five-year period. This fund, as you
know, is derived very largely from
dhe gasoline tax.
"I am opposed to this proposal. I
believe it is unfair to the motorists
Who have provided the funds. I feel
that the limit of taxation on motorists
Iles been reached. The State highway fund should be used solely for
the maintenance and construction of
highways.
We have already by legislation this
year given the cities and towns 35,603,000 from the highway fund for
local highway and road development,
phis an additional $2,000,000 from this
came fund by way of permanent relief
from State highway maintenance and
repairs. The cities and towns thus
have the use of 17,500,000 of State
"_iitst year the relict granted to the
cities and towns from the highway
fund amounted to ¶4,50o.000.
This
year $3,C00,000 was added.
"What I want to impress upon the
public is that in this year of felling
revendea the cities and towns of Mas-
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sachusetts svi) pay to the State in
the form of taxes less than they did
last year.

Must Set Houses in Order
"I appreciate full well that some of
our municipalities are in financial difficulties. I have no intention of trying
to minimize their predicament. Possibly some of them will need assistance
from the State before the year is over.
It is also true, however, that if the
municipalities would devote more attention to cutting expenditures than to
scheming new ways of obtaining revenue, their plight would be far less
serious.
"Let them improve their purchasing
methods, eliminate nonessential activities, weed out spurious claims for public welfare relief, consolidate some of
their departments if need be, reduce
their expenditures in every possible
way. Let them concentrate on drastic
curtailments before coming to the
State begging for funds.
"If, after they have put their houses
in order, after they have exhausted by
every conceivable economy every
means to get on a firm financial basis,
If then they find themselves still in
trouble, let them come to the State
and put themselves in its halals.
"The condition of requiring financial
aid from the State must be that the
city or town applying for such aid
should agree to turn over the management and control of its affairs to some
State agency created for that purpose.
Each city must be dealt with separately according to its proven needs.
if, in some particular case, State aid
becomes a dire necessity, then only
by turning over the government of
that city to some State board will the
city itself be safe and the interests of
all the taxpayers of Massachusetts be
protected.
--Advocates Cutting Expenses
"We shall'
,never return to natina.
times until we make drastic cuts ir
municipal expenditures, reduce the ae.
sessed valuation of real estate ti
figures somewhere near the matkoi
values and lighten the crushin:-; bur;
den which every owner and tenant of
home or place of business is payint
in taxes.
'Just as soon as munisipal budget,
are balanced on a sane b.4 s 5 line
taxpayeis thus relieved, capital wit
become less timid, confidence will re
turn, industrial activity will revive
the purchasing power of the mop!'
will he rebuilt, more men will fine
work to do, and gradually Americay
initiative and American energy wil
again assert themselves and goo(
times will return."
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CURLEY MISLEADS
PUBLIC,WRAGG SAYS
Replies to Statement Extolling Reconstruction Projects
Mayor Curley should put an end to
"nonsense" on his part in advocating
indiscriminate construction of public
works and at the same time pleading
for the relief of real estate taxpayers
who must bear the burden of construction costs, Senator Samuel H. Wragg
of Needham declared yesterday in a
statement.
The Senator, who is chairman of the
special legislative committee on public
expenditures, replied to a statement
issued by the Mayor Thursday in which
public works were extolled as providing,
employment and improvements at loW'
costs.
"If construction is to be undertaken
theie should in each instance be careful consideration of the number of men
who could be employed and the amount
of unemployment relief which could
thus be given," the senator said.
He also accused the mayor of being
"misleading" in permitting the belief
that the current upswing in employment and security prices are the result
of federal efforts to aid construction of
self-liquidating public works.
"It is a shame that a man in as high
a position as he mayor of Boston
should not be more honest on a matter
of this sort." (teetered weave
j
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CURLEY IS INVITE
TO AID IN CAMPAIGN
Designated as Member of
Executive Committee—Will
Boom Registration
Democratic leaders of Massachusetts
yestc :day, through Chairman Joseph A.
Maynard of the state committee, formally invited Mayor Curley -to be an
active supervisor of the state campaign,
and delegated him as a member of the
executive committee to determine party
strategy and campaign policies.
An official communication from Chairman Maynard apprised the mayor of
his membership in the executive committee and of the decision to assign
to him the direction of undesignated
phases of the state campaign.
A specific assignment will be the direction of the registration drive in Boston which is expected to increase the
voting list to 325,000 names. In the
closing weeks of the campaign, following the completion of his western
speaking tour for the national committee, the mayor Will be featured on
the stumn.
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Mr. Ely and the livuture
Personal Victory for Gave rnor in November Election
Would Make Him One of Outstanding Democrats
in Nation--Tunney a s Campaign Orator
By BEACON HILL
• How does he stand himself, 'as a candidate
BOSTON, Aug. 6—The
re-election? Every Smith Democrat will vote
for
soniconly solid fact in the
lt [tentwhat hysterical political for him, of course. Not all of the Rooseve
was but
ago
years
two
y
pluralit
His
will,
,ocrats
r's
week is the governo
votes
can
Republi
some
receive
statement that he is to be 17,000. He will
will rehe
Maybe
in
1930.
did
he
at
year,
this
aa candidate for renomin
Anti-Youngtion and election; and the iceive more now than he did then.
for him.
vote
cases
some
in
will
cans
Republi
hentan
further statement that
exchange bewill support the Demo- No one can say how many. In the
gain or lope. He cancratic national ticket. So tween the parties, he may
margin was
he is to do two things he not afford to lose much. The 1930
.
comfort
for
thin
too
does not particularly like
to do. If ever a man was
A Minnesota Scheme
caught in a dilemma, he
Comments on the Ely statement have in the
Is the man. He must run I
been favorable. Mr. Curley, always adroit,
main
again as his pr"-iv's only considerable chance for
in
the Ely position a guaranty for "a united
sees
support
winning the state contest; and he must
"means victory in November," but
which
party':
for President a candidate whom he does not much'
Ward of Roxbury, than whom
Michael
Senator
beget
like. Not to run for himself, and not to
to Curley, assails the govcloser
be
ed none could
hind Mr. Roosevelt, would have been constru
e, and calls his stateverbiag
and
vigor
with
eruor
not
could
he
aa desertion of his party, and this
Hoover cause." Mr.
the
to
ution
contrib
ment "a
do. Governor Ely is a regular.
is a bit wary about Puerto Ricans bearing gifts.
Ely
n
It is easy for some men to be regular. It is
Well, the governor is away on his vacatio
hard for others. It is hard for those who hold now, and he needs it. Among the things he will
strong sentiments, have pronounced likes and dis- Inot think about very much during this fortnight
likes. It is hard for Mr. Ely to be regular now; ts the proposition from Minnesota that there be a
but it would be harder for him not to be. It i new ticket of Smith and Ely. The enthusiastic
bolt.
would be impossible. It is not his way to
an in Minneapolis very likely means well,
to re- gentlem
What he would have liked to do would be
misinterprets both Governor Smith and
he
ut
b
back to
tire for a time from active politics, go
Ely. They have no desire to enter a
r
Westfield and Governo
the pleasant shades and sunshine of
the sole and simple purpose of wreckfor
contest
Is
Springfield, to play golf on the course which
else, with not the slightest chance
dy
somebo
as "the gov- big
plainly labeled for passing motorists
elected, themselves. What Governor Ely
being
of
the agreeable
ernor's home course." and to bask in
at Chicago was to nominate Al Smith, bestate. He wanted
the
of
part
western
the
of
atmosphere
believed with all that was in him that
he
cause
time. He canwould like to forget politics for a
Governor Smith was the best equipped American
party and he is
not do so. He must serve' his
to tackle the present situation and better it. You
going to do it,
may agree with hint or disagree with him, but
anyone can find there is no shadow of doubt of his sincerity and
In this almost tragic chapter
the subordination of per- his earnestness. He was not there to "stop Rcosea lesson on party loyalty,
good. Mr. Ely sets a velt" or to atop anyone else, He was there to
party
the
i,:desires
Bonet
cans as well as for nominate, and later to help elect, Al Smith. That
Republi
good example—ft r
ble to present condi- fell through. He Is disappointed, but no one could
applica
quite
and
Democrats,
persuade or cajole or Induce him to go romping
Hong in Massachusetts.
for Mr.
e_
asm
enthusi
no
was
there
into a revolt, which could have but one purpos
Of course
nt. He could not gulp to ditch the Roosevelt candidacy, and with it the
stateme
Ely
the
in
lt
Rooseve
great gusto that moved Mr. Democratic party.
and swallow with the
He did not like the RooseSpeculation as to the future is tempting, but
Hague of New Jersey.
Chicago convention and it precarious. No one can wisely forecast the outthe
velt candidacy before
hypocrisy for him to pee- come of the governorship contest here this Fall.
would have been sheer
obviously does not; but It is ton early to guess intelligently whether Mr.
He
tend to like it now.
,
do his duty—political
will
he
and
quitter,
. , 1,..ly or Mr. Youngman will win—for we assume
he is no
foliolk
ats
Democr
Smith
of the
that Mr. Youngman will he his opponent. The
dittY. If the rest
will strengthen their party. WIII speculation, therefore, concerns the possible pohis example they
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lifrEal future of Joseph B. my if he *Iild be
successful and win a re-election. No man has
risen faster, in late years. in party authority than
has Mr, Ely. A personal victory now, especially
in the situation which has developed from the
Chicago convention, would give him enlarged national eminence as a Democrat. It is a fair forecast that a victory for him in November would
: place him in the very front rank as a national
'Democrat. He has much at stake.

"My Project"
So far the presidential campaign has
produced
nothing of great importance. It has not emerged
from the face-making stage. The orators and
active campaigners of all sorts do not yet know
what to talk about. Our Mr. Curie who is contemplating a swing into and-t rough the West, in
behalf of his hero, appears to be somewhat vague
as to what he is going to talk about. "I want to
say something in the Middle West," he says, "about
my project for building up in that section of the
country a great inland empire, with Chicago as
its metropolis. . . . I realize that it will take a lot
of money to put this scheme through, and that it
must come from the national treasury, but. I thoroughly believe in it, and I think Governor Roosevelt has become interested in it."
Well, let's hope he checks up on this minorl
part—Governor Roosevelt's interest in "my project"--before he starts talking about it while ostensibly working in behalf of the election of Mr.
Roosevelt.
As for the significance of this Western trip,
as contrasted with home-state campaigning in the
same cause, we may suppose that Mr. Curley has
his wits working, and knows that he can best
serve himself by speaking to a national, rather
than a home-state, audience. We do not believe
It took much urging to get him to transfer his
campaign activities principally to the West. In
fact the suggestion may very reasonably have come
from him. By so doing he assumes a large tr.ature
in the Roosevelt cause, acquires a considerable
national importance as a Democratic leader, and
comes home as a hero from the wars. One of
the melancholy facts of current politics in this
Curley and anti-Curley ruckus is that his enemies
persistently underestimate his brains.
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Mayor Curley wants to but,
real monument for himself in a 15story City Hall for Boston. And
Boston doesn't need a city hall at
all, either now or in the near future. Do mayors ever learn anything about anything?
Mayor James Iggurley inveded
Maine last evening and stirred up
the Democrats gathered at the
baseball park at Sanford to the
point where they booed President
Hoover extensively. Neverthel...s
he paused at one point in his
speech to pay tribute to the "able
administration of the discreet and
sagacious New England Yankee,
Calvin Coolidge." That does not
sound exactly like morns of the re.
cent Garner lambaetings of the
Coolidge administration,

vVoke zs-,FE,e_AAW- 77i/4g/ti44
-9,
Boston may s,.butt acquire a new
City Hall. Mayor Curley is said to
1/1
'ri"tion on the
advocate its ens
site of the one now in use, and not as the architectural nucleus of a $1O,000,00D civic center in
the South End, as once was projected. And Bo4ton
can use a new City Hall. The existing one is inadequate of space. Esthetic considerations also make
it rather less attractive than it could be—than it
should be. Something of Colonial simplicity would
be more becoming to Boston. Even the bald utili
tarianisni of the modernists fits better into the
architecture of Boston than the rather Victorian
elaborateness of the contemporary building.

City Han

Boston

But granting that Boston can do with a new
City Hall, the building may be Long deferred. A
substantial bond issue would be one prerequisite
and there have been periods more salubrious for
bond issues. Also, the construction will not be the
exclusive prerogative of Boston itself, but will require the consent of a somewhat unpredictable
Legislature. Ultimately, of course, Boston will get
its new City Hall, but whether or not it comes
as the final flowering of the Curley administration depends on considerations which may not be
forecast in a period of Political and financial uncertainty.
5PR Net Fir‘i° -/Y)//ff- //

CURLEY 0 SCORES
REORCH BODY
Calls Critics "Treasury Raiders"; Tells Warren to Give
Back Fees
Boston, Aug. 17—Mayor Curley yesterday replied to criticism of his financial policies made by the Boston
municleal research bureau and at the
same time launched a sensational attack on the organization and some of
its members, accusing them of deliberate and malicious falsehood and
of
resorting to "raids upon the public
treasury under the guise of public
service."
The statement bristled with strong
language and pointed allegations which
attributed "sinister activities" to
the
bureau and motives other than
desire
for public service to some of Its
directors.
Bentley W. Warren, chairman
of
the directors of the bureau,
and hia
law partner, Alexander
were singled out for specialIlleteside,
attack in
the statement. The ;25,000 fee
Warren received from the state which
a year
ago for his work as special
assistant
attorney-gencral in the litigation
between Massachusetts and
Connecticut
over the diversion of water
from
the
Swift and Ware rivers was
by the may6r a excessive referred to
and
as
a
tit
subject for investigation.
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LARGE CROWDS
GREET CURI,EY
IN BERKSHIRES

U
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iiiitii et editors and about 1$"6"0144
persons.
"'I am quite convinced that Gov.
Roosevelt. is the man whom the maseas
everywhere look upon as the modern
Messiah—who can lead them from the
present unrest. The rank and file of
the American people would like to see
Roosevelt the Democratic candidate.
And If Roosevelt were running today,
as such, against Herbert Hoover, he
would unquestionably be elected by a
majority of more than 5,000,000.
"'At the same time I am equally
certain that big business everywhere
is going to fight Roosevelt, personally
and politically, with a far more vengeful intent than they did former-Gov.
Alfred E. Smith. The power interests
are whole streets where not a single of this land are still ably financed;
person on the street is engaged in as are many of the larger hanks and
Great wealth will he
gainful employment; and where every corporations.
single family is carried on the ro,is poured out for advertising purposes
or the Public Welfare Department. If and other means to defeat Roosevelt
this condition exists in Boston, it also should he become the Democratic
exists in every other large city in the standard bearer; and prior to the conland. Boston has had no bread line, venton there will be millions of dollars
no soup kitchens because of my insist- in the coffers of the stop Roosevelt
ence that sufficient aid be provided to movement, wherever it appears.
each unemployed family to keep that
This type of big business gives no
family together and that horns intact. gooier, as you surely realize it.. And
Boston is spending in this year of 1932 everything that it can possibly do to
at the rate of $10,000,000 to furnish see that Roosevelt is not nominated
food, clothing and bare necessities to will be done. I am not exaggerating
the unemployed and needy, truly a co- In situation. I am speaking from first
PITTSFIELD, April 7—More than lossal sum and almost six times greater hand observations.
than
in normal times. How long the
"'It behooves friends of Gov. Roose1206 persons crowded the Pittsfield
taxpayers of Boston will or can con- velt to bend every effort to help him
Auditorium tonight to listen to the tinue
these payments nobody dares receive the nomination. Further, it is
pleas of Democratic spellbinders intent hazard a
guess. With unemployment
on advancing the candidacy of men on the increase, rather than decreas- their solemn duty to reveal to the
ilestring to go to the Democratic con• ing, the city is bound to reach a point, public of these United States, the need
of a practical legislator in governvention
in Chicago as delegates sooner or later, beyond which it caneeental office.'"
Pledged to Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt not go.
The Roosevelt forces rolled into the
for the presidency. The principal at"This condition is not a local one., Berkshires late this afternoon and the
traction was Mayor James M. Curley It has been crying for solution by the I battlecry was raised simultaneously in
of Boston who delivered one of the authorities in power in Washingtoa Adams, North Adams and this city.
most fiery tirades against the Repub- for over two years and they have done The rallies in this city and North
lican administration and "Al" Smith nothing of a constructive nature de- Adams started at 8 o'clock, while in
Smith simporters heard here in many signed to bring relief to the great Adams the opening gun was tired at
masses of the people. The adminis- 7.45 at Plunkett Memorial
da y.
Junior High
and our international bankers School.
He referred to Gov. Joseph 11. Ely's tration
are tied up too closely together to give
Atty,
James
W.
Carolan
presided at
"love anti affection for Smith," the any real
thought to the problems of the rally here and the first
speaker
man he is boosting for the presidential the people. There must be a
change, Was Joseph J. Hurley of Boston. He
nomination, by saying that the Gov- but in order to insure a change that
was followed by Mal Paul H. Hines
ernor showed love and affection in will be productive of results beneficial of \Vied
Roxbury, Arthur Corbett and
1928, when he stayed away from the to the people, we must nominate for jotie.pli A. Conry.
Mr. Corbett is a
Texas convention. "I went down there President the right man. This is no member of the Boston Transit ComIn that Texas heat end so did Gov. year to take chances; no year to let mission, while Mr. Conry is a member
your admiration for a name awes' you; of
Roosevelt," said Mayor CerleS•
the Boston Traffic Commission
no year to permit scheming politicians
Atty. Thomas F'. Caseidy of Cheshire,
Refers to Support.
the blanket right to nominate a can- candidate
for delegate-at-large,
Curley referred to
Roosevelt's didate favorable to Wall Street and Edward L. Fitzgerahl of this city, and
canthe
power
trust.
support of Smith in the past. saying
didate for alternate to the delegate"The Democratic party is exception- at-large
that when Roosevelt was asked to run
on
the
Roosevelt
ticker,
likefor governor of New York while he. ally fortunate in being able to produce wise spoke. Atty. Cassidy,
Bernard D.
was still assistant secretary or the in this time of great need a skillea. Garvey and Mr.
Fitzgerald
navy, he declined. He suggested Sher- experienced and capable student of charge of arrangements for were in
the rally
iff Alfred Smith and persuaded Presi- government, Franklin D. Roofievelt. If in this city.
dent Wilson to issue a statement to you desire to strike a blow at the inIn
Adams
the
largest rally in the
the voters of New York to support justices, inequitiee and inequalities
Smith for governor. He referred to the that have made millions of our people town's hIstory was staged. The first
r‘
AS
speaker
Joseph
dependent
A. Scolponneti of
charity
for
on
their
susother sacrifices made by. Roosevelt. In
Smith's behalf and his personal sacri- tenance; if you would strike a blow Boston, who was followed by William
fice in serving as governor while Petit at the control of government by pow- G. O'Hare, commissioner of the Penal
erful combinations of industrialists, Institute at Boston, and former-Consuffering from the effects of infantile
bankers and power interests; if you gressman Peter F. Tague of Boston.
paralysis.
When Curley had concluded the would strike a blow at scheming, eon- Senator Frank Burley of Holyoke was
trowil•yelled :led stamped its approval /living, designing and unscruinnous the opening speaker in North Adams
politicians, cast your vote on Aerit 26 and was followed by Rep. Francis T.
and gave him a tremendous ovation.
jannes Roosevelt. son of the New tor the delegation pledged to tne nom- Clark of Holyoke and Louts H, Proination
of the only man who can de- vost. Fred Smith, former postmaster,
York Governor had preceded the Bosfeat Mr. Hoover in November—Frank- presided in Adams and Daniel J.
ton Meyer and was likewise given a
Hawthorne at North Adams. The rally in
tremendous hand when he had ended lin D. Roosevelt.
Reads
Vanderbilt
Letter.
tothe
Albany
Tunnel
City
was
to
on
went
held
He
plea.
in Dtalqr
ihis
'Under date of April 4, 1932, I re- High School and WOE attended by Sob%
'night to be with his father. His father's secretary, Guernsey 1'. Cross. had ceived a letter from Cornelius Vanmotored over from Albany to attend derbilt, Jr.. in which he says, among
other things: "'Since Sep, 5, 1931, I
the rally here.
I Atty. Thomas F. Cassidy, who was have been traveling, endeavoring to
lat dinner a ith Mayor Curley at the secure a clear cut picture of the presiWendell Hotel before the rallies in the dential situation and the business decounty, wets applauded as he made his pression. On my first swing of the
ft y up to the platform upon return- circle, I visited 44 States, talked with
ing from North Berkshire. Mr. Caesidy 152 headliners and at least 1500 lesser
is a candidate for delegate at large political lights. Oi. my ascend swing
1 have been In 11 littaties. iand Mated
L. 2 Jo, Roosevelt.

Pittsfield Crowd of 1200
Cheers as Mayor Directs
Fiery Attack at Ely
and G. O. P.

ADAMS ATTENDANCE
LARGEST IN YEARS

North Adams Also Accords
Speakers Warm Welcome;
Roosevelt's Secretary
at Pittsfield Rally.
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Speaking at length I on the ilepretP.
Mon and blasting Hoover in particular,
Mayor Curley criticized the Administration for pouring $37,000.000 into
Europe and recommending $2.000,000.000 for the bankers or the country.
"What can a man do, when he's 45
and has a few gray hairs as I have,"
asked the Mayor. "There's only one
place for you with Hoover as President and that's the poorhouse. There ...
no use talking further of deptession.
Employes of the General Vectric
Company here know what short time
means. Four years more of the Hoover
administration means four more years
of misery."
Mayor Curley said in part:
"In the city of Boston alone there
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When the conference concluded, at
him or give his aid by running for
re-election unless the presidential 3.20 o'clock, a score of reporters, pho100
nominee stands on the platform
tographers and newsreel camera men
descended on them. The picture men
per cent,
The conclusion of the conference took several poses of the two execlate today brought a most embarrass- .1utIves seated in the swinging porch
Governor eat, Governor Roosevelt was smiling
both
ing situation to
Roosevelt and Governor Ely. A score broadly, nut there was no trace of a
of newspapermen swooped down upon smile on Governor Ely's face.
the two executives as they sat toEly Is Serious
gether in swinging seat on the mansion porch demanding to know if the
He apparently did not like the atconference had been rtisfactory.
tention showered upon him under
__
the circumstances. Governor Roose-Statement Monday
made several humorous remarks
Governor Ely said he would issue velt
re. obviously Intending to bring a smile
his statement Monday, but the
face of his guest, but with
the
to
Porters were not satisfied that this
only fair success.
promise gave sufficient indication of
Here, take something and appear
the parley developments, Governor to be handing it to Mr. Roosevelt,"
Ely was obdurate, however. and stub- said the photographers.
bornly refused to elaborate the reGovernor Roosevelt reached for a '
mark, even when the newspapermen large wooden cigaret container and
conferthe
interpret
to
threatened
extended it to Governor Ely.
ence as unsatisfactory.
"What will I do with this one?"
visitor
asked,
Massachusetts
"We've discussed many subjects at the
length." he explained when the ques- flicking the ashes from one already
became
more persistent: lighted.
tioners
"Take another," Roosevelt advised
rWe',I think about them. Governor
Roosevelt will talk about them Sal- with a laugh.
urday night, and I will talk about
Newstnen Get Chance
them on Monday."
Ity JANIES H. GUILFOYLE
Governor Ely reached in the box,
It was learned rather authoritaTelegram State Politics Reporter
tively, however. that Governor Ely and they held the pose a minute.
"Now I have two of your cigarets,"
ALBANY, N. Y., July 27.—Governor had given his ideas on several of the
Roosevelt. ea- Ely remarked.
Ely's decision as to toe endorsernentlplanks, and Governor
"Hope this isn't the box that says
the man
of the Democratic national ticket and ger to enlist the support of
Smith, was in ac- 'we want beer'," Roosevelt said with
Al
nominated
who
his own candidacy for re-election dean anxious glance at the box.
him.
pends entirely on how thoroughly,cord with
When the photographers moved out
Governor Roosevelt stands by the
No Demand Made
the correspondents had their chance.
party platform, particularly with re"What happened at the conferIt is understood, however, that
gard to the prohibition plank, when
chorused.
any de- ence?" they
make
not
did
Ely
Governor
the
on
goes
nominee
presidential
the
"Governor Ely and ,nyself are going
with
radio for a half hour discussion of,mantis on Governor Roosevelt
next month to Boston
trip
a
to take
to
1ot-r
platform interpretation,
the issues Saturday night at 9 o'clock.espect
Corners, that acre of ground where
well
how
determine
to
being
content
Th..s was the conclusion drawn
three states — Massachusetts. Conthe Satlowing a two-hour conference between he absorbed his views when
nepticut and New York join. This is
Governor Ely and Governor Roosevelt urday night address is delivered.
a question over the territorial dominat the executive mansion this after- It is believed, however. that Gov- ion. It has existed for 150 years and
ernor Ely did leave a strong inference we are going up to look it over," said
noon.
Immediately after the conference with him that he expected him. to Governor Roosevelt.
Governor Ely said he would make &stand by the platform in every titCorrespondent Puzzled
Monday,terance. Beyond that, the Massachustatement of his position
"Yes," Ely added with a broad grin.
but he emphasized, apparently with setts governor also discussed the Bay
on "I haven't even seen the acre but if
impressed
the acquiescence of Governor floose-State situation and
heGovernor Roosevelt the necessity of it's any good we'll try and keep it in
velt, that before it Is prepared
will listen to the nominee's discus-Ipermitting the campaign there to be Massachusetts.'
This unusual statement puzzled
Mon of the platform over the nation- directed by the organiation. free from
wide hookup. Governor Ely will leave any interference on the part of out- the correspondents for a moment
vacation
weeks'
Curley,
they became insistent for news
who
notably
Mayor
,then
siders,
Tuesday for a two
trip to northern New England andusat with the Porto Rico delegation bearing on the campaign.
"Any change in the campaign sitIn Chicago.
Canada,
uation In Massachusetts," they asked,
Animated Parley
Support Is Likely
pointing out the significance attached
Although the Massachusetts gov-I Governor Ely came over the road to Governor Ely's visit.
ernor resisted a barrage of questions9n his official car from his Westfle,d
"The campaign is coming along all
from New York, Chicago, Brooklynihome, accompanied by his personal right there and everywhere," GovernFitzger- or Roosevelt responded.
and Boston newspapermen it is gen-Istate patrolman, Desmond
erolly believed Governor Rooeevelt'eald. and a Boston newspaperman, who
Turning attention to Governor Ely, I
to
hint
satisfactory
visited
him
Leaving
last
Westbe
night.
will
address
the cor espondents elicited the inforand that his statement will give his field at 10 o'clock, he reached the mation he would have a statement
support to the national ticket and,xecutive mansion shortly before I,
to make Monday.
at the same time announce his can—,n time to be a luncheon guest of
"Will it say anything about this
the nominee. The parley between the
didaey for re-election.
In the rbsence of a shred of offi- two men did not get under way un- conference?"
'Undoubtedly."
cial information the free intsrpretes til 2 o'clock. They sat in a shady
conference was that Gov' Iiitiz.4.1 spot and It was evident the
Then came the barrage askine, GovMon
chances
with
no
taking
conversation was animated. The two ernor Ely if he would support Governor Ely is
the
011
ideas
,
elga,rets.
Roosevelt's
,rnOked
ernor Roosevelt and if he would be
Governor
major issues, and will not support

PARTY PLANKS
IS NECESSARY

Bay State Governor's
Candidacy Statement
Is Due Monday
SUPPORT LIKELY

But It Is Dependent on
Nominee's Address
Saturday Night
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Ciiiley's
been working on Mr. Smith to have
h lin bury the hatchet but without sueQM. The belief has been quite general that If any peace is made bet ween the two former friends. it will
not come until Governor Ely decides
o support Roosevelt.
Governor Ely left for Westfield soon
after the conference, but before he
went a long movietone was taken as
he discussed with the New York governor the recent unemployment conference in Boston where the
New
, Itampshire plan for helping the situdtion was presented.
i,Mayor Curley Is evidently keeping
e presidential camign. One of his secretaries tried
Monday. londay
successfully to get in touch with
vernor Roosevelt here yesterday.
"I'll tell you all about it in nty
I
Governor
Ely just missed Senator
his
insisted
I statement Monday." Ely
who had a
face taking on a stern look while Gov- Key Pittman of Nevada
long
conference
with Roosevelt late
ernor Roosevelt smiled.
yesterday.
"Will the Democrats carry Massatoday,
After Governor Ely left
chusetts?" he was asked.
Charles R. Crane. former ambassador,
on
that
conferred
with
Roosevelt.
tell
them
you'll
"Tell them
Monday," Governor Roosevelt interjected and Ely did not reply,
"Are you and Governor Roosevelt
in harmony?"
Again before Ely could reply GovNEW YORK. July 27 (API—Gov"tell ernor Roosevelt will fire the opening
ernor Roosevelt interjected
them that on Monday also."
gun In his presidential campaign
"Well, we'll have to assume there with an address on Aug. 20 before
was a lack of harmony." one of the the Democratic state committee of
teporters asserted.
Ohio in the stadium at Columbus. it
"Don't write it that way," Roosewas announced at his headquarters
velt interrupted.
tonight.
a candidate for re-election. The Bay
State executive replied to each that
he would answer Monday,
"But what is the reason for the
delay?" they persisted suggesting his
refusal to commit himself after a
long conference with the nominee
could be interpreted as a lack of harmonious agreement.
Governor Ely revealed that
Then
Governor Roosevelt would discuss
the platform Saturday night adding
"I prefer to make my statement
Monday."
'"But will you support Governor
Roosevelt?"

Roosevelt to Open
Campaign in Ohio

Roosevelt Evasive
Unable to shake Ely's determination not to reveal the tenor of his
forthcoming statement the reporters
Inquired If it would have a bearing
on Governor Roosevelt's Saturday
night talk. Governor Ely replied that
it would.
Govenor Roosevelt conferring alone
with newspapermen was equally evasive, parrying the pointed questions
with the suggestion that the matter
Governor
; would be cleared up
Ely's statement. tie sale he : 1 made
no campaign plans because the "Walker cwse" was holding up any definite arrangements. He desires to dispose of the charges against the New
Mork mayor before entering into any
extended campaign trip.
"I probably will come into Massa-

rchusetts." he said, ."but irf do it
will not be befoie Labor Day anyway.-
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Roosevelt Satisfied
Governor Roosevelt indicated be
was satisfied with his conference with '
Governor Ely. It was arranged last
Friday when the olive branch was
extended by the Roosevelt forces to
the Smith nominator through Chairloan James A. Farley of the national
committee. Since then the peace proposal has been followed up In all
address by James D. Roosevelt, the
governor's son. He said in a Worcester speech Sunday his first duty t
I was to see that Governor Ely was re- '
elected and he was ready to take the
'stump for him.
Governor Ely's support is especially
desired by Roosevelt forces not only
because of the assistance he can
render In Massachusetts, if he is
candidate for re-election, but because
he is another hope in the effort
to bring about peace between Al
Smith and the nominee.
Nlovietone Taken
Lieut, Gov. Lehman of New York,
friend of Smith and Roosevelt and
Mayor Frank Hague of New Jersey,
a Smith floor leader who has now
embraced the Roosevelt ticket. have
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Is Mayor Curley backsliding? Is h
for the Roosevercause waning? Or, in a
merit of absent-mindedness, has he Perini
his wires to become slightly crossed, to
possible embarrassment of the high comm
of the Roosevelt forces? These questions
prompted by an Associated Press news di
patch from New York, in which it is reporteti
the Senor Curley has made his debut in the
movies, in a talking picture, in which be pre,
diets that Roosevelt will carry forty States in
the November election.
Here is a clear and distinct mark-down 0
eight from the forty-eight States claimed just
a few days ago by Manager Farley for Roosevelt. Surely, if Curley is right and Roosevelt
already has lost eight of the forty-eight States,
what reap
one must shudder at the thought of
siandltrd-bearer lxt
Democratic
the
to
happen
campaign. At thit
the remaining weeks of the
August might find
of
end
the
recession
rate of
with the help o
Alabama,
i only Arkansas or
Roosevelt.
!Heflin, holding out precariously for
about
Obviously something ought to be done
Cii"
talkies
Curley
it, either the suppression of
instrueof
course
-needed
much
apparently
an
printion for Mayor Curley in the elementary
ciples of teamwork in campaign predictions.
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1Mate House Group Is Conung

To Attend Goulart Funeral
While arrangements for the fu-

From friends, associates abd
neral of Representative Arthur lic officials came
more tribititels to
Goulart were being completed toGoulart
today.
day, additional tributes to file Representative
memory continued to come from Among tributes paid were:
JOHN H. BACKUS JR., Demohis friends and political associates.
State Committeeman: A
The funeral will be held from cratic
the Representative's residence at kindly, humane, lovable man, as
a
legislator
he served with faithful191 Washington Street at 8 a. m.
Monday, to be followed at 9:30 ness and devotion those he repreby a requiem mass at the St. John sented until God called him away.
The Baptist Church. In addition A life of usefulness has come to
to the committee of city officials its end and we mourn his loss bewho will attend, a delegation of cause we appreciated his worth.
MAYOR CURL.EY OF BOSTON,
Mr. Gouiart's associates in the
House of Representatives, appoint- in a frftireriliono Mrs. Goulart:
Kindly
ac,ept a deep assurance of
ed today by Leverett Saltonstall,
speaker of the House, will bc pres- my sympathy and sorrow in the
death of your brilliant husband who
ent.
The delegation of representatives earned for himself as a member of
included Speaker Saltonstall and the Massachusets Legislature the
John Halliwell, Alfred M. Bessette, loving and deserved tribute of deWilliam A. Higgins, Philip Barnet, voted friends. May Almighty God
Chester W. Chase, all of New Bed-. in has infinite mercy constantly atford; John Ford, Frank D. O'Brien, tend you during these sad hours.
GILBERT J. FRANCIS. chairFrancis Kearney, William H. Keating, all of Fall River; John T. man of Democratic City CommitWords cannot convey my
O'Neill of Raynham and Bernard tee:
thoughts or feelings. We have lost
Finkelstein of Boston.
a
great
friend. May our Good Lord:
In the delegation of city officials
will be Mayor Ashley, Alderman bless and care for him.
JUDGE PATRICK M. DOYLIII:j
John A. Stitt and Robert Upton,
and Councilmen John L. Almond, His loss will be tremendously felti
not
only by his family and friend
Ernest Perry Porte and William
Martin.
for whom I feel the deepeot ay*
pathy. but also by the whole comi
Association to Meet,
A special meeting of the PortuEDWARD
T. DOYLE:
The
guese-American Civic Association
will be held in Cornell Hall to- city has suffered a distinct loss in
morrow at 7:30 p. m. to complete the death of Representative At4
plans for the organization's partici- thur Goulart. As a citizen we hav4
pation at the funeral. Representa- lost a competent legislator; ai
tive Goulart, who was 41 years friend his memory will live In WI
old, was president of the organiza- hearts of all who knew
Albert Coimbra has been
tion.
appointed by John B. Nune3, vice
president. to take charge of the
guard of honor at the funeral.
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Better Team Work, Boys.
By T. E. Powers
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WALSH,MAHONEY
L AID PARTY DRIVE
11)
Harold D. Donohue Also
On State Committee
Of Democrats
By Telegram Slats Hc use Reporter
BOSTON, Aug. 7.--Sen. David I.
A.
Walsh of Clio-- Senator Marcus
. Mayor John C.
Coolidge of Fl
T and Chairman
Mahoney of IA
of the Worcester
Harold D. Don
committee, today
Democratic ch
executive commitwere named to
I map the strategy
tee of 26 which
made
and direct the ci lopaign to be
setts.
by the Democrats in Massachu
by
named
was
The committee
Chairman Joseph A. Maynard and Ins in
cludes the most active Democrat
the state.
Governor Ely heads the committee
by virtue of his post as national committeeman and also as titular leader
Among
of the party In the state.
those serving with him will be Mayor_
-7P6M
on.
Boston.
f
Cui'lev..o
James M.
It
the principal oosevelt spokesmen.
will be a novelty to have the two men
political
a
on
working in co-operation
committee as Mayor Curley led assaults on Governor Ely in the primaries two years ago and in the recent
presidential primary contest.%
Among the other members of the
committee are: Mrs. Jessie Woodrow
Sayre, Cambridge, a daughter of the
late President Wilson and secretary of
the state committee; former Mayor
John F. Fitzgerald of Boston: Martin
M. Lomasney, Boston; Miss Mary H.
Ward, Boston, national committee ,
woman; former Mayor Andrew J. Peters of Boston; Vincent Brogna of Boston; Larue Brown of Boston; Miss
Mary E. Lucey of Holyoke; Miss Sadie
Mulrone of Springfield, Dr. Justin 0,
Hanson of Northampton; Charles H.
McOlue of Lynn, former chairman of
the state committee; Joseph M.
Stokes, former president of the Cambridge city council; Samuel H. Kalesky of Boston; James B. Kennedy of
Greenfield; Raymond V. McNamara of
Haverhill; Daniel F. O'Connell of
Brookline, secretary to Senator Coolidge; Rep. Leo P. Birmingham of
Brighton. minority leader, and Mrs.
Rena A. Colson of Wakefield.
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Mayortc_p•l. y of Boston is to make
of the western states
a
In support of the democratic ticket.
The mayor is a real orator and will
doubtless win many votes by his eloquent appeals for a democratic 'fie-

httrkinenur

tory.
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MeWe did one thing in Chicago they ,publican state," Congressman
A.
can never take away from us." The Cormack at tacked Congressman
"dis
crowd, evidently under the impressioe Platt Andrew of Gloucester for
and
he was referring to his nominating torting the truth" about Garner
iseech for Al Smith, let loose a bar- said that the speaker had stacked
the committee on education against
rage of applause.
educe"I don't know whether you and 1 the solcalled department of
both mean the same thing." said the tion bill during the last session.
registraChairman Maynard said
governor. "We wrote into that plat150,000 of
form a declaration for repeal of the lion in the state is off
it
us
may
tell
They
which 40.000 is in Boston.
lath amendment.
Miss
National Committeewoman
.0t be repealed. but it ,nade the
Mary Ward urged the primary candiPresident of the United States wet."
about
words
harsh
dates not to say
Anent. Repeal
would
The governor referred to the pres- each other or their opponents
of
field
have material to use against them in
gubernatorial
ence in the local
a prohibition repeal candidate and ,the campaign to come.
challenged Sen.
w.mdered why it was necessary to 1 John F. Fitzgerald
to deny that the
have a candidate with such a label. ,George H. Moses
were dilatory in starting
He said everyone knew he was for !Republicans
depression and
r peal and he wondered 'f there was 'their attack on the
Coolidge with being
'anyone in favor sf repeal who didn't charged Calvin
encouragement to
think he was a good enough repealer. responsible for the
speculation.
"Have you any i 4ea who put in stock market
'his candidate?" he asked turning toward Curley and the other speakers
on the platform.
"Well if you haven't, I have," he
state
said, leaving the crowd in the
of mystery.
CURLEY HAD INTUITION
Jumping to registration the governEditor of the Hosald News:
know how many
didn't
he
said
or
10 JAMES H. GUILIFOTLI:
It is' distinctly tiresome In read
candidates were running for the legyour continual diatribes against
Telegram State House Reporter
islature in Boston, but from what
Mayor Curley of Boston. and the
BOSTON, Aug. 22.—Governor Ely. he had read in the papers if each
one voter the Demoeditorial in Friday night's paper
speaking at a Democratic harmony would register
registrasizeable
a
have
was about the worst exhibition of
meeting in Faneuil hall, tonight. crats would
Justified the large number
spleen that has appeared thus fa,-.
urged candidates and workers to con- tion, He
ground
the
on
however,
candidates,
of
centrate on registration, but limited
If you keep this up much longet
and state needs men
his reference to national candidates that the country
you will have us all crying. Why
ability and conscience.
to the observation that from "every of constructive
not lay off for awhile?
and hearts in the
appearance Massachusetts Democracy with good minds
If Mayor Curley is the political
right place.
Is united in behalf of the ticket."
Curley Welcome
scapegrace your articles! would seem
The governor's omission of any!
outstanding
The Boston mayor,
tts indicate, why give him so much
of 1113overnor
laudatinn
rousing
Roosevelt, was given a
'editorial attention? Do you put all.
Roosevelt and Speaker Garner was champion of
He
party.
the
to
home
welcome
real
the more conspicuous because nie
!Democrats of Massachusetts who
applauded when he mounted the
apt Ch .ame after Mayor Curley had was
favored the 'candidacy of Gov.
cameras clicked during the
and
stage
Roosefor
plea
eloquent
ma,e. an
'Roosevelt in the same category
ovation when he shook
velt, Gamer and Ely. and Congress- tremendous
Several
with Mayor Curley? Do all such
Governor Ely.
man John J. Douglas and John W. hands with
come under your
during his address attacking
disfavor? MeMcCormack of Boston had testified times
of
speech
Faneuil hall
ithinks that before the campaign is
to the leadership and liberality of the recent
the
raised
he
Mills
L.
Sec. Ogden
!long underway the help of the CurSpeaker Garner.
a high pitch of enthusileys and the Heflins and all other
Covertior Ely Was In It Marx Broth- crowd to
Republicans
the
charged
He
Ran.
disappointed and disgruntled Demera' mood. With gestures and other
leadership and ridiculed
of
lack
with
hiei
stage diversions accompsnying
ocrats will. be given tha glad hand
spectacle of President Hoover be.
extemporaneous lines, be kept the' the
of welcome,-, and will be pulled
wet and Vice President Curtis
several hundred candidates and work- ing
aboard the hand wagon.
dry.
a high state of aroustment,
The nation registered its deciThe mayor repeated that Smith's
except for an occasional lapse into
victory in Massachusetts four years
sion regaiding Al Smith four years
the dramatic.
ago was due to the Boston vote and
ago. Mayor Curley had intuition
Curley Wire $500
registration, -en as Ely's election
enough to interpr..et that decision as
Although no collection was taken came from a similar help in 1930.
final, and this year he cast his inMayor Curley announced he would The mayor's climax was his $500 confluence with and for a candidate
another
evoked
give e500 to the state committee for tribution. which
who, when nominated, would
at
' registration work, which chairman wave of anplause.
least stand a chance, however rei.• icy to Maine Soon
Josenn A. Maynard considered a fairmote. of being elected,
It was the second time in the last
1:e good net for a sweltering night.
"When I motored down from the few years the mayor has given to
Two
years
the
Ely
bein
registration.
of
Governor
the
cause
eke," said
with a sardonic ago when he made up with Ely at
'ming, turning
smile toward Mayor Curley who called the state convention he gave him
him the "Boy from the Sticks," when $1000 for registration, but the gover2.4
he opposed him in the 1930 primaries, nor couldn't cash the check because
"I thought I Was coming to a meet- it WAS made out to the chairman of
Addressing State of Maine DemIthe on organization and registration. the Boston city committee.
ocrats Mayor Curley of Boston asThis Was Mr. Curley's last Bay
I c - down to learn how it Is done.
sailed President Iresover for not havinkly I never put anyone on State appearance for some lame as
Os,
he goes to Maine the latter part of
ing prevented a preventable depresire list In my life."
the
The governor continued that he the week and then on his western
sion. That. posits pretty large power
WAS glad he had come beenues. he had trip.
for the American president in a world
Congressmen Douglas and McCorheard the CRUM. of Democracy no perwhose nations, cne and all, large
mack in their brief remarks devoted
euasively pleaded.
and
their whole attention to Garner. resmall, are "'airing the present
0. F. "Straddle"
Notes
deliberal he had been in
how
lating
pressed condition—one In
"I am glad the mayor touched on honoring Bay State Democrats with
recovery
the ridiculous situation on prohibi- important committee appointments.
from which at lead the advance.
tion in the Republican party, where They said they had no apologies to
of
member
permitsany
the platform
him and hoped he would
dry," offer for
the Party to be either wet or
speak here.
sp
Wet and
la
President
"The
said.
Walsh Is Scored
he
WhatibetCongressman Douglas scored Senathe Vice President is dry.
wotildn't
I
straddle.
a
of
ter exatnple
by asserting he "didn't like
other tor Walsh
be surprised if they found
to hear anyone either high or low in
planks in the platform where they the party say Massachusetts is a Re-

REGISTRATION
OF VOTERS IS
ARCED BY ELY

United Democracy Seen
In Massachusetts by
Governor
HARMONY SESSION

Curley _n Eloquent Plea
For National Ticket
At Hub Meeting
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CAMPA

IGN CAROLERS.
The Mayor is a rapturous improvOf all birds that make joyous isator, the Senator
a philosophic
music give us the campaign song- poet. The "judgment" is at
most
sters. These minstrels, Republican an opinion, a guess, like
all similar
and Democratic, must enjoy their prediction!. One never knows even
art, though their profuse strains are if these opinions are honest opinions
.
poured out on a too cold, unfeeling The politician can't be expected to
public. Yesterday Boston's sweet admit the possibility of his party's
singer — succeeding "Honey Frrz," defeat. The utmost extreme of cauretired—was in our city, chirping tion he permits himself is to say that
Into the happy ears of Chairman the race in a particular State "may
FARLEY. The Mayor warbled glad be close." The object of these abnews and great from Massachusetts. surd quadrennial "claiming" conBut he is an exact statistician as tests is to convince that mysterious,
well as a poet. Some mystic count- unknown and perhaps fabulous
ing-machine in his insides registered quantity of voters supposed to be
150,000 Republicans "who will vote eager to "get on the winning side."
for ROOSEVELT.'' That ought to be But take the case of a Catonian perenough and more than enough to son who wants to get on the losing
"offset any Democratic defection." side. How is he to find it when
both
It is not enough for the canorous, sides pretend to be sure to win?
prophetic fowl of the city of the
These forecasting paeans are an
three hills. He pats "WILLiE" UP- invar:able part of the political
show.
SHAW on the head. There will be a It 1.4 hard to beli--1 that they
perDry electoral ticket in the Bay sr.ade anybody, but they may still
State, and "WILLIE" Will "receive Amuse. Maine has been chock-fu
ll
at least 75,000 votes."
of carolers for weeks. Yesterday
That "at least" is ritual in there Rocky Point in Senator HEBERT'
S
campaign melodies, but it is wine Rhode Island and Provide
nce Planthe less beautiful and imprersive. tation rocked with
their Mighty
It is also informing, for Massachu- music. It ought to
be abundantly
setts has been thought r ainfully clear by this time that neither party
Wet. The last record of
prohibi- can lose.
tion vote at a President:al election
that we can find is fe: 1916. The
Dry candidate for P.esident got a
little less than 3,00c) votes. So the ,
party must do sorie quick growing.'
Senator DAVID WALsii doesn't carol
in "facts" Bud figures, but is
blithe and confident. There: was
"considerabl e disappointn.ent" in
Massachusr,tts and the rest of New
England 'Amuse Mr. SMITH wasn't
nominat d at Chicago, but this feeling"ir, gradually disappearing." He
migh'. have added that Mr. CURLEY
will soon be disappearing from
the
St Ate for a month to carry the goud
r ews westward as far as Los
Angeles. This voluntary and altruist
ic
exile may abate the lingering
soreness at home. In Mr. WALS
II'S
judgment, the New England Demorats will be as loyal as those of
any
other part of the country in
their
support of Mr. ROOSEVELT and
Mr.
GARNER on election day.
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Governor Roosevelt in his radio ala-]
favored the substitution of the dole
peal the other night for campaigt
for work and wages, notwithstanding
funds
said: "If the Politicalsituation
beginning
the fact that from the
of
civilization the only answer to unemfavors
us we must see to it' that it is
ployment and depression has been
work and wages, and now after three
not upset by anything our resourceyears we find him again returning to
ful adversaries may do." To the casthe oricinal program.
ual observer the governor and h's
Governor Roosevelt was portrayed
by Mayor Curley as a, "friend of New
party leaders appear to be doing their
England."
best to see that some of those who,
"America needs him at the present
for one reason or another, are taking
hour," said Curley in his appeal for
the stump are placed where they cansupport of the New York Governor.
''And we should rejoice in the privilege
not upset the Democratic applecart.
that is ours of casting our votes for
The governor asked for small conthis great American who as Presitributions from the "plain citizen—
dent can be relied upon to take the
government out of the hands of the
average citizen." It will be the
money changers and restore t to the
average citizen who will decide this
people.
election as he has others, and it is
"His election means revival of inthe. average citizen who hears such
dustry," the restoration of prosperity
and the repeal of the most vicious
bunk from campaign speakers as that
law ever placed upon the statute
doled out by Huey P. Long. He is,
books, the 18th Amendment."
stumping his state, railing against the
idle rich and declaring that they have
roRgiefAntO- NIE - )(PREsIS too many bathtubs
Sanford, Aug. 26-1 AP)—President
in their homes.
&
Hoover was described
tonight by
The plain citizens, he declares, try to
: Mayor
M. Curley (D), of Bosemulate the idle rich, whose whereI ton,
eing seemingly "incapable of
abouts are not specified by Huey. This
reaching a conclusion with reference ,
to a policy, and adhering to the con- :
effort to follow the leader, the Lotliselusion when reached."
iana catfish cries from the Democratic
Mayor Curley sharply criticized the
D y Stand Called Enigmatical
platform, is what is reiring the averHoover administration in an address
By Hub Mayor Al Dembefore A Democratic rally here and I
age citizen to whom ckrvernor Roosesaid that Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt, I
ocratic Rally
velt appeals for financial aid. In acDemocratic presidential nominee, has!
counts availablz at tnis distance from
proven himself ''a great
SANFORD,
Aug.
27.--President
executive,
the Long battleground the speaker is
profound as an economist and suHoover came in for sharp criticism
premely great as a humanitarian "
not reported to have made any exby Mayor •Jnes M. Ci_iilsy, DemoPresident Hoover's position on the
planation of the several bathrooms
crat, of-l3osain, the principal speaker
18th Amendment. was pronounced
with all the accessories enjoyed by
"enigmatical" by Mayor Curley. He
at the Democratic rally held in the
said he saw the only hope for rethe most idle of the rich, that adorn
town hall Friday evening. The Hub
peal in the election of Governor
executive declared that the Presiand make for his personal enjoyment
Roosevelt and a Congress favorable
dent was seemingly incapable of
his palatial home in New Orleans.
to such action.
reaching a conclusion with reference
Referring to the four years of the
There probably are spets in 'the
ta a policy, and adhering to the conHoover administration as the. "four
,country where such ass:nine arguclusion when reached. He attacked
saddest years ever known in the hisHoover's position on the 18th Amendments as Senator Long offers may
tory of this or any other country," I
ment, pronouncing it "enigmatical,"
have favorable effect. It is certain
Curley charged Washington authoriar.cl added that the only hope of reties with having failed to prevent the '
that the party leaders will endeavor
peal was in the election of Governor
I "destruction of American industries"
Roosevelt.
to keep him confined to them. And
by 'foreign made products.
Mr. Curley said that the four years
it is noticeable that M.a.y2.1...cil-y is to
"I submit," said Mayor
Curley,
of Hoover's administration were the
"that if President Hoover had been
t.bsent himself from Boston,-"four saddest years ever known in the
Of which
in charge of a private enterprise and
he is the titular head, and spend next
history of this or any other Country,"
had made such a complete failure in
and he declared that the authorities
month in the west where, according to
the,conduct of the enterprise that he
in Washington had failed to prevent
has made in the office of President.
reports, they are begging for his
the "destruction of American indushe would have been discharged from
presence. There are spots where
tries by foreign made products.
the position more than two years ago.
Referring to finance. Mayor Curley
Mayor Curley's appearance in behalf
-The trouble with President Hoover
said among other things that "the
of the Democratic national ticket, the
is that he seems incapable of reaching
policy of the banking fraternity, as
a conclusion with reference to a
campaign managers believe, will help
adopted by President Hoover, favored
policy, and adhering to the conclusion
the substitution of the dole for work
Ithe Roosevelt cause. But one of those
when reached. He has consistently
and wages, notwithstanding the fact
Ispots is not Massachusetts where Al
followed policies laid down by the
that from the beginning of civilization
banking fraternity of America notSmith still holds the sentimental rethe only answer to unemployment and
withstanding the fact that, the surgard of the majority of the Demodepression has been work and wages,
render of the government of the
land
after three years we find
tic party. Mr. Curley was not exUnited States to this group is unhim again returning to the original
questionably responsible for the preact a Smith suppoi ter in the conIn.
dicament in which America is placed
vent'
The mayor highly praised Governor
that nominated the New
at the present hour.
Roosevelt, the Democratic candidate
York overnor. Mr. Average Citizen
"In 1931 President Hoover favored
for President, and spoke of him as a
is not the same everywhere
a program of construction as a means
"friend of New England." He declared
when it
of meeting the unemployment situacomes to party politics or intelligence.
that America needs him at the prestion, and later, unquestionably acting
ent, time, and added that his election
If the Democratic campaign
banking
under orders from the
manameans the revival of industry and the
gers do not believe that, we
fraternity who desired to continue
restoration if prosperity. "and the remay yet
foreign
liquid in order to protect their
be privleged to hear Senator
peal of the most vicious law ever
Long
investment, this policy was abandoned
placed upon the statute books, the
telling us here in Massachusetts that
and a new policy of economics, as
lath Amendment.
a
50
cent
spigot is all we require for
enunciated by the banl ing fraternity
comfort and cleanliness as he
and expounded by a gr?al portion c!
tent
el),)arently,
became,
the
press,
the
his constituents in his home
state.
settled conviction of the President
Presumably
the difference 'between
and those associated wit il him.
that and the cost of installing
"The policy of (tic banking fraterna
President
Hoover,
adopted
by
ity, as
tub could be invested in the bath.'
cratic campaign fund by that *Dern0,-,
•
citizen to whom Gove 4,- -

Hoover Is
Criticised
By Curley

Boston Mayor Speaks
At Democratic
Rally,Sanford

Hoover Scored By
Curley At Sanford
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CURLEY LAUGHS
AT PARTY FOES

'ably be eliminated because of Mayor
Curley's absence in the West and beyond that the fact that he has publicly declared his support
Governor
Ely, even though it was proferred before the governor Issued Ills faint
praise for the national ticket. Mayor
Curley has refrained from any comment on the governor's support of
tha ticket, but men close to him have
attacked the state executive because
he was not more enthusiastic.
"Proof of Liberality"
There was a faction that was inclined to regard the solicitation of
Mayor Curley's help as a gesture
given with the knowledge that the
campaign lines and course would be
well set before he was available to it
In with the oxecutive committee.
Others said It was proof of Mr. Maynard's liberality, he baying the reputation of holding the friendship of
leaders of virtually all factions.
"Dear AV. Mayor," the letter from
Chairman Maynard began, "It gives
me great pleasure to notify you of
By Telegram State House Reporter
.vour appointment, as a member of
BOSTON, Aug. S.—Mayor Curley ithe executive committee. A meeting
had a good laugh today at the ex- of thin committee will he held in the
pense or the Democratic organize, near future to formulate plans for
tion. With leaders rejoicing because the campaign. I shall assign some of
he would be absent from a large part our campaign activities for you to dicf the Democratic campaign in this rect and hope to have your
earneat
state due to a western speaking tour, co-operation."
he received a letter from Chairman
Mayor Gurley said tonight he was
Joseph A. Maynar • of the Democratic looking forward to his
western trip,
state committee appointing him to but when he returned he
would place
the executive committee,
himself at the disposal of the DemoAlthough the Democratic leaders cratic state committee,
although he
characterized it as a harmony move hopes to take a leading
part in the
and one which
would
not cause formulation of the campaign plans.
Governor Ely any concern, it was an
unusual climax to the widespread
talk
at these same leaders had
feared Mayor Curley might try to
dominate the
Massachusetts cam.
paign and thus embarrass them be
The Curley situation is being '
cause of the personal hostility il.
pretty well managed. Following the
aroused through his opposition ti
Alfred E. Smith and his activity a.
invitation from great headquarters
a Porto Rico delegate after being de'
that he go on a speaking tour of the
feated in his own state.
West and Pacific coast—which of
:assigned Important Role
,
The naynard letter went the wholi
course was accepted—the mayor of
distance, however, and not only In
B.t12n.was recognized bTrrairman
formed the mayor he would be e
member of the executive committee
Maynard of the Democratic state
but that he would be assigned "some
committee in appointing him a
Of our campahln activities to direct;
member of the executive committee
and expressing the state committee'l
hope it would have "your earnest co.
with the hope "to have your earnest
operation."
'cooperation." Al Smith's plans for
The Curley wing, it was recalled,
however. was not opposed
the campaign at least will bring
to the
election of Mr. Maynard as chairhim
into Massachusetts sometime in
man. One of the
mayor's
loyal'
supporters, Charles
late October when he will be most
H. MeGlue, a
former state
chairman, in
fact)
needed to help out Gov Ely.
seconded the nomination. The choice,
however, did not make a hit with all
of the Smith wing of the party.
Daniel H. Coakley charging
in
a
statement lifter
the chairmanship
had been decided that the party had
/14.:4
)70 /7
been "sold out."

Maynard Appoints Hub
Mayor to Executive
Committee Role
IRKSOME TO ELY?

Porto Rico's Delegate
To Aid in State as
Well as in West

SPR)ikicF/E40 -mArs. uN ION
On the Political Front
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Embarrassing to Ely?
A number of leaders, however, were
constrained to approve of Chairman
Maynard's course, pointing out that
Mayor Curley's prominence in the
Roosevelt campaign made it essential
to include him in any executive organization. There was speculation,
however, If Governor Ely as national
committeeman, and many times the
object of Curley attacks, would find
himself in an embarrassing position.
in view of the fact that his position
would •;lve him much to say abont
the conduct of the campaign.
Defenders of M. Maynard. however,
pointed out that friction would prob.

_

PLEASE- 00ES 1.70Hk
ON NO PARKING SIGN

_
lay united Pr.,.
BOSTON, Aug. U.—To keep motorists fro
arking beside his
home nea
ica Pond, Mayor
James M. 4leylof Boston ha" ht.d
the word "Pi sji" painted in lame
letters in place of the usual
Parking" sign, and police say the
iequest is heethil.

--sc4(77P4 -MAYOR. IIRLETS
MEETING PLANS
TO BE ARRANGED
Boston Executive Likely to
Make Seattle Address at
Civic Auditorium When
He Comes Here Sept. 7
Plans for the reception and mass
meeting, the latter probably in the
Civic Auditorium, for Mayor James
riirley of Boston who comes to Seattle September
- for the
to apea',
Roosevelt-Garner ticket, will be taken
up et tonight's regular meeting of
the Washington Men's Democratic
Club in the Ralway Exchange Building,
George E. Starr, chairman of the
Democratic state central committee,
will he home tomorrow morning from
conferences with National Chairman
James A. Farley In New York and
Governor Roosevelt in Albany and
will diseUse Curley's coming with
members of the Women's Demoratic
Club at the Olympic Hotel tomorrow
afternoon, as well aa report on party
prospects in the East.
Drumheller on Way
Roscoe M. Drumheller, now firmly
established as national committee..
man for Washington, is also expected
hack in Seattle tomorrow. Arrangements have been made by Chairman
Starr for a conference this week
with Mr. Drumheller and Mrs. Elsie
Garner Picking of Toppenith, national committee women, at which
more details of the Curley meeting
will be worked out.
Lewis R. Schwellenbach, Democratic candidate for governor, Is in
he guest at a reception tomorrow afternoon from 4 to 5 o'clock in the Rainier Chapter House, Daughters of the
American Revolution, ROO E. Roy St..
tendered by a committee of twentyfive Democratic women headed by
Miss Mary P. Bullock. The Democratic women have invited their Republican (rind e for the purpose of
presenting Mr. Schwellenbach,
Candidates Are ltuay
John C. Bowen, Democratic candidate for Congress in the Fit*. District, went to Bremerton t Arty and
will spend most of the week in Kitsap
County.
H
C. Todd, one of Mr. Bowen's
rivals for the Democratic congreasional nomination, ia scheduled to address the unemployed and the unorganized veterans of the World War
thia evening in Hamilton's Hail,

Gr;

The
rg
e etn.
Democratic Colored CIA of
Ring County will hold next
Pridav
evening the first of a. vJeckly Aeries
organization meetings at 2032 of
Madison St. N. N. Carter is
preeident, Oscar Albert vice president
and
Itt-eee--11.yan secretary.
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ADAMS TRIES 'ONE CENT LUNCH

•

•

A one cent lunch room opened in
Boston by the Volunteers of Amer.
Ica for the benefit of the unemployed
hzicl a cabinet officer as a guest.
Charles Francis Adams (center), secretary
of the navy, enjoyed the
meal with Mayor James J. Curley (left) of
Boston. On the right is Gen.
Ballington Booth, president of the
Volunteers of America. (Associated
Press Photo)

NEEDS EXPLAINING.
looloi almost like liiIi .r,ason
t
when a wan, who has
ii the honor and distinction
of offieial greeter of the
y of Boston, by the grace of
Mayor Corley, advance;
....000 to the Republican National Committee.
The Hon. James Michael should investigate
it in every
detail when lie returns from his 'western
speech -making trip
iii the interest of Governor Roosevelt.
• It is true that Mr. Johnson, the
greeter, declares that
ht. did , not give the money to the G.
0. P., only loanei!
i it, still that does not relieve him of suspicion
of disloyalty to
ITS eliief who bales all Republicans
like poison -excep(
alumni election time when he can persuade
them to vote for
him

d (
2,9//
Mayor Curley is off speechifying through the
Far West, not because he is particularly needed
it: that region of Roosevelt and Garner eagerness, hut because he is particularly ill-adapted
10 the Democratic psychology in Massachusetts
just now.

011
/
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A Coolidge Convert
Mayor i'liriey may be devotcrl to
the Intern:48'6f the Democratic
party In general and Franklin D.
Roosevelt in particular but some
of the things he is saying in the
role of vocal charmer would seem
to indicate that he is slipping an
occasional feather in his own home
nest. At Milwaukee Sunday night
he had a great audience and made
a speech in which the most widely
quoted section was a glittering
tribute to the political powers and
sagacity of one Calvin Coolidge,
who, we are reliably informed. is
not In the habit of voting or supporting tile Prmarretic ticket.
After speaking of the admintstralion of Woodrow Wilson, the mayor
said:
"The ship of state, which nearly
foundered under his suceeesor, the
late Warren G. Harding.. through
the abuse of high and honored
office by those associated with him
in the administration of the government, was brought into calm
water under clear skies through
the offices of an able and capable
administrator in the person of the
discreet and OnfOiCiOUR New England Yankee, Calvin Coolidge.
"The nation prospered, industry
and commerce thrived, and unemployment was at a minimum. The
governmelt was being conducted
In conformity with the provisions
of the constitution, foe and by the
people, and not for any particular
element of the people. The skies
were clear: there was no cloud
visible upon the horizon. When
the internationally-minded groups
I,, America sought to relieve our
European debtors of their just
obligations, in blunt understandable language, President Coolidge
stated America's position, namely,
that foreign nations owed us the
money and it was their duty to
pay: and apparently this sentiment
represented the accepted view of
the great majority of the American
People."
We trust that we may be forgiven for the thought that If Mayor
Curley Is to get further in political
circles In this state, It might be
with Republican rather than i)emoperatic support. Hence his sudden
enthusiasm for the life and works
of Calvin, the First.ele4. ./Apaie4
4- 9/4
Mayor turiey iens.tne farmera
out weffrYnt If the government
would spend two billion
dollar*
with -them, prosperity would re.
turn;
He knows beVer. The tarm.
era know better. The
governmett
cannot spend two billion dollars ita.
the farmers out, West, bacaUslit
hasn't got the two Millen".
the government could cut two
10.14
lion front Its budget the faro:114i
but west and the farmers et
Kngland and the industrialiati
norkers, and the banktirO,
tit find their way res*tir
'aced.
The goverOltliVIIPAI.
lay is to save, Mkt
pie's mon
."•
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Small Comfort For Drys
•

They Approve of Acceptance Speech of Mr. Curtis, But
the Vice President Has Nothing to Do With
Changing Constitutional Amendments
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, Sept. 3. -What with the eclipse
drawleg the governor away
from the Hill, and with
the mayor going gallivanting off for the West to
blow up with he country,
this region of gilded dome
and silent codfish is rather
dull these days. After Labor Day we may hope for
more signs of life, but
these closing weeks of the
Summer are not very exciting hereabouts. There is
plenty of political talk but it lacks authority and
conviction.
The political working boys are about like the
inhabitants of old-time Loudon, or Lowden, which
was the early name for what is now East Otis up
Berkshire way. In those old days bdfore fishing
and the delights of the wide open spaces interested
folks, Loudon was a more or less hungry town.
farming not being very profitable and the. living
poor. They say that if you met, an inhabitant of
that village, in those old days. and asked him
where he came from, he was likely to reply. "I
come from Loudon, sir, at your service, sir"-being eager to get favor and some return. That
was the way most of the year. But along In the
Spring, when the Loudonites had got well filled tin
with roast woodchuck and woodchuck stew and
stickers from the brooks and ponds, the reply was
different. It was: "I'm from Loudon, d—n ye!"
Well, the woodchuck is not running yet in the
political fields, and there are no suckers in sight
thus far, so it is a bit dull in the political regions
of Beacon Hill.

repealing the 18th amendment, and nothing about
changing the Volstead law, except as he may veto
,a vote of Congress—and even then Congress can
override his veto. The amendment and the Vol.stead law will be changed by Congress, if at all.
So Congress is more important to us than a President. But the vice president, though we look on
him as an executive, is really a part of the legislative branch of the government unless and until a
President dies. He presides over the Senate.
"As presiding officer of the Senate the vice
president has a good deal of influence and power
over legislation in this branch of Congress. No
one on earth can claim to control debate In the
atee Senate, but the presiding officer
Urite.,d
sometimes can have a good deal to do with its di-,
rection and substance. Furthermore, and I think
this really is important now, the vice president
votes in case of a tie--and ties have occurred. The
battle over prohibition is going to he close, and
it is in the range of possibility that the vice president's vote might determine the fate of prohibition. The drys will overlook a bet it they don't
take into account the importance of having a dry
presiding officer in the United States Senate—
Charlie Curtis."
The vice president votes only in a case of a tie.
Since Congress cannot pass a resolution submitting
a proposed constitutional amendment to the states,
without two-thirds majorities in the Senate and
House of Ftepresentatives, the vice president has
no determining part at all in this connection. For
in case of a tie vote In the Senate on a resolution
proposing a constitutional amendment, a vote by
the vice president would not make any practical
difference either way, in view of the two-thirds requirement. If there is a possibility that the vice
president might do something in ragard to the
Volstead act, it is exceedingly remote. A tie vote
The local drys are trying to get some comfort could not pass an act modifying the Volstead act:
out of the national political situation and they are consequently there would be no practical results
having a hard time. During the week we have from the vice president's vote against modification
heard just one real contribution to the discussion, in such a case. In the case of upholding a veto of
and this concerns the distinguished candidate for a measure modifying the Volstead act, the iNVOvice president on the Republican ticket. Mr. Curtis thirdg rule Would again come Into play, and the
of Kansas. The Idea, as our dry friend states it. vice president's vote would be of no practical acIs that there is some grain of hope for him and count.
Well, that's that. We repeated the
his fellow drys in the Republican ticket, because
substance
of
the
argument to a few of our wet friends, but
conceivable
may
under
certain
president
vice
the
conditions have a vote, and an Important one, on they did not seem greatly impress. Anyway, you
may take it as likely that some elt•y.votes
repeal.
will be
"You see, it's like this," he says. "The Presi- influenced by the Curtis opinion. Mrs. Tilton has
dent of the United States has nothing to do about Issued another statement, supplementing her earl-

Curtis and Drys
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ier explanation of why she resigned from the executive committee of the greater Boston branch of
the Allied Forces for prohibition, but we do not
,find anything in it that was not contained in the
original statement. It is a good plan when one
has made a political statement of position to stop
talking about it. Years ago a newspaper man asked
poChauncey M. Depew why he did not explain his
The
press.
the
in
attacked
been
sition, he having
,Senator made a classic reply.
"Young man, to explain is to be damned."

Reviving Tariff issue

One issue that can profitably be taken' up by
and
state-office candidates this Fall is taxation
governof
cost
the
of
economy. Abstract questions
the
ment are not easily adaptabie to vote-getting,
subject,
whole
the
about
Public having hazy ideas
dibut translated Into terms of taxes they appeal
corn-,
the
in
voter
rectly and forcefully to every
monwealth. With the teetering tax rates of cities
and towns, everywhere, here is a theme which any
skillful candidate can turn to his advantage in ,

issue
So far we have not found any very biting
Amos
Chairman
.
candidates
the
by
discuesion
for
week
Taylor of the Republican state committee this
glad to
were
we
and
tariff,
the
on
time
some
spent
Republican
hear that for it was like old times. The
the proasserting
was
it
when
best
its
pt.rty was at
began to slip
tective principle or policy, and it
fling
when it started defending it. It is a curious
Republican and
of politics right now that both the
part of
Democratic parties are spending a large
President's friends
their time on the defensive. The
acts of the adminare busily seeking to justify the
this economic
istration, defending its courses in
the orators
side
c
Democrati
crisis. Over on the
the state adminisdefending
busily
are
writers
and
the speakertration of Franklin D. Roosevelt and
Garner.
Nance
John
of
course
ship
the goverHere in Massachusetts the issue of
his kottninof
defense
is
,
re-election
seeking
nor,
Youngman. trytr ais tion on the Hill; and even Mr.
e
some time to
devotes
place,
Ely's
Mr.
get
ing to
state's econthe
to
explaining his course relative
of the
defense
the
to
risen
ham
Bacon
omies. Mr.
Legislature.
campaignThere are three general courses for
opponent—
ing. One is to attack and assail your
is to deat the risk of building him, up. Another
may arouse in
fend your own past record—which
feel you need
the public mind the thought that you
show the voters
to defend yourself. The third is to
what they will get If they elect you.
" (2) "The
Or: (I) "My opponent is a
elected
"When
(2)
"
reason I did that was
to
propose
I

the present campaign.

Close National Contest

The closeness of the national contest is eloquently indicated by Senator George Higgins
Moses, when he prophesies that President Hoover
will win re-election by a margin of not less than
22 votes in the electoral college. This seems to us
a rather startling prophecy from so optimistic a
statesman as the gentleman from New Hampshire.
He calls the 22 electoral college votes an irreducible minimum, but If that is as high as he can
put it, he obviously expects a close fight for victory. Certainly there has not been a campaign for
many years in which the result was so much in

doubt as the preeent one.
Out of the flurry over nomination papers comes
one really interesting possibility, in the statement
of one candidate that he will ask to have filed a
bill seeking to amend the present election laws,
so that anyone delegated 'by a candidate to collect
signatures must he a registered voter, and must
sign a statement to be printed on each nomination
paper certifying that every signature on that paper
is authentic. That is. he would place responsibility
for every nomination paper squarely on someone's
shoulders.
Certainly the law as it now governs primary
nominations is very loose, and there la room for
improvement. Whether this particular suggestion
will find ultimate form in legislation we carthot
say, but it le a fair guess that the next Legislature
will do something to lessen the invitation to fraud
and faking on papers, for the present crowded
primary campaign has produced too much of it.
As the law stands it is a fairly easy thing for some
unscrupulous person to discredit -a nomination.
The election laws should protect both the general
it voting public and the bona fide candidate. TheThe Democrats, who began their campaign
'still oretically, any individual has a right to a place
are
hip,
showmans
of
session
a
with
Chicago
to their on the primary ballot, the device of the nominleaning that way, and now have added
Squire ation paper being adopted for the obvious purpose
the
Sharkey,
Jack
stars
oratorical
of
galaxy
ring of weeding out Irresponsible and trivial aspirapresent
and
of Chestnut Hill, so yoking past
Chi- tions. It is assumed that if an individual is not able
At
.
Democrats
the
of
side
the
on
champions
to obtain the very modest number of names rewith
profession
cago they enlisted the theatrical
quired by law for the papers, he or she has no
conthe
of
charge
in
y
temporaril
Eddie Dowling
business trying to win an office—or serve the
air
the
vention, and they put Amos and Andy on
people, if you like it that way hotter. Under the
ended
is
campaign
the
before
In their behalf. so
law
as it stands neither the public nor the candiaction. Howwe may have a full-fledged circus in
is well served.
date
vote
people
The
ever, it is good enough politics.
Meantime the diet net a itomey for Suffolk will
Demothe
of
tactics
the
What
like.
they
for folks
make follow up the suggestion from the secretary of the
cratic party are apparently trying to do is to
Commonwealth regarding alleged frauds on the
either
that
know
not
do
We
the party popular.
papers this Pall. and that may produce some exwell
Mr. Tunney or Mr. Sharkey is especially
Let's, hope the investigation will not - get
citement.
issues,
particular
any
equipped to debate or discuss
up with party polities. Both parties and
tangled
all
ment of their
but we have no doubt that announce
all legitimate candidates are equally concerned in
rally
the
fill
appearance on any platform would
getting adequate results.
hall to overflowing,

Democratic Showmanship
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Mayor Curley of Boston who is
now onir-gprirng trip In the
Interest of Governor Roosevelt in
the West is being billed as the
greatest orator In America.
A report which lacks authenticity,
but which is being widely discussed
where the politicians gather, says
Congressmen John J Douglas and
John W. McCormack of Boston have
been told by a power In Boston
politics that if they expect any support for re-election :they must la,y
off booming Speaker Garner. Both
been lauding the
of them have
veaker In their public addresses.
There is talk former Gov.'Frank
G. Allen may buy the oil painting which depicts him with hands
Iii Pocket, and which the Governor's council and Art Commission refuse to have hung in the
executive chamber gallery. Mr.
Allen is said to think It is a very
good likeness.
Arthur E. Linnell, who recently retired as deputy commissioner of Insurance after 40 years service in the
department has presented his associates there with an oil painting of
himself. It has been hung over the
desk he formerly occupied.
Governor Ely will have opportunity to make 60 appointments
between now and Dec. 21 as that
many terms will expire. Many
of them are minor, but included
in the list are such important
offices as members of the hoard
of tax appeals, commissioner of
conservation, commissioner
of
civil service, director of the division of fisheries and
game,
member of department of public
utilities, associate commissioner
of public works, commissioner of
correction and two members of
the industrial accident board.
Story is in circulation that Charles
M. Stiller of Brookline, a holdover as
Industrial
accident commissioner.
may be replaced by Stanley Wisnioski
of Chelsea, whom the council once
rejected as a successor to Chairman
Prank A. Brooks of the state parole
board.
A number of Worcester county
persons who take an interest in
affairs of state believe that one
of the two in
aceinent
board jobs to be given out during the month should go to a
resident of that section.

•

Paul E. Tierney of Westfield was
widely quoted sometime ago as having no desire for a reappointment as
civil service commissioner. Now it is
said, he might reconsider and keep
on the job if the govertor is willing.
With so many camlidates for
offIce a state !louse politician
proposes that instead of buttons
advertising the candidates the
citizens who are
not
seeking
office wear a badge saying, "I am
candidate,"
It a(mid be
not a
miter more of a disticartion.

/
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Curley's Chicago Bait
to his
It may be assumed that in addition
somewhere
campaigning
his
instructions to do
was
else than in Massachusetts Mayor..,gArley
to
as
managers
Roosevelt
astute
advised by the
the
the particular bait he was to offer in
Mississippi Valley and further on where the
West is reputed to he more wild and woolly and
more Franklin Rooseveltian. Mr. Curley is evidently adopting the Garner method of promising
Federal money to entice voters. At Chicago he
promised a program of the expenditure of
$2,000,000,000 for developing "an inland empire
in the heart of America," and assured his
listeners that Governor Roosevelt was in favor
of it. Briefly the proposition is to spend two billions
plus interest for 20 or 30 years to develop the
Mississippi waterway for power, transportation
and flood control. It is assumed that the Curley
offer in behalf of Governor Roosevelt will he
peculiarly attractive in Chicago which is in
revolt against the St. Lawrence waterway development because under the proposed treaty
the diversion of water from Lake Michigan into
the Chicago and Illinois rivers and thence into
the Mississippi is reduced to a permanent
minimum, leaving the Mississippi waterway
rather shallow.
It may not have occurred to Mayor Curley
that the St. Lawrence waterway in which Governor Roosevelt is specially interested for power
purposes conflicts with the Mississippi waterway
for similar purposes. It may have occurred to
Governor Roosevelt, but that may make no
difference so long as Mayor Curley can put out
a tempting bait for votes in the Mississippi
region. Tempting bait in the Garner method is
in offering Federal money on a large scale in
regions where the States do not contribute too
much to the Federal Treasury.
Massachusetts is always contributing more
to Federal aid projects thaa it receives and,
as it pays 3.04 per cent of the income and
other taxes into the Federal Treasury, Mayor
Curley would have this State contribute about
$100,000,000 to amortize the $2,000,000,000 he
promises Chicago for the "inland empire." The
State of New York would contribute over a
third of the whole scheme and in fact about
three fourths of the total sum would be contributed by the few States that are not in the
tributary Mississippi system.
But, of course, a little thing like that makes
no difference to Mayor Curley or
Governor
Roosevelt when angling for votes after the
Garner method of giving away money
rned
by so m e hod y else.

-Ormet _
pie with nothing to do take to thet live as though we believed in a just
vagabonds and God, let us ascribe to him the falai
roads,
becoming
tramps A writer in Ihbor, a. Wash- power in the universe, let us
ington weekly, estimates that, half a as under the great taskmaker's eye.
million young people have taken to and we shall have experienced the
the roads. Owen it. Lovejoy, secre- last economic. depression Otherwise
tary to the Children's Aid Society. I we shall suffer again and again until
writes in the New , York Times, con- the lesson of submission is truly
cerning these young Anderers, 'They 'learned."
drift into our city from all parts of
homeless, jobless—
the country—
.a,i6k a..
riAio
many of them desperate'.
'Nevertheless, we are justified in
claiming that the depression has been
• CURLEY'S "RADICAL" IDEAS
successful if we have learned well the
dhiMayor Curley of Boston has been
following lessons:
out Werk.""PrIllfpcsich in St. Paul.
ace
"First—Spiritual attainments
Minn., on behalf of Roosevelt indithe most satisfying and the most lasting of all achievements. He who has
cates the Boston Mayor is up to his
become reverent and compassionate
ears In working for the Roosevelt
because of the depression should
cause. He jumped upon the Roosethank God for the hard times, He
It bandwagon long before the
has learned to lay up his treasures
In heaven, He will not now spend
nomination, though he had to get
his money for that whlc his not
himself nominated as a delegate
bread nor his labor for that which
from Puerto Rico to be at the
satisfietti not. He will harken diligentDemocratic convention as a delely unto Jehovah, eat that which is
good and let his soul delight itself
gate.
In fatness.
Curley turns out to he the most
"Second—The sublime lessor, of huradical
of the Democratic spellbindaed
interdependence.
man cooperation
He demands shorter
to
date.
ers
truth
The depression has burned the
ints men's hearts that no man liveth
hours and jOhs at living Wages as a
to himself and no man dieth to himmeans to end the depsession. Inciself. We have had a demonstration
dentally he is the first to publicly
of the fact that the world is one, if
dermunce the expulsion of the B. E.
one country suffers the whole world
F. front Washington w ith sabres,
will suffer. I dare to believe that the
bogey of Nordic Supremacy has been
tanks a n.1 tear gas. flooset elt
forever laid In the dust. The World
hen thinking this over
war pulled kaisers and czars from
It I
is hhouth iimitment so far.
their thranes—the depression. en
Ciat the party may
t•-•
aftermath of the war, has continued
this toppling business in the ranks
add ti to its pill liox atof the money kings. We know now
tacks upon the Roches administra
that. we must, be workers together with
tion, greatly to the satisfaction of
God
"Third—The folly and wrong of
war veterans .,asid
many other
gambling. Men, even down to chore,
citizens.
speculating
boys, had gone mad In
and betting. 'Get something for nothcrnAL
,
14-1 (
47
6-1 Lvt-C--;""
ing' seemed to be the motto Of men
In high places and low. Take a chance
By those intricate processes of
Be a sport. No wonder we found ourreasoning which prevail among poselves oil a sinking ship. God's syslitical strategists on both sides, it
tem calls for a just balance, for a
given value for value received. Lia
seems t.o have been figured out by
us now highly resolve that we shall
the Democrats that n good stiff dose
wash our hands forever clean of lotof eloquence from Hon. James Miteries, chances, betting and the whole
chael Curley of Boston is the proper
devil's brood of Monte Carlo finance.
stuff to feed the troops out west. As a
"Lastly—The lesson of bovereignty
result Mr. Curley departs from Bosof God and the stewardship of man.
ton amidst the wild acclaim of his
Grod rules and overrules, Man proadmirers there. It remains to be seen
poses, but God disposes. How frantically men tried to stop the withering
wink the effect will he on auditors in
hand of the depression! But God was
the middle of the country and beyond,
behind it. His laws had been violated
when they see and hear in person
in a, thousand ways of injustice and
this exponent of themocracy as it is
unrighteousness. Man sowed the wind
understood and practiced in Massaand it was inevitable that he should
It is probably less of a risk
chusetts.
reap the whirlwind. After all man
to leave the Bay State to the tender
does not, own the things with which
mercies of Governor Ely ant other
he 'roils. His own powers and faculties are a gift from God. We are just
lukewarm devotees of the Roosevelt
God's trustees. Some day we must
cause,
refiner an account. The awful war
led men to believe that he could play
last and loose with the things of God.
He tried it and it brought him to
desparate grief and want. Iset us all
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State Capitol
By Telegram
-.State House Reporter
Politics has some clever salesmen.
There is a Boston candidate fot ncon•
ination in the state primaries who
has sent out 10,000 letters which begin, "As you are one of my 25 closest
friends." He believes the recipients
iwill feel flattered and become his
hest campaign asset.
One of the funniest yarns relates how a defeated candidate got
revenge on Martin Lomasney, the
Mahatma, by inserting an advertisement for 25 men to do whitewashing. "Apply before 6 a. m.
with pails, brushes and ladders,
ready for work," the add said,
and from 4 In the morning until
well after 6. the Mahatma was
kept busy sticking his head out of
the bedroom window to order the
would-be whitewashers to stop
ringing his hell. He didn't know
about the ad.
George Gilbody. one of the Democratic candidates for secretary of
state, tells about the Scotchman
whose wife was advised by a doctor
to get the salt air. The next day the
doctor passed the cottage and found
the wife sitting in I, chair while
Sa,lady fanned her with a kippered
herring.
"I'll get done with this Romeo
and Juliet stuff soon," said Governor Ely addressing a crowd from
a sun hatcony at hull the other
night. "I never was much of a
Romeo" he continued, -but 1 see
to the crowd a lot of Mee looking
Juliefs."
Governor "Ely always has a difficult
time with microphones. He doesn't
like to speak into them. They cramp
his style. Durir.g hi, Hull speech be
said he didn't know whether he was
making the address or a fellow on the
next roof. Then something went
wrong with the "mike" and the governor talked to the crowd as he likes
to talk.
Then there is the politician who
recently engaged iii a debate In
Boston with an opponent who
was putting it all over him. The
pot had the final rebuttal and ,
with grave countenance picked up
a book and read what purpor
to be a certain chapter of the
General Laws. "I don't care
what Mr. X says," he told his
audience, "that's the law. and.
he can't get around it." Bat some
curious person pickediup the book
after the meeting and tonsil it
was a volume on arithmetilts.
Registrar of Motor Vehicles 240riglgts
T Ryan likes every part of his
except the job of taktitig
against violation of the lalv

'

HERE'S HOPING BABCOCK WILL NOT HAVE TO USE
GIFT RECEIVED FROM MAYOR ON VISIT TO BOSTON

National Commander E. Claude Bahcoch receives a Khill,ttlah horn
Mayor Curley on the occasion of the
DAV
leader's visit to the northeast. While in Boston, 43yor Curley was
host at a banquet fur the visiting chief
which
waa attended by two score veterans and civic ledde've.
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be to inits effect would presumably
visitors
daily
of
number
the
crease
of
buyers
al
potenti
other than
gs.
paintin
the
But Provincetowti WFU, not
of
only Cape town to have it flare
of
tones.
summer publicity in the name
Chatham a mural panel deAt
art.
Not since the days when ,Curtis picting Christ preaching to the mulGuild orated for Roosevelt and then titude was installed in the First
for Taft has Massachusetts had Congregational church. In this
such an orator roaming at large picture -a robust seashore Christ is
through the West. Daniel Webster shown in modern dress and numeris no more but Massachusetts, now ous Cape Cod people living in Provthe
and again, boasts a resonant larynx. incetown or vicinity are realistically
of
pledge
the
out
carry
To
task
a
be
will
m
Republican platfor
portrayed among the listeners. All
Publicity For the Seashore
never exceeded in point of techmight be a simple experiment
this
nical difficulty. Detailed legislaIn the National Geographic soci- in folk art. But, in fact, before the
tion must not be put in the fedety's colorful account of the way in panel was unveiled, an art publicity
Only broad
eral constitution.
which New England "reacted" to director in New York took pains to
statement of principle will be enrecent solar eclipse it is shrewd- see that the press was well inthe
dured. To make such statement
ly stated that 'even the Province- formed, as the picture was "exmeet the need there will surely
art colony yielded the flow of ' Irernely modern" and "likely to
'town
arise differences of opinion both
'midsummer publicity to the furor of 'cause a great deal of controversy."
My judgwide and reasonable.
'the eclipse." Perhaps it had not
ment thereon should and will be
The natives have doubtless been
my own.
been previously noted that Province- told that there is European precetown was getting. rather more than dent for the portrayal of living perA good deal of fun has been made its share of newspaper attention
sons in biblical scenes. Yet one wonof the up-and-down, or down-and- this summer.
ders whether they get any pleasure
up, fortunes of Mayor Curley of
was a nudist colony. There in going to church and seeing the
There
Boston in this presidential—ram- was a blond Lady Godiva who rode
likenesses of one another plastered
paign. Beaten as an advocate of through the village on a white horse.
over the wall. Chatham's summer
Gov Roosevelt in the April prima- There were two professional writing
publicity, like that of Provincetown,
ries by an overwhelming Smith men who were on the point of fights to have bezet of the metroappear
vote, the point of the joke seemed ing a duel over the histrionic merits politan and manufactired type. The
to have shifted when Roosevelt was of two motion picture actresses when
Cape people are used to 'factory and
nominated at Chicago and Curley they were restrained by the select- artistic exploitation, and no doubt
came home a conqueror after hav- men or the constables. Indeed, the are resigned to its changing fashing attended the convention on the ' bohemian recklessness which had ions.
credentials of a delegate from Puer- ' hitherto been supposed merely to
to Rico. The next shift was Mr Cur- invigorate life in the artists' colony
Mayor Curley's motto as a naley's assignment to campaign speak- was spread over the front pages of tional campaign 1rator is "Do it
I
ing in the West, which some people newspapers through the country for handsomely." Out in Chicago tha
I
ient
conven
a
as
hailed
irreverently
Boston mayor airily proposed that
all to enjoy vicariously.
means of getting him out of the
$2,000,000,000 should be expended
r
reporte
ript
Transc
Boston
A
state.
on
Mississippi river flood control. At,
to
went down there the past week
in Boston the mayor's critics
home
aid
nudity
of
t
amoun
report on the
But as the dispatches come in
say that the city has been doing
during
ions
attract
as
offered
liquor
our
telling of the appearance of
the season, and seems to have been things too handsomely, with the reJames in Illinois and other midthe tax rate has been inassured that both existed to some sult that
western states, one suspects that
at a time when it should
$4
creased
d
one
reporte
extent. Yet regarding
be is doing more effective work for
raised.
The Tranbeen
have
not
a
quick
at
ant
attend
the
episode
the Roosevelt ticket than he was
just script points out thrt Boston officials
was
"That
said:
r
counte
lunch
pris
able te do in the Massachusett
'newspaper talk." Anti, whatever a are busy explaining why municipal
mary. No one who has heard him
few artists for their literary associ- salaries cannot be cut at a time
his
goestions that Mr Curley at
ates may have done for their pri- when municipal salaries are being
est is quite a bit or an orator. In I
in New York. And, more picmight vate amusement, most of the Prow- cut
exoanding the results that
ue if less important, there is
turesq
be
ly
probab
incetown stories would
have heen accomplished if President
welfare
the
department scandal, with
class.
same
the
'in
Hoover had only adopted his sugthe revelation that aid has been imthat
course,
of
follow,
ion
doesn't
It
depress
gestion for ending the
properly paid to a considerable num..
appropriation the real artists fostered this "flow
two years ago by an
her of persons, the overseers themthe
as
ty,"
publici
of
n
mmer
creatio
'of midsu
of $2,000,000,000 for the
selves admitting that out of 2880
the Miss- National Geographic society's writer
`ln industrial empire" in
cases reexamined 8 per cent were.
litderived
have
could
issippi valley, he has a great theme calls it. They
unworthy.
found
out I tle benefit from it; on the contrary,
which must warm his audiences

Prohibition has been giver" Mr
Luce no end of headaches and they
will prove politically fatal if he
should lose a renomination for Congress in the new 9th district a week
from Tuesd4. It would be a pity to
have a veteran representative of
such intellectual capacity and solid
acquirements as Mr Luce defeated on
account of any single issue. He isn't
dry any longer; that is, he accepts
the Chicago platform of his party.
i But he is being fought because of
Ihis statement:—

in that section to the very cockles I
of their hearts. And the best thing
about it is that now it doesn't cost
a cent to talk about it, except the
mayor's traveling expenses and the
fees for broadcasting his sonorous

1
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VICIOUS FALSEHOODS
MAKE KELIHER VICTOR
DeJohn F. Dowd of Roxbury is a candidate for the
a
is
He
y.
k
Count
Suffol
of
f
Sherif
mocratic nomination for
practd
devote
has
l
who
counci
city
Boston
the
cf
member
denunically his entire time during the past three years to
a
gained
has
He
.
Curley
Mayor
ciation and vilification of
have
whieh
s
attack
ctive
destru
in
ing
indulg
reputation for
seldom been substantiated by facts.
Dowd has the right to aspire to any public office in Bosto
ton, Suffolk County or the Commonweath. There is no law
ers,
chisel
to
denies
which
law
there
is
prevent him. Neither
confidence men, actors; pseudo actors and habitues o speakeasies the right to declare themselves candidates for public
office.
Unfortunately representatives of this undesirable element
infrequently sway the gullible voters by loud niouthed oratory. The brayings of some undesirables often allow them
t
to outtalk the decent and respectable candidate who canno
ating
humili
t
him
withou
nting
confro
meet the situation
filth
himself by rolling in the same gutter from which the
skald'
and
atory
Defam
him.
is obtained which is thrown at
erous attacks, deliberate falsehoods, misrepresentation conceived to fool the voters, and malicious charges are the polipublic
tical stock in trade of undesirables who seek to gain
office.
It is undoubted that Dowd would like to be sheriff. He
wants the job because of the patronage at the disposal of
the pothe sheriff as well as the prestige which goes with
sition.
It is fortunate that the voters say who will be sheriff.
The
They will speak clearly and decisively next Tuesday.
k
Suffol
in
on
the
l
decisi
contro
who
,
Boston
of
rats
Democ
reby
Dowe
to
e
rebuk
County, will tclininister a humiliating
nominating Sheriff John A. Keliher by a tremendous vote.
If additional proof to that provided by Dowd as a city
has
councillor were needed to reveal him in his true light, h
camthe
in
pro4
sive
conclu
and
matory
confir
the
e
provid
Shepaign of vilification wich he has been making against
riff Keliher.
Not only has he reveled in deliberate falsehoods hut he
to win a nohas demonstrated his unreliability. He is trying
in view, the
es
purpos
mination by slandering, with malicious
public
long
whose
ent
oppon
an
reputation and honor of
t•
uprigh
.
Irinest
an
of
le
examp
g
shinin
a
as
out
record stands
.
people
humane and efficient servant of the
ed
An example of the depths to which Dow:, has plung
is
y
f
Kelihe
Sherif
at
hurled
to grasp the mud which he has
r
comhas
Kelihe
f
Sherif
that
tion
disclosed by hi.s accusa
ted to a pcst at
pelled every persons to whom he has appoin
ouse to pay
county
courth
either the Charles street jail or the
him $2500.
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JOHN F. DOWD KNOWS THAT THIS CHARGE IS
UNTRUE- HE KNOWS THAT IF SHERIFF KELIHER
SHOULD FORCE HIM TO ESTABLISH IT AS FACT THAT
HE WOULD BE UNABLE TO PRODUCE AN IOTA OF EVIDENCE: TO PROVE ITS TRUTH. THE VOTERS OF SUFFOLK COUNTY WILL TELL DOWD NEXT TUESDAY
THEIR ANSWER TO THIS INFAMOUS FALSEHOOD.
This charge warrants judicial investigation • It is but
typical of Dowd. He has been a policeman without a badge
to
for years. IF he possessed the slightest scarp of evidence
ded
deman
have
ago
long
would
he
e
charg
this
substantiate
action by District Attorney Foley.
The GAZZETTA claims for Sheriff Keliher the diss.
tinction of being hte peer of all sheriffs in Massachusett
the
ormed
transf
He
ss.
stainle
been
His administration has
the
Charles street jail from a hut to a third class hotel and
been
s
has
visitor
treatment which he has given inmates and
consideration and laudable.
Again Dowd in his hypocrital fashion cries for votes
Chibecause he is Irish and because he net Al Smith at the
Dowd
to
ence
no
differ
makes
cago convention in June. It
his
that Sheriff Keliher is proud of his Irish ancestry and of
.
Smith
Al
same
the
of
ter
suppor
loyal
a
as
record
the first
The GAZZETTA knows that Sheriff Keliher is
-AmeriItialo
of
right
the
sheriff of any county to recognize
ts
at the
ntmen
appoi
for
ered
consid
cans to be favorably
his
raise
Dowd
hear
to
yet
have
We
jail.
and
court house
voice in behalf of halo-Americans.
For 30 years the Italo-Americans of Boston have stood
of the men
with Sheriff Keliher. The sons and daughters
now in
loyal
as
who supported Keliher 30 years ago are
fathers
y
few
ativel
compar
their
their support of him as were
was
th
streng
voting
ican
-Amer
halo
the
in the days when
.
factor
al
politic
not a
There can be no confidence placed in Dowd. His perinfluence
sonal behavior is not above reproach. Under the
. He
e
maker
a
troubl
nt.
and
insole
of liquor he is belligerent,
is
He
f.
sherif
be
to
unfit
ise
otherw
and
tally
is temperamen
Demthe
lesson
which
the
needs
He
erous.
treach
and
s
visiou
ocrats of Sufflok County will teach him Tuesday. He will
oil
be the victim of a premeditated murder. The avalanche
e4eep ,s42a
a
that
deeply
so
him
bury
will
r
Kelihe
for
votes
that
diver will be necessary to discover him. He will learn
te
tolera
of
not
one
y
will
Count
k
Suffol
of
the decent people
safe
ds
a
which
on
deman
positi
a
in
habits
and
his calibre
and sane man.
The GAZZETTA is not opposed to liquor but we are
opposed to any candidate for sheriff who drinks to exicieds
d
and who engages in drunken brawls in dives. Such a recor
ate.
candid
in
ence
any
cannot inspire any degree of confid
A drunken fool can not transact the business of the puentious
blic. Such a decent, respectable, upright and consci
iative
an
apprec
by
man as John A. Keliher will be rewarded
he
which
the
office
to
nation
renomi
by
democracy Tuesday
it
will
conthat
ve
decisi
so
a
vote
by
filled
ly
has so capab
f 'As
vince Dowd of Roxbury that the mere desire to be sherif
and
table
men
respec
and
not sufficient to lead the decent
women of Boston to grant that desire.
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Mayor Curley's 'Latest
ey of
The action of Mayor James M. Curl
nd the
• Boston in canceling his agreement to atte
ation
banquet in that city at which the Salv
y on
Army launched its drive for funds to carr
was
er
wint
ing
com
the
ng'
k
duri
its relief wor
nsed
typical of Curley. The Mayor was ince
of
because Miss Evangeline Booth, the head
the Salvation Army organization in this country.
ed
in an interview prior to the banquet, had stat
Hoover.
her personal preference for President
it is
had her choice been Governor Roosevelt
would
not tube doubted that Boston's Mayor
his presence and
have graced the banquet with
ory.
orat
shed
poli
t
mos
his
hands of the
As it is, he has washed his
it no engive
will
and
e
driv
Salvation Army
letter,
hing
scat
a
couragement or support. In
Presito
rd
rega
in
tr,
emen
stat
bristling with nfis
his intention not
ared
decl
has
he
,
ver
Hoo
dent
the further work
to "contribute or participate in
t until such time
of the Salvation Army, at leas
cy of nonparticipoli
the
to
as there is a•return
by the Salvation
l
tica
poli
ers
matt
in
on
pati
Army."
the Salvation
In that way will he punish
onal preferpers
Army. because'Miss Booth's
evelt. It
Roos
than
er
rath
ence lS for Hoover
rs enothe
to
may also serve as a notification
that
ses
rpri
ente
rian
nita
gaged in great huma
oval from Mayor
appr
or
aid
ct
expe
ot
cann
they
ical opinions differ
Curley if their private polit
This sort of thing
r.
Hono
'His
of
e
thos
from
and elsewhere or
on
Bost
in
may help Rookevelt
not.
it may
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- z3 the,'
with
mish
skir
LMayor Curley's d .with a retracr777my ende
-V61va"tio
good will.
tation and an assurance of
EvangeMiss
to
er
lett
nd
In a seco
that he
said
ey
line Booth Mr Curl
curate
inac
an
by
ed
misl
had been
ied
impl
h
whic
newspaper report,
support
onal
pers
h's
Boot
that Miss
to carry the
of Hoover was intended
campaign •
the
into
y
Arm
Salvation
mayor's
The
on a partisan footing.
vorable
unfa
an
e
mad
on
hasty acti
sed
arou
have
t
impression and migh
the
for
but
him
nst
agai
resentment
in
club
an
blic
blunder of the Repu
ntage
adva
ical
polit
gain
trying to
by announcing
out of the incident
d be taken up
woul
on
ecti
that a coll
y at a Repubfor the Salvation Arm
hall. The suuil
Fanc
lican rally in
buildings then
perintendent of public
use of the
revoked the permit for
nical ground
tech
the
ng
havi
hall,
regulations govthat the rules and
building forthis
of
use
the
ng
erni
ons for any
ecti
coll
of
bid the taking
Booth but
Miss
not
was
It
ose.
purp
parties
both
of
ans
tici
Boston poli
political use of
e
mak
to
d
trie
who
They gained
the Salvation Army.
the Army
tui
caus
and
it
by
ing
noth
t.
smen
rras
needless emba
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CHICOPEE
CURLEY'S SECRETARY
(pGIVES ADDRESS HERE
ch of the
The Chicopee bran
Credit Union
Springfield chapter,
to the chapLeague, acted as host
was held last
ter meeting, which
high school
night at the Chicopee
J. Stonina
cafeteria. Mayor A.
welcome. The
of
ess
addr
an
gave
was given by
principal address
director of the
a
.
asso
Barr
Louis
n and a secUnio
it
Cred
t
Shawmu
M. Curley
es
Jam
or
May
retary of
A. Noph
Jose
.
Atty
of oBston.
of
head
and
ts
cour
of
wak, clerk
nion
Credit
the Polish National
chairman of the
of this city, was
were
Other speakers
meeting.
secretary of
Miss Frances Habern,
it Union. awl
the °Baton Cred
thrift counCharles F. Donoghue,
Massachusetts
sellor for 'Western
England Tel. I.
district of the New
Co.
Tel.
&
ker said in
The principal spea
part:
organ"Credit unions were first
later
and
1848
in
y
man
Ger
ized in
Europe'
in
try
coun
y
ever
spread to
From Canada the
and Canada.
United
credit union came to the
being the,
States, Massachusetts
credit union,
first state to adopt the
e are 31'
law in 1909. Today ther
ColumStates and the District of
n laws.
bia that have credit unio
unions
The total number of credit
now over
In the United States is
e than'
1700 with resources of mor
e, we
$50,000,000. In our own Stat
ns with
unio
it
cred
300
have
now
$13,total resources of more than
"
000,000.
Reviewing the history of Or
o told oi
credit union, Mr. I3arrass
lf
guild organizations of the Micid
tc
Ages which he said in addition
•
regulating craft and business stan
dards, performed financial service'
for members.
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Sitting at the Mayor's elbow. the
Telegram correspondent was able to
report. his reactions to the mysterious
Chinese delicacies. He partook of everything delightedly save the Ancient
Eggs—which Ann May said were anywhere from 2 to 50 years old, being
Iiist preserved and then buried in rice
husks, Maybe if his hostess could
\-ote the Democratic ticket, Mayor
,iames would have taken a chance on
these ancient and honorable poultry.
In any event, he took two helpings
or boned duck sprinkled with chinese
almonds, and went the rest of the
feast including bowls of rice; chicken
and almonds: Chinese string beans
cooked with pork and Chinese mustard
and served with oyster sauce: fish
with sweet-sour sauce made of peppers, bamboo shoots and ginger and
wound up with dessert of iced lychee
nuts and preserved kumquats. accompanied
by Chinese wine of rice
Special in—mateh to Sunday Telegram
Hollywood, Sept. 24—Mayor Jimmie and herbs!
He smiled at Ann May's apology for
Walker's popularity in the cinema city
was challenged by Mayor Jimmie Cur- the "plain food" and lack of time to
ley. Boston's mayor made such a hit "prepare something unusual," and
you cannot down a
In Hollywood and was so besieged with just to prove
invitations, he was persuaded to pro- campaigning mayor actually invited
long his visit. His telephone at the the party to a midnight supper at his
Biltmore rang—they do say, a hun- hotel after the theater! At the Chidred times an hour. So many requests nese, His Honor was introduced from
for his autographed photograph were the audience by Sid Grauman. He received such applause that he was
had that William Saxes—the mayor's
publicity manager (from whom, by forced to make a talk, during which
the way, movie press agents could h, introduced Miss Wong as a "native
have obtained a few pointers) finally ison," and paid tribute to the delicious
took to carrying a brief bag full. Mo- Chinese food he had just enjoyed.
He reminded his hearers that he
tion picture stars had nothing on
Mayor Jimmie when it came to sign- was "in the movies." too—and playing down the Boulevard at Warner's
ing his autograph!
Highlights of his Hollywood visit Theater as well as in practically every
were dinner at Will Rogers' house: first-run house this week. Mayor Curweek-end at the William Randolph ley referred to a 15-minute one reel
Hearst ranch—where a house-party talkie on "The Forgotten Man".
of 60 cinema celebrities and newspaper editors was in progress—: Ann
May Wong's Sunday night supper
party in Chinatown, after which she
took her guests to the Chinese Theater to see "Rain."
The writer sat next to His Honor
at Miss Wong's supper for eight. Unlike Gotham's dapper mayor, the boss
of Boston is noted for his promptness
in keeping appointments. When he arrived more than an hour late, he made
up for it by his vivid descriptions of
the forest fires over which he had
• flown for two miles returning by plane
from the Hearst ranch.
Fascinating Hostess
At the other end of the table, the
haStess listened and ladled lotu.sberry
soup into small china bowls. Behind
studio walls could have been encountered no two greater contrast in personalities—Ann May. willowy tall, hair
and eyes black as the night, dressed
in tight-fitting robe effect of black
Chinase crepe—relieved only by a
white bowtie at the throat, white gardenia on one shoulder, and by long
ear,ings of cut crystal.
At the head--the stocky, grayhatred mayor from the seat of culture who not so long ago had presented the key of the city to this Chinese actress while appearing in Boston on a vaudeville trip. It was like
Ann May to entertain her honor guest
—not in the fashionable Wilshire
apartment where she now lives, but
iback in the environment where she
!,wa" born --Chinatown. Her brother—
irreproachable both in his evening attire and English, aided his sister (to
whom he is indebted for the college
diploma recently awarded him with
degrees in commerce and banking).

Boston's Mayor
is Big Success
In Screenland
Makes Such A Hit With
Stars Is Persuaded To
Prolong Visit

that
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CURLEY CONQUERS THE WEST!

HON. JAMES M. CURLEY

•

The Hon. James M. Curley,
May of Boston, has returned from a trip that swept him
through the west and far
west. He was the ace talker
for the campaign for the
presidency in the interest of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and he
won the west for the Democratic bearer, making at least
110 speeches in behalf of the
president in every section of

that great country.
Easily the country's greatest orator, and the real leader
in New England, despite
petty jealousies of others,
Curley, has by far done more
to make Roosevelt the next
of the United
president
States, save, probably James
A. Farley.
So step up folks, and give
this great man a hand.
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The power of friendship and loyalty will draw Al Smith into Governor Rt7;velt's camp.--Mayor
Cu
Jof Boston.
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The power of friendship and loyalty will draw Al Smith into Governor Roosevelt's camp. — Mayor
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RITCHIE TO SPEAli Al' IIUP
Boston, Oct. 6—Gov. Albert C.
Ritchie of Marylatut will speak Monday night at -Batman hull at 4% Democratic rally sponsored by the national committee. Chairman Joseph A.
Maynard.of the state committee, eV
las', night.
Other speakers will include Gov.
Ely and Allot Curley of Boston...
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FEDERALo1rrRoLLED BUSlioiESt'
mayor e-4 nostCtn, who
•
,s delivering a ew political speeches, joins
a:: an aid
in the chorus for "federal
business. Of this it can be truthfully :aid,
that it was stolen from republican politicians.
Hut we should renigue on that statement.
We do not care to assume the resnonsibility
or danger of saying which group of partisans
originated the theory, or which stole it: suffice it to say. that members of both parties
have espoused it.
,No. Federal planning of business would be
beneficial neither to business nor the government. So far the government has not been
eminently successful in its ventures into busines-. and big business has done no good for
the people or the government, or, for that
matter for itself,'by interference in govern-went.

8 election.
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Oet. 2 (INS)—Iteturning from his 6,000 mile speechmaking swing to the Pacific: e0a1.4,
Mayor James M. Curley arrived
home today 'nil wits—greeted gy
cheering crowd if 5,000 and two
In ods.
From the read platform of the
mm at Springfield, Worchester,
and the Back Bay station, Mayor
urley reiterated his convict
that Governor Franklin D. Roo,evett of New York, liemocratic
candidate for president, will carry
all the 18 States in the November

z task today is not to expand
exploit, but firmly to integrate
our Industries in the soctety they
are designed to serve.—Acting Governor Herbert H. Lehman of New
'York. '

A

• • •

The power (if friendship and
loyalty will draw Al Smith into
Governor iftod-Seyelt's camp.—Mayor
(-3 Boston.
mart
Igy
James CU\
• • •
danger of the forThere is
gotten nation than of the forgotten man.—President James Lukens,
tnaughy of Wesleyan Univer-4
ilka
1
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Legion Action Talked
By Palm Beach Man
Charges that political and' outside
influences were brought into play
at the recent American Legion convention at Portland, to get through
some of the debatable measures
passed, were made in an address
'before the Americahhegion Lunch
eon club of Jacksonville recently by
Harold Kirk of Palm Beach. Mt.
Kirk was at the convention.
In speaking of the "debatable"
questions on which the Legion took
( action, Mr. Kirk referred to the
, adopted 'resolutions asked for im-

mediate payment of the soldiers'
bonus and for repeal of the prohibition laws. The first was adopted
1166 to 169 and the second 1144 to
1311, he stated.
Continuing, he claimed that it
was only through the greatest difficulty that a resolution was kept
from the floor which would have

censured President Hoover and the
administration for their handling of
the bonus expeditionary forces in
Was

Mr. Kirk spoke disparagingly of
Floyd Gibbons' address given at the
commander's dinner and late on the
convention floor berating the administration and also erritrised the
addresses of Mayor Corlei of Boston and Secretary of War Hurley.
Neither Gibbons or Mayor Curley
are members of the Legion the
speaker told his hearers..
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' ROOSEVELT LitfitosILThiff •
PREDICT'ED BY CURLEY
landCleveland, Sept., 29
slide for Goit, Franklin D. Roosevelt, such AS the country has not
seen since Civil war days, was predicted Wednesday nieht. by Mayor
James M. Curley, Boston.
In his 102nd speech on a nationwide tour, Mayor Curley told the

Roosevelt and Repeal league of
Cuyahoga county that President
Hoover "neglected the American
people while conducting an administration for the benefit Of

banking fraternity."

the
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CURLEY WANTS

BOSTON—Mayor Curley says there
will be nn salary increaTffin city or
county d',.:artments in 1933, no new .
17
employer. will be put on city pay- ,
rolls and department heeds must
10000
OS
we!for
$700,000
provide
economize to
auring the next two
w
fare 'work
months.
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LWHY DISCRIMINATE?
Vie of our Republican contempo- •
raries yelps somewhat sarcastically
in reference to the speaking tour-of
oston
Mayor James M. Curley4pf

• the;
agricultural regions in at

ut to

-

fertilize the Democratic vote crop,"
and suggesting that he remain on
C
Writes to Garner Asking That the job in Boston. The same conHe Support Relief Approtemporary has found no fault whatROSTON, Oct. 13—(I.N.S.)---Aftei
ever with the tours of national govNovember 1 Stanton R. White, 28.
priation
one of Mayor James M. Curley's sec• eminent officials, including memretaries, who recently married CurBoston, Oct. 7—Mayor James M. bers of the cabinet, who are sharp- •
ley's niece, will be named city cenCurley of Boston apparently takes se-' ; shooting through the country for
sor. John M. Casey, 70, present proriously
his recent role of "delegate ,Hoover and ballyhooing for the adtector of the city's morals, retires at
from Porto Rico" to the Democratic ministration that put them in of4e end of this month.
national convention.
tee to the neglect of the regular
Today he addressed to- Speaker John duties which they are paid to per?ME
N(0,ec44-51,4,€
N. Garner of the House, an appeal for
/0 - 7- 1 c
an appropriation t the United States form.
government of $10,000,000 or more to
It uttered no complaint againt
CURLEY WILL NOT HEAR
offset the damage resulting from the
the plan for importing Theodore
recent
hurricane.
HUB SPEECH BY SMITH Mayor Curley's letter follows:—
Roosevelt from his post as goverSpecial Dispatch to The Gazette
"Dear Friend John:—
nor-general of the Philippines for
BOSTON. Oct. 17.—Mayor James
"As a consequence of the action of
M. Curley will not be able to attend
the citizenship of Massachusetts, it similar purposes, a plan that was
trre-lbeg-Efemocratic rally in the licabecame necessary that I serve as a Lipped in tbe bud because of the
ton Arena Thursday night, Oct. 27, delegate from Porto
Rico at the nawhen4 ex-Gov. Alfred E. Smith will
tional Democratic convention. Nat- unfavorable reactions of the public
speak for the national and State
urally I am interested in the welfare and the desire of Roosevelt to reDemocratic tickets.
of the Island and its people and in
The mayor is to speak at a gatherview of the recent disaster that befell main where he belongs while mating of theeteleei-and movie people at
this
territory, I sincerely trust that In ters -of great importance are pend,the Hotel Astor in New York that
the interest of humanity, that you will ing in the Philippines.
night. Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt is
draft such measurec of legislation as
also scheduled to speak at the New
If members of the cabinet can '
may be necessary to offset the damYork meeting.
age
resulting fre/In the hurricane.
traipse through the country ballyMayor Curley Is much In demand
"I have talked with a member of the
as a speaker, according to officials
University of Porto Rico and have hooing the Hoover administration
of the Democratic National commitreceived communications from prom- and spend a good deal of their time,
tee. His Western swing In behalf of
inent citizens of the island and they
the
Roosevelt-Garner tickets has
estimate
an appropriation of $10,000,- otherwise in propaganda endearors,
brought much praise from the sec000 by the United States would be! what is to prevent a mere mayor
tions visited.
nec::,ssary, provided you can introduce, 'from niaking
At the committee's request the
Democratic speeches?
a measure in this amount when Con-

10li's gecrotary,28,
on's New Censor

mayor has agreed to campaign in
Maine and New Hampshire for the
national ticket during the last week
in October and in Pennsylvania In
the first week cf November.
Mayor Curley had dinner with Governor Roosevelt and the governor's
mother Saturday and then talked
with the Presidential candidate for
two hours about issues and plans.
His visit to the governor and national headOarters was made on his return from a trip to Washington,
where he visited his son Leo, at
Georutown University. He was acCo
flied by his daughter, Mary. .
4

gress convenes in December. In the
event that prior measures of relief are
not recommended • by President Hoover, it would I am quite certain he
hailed as net only a most generous
and estential act by the United States
hut it would he most %vett-mile to the
miffering people of Porto Rico.
"Sincerely
"JAMES M. CURLEY, Mayor,"
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The power of friendship and loyalty will draw Al Smith into Gover-;
nor Roosevelt's)ramp.

r.

Mayor JAMES M. Cu i. Y of Boston, also well known
a Puerto
Rican politician, told a group of

employees of the city of Boston
last night that if HOOVER were reelected they would probably have
yord Jarps CtIrley of Bo_iljo
to take a further reduction in pay.
Fr lio6voicts -MASs -rAviVscal.
When ROOSEVELT and SMITH
-,t .
/0
State Democratic leaders are frPtting their wires crossed up. While
'Icy Is singing the praises
Mayo
of Ornii coolidge thru the Middle
and Var Went, Ex-Mayor John F.
Fitzgerald at a Springfield gathering calla the Sage of Northampton
the "high priest of an invisible
government which plundered and
starved millions of American citlzena". There must be something

.glecrmewhorp.

were contesting the Democratic
primaries in Massachusetts, one
of the soundest reasons the- Bay

State Democrats had for voting
for EimiTit was that CURLEY :vas
for ROOSEvEr.T.
Now that ROOSEVELT

is the
Democratic nominee, oi3e of the
soundest reasons for voting for
11.00wit is that CURLEY is for
ROOSEVELT.
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The Democratic high command was
probably secretly hoping that the Legion convention would be stirred
to
protest the eviction of the bonus
army
from Washington by federal
troops,
but none of the higher officials
in
Ole ,party would dare openly to
inCite the Legionnaires against
the Republican administration. It
retnained
for Mayor Curley, a lesser,
but
elocitiert-iterbreitirvant, as a
speaker
at the convention to make the
first
open reference to the bonus
riot by
referring to veterans' being
down like dogs in the capital "shot
of the
nation." Previously Josephus
Daniels
has flirted with the same
idea but
had not summoned enough
courage
to be as blunt as Mayor
Curley.
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G. O. P. ReinvigoratPd
Political Temperature Rises as Hoover's Des Moines
Speech Spurs Republicans, While Smith-Roosevelt
Reunion Is Seen as Help to Democratic Ticket
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, Oct. 8. — It
is the consensus of Republican opinion down
this way that the Hoover speech at Des Moines
was good stuff. It was
We do not
high time.
undertake to speak for
all the country, which
would be a large order,
but the Republican national 'Campaign as indicated in these eastern
Massachusetts parts has
been rather resting on
the slippery assumption that he would carry the
state by virtue of Roosevelt's losing it on the
Smith issue. The utterance at Des Moines raised
the temperature of things, and reinvigorated a

on the 18th and with the Republicans, under the
auspices of the militant and gingery Republican
club, following at Faneuil Hall the next day, when
Channing Cox and Frank Allen are scheduled to
speak. Faneuil Hall is somewhat smaller than
Boston Garden. hut it is a great sounding board;
and it has been effectively used by the party already in this year of years.
Meantime, there is the voice of Calvin Coolidge
in New York on Tuesday. He ought to speak In
Massachusetts.

Republican Harmony

Harmony seems to be settling pleasantly on
the Republican party ticket, despite occasional
sticky rumors. Except for the one lone voice
raised at the Republican state convention by the.
delegate who said he would not be bound to vote
the straight party ticket, there have been few convincingly alarming signs from the Republican
somewhat flabby interest.
point of view, regarding the ticket. Both parties
Some of our Republican friends had begun to
are
speeding up registration in the city, and If that
the
falling
into
was
Party
Grand
Old
the
feel that
Is not a sign of optimism on boils sides then there
sad condition of the business man in the prevailing
Is no such thing. The losers in the Republican
depression who asserted that he was insolvent. One
primary contests have been good losers—first.
of the audience to this melancholy statement askFrank
Goodwin with his graceful flying leap into
wife's
his
property
in
ed him If he hadn't some
support for Youngman, and then Emerson J. Cold.
name. "No," said he, "I have not—not a cent." I
wellwith his message to his primary supporters
"H—I, man!" said the other, "you aren't insolto give their full support to the entire party
state
vent-Lyou're ruined!"
ticket. It has seemed a pretty sure thing that the
Which is the favorite story of Mayor Jim Johnpresent auditor, Francis X. Hurley. one of the
son of Leavenworth, Kan., where they know what
strongest Massachusetts Democrats, would easili
depression is.
defeat Alonzo Cook, but you never know you know.
The political events of the week have been two '
Over on the Democratic side there are
some
—the Des Moines speech and the reconciliation, if
signs of internal friction. Frederick L.
Mansfield,
it is one. between Alfred Emanuel Smith and
who certainly has served his party well,
and who
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. It is' hard to say which
has been honored by it with the office of
treasurer
If
elsewhere.
and
here
votes,
more
the
swings
and nominations for governor and for
mayor et
Roston, was slighted, snubbed you might
that reconciliation sticks, and has continuity. it
say, by
the
'
means one thing quite clearly, which is that
the powers in control, and he does not like
it. Su
Massavictory
in
sure
Republican
of
he is going to campaign for the ticket, anyway—
l assumption
chtisetts based on the Smith voters' antipathy to
something like the little girl who went to
the
Roosevelt, is gone where the woodbine twineth.
party, only to he met at the door by the
little girl
whose party it was, with the statement,
The Democratic state convention s week ago
that ahe
had not been invited. When she told her
did its Job, indicating that it is as wet as ever and
mother
omitting all reference to the bonus of contention. about it, her mother said: "Well, Elsie, if I
hat
been you I should have turned my
Wr may not have perpetual peace between the Reback
old
come straight home. The idea!"
pablicans and the Democrats of this grand
.'ommonwealth, hut at least the campaign gets into
The youngster was of sterner stuff.
"Well I
its full stride with a pact or treaty or agreement
didn't," she said to her indignant Mother,
"I slaps'
As
bonus.
this
matter
of
the
on
something
or
pod her face'and I stayed."
nearly as we can figure out the cer6brations of the
So Mr. Mansfield Is staying in the
party.
two perties in separate convention assembled, the
Then there are the tnetterings
AspuStcan platform omitted mention of the boptie
va0,41,4 not Jilts
n0141#4000. of
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yen° knew* where Its 'Presidential Aston of historic Unpin& The prospect Or1K7.'lltiir
becanie evercandidate stands on it, and the Democratic plat- the incident at the New York state Democratic
form made a similar omission because no one convention, are increasing the chances of Democraknows where its Presidential candidate stands on tic success in Massachusetts, which ft week ago
it. Se the dove of peace and harmony flutters for 'looked negligible in so far as the national tickets
a moment on the eve of battle.
was concerned.
That will he a big week for politics in Boston.,
.
Curley's Strange Interlude
with the Democrats ...holding forth at the Garden
There was at least one dramatic moment in as the candidate
for lieutenant governor—these
the Democratic convention, the strange interlude being further
echoes of the opposition to the state
when James Michael Curley entered towards the chairman,
Joseph A. Maynard. Yet a queer conend of th;segainn aim, adWite some indications of tradiction of
the forecasters is indicated here, for
unfriendliness on the pert of some of those there is a
good deal of queer talk to the effect that
'present, rose to his feet and made a plea for the Swift is going
to make a great run and has a
solid support of everything Democratic and the i chance to
win." Something doesn't click here, It
election of the whole state and national tickets. works
out that he is going to be cut by the
friends
He got plenty of applause before he ended—he of those he
defeated In the primary and that he is
has a vocal way with him,
going to win election, and anyone
who can square
Of all the men in active partisan politics in that qualifies as an acrobatic
prophet.
Massachusetts, Republican or Democratic, none is
more interesting to the critical onlooker than Mr.
Child's Defection
This campaign, state and national,
Curley. His career has been long and -varied. He
is rich In
has been up and he has been down; he has been contradictions and abnormalities..
Locally there
in, but never quite out. He has taken it on the has been a good deal of discussion of the
defection
chin and he has taken it in the neck. He still of Richard Washburn Child front
the Republican
towers. Those who politically hate him do so with -fold. He says he is for Roosevelt
. Maybe he gets
a fervor which is'testimony to his personality. He his angularity front his
distinguished relative
Is one of the most difficult men to disbelieve dur- Charles Sumner Bird, who led the
Bull Moose
ing the moments of oratory that the political gar- forces hereabouts not so many
years ago and who
made Walpole a national political
den has grown.
•
center for a
moment.
Smith-Roosevelt Theory
Mr. Child was very active, and
effectively so, in
As to that Smith-Roosevelt reconciliation, here. the Harding campaign back
in 1920, and later
is a theory advanced by a Smith Dlituocrat of President Harding appointed
him as our ambassaBoston whose mind runs to practleal things in dor to Italy, One of the
wits of Washington had a
politics:
Smith support for Roosevelt will be comment on that at the time
which will bear digmofe effective now than if it had been given earlier ging up, as we may do
so without any disrespect
—despite some assertions otherwise—and for the for Mr. Child. The
understanding was that it had
reason that the rift between them has eased off been Mr. Child's not
illogical hope that following
suspicions of Roosevelt in some parts of the coun- the election of Mr.
Harding he would be made
try that he was "too close to Al Smith." This chief secretary in the
administration. The plum
Democrat's idea is that had Governor Smith went to another,
however—Mr. Christian, who
immediately leaped on the Roosevelt bandwagon it also had done valiant
service in the Harding prewould have had a doubly damaging effect on the election cause. The
story Is " that Mr. Child was
Democratic chances. One, the South which shied somewhat aggrieved, and that's
quite reasonable.
at Smith would have shied also at Roosevelt, who Thus, when the announcement
came that Presihad nominated Smith for Preeldent'and who was dent Harding had named him
ambassador to Italy,
now le° per cent with him. Second, Smith's sup- the comment was made by this
Washington friend,
porters would find it difficult to understand how that "this is the largest plaster
for the smallest
ache
I
swallow
could
he
ever heard of."
at one quick gulp the candidate
whose nomination he had so strenuously opposed..
However, Mr. Child had
had some training in
Our friend points out as his belief and interpreta- diplomacy before that
appointment. He used to
be
tion, that there is no inconsistency whatever in connected with a
great firm of engineers
in this
Ithe Smith support- of Roosevelt now, for much region, and it was part of his
job to go into terriwater has flowed since July 1, and the campaign tory where the firm wanted
to do business, and to
has taken shape, with a succession of speeches by build up good will for his
principals—and he did
Roosevelt. That is, distrusting the Roosevelt can- it.
didacy in July, Governor Smith is now convinced that it Is good after test,.
So, he sums up, the Smith support does not
now damage Roosevelt in those quarters where it
might have done so at the outset of the campaign,
and mightily strengthens him in those quarters
where his chalices were not so good—specifically
and to wit, for example and ex grege, Massachusetts.
You may make what you like of that.
Certainly a speech by Governor Smith October 18 in Boston Garden. marked by emphatic
support of Ely and Roosevelt, would be an occa-
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BUSINESS IS SUSPENDED,
AS CITY MARKS HOLIDAY

•

•

Alhambra Council, K. of C., and Italian Organizations Sponsor Programs for Columbus Day
Observance—Sports Events Are Feature
Columbus Day wita observed in Worcester by a general suspension of business. An appropriate program was in order at Alhambra
council, Knights of Columbus. Various Italian organizations will
honor the noted explorer at Columbus hall, Shrewsbury street, tonight, at a program under the direction of Cristofore Columbo lodge,
Sons of Italy. Prof. V. E. Cinquegrana of Pros idence will address
lir gathering and Anthony Poll, lodge venerable, will preside.
Ideal weather marked the day andill
Many outdoor enthuisiasts took adIt - r1D PuLi
vantage of the crisp air. Hiking par-N NAN
ties were numerous and many motor10 (
'
4 -3.4 •
ists spent the holiday viewing the
dresses—a task that also occupied
scenery over the Mohawk Trail and
Isl
the
presidential nominee at his
the many beautiful county highways.
ti
Hyde Park (N. Y. home,
The golf links were well patronized.
This after at 2.30 Classical High
Arriving last night from Pa,ds
School football team met Pittsfield
, o,b1cl
atrid
e thee
a
sm
Bpea
rT
egnngerri
, a,Gaennoet h eTru D
Tin
ee
rr
y
,,
High at the Athletic field and St.
John's High of this city clashed with
prepared
a
second
tour
in behalf of
•
,St. Bernard's in Fitchburg in the
' the Roosevelt ticket.
morning.
"The whole world is looking
at
house
open
C.
kept
of
.to
K.
The
Roosevelt," said the former heavy
their Elm-street quarters and toweight
champion, "and
I
night the "Boyology" course under
thi
Hoover will be the worst defea d
the direction of Stephen M. Murray;
man in the history of the Republ
an
field secretary of the Supreme Counparty except Taft, who carried illy
cil Bor'Llfe Bureau, will open at Altwo Fites in 1912. The
Hoover
yth
hambra hall.
has completely exploded."
Flags Displayed
As Senator George W. Norris
BY R. H. HIPPELHEUSER.
inNEW YORK, Oct. 15.-0'1—Demo- dependent Republican of Nebraska,
Flags were displayed on the public
buildings and the City hall, Court- cratic chieftains, desirous of further headed for Philadelphia for an address Monday night in
houses, schools, banks and stores'campaigning
by Speaker John N. Roosevelt, Senator Huey behalf of
were closed.
Long, in
Washington,
decision
a
Garner,
awaited
today
announced he would
I Many dances were held last night
tour
the
Northwest.
throughout
at various inns and halls
from the vice presidential nominee
the. city and county and informal on a proposed tour of the West.
"KIngfisli" to Take Trnok.
parties were held in many homes.
The Louisiana "kingfish," a
Saying their desires had been enleader
hanced by the reception of the in the nomination of Roosevelt
at
POLICE, K. OF C. PARADES MARK
speaker's address last night, the 1 Chicago, will take along his sound
HUB OBSERVANCE
strategists have urged the nominee truck—now famous in his native
BOSTON, Oct. 12 (IM) — The annual review of Boston's 2500 pollee, to head West through the corn belt state and in Arkansas—where ha
stumped the state for the
a parade in Cambridge of the Knights to the Pacific coast.
renominaAlready the presidential nominee, tion of Mrs. Hattie
of Columbus with 10,000 in line, and
Caraway.
ComBoston
celebration
on
public
Roosevelt,
Governor Franklin
has
a
The senator, who met
Roosevetit
mon were the highlights today of Co- carried westward the
of for the first time
cause
this week, plans to
lumbus Day in Greater Boston.
Democracy.
meet his caravan at Bismarck,
N. D„
Gov. Joseph B. Ely; John E. Swift,
Before the speaker returned to next Thursday.
An address is also
A Washington, close associates re- Planned
suprema director of the Knights ,
for Lincoln, Neb.,
Columbus; Mayor Richard Id. Russell vealed he expressed doubt as to the
Saturday
A second home-comer from
of Cambridge, and others gave ad- necessity of such a tour.
Samuel Seabury, declared his abroad,
dresses on Cambridge common, where
support
for Governor Roosevelt.
May Speak in East.
its
reached
the K. of C. parade
The conductor of the
climax.
"While he wants to do everything climaxed
4nvestigatiOn
by
Mayor James M. Curley, and Joseph possible for the success of the J. Walker the resignation of James
as mayor, Seabury
the
M. Kirby, state deputy of
discussed briefly the mayoralty
Knights of Columbus, were speakers ticket," said one of the speaker's New
fight in
York city and said:
"The Reat the exercises on Boston essilRffellt associates, "Mr. Garner feels there, publican
organization in New
Boston's bluecoats, in dress uni- is no need for such an extended , roi-it
York
is only the tail
forms, marched through the down- tour. Should the speaker decide not to the (NI h
Tammany
town streets, ending their parade by to go West, he will surely make sev- Mayor
James,
passing in review before Commission- eral more addresses in the eastern
of Boston
conferred with Lb
James Parer Eugene 0. Hultman, on the Com- half of the country. These will prob- ley of the
national
mon.
ably be •announced some time early relative to further committee today
speechem for the
In Arlington, the Sons of Italy un- next week."
Roosevelt-Garner
veiled s, bas-relief of Columbus.
The national committee headquar- It was thought slate.
.
ters said many appeals for the' would soon go into likely the mayor
speaker's appearance in all parts of a tour. He hes Pennsylvania for
been requested
the country were received late last make 3C•VC,'Al
to
adOresses in that
night and today.
state..
This address, touching as it did on
government fins nces and budgetmaking, was regarded by the Democratic committee and by the congratulatory messages as onc of the
prime contributions of the campaign.
Gathers More Material.
(Menet., it. WAS understood, would
spend the week-end In the capital
,Itithert
o tits
t.,
s..
•
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TGINNER, BELIEVE . .,

Wishes to Aid Party Success, but Doubts Necessity of Extended Trip.
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feel more certain the great political the Digest poll four years ago showed f
feud of 1932 had been ended. The Hoover 78,309 and Smith 39,029.
newspapers here blazoned the -saluta- There are many' unemployed and
tion in streaming headlines. The other groups in the state that no poll
.Irish saw this as a good omen.
reaches.
A subscriber to the Globe wrote a
Another important factor bearing
Al Smith Virtually liohis the letter to the editor, which was printed
on the presidential election is the
Fate of Roosevelt in
In a box. At this time of year it was final attitude of Governor Ely toa custom for folks down on the East wards Roosevelt.' The Republican
Massachusetts.
Side of New York to bake potatoes in nominee for governor, William S.
the street. The writer concluded that Youngman, is not popular with his
the salutation of "Old Potato" com- party organization The leaders do
ing as it did from Al was "quite com- not like him much more than they
mon and complimentary." So all did before the primary.
Hibernians should know Smith had
Vote Trading Charged.
NN'ords of Directing, Definitely De- made up with Roosevelt, even though
is
being openly charged the Ely
It
ever
doubt
that
Smith
there
was
nied, Hailed as Sign of
supporters
will trade Roosevelt votes
said it.
Feud's End.
The Democratic voters of this state for Hoover, if the Republicans will do
will remain loyal to their party if Al something for the Democratic govtells them to do so. He is coming up ernor. At the Democratic state conhere for a speech near the end of the vention two weeks ago, Ely uttered
campaign. If he tells the people here his first strong indorsement of the
he loves Franklin with all his heart, nominee. But it appears quite cerBut the Old Families Hardly Can and that they should vote for him, it tain Ely or no one else could lead
is a safe guess they will follow his ad- this great group of Smith voters Into
Get Enthusiastic About
vice. Smith is about the only popu- the Hoover camp if Smith told them
Garner.
lar hero Massachusetts has retained not to leave the party. The Repubfor any length of time since the days licans have based virtually all their
of Paul Revere and Samuel Adams. hopes in Massachndetts on the disT. C. Alford, Washington corHe could be elected governor of Mas- affection of the Smith following. If
respondent of The Star, is maksachusetts any time.
that fails to materialize, then it will
ing a tour of the pivotal states
But, of course, there are things the be difficult ior Hoover to carry the
in on effort to obtain first-hand' voters in Massachusetts and other state.
New England states do not like about
Massechusetts, as most of these
information on the attitude of
Democratic ticket. Those among New England states, has a farm
the voters in the presidential t the
the old families in the Back Bay dis- problem. That ill is not confined to
campaign.
trict cannot get enthusiastic about the wheat farmers of Kansas or the
Speaker Garner. The Republicans hog raisers of Iowa. The low
price
keep quoting the Texan as saying du:- of potatoes in Maine. of
(au The Star's Correspondent.)
milk In
Bosrox, Oct. 13.—A new legend has ing a house debate on a postoffice ap- Vermont, and of numerous crops in
propriation bill: "Every time one of this state,
been projected into the Massachusetts
has brought a near farm
those Yankees gets a ham, I am gopolitical situation which may have an ing to do my best to get el hog." If revolt against the national adminisImportant bearing on the presidential the vice-presidential eandidate is tration. The only difference between here and in Kansas and Iowa,
that crude, and that sectional, the
election in this state.
the farmers do not control. But
Boston
want
people
do
not
of
better
The purported salute of Al Smith
when a person can go a few miles
him.
to Franklin Roosevelt last week at
from Boston and buy apples for 25
A 3fas or Showman.
cents a bushel, the farmer is mad.
Albany of "old potato," which the
Mayor Jlin Curley can do a lot of Up in Vermont, one of the old hidepresidential nominee insists never was
things which may seem crude to that
Uttered. may find a place in the po- part of Boston which migrated before bound weekly Republican newspapers is telling its readers not to pay
litical annals of the codfish state • the 'Fenian troubles, but he is their
attention to party
along with the so-called Coolidge oral. The mayor is some showman.
A full realization of the strength
"myth" about stopping the rioting He grabbed up the Roosevelt move- of the farm protest. vote in New
its
infancy
ment
its
and
in
became
England came when Maine went
here during the police strike, the
principal sponsor, to the chagrin of
real purpose of the Boston tea party, Senator David I. Walsh, Governor Ely Democratic. The potato farmer in
and the "burning" of witches at and the real bosses of Massachusetts Aristook County who received 30
cents a barrel for his product felt
Salem. All of these were important Democracy.
about the same as the Kansas farmAfter
the
Chicago
convention,
enIn their day. The "old leitato" legend
er who received 30 cents a bushel lei
gagements were made for a prolonged
may. have as potent an effect in a
tour of the West, and Curley spent ; his wheat. Until the Maine upsmaller5 way.
several weeks assuring the outland- heaval it was assumed here New ,
Ever since the Chicago conven- ers that Sniii.11 really was very fond of England would go for hoover; now!
tion the followers of Smith in this Roosevelt; Just two old buddies, be- there is no certainty what may hap.
pen, mostly hope.
state have been trying to make up tween whom their political enemies '
The industrial situation in New
had attempted to create a rift.
their minds just what Al thought of
Now Curley is back, bustling' around 'England has shown some improve
m
-r
Roosevelt. When the popular Gov- again for Roosevelt. He had planned rnent—principally in the textile
mills
ernor Joseph Ely, Democrat, who elec- to stage a big registration drive so' and in the shoe factories. In spite of
trified the Chicago convention in Massachusetts this time would roll! the increase in employment,
placing Smh in nomination, but up a majority for Roosevelt as it didi Curley still is planning on spendieg a
for Smith in 1928. But the big bosses; million dollars a month here for renever has made a great speech be- have put
their foot down on this. lief next winter. In most of the infore or since, gave out a statement The Democratic
registration drive ; dustries, large wage cuts have been
for Roesivelt after his visit to Albany, will be handled by the regular organ- made, and many etnplovees
are
the disaffected Bay State voters be- , ization. TAke a good boy, the mayorj working on part time. That does
has
agreed to take a back seat. The not make the factory workers
lieved the breacn was soon to be
sill:rose reports are that Curley has so kindly towards the Hoover feel
closed. But they were still on the ambitions
adto be ambassador to Italy. ministration, although they
may
fence
Smith carried this state by 17,000 have a job.
Halted End of Feud.
four years ago—one of the two northThen along came the newspaper ern states to go Democratic. The
stories from Alban./ last week that other was Rhode Island, which has
Smith and Roosevelt had shaken similar political and racial cross-sechands, and the former had great] tions. The fact the Literary Digest
poll thus far gives the state to Hoothe latter with "Hello, old potato,"
ver, 5 to 3, does not discourage the
and .the Smith following begarroto
Democrats. The ..in to .the fact,

"OLD POTATO" IS FACTOR

FARM REVOLT THERE, TOO
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in the West

the places
Mayor Curleyll*numg
where mayor Curley has beer.
In Miliiraiikee speaking in behalf of Roosevelt
and Garner is Milwaukee. His oration in the city
once made famous by the activities of Mr. Schlitz
and associates was not, apparently, an unqualified
nuccess. Here is what one auditor thought of it—
.1. J. Sweeney. Mr. Sweeney wrote his protest to the
editor of the Milwaukee Journal:
I think Wisconsin Democracy got another jolt Sunday by having a man like
Mayor Curley come here to make a Roosevelt speech and turn it into an anti-Smith
meeting. It sure will not go good with the
Democrats of Wisconsin. The gathering was
flop. The leaders must have been asleep
at the switch when they accepted, Curley as
a speaker at a gathering in a community
like this, where Smith sentiment is strong.
We're supporting Roosevelt, but an attack
like this will not be very good. If the Democrats of Wisconsin are anxious to carry the
state they better not accept any more speak-

-104-5C

Dangerous
Mayor Curley told the people of Billings, MontarilfrinrrirSusiness upturn of the past month
is due to Governor Roosevelt. As soon as the
Democratic party chose its candidate, and his
election appeared certain conditions began to mend.
If good times come back, we don't care by what
agency the return is effected. We should think,
though, that the experience of the past three years
was a solemn warning against any party's claiming to be the party of prosperity. The Republicans
tried it, and look at their embarrassment today.
The chicken in every pot and the two cars in every
garage are still being thrown in Mr. Hoover's face.
What if the pick-up should be interrupted by a
slump? Mr. Curley may be betting that it won't
he. We hope he wins. But if the breaks are
against him he would have to be pretty shifty to
meet the charge that as a restorer of prosperity

Mr. Roosevelt is not so good.

ers of this stripe.
where
To be sure, one can only guess as to just
Democracy Mr.
in the factional pattern of the
though
Sweeney fits in. A mere name tells little,
Milwaukee hotel—
the accompanying address—a
fellows art
suggests, much. Can it be that hostile
upot
trailing Boston's mayor to heap contumely
him?

Observations
By CilEERILY
What the deuce was the good of
Were you among the Sunday beIncreasing the postal rates we ask?
fore crowd at the Pair Grounds?
The deficit of the postoffice at
Quite a good sized gathering and
they found the grounds in its usual the end of the fiscal year was $30,spic and span and all dressed up 000,000 as aguinest ;25,000,000 at
the same date last year.
appearance.
As an economy move the commis.
When all is said and done you
have to go a long way to find a stoners of Colfax county, Nebraska,
prettier layout for a fair than what have decided to buy up the farmer's
surplus corn crop to use as fuel
we have right here.
for schools and court houses.
And now if the weatherman will
What a slogan that would make,
only be kind everything is all set
"Corn for Economy."
to go.
-Some seizure the customs offiJust why any man should subject
his entire family to the dangers ot cials made in Dorchester Bay early
such a trip as was laid out for the Sunday morning.
airship City of Richmond is hard to
explain.
A palatial yacht estimated to be
worth $100,000 and having a very
To our mind flying over desolate valuable cargo of high priced liand frozen countries and ice strewn quors aboard was taken and the
seas is altogether top hazardous an crew and captain arrested.
adventure for young. children.
V
Does anybody happen to know
Mayor Jim Curley must have a what has become of the musk
scent? That plant still grows •11
way with him.
this country but the odor has dis--- After an address he made out in appeared.
Seattle, Mayor Dore of that city
that
Health hint for today: Acidosis'
and a republican, announced
he had decided to vote for Roose- may SOMP1 filltql be '1.1reci by rubbing the stomach north and south.
velt for President.

./4infl/1-±6
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Nota Bene
Maybe that flying family will learn
something from this trips
Some people will feel that once
again Maine has gone hell-bent.
New Hampshire's
luckily not regarded
metric.

primaries

as

so

are

baro-

- •
Eatirg so little .Anyhow, Gandhi
must find it hard to make it clear.
when he is ikunger-striking and when
he isn'..
Franklin D. Roosevelt has started
on his 8900-mile stumping lour which
so many believe is likely to talk him
out of the presidency.

The Reichstag seems bent on mak
ing President Hindenhurg and Chancriior von Papen attempt
without it—If they can.

to

rule

So the Legion booed Secretary Hurley for asking that patriotism be
put above greed. Does the Legion
realize how that looks outsider
Tennis being well out of the way,
golf has its chance—and football is
waiting in the wings. If we only
took half the interest in polities!
----Just how much did any one expect
of Maine Mils year, anyhow? It wasi
a fair probability that the vote \
wouldn't break any high records.
Mii..y...curley dumped a pitcher rit
water over three nersist::nt serenauers under his 'hotel window—and for
once we sympathize
entirely with
him.
Tali! Betcher theyte afraid to tefl.
us what the tax -rate is! But its that
in Itself an argument for
voting for
any councillor who wants to
staiik
rise legislature?
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Curley likdvises" Employes
to Aid Democratic Fund

•

Mayor Tells Boston Department Heads That
Contributions Will Be "Good Investment";
Statement Stirs Wide Comment.
Special In 'Ott Springfield tiation.
BOSTON, Oct. 13—Mayor James M.
,Curley of Boeton, foremost Roosevelt
supporter in New England, ferried a
meeting of Boston city departmce,
heads to consider measures for raisa.
additional welfare funds into a
laical gathering this afternoon se.,
pointed to the wisdom of city emplojes
:contributing. to the Democratic cause.
He had no int intion, he said, of being
partizan with ..espect to the employes
and they coula contribute to the Republican camp: ign chest if they desirri.
"It is a god investment for them
to contribute •0 the Democratic fund
now," he added. "City employes who
are now contrtbutiug 5 per cent of
their pay to welfare purposes will
probably he compelled to contribute
10 per cent n xt year if the present
Administration (Hoover) is reelected."
The Mayor's attitude was regarded
in some quarters as club swinging to
force Boston municipal employes into
line for the New York Governor and
created wide comment. The Mayor
denied, however, that there efts any
such intention. He took the ground
lot
!that he was simply bawls g
what Nvotild probably haPPen, there

pyr—ps319Re,4-p4- posrp President's Presence One of the delegation inviting
Hoover to speak in Cleveland was
There Illustrates Carl
Hanna, one of the late senator's
family.
State's Status.
Cleveland is the home of former
SELDOM FOR A LOSER
Both Parties Are Sending
Ablest Orators Into
"Pivotal" State
CLEVELAND, 0., Oct. 14.—Q'—
President Hoover's choice of Cleveland for his second major campaign
address tomorrow night emphasizes
the intensity of the battle that is
being waged for the 26 electoral
votes of this "pivotal" state.
With a reputation of voting for
the winner in presidential elections—
Ohio has voted for a losing candidate but twice since 1860, and both
of those times were when Grover
Clevelend was elected--the state is
being made the target of some of the
heaviest political cannonading in the
closing days of the campaign.

Senator Atlee Pomerene, appointed
by the president as chairman of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
which may come in for discussion
the address here.
ilere is buried President James A.
Garfield, whose election the president
mentioned in his Des Moines address
as among his first memories of life
in Iowa, the state of his birth.

N
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MISS BOOTH TO RELY

s,alvation Army
A
Head Wil Tell Curley Why She Is for Hoover:
BOSTON. October
18
Evangeline Booth. commander
was. no chanze in I he W;111111
of the
Salvation Army, is expect
idnttnl.itration to criii•ve prcs,iit ('fl
to reply
to Mayor James M. C
s
criticism of her support
tresedent
e:or Curley told the ilepartmcnt ,
Hoover.
is that $700,000 additional Is neede
Mayor Curley canceled
d
is agree,,,;• public welfare relief for the
ment to attend the army's
re- '
campaign
;palmier of the year. No more
fund banquet last night becaus
cen
be appropriatcd mid
the $700,000
Booth came out publicly in e Miss
support
cannot be cased tiiere mill be
of President Hoover for
no
re-election.
money for this work the last two
It's No Man's Land.
Colonel Joseph Atkinson, comma
nder
weeks in Defeat-Mee This will
of the army'e New England
I Cleveland seems to be a focal
bring
itheletal spent by the city to $12.no
ment., said Miss Booth will departn.ouo.. point of the barrage. Tonight. 24
reply
to
!While this %Nag being discussed.
Mayor Curley in a state
hours
before
President
'mlseioner O'Rourke itroueht
Hoover
the national headquartersment from
t!'e
speaks in Public hall, where Calvin
at New
sUbjeet
conirihtitittg. to poi it Ica I
York.
Coolidge was nominated in 1924, the
eamealens. He said the Mayor ghoul,
The mayor. in a letter
'
designate someolnl! to receive such con,Democrats are haying a detonation
Booth, which he made public to Miss
, said he
telbutions. The Mayor designated
iof their own.
refused "to contribute or
City Treeenrer Dolan to receive them
in the further work of theparttelpete
The speaker is Governor Joseph
for the Democratic party and Charles
Army, at least until such Salvation I
R. Ely, of Massachusette, who made
T. Harding of the election board for
there Is a return to the policytime as
the
nomin
ating
of nonspeec
h
for
Gover
nor
the Remit-divans. He sad it ought
earticipation in matters
political by
Alfred E. Smith at the Chicago conIt. understood 11141 contrilitions to
the. Salvation Army."
to
vention. Ely's speech is the opening
the parties t% ill hr.' returned at lenst
Misr Booth. whe Was
50 Tier cent to tlw PInte
gun in the Cleveland sector. Newton
her arrival here as suport Voted on
organixation§.
i g PresiThe Mayor later added his remit rk
D. Baker, former secretary of war, dent Hoover and r/rohibition,
said:
about the wisdom of the 22,000 coy
"The Salvation Army
and former governor James M. Cox
employes contributing to the Demo
part in politics, so don't takes no
also are speaking.
ask
I'm a Democrat or a
cattle cause. The employes now give
Repub
Governor Smith is being sought to
vote for Hoover. I'm lican, but—
5 per rent of their wages voluntaray
t4eit,
make
the
immed
iate
reply to l'resi- 1114.2ay±tion Army.saying
to Public' welfare- relief. There has
" ....oaf
dent Hoover. Smith carried the city
been talk that next year they eoelit
In 1928.
have to give 10 Per cent an)way it
lake a straight salary cut to provide
Five days after the Presidt at has
for this welfere Teller.
(Time and gone, Governor Albert C.
Ritchie. of atary1ancl,
11 speak in
Cleveland. Mayor C
of Boston
already has spoken
nd Mayor
Frank Murphy
it is to
finish the campai4 h

if

or

me it

On Historici Ground.
President Hoover. If he wishes,
may add plenty of splesees of "local
color" to his Ohio address.
Here lived Mark A. Hanna, politieat director of the campaign of
'President McKinley, who was (denten
in times analagoue to those, of the
present.
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MAYOR AND!POLICE
AT ODDS IN BOSTON,

"selected cases" cited by the police.
'Commissioner Hultman countered
that this reply- indicated failure on
'the part of the department to furnish
th4.,hpeoliga)
woitrh full
Pd, and 1,000
other cases were reported at about
the same time. The overseers declared the investigation was
Commissioner's Investigation of "serious interference" withcausing
their
work. The Mayor summoned two
Welfare Department
overseers and all the departmental
supervisors to City Hall and held
with them a two-hour, star-chamber
Starts Row.
session. The universal opinion is
that he "read them the riot act," to
use the language of two of the
MADE AT CURLEY'S ORDER conservative newspapers, and most
ordered them to install a modern system of keeping records. He then•
sent them a letter certifying to
Executkie Finds Lax Methods but honesty and intimating that their
any
lack of efficiency must be due to the
No Dishonesty—Change in
burden they now have to bear. Also
he ordered the police to cease their
Procedure fought.
investigation.

•

" Spends $1,000,000 Monthly.
By P. LAURISTON BULLARD.
Welfare Department disburses
Editorial Correspondence,TateNsw
Tongs. about $1,000,000 a month. In 1916
BOSTON, Oct. 13.—On July 21 its expenditure was $500,000 a year.
Mayor Curley asked the Police Corn- The origin of the department dates
missioner to undertake an investiga- hack 160 years, with statutory modiHon of the work of the overseers of fications several times. There are
public welfare to ascertain whether twelve overseers appointed by the
Mayor.
appoint an executive
public money was being wasted in recretaryThese
as an administrative oftheir relief service. On Oct. 7 the ficer. The work is controlled by
Mayor abruptly terminated the in. twelve
subcommittees
who
act
vestigation. During the interval of through the secretary. Divided responsibility, antiquated methods and
eleven weeks disclosures had been lack of efficiency have been
charged
made of Ft nature sensational enough against the system.
to command first-page display in all More than a year ago the Boston
the newspapers and -Lo command at- Finance Commission sounded a
tention throughout the Common- warning of what might be expected
and recommended that the overseers
i wealth.
1 The Police Commissioner reported be abolished and a single commison 1,500 of the 26,000 cases in charge aioner substituted. Last May the
; of the Welfare Department. The "Fin. Corn." investigated the system
, reports abounded in alleged facts of again and found only slight improve
a seriously disquieting character, ment. Further, the commission said,
from which inferences might be Just before the police investigation,
drawn that lerge amounts were goine that its own investigators "had not
to persons who ought not to receive found dishonesty on the part of the
any aid; that many claims were frau- employes but had found a system
dulent; that numerous cardholder wide open for fraud and dishonesty."
had court records; that false ad Mayor Curley himself has recogdresses were used; that nearly halt nizra the need for centralization of
the recipients had not been vislte authority. On the basis of the Ftby department workers over peliodi nonce Commission report he filed a
ranging from three montha to tw bill with the General Court last May
years.
calling for a single welfare commisFurther, the police declared th1 stoner with an advisory hoard of ten
department to be "either unable o members. The Committee on Cities
unwilling to furnish the record reported a compromise measure
with
necessary to complete the checl a single commissioner but
not such
within a reasonable lapse of time" complete centralization. No
action
that the records were in "chaotit was taken by the Legislature,
but.
condition" anyhow; that many recip the subject is bound
to
tents never had made legal applica again at the next session. corne up
tion for aid, and that unless the department gave greater assistance a
1 Y' "' 71''''"
year or even two veers would be
,/ (‘ -(6' - ..; :.
needed 'to complete the investigation.
MISS BOOTH
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TO HIT BACK

Mayor Condemned Report.
Reply to Curley on Support of HooOne of the last things done hN
ver Expected Today
Mayor Corey before his departure
on his ‘Velstern trip as a Roosevelt
BOSTON, Oct. 18 ("p).---Evatigel.ne
campaigner was to hold a meeting Booth, commander of the Salvm:ion
at City Hall with Police Commln- Army, was expected to reply today to
stoner Eugene C. Hultman and the Mayor James
M. ,eultley's criticism
welfare overseers, at which a very
courteous hut quite waspish inter- of her support of(:resfdent Hoover.
change took place. The Mayor found
Mayor Curley
nceiled his agree"gross exaggerations" in the pub- ment to attend
tHeiarrny's campaign
lished reports and "unwarranted defund banquet lest night because MIAs
ductions" by the police.
The department itself then ordered Booth came out publicly in support
an investigation and promised more of President Hoover for re-election
eooperation with the police and improved visitation work. 'rhe final Colonel Joseph Atkinson, commander
police report on 500 cases was of the of the armrs New England departsame general character, however. ment, said that Miss Booth would reThe department then was ready with
Mayor Curley in es- statement
a reply, challenging police Interpre- ply to
tation of the laws and citing tactic' from the national headquarters at
to contravene the findings in eertatri New York.
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CUKLEY REITiAdii2
SNUB TO LEADER
SALVATION ARMY
Followed Miss Booth's Public
Endorsement of President
Hoover's Re-election; Will
Make Contribution
Boston, Oct. 19—Mayor Curley last
night retracted his snub to Miss
Evangeline Booth, head of the Salvation Army, which followed her
public endorsement here of President Hoover's re-election. He said
that he would make his "customary
contribution" to the army's campaign for funds.
The mayor's action came just before midnight, after Miss Booth had
written him a letter from New York
saying: "I cannot think that you
wish me to divest myself of the
privilege of my citizenship."
She said that newspaper reports
of the interview she granted Sunday
night, which inspired the mayor to
refuse to attend a Hotel Statler
luncheon and to announce that he
would not contribute to the army's
campaign this year "make: It so clear
that the Salvation Army is not and
.never will be in politics."
Mayor Curley in his statement
sought to place the blame for the
Incident on Boston newspapers. He
said:
'.The explanation
contained In
the letter of Miss Evangeline Booth
of the Salvation Army is so entirely
at variance with the account which
appeared in the press that I deem
it my duty to accept the statement
as contained in the letter to be accurate rather than what appeared in
the press.
"Under the circumstances it Is
pleasing to know that it was not the
purpose of Miss Booth to deliver the
Salvation Army to the cendiclate for,
election, who in my opinion. Is in!
large measure responsible for present
distress. Accordingly, I shall forward
my customary contribution and shall
designate the city collector to collect
from employes of the city in order
that the funds may be raised to provide for the wants of the needy."
M188 Booth's endatsement of
President Hoover, as reported in the pa..
.pers of last Monday morning follows:
' "We are neither Democratic
nor
Republican." -declared
Commander
I Booth. "But Just the, same."
she
added with a twinkle, "vote fpf
Hoover—vote for Hoover "
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EVANGELINE BOOTH REPLIES
TO MAYOR CURLEY'S CRITICIS&
NEW YORK, Or19:1-(1P)—Replyto Mayor Jamets J.;Curiey's criticism of her anno}meid support of
President Hoover in•taiS campaign for
re-election, Evangeline Booth. commander of the Salvation Army, Tue.,,day wrote the Boston executive that
, "I cannOt think that you would wish.
me to divest myself of the privilege of
My citizenship."
"It is difficult to understand." she
wrote, "how my good-humored remark to newspapee men . . . should
be taken as indicating that the Salvation Army was going into politics.,
. . . The Salvation Army is not, and '
never will be, in politics."
Reports from Boston said Curley
cancelled an agreement to attend the
Army's campaign fund banquet in
Boston Tuesday night because Miss
Booth had told newspaper men upon
ver arrival:
"The Salvation Army takes no part
n politics so don't ask me if I'm a
3craocrat or a Republican, but—vote
or Hoover. I'm saying that, not the
talvation Army."
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Roosevelt and Democrati
Leaders Sued for Taxi Bill

NoweroAl- CON•.RE,Pileve4 Los Angeles.— Gov. Franklin D.
Id - ze) -, 1. Roosevelt Was yesterday named a
defendant in a law suit charging
Evangeline Booth, commander
him, Mayor Curley of Boston. and
some
told
of the Salvation Aarmy
Young Democratic. Clubs of
the
newspaper men Who inquired, that California with evading a $694 taxi
tke Salyation Army takes ;Ito part bill.
The suit, demanding recovery, was
in politics, but that .;he intended
Municipal Court by the
to vote for Hoover. She explained filed in
Tanner Motor Livery, Ltd. The
vote.
individual
her
meant
that
complaint alleged the money,' was
Immediately Mayor James J. Cur- owed for automobile hire during
tra,..111,41os,ton, cancelled his 'prom- Roosevelt's and Curley's recent visits
ise to attend the Army's campaign to Los Angeles. ,
A writ of attachment also was
'fund benefit in Boston. And that served, directing seizure of banking
may not be attempt at coercion, assets of the Young Democratic
but it is the manner in which vot- Clubs in a local bank.
ing is controlled M some of the
eastern centers of population.
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/ - 2 3 -3 27-Tralowing the retirement of the by Lee Shubert, represents nearly
70-year-old
censor of Boston, , the limit of borrowing power leyoung Stanton White whose years gaily permitted to the receivers.
number 27, will step into the
In event liquidation of the asthankless work of regulating what Isets is forced, Lee Shubert willvdeis fit for the delicate eyes and rive a large share of the proceeds,
ears of Boston theatergoers.
!inasmuch as receivership certifiYoung White is the son of a leates are prior liens under the
well-known theatrical photogre- !law.
pher, and is himself a Shakespearean actor of some talent. As
husband of the niece of Mayor
JanleA Curley of Boston, who is
one Of the city morals committee
of three, he is in an interesting
position.
534wAgy/Y-N.r,-,s4e4e
The Boston Transcript is said
/ri - .3e)- 3 z
to have recently taken the young
censor-in-embryo
on his first
newspaper ride, a quaint custom
among the wolfish Boston papers
who are well known to be opThe first complete akchitectural
posed to morals meddlers.
Despite curtailment of expenses survey of the city of Boston is now
$94,000 below what was submit- under way, and, it is expected, will,
ted in pre-season estimates, the prove of national value in comShubert interests are operating at munity planning, according to Wila loss, a thing which presents liam Stanley Parker, fellow of the !
some fine complications for the American Institute of Architects, in '
bondholders' committee and the a progress report of slum clearance
in Boston.
receivers.
"The Federal Government, through
The Shuherts have applied for
an extension of two months be- the agency of the Reconstructioli
fore they are called upon to de- Finance Corporation, has made
clare whether or not the affairs of available funds for low cast housthe corporation should be liqui- ing and clum clearance projects under certain conditions of State or
dated.
Although Lee Shubert is said to municipal control," says Mr. Parker,
have invested a quarter of a mil- who is chairman of the Boston Adcr
...irt
lion dollars in an effort to tide visory Committee'Housing
apirley.
the company through its troubles, pointed by Mayor
"These
conditions
volve comtaking receivers' certificates as security, the financial outlook is plete stiperviMon of limited dividend
corporations
organized to prodreary.
Permission WAS granted the re- vide limited rental housing. It is
generally
understood that preference
ceivers to borrow an additional
$80,000 against the life insurance will be given to slum clearance project
rather
than development of
policies of both Lee and J. .1.
Shubert. This, together with the housing on raw land,"
.i.issuance of the certificates taken

Slum Clearane
Plan for 4oston

Safe, Al Smith
Tells Roosevelt
Governor Invites Him to
Their First Chat With
in Last Six Months
Roosovelt Sued

For Auto Hire
Los Angeles, Oct. 29 UP)—A
different kind of an aftermath
was heard today to the recent
visits here of Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Democratic Presidential nominee, and Mayor
James M. Curly of Boston,
who spoke in /behalf of the
candidacy of the New 'York
Governor.
It was a suit by a motor livery which alleged it had been
unable to collect $694, billed to
Democratic organizations for
hire of automobiles used by the
Governor and Mayor Curley.
The suit named the Governor, the Mayor and the Young
Democrt tic Clubs of California
as defendants.
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MAYOR CURLEY'S NERVES.
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HYANNIS, Oct. 22—Appearing ilj:
burst against Miss Evangeline Booth,
commander in chief of the Salvation 1 at the first Democratic Rally here '
Charles V. F°
::iirti.cit
:-A
i ll
11'irtinallec
:.,311,
I "1'Y' Swift and (
Army, just at the beginning of a I tonight, Mayor Curley of Boston
A.
ter Collins. A meeting of this (amen
rapped the Republican "policy of' T.
drive for money to assist the city's
fear" and the tariff. He predicted 1 tCP will take place tomorrow -night to
poor this winter revealed 'a man
time
re-election of Governor Ely.
make final piens. At the same
'who has been sorely tried this sumDemocratic the sulwommit tees on decoration,
opened
The rally
on
mer and fall.- To be sure, work
Connolly music and literature wIll report.
the
at
headquarters
atCity problems has not tired Mayor
Building and more than 250
3
1 7_,
4,
0
,
4,';‘_77
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0 -Ma -`14(
.?iNeve(,;•4,
Curley for he visits Boston only oetended. Among the speakers were
Thomas H. Buckley of Abington,
tween trips. The scandalous waste
.1
1
(
the
candidate for Congressman in
In welfare relief has not hurt his
, Ill
15th District; John R. Parker,
pbwers of resistance, for he waves
member of the Democratic State
them aside and denies that they exCommittee; James P. Fitzgerald.
ist. The fact that Boston is handchairman of assessors in Abingthe rate of $12,000,ing out money at,
ton; Peter Cairns of Hyannis; Leo
Sandwich, and
1000 a year without adequate care
of
A. Mooney
that only those entitled shall receive
Thomas F. Kelleher of Sandwich,
candidate for Representative in the
it does not worry Mayor Curley.
First Barnstable District. Edward
Mayor Curley promptly recognized
F. Maher of Hyannis presided.
his error, accepted Miss Booth's explanation of her chance remark to
•
corps of
the reporters and says that he will
flU/;VC-1"1.6"h0 - MA-1f -1/N/iN the
for
check
speakers led by Mayor James M.
usual
his
contribute
/# —
2- •
Carley of Boston nil invade this town
Salvation Army's purposes. He ran
•,:el Indian Orchard Tuesday night for
the risk of harming the Army's fieY
under the combined supervision
nancial drive. It seemed his evident Caltl
ef the Ludlow and Indian Orchard
viish to do so, although his power
uljtatid the Pequot Democratic,eelito harm that drive might be exag. .
In Pan Orchard.. A street
gerated. If he had hurt the drive I
he would have hurt the poor of Bos- I
ton. Mr. Curley as a regular thing
sees such facts very clearly. Eviin
dently he was sorely disturbed
mind when he rashly accused the
Salvation Army of being in politics
Miss Booth is far more securely
Democratic rallies are to be held in
placed in the affections of the nation various towns of the Connecticut Valthan is Mayor Curley. He probably ley tonight and will he continued
this
much regrets his hasty step by
through the eeek. climaxing with a
itime.
massineetIng at the Springfield AudiIt was evidently a bad hour for Mr. torium Saturday night, at which SenaCurley when he was roused to anger tor David I. Walsh. Gov. Ely and
by a newspaper account of Miss other members of the state ticket wie
Mr
Booth's personal preference for
he the hi tt guns.
Hoover, for he coupled his indignaTonight rallies are to be held in Inwho
woman
ble
dian Orchard and Ludlow. Mayor
tion at the remarka
I
heads the Sallies with a most out- James M. Curley of Reston Is achedprincipal!
rageous attack on the president. For- tiled in apjfffr and give the
man William
getting prohibition for the nonce. address at both. Congress
and other candidates for
probably by an oversight, he accused .1. Granfleld
are also
betraying the office in this county and city
Herbert Hoover of
scheduled to speak at these two gathcause
the
being
American home and
, erings.
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